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PREFACE

The 17th European Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Heating was held in

Amsterdam. the Netherlands, from-the 25th to the 29th of June 1990 by the Plasma Physics

Division of the European Physical Society (EPS).
The Conference has been organized by the FOM—Instituut voor Plasmafysica Rijnhuizen,

which is part of the Foundation for Fundamental Research on Matter (Stichting Fundamenteel

Onderzoek der Materie). FOM is supported by the Dutch Research Organization NWO and

Euratom.
The Conference has been sponsored by the Koninklijke Nederlandse Academie van

Wetenschappen (KNAW) and by the Foundation Physica.
The programme, format and schedule of the Conference are determined by the

International Programme Committee appointed by the Plasma Physics Division of the EPS.
The programme included 18 invited lectures; from the contributed papers 24 were

selected for oral presentation and 470 for poster presentation.
This 4-volume publication is published in the Europhysics Conference Abstract Series

and contains all accepted contributed papers received in due time by the organizers. The 4-page
extended abstracts were reproduced photographically using the manuscripts submitted by the

authors. The invited papers will be published in a special issue of the journal "Plasma Physics
and Controlled Fusion" and sent free of charge to each registered participant.

The editors would like to acknowledge the skillful and dedicated support given by Laura

van Veenendaal - van Uden, Rosa Tenge - Tjon A Tham and Cora de Bruijne in preparing the

manuscripts for reproduction in these four volumes.

May 1990 The Editors
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PAPER IDENTIFICATION

All contributed papers are listed with their title and responsible author. In those
cases where no author was underlined the first author mentioned was taken. The
day of the poster presentation of each paper, followed by the number of the poster
board, is given under the title in the list of contributed papers. The four poster
sessions will be held on:

Monday afternoon indicated as Mo,
Tuesday afternoon indicated as Tu,
Thursday afternoon indicated as Th,
Friday afternoon indicated as Fr.

The poster boards are numbered from 1 to 130. From the 494 contributed papers,
24 were selected for oral presentation. The authors of those orally presented papers
were requested to give also a poster presentation. Most of them confirmed that they
were prepared to do so.
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ELECTRON-CYCLOTRON RADIATION (ECR) ASYMMETRY MEASUREMENTS
AT 2 (01—16 IN THE L—2 STELLARATOR

D.K. Akulina

General Physics Insitute, Moscow, USSR

ABSTRACT

The measurements of electron cyclotron radiation (ECR) at the second cyclotron harmonic

(2 wHe) both from the inner (HFS) and outer (LFS) side of the plasma vessel ("High" and

"Low" magnetic Field Side) in the equatorial plane of the L—2 stellarator are presented. The

asymmetry of radiation for an extraordinary wave (e-mode) (E)-ifiJ?) in the case of current-

free plasma production and heating by a fundamental EC ordinary mode (O-mode) (nzl) is

shown.

INTRODUCTION

The investigation of ECR at the second cyclotron harmonic IZmHe is now routinely used

to obtain the spatial profile of the temperature Te(r) [1, 2].

The emission intensity is determined by Rayleigh-Jeans Law and for the second harmonic
an extraordinary mode is:

e _(n2kTg(r) 1-546) (1)
20He_ 81c3c2 1~pe4®

where 1: is the optical thickness, p is the reflectivity of metallic walls.
In the case of optically thick lines (I > l), I6 E Te(r). However, the formula (1) is valid

for thermal plasma radiation only, when the velocity distribution function is a Maxwellian one.
If superthermal electrons are present in the plasma then the radiation temperature Tr can be
much higher than the thermal one, T6, and occurs at lower frequencies due to the relativistic
shift. A nonthermal plasma radiation takes place in a low-density current plasma when the
electric inductive field in the plasma is equal to ~ 0.1 Ec (where Ec is the Dricer‘s field) or in the

experiments with plasma heating by microwave at ECRH conditions.



It is important to know from the methodical point of view from what side of the toroidal
magnetic field ("low" or "high" field side) the measurements are performed since the measured
radiation intensity may be different and this phenomenon is associated with the nonequal bulk-
plasma absorption of a nonthermal radiation component.The0retically this phenomenon was
described in Ref. [4]. It was shown that for the intensityIEXFS at 2mg in the e-mode one can use:

IEFS =10(1—e‘1) . at“ + ISTU-e'm) (2)
e .and for ILFS'

If“ =10(1—e“)+15T(1_e'T)e' T (3)

where Io, IST are the intensities of the bulk and nonthemial component, respectively; ’r is the
optical thickness. Thus, making simultaneous measurements from HFS and LFS of the torus,
one can get information about the plasma optical thickness and intensity of a nonthermal
radiation component. The experiments at the first cyclotron harmonic have been described in
Ref. [5].

EXPERHVEENTAL RESULTS

In the L-2 experiments, a current~free plasma was produced and heated by an ECRH
wave with a gyrotron power P = 200 kW at the fundamental O-mode. The plasma parameters
were: plasma density NC = 7-1012 cm‘3, electron temperature Te = (0.5-0.9) keV, magnetic
field strength H = 1.35 T. Plasma radiation at ZfHe was received along the main torus radius
(see Fig. 1). The LFS horn can receive both 0- and e—mode polarization whereas HFS horn -
e-mode only. The radiation was analized by a superheterodyne receiver in the 70—80 GHz band
corresponding to the second cyclotron harmonic frequency at H(O) = 1.35 tesla. The emission
profile was measured shot by shot by varying the local oscillator frequency. The frequency
resolution was determined by an [F amplifier and was equal to 400 MHz that corresponds to the
space resolution 0.5-1 cm.

Plasma density was changed by the initial gas pressure and was either constant or slightly
enhanced during 7-10 ms of the heating pulse. Figure 2 shows oscillograms of the signals
received at different frequencies in the measurements from the "low" (ILFS) and "high" (11.1123)
magnetic field sides. One can see that for f = 77 GHz there is observed an equality of signals
IEFS = IEFS’ corresponding to the layer radiation from r = -2 em; but for f = 73 GHz the ratio
of signals IZFS [IEFS ~ 2 times. The note should be made that the f = 73 GHz radiation is
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nonthermal in nature [3] and exceeds essentially the thermal level (as compared to the radiation

and Thomson scattering laser method of temperature measurements). In this series of

experiments, the laser measured temperature was at r = -1 cm equal to 650 eV and at r = -4 cm

is 300 eV. Netc that laser measurements are performed along the vertical axis (Fig. 1),

If one supposes that the general electron interaction with a plasma took place at the

frequency f = 37.5 GHz (at the optimum magnetic field) in the plasma center and that

nonthermal electrons are produced at the same place, then the appearance of additional

nonthermal radiation at f = 73 GHz can be related to the relativistic frequency shift_ The

CSdmadO“ made 0“ the basis 0f Ref. [1] Shows that the shift mentioned above can be associated
with the electrons up to 5 keV.

Taking into account formulas (2, 3) one can see that 1: = 2 and “EST = 0.3 are the best fit to

the experimental results for Te ~ 0.5 keV and TST ~ 5 keV. Note that for 1(r) the calculations

and measurements perforated earlier [6] by microwave transmission in a current plasma of the

L-2 with similar parameters have shown 1: (r=0) ~ 4 and "c (r = 4 cm) ~ 1. The number of

nonthermal particles is not high and is in the range of 1011 cm’3 > “ST > 1010 cm‘3.

According to the theory of plasma radiation at 2 file [1], the intensity of an O-mode should

be in (Vt/Vc)2 times less than that in a e-mode. In the experiment, the measured ILFS was

almost the same as 121133 (Fig. 2"B"). The enhancement of the O-mode radiation at 2 fHe,

compared to the theory, was mentioned for the other machines too, and was explained both by

wall reflection and loss of polarization [1,2,7]. Thus, making measurements in an O-mode from

LFS at different frequencies one can estimate a nonthermal component and by comparison of

I6 and 12mg the optical thickness, since the latter is absorbed by the bulk plasma and depends
LFS

on T.
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CONFINEMENT STUDIES OF ECRH PLASMAS IN A TOROIDAL HELIAC

G.D.CONWAY & B.D.BLACKWELL

Plasma Research Laboratory
Research School of Physical Sciences

Australian National University
Canberra, ACT 2601, Australia

The SHEILA heliac [1] is a toroidal device of major radius R0 = 18.75cm and mean

minor radius a (last closed flux surface) of about 3.10m. 24 toroidal field coils displaced

2.5 cm about a poloidal ring coil (radius R0) form a N = 3 period helical axis stellarator.

SHEILA has been converted to a flexible heliac by an additional 1 = l helical winding about

the ring coil. Considerable variation in the magnetic geometry can be obtained by adjusting
the current ratio C = Ih/I, between —0.16 to +0.25, equivalent to the range 0.55 2 2(0) 2

1.86, where I}, and Ir are the currents in the helical winding and poloidal ring.

The vacuum flux surfaces are generally bean-shaped in cross section, but change consid-

erably with variations in the helical current (fig. 3 top). The |Bl surfaces however remain
roughly circular, concentric with the poloidal ring coil. Plasma formation by electron cy-

clotron resonance (ECR) depends critically on the position of the fundamental resonance

surface, and also the second harmonic surface at low field strengths, relative to the plasma

column and the launching antenna.

In this paper we investigate the particle confinement properties of the heliac geometry as
the rotational transform is varied using up to 2.5kW peak 10ms wide pulses of microwave
ECR power at 2.4SGHz. Cool (Te = 6 - lOeV) but highly ionized argon plasmas with very
reproducible characteristics are generated by discrete dipole/monopole or helical antennae
posidoned close to the plasma surface. Depending on the magnetic geometry and field strength
the antennae can launch either from the high field side (HFS) or the low field side (LFS) of
the fundamental resonance surface.

For a LFS launch geometry plasma densities up to 3 to 4 times the fundamental O-mode
cutoff density (72,, = 7.4x1016m‘3) are readily obtainable. With HFS geometry the central
plasma becomes highly overdense, up to 4x1018m‘3. Plasma density and electron temperature
radial profiles are measured by a seaming Langmuir probe at 915 = 0°. The density profiles
change between a narrow strongly peaked profile for a HFS launch to a flat broad profile for a
LFS launch. When the resonance layer is close to the magnetic axis at the toroidal position of
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the antenna the LFS profile can become significantly hollow. Fig.1 shows four radial profiles
at q'z = 0° for different magnetic field strengths (B...) using a quarter wavelength monopole
antenna at d = 75° with C = 0.02. Increasing the magnetic field strength moves the resonance
field layer past the fixed antenna changing the geometry from a LFS to a HFS launch. This
is more clearly seen in figs.2 & 4 where the central density is plotted as a function of 13,.1 for
two values of C. The upper and lower field limits coincide with the resonance layer leaving
the outside and inside edge of the enclosed volume of the respective last closed flux surfaces.
Both the HFS and LFS profiles depart from the ‘parabolic’ pressure profiles observed with an
RF ohmic plasma (400W at 96kHz). The discrepancies appear to result from an enhancement
in particle confinement at the plasma centre for the HFS launch and a deterioration for the
LFS launch [2].

Fig.3 shows the central plasma density as a function of C for different field strengths Bm
(ie LFS & HFS launch). The highest density case is similar to the curve obtained with the
RF ohmic system. Around C = 0 (2(0) .~. 1.19: me standard heliac) the enclosed plasma
volume is greatest and the central density highest. The toroidal variation in the flux surfaces
is also at its minimum. With increasing C the rotational transform approaches the low order
resonance 3/2 (0.05 < C < 0.11) which causes the flux surfaces to break up into islands.
Consequently the radial density profiles are seen to flatten. As C —-> +0.16 the nested flux
surfaces reform and the profiles separate out into the peaked and hollow profiles of the HFS
and LFS geometries. The LFS curve is much less sensitive to variations in the rotational
transform.

Reversing the current ratio decreases 2(0) and the volume of the closed surfaces. At
C = —0.075 the flux surfaces break up again as the 2(0) = 1 rational surface and the 3/3 field
harmonic resonate. Beyond C < ~O.10 the surfaces reform with a reduced toroidal variation,
but with only = 25% of the plasma volume of the standard case. The central density however
fails to recover, and is notably insensitive to the launch geometry or the microwave power.
The radial density profiles vary little with Bm and display several peaks (fig. 5). Most of the
plasma is confined close to the poloidal ring coil. With the RF ohmic system alone it was
not possible to produce breakdown for C = —0.08 or C < ~0.14 [3].

For magnetic geometries with well-formed closed flux surfaces the confinement of ECR
plasmas is generally good, except for large reverse helical currents (small rotational trans—
form). The deterioration in central confinement for LFS launch geometries which was seen at
moderate and high rotational transforms may be associated with the phenomenon of ‘density
pump-out’ [2].

T
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE FAST ION DISTRIBUTION DURING NEUTRAL
BEAM INJECTION AND ION CYCLOTRON HEATING IN ATF "

W,“ R. J. Colchin, G. L. Ben,” A. C. England, R. H. Fowlerf J. M. Gossett,
L. D. Horton, R. C. Isler, M. Kwon,‘I J. F. Lyon, R. N. Morris,“ D. A. Rasmussen,

T. M. Rayburn, T. D. Shepard, and C. E. Thomas“

Fusion Energy Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee
United States of America

A neutral particle analyzer (NPA) with horizontal and vertical scanning capability
has been used to malce initial measurements of the fast ion distribution during neutral
beam injection (NBI) and ion cyclotron heating (ICH) on the Advanced Toroidal Facility
(ATF). These measurements are presented and compared with the results of modeling
codes that predict the analyzer signals during these heating processes.

Experimental Setup

ATP1 is an I = 2, m = 12 torsatron with a moderate plasma aspect ratio (ma-
jor radius R, = 2.10 rn, average plasma radius ('1 = 0.27 m). ATP has three forms
of plasma heating: electron cyclotron heating (ECH), NBI, and ICH. For the experi-
ments discussed here, target plasmas were produced using 400-kW, 53-GHz ECH with
subsequent heating provided by I: 1.7 MW of NBI and 2 0.2 MW of ICH.

The orientation of the neutral beam injectors on ATP is shown in Fig. 1. These
beam lines are aimed tangentially, 13 cm inside the magnetic axis to minimize beam
scrape-off on the vacuum vessel walls. The opposing orientation of the injectors allows
balanced injection with no net momentum input or net beam-driven current. Fast hy-
drogen neutrals are injected at energies up to 35 keV; the delivered power is distributed
among the three energy components in the ratio 75:18z7.

Initial ICH experiments have been carried out using a fast-wave ICH antenna.2
This antenna is tunable over the 10- to 30—MHz frequency range. Experiments have
been conducted with D(H) and D(He3) plasmas with the frequency adjusted to obtain
fundamental resonance with the minority species of interest.

The NPA used on ATF is an EHB mass» and energy-analyzing spectrometer3 similar
to that used on TFTR. This analyzer has two mass columns (allowing for simultaneous
measurements of H and D) with an energy range 0.5 _<_ A(amu) ' E(keV) S 600. The
NPA is mounted on a carriage that allows it to be horizontally and vertically scanned.
When the analyzer is scanned horizontally, its viewing angle can be changed from per-
pendicular to tangential (in both directions) to the axial magnetic field. The vertical

‘Work sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department of Energy, under contract
DEACOS-MORQMOO with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

“Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia
”Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama
‘Computing and Telecommunications Division Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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scanning capability allows the analyzer to scan from below to above the plasma col-
umn in ATF. The location of the NPA and its orientation relative to the neutral beam
injectors are shown in Fig. 1.

Neutral Beam Injection

Several horizontal scans of the NPA have been performed during NBI at various
densities. These experiments were performed by injecting hydrogen beams (e: 35 keV)
into a. deuterium plasma, thus allowing the NPA to obtain simultaneous measurements
of the thermal and fast ion distributions. The hydrogen spectra measured by the NPA
at three horizontal angles during a low—density discharge (fie = 8 x 1012 cm‘a) are shown
as the solid lines in Fig. 2. The three peaks seen in the spectra for angles near tangential
(<15 '2 50°) correspond to the full-, half—, and third-energy components of the injected
beam.

In an attempt to understand the fast ion slowing-down processes associated with
these measured spectra, a modeling code has been developed that is based on the Fokker-
Planck equation for a homogeneous magnetic field and uses the FIFPC code developed
at ORNL.4 This model (1) calculates the fast ion source distribution using appropriate
plasma conditions; (2) computes the neutral density profile using a neutrals transport
code; (3) uses FIFPC to solve for the ion distribution, given this source function and
plasma conditions; and (4) calculates the signal expected to be measured by the NPA
by integrating the charge—exchange contributions along the analyzer chord. To simulate
the experiment, input parameters to the code were based on experimentally measured
values. The electron temperature and density profile were measured at several different
times during the NBI portion of the discharge by a 15—channel Thomson scattering
system5; the temporal evolution of the central electron temperature was monitored by
the central channel of a 16-channel electron cyclotron emission system.6 The central ion
temperature was obtained from Doppler broadening of central impurity lines.

The results of this calculation are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 2 along with the
measured spectra for three horizontal viewing angles. The agreement is quite good
considering that the error bars associated with the calculation are fairly large since
several of the input parameters (especially the neutral density profile) are not very well
known. The spectra shown in Fig. 2 were obtained 12 ms after initiation of NHL The
agreement between the model and the data is not nearly as good for later times in the
beam portion of the discharge. This probably results from the model’s inadequacy in
handling finite orbit effects (including losses) and radial diffusion of these fast ions.

ICH Experiments

To assess the potential of ICH as an auxiliary heating method for ATF, various
measurements were made by the NPA to examine the production of a high—energy tail
during ICH and the confinement and thermalization of this tail. The results presented
here for the NPA scans were obtained with a D(H) plasma with an on-axis magnetic
field of 0.95 T. The ion cyclotron resonance frequency was adjusted to 14.4 MHz so
that the fundamental resonance of the hydrogen minority intersected the center of the
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lasma.
P During these experiments, a high-energy hydrogen tail up to 50 keV was observed
by the NPA (see Fig. 3) without any significant bulk heating being observed. The
hydrogen concentration in this discharge—as determined from the ratio of the measured

line intensities of the Balmer alpha transitions of hydrogen and deuteriumfwas found
to be S 2%. The magnitude of the high-energy tail was found to be very dependent on
the hydrogen concentration in the plasma. Figure 4 shows the variation of the measured
spectra with the measured hydrogen concentration.

The measured spectra were also found to vary as the analyzer viewing orientation
was changed. This variation is shown in Fig. 5, where contours of measured flux are
plotted versus energy and horizontal viewing angle. Two slightly asymmetric peaks near
the perpendicular (90°) are evident. At present, this angular distribution is suspected to
be the result of orbit effects associated with the location of the resonance layer. Recent
horizontal scans have been made with the frequency changed to 12.8 and 16.0 MHz.

There is a clear difference between the angular distributions of the NPA measured flux
in these cases.

The existence of a 50-keV ICH-induced tail suggests that there is a class of parti-
cles in ATF that can gain energy from the launched wave and still be confined up to
fairly high energies. Since the electron density (n5 2 5 X 1012 cm‘a) and temperature
(T6 = 800 eV) are fairly low, these particles not only transfer energy to the plasma
slowly but also suffer little pitch angle scattering as they slow down. From a heating
efficiency point of view, these effects are undesirable, since only a small amount of power
is transferred to the plasma; however, from a physics point of View these effects are ad-
vantageous, since collisionless orbit calculations can be used. Such calculations are now
in progress to determine if orbit effects can explain the observed angular distribution in
Fig. 5.
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BOOTSTRAP CURRENT STUDIES IN THE ADVANCED
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J. B. Wilgen, W. R. Wing, and the ATF Group

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8072, USA.

ABSTRACT .
\- The toroidal current observed during electron cyclotron heating (ECH) in the

Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATF) torsatron is identified as bootstrap current. The observed
current ranges between +3 kA and —1 kA with negligible Ohmic heating (OH) and ECH-
driven currents. The observed currents agree well with predictions of neoclassical theory in
magnitude (to within 30%) and parametric dependence (including the reversal of the current),
as determined by systematic scans of quadrupole (shaping) and dipole (vacuum axis shift)
moments of the vertical field. These results show that the current flow in ATF is well
described by the neoclassical theory of bootstrap current despite the presence of anomalies in
particle and heat flows. In addition, the results demonstrate the ability to control the toroidal
current with the vertical field for currentlcss operation in stellarators.

INTRODUCTION
The bootstrap current has attracted substantial attention in toroidal confinement

research. In tokamak reactors, it is desirable to maximize the magnitude of the bootstrap
current for steady-state operation. In stellarators, it is desirable to achieve currentless
operation. Bootstrap currents have been measured in several toroidal devices [1]. In contrast

' to the previous observations of bootstrap current. the present ATF experiments are aimed at
testing the neoclassical theory through direct measurements (in the absence of other current
sources) and through scans of controllable machine parameters (in particular, those for the
magnetic configuration).

Bootstrap current is driven by viscous drag force between circulating and trapped
electrbns in a toroidal plasma. Neoclassical theory [2] predicts that, in the low~collisionality
limit, the bootstrap current density is given by jb = —3(f[/fc) Gb Bp—l Vp, where ft (fa) is the
fraction of trapped (circulating) particles, p is the plasma pressure, and Bp is the polotdal
field. The magnetic geometry factor Gb depends on the magnetic field structure, in
particular, on harmonic contents of the mod-B (IBI), and it is normalized to that in the
axisymmetric tokamak (Gb = 1). In a stellarator, the magnetic field contains not only the
axisymmetric harmonics, but also helical, and mixed symmetry harmonics. By varying the
lBl harmonics, the bootstrap current can be externally controlled. In a plasma of finite
collisionality, the bootstrap current decreases with increasing collision frequency. However,
the collisionless regime for the locally trapped particles is more easily accessible than that for
toroidally trapped particles because of shorter connection lengths (by factor of UM, where M
is number of field periods). In this regime, the direction of the bootstrap current is opposite

lAubum University, Auburn, AL. U.S.A.

2Computing and Telecommunications Division, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
3National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya, Japan.
4Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, U.S.A.
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to that of the usual bootstrap current, since the viscous force with helically trapped particles is
relaxed by a flow in the poloidal (rather than toroidal) direction. The reversal of the current
direction has been observed in the experiment described below.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISONS WITH THEORY
The ATF device is a moderate-aspect-ratio torsatron with two continuous helical

winding, M=12, major radius R0 = 2.1 m, average minor radius a = 0.27 rm, and magnetic
field on axis B0 3 2 T. In the standard configuration, the rotational transform Jc varies
radially from 0.3 to =1.0. The magnetic configuration can be controlled by three sets of
axisymmetric poloidal coils (”vertical" field coils). Variations of the dipole (A010) and
quadrupole (AQZO) moments [3] of the vertical field change the flux surface position and
shape, respectively. This occurs in a nearly fixed magnetic field which is primarily
determined by the helical field coils, thereby changing the IBI harmonic contents on a flux
surface. The present studies are carried out with ECl—l only in order to avoid the uncertainties
resulting from beam-driven current with neutral beam injection. Up to 0.4 MW of ECH
power from two 53.2-GH2 gyrotrons is used for initiation and heating of the hydrogen
plasma.

Figure 1 shows the time evolution of plasma parameters in two discharges with
different quadrupole moments of the vertical field. Both the helical and vertical field coil
currents reach flat-top >0.5 s before the ECH plasma is formed. The discharge becomes
quasi-stationary, at which time the measurements are made. The total toroidal current is
measured by a Rogowski coil wound on the inner wall of the vacuum vessel. There is
negligible OH loop voltage (average resistive voltage less than 0.01 V). Furthermore, ECH
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current drive is negligible because (1) the microwave power is launched perpendicular to the
magnetic field, and (2) the observed current responds to reversal of the helical coil current
and to changes in fie in a manner opposite to expectations for an ECH—driven current. More
importantly, the results described below confirm the parametric dependences on the vertical
field that are expected from the neoclassical theory. The electron temperature profiles shown
in Figure 2 are measured from Thomson scattering along a vertical chord in a toroidal plane
(4, = 0°) and demonstrate that the vertical elongation of the plasma is indeed decreased .with a
negative quadrupole moment, as indicated by vacuum flux surfaces calculated from c011

ents.
curr Figure 3 shows the toroidal currents measured (shown by open points) as a function
of the quadrupole moment while the dipole moment is kept constant (with the value
corresponding to a vacuum axis shift of —2 cm). The observed current changes
systematically from positive to negative values, as the quadrupole moment changes from
negative to positive values (toward increasing vertical elongation). The theoretical
predictions (shown by closed points) are calculated with experimental pressure profiles
inferred from Thomson scattering and third harmonic electron cyclotron emission (ECE)
measurements. The geometry factor Gb is calculated as in Ref. [2]. An analytical expression
for the finite collisionality corrections was obtained by interpolating different collisionality
limits and was shown to agree well with numerical results of DKES [4]. The error bars on
the theoretical predictions correspond to an uncertainty in effective charge Zeff, which is
assumed to be 2.0 i 0.5. The agreement between experiment and theory is good in
magnitude (to within i30%) and in the dependence on the quadrupole moment, including the
reversal of the current.

4ll||l | | 1 I t l l l
i Q EXPERIMENT

3 _ I9 I T 3 THEORY
é, 0 L81 0 ° I; 03MW,— 2 _ i la 5w - .E El A010 = 0.005
E _o I '—8 ‘ a — ‘a 0 ’w 95 e8
0. _1 _ __

2 | l | l I l l I 1 ID I | I

-0.06 -0.03 0 0.03 0.06
OUADRUPOLE MOMENT ([3620)

Figure 3. Measured toroidal currents and neoclassical
predictions for the bootstrap current as functions of the
quadrupole moment (PECH = 0.3 MW).

Figure 4 shows the bootstrap current measured in a dipole field scan with a fixedquadrupole moment. The results are also consistent with neoclassical predictions. The
Current increases as the vacuum axis is shifted inward (Av < 0), until it eventually decreasesowing to reduction of plasma pressure caused by confinement deterioration. To account forthe variation of the plasma pressure, we take a ratio of toroidal current to stored energy (ortotal plasma pressure). Such ratios are plotted in Figure 5 as functions of the vacuum axisShift for different quadrupole moments and field intensities. The normalized current for
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Figure 5. Bootstrap current normalized to plasma
stored energy (or total pressure) as a function of
vacuum axis shift for different quadrupole moments
and helical field intensities (PECH = 0.2 MW).

operation at 1.9 T is lower by about a factor of two than that at 0.95 T, supporting the
assertion that the bootstrap current is inversely proportional to BO-

CONCLUSIONS
These results show that the toroidal currents in ATF with ECH alone agree well with

neoclassical predictions in magnitude and parameter dependence (including the reversal of the
current), as determined by scans of dipole and quadrupole moments, field intensity, and total
pressure. There is still room (to within 30%) for an anomaly in the bootstrap current. This
is not inconsistent with the fact that particle and heat transport are anomalous by larger
factors, as predicted in Ref. [5]. The present results also verify the ability to reduce the
bootstrap current to zero using the quadrupole and dipole components of the vertical field,
demonstrating the feasibility of currentless operation of stellaratores in the low—collisionality
regime.
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IMPURITY TRANSPORT IN ATF AND THE EFFECT OF CONTROLLED
IMPURITY INJECTION‘

L. D. Horton, R. C. Isler, E. C. Crume, Jr., T. C. Jernigan,
and S. Morital

Fusion Energy Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee
United States of America

The operating window in the Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATF) is limited by the

occurrence of a sudden decrease in energy confinement. Although it is clear that the final

loss of confinement is due to thermal instability at low temperature, the cause of the

initial degradation that reduces the plasma temperature to this low range is not clear. A

series of experiments using impurities injected either by a fast gas puffing system or by

a laser ablation system has been carried out to study the role of impurities in initiating

these collapses of energy confinement.
In the early operation of ATF all discharges that were heated by neutral beams

evolved irreversibly towards a loss of confinement. These plasmas can be modeled [1]
by postulating an increasing impurity source generated at the time of beam turn-on by

fast ion losses, beam scrape-off, or some other mechanism. However, some degradation

in energy confinement must be assumed to properly follow the plasma stored energy

in theoretical simulations. More recently, with the implementation of strong titanium
gettering, it has been possible to generate neutral-beam-injected (NBI) plasmas that
achieve an essentially stationary phase and last until the end of beam pulse. This type of
plasma is obtained when a large gas pull is applied at the time of the beam turn-on. The
line-integrated density and global stored energy are shown for one such shot in Figure 1.
The density that can be obtained in these discharges is still limited by the occurrence of
rapid losses of confinement. The difficulty in understanding the role of impurities in this
process lies in separating the effects of possible changes in the source terms from the effects
of changes in the transport coefficients themselves. Injecting impurities using the laser
ablation technique provides a known, reproducible source and allows direct measurement
of the impurity transport coefficients. For the experiments described here the injected
impurities were aluminum and scandium.

The results of these laser ablation experiments have been modeled with the one-
dimensional PROCTR transport code [2], which has been modified to solve the full multi-
charge-state impurity equations. Presently, the code solves for impurity transport in the
proper stellarator geometry using arbitrary values of the diffusion coefficient D and of
the convective velocity 1), both of which can‘ be functions of the reduced minor radius. To
model the electron—cyclotron-heated (ECH) plasmas it was necessary to employ a diffusion
coefficient that increased with minor radius. The best fit was obtained with D = 1000 +
4000;;2 cs and with v = 0. The results of this fit are shown in Figure 2a for aluminum.

'Work sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, US. Department of Energy, under contract
DE—AC05-84OR’21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

lPermanent address: National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya 464-01, Japan.
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If the global impurity particle confinement time is defined as the exponential decay time
of the total injected impurity density, then for ECH plasmas the simulation gives a global
impurity particle confinement time 1" = 65 ms. This is significantly longer than the global
energy confinement time, which was approximately 5 ms for these discharges. The results
of the fit to the scandium data from NBI plasmas are shown in Figure 2b. For these
plasmas it was necessary to employ a centrally peaked diffusion coefficient. In this case
the best fit was obtained with D = 5000 — 4500p2 cmz/s. Again, the convective velocity
was set to zero. In this case, r; = 40 ms, which is also longer than the energy confinement
time. We emphasize that an impurity particle confinement time deduced from the decay
time of central impurity radiation such as Sc XIII would be about twice as long as that
defined by global losses.

The difference in the diffusion coefficients deduced for ECH and NBI plasmas is
striking. This type of increased transport in the center of NBI plasmas has been deduced
previously from measurements of charge exchange emission from helium-like ions of light
impurities [3]. Such increased transport substantially alters the ionization balance, espe-
cially of light impurity species, and contributes to higher radiation levels. Nevertheless,
the total radiated power from both spectroscopic and bolometric measurements is only
about 25% of the input power for these beam-heated discharges, which are near the ef-
fective density limit.

It is difficult in the simulation to reproduce the absolute levels of radiation from
ionization stages in the plasma edge (see Figure 2). Applying a pinch term to lower the
edge radiation to a. level more in line with the data does not reproduce the observed time
behavior of the more central emission. In ATF the edge rotational transform is unity,
in contrast to most tokamaks where q = 3 at the edge. By the definition of q, poloidal
spreading of edge impurities will be smaller in ATF for each toroidal transit. Since the
transit time for these impurities is of the order of 1 ms, poloidal asymmetries may be the
cause of the overestimates shown in Figure 2 for the emissions from low ionization stages.

In another set of experiments designed to explore the role of impurity radiation in
global energy confinement, neon was injected into both ECH and NBI plasmas. The
amount of neon was increased in both cases until collapses occurred and then decreased
slightly so that the plasma response to a significant perturbation in impurity content
could be observed. In the experiment with ECH plasmas, the plasma temperature profile
narrows significantly after the neon puff. The radiation from the injected neon is mon-
itored using resonance lines from several different ionization states. The total radiation
from the neon increases to about 30% of the input power and remains at that level un~
til, approximately 150 ms after the neon puff, the plasma rapidly returns to its initial,
broader temperature profile. This transition results in roughly a factor of two decrease in
the neon radiation. The radiation from metallic impurities behaves in just the opposite
manner to the neon radiation and to some extent compensates for the increased radia-
tive losses. When the plasma column narrows and the edge temperature decreases the
losses resulting from iron and titanium decrease dramatically. This is presumably due to
decreased sputtering of metals from the wall owing to a cooler edge plasma. The total
radiative losses due to both the neon and the intrinsic impurities are approximately 45%
of the input power 150 ms after the neon puff. Slightly greater amounts of injected neon
cause the plasma to collapse. It appears that local power balances in the plasma edge
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that lead to shrinking of the plasma column can trigger rapid losses of stored energy even
in situations where the global power balance, by tokamak standards, is acceptable. Very
similar results were found for neon injection into NBI plasmas. Again, the increase in
radiation due to the neon is offset by decreasing metal radiation due to the plasma edge
cooling. The total radiated power in this experiment was about 25% of the input power.

It is clear from the neon injection experiments that thermal collapses can be gener-
ated in ATF by excessive impurity radiation. However, the measured low level of radiated
power in beam-heated discharges suggests that impurity radiation does not initiate the
confinement degradation that leads to radiative collapse during injection into low~density
plasmas- The improvement in performance since the implementation of titanium getter-
jng is thought to result from improved particle control, which allows the specially tailored
gas puffing programs required to achieve stationary plasmas. Without such gas pufiing
programS, discharges heated with neutral beams continue to collapse. The cause or causes
remain uncertain, but MHD instabilities and fast ion losses are possible candidates and
could lead to the larger impurity transport coefficients required to model the NBI plasmas.
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Figure 1: Line-integrated electron density and plasma stored energy as measured by a.
diamagnetic loop for a quasi-stationary NBI discharge.
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integrated emissivities for Al injection into ECH plasmas. The simulation was done with
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integrated emissivities for Sc injection into NBI plasmas. The simulation was done with
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TRANSPORT STUDY ON ECH- AND NBI— HEATED PLASMAS
IN THE LOW-ASPECT-RATIO HELICAL SYSTEM CHS
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Y. Takeiri, Y. Takita, K. Tsuzuki, H. Yamada, T. Amano. M. Fujiwara

National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya 464-01, Japan
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INTRODUCTION
Low-aspect-ratio helical systems are attractive due to their potential for high

beta operation. However, enhanced neoclassical transport due to strong helical
asymmetry is presumed, which might limit the possibility as a reactor-oriented
confinement device. Experimental study on the transport in such magnetic
configuration is necessary. The Compact Helical System (CH8) [1] is an I=2, m=8
helical device with an aspect ratio Ap=5 (major radius R=1m, average plasma
radius a=0.2m). The plasma is produced and heated by ECH (28GH2/120kw,
53GHz/150kW), ICRF (7.5-18MHz/150kW), and NBl (40kV/1.1MW).

in order to study the radial energy transport, diagnostics for profile
measurements with high spatial resolution were prepared. These include Thomson
scattering (single point, spatially scannable) for electron density and temperature
profiles, visible charge—exchange recombination spectroscopy (34 ch) for ion
temperature and poloidal rotation profiles. Radiation loss profiles are measured by
a pyroelectric detector array (11ch), which are normalized by a total radiation
monitor (a 2n pyroelectric detector). The experiments are carried out mainly with
the magnetic axis position at Rax = 94.9 cm, where the magnetic field ripple on axis
vanishes[2] and the plasma performance is close to the optimum position around
Ra = 92cm. Transport analysis has been carried out using the ORNL PROCTR-mod
code with the help of the finite B equilibrium code VMEC [3]. The operational
regimes are ranging from a low density, high temperature ECH-heated plasma to a
high density NBI-heated plasma.

ECH-HEATED PLASMA
Electron cyclotron heating is applied in three different modes, that is, 28GHz

ECH (0.95T/90kW), 53GH2 2nd harmonic ECH (0.90T/150 kW) and simultaneous
injection of 2BGHz and 53 GHz (0.90T/90kW/150kW). The electron densities are
from 0.2 to 2 x 1013 cmw'i- The highest central electron temperature above 1 keV is
obtained in the combined heating with low density operation, where the electrons
are in the low collisional 1/v regime. For the steady state transport analysis, ECH
power deposition profiles are necessary. In low density operations, single path
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Fig. 1 (a) The electron density and temperature profiles and the electron thermal

conductivity in an 1/v regime of ECH plasma.
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Fig. 1 (b) The electron density and temperature profiles and the electron thermal
conductivity in a plateau regime of ECH plasma.

absorption is so low that we assume that the power absorption on magnetic
surfaces is proportional to the volume of electron cyclotron resonance layer on
those surfaces [4], and a total power absorption is estimated to be 70 % of the port-
through power. As for the second harmonic heating, further assumption is added
that the heating efficiency is proportional to neTe. This model gives fairly peaked
power deposition profile near the center, which is supported by the measurement of
the electron temperature decay after ECH turn-off at the center and 1/3 a. A fast
decay within 0.2 ms followed by a slow decay with the time scale of the energy
confinement time was observed only at the center, which suggests the power
absorption to be localized within 1/3 a.

The electron density and temperature profiles and the calculated electron

thermal conductivity xa(r) are shown in Fig. 1 (a) and 1(b) for two different

operational regimes. One is in 1/v regime (v' s 1) with the combined heating and

the other is in the plateau regime (v* ~ 5 ) with 28 GHz heating only. A significant
similarity in the electron density and temperature profiles is seen in spite of the
different collisionality regimes, The neoclassical values are calculated in the code,
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which includes only a single helicity helical ripple transport as a non-axisymmetric
part. It is shown that are is larger in 1/v regime and is about 7 m2/sec at 1/2 a. It is
about 4 times as large as the neoclassical value. The difference may come from
the simplistic ripple transport model inthe code and the effect of the drift motion
across the magnetic surfaces as is Indicated in off-aXis electron cyclotron heating
[5] which enhances the neoclassmal transport in the low aspect ratio magnetic
Comiguration. On the other hand. an anomalous transport dominates at an outer
half plasma radius, and x9 increases gradually towards the edge. In the plateau
regime, x9 profile is similar but the anomalous transport covers all over the plasma
radius. The anomaly factor is about 10 at the half plasma radius.

NBI-HEATED PLASMAS
Neutral beam up to 1.1 MW with a single beam line is injected tangentially

into the target plasmas produced by ECH or lCH. The experiments are carried out
in different toroidal field strength from 0.46 T to 1.5 T. Plasma parameters cover the
range of the average electron density of 1 ~ 10 x 10 13 cm-3 and the central electron
temperature of 100 ~ 600 eV. Thus the plasmas are all in the plateau regime. The
toroidal current in the beam direction up to 15 kA is observed at low density
operation, which increases the central rotational transform. While at high density
operation the current direction reverses, which is considered to be a bootstrap
current [6]. The modification of the rotational transform is not negligible at high
current case, but the change in the global confinement is not observed. The effect
is neglected in the present analysis. The ion temperature profile and the poloidal
rotation profile'are available with CXRS using the heating beam. A preliminary
analysis on the latter suggests the negative electric field in NBI plasmas, which also
is not included in the analysis.

An example of the analysis for 1.5 T is shown in Fig. 2. The power
deposition profile in this case is approximated by the birth profile of the fast ions
which is calculated in the code. In the co—injection of the beam in CHS, the drift axis
of the fast ions shifts outward and the deviation from the magnetic axis is about 6
cm for 40 keV beam at 1.5 T. The broadening of the power deposition profile
seems to be significant. The )3; profile in the core region would be modified when
the Monte Carlo simulation gives more reliable power deposition profiles, which is
underway. Thus we evaluate the electron thermal conductivity at 2/3 a, which is
about 3 mZ/sec and is about 20 times larger than the neoclassical prediction. The
anomaly in the electron transport is examined in a higher density regime (na(0) = 7
x 1013 cm-3, Te(0) = 200 eV, 1.05 T). The results are similar but the anomaly factor
appears to be increasing as the electron density increases. On the xi profile, the
lack of accurate Zefl measurement makes the estimate of the power deposition to
the ions more difficult, and the error is larger than that for electrons. However, the
calculated Xi assuming 2911 = 2 is the same order as x e , and the anomaly in the ion
transport is less than that in electron transport.

The experiments are extended to the low field operation at 0.46 T. The
electron thermal conductivity evaluated at 2/3 a increases with reducing the
magnetic field strength, although the error is larger in low field cases. The volume
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averaged beta value reaches 1.5 "/o and consistent Shafranov shift is observed.
However, the fixed boundary equilibrium calculation is not necessarily agreeable
with the measured pressure profile. The orbit shift for the fast ions becomes also
larger. Improvements in the calculation are underway.

CONCLUSION
The electron heat transport is studied in the low-aspect-ratio helical system

CHS. It is found that the anomalous transport is dominant in both ECH and NBI
heated plasmas. However, the anomaly factor is reduced in 1/v regime of ECH
plasma below the factor 4 within a half plasma radius, while in the plateau regime it
is about 10 at 1/2 a. The anomaly factor in the plateau regime in high power NBI
plasma appears to be larger than that in ECH plasma. For more accurate
comparison we must wait for a detailed power deposition calculation for NBI.
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Introduction

Several improvements have been realized recently in the performance of the Ad—
vanced Toroidal Facility (ATF). These have been achieved largely because of expanded
employment of chromium and titanium gettering, as opposed to the earliest wall condi-
tioning efl'orts that relied solely on glow discharge cleaning and baking. Spectroscopic
analysis indicates that radiation decreases from as much as 75% to about 25% of the
input power between nongettered operation and operation when approximately 70%
of the vacuum vessel walls are covered with titanium. Nevertheless, the most impor-
tant contribution of gettering appears to be the reduction of recycling and of hydrogen
evolved from the walls during a discharge, thereby permiting better control of the gas
fueling rate. As a result, operational procedures have been developed that allow much
higher densities to be obtained than those reached without gettering. The maximum
stored energy, confinement time, and line averaged density obtained in ATF to date are:
28 kJ, 25 ms, and 1.2 x10” cm”. in addition, quasisteady operation during neutral
beam injection (NBI) into high-density plasmas has been achieved without the evolu—
tion to collapse which characterizes the low-density discharges. This paper describes
the changes of impurity radiation effected by gettering and compares the behavior of
low-density and high-density plasmas when titanium films are deposited over 50% or
more of the vacuum vessel walls.

Impurity Radiation

Typical emission rates for strong lines of the major impurities are listed in Table
I together with estimates of the total radiated power derived from analysis of the
spectroscopic data. Results are shown for a nongettered sequence of discharges in
a poorly conditioned vacuum vessel and for four sequences in which chromium andtitanium were evaporated with different fractions of wall coverage. The radiation fromthe low ionization stages of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen was reduced by factors of 40to 60 between the nongettered experiment and the experiment in which approximately70% of the wall was covered with titanium. This result does not indicate that theinflux of low-Z ions is reduced by the same factor owing to the nonlinear response of
peripheral emissions to changes of plasma conditions.

lNational Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya 464-01, Japan.
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Charge exchange excitation (CXE) signals, which provide a direct measure of the impu_
rity content in the interior of plasmas, indicated changes ofless than 30% of the densities
of carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen after the initial gettering with chromium that covered
approximately 30% of the wall1 although the emissions of the edge ions decreased by
factors of 2-5. Titanium gettering, however, reduced the interior carbon and oxygen
densities by factors of 2-3. The increase of edge temperature with the reduction of the
peripheral radiation from the low—Z impurities is apparent in the concomitant rise of
the emissions from the metallic ions to the point where they account for as much as
80% of the radiated power. in these lowedensity ECH discharges, radiated power scales
approximately as fit, so that the results shown in Table I imply that chromium and
titanium gettering respectively reduce the total radiation at a given density by factors
of 1.4 and 2.5.

Table l. Typical radiation Sgigarayleighs) from strong spectral lines of several im-
purities emitted from plasmas eated by 200 kW of ECH after various gettering pro-
cedures. Units of 'fi.e are 1012/cm3, and 13:15:“ is expressed in kW. Uncertainties in the
spectroscopic estimates of total radiated power are :i: 25%.

Coverage

Para- Non-
meter gettered 30% Cr 50 % Cr 50% Ti 70% Ti

a, 7.5 4.6 9.2 4.9 6.5
0 VI 50 25 42 2.2 1.3
1032 A

C III 12 2.5 10 0.5 0.22
977 A

N IV 4.5 1.6 1.0 0.05 0.07
765 A
Fe XVI 0.5 0.8 3.2 1.3 1.2
360 A

Cr x111 0.3 1.5 1.3 1.0 0.8
328 A

Ti x11 . - - 2.5 2.5
461 A

13:53“ 148 69 110 45 40

Plasma Performance

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate several characteristics for low»density and high-density
titanium-gettered plasmas respectively. No additional gas is added during NBI in the
low-density case. In fact, the gas puff declines throughout the NBI phase, and any
increase in 11,. comes from beam fueling or from particles released from the walls. Such
plasmas manifest the typical evolution reported previously for nongettered or
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Fig. 1. Typical behavior of several plasma parameters in low-density titanium-gettered
discharges. The stored energy begins to collapse at 60 ms after the start of injection.
ECH power of 200 kW is applied from 0 to 400 ms.
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time of Injection. ECH power of 400 kW is‘applied from 0 to 215 ms.



chromium-gettered plasmas in which the stored energy and ion temperatures rise for
about 60 ms after injection begins, but then decay rapidly.1 After the beams are turned
on, the electron temperature falls monotonically from 500 eV to less than 20 eV. Al-
though these plasmas collapse, the radiation level remains relatively low at 18% of
the input power up to the peak of the stored energy. Previous conjectures that such
behavior resulted partially from field errors1 have not been substantiated; results have
been fundamentally the same after correction of the errors.

The high density discharges have a much different evolution than those in which
no additional gas pufi' is added during injection. Figure 2a shows that the fueling rate
is increased strongly at the same time the beams are injected. Initially, the electron
temperature cools rapidly, but in the followin 50 ms it reheats to 275 eV in the center.
The electron temperature behavior is reflecteg in the soft x-ray signal shown in Fig. 2d.
After the reheat, the electron temperature and stored energy remain nearly constant
until the end of the NIH pulse with no sign of evolving toward a collapse. As in the
low—density case, radiated power remains modest at 25% of the input power throughout
the discharges. Without gettering, it has not been possible to achieve such high-density,
quasisteady discharges. The fact that the fraction of radiated power is comparable in
the neutral-beam phase of both the transient and the quasisteady discharges indicates
that global radiation losses are not a primary factor in initiating collapses.

Summary

The total radiated power from ATF has been reduced substantially by gettering.
Chromium was not found to be as effective as expected from previous work in the
lSX<B tokamakz, but the use of titanium has led to reductions of the total radiated
power by factors of 2.5-3 from the nongettered cases when discharges of similar density
and input power are compared. Neither this reduction of radiation nor repair of the
magnetic field errors has, by themselves, eliminated the tendency of low—density NBI
plasmas to collapse. However, the ability to operate at high densities ('FLg m ION/cma),
without unduly large radiative losses, a situation achievable only by gettering, has
allowed production of quasisteady plasmas with relatively high stored energy.
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CONFINEMENT AND STABILITY ON HELIOTRON E PLASMA

K KondO, F.Sano, S.Sudo, M.Sato, M.Nakasuga, H.Zushi, T.Mizuuchi, S.Besshou
__',—’—-
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I. Introduction

Heliotron E is an Z:2/m=19 helical system and the rotational transform, shear,

average plasma radius am and hill or well configuration are controlled by applying the

additional toroidal field B, and vertical field B" on the helical field B), [1]. The two param—

eters, oz”(= Bt/Bh) and fi*(= Bu/Bh), change from —0.1 to 0.157 and 70.198 to —0.172,

respectively. The former concerns mainly to the size of the magnetic surfaces and the

latter the shift of the magnetic axis. The central rotational transform decreases from 0.63

to 0.41 as 401*) : ¢(0)/(l + 01*)2. The magnetic hill turns to well as or” increases larger

than 0.05 at fl” 2-0185 in the plasma center. The average minor radius is varied from

0.18 to 0.23 m. The change of the magnetic surface was confirmed by the beameimpedance

method, Langmuir probes and the thermal Li-beam probelzl.

In this report of dependence of the gross confinement property and stability is de-

scribed. The range of plasma parameters used in the experiment is 0.94 g B(T) g 1.9, l S

n.(1013cm*3) g 10, 0.3 g T.(IceV) g 1, 0.2 g T,(lceV) g 0.9, (fi)(%) < 1, PNBI(MW) g
2.5, PECH(MW) g 0.6, 2.14 g R(m) g 2.24, 0.18 g a(m) g 0.23.
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II. Confinement

The dependence of the gross energy confinement time TE, on 0:" and ,8” has been
analyzed by a 1—D profile analysis/transport—code (Proctor—Mod) with spatially resolved
electron density, temperature and ion temperature datalal. These profiles were measured
by a laser Thomson scattering, FIR interferometer and CXRS. In the case of (1*:0, a
good confinement region has been already found in 2 cm inward shift of the magnetic
axis (fl‘ : ~0.]92) [4]. In this configuration, the deviation of the deeply trapped fast ion
orbit from the magnetic flux surface is n1inimuinl5l. Figure 1 shows the dependences of
TEG and plasma internal energy WP on 01‘ for NBI plasmas at 2 cm inward shift of the
magnetic axis. The plasma was produced by 53.2 GHz ECH and further heated by NBI
of 2.2 MW portrthrough power. The magnetic field was 1.76 T for 05" < O and 1.9 T for
CF 2 0. Increasing oz‘ from —O.1 to 0.15, the electron density increased from 2 x 1013cm‘3
to 6 X 1013cm_3, and profile turned from peaked to broad one, while gas-puff condition
was not changed. The electron temperature (71(0) 2' 500 eV) and its profile were almost
the same in the a‘~scan. The ion temperature decreased from 700 eV to 500 eV. The
maximum values : Wp=16 kJ, 73:9 ms and nc(0)TgTi(0) = 3.5 x 1014cm“3 sec eV were
obtained at a‘:0.05 and fl"=—0.192.

The particle confinement time 7,, estimated by the laser induced Ha fluorescence and
the emission spectroscopy has also revealed the same trend as rg. The average plasma
radius changed as or" increasing, and it was found that the size scaling of TE" was consis—
tent with the a2 dependence. The electron thermal conductivity Xe at 2/30.], decreased at
a“ '1 0.05 and /3*=—0.192, The empirical scaling is very similar to “gyro—reduced Bohrn"
scaling based on the saturated drift wave turbulence l5], but the radial dependence is dif—
ferent. As or" increases larger than 2 0.08 the plasma~wall interaction becomes strong, and
emissions of metallic impurities, such as iron, nickel and chromium, increased as shown
in Fig.2. The density ratio of iron to oxygen was estimated as 1/50N1/100 by the VUV
spectroscopy.
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III. Stability

Fluctuations are observed by multi—chord soft X—ray detectors, magnetic probes, FIR

interferometer, and Fraunhofer diffraction of CO; laser. On the soft X—ray signals, in-

ternal disruptions appeared with AI5X/15X of 60 % at maximum. Figure 3 shows the

temporal evolution of the soft X—ray signals along the central chord for various or“ at 2 cm

inward shift of the magnetic axis. The inversion radius was close to t=2/3 at oz'=-0.1,

and t:1/2 for of“ 20. The m=2/n=1 oscillations were found during two successive inter—

nal disruptions. For 01* 2 0.03 N 0.08, these internal disruptions were stabilizedm. Low

frequency (8N20 kHz) m/n=l/l, 2/1, 2/3 fluctuations, which are considered as resistive

interchange modes, were observed by magnetic probes. These instabilities were also sta-

bilized at of" 2 0.05 [a]. Figure 4 shows the amplitude of 5;; (1/1) at the e = 1 surface.

Density fluctuation with frequency of 20~400 kHz and wave vector of 0.13N1.5 mm‘1 were

measured by Fraunhofer diffraction of (702 laserlal. The observed density fluctuation has

a dispersion relation of drift wave type. The low frequency component less than 100 kHz

became weak in the range of oz‘ 2 0.05 N 0.1.

IV. Summary

The optimum confinement region has been found on applying the additional toroidal

field (a‘ = 0.05) and vertical field (13* = —0.192), where the m/n=2/1 and 1/1 pressure

driven interchange modes were also stabilized.
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Efficiency of electron—cyclotron plasma heating
in the. L~2 stellarator.

Andryukhina Eh.D., Dyabilin K.S., Pedyanin 0.1'.

General Physics Institute . Moscow , USSR

Intregggiigg-

eriments on ECR heating of a current—free plasma in. the
1,—2 stellarator have shown that this technique makes it 1305511319

t roduce a plasma with Te(o)='lkeV ,n~22*10130m_3, Ti(o)=C_).1keV,
fl?0§=0-5%' 1E=3ms . According to calculations.the absorption of
microwave power for such a plasma amounts to approximately 90%.

whereas the absorbed power Pab measured from the jump of the

diamagnetio derivative did not exceed 50— 60%: The measurements of
microwave absorption have shown that the damping length does'not
exceed 10% of the device perimeter and in the resonance conditions
all the power is absorbed. Such an anomalously low absorption of
microwave power according to diamagnetic_measurements was observed
in the case of two different types of microwaves : the ordinary
wave at the fundamental harmonic ( (1:c ) and at the second
harmonic of. the extraordinary wave ( fl=2*flce ).

In this paper the method for the absorbed power measurements
from the plasma diamagnetism is analised. It is well known that
this method is based on the energy balance equation

dW/dt — Fab Pc - P Porad x

'where W is the total plasma energy, Fe is the thermal conductivi—

ty flux. Prad , Pox — radiative and charge~exchange losses. When
the microwave power is terminated , assuming all the losses to
remain constant at this moment of switching off. the change of
the plasma energy derivative amounts to Pab' The assumption of

rad’ Pox is clear from direct measurements of these
magnitudes and that of constant Po follows from the measurements
or the plasma boundary parameters which is heated by thermal
conductivity. The dynamics of W was determined by diamagnetic
loops .

Mezmegtelgesglis-

constant P



To determine correctly the derivative of diamagnetic flux
it is necessary to take into account the effect of the conducting
vacuum chamber. In our case this can be done by simple correction
formula

( dQ/dt )true : ( 1 + Ichamber * d/dt )‘(dfi/dt)
measured

which allows to find true magnetic flux time derivative when we
know the measured one , Tchamber ~ chamber time constant.The
importance of incorporation of an auxiliary term

d
Tchamber*.3t(d®/dt)measured

for determining the absolute magnitude of the derivative jump
we are going to illustrate using as example the experiments on
plasma heating at the second harmonic ( 0 =75 GHZ ,B:1.34 T,
POZEOO kW ).

After breakdown plasma density becames quasistationary up to
the time less then 1ms and electron temperature and plasma energy
up to 4~5 ms . The conventional diamagnetic measurements showed
that at the beginning of the discharge the magnitude Pab is
noticeably higher than in the stationary phase. This peculiarity
in the behaviour of Pab is typical for almost all of the heating
regimes which differ from each other by the magnitudes of plasma
density. the levels of introduced power, the types of waves
applyed for heating. Fig. 1 shows the time evolution of the
derivative of diamagnetic signal close to the moment of microwave
power switching off (the decay time of the power is up to 50 us).
In the same figure there are given the results of processing of

this signal incorporating the effect of the conducting chamber‘).It is seen that the true magnitude of the derivative Jump (it

is Pab* in figure ) is in this case by 40% higher then
measured one. What does this difference mean ?. Such a picture
should be observed in the case when there is a certain fraction
of plasma with a rather small its life time ener value (less
or comparable with Tchamber value). Let us call %gis fraction
as a short—living component. Namely due to this component
there exists the fast decay phase . which can not be detected
because of the conducting chamber integration effect. The

*) Time constant To] her is in our case 105A110 “5. It was
evaluated both experimentally and theoretically .
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ed from the plasma during th fast deem phase does
energy 1028mm , exceed 54% of the whole plasma ener .

t . - . -
neéer the gain PI of the absorbed power With taking his phase

into account - ‘l .

rule , an essential difference between Pab and Pab =Pab+Pf is

bserv‘ed in a quasistationary phase of the discharge only, that

[13 illustrated in Fig. 2. This Fig. shows the time evolution of
1

could. in someAcases. be fairly noticeable. As a

guitudes Pab and Pf during the heating 'pulse when the launched

power was PO=200kW. It is seen that Pf (the microwave power ab—

short—liv' plasma component) at the end of the HF

Sfigidatiuits to 30 kwujglt is of interest to note that the total
absorbed power remains practically constant throughout the _
heating. This maybe because of the processes of power absorption

by thermal and Short-living components are competing. The role of
this component in the total plasma energy balance is the higher .
the the higher is the level of the launched power and the lower

is the plasma density. Fig. 3a shows the dependence of Pab and

p on density at PO=200 kW . and Fig. 3b shows their dependence

on input power at n = 1*1 013 “1.3- Fig. 30 gives the dependence
. . i .

of absorption coefficient 'r} = P ab/Po on the magnitude of

the input power. This dependence is seen to be week and the

olute mitude does not exceed 60 %.
abs Thus , we have a gubstantional discrepancy in the absolute
values of absorbed power being measured from the microwave
damping and diamagnetism. To understand this discrepancy we may
assume the following picture. Fast energy decay phase could
be acoooiated with the fast and trapped electrons being
localliesed mainly in the region of microwave injection , rapidly
escaping this region. Whereas the diamagnetic loops are
nonuniformly situated along the perimeter of the torus and in
the nearest vicinity of microwave injection these loops do not
exist at all. It may be thus expected that the measured energy
derivative jump may not include all the power absorbed by these
trapped electrons .

Conclusion .
The analysis of diamagnetic measurements during microwave

plasma heating in the L—2 stellarator allowed us to discover the
existanoe of a short living plasma component which can absorb a
noticeable fraction of the input power . The energy stored in
this component is fairly low part of all the plasma energy . This
analysis indicates also that for the diamagnetic measurements of
fast processes it is necessary to take into account the effect of
the conducting chamber which may distort essentially the measured
signals.
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RAY TRACING DURING ECRH BY X-WAVE ON
THE SECOND HARMONIC 0F (ace IN L-Z STELLARATOR.

Likin K.M.,Ochirov B.D.*

Institute of General Physics,Academy of Sciences

Vavilov street,38,Moscow 117942,USSR

*Institute of Automation and Electrometry

Siberian Branch of Academy of Sciences

Novosibirsk 630090.USSR

Ray trajectories and absorption of the extraordinary wave

on the second harmonic of the electron gyrofrequency ukeduring

ECRH were found from well known geometrical optic's equations

[1], such that the dispersion expression for a "cold" plasma

was used in the ray traccing and the electron temperature took

into account in the calculation of absorption coefficient. K-

wave on the frequency 75 GHz was launching perpendicular to

the toroidal direction (ELE) into L-Z chamber from low magnetic

field side as Gaussian beam (E=E exp(- Pz/wg),where w°=2.75 cm)
The calculations were carried out under the following

plasma parameters: B(0)=l.26-1.43 T (Fig.1), nQ,(0)= (1.3-

3.5)X108 cmd (Fig.2), Te=400 eV. Profiles of Te(r) and ne(r)

were taken as parabolic: T¢(r),ne(r) 0a [1 -(r/ap)2].where a9:

:11.5 cm — mean plasma radius.To compare the results of both

simulations the absorption coefficient of O-mode on the funda-

mental harmonic of “he depending on a magnetic field and a

plasma density are presented in Fig.1,2. The absorption coeffi-
cient of X-wave on L0 :Z-coce practically is constant in the
magnetic field band 1.32—1.36 T and in the plasma density range
(2-3.4)*10'3 cm? but the maximum of absorption profile is

shifted along plasma radius and the absorption power in the

centre is changed. On ECRH experiences this finding may be

helpful for an investigations of a transport phenomena and a

plasma confinement as well as quasi—linear relaxation of
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electron distribution function. The central heating (Fig 3)
occurs under following plasma parameters: 8(0): 1. 33 1 34 T, he:
_2*10 cm3 . Te(0): 400 eV. In this case the absorption profile
of x-wave on (p :2 ukeis more narrow (characteristic size “x-
:0 zxap) than the absorption profile of 0— mode on co — Q%Q(ro:
=0. 5*aP) [2] and accodingly the absorption in the plasma centm
increases from 2- 2 5 ill/cm3 (0-mode) up to 18 W/cm3 (X-mode).

Thus, this simulation is shown the high efficiency of x~
wave absorption on the second harmonic of (fice in the wide
ranges of the plasma densities and magnetic fields with posi~
bility to change a location of the heating and the absorption
power distribution.
References.
1. Alikaev V. V ,Litvak A. G ,Suvorov Ye. V. ,Fraiman A A.E1ectron—
cyclotron plasma heating in toroidal systems Proc. of All-Union
meeting "High- frequency plasma heating" Gorky 1983
2. Likin K. M. ,Ochirov B D.,Skvortsova N. N. Enegry deposition
profiles of simulation of ECRH in L— 2 stellarator. Proc. of
15-th Europ. Conf. on Contr. Fusion and Plasma Heat.Dubrovnih,
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ABSORPTION EFFICIENCY OF X-WAVE DURING ECRH ON

THE SECOND HARMONIC 0F “he IN L-Z STELLARATOR.

Likin K.M.,Batanov G.M..Kolik L.V.,Petrov A.Ye.,

Sapozhnikov A.V..Sarksyan K.A..Shats M.G.

Institute of General tsics.Academy of Sciences

Vavilov street,38.Moscow 117942.USSR

Experiences on the electron cyclotron heating of 0H plasma

by the extraordinary wave on the second harmonic of electron

SYrofrequency ake((uo:2‘u%y wo- frequency of heating generator)

have been carried out in L-2 stellarator.The current plasma

parameters were!3 as foflowing: IP = 17 kA, Te (0)2300—350 eV.
fie:(0.9-1.8)-10 cmfi (ne-_}ine average density),B:1.1-1.39 T.

The linear polarized wave (ELB) with microwave power up to

280 kW was launching from low magnetic field into L—Z chamber.

For the measurements of a single—pass absorption

coefficient the one antenna to the inner window as well as the

three receiving antennae at the opposite side from the

microwave power launching into L-Z chamber were installed. To

determine the single-pass absorption coefficient it is

necessary to measure an intensities of the pass waves through a
plasma column with ECRH (i.e. under those values of magnetic
fields when EC resonance is inside a plasma) and without ECRH
(i.e. when the resonance is outside a plasma) provided that a
profiles and a magnitudes of a plasma densities are the same
during the both regimes.The plasma density measurements as well
as the measurements of single pass absorption coefficients were
made in these experiences. The density profiles in the
experiences on ECRH of the current plasma were the same at the
magnetic fields from 1.1 T up to 1.39 T and had no change
during a microwave pulse. The single-pass absorption

coefficients as a function of the magnetic field are

represented (Fig.1) for some plasma densities with the incident

power 240 kw at the two instants: 1-the beginning of microwave
PUISB$ Z—the pulse end. In the OH plasma the single-pass

absorption coefficient on the resonance ( B(U)=1.33-1.34 T )

is equal to 0.8 at the beginning of ECRH and increases up to

0.9-0.95 at the pulse end. The growth of the absorption is

connected with the heating of the plasma during a microwave

pulse.
An another parameter characterized the absorption of

microwave power in a plasma is the damping length of a heating
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wave along a torus. A damping length is a distance along
a torus on which microwave power decreases at Q times. For
measurements of a damping length the two receiving antannaa
were placed in the nearest ports. The X-wave damping length(ldAmp) on the second harmonic of aka is less than 20 cm at
B(0)=1.33-1.34 T (resonance) and ldam§150’200 cm at B(0):1.15 T
(nonresonance). The 0-mode damping length on the fundamental
harmonic is 50-80 cm (the single-—pass absorption coefficient
doesn’t exceed 0.55) on the resonance and ldamp=l50'200 cm in
the nonresonace case.

Thus, the measured single—pass absorption coefficients on
the second harmonic of (Age is close to magnitudes obtained
from the ray traccing code [3]. The measurements of damping
length are in accordance with measurements of single pass
absorption coefficients and show that the total absorption of
X-wave on the second harmonic of Luce takes place near the
microwave launching.
References.
1. Erkmann V.,Janzen G.,Kasparek et.al.Wave absorption and
transport studies on ECR heated stellarator plasmas in W VII-A.
10-th Int. Conf. on Plasma Phys. and Contr. Nucl. Fus.
Research.London,1984.IAEA-CN-44/D-l-5.
2. Borshchegovskii A.A..Likin K.M.Location of microwave
absorption during ECRH in T-10 plasma.Preprint IAE—4537/7.
Moscow,1987.
3. Likin K.M.,0chirov B.D.Ray traccing during ECRH by X—wave on
the second harmonic of ooce in L-z stellarator.This conference.
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PARTICLE TRANSPORT AND RECYCLING STUDIES ON THE
WVll-AS STELLARATOR

F. Sardei. H. Ringler. A. Dodhy. G. Kiihner
and WVll-AS Team

Max—Planck—lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik. EURATOM Ass.
Garching bei Miinchen. FRG

ECRH Group
Institut fiir Plasmaforschung der Universitat Stuttgart.FRG

To Professor Rudolf Wienecke on his 65th Birthday

INTRODUCTION

In WVll-AS. ECRH plasmas with central deposition are characterized by peaked tem-
perature profiles but flat or slightly hollow density profiles up to 10 — 12 cm. which is
more than half of the plasma radius (see Fig. 1). This difference is mainly due to the
different radial location and extent of the energy and particle deposition zones. the first
being narrow (1 — 2 cm) and peaked at the center. the second broad (5 — 10 cm) and
peaked near the edge. In contrast to the energy source. the particle source strength is
experimentally unknown. since it is dominated by toroidally and poloidally asymmetric
recycling processes. However. the particle deposition profile can be determined by SD
neutral gas transport modelling and the source strength by calibrating the calculations
with He. measurements. Radially resolved particle fluxes and diffusivities can then be
obtained from the particle‘ sources and the measured density profiles.

RESULTS FOR 1.25 T DISCHARGES
In order to get information about ion production rates. particle confinement and

neutral density distributions. several ECRH discharges at 1.25 T (2nd harmonic X-mode)
were analyzed by coupling DEGAS code /1/ simulations with Ha emissions obtained
at different toroidal positions. For each discharge.with given Thomson temperature and
density profiles at stationary. conditions. three simulations were performed according to
the three most relevant sources of neutrals (limiter recycling. wall recycling. external gas
release). The magnetic-surface—averaged ion production rates. as obtained from the neutral
densities and the Thomson profiles. were integrated to give the radially resolved ion fluxes.
The electron fluxes were derived from the ion fluxes by adding estimated contributions
due to the impurities. for which comparable confinement times as for the background
ions were assumed. Neoclassical fluxes. as predicted by the DKES code. were used for
comparison.

The radial profiles of the ion and electron fluxes and of the particle confinement
time are shOWn in Fig. 2 for a 1.25 T discharge heated by 350 kW ECRH power (2
gyrotrons). In the central part of the plasma. the deduced electron fluxes are close to
neoclassical values. whereas they become strongly anomalous towards the plasma edge.The ion particle confinement time has a maximum of 11 ms in the bulk of the plasmaand drops to about 2 ms at the plasma edge. indicating strong recycling in front of thelimiters. A comparison of this discharge with a similar one (same (7. same limiter positionand comparable plasma density], but with only halfof the ECRH power, shows an increase
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of 7', by a factor of two over the whole plasma radius. This is consistent with a similarECRH power scaling of TE found for the same discharges.
The sensitivity of the limiter and wall recycling to the radial position of the limiterswas also investigated by comparing two discharges with the limiters placed at the Moextreme positions 2 = 22 and 31.5 cm from the equatorial plane (see Fig. 3). If the limiteris fully retracted to the wall. the dominant refuelling (45%) is provided by wall recycling, thelimiter contribution being only 20%. which is even less than that of the external gas feed(Fig. 3b). If. however. the limiter is moved deeply into the vacuum vessel. then it accoumsfor 80% of the ion production (Fig. 3a). In this case. the limiter effectively screens the Wallfrom ion impact. lmpact by high energetic CX neutrals. however. is not directly affectedby the limiter position. The radial range of the ion production [between 12 and 18 cm.see Fig. 3c.d) is almost the same for the three sources and for the 2 limiter positions,This indicates that the refuelling profiles are mainly affected by the electron density andtemperature profiles and only slightly by the limiter position. Between the plasma edge andthe wall the electron density and temperature are very small (12: a 1011 CTR—3,11; : 15eVfrom probe measurements) and the ion production is negligible.
For five typical ECRH discharges with rclose to 0.5 and with fully retracted limiter,diffusivity profiles were calculated from particle fluxes and density gradients. D was foundto range betWeen 3 x 103 and 5x10‘ cm23“1. Fig. 4 shows diffusivities for various heatingpowers. with 1. 2 and 4 gyrotrons as indicated by the index. The strong increase of Dtowards the plasma edge is similar to that observed for Xe- In the flat density region upto r z 10 cm. D is undetermined. At larger radii, the density profiles can be explained bydiffusive transport only. without the need of an additional " inward drift". At moderate iineaveraged densities. fi '2 1013cm‘3. there is a clear deterioration of the particle confinementwith increasing ECRH power. a2 vs. al. The same behaviour was found for the electronenergy confinement and for the decay time of laser-ablated aluminum. If one comparesdiffusivities for constant heating power [4 gyrotrons) at low and high line densities (fi =8.5 x 1012cm‘3. case bum. as compared to 1.8 X 1013. case (74). there is a clear decreaseof D with increasing electron density. A similar improvement of the confinement wasfound from the decay time of laser-ablated titanium radiation. which could be simulatedby diffusivities of 5 x 103 and 8 x 103 emzs‘l for high [fi = 1.2 x lolscm”) and low(7': = 7.3 x 1012cm‘3) density. respectively.

RESULTS FOR 2.5 T DISCHARGES
The presented 1.25 T results can be compared with those obtained from recent ECRHdischarges Operated at the full field of 2.5 T (1"‘ harmonic O-mode). Fig.5 shows thediffusivities in the density gradient region 10 < r < 18 cm for 4 Thomson series at fullfield. heated by 1.2.3.4 gyrotrons. respectively. with average absorbed powar of 175 kWeach.The bootstrap current was compensated by the OH transformer to a net current ofz 200 A. The central electron density was 2 4x 1013 cm‘3 for all discharges. Te increasedwith heating power from 1.4 to 2.4 keV. The density profiles were very similar. but in the1 gyrotron case the profile was narrower by 2 4 cm. which implies smaller densities atequivalent radial positions. As in the 1.25 T discharges. the diffusivities strongly increasefrom r = 12 cm up to the edge. suggesting an inverse scaling with the plasma density, asit was found for the thermal diffusivity /2/. A degradation with increasing ECRH power isalso found except in the 1 gyrotron case (Fig. 5a). for which a reduction of D due to thesmall heating power seems to be overcompensated by an enhancement due to the smallerdensities in the gradient region. The global particle confinement time at the plasma edgedrops from 25 to 5 ms over the given ECRH power scan. A comparison with the 1.25 T
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discharges shows a clear improvement of the particle confinement with the magnetic field
throughOUt the gradient region. the average D being about 1/3 of the value in the half
field case.

Finally, D is found to be smaller than X: (D/x, between 1/3 and 1/10) for the
analyzed discharges both at 1.25 and 2.5 T.

Concerning the accuracy of the presented results. it should be noted that radially
constant 2.}; values (increasing from 3 to 6 over the ECRH power scan), as estimated
from X-ray continuum measurements. were used to determine the ion densities from the
Thomson profiles. This may be a poor approximation of the actual Z,” profiles. Further-
more. the wall recycling sources. as monitored by the Ho, emission at the "undisturbed"
triangular plasma cross section. may not represent a good average of the global reCy—
cling from the entire torus wall. Additional diagnostics are being installed to improve the
experimental basis for both estimates.

REFERENCES
/1/ 0.8. Heifetz et al.. J. Comput. Phys. 46 (1982). 309
[2/ G.Kiihner et al.. see these proceedings
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INTRODUCTION
The poloidal and the toroidal distributions of the neutrals were studied for ECR-heated

as at magnetic fields of 1.25 and 2.5 Tesla in WVll—AS using Ha—spectroscopy. In
plasm er the dependence of the plasma confinement on various plasma parameters such
thls pariietic configuration. heating and density will be presented relating it to Ha—fluxes
asdmflifctuations of the Ha—signal. The Ha-detection system was calibrated absolutely
:2 that the Ha—fluxes could be usedldirectly in a 30 neutral particle transport code for
evaluation of the absolute neutral particle densrties.

EXPERIMENTAL
As the distribution of the neutrals is generally asymmetric in both the toroidal and

the poloidal directions. observations at an arbitrary posmon could not be assumed to be
representative of the entire machine: 'Consegue'ntly. the Ha—measurements on WVll-AS
were initially carried out at five pOSItions distributed around the torus for the following
observations: ii) top limiter (ii) bottom limiter (iii) the wall'between the limiters (iv)
the wall near t e gas inlet and (v the wall far from the gas inlet and'not disturbed by
components built in the machine. he plasma cross-section for observations (i) and (ii) IS
elliptical. for (iii) a tilted ellipse and for (w) and (v) a triangle.

The detection system used for the Ha—emission is similar to the one employed at
TEXTOR [1]. It consists of the light filtering ( transmission maximum at 656.3 nm.
bandwidth = 4 nm and imaging optics. a silicon photodiode and a signal amplifier ( gain
factor 10 ). The ynamic range of the detector was 0 — 15 V. The Ha—detector was
absolutely calibrated by means of a tungsten filament lamp and the typical calibration
factors were 1.0 - 1012 photons Volt-sec. The data sampling frequency was generally 2.5
or 5.0 kHz. For several cases 2 kHz was also used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

[Ia—signals for an ECR-heated plasma Stwo gyrotrons ) are shown in Fig.1. In this
case the total rotational transform. 1:. was 0. 8. the electron line density was controlled by
a feedback mechanism to the gas puffing and the plasma current was kept constant using
the Ohmic transformer. From these signals. it is seen that the Ha—fluxes from the limiters
are significantly larger than those from the torus wall. Furthermore. the asymmetry of the
limiter signals grows as a function of time. With a few exceptions. these asymmetries were
almost always present and were dependent on the discharge conditions such as the absolute
value of the gas flux. The limiter asymmetries seen in the Ha—signals were also observed‘in limiter calorimetry measurements [2]. Note. that the difference in the signals betweenthe wall ( undisturbed ) and those from the wall near the gas puff gives the contributionof the external gasflux to the Ha—signal. Finally. the increase in the HQ—signal at 610ms at all torordal positions corresponds to the switching—on of the second gyrotron. As
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the [Ia—emission is sensitive to fast changes in the particle confinement. this increase is
an indication of the deterioration of the particle confinement wrth Increasmg heating pom,
although the electron density was decreasing during this phase.

Using signals similar to the ones discussed above, the global particle confinement time.
7p , was investigated as a function of the magnetic configuration. especially the rotational
transform. If the electron line density. fndl. is taken as a measure for the total number
of particles and the Haisignal for the number of ionization processes in the plasma. then
fndl/Ha—is a relative measure for Tp. In this case. the ionization of hydrogen is assumed
to be the dominating particle source. Figure 2a shows a case where 1/rp is plotted for the
bottom limiter as a function of c. The signals are averaged over a time window of 30ms_
Results show that the Ha—signal increases as capproaches the rational value of 1/3 thus
indicating a deterioration of the particle confinement. This supports the well—known resultthat the plasma energy reaches a minimum at the rational values of a (see Fig. 2b). Similarresults were found at all the other toroidal positions. This behaviour is also found near therational value 1/2 of r.

Another indication for the poor particle confinement was the increase in the fluctuationsof the Hal—signal during the transition through the rational values of c. This is demon—strated by the example in Fig. 3 in which the plasma was heated using one gyrotron ( 200kW ). Because the electron density approaches the cut-off density for X—mode ECR powerlaunch. the discharge collapses and r drops very fast below 1/2 ( Fig. 3a ). Total energy( Fig. 3b) and density (Fig. 3c) recover again after a slow transrtion through c: 1/2. Astrong increase of Hop-and an onset of oscillations of the Ha—signal ( Fig. 3d ) is typicalfor this phase. The range of b. where this transition takes place is Indicated in Fig. 3.The finite range of c may be due to a small shear and the apparent shift of the If scale is
attributed to uncertainty in the determination of the absolute n- values.

A Fourier analysis of the fluctuations was made and frequencies up to 2.5 kHz were
found. Higher frequencies could not be analyzed due to the sampling frequency usedduring this discharge. In addition to some low frequency fluctuations ( 50 - 400 Hz ).strong fluctuations were found between 1.8 - 2.5 kHz. Time dependence of the individual
frequencies showed maximum fluctuation amplitudes during poor confinement ( see Fig.3e for 2.3 kHz).

A possible explanation for these fluctuations are MHD activities present in the plasmawhich make themselves visible at the plasma edge when the latter is unstable. In order topin point the source of these fluctuations. efforts are underway to increase the samplingfrequency and to make toroidal correlations.
It should be mentioned that for other discharges investigated in WVll—AS. low frequencyfluctuations around 300 Hz were dominant. These are attributed to the ripple on Ohmictransformer and toroidal field used by WVll—AS. Interestingly enough it was observed thatthe low frequency fluctuations like their high frequency counterparts were also maximum

during phases when confinement at the plasma edge was poor owing to the presence of arational surface.
Other studies included the dependence of the global particle confinement time on theECR-heating power for various discharge conditions. For all cases. it was seen that rp

decreases with increasing heating power. Calculations performed for the ion diffusion rates[3] and for the energy confinement times [4] support this result.
Furthermore. the global particle confinement time increases as a function of the electrondensity. This was investigated for an ECR—heated plasma (750 kW] at 1.25 Tesla and r:

0.31. As fndl was increased from 3.5- 1018 to 7.5 - 1018/m2. 1",; increased at least by afactor 1.5 at all the toroidal positions of HEX—observation.
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Introduction - X—ray imaginglmeas'ureme'nts have_contribu_ted to studies of the
a equilibrium plasma fluctuations. Impurity radiation and Impurity transport ef-

plasm' the advanced stellarator WENDELSTEIN W7-AS (R = 2 m. a = 17 cm). in
fect's'ln time resolved electron temperature profiles are deduced from X—ray intensity ra—
a'ddlgggording to the two absorber foil method. The plasma is generated and heated by

tlosdamental and 2nd harmonic ECRH (P S 800 kW at 70 GHz). Neutral beam injection
reciting (P S 1.5 MW) was applied also, assisted by D2 pellet injection.

X-ray measurements - Two X—ray imaging arrays are installed at the toroidal loca-
tion of "triangular" flux surfaces. They are Inclined by an angle of $37.40 With respect to
the horizontal midplane. Each of the X-ray cameras Is Viewing the entire plasma along 36
equally spaced lines of sight. A varlety of X—ray absorber fouls (Be) can be used to suppress
radiation below the filter out off energies or outsnde the hot central core of the plasma,
respectively. An illustration of X—ray IntenSIty profiles and the effect of the absorber fouls
is given in fig. 1 (data from upper camera).
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Fig. 1 : Comparison of X-ray intensity profiles obtained without filter (left)
and with 25 um Be-foil (ECRH at BT = 2.5 T, e 2 0.52).

For the electron temperature evaluation another soft X—ray camera system is used.
which views the plasma at a toroidal location. where the flux surfaces are elongated in the
direction of the observation (almost vertical). The measurements are made at 12 radial
positions by a set of 24 large detectors arranged in pairs for intensity ratio determination
with foils of different thicknesses.

Equilibrium studies - Generally the X-Ray profiles are consistent with equilibrium
calculations based on the GOURDON -. KW - and TRANS - Codes [1.2]. if the emissivity
is assumed to be constant on magnetic surfaces. Smooth triangular flux surfaces are
predicted for the low a case. whereas at higher a a clear ripple structure appears on the
outer flux surfaces with the formation of a separatrix. This structure is observed in the
steady state profiles. if no filter for the radiation is used and most of the intensity is due
to very soft radiation (300 eV 5 E S 800 (W) from the outer part of the plasma. Figure
2 illustrates the agreement between the observed line integrated X-ray intensity profiles
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and simulations by assuming constant emissivity profiles on the calculated flux surfaces
(fig. 2. right).
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Fig. 3 : Displacement of X-ray profiles (Te camera, 125 um Be-filter} due to the

Shafranov shift as afunctiori of (fl). Left: data with c z 0.5, right: a z 0.33.Comparison with predictions for W7-AS.
For W7—AS a reduced Shafranov shift is expected (factor 2 2) compared with aconventional l=2 stellarator [3]. in agreement with first magnetic measurements a shiftof the X—ray profiles depending on ,8 and c was found as can be seen from fig. 3. Thestatistical analysis was done using the X-ray temperature camera (125 um Be filter data)and selecting series of shots for which Thomson profiles were available. The displacement

was determined by taking the 1": moment of the profile data at the time of the Thomsonmeasurements subtracting the value obtained at very low plasma energy in the same shot.Fig. 3 also contains the predicted curves for the axis shift for W7-AS.
Impurity studies - X-ray intensity profiles obtained using various absorber foils havebeen incorporated in the impurity analysis. The code IONEQ [4] calculates the radiationof the main impurities C.O,Fe.Ti including transport. which was modelled based on theSTRAHL code [5]. The diffusion coefficients were determined by AI-injection (D = 1000—

2000 cmzs‘1 for ECRH at 2.5 T). The impurity concentrations were evaluated finally by a
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ndividual line intensities (SPRED-.Bragg-spectrometers). total radiationf't ofi . . . . .least square ' ) and the X~ray data (central chord and Integrated intensmes) With the
as bolometer system

code Simulations.
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Fl . 4 shows the result of this anal sis. where 20 different ex erimental data were0.5 g . . -'10'1 used. Since no uantitative measurement for C could be used. a ratio C:O:2 was assumed.
'he A measured X-ray profile is compared in fig. 5 With a Simulation taking the fitted impurity
33 composition, which corresponds to Zcff z 5. The impurity level increases With the applied

heating power and decreases with density. The radiated power is well below the heating
power in ECRH plasmas but in high density NBI discharges radiation cooling effects are

| 3 observed.
3;: Temperature analysis: The electron temperature is derived from comparing the
ta) observed intenSIty ratios (2 different Be-filters) with values calculated by IONEQ. Impurity
=nt radiation of C.O.Fe and Ti (including line radiation) are taken into account. At Te 2
f lkeV the relative contribution of metals has to be known, since high energy lines become
’0" important. Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the Te profile. which agrees well with the
Oh Thomson data. if the metals are included in the calculation.
ave Fluctuations - Optimized discharges are very quiescentdue to the absence of large
, currents. but mode actIVIty was observed, when the net tor0ida| current exceeds 2 2kA
LE: and rational surfaces are created inside the plasma.
I)-

ya
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The structure of the m = 2 mode has been
simulated by superimposing a rotating m : 2
component on the constant background emissiv-
ity following the flux surfaces. Fig. 7 shows the
rotating part of the emissivity. by which the ob-
served modulation amplitudes and phases can be
explained [one particular poloidal position). The
width of the m : 2 perturbation decreases for
cases where higher shear is provided by larger

r currents.

Other types of fluctuations were observed after
20 pellet injection and during NBI. As in tokamak1 1330 260 ‘ 210 2 . . .80 mm ct. experiments [6,7,8] a damped m = 1 oscrllatlon

was found just after pellet ablation. which clearly
cannot be correlated with q = 1 in W7-AS (not
existing). in ref. 6 this effect was seen outside
or during non-existence of the q = 1 surface and
attributed to pellet induced density oscillations.

Fig. 7 : m = 2 mode simulation (fluctuating
I part of profile). Simulated and measured line

integrated profiles (bottom).
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FIRST RESULTS WITH NEUTRAL INJECTION
INTO W7AS STELLARATOR

W. Ott, F.-P. Penningsfeld, W7AS Team,
ECRH Group, NI Group, Pellet Injection Group

Max-Planck—Institut fi'rr Plasmaphysik, Euratom Association
D—8046 Garching bei Mfinchen

Two series of experiments have sofar been run with the stellarator W7AS. The first
series was done with half the magnetic field strength (1.25 T). Neutral injection was applied
from December 1988 until May 1989. The maximum plasma energy obtained was 4 H
with an injected power of 1.5 MW at 45 kV and with pellet injection.

An unexpected phenomenon occurred with discharges carried solely by neutral injec~
tion. Mainly the plasma energy, but also the plasma density and the impurity radiation
exhibited strong oscillations. The maxima of the plasma energy were up to a factor of 4
above the minima. The frequency was in the range of 10 to 20 Hz.

Several possible causes for these oscillations will be discussed including

(1) charge exchange losses of the injected fast ions,
(2) an oscillating confinement quality of the magnetic field structure due to currents

induced in the plasma,
[3) plasma impurity radiation.

In February 1990, the second experimental campaign has begun, now with full field
(2.5 T). First short-pulse injections with full power gave a maximum plasma energy of 13
U [with strong plasma impurity radiation]. One important new experimental degree of
freedom is the possibility of injecting helium beams instead of hydrogen beams. Helium
beams, injected into a. helium or a hydrogen plasma, suffer much less charge exchange losses
than hydrogen beams when injected into a hydrogen (deuterium) plasma. In this way, it
will be possible to support or exclude the first of the different explanations discussed sofar
for the oscillations observed.
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Statistical Analysis of Electron Heat Conduction on W7-As

G.Kiihner. H.Maal3berg. H.Ringler
W7—AS Team. ECRH—Group

Max-Planck Institut fiir Plasmaphysik
Association EURATOM—IPP. D—8046 Garching. FRG

INTRODUCTION

During the first two periods of plasma operation in the Wendelstein 7—AS stellaratO,most of the discharges were built up and sustained by ECRH at 70 GHz with up to 800kW input power. Since in the earlier one the magnetic field strength was restricted to
1.25 T. 2’“i harmonic heating [x-mode launching) with average densities between 7 -1018
and 21019 "f3 was extensively investigated. The more recent experiments were performedusing 1“ harmonic heating at 2.5 T (o—mode) with densities up to 4 - 1019 m‘a.

Within the experimental range of the plasma parameters (heating power PECF- electmndensity ng and temperature Te, rotational transform c and toroidal magnetic field B0), astatistical description of the local electron heat conductivity, Xefr). resulting from theenergy balance analysis is given by regression methods. Such formulae are used as a basisfor model calculations, but they reveal also global parameter dependences and may givesome insight into the mechanism of the enhanced electron energy transport. Additionally,these local x, formulae can be converted to global energy confinement times. TE. If asufficient database is available. the statistical analysis of local transport is much morepowerful than the usual global scaling of energy confinement times. Furthermore. forcomparing present stellarator (WT-AS. ATF. Heliotron-E) and tokamak experiments ofquite different size. a statistical formulation of the electron heat conductivity is very useful.

DATA ANALYSIS

About 30 series of discharges with 2” harmonic ECRH as well as about 20 series ofI” harmonic ECRH are included in the database for the statistical analysis. The electronheat conduction was determined by a direct fit of the electron energy balance equationto electron temperature and density profiles measured ‘by Thomson scattering (see Fig.1).For these discharges. electron heat conduction was the major loss channel. radiation andelectron-ion coupling played only a minor role.

The )(5,Tc,nc profiles as well as global parameters like PECFaBoyta at the plasmaedge were stored in a database system. Only discharges with central ECF power deposi-tion which is highly localized were taken into account since the database for off-axis heatingis not sufficient. For each profile a radial range of confidence was specified to avoid theinfluence of uncertainties at the profile boundaries. Nonlinear regression was employedfor the determination of the parameter dependences. Using this method correlations between regression coefficients can be kept under control and also complicated parameterexpressions can be tested.

The regression was tested for different intervals in minor radius and it turned outthat a simple regression ansatz was inadequate for the central plasma interval with r <5 cm. In this region, two types of discharges were distinguished: a) discharges at verylow collisionalities (with peaked Te) which are dominated by neoclassical transport (highripple losses in the l/u-regime). b) discharges at higher collisionalities for which no central
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- in was found and for which the neoclassical Xe was small compared to the
Peak'llg ntafeone over the whole plasma radius. As the neoclassical Te—dependence is
experlmen these two types of discharges could not be treated by a an unique regression
very Str'odigc'ating a quite different parameter dependence for Xe in the central region. For
ansatZ ljnient region with r > 5 am where all neoclassical Xe are small compared to the
the gra ental ones, the analysis gives reasonable results, therefore. the plasma center with
exPerémcm was excluded from the statistical analysis. The most significant parametersr < d out to be m5(r), PECF and B0. as the corresponding regression coefficients were
t”ll-lgccmpartad to their variances. This parameter combination was chosen to be the "best
ifti'g, the resulting formula is given below:

0.685i0.03 71.05i0.03 —0.71:l:0_13Xer : (0.79 :l: 0.07) ' PECF ' 1’1.e ' BO

(with T; in keV. ne in 1020m_3. PISEF in MW. B0 in T). The quality of this regression
result is demonstrated as a x] vs Xe p plot In Flgure 2. Including the electron temperature
T (r) and the edge value of the rotational transform. ta. improved the X2 of the fits only
slightly- The corresponding regression coefficients were rather small and comparable to
their variances while the other regression coefficients for n,(r). PECF and BO remain
nearly unchanged.

The most remarkable effect was that x¢(r) is better described by the global parameter
PECF than by the local one. T€(1_'). the latter havrng a nearly vanishing regression coeffi-
cient. So the local heat conductrvrty seems to be determined by the global heating and not
by only local effects.

In the same way experimental Xe-scalings (e.g. W7-A: Xe ~ TLC—1T6 _2/3 for OH
discharges and Xe ~ rug—I'TTRO‘6 for ECRH) as well as theoretical approaches (see e.g.
[1]) were tested. The results. however. were negative: none of the quoted formulae is
capable of describing the electron heat conductivity found in W7—AS .

This analysis would be incomplete without a cross check of the Xe formula for consis-
tency with the global energy confinement time. TE. Therefore. TE was estimated by solving
the electron energy balance equation for each regression ansatz. the results were related
to the experimental TE. This cross check is shown in Figure 3 for the regression based on
the combination of ne(r). PECF and B0. The energy content based on the xe-regressions
depends sensitively on deviations to the experimental Xe at outer radii which may be in-
fluenced by the topology of magnetic surfaces at values of the rotational transform close
to low order rational numbers. Nevertheless, the regressions excluding the heating power
dependence underestimate the energy content typically by a factor of 2, while the other
regressions result in a very reasonable agreement.

A similar analysis can be done by deriving analytical expressions for TE . Solving theenergy balance equation for X2 in an approximative way. one obtains:

3-0.2
8-0.79

. 0. —0.6873-32 <ne >105'BU71'PECF5

The parameter dependences are similar as in the formula of the LHS group [2] which wasalready anticrpated by a direct comparison of the experimental TE to the latter relation.
DISCUSSION

The heating power dependence of Xe can be qualitatively understood from the en-ergy balance equation where radiation and ion heating is neglected for the discharges with
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dominant electron heat conduction
,

8T 1
~nexe (7:) z ;/SECFrdr

0

with 5' OF being the ECF power deposition profile. Typically. the density profiles Were
flat andcvery broad. The shape of the Ta profiles did not change very much on variatiOn
of external plasma parameters (see Figure 1). the temperature gradient was only little
affected by the heating power. These experimental findings reflect the basic physics of
the electron energy transport. the parameter dependence of Xe(T) follows directly from
the energy balance equation: the strong relation of ne - Xe to the heating power becomes
obvious. The statistical significance shows this to be a general trend in all ECF heateddischarges where electron heat conduction is the dominant loss channel.

The observations just made can not be done by a study of the energy confinement
time. As the analytical expression for TE above shows. the information on the temperatureprofile shape gets lost as only the global parameter dependencies remain.

CONCLUSIONS

Formulae of the electron heat conductivity for ECF heated discharges in W7~AS were de—
rived based on statistical regression methods. They differ markedly from a parametrization
found for W7-A for Ohmic discharges. The explicitly found ECF heating power depen—
dence may be understood as owing to a roughly constant temperature gradient. Future
work should answer the question whether this effect can also be found at higher densitiesusing different heating methods.

The resulting energy confinement times are rather insensitive to the regression modelused for the electron heat conductivity. Consequently. the statistical analysis of localelectron heat conduction is much more significant than global scalings of energy confinement
time.

REFERENCES
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TWO—ION ICRH HEATING IN THE FLEXIBLE HELIAC TJ—II

Miramar Blazquez José Felix.
Area de Ingenieria Nuclear. Escuela Técnica Superior de
Ingenieros Industriales.Universidad de Zaragoza. 50015
Zaragoza.

The object of this work consist of the determination of
the power RF by volume unity that is necessary for the ICRH
plasma heating in a Stellarator of the Flexible Heliac TJ—II
type [1], This dispositive is being built at the CIEMAT
(Madrid, Spain) [2].

The ICRH heating corresponding to the Stellarator has
been studied recently in some works [3], [4], in which a
significant heating has been verified. This heating can be
obtained by using the fast magnetosonic wave.

Starting of the components of a hot plasma dielectric
tensor [5], the plasma dispersion equation is solved. The
components of plasma refraction index and the local compo—
nents of the wave vector are calculated. From recent works
[6] about local dissipation of the wave power in an inhomoge~
neous plasma, the energy absortions of ions at cyclotron
resonance and at first harmonic have been calculated. The
absorbed energy by the electrons which is due to the Landau
and the Transit Time effects has been calculated too.

In order to perform the calculations we need to know an
adecuate expession about the static field of the Stellarator.
At last we can obtain the RF power by volume unity necessary
for the ICRH heating.

When the concentration of minority ions is high [7] 'the
fast magnetosonflc wave is converted into an Bernstein wave.
when this one is low the absortion of energy in the conver—
sion process is negligible and the absortion energy is due
mainly to cyclotron damping of minority ions [8].
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INFLUENCE OF TJ-II FLEXIBILITY UPON ECRH

F. {Eastejom C. Alejaldre and A. L. Fraguas

Asociacion EURATOM/CIEMAT para Fusion.
28040, Madrid. Spain.

THE TJ-II FLEXIBILITY

The TJ-II is a l :1, m=4 stellarator. One of the main properties of this shearless device
is its flexibility: Changing the currents in the circular and helical coils which form its hard
core, the value of the vacuum magnetic field will vary and, hence, the properties of the
magnetic configuration obtained will be very different [I]. In fact, the rotational transform
per period can vary in a wide interval: 0.22 < t(O)/4 < 0.628. The range of magnetic
configurations achievable in this machine is presented in the flexibility diagram (see figure
1). The lines of constant rotational transform are plotted. As we go to the origin following a
line, we obtain a configuration with deeper magnetic well and with less average minor
radius. The depth of the magnetic well can reach the 6 “/0.
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The relevant geometrical properties of the plasma are indeed changed. The average
minor radius vary in the range of 10 < a < 25 cm, the plasma position and the indentation of
the magnetic surfaces are very different from a magnetic configuration to another. Besides,
the resonance position in the plasma, which corresponds to the B=l T line, changes. The
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value of the 1113n
it is clear that any
computa
extended to all the configurations.

Q‘‘1:

etic flux and, so, the electron density and temperature are different. Then,
calculation which lays on the plasma geometrical properties, like ECRH

tion by ray tracing, should take into account this fact and so, any study should be

In this paper, we present the ECRH calculations for two configurations. The first one is

the “refer .
average minor radiu

ence case”, which corresponds to a rotational transform per period t(0)/4=0.37, an
s a=20 cm. As can be seen in figure 2, the magnetic surfaces have a

small mdentation. The second case is characterized by its high rotational transform

1(())/4=0.55, its average minor radius is a=l7 cm and, as it can be seen in figure 4, its
magnetic surfaces have a bigger indentation.

THE RAY TRACING CALCULATIONS

The wave injection
onditions considered are the

Same for both cases: X mode 0

waves at second harmonic
(f=53.2 GHz) are launched. The a -10

electron density and temperature 8, 7

at the magnetic axis are n0=1,4 x N —20

1019 m'3 and T0=0.8 keV. ‘30

FIGURE 2

The VMEC equilibrium
code has been adapted to the TJ~
II device and its results are used

1‘201'30 140150 160 1'70 1'80
K (cm)

as input to obtain the plasma
characteristics [2]. Each magnetic surface is calculated using its Fourier representation.

The absorbed power is computed following the eikonal theory and using a weakly
relativistic model for the dielectric tensor, which has been adapted to the ray tracing code
RAYS [3]. The dispersion relation used to calculate the ray path is the cold plasma one.
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Up to now all the ECRH
calculations for TJ—H have been
performed for the “reference
case” and we have obtained an
optimal injection position. This
corresponds to a toroidal angle of
16.8 deg. and wave launching
from low filed side, in an interval
of poloidal angles between 0 and
—100 deg. approximately.

The results presented in
figure 2 correspond to the —90
deg. poloidal angle in which the
injected power is fully absorbed.
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where the density is maximum, so the absorption coefficient is quite big.

We consider now the high
rotational transform case and the
same launching conditions The
results don’t change very much
from the “reference case”. The
ray path is plotted in figure 4.
The absorbed power reaches also
the 100 % and the absorption
occurs also at oblique regime
(NH varies between 0.17 and
0.22). In this case, the resonance
takes place in an area where the
plasma density is not maximum
and so, the absorption index is
smaller than in the “reference
case”. This makes the resonant
area be wider.

As can be seen in figure 5, where the ratio of the resonant frequency and the wave oneis plotted, the absorption takes place at both upshifted and downshifted frequencies. Thisresult has some repercussions for current drive, since the induced current at upshiftedfrequencies are opposite to the induced at downshifted ones.

An important property of this new configuration is that the refraction effects can be
much more important. We have plotted in figure 6 the ray path for the same plasmaparameters and for poloidal injection angle of 0 degrees. In this case the poloidal componentof the magnetic field is important and we are launching waves in an oblique direction respectto the magnetic surfaces. The result is that the ray path deviates as much as the waves don‘t
reach the resonance layer and the obtained absorption is 0 %.

This launching situation has the f
advantage that the wave vector is ;
almost perpendicular to the g
magnetic surfaces and that the
toroidal component of the 1
magnetic field is much bigger than i
the poloidal one. Hence, the .;
refraction effects are not very ‘f
important, as can be seen in figure ,
2. The ratio between the resonant ,7
frequency and the injection 3
frequency is shown in figure 3, ‘
where it can be seen that '
absorption happens at upshifted
frequencies. The power is
absorbed in oblique regime for N“
about 0.2 and the absorption takes
place in an area in the plasma ‘
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CONCLUSIONS
Unpleasant surprises can come from the flexibility properties of TJ—H. The plasma

characteristics can change drasncally from a configuration to another. The most_1mportant

being the position of the resonance layer, the plasma sue, the shape of the magnetic surfaces

and even the plasma position. The ma-gnetlc field 15 also very different. and, particularly, the

oloidal component can be important in some cases. Indeed, all this thlngs modify the wave

propagation and absorption properties.

In order to keep good ECRH results along all the flexibility diagram it is necessary to

choose an injection position which depends as less as possible on the plasma modifications.

The refraction effects should be minimized to ensure that the waves always reach the the res‘

onance layer.

In this work it has be shown that the launching situation corresponding to a toroidal
angle of 16.8 deg. and a poloidal angle of ~90 deg. (or its mirror symmem'c situation at a
toroidal angle of 73. 2 deg. ) satisfies these conditions.
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IDEAL INTERCHANGE STABILITY BOUNDARIES FOR STELLARATOR
CONFIGURATIONS

Universt'dad Complzitense and Association ClEMAT—EURATOM. 28040 Madrid, SPAIN

B.A. Carreras, N. Dominguez, J.N. Leboeuf, V.E. Lynch
Oak Ridge National Laboratory.* Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831. USA.

The dominant fixed boundary instability in stellarator configurations is the interchange
mode. Since this instability is localized in radius even for low—n modes, the Mercier criterion
[1] has been the main practical approach for studying the stability properties of three.
dimensional systems. An alternative way of calculating the stability properties of low-n modes
is the use of the stellarator expansion technique [2, 3]. It has been shown that the low-n modes
with resonant surfaces lying in a Mercier unstable region are unstable most of the times for
configurations with moderate and high aspect ratio [4]. The critical beta given by the Mercier
criterion is always lower than the critical beta for the lowest-n unstable mode.

Recently, we have derived a set of reduced MHD equations to study linear stability in
general toroidal configurations by applying the averaging method to an equilibrium represented
in a straight field line coordinate system [5]. The flux coordinates used are those described by
Boozer [6]. We take the exact 3-D equilibrium as the lowest order of the expansion, being the
toroidal curvature exact to all orders. To carry out the stellarator expansion, we assume the
standard ordering of the basic stellarator parameters: ,B~ 6 ~ l/M ~ 62 « 1, where €=£1/R0
is the inverse aspect ratio, M is the number of toroidal field periods, and 5 measures the
strength of the helical field relative to the toroidal field. For the derivation of the equations, we
do a multiple scale expansion. The perturbed quantifies can be considered as functions of p,
9, (p, t, and Mty. We can separate them in terms of slowly and rapidly varying parts in
¢, A = (A )1 + (A )1, where the slowly varying term in 90 is given by

M
(A )1 = Eigfl/M A (p,9,¢,t,y)dy

In order to reduce the MHD equations to a readily tractable set, we eliminate the fast MHD

* Operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., under contract DE-AC05»84OR21400
with the US. Department of Energy.
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sca16[3]’i'e" the time scale for the propagation of the Alfvén waves across the magnetic field,
namely: {Aza/VA, where VA is the Alfvén speed. Consequently, the perturbation in the
toroidal magnetic field will be neglected, and Faraday‘s law reduces to an evolution equation

for the poloidal flux. The fluid velocity can be written in terms of a stream function and the
momentum balance equation can be reduced to an equation for the vorticity.

Taking the toroidal average in y, we obtain the reduced set of MHD equations for

arator configurations expressed in terms of the equilibrium flux coordinates:

(9(a), z _80 [fl am]7 +—

39 a,»
a<u¢>l -1fla<’¢ la(¥t>1a<1¢>

stell

pm Bt=pz99$

3(p)1 1 1 a<¢>18<peq>0
3t Bop 89 (9/3

Here ‘P is the poloidal flux perturbation, (I) is the electrostatic potential, with (15/30 being
the velocity stream function,

V = ;(V<Dxe¢+v¢B),DBO
D is the inverse Jacobian which is proportional to 82, JiD is the toroidal current density, Up
the vorticity, p the pressure, and pm is the mass density which we have assumed to be
constant. The angle brackets < )0 denote average over the toroidal angle for an equilibrium
quantity.

The radial derivative of (1/D>0 is the average curvature term, and it is related to the

217:
V' E i = Zflflj‘ <i> d6

W 30 0 D o
This reduced set of MHD equations has been implemented in the CHAFAR code, a

modified version of the ideal MHD stability code FAR [7]. The equations are solved by a full

specific volume by
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implicit scheme which allows a very fast determination of the linear growth rate. The
equilibrium input is taken from the three dimensional equilibrium code VMEC [8].

To compare the results of the method described here with the stability results based on
average method equilibria and the Mercier criterion, we use a configuration that models the
Heliotron E device. We study a sequence of zero-current equilibria with p on (142”)2, Where
lf’is the poloidal flux normalized to 1 at the edge. The linear growth rates of the n = 1 mode
obtained by this method are lower than those obtained by the stellarator expansion. The
differences are consistent with the dependence of the interchange mode growth rate, y(f0r
'y« 1) on curvature [5]. However, the marginal stability beta is practically the same for both
methods, and it agrees with the stability beta limit from the Mercier criterion at the radial
position of the + = 1 surface [4].

The linear growth rates of the n =4 mode calculated with CHAFAR are plotted in Fig, 1.
The dominant poloidal component is m = 6 for [30 = 1.5% and 3%, and m = 4 for [30: 4.6%
and 6.2%. The modes for the higher values of beta have the signature of ideal interchange
modes, being very localized around the rational surface. However, for the lower beta values,
the behavior is infemal—mode-like [9,10]: the value of the rotational transform at the origin is
close to a rational number, the local shear is very low, and there is a strong effect of the
toroidal coupling on the stability properties. The main poloidal components of the velocity
stream function (1’ for the BO = 3% case are plotted in Fig. 2. The scale is different for each
component, and the vertical lines show the position of the {- = 2/ 3 surface. The results are
again in agreement with the Mercier criterion. This is not the case when the growth rates are
obtained using the stellarator expansion approach, since the n =4 mode appears to be stable for
B0: 1.5% and 3%.
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Self-Stabilization of Ideal Modes in a Heliac
C. Alejaldre , A. Vanas and AL. Fraguas

Asociacién EURATOM—CIEMAT para fusién
Av. Complutense 22. 28040 Madrid, Spain

B. Cari-eras. N. Dominguez and V. Lynch
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, U.S.A.

Introduction
Fusion devices operating in the second stability regime are very attractive
because there is no limit to the arn0unt of plasma pressure contained in
the device. Second stability regime has been predicted theoretically far
tokamaks and stellarators: moreover self—stabilization has been observed
experimentally in the first operation of the A’I‘F device [1]. In this paper
we try to understand the self—stabilization behavior to Mercier modes of
some TJ—Il configurations Whose equilibria were obtained using the 3D
VMEC code [2].

0.06
Configuration Al

(Shallow)0.04-

0.02‘

0.00-

D
w

&
D

g

002 ~

-0.04 -‘

-0.06 'I'l'l' -0.4'I'|'I'i'I-I

Figure 1
The Fleio'ble Heliac TJ-ll [3], under construction in Spain is characterized
by a high degree of flexibility: changing the ratio of currents in its two
central coils. different magnetic configurations can be achieved with a
wide range of parameters (0.22 S 1/4 g 0.628, -1% s magnetic well 3 6%].
We studied the behavior of three configurations to Mercier modes belong-
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to two different rotational transform “families". with characteristics
mg
summarized in Table 1.

Ideal Mercier
Stabilityh 0.08

:5 We have analyzed
5; 006 the stability of
g ' the three config—
E urations using the
“J 0.04 . . .E Mereler criterion

that can be writ—
0'02 ten for closed

magnetic flux
0.00 - - - ' - .o 2 4 6 e 1 o 12 1 4 surfaces as.

8(0) D D
D = D + +

Figure 2 M S I w
The Mercier criterion for several radii. Configuration 82 +DG > 0 (1)

where the contributions due to the shear, DS, and the net currents. D1,

are negligible since the equilibria considered are essentially shearless,
zero-current equilibria. The stability properties of TJ-II are then given by
the competitive effect between the positive contribution of the magnetic

Dw=<:e:>P~"-<Pi<:z><:—:§>
and the negative contribution of the geodesic curvature,

2 2 2
*. ” B T- hDG=_<(J 123) i><g_>+ <_g___> =—c

B g g g (3)

The different behavior of the configuration B2 to Mercier analysis is not
clear when one looks into the individual contributions to the Mercier cri-
terion (see figure 1). Both DW and Dg have similar beta dependance for the
three configurations, but still A1 and A2 do not stabilize for increasing 13
(see ref. [4], where it is shown that Al is unstable for essentially any value

well.

(2)
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of the pressure and A2 is stable up to a value of <fi> = 2%). and on the
contrary B2 shows a clear self—stabilization behavior ( see figure 2. and
ref [5]).

66:41
I —u— 0.707155-4 —‘ A —o— 0.7958

_( 4e—4 - —-— 0.8944
'° - A1 —v— 0.9661
:3 3“ ‘ I 0.7071
0 U .0 2:4 _ 0 7953

- A 0.8944
1&4 _ BZ A 0.9861

_‘W.

Oe+0 . 1 1 - 1 - l - I ' I
o 2 4 6 s 1 0 1 2 1 4

n ( 0)

Figure 3

To understand the differences in the configurations, we have further ana-
lyzed the DW term that can be written as:

vacuumD =Bb +bB2—b Bz=BV" + L BZ—(DianBlw 0 l 2 B

where b1 represents the contribution to the term due to the existing vac-
uum magnetic well of the configuration, b2 is the positive contribution of
the deepening of the magnetic well with increasing pressure and b2 the
negative diamagnetic contribution. Figure 3 shows the term b1 for the
configurations A1 and B2. Only the configuration with self-stabilization
effects has b1 constant, allowing the magnetic well contribution to grow
quadratically overcoming the negative increase of the curvature term and
therefore explaining why this behavior was obtained. For the configuration
Al, the term has a clear 1/13 dependence for all values of the normalized
radius. and therefore the stabilization due to the well cannot compensate
the 132 dependence of the geodesic term. Figure 4 shows in detail the
term b1 for the configuration A2, showing the change in the dependence
with ,6 ofbl as we move from the inner to the outside of the plasma. or in
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in 15 over the whole normalized radius.

other words when
we move from the
Mercier stable part
of the configuration
to the unstable
part. as was ob—
tained in ref. [4].

Conclusion
Self-stabilization
effects are observed
in configurations
for which the mag-

netic well contri-

bution is quadratic

Configuration Iota/Period Magnetic Well 1:26:11? ((15232???)

A1 0.36 1% 16 cm 0%

A2 0.36 2 % 15 cm 2 %

B2 0.30 1% 8 cm Self-Stable

Table I

Summaly of configurations parameters
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DETERMINATION OF BOOZER MAGNETIC COORDINATES

A. Lopez Fraguas, L. Garcia* and A. Salas
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* Depto. de Fisica Tedrica, Univ. Complutense, 28040 Madrid, Spain .

For many problems in MHD and in transport theory the system of magnetic

coordinates described by Boozer [t] is particularly convenient. Unfortunately,

finding the correspondence between these magnetic coordinates and the

Cartesian system is not easy. Some of the existing techniques follow field lines and

give good results with reasonably simple magnetic surfaces, but run into problems

when these surfaces are strongly indented, as in the case of the TJ-ll heliac or

similar machines. Here we use a simple algorithm [2] which does not directly follow

field lines, but uses as input the equations of the magnetic surfaces in some given

coordinate system, as well as the components of the magnetic field in some regular

grid for the given coordinates. Specifically, we have used as input the output of the

DESCUR code of Hirshman and Meier [3], which gives optimized Fourier

representations for the magnetic surfaces.

he alggmhm

We consider a plasma in MHD equilibrium (Vp=j><B, VxB=u0j, V~B=0) whose

magnetic surfaces constitute a set of nested topological torii. The initial coordinate

angle and (9 is a toroidal angle. Then there exist functions 7», [3 and x such that the

magnetic field can be written in the following two forms:

B = Vp x V?» with K = ‘1’,’(p)6 + ‘P;(p)¢ + X(p,e,¢),

B = BVP + W with x = [(0)9 + gtp)<i> + item)-

X and X. unlike k and x, are periodic functions of 6, q), with periods 21:. ‘P, and ‘11,,

are the toroidal and the poloidal fluxes divided by 21:, and I and g are the toroidal

and the poloidal currents multiplied by tic/(Zn).

system is (p,e,¢), where p is constant on each magnetic surface, 6 is a poloidal
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Boozer's magnetic coordinates are poloidal and toroidal angles 63. (M such that,

using the coordinate system (p,03,¢3), the periodic parts of k and x are zero. One
possibility (unique if we assume stellarator symmetry) is [2]

~ - in?"e,,=e+eB with ea=§——Px,,
g‘l’.’-I‘¥,,

— . ~ ‘P’i—IX
: + With =+——,4»; «D «it (in g,” 1,1,;

where X and X are those corresponding to the original coordinates. If new we

perform a Fourier expansion in 9 and q) we get terms in sin(m9—n¢) (assuming

stellarator symmetry), and for their Fourier coefficients we have

m gxnm _ \yplxmn ”m Wllxmn __ [km

91: = ’— ‘i’a = —,—‘T-g‘l", —1‘PF g‘I’, —I‘1’P

in order to make use of these formulae we need to calculate I, g, \P,’, ‘11,; N” and

3"“. These are given by the Fourier coefficients of the covariant components of the

magnetic field and of the contravariant components multiplied by the Jacobian
-—l(J=(Vp6-V¢) ):

1:330Y g=Boo, ‘i’,’=(JB°)OO‘ ‘s—(fBero,

mime) um) _E__EZ
n m m m

nut

The hardest part is the computation of the needed components of the magnetic

field. For the vacuum, which is the only case we have considered for the moment

(except fortests with exact analytical solutions, such as those with helical symmetry
described in [4]), the magnetic field is derived from the currents in the coils, and the
metric tensor from the equations of the magnetic surfaces.

Beam

We have run our code in combination with DESCUR, which gives the equations of
the magnetic sunaces. The results turn out to be rather sensitive to the accuracy
with which the magnetic surfaces are given. This is confirmed by the analytical tests
with known analytical solutions, where these magnetic surfaces are perfectly
known and the accuracy of the resulting Boozer coordinates is only limited by the
rounding errors. More specifically, the largest source of error is the computation of
the radial derivatives needed for the calculation of the metric tensor. These radial
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derivatives affect the calculation of JB9 and JB¢ but not that of Be and B
Fortunately we have a test to obtain a qualitative estimate of the errors, which is the
comparison of the two expressions given above for M" and a when m and n are
not both zero simultaneously. As expected, in the case of 7022» both expressiOns
give results very similar, since they do not depend on the radial derivatives.

The results obtained for the TJ-ll [5,6] are best described with a few typical plots |n .
figs 1 and 2 we show the results obtained for All/p and for A] '2/p respectively, in
each case using either the first formula above , with IE6 (1), or the second one, With
JB¢ (2), and also using maximum values of m and n per period of either 10,12 or
6,6. These modes have been chosen because they are more or less worst Cases,
Increasing the number of modes above 10,12 does not appear to change the
results significantly.
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BOOTSTRAP CURRENTS IN HELIAC TJ-II CONFIGURATIONS.

; z Y n *, W.I van Rijif, S.P.Hirshman#.

* Asociacién EURATOM-CIEMAT para Fusion. Madrid. Spain# ORNL. Oak Ridge. USA

The bootstrap current is an important subject in stellarators since itcauses a modification of the rotational transform profile when theplasma pressure is increased. Because stellarator reactors are ideallyoperated in the currentless mode, it is desirable to minimize themagnitude of the bootstrap current. Bootstrap currents have beenidentified in several stellarator devices and the measured values werefound in close agreement with the neoclassical predictions .

In neoclassical theory the bootstrap current magnitude isdetermined by the pressure profile and the variation of the magneticfield strength on the magnetic surfaces. As TJ-II is a flexible heliac withcapability to produce a large set of different magnetic configurations [1],it could be a useful device to make a more complete test of theneoclassical predictions for bootstrap currents and ways to control them.

In this work neoclassical estimations of Bootstrap currents areobtained from analytical formulae for plateau [2] and lowcollisionality [3] regimes and by numeric solution of the drift kineticequation using the DKES code [4]. It is found that the magnitude of thecurrent in TJ-II changes with the magnetic configuration and it canreverse its sign depending on the configuration, the radius of themagnetic surface, the collision frequency and the radial electric field.
In figure 1 it is shown the bootstrap geometrical factor, whose valuefor an equivalent axisymetric device is the unity, for several magneticconfigurations as a function of average minor radius. The magnetic fieldstructure was obtained from the 3D equilibrium code VMEC for a plasmapressure <B>=l% and different values for the hard core currents. Infigure 2 it is shown the integrated currents for parabolic profiles ofdensity and temperatures. As can be seen it is possible to findconfigurations with very low bootstrap current. From the comparison oftwo cases with similar value of rotational transform close to 1.5, it is
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found that the bootstrap current is lower for the configuration with

deeper magnetic well.

Figure 3 shows the bootstrap coefficient obtained from DKES versus
collisionalit)’ for various radial electric fields. The calculations were
made on the half radius magnetic surface for the configuration with t =
15 and deep magnetic well. The bootstrap current shows reversal of

si n with the collisionality and the radial electric field. The change with
radial electric field is mainly related to resonances between parallel
velocity and poloidal rotation due to the electric field. The variation of

bootstrap coefficient versus electric field for a fixed collisionality is

shown in figure 4.

The obtained results show a rich variety of Bootstrap current
rofiles, with and without changes of sign inside the plasma, and very

different magnitude. This variety can allow in the future a complete
experimental test of the currents predicted by the neoclassical theory
and also the ways of controlling them in order to obtain very low

currents.
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Figure 1. Bootstrap geometric factor in TJ-II
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Figure 3. Bootstrap coefficient versus collisionality in TJ-II
( magnetic surface r=al2 )
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EQUILIBRIUM AND STABILITY OF HIGH 1 TJ-II

CONFIGURATIONS

A. L. Fraguas, A. Varias and C. Alejaldre
CIEMAT-EURATOM Association

E—28040 Madrid, Spain

B.A. Carreras, N. Dominguez and V.E. Lynch
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 3783], U.S.A.

Introduction
The hard-core winding of the four period heliac TJ—II is Composed

of a circular coil and a helical winding with separately controllable
currents. This feature gives a great flexibility to the device which allows
an independent control of the rotational transform and the magnetic
well [1]. Heliacs have in common high iota values, low shear and a
vacuum magnetic well, providing a potential for high B limits [2]. This
potential can be endangered by magnetic islands induced by low order
rational values of the transform [3]. The iota control through the hard
core currents is a very effective way to avoid rational values and the
large range of iota available in TJ-II, going from 0.15 to near 0.8 per
period, makes it possible to obtain configurations with very different
MHD properties.

Previously we have studied the stability of configurations with i=0.36
and 0.30 per period [4]. Beta limits higher than <[3>=6% have been
obtained and in the case of lower 1 self-stabilization effects typical of a
second stability regime have been observed.

In this work we explore the equilibrium and stability properties of
configurations having higher transforms, selecting a case having 1020.55
in vacuum and comparing it with the lower transform cases.

Vacuum configurations
Table I shows the iota values obtained with several combinations of

the hard—core currents. Magnetic surfaces more or less symmetric with
respect to the toroidal angle can be obtained shifting the magnetic axis
position with the vertical field, resulting in very little effect on the iota

value. The most symmetric geometries have in general a larger plasma
radius and make the three dimensional MHD calculations more tractable.
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is reason a posterior scan is made on the axis position to select
For c351 not far from symmetry. A field line following code (FL) using
SurmBim_521vart law is employed to obtain the Poincaré Map and the
tlfcuum iota and well profiles.\.

Icc (kA) Ihc (kA) 10

250 80 1.467
131 146 1.894
100 207 2.204
39 261 2.640

TABLE I

Equilibrium and Stability
A vacuum magnetic surface, selected as plasma boundary, is Fourier

analyzed in two angles: the geometrical toroidal angle and a poloidal

angle satisfying the constraint of "Minimum spectral width" [5], and

lused as input to the VMEC 3D equilibrium code [6].For a complex

geometry such that of TJ—II a high number of modes is required and a

test is made on the accuracy of the boundary representation comparing
the iota and magnetic well profiles in vacuum between VMEC and the FL
code [7]. Two set of Fourier components, with 138 and 202 modes, have

been considered. As the agreement is good enough with 138 modes and
using the larger set does not improve the result, the 138 mode set has
been chosen for the equilibrium calculations. Figs. 1 and 2 compares the
iota and well profiles in vacuum between FL and VMEC results.

A sequence of equilibria has been generated, with beta going up to <B>
: 2% with linear pressure profiles in the toroidal flux, as these profiles
give the higher beta limits in the standard iota cases, to/M=0.36.

In Fig. 3 we show the flux surfaces for <B> 22% at two toroidal sections
separated by half a period. Figure 4 shows the deepening of the
magnetic well with <B>, less pronounced than in the lower iota cases.
That effect can reduce the beta limits attainable with this configuration,
since in the TJ-II stability is provided by the magnetic well. The
decrease in well depth has a corresponding decrease in the toroidal shift
compared to the Deeper Well case of Ref. [4], which has a similar
vacuum well, as shown in Fig. 5. Conversely, the helical shifts are very
close in both cases.
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A GENERAL THEORY OF LMFP NEOCLASSICAL TRANSPORT
IN STELLARATORS

C.D. Beidler

Maz-Planck-Insta'tut fir Plasmaphysik, IPP-EURATOM Association
D-8046 Garehing bei Mx'inehcn, Federal Republic of Germany

Neoclassical transport in the long-mean—free—path (lmfp) regime has been invea.
tigated by many authors for the model stellarator field

B/Bo= 1—egc050—ehcos(£0—p¢). (1)

Most of these calculations have been based on solutions of the bounce-averaged
kinetic equation in various asymptotic limits. In the bounce-averaged phase Spacg
(r,0;lc,u) this equation may be expressed as

“BF/I») + Mar/as) : ow _
In the above, 61; = r/Ro is the inverse aspect ratio, 6}, is the magnitude of the stel-
larator’s helical ripple (it is particles which are localized in this helical ripple which
give rise to the dominant transport processes in the lmfp regime), 0 is the poloidal
angle, (15 is the toroidal angle, 2 is the multipolarity of the stellarator windings, p
is the number of field periods, r is a flux surface label related to the toroidal flux
through the expression d) 2 Borz/Z, rc is the kinetic energy, pt is the magnetic mo-
ment, F is the distribution function, 0,, represents the Lorentz collision operator
expressed in terms of a and the dots indicate total derivatives with respect to time.

The magnetic momemt is not usually favored as the pitch-angle variable, how-
ever, and instead the “well-depth parameter”

k2 = (n/pBo — 1 + q cos 9 + eh)/(2£h)

is introduced. Using [02 greatly simplifies the classification of localized particles as
all such particles satisfy 0 S k2 < 1. However, unlike ,u, k2 is not a constant of the
particle’s motion and the bounce-averaged kinetic equation must be written

,6Fm -fl -28f _ um a , Bf
r 67' +030” 81:2 _A’[k2)6k2(( law)" (2)

The collisionless variation of k2 represented by the additional term has not pre-
viously been accounted for in analytical calculations although its significance has
been recognized in one numerical solution of Equation (2) [1].

In Equation (2) the distribution function has been assumed to be of the form
F : Fm + f, i.e. to be the sum of a Maxwellian and a small perturbation. The usual
transport ordering 0, Veff >> r'/6r, where 61' is the radial scale length of the plasma,
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has also been assumed. The “effective” collision frequency is defined by Veff :
”/25,“ where 1/ is the 90 degree scattering frequency; A(k2) = 8(E(k) — (1—k2)K(k))and A’(k2) : 41((k), where Kilt] and'EUc) are the completeelliptic integrals of the
first and second kinds, respectively. GlVeIl the model magnetlc field of Equation (1)
the total time derivatives are

_vdsin0 6g A(k2)
26h 61' A’(k2)

. _ 11¢ 66; 65h ZEUC)
LnEJ’ 63(61‘ ms“ (9r (K(k) 1)

'=vdsin0 k2:

where '04 = T/RoBo with T the particle’s kinetic energy in eV, HE is the EXB
precessional frequency and the radial dependences of 615 and ch are assumed to obey
a power law, i.e.

Bet/8r='yg6g/r ash/6r=1heh/r.

Normally one would take '7; = 1 and 7h = 8, however the current formulation offers
more flexibility since it allows the suppression of various terms by setting '1: and/or
7h equal to zero.

Previous analytical solutions of Equation [2) have been obtained for various
orderings of the characteristic frequencies 11¢ff and 0 in the limits of large radial
electric field (0 = 013) and in the limit {IE = 0. The results of these calculations may
be summarized by the expected scaling of the diffusion coefl‘icient with parameters
of interest. In the large 0;; limit the so-called 12—1, 111/2 and 1/ regimes have been
identified (from highest to lowest collision frequency, respectively)

6ha/z'sts qzi/l/Z fhl/ZEtV
DV—JOC——2 2 , Dul/20C_2 2 3/2, ”cc—2 2 2 ,

T301! T300}; TBoQE

while for (IE = 0 the 11—1, superbanana plateau and superbanana regimes are
obtained (again from highest to lowest collision frequency)

Elia/263112 €t2T 611/2e
DV—iOCW, D5POC 1/2 , Dscx“.

7‘ Bo 1/ 5h. BO 6;;

Each of these results represents the solution of the kinetic equation for a particular
set of assumptions; even taken as a whole these six expressions do not cover all
possible cases for which Equation (2) is valid. For example, in the transitionary
region between two regimes the assumptions of neither are appropriate. Moreover,
cases in which DE and the remaining terms in 6 are of comparable magnitude are
not addressed at all by these results.

In the current work no assumptions will be made as to the relative sizes of 0 and
lie”. Furthermore, the full expression for 0 will be retained with no assumptions
as to the relative sizes of its component terms. Instead, it will be assumed that the
perturbed distribution function may be written

f : Bairm (ZUCZ) + Y(k2) sin!) + X(k2) c059).
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Inserting this expression into Equation (2), the kinetic equation separates into
three coupled differential equations. These are then solved by expanding Z, Y and X
as infinite series in powers of k2 with the approximations A(k2)/A’(k2) : k2 — k2/4,
2E(k)/K(k) = 2 — k2 — [CZ/4 and the boundary conditions

2 2 _ _ 2 _ _ _ €_t 2‘:Z(k _1)_o, Y(k _1)_0, X(1c _1)_ 26h 6c ”=1. (3)

Because of the complexity of the recursion relationships which result and also becausa
a large number of terms is often required for convergence, the solution is implemented
numerically.

As an example, this general solution of the bounce—averaged kinetic equation
is used to investigate neoclassical transport in a stellarator for which R0 = 20 in,
B0 : 4 T, 5;, = 0.15 and T : 7 keV. The flux surface corresponding to r = 1 m has
been chosen for the results presented in the sequence of figures. A plot of D as a
function of u is given in the upper-left-hand figure; the remaining figures show the
scaling of D with the various parameters of interest. This latter group of figures has
been obtained by independently varying each parameter by 1% and comparing the
result with the base case. Results given by the solid lines are for 0 2 DE : —800;
the remaining terms in 0 have been suppressed by setting "It 2 "/h = 0. Ignoring the
additional terms in 6 is not a good assumption for this set of simulation parameters,
it has been done here for purposes of comparison with the 0 2 DE limit. For
large values of u the expected parameter scalings of the 11—1 regime are obtained.
A 111/2 regime of significant extent is predicted to exist for this set of simulation
parameters, however the results illustrated here do not show a distinct range of
collisionality where LII/2 parameter scalings hold. The expected 111/2 regime scalings
are recovered, however, if one replaces the boundary conditions of Equation (3)
with 2(1) = Y(l) = X(1) = 0. These boundary conditions have often been used in
analytic calculations, however numerical solutions of the kinetic equation have shown
that they are rarely appropriate [1,2] and that those of Equation (3) are much more
consistent with reality.

Results shown by broken lines are for DE 2 0 with '7, : 0 and ”1;, : 2. The
expected scalings in the 11—1 and superbanana plateau regimes may be clearly identi-
fied in the figures. Furthermore, between the superbanana plateau and superbanana
regimes, a. previously unreported set of scalings is observed, constituting the presence
of an additional regime. In the “E = 0 limit the presence of the ltz(6f/6k2) term
in the kinetic equation is of critical importance; if k2 is independently set to zero
neither the additional or superbanana regime is found. It should also be noted that
these results are insensitive to the choice of boundary conditions. Finally, results
given by the dotted lines are for DE 2 —800, '7: z 1, on, : 2 and show how important
it is for this set of simulation parameters to retain all terms in d; although the plot
of D vs. 1/ is not significantly different than that obtained in the 9 2 DE limit, the
parameter scalings are seen to be radically altered.

[1] H.E. Mynick, W.N.G. Hitchon, Nucl. Fusion 26, (1986) 425.
[2] SP. Hirshman, K.C. Shaing, W.I. van Rij, C.O. Beasley, Jr., E.C. Crume, Jr.,
Phys. Fluids 29, (1986) 2951.
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ON THE EDGE STRUCTURE OF THE W VII—AS STELLARATOR

C. Beidler, E. Harmeyer, J. Kifilinger, F. Rau , H. Wobig, and W VII-AS Team

Alum—Planck Institut ffir Plasmaphysik, D—80/,6 Gare/ling, FRG
EURATOill—Associatz'on.

Wendelstein VII-AS showed after one year of operation - mainly at 1.25 T — 1) char-

acteristic stripes due to plasma-wall interaction along the torus wall. They follow a

helical contour from the lower torus apex along the radial outside towards the upper

apex, through each field period 2). The pattern is modified by the limiters and in-vessel

components, Fig. 1.

This paper aims to clarify the
origin of these stripes by follow-
ing numerically the behaviour of
vacuum field lines and guiding
center orbits (Monte Carlo code,
using pitch angle scattering of __
H+ ions with 50 eV energy, no
electric field) . Monte Carlo cal-
culations are considered to be
more appropriate for these stud-
ies than field line tracing. The
guiding center orbits are started
at random toroidal and poloidal
points, at a small distance in-
side the edge radius. Field lines
started not too far outside the ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, :

edge give similar results. The ’ '

influence of the limiter position
and of the value of the rotational.
transform c are investigated for
limiter or separatrix dominated

ll
PROBE—LIMITER

DIAMAG. COIL
B_-POL. con

Mg
lCF GUARD LIM

configurations, at irrational or V : COS-2—THETA

rational values of the ledge rota— Fig. 1: Perspective of W VII-AS torus (top)

tional transform. and {rt-vessel components (bottom).

A separatrix-dominated configuration is present for t = 0.53 on axis and ts = 5/9

at the separatrix, if the limiters are placed at ZL = :l:31.5 cm, just outside the last

closed surface of the vacuum field. Its shape is influenced by the 5/9 symmetry, and

shows 9 tips along the minor circumference, Fig. 2 a . In the left part of the figure the

probe limiter with a number of intersection points of guiding center orbits is inserted.

More complete guiding center puncture plots are shown in Fig. 2 b to d for the three

typical toroidal angles. Fig. 2 e is the helical intersection pattern with the torus wall

in. a. radial outside view at (p : 0 . The slope is nearly constant. The up-down shift of

the traces corresponds to the toroidal direction of particle flow or field line integration.
An intensified picture is obtained when removing the in—vessel objects, and closing the
8" gaps of the module separation near to : 36°. About 13 % of the orbits end near the

Er



lj ‘
‘6 u OJ CD 0

H.” Fig. 2:
-‘ - Vacuum Field of W VII-AS at (p = 0 with torus wall,

Probe Limiter inserted (a), guiding center orbits atzero, 1/4 and 1/2 of the field period {b to d), inter-section pattern at outside wall for go 2 0 (e) and atbottom limiter, for 4: = 0.53, ZL : 31.5 cm, (f) , and90 : 36° for c = 0.34, ZL : 21.5 cm, (g).
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torus apeces, slightly more than the relative toroidal gap width. At (p :3 O , about 3 ‘70

of the orbits end near the mid—plane radially inside. Such intersection points have not

been seen with in—vessel objects. Fig. 2 f and g are intersection patterns at the bottom

limiter for c : 0.53 and 0.34, respectively, i.e. for separatrix and limiter dominated

cases. At 1: = 0.53 two intersection stripes develop near the limiter edge and continue

at the torus apex. A similar structure is seen without the in—vessel objects.

For all c-values studied so far, the intersection numbers at the top and bottom

limiter differ in the computer jobs. This up-down asymmetry is reversed by reversing

all velocities, or changing the charge of the particles and thus the direction of the

E X VB-drift. Drift surfaces of guiding center orbits deviate from magnetic surfaces

by order of p/t, where p is the Larmor radius. This offset is reduced in the advanced

stellarator W VII-AS by a factor of about two. In our calculations a number of 64

orbits is followed in the code simultaneously. The initial velocities are at random, but

not completely balanced. Therefore we always use both velocity directions for the final

evaluation. This results in comparable loading of the top and bottom limiter, within the

statistical spread of the data. Examples of local ‘hot spots’ are given in Fig. 3 a and b

for t = 0.53 , in perspective views of the region near one of the ICF guard limiters

and the diamagnetic coil. The gap in the pattern of torus intersections points might

be the ‘shadow’ of the adjacent diamagnetic coil. The photo taken from the W VII-AS

torus shows no gap. Fig. 4 is a histogram of the lengths of guiding center orbits until

intersection. They range between 1 and 100 transits around the machine at an average

of 25 transits. The intersection numbers of the various in-vessel objects are detailed in

the insert. In Fig. 5 the relative loads of in-vessel components are shown versus the

limiter position. At outside limiter position the two ICF guard limiters and the top

and bottom limiters are nearly equally loaded. Quantitative information is given in

Table I for the three t-values studied.

Summary and conclusions :

The edge structure of the W VII-AS vacuum field is investigated by field line tracing

and Monte Carlo guiding center orbits with similar results for a : 0.53 . The helical

shape of the interaction stripe at the wall and ‘hot spots’ at the limiters or other in-

vessel components are recovered in essential details. At outward limiter position the

edge topology is separatrix dominated. The efficiency of the two main limiters is about

40 % , while another 35 % are seen at the guard limiters of the ICF antenna. The

remaining guiding center orbits end at the diamagnetic coil, the torus or the module

separation limiters. For Z, S 28 cm the configuration is limiter dominated, and the

percentages of the other in—vessel objects drop below 10 % .

Configurations at low 4; = 0.34 are always limiter dominated. For ZL = 31.5 cm

the limiter efficiency is only 66 % . It increases to about 100 % for the inward limiter

position; then the aspect ratio is A z 16 .

A limiter efficiency 2. 90% in a separatrix dominated topology is obtained at high

c 2 0.71 with inward limiter position, at increased aspect ratio A x 20 . The influence

of the in—vessel objects is negligible, and the average orbit lengths until intersection are

maximum. This interesting case remains to be studied in W VII-AS experimentally.

1) H. Ringler, W VII-AS-, ECH-, and NBI—Teams, this conference, Invited paper.

2) P. Grigull et al., and W VII-AS Team, paper at PSI-9, Bournemouth, UK 1990.
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Fig. 3: Perspective views; 0 = 0.53.
Vicinity of one of the [CF guard limiters (a) and of diamagnetic coil (b).
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Table I ; EM: Relative loads of in-vessel components.

EVENTS IOTA ZLim Raff Il AVERAGE LENGTH OF GUIDING CENTER ORBITS1 PERCENTAGES OF EVENTS
111 I

( cm ) 1 TORHSL LIMITERS I F—GL DIAM- ALL 1 10mm LIMITERS 1cr—01. 0141.1 OTHERS PRLZ

887 0.53 31.5 15.41 421.0 278.6 383.4 408.3 356.7l 14.13 37.7 34.5 8.9 4.1 —
1423 PRL2 1 403.8 266.0 326.4 335.7 318.21 10.5 40.8 31.2 7.9 3.0 6.6
410 27.515.01 301.4 128.3 268.9 255.9 153.81 3.9 82.7 10.5 2.4 0.5 —

1626 25.514.01 554.8 175.5 487.8 508.5 239.61 4.0 81.0 9.8 3.0 2.2 —
773 1 t21.512.1 1 789.6 233.0 806.5 591.3 270.01 2.3 93.3 3.4 0.4 0.6 -

5 or | ' I
2262 oula. 31.5 17.91 258.0 105.5 137 5 219.3 121.21 0.4 55.0 319 0.9 0.4 1.4
1626 Inside 11min” 1 470.7 205.1 305 4 359.8 241.01 0.7 56.2 30 5 1.0 0.3 1.3
449 0.34 21.512.51 - 260.0 625 4 — 266.81 0 98.4 1.6 o 0 0'0
941 more data 1 — 244.6 7255 — 255.51 0 97.8 2.0 0 0 0.2

1 1
639 0.7121.510.21 1037.0 517.6 1133 0 1218.0 565.51 0.8 92.4 5.0 1.7 0.1 o

Guiding center orbjté : H7L at 52 eV, normalized mean free path L" = Ac/WR = 0.1 .
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PHYSICS STUDIES FOR THE H-1 HELIAC

B.D.B1ackwell, G.D.Conway, R.L.Dewar, H.J.Gardner,
S.M.Hamberger, J.Howard, and L.E.Sharp

Plasma Research Laboratory
Research School of Physical Sciences

The Australian National University
Canberra, Australia

The H-l heliac“), which is nearing completion, offers experimental access to an
unusually wide range of 'plasma—current-free', low~shear, low-q toroidal configurations. The
plasma dimensions (a S 0.22 m, Vp ~ 1 m3) and operational modes (steady fields B
S 0.25 T, 1 second pulse S 1 T) are appropriate to detailed basic plasma physics studies,
while the versatile coil arrangement allows rotational transforms to be readily varied between
0.6 and 1.95, e.g. to control the position of most low order rational surfaces. Fig. 1 shows a
typical set of flux—surface cross-sections, and Fig. 2 illustrates some accessible transform
profiles. Successful demonstrations of new low energy electron-beam field mapping
techniques on the prototype heliac SHEILA indicate good possibilities to obtain extremely high
spatial resolution (A r/a < 0.5%) and rotational transform accuracy (At/k S 10'3) in field
mapping and error field studies on the much larger machine, H—la).

Experience with SHEILA (4) has shown that problems associated with the unusual plasma
shape can be greatly reduced by referring all observations to appropriate straightafield-line
magnetic, rather than geometric, coordinates. The strongly-indented plasma-section requires
special diagnostic techniques. For example, a fasescanning FIR interferometer will be installed
to allow tomographic reconstructions of the 2-D density contours(3). A rotating multi—sectored
wheel rapidly scans the probing laser beam to give ~15 channels in each of four fan views of
the poloidal cross-section (fig 3). The phase-shift information in each view is bandlimited by
diffraction and Nyquist sampled to allow unambiguous recovery of the low order structure of
the plasma distribution. The instrument should therefore be capable of sensing the slow
changes in the density profile caused by plasma pressure effects, and can in principle recover
the structure of low tn»number density fluctuations. A 10.6ttm scintillation interferometer is
also being constructed for the observation of small—wavelength, high frequency fluctuations.

The coil arrangement also allows a variety of different combinations of magnetic well and
shear profiles to be obtained. Some of these are being examined for equilibrium and both
global and Mercier stability, using the BETA and VMEC 3D—MHD codes, to guide future
experimental work on finite beta studies.

Studies with the BETA code have been undertaken with a view to examining the
correlation between Mercier stability and non—linear global stability. Initial results were
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obtained for an inner flux tube represented by a simple form (corresponding to the BETA
parameterization NGEOM=5). (A more accurate surface representation is being developed for

the VMEC code using DESCUR.)

The BETA code shows (Fig 4) the configuration to be Mercier stable for an equivalent

volume average beta for the full plasma of 1% (p=p0(1—\t!), finest mesh 12 X 36 x 36). The

figure shows that stability improves at the edge of this model geometry, but an analysis of the
full configuration with the VMEC code (to overcome the star-like domain requirement) is
required. The axis region first becomes unstable, as shown by the case for B=l.2%.

Rearrangement of the pressure profile to reduce the pressure gradients near the axis improves
the stability. Mercier stability decreases as the magnetic well is decreased (D fig 4),
corresponding to increased vertical field. Thus it is hoped that H1 can be tuned to explore the
border of absolute Mercier instability (QM<0). Although the BETA code and field line tracing
show similar limits for the well depth (—1 to +6%), better agreement with field line tracing
occurs for slightly different surface coefficients than those for the best surface match. We
expect that the more accurate surface fit obtained with DESCUR/VMEC may resolve this. It
has been suggested that the Mercier criterion is a pessimistic indicator of stability“). Under
these assumptions (QM>—.02) we estimate that a practical Mercier stability limit may be as high
as 5% average beta.

Non-linear stability studies by the method of second minimization(5) indicate that the
n=l,m=l global mode appears to be stable at values much higher than this ( <B>=10%), for an
inner flux tube, with a fixed boundary. Fig.5 shows the stability margin increasing with 13 for
the standard H-l case. This stability is apparently improved by the indentation of the surfaces,
(-, fig 5) where the same analysis is performed for configurations with a greatly reduced
indentation but a similar rotational transform.

We gratefully acknowledge valuable discussions with, and advice from, EA. Carreras,
N. Dominguez, P.Garabedian, and V.Lynch.
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Fig. 1: Set of flux surfaces for low-shear magnetic
configuration, Ih/Ir = 0.09: Inside & Outside.
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STUDY OF PLASMA EQUILIBRIUM CURRENTS IN AN 1:} TORSATRON

V.N.Kalyuzhnyj, V.V.Nemov

Institute of Physics and Technology, Ukrainian SSR Academy
of Sciences, 310108 Kharkov, USSR

Investigation of plasma equilibrium currents (Pfirsch-
Schluter currents) is of interest when searching for optimum
schemes of stellarator systems /1/. In this paper equilib-
rium currents for magnetic configurations of an l=3 torsa—
tron are investigated as a function of the homogeneous ver-
tical magnetic field value. For the investigation, the method
discussed in /2/ is used, allowing one to calculate equilib-
rium currents in real magnetic configurations, whose magnet—
ic surfaces are determined only numerically. The case of
small P ( p is the plasma pressure-to—the magnetic field
pressure ratio) is considered. Possible effects of plasma
pressure on both the magnetic configuration and the equilib—
rium currents are estimated. The torsatron was considered
with the following parameters that are close to those of the
Uragan—3 device:

R = 100 cm, rO =26.2 cm, m = 9 (1)
The model of the helical coil with filament—like conductors
was used with the following winding law

(m/MMW) = mew, w, vague/m (2)
Here R and r are the major and minor radii of the torus,on
which the heQical coil is placed, m is the number of helical
field periods on the torus length, {T is the angle in the
meridional section of the torus counted from the direction
of the normal to the circular axis of the torus, d.is the
modulation coefficient of the winding angle for the helical
coil.

The case of exact compensation of the axially symmetric
component of the poloidal magnetic field of the helical coil
has been considered. There was a small vertical homogeneous
magnetic field B; on the value of which the equilibrium cur—
rent dependence was investigated.

The calculation was performed numerically using the
method given in /2/. The distributions of Yul along the mag—
netic line of force (I? is the magnetic surface function) as
well as of h, determining the density of the longitudinal
equilibrium current
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»_ cl 4
(fi—cdfkfi (3)

were calculated (p=POF) is the plasma pressure). In accord—
ance with the discussed case of small fl , the vacuum magnetic
field is used in the appropriate equations. For calculations
this field was presented in the form of expansion in series
over toroidal harmonic functions /3,4/. Calculations were
performed in the cylindrical system of coordinates ? , ? ,
z with the z—axis coinciding with the main axis of the torus.
As starting points of integration (see /2/), the points on
the —axis (i.e., 2:0) in the meridional plane y = 0 were
chosen (in this plane the cross sections of the magnetic sur—
faces are symmetric with respect to f —axis). At starting
points IVVH = 1.

Fig. 1 shows the cross sections of several magnetic sur—
faces in the V =0 plane (in coordinates (9 —R)/rOand z/ro)
and also at the half period of the magnetic field. They were
obtained for d = —1 and for BL = O and BL/Bo = 2% (the wind—
ing law with.d = ~1 is often used and is rather close to the
optimum law /5/). For every BL value two magnetic surfaces
are presented. One from each pair of the surfaces was taken
near the boundary of the confinement volume. Fig. 2 shows the
distribution over magnetic surface cross sections (given in
Fig. 1) of the quantities IVWI and g characterizing the dis-
tribution of the plasma pressure gradient VP:=O#VHV)q and
the longitudinal current density j,l

2C 4E - gj‘tfi 5A: - ‘ ' 006 £50 I“? 3’ .3 (4)

as functions of T =¢“/2$1 Here f is the rotational transform
(in 25T—units), B0 is the longitudinal field on the circular
axis of the torus, uiis the angle counted around the centre
of the magnetic surface section from the direction of the nor—
mal to the circular axis. The g distributions shown corres—
pond to h = 0, where ho is the starting value for h.

Apar from H , it is of interest to consider also the
ratio Ju/J‘ /'I/, where ‘1‘: c ”Pl/5 . Through din/J; one may
express the surface current density t , which is equivalent
to the $1 distribution between two close magnetic surfaces

)

. _ Ju CAP
L:Jf{- if 7; (5)

where d and. A p are the distance and the pressure drop be—
tween these surfaces. Table 1 lists approximate values of g,

Ju/Jl and ’\ = 0.5 a'Jfl/J'J. distribution amplitudes (gm,
(Ju/Ji) and km , respectively) obtained over the cross sec—
tions 0 outer surfaces of Fig. 1 versus BL/BO' These results
correspond to such a choice of ho £ 0 when the total longitu—
dinal current between infinitely close surfaces equals zero.
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Fig. 1
Cross sections of the
magnetic surfaces with
the plane 50:0 (solid
lines) and 39 =fi/m(dashed
lines) for: a) BL/B =0

. l(1:t =O.41, 2: t=O.87),
I’aMb)mmw%(h

t= 0.44, 2: t = 0.54)in coordinates (g—R)/r0
and z/ro.

Fig. 2
Distribution of g and

l IVWI over the cross
section of the magnet-

fic surfaces in the
planes V =0 (solid lines)and ? =5T/m (dashed
lines) for: a) BL/BO=O
and b) BL/B — 2%.O _

Table 1

31/30 0 0.66% 1.32% 2%

b 0.665 0.667 0.8 0.54
gm 0.85 0.65 0.63 0.35

(in/J)... 4.2 4.2 3.5 4.4
A... 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.2
9 O 0.63% 1.5% 1.8%
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It follows from the table that, when BL/Bo changes from O to
2% (with the BL direction causing outward shift of the mag-
netic axis), the &./1L value for outer surfaces is somewhat
larger than it follows from the well—known ap roximate
Pfirsch—Schluter current formula (for which "L: 1).

The results obtained may be used to estimate the poss-
ible effect of plasma pressure on the magnetic configuration
and equilibrium currents. As is known, in the magnetic field
excited in the toroidal plasma by plasma equilibrium currents,
the homogeneous vertical component of this field plays an
important role. Here we try to estimate the plasma pressure
effect on plasma equilibrium currents, judging on the value
of the homogeneous component of its magnetic field.

Let the plasma be limited by outer magnetic surfaces of
Fig. 1 and have a sharp boundary. Then the homogeneous ver—
tical magnetic field generated inside the plasma by the sur-
face equilibrium current may be evaluated as

51 ~ .zm‘m/c (6)

where im is the amplitude of the surface current distribu—
tion. Using (5) we obtain

J"6: Mr)“ 5°:n 5° “A ‘7)
where p = ssrp /132 and it is assumed that Ap =p (the sharp
boundary). If ong considers the transverse field B; employed
in our calculations of ma etic configurations and equilib—
rium currents as a field %$) generated by equilibrium currents,
then one may define the plasma § equivalent to it, viz.,

3L I 34 '6e 1, am}: so Am <8>
The _F values calculated by formula (8) are listed in Table 1
(the last line). In accordance with these estimates, we may
consider the magnetic configurations in Fig. 1 and Table 1
at BL/Bo # O as configurations without the additional verti-
cal field (i.e., at B; = 0) but with the presence of a plasma
having 9 up to is z: 2%.
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IMPURITY FLUX REVERSAL IN l=2 TORSATRONS USING RF HEATING

D.L.Grekov, A.V.Zolotukhin, A.A.Shishkin

Kharkov Institute of Physics 5 Technology. Ukrainian SSR
Academy of Sciences, Kharkov, 310108, USSR

We have studied the influence of local heating on
the impurity flows in the Pfirsch—Schluter regime. If the
effect of the thermoforce on the impurity ions is included
the impurity flux can be reversed by heating the impuri—
ties.This concept can be realized in torsatron experiment
using RF heating. We present estimates of the power
required, and describe the design of the RF launch system,

Experimentally discovered degrading of plasma parameters
due to impurity ions stimulates the search for diverse tech-
niques of plasma cleaning. Passive (divertors) and active
methods can possibly be used to act on impurity ions. Active
methods may involve the bulk component puffing (particle
source), bulk plasma heating (heat source) and momentum
transfer e.g. due to high energy particle injection. These
methods were studied for tokamaks theoretically and experimen—
tally.Present paper deals with studying the RF heating action
on heavy impurity flux in the Pfirsch~Schluter regime in the
torsatrons and the condition of the impurity flux reversal is
found.

Following the papers [1,2] where the heavy impurity
behaviour in tokamaks is considered write the MHD equations
for bulk plasma ions (i) and impurity ions (I) in the form

i ~ i —n
(l)

v' [1121803. " EIXE) _ B.“

where
III-1’1-

_ _ l l _31F C1 'CiIl—l'll CzniVnTi (2)
Here pa is the pressure, v is the velocity, nais the particle

density, Zae is the charge, ma is the mass, Ta is the

temperature of a-species ions (a=i,I), til is the time of

scattering ions off impurities, gn=yi—yl, g“ is the friction

force. When the sources of heat and particles are present the
radial flux of impurity ions, averaged over the tokamak



magnetic surface, has the form

22 2Fur/“fl [“2]? 3-: ipxyflafi-I“ i I 1 nzI-ciITi C3 1 6r ZInI 6r 2C3 6r

2 2 2n-q p. eB R C C al 1 T [ 2 atl_ 91 (3)
Z T n1‘11 i i

Here q=rBT/RBP, r,R are the small and large radii of the torus
BT and Bpare the toroidal and poloidal components of the toka—
mak magnetic field, piis the ion Larmor radius, a(r), atl(r)
are the amplitudes of the sinfi components in the Fourier
series of heat Ca(r,fi) and bulk ion t-(r,fi) sources. To
neutralize the first term in (3) and nullify fl it is
necessary that sgn(at1)=-sgn(BT) and sgn(a)=sgn(BT).

Considering the possibility of applying asymmetric heat
source created by RF heating to reverse the impurity flux in
torsatrons two points should be noted: first, it is difficult
to create with RF means the heat source having the necessary
between top and bottom asymmetry; second, one obtains too
large a values WhEIl heating bulk ions asymmetrically.
Therefore in the following consideration we'll take into
account the thermoforce which is due to the impurity
temperature gradient along the magnetic field lines RE a
nIIVHTIlrII/(III+IIi). This friction force 15 comelderably
less then the thermoforce due to the temperature gradient of

. 1 . . .bulk ion: IRT « niIVHTilri./(rii+ril) (raB {7: the COlllSlon
time): R /R changes from Z » 1 to Z (m /m-)T T 1/2 I I I i on increasing
nI from nI s (mi/ml) ni/ZI to nI z ni/ZI' Nevertheless the
account of R; allows one to include into consideration the
heat source acting on impurities. To find VHTi I use the
expressions for heat fluxes ’

n.T- I..r.l 1 11 11.= .T. - ———— —————— v .9“; c2”). 1% (13 mi than "Tl
g =_C'nITI TIIrIi v T (4)

HI 3 mI rII+tIi H I

Inserting VHTa from (4) to (2) with the account of R; yields
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miniR=-C u—Cn..VT+CnVTI (5)—u 1 tiffll 2 1IIi 2 In

The further calculation of PI we perform in the 'Straight

stellarator' approximation. This allows one to account for the
action of the helical heat source of the form Qa=lla(r)sinlC
Here C=fi~mw/l, a,¢ are the poloidal and toroidal angles re—
spectively m is the number of field periods over the torus
lenght cl=bl/BO, bl’Bo are the magnitudes of the helical and
toroidal fields. Note that other components of the Qa Fourier
series expansions over sin(pc), cos(p{) do not influence F
in this approximation. After averaging over the helical
magnetic surface one obtains

I

2 — — ' —nim-l 1:1 I l(lar) C2 eB0 Qi(r) 4 E2 fEQ QI(r)
I IH 2 2- 2 I

tiI ZZIe Boa r C3 la niTi 3 /n C3 la n T

where Ii“ are the small corrections to first terms in (3)

appearing due to the account of the helical nonuniformity 9f
plasma parameters and of the magnetic field, a=m/1R, 11(lar)
is the Bessel function. I _

Thus with the corresponding sign of B 0iQ (r) or BOQI(r)
one may reverse the impurity flux using 0the helical_ heat
sourse acting on basic ions or on impurities. The estimates
for Uragan-ZM torsatron with the parameters ne(0)=1013cm_3,

T.l(0):—,1keV L/ZTI=0.5, 111:4, B0=1T, T l(r)=—50 + lOOeV, E=22crq
give for Qi too large value: Qi =100 W/cm3 . Besides the quite

I _ v
appreciable value for QI is 1obtained at nI/ni=10 3: QI=0'1

I

W/cm? To create the helical heat source QI we suggest
using the cyclotron absorption of fast magnetosonic waves
(FMSW) by impurity ions. Choosing, e.g., FMSW with the
frequency w=0.llwci(0) (“Ci is the cyclotron frequency of

bulk ions) one may simultaneously influence the ions Cr 52’6 6 .7 7 7 —_ — _ 11Mnn55, Fee56, N1159, Cuu63 and Cu64 at r. Te(r)—50eV and8 M0969at

r: Te(r)=-100eV. At w=0.16mc.(0) one may influence Cr , ,
9 .9 u10 Cl— T531155Fee56, 159, U63 at r: Te(r)=~100eV and C12 at r: P(r) lOeV.

Besides it must be the preferential absorption along one of
two helical surfaces of the resonance w=c. It may be

provided by using the antenna system consisting of two (four)
pairs of loop antennas located in the small cross—section of
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the torus, as shown in Fig.1 and distanced by A¢=n (Aw=n/2)
along the large circumference of the torus. Put RF field in
the form E=§(r)exp[i(Mfi+k”z—wt)], (z=R¢). The suggested system

allows one to excite waves with M=1,3 and k“=m(1+2k)/2R

(k=0,1,...), which will be strongly absorbed (7 ~ w) in the
narrow zone rAe e m(1+2k)pi/R along the chosen helical

surface. The part of the RF energy that goes to the
'necessary' part of the spectrum, is determined by the formula

k
Ilmax4Az 2"u - K 2 AK (7)

k=O
Here the summation is performed over the spectrum part for
which k“=m(1+2k)/2R, kaX=kA(O), kA=w/VA, vA is the
Alfven velocity, AZ is the antenna dimension in the z—axis
direction. The estimates show that Ku changes from nu=0.05 for
Az=4cm, the system consists of two pairs of loops to x =0.3
for Az=160m, four pairs of loops. The total RF power necegsary
to reverse the impurity flux is determined by the expression

Ptot= ZnRaArKuQI (8)

where Ar is the radial dimension of the impurity location zone
that interact with the RF field (in the estimates Ar=5cm). For
the Uragan—ZM and antenna system parameters given above one
obtains Ptot— 200 kw.

Thus there exists an effective RF method for reversing
the flux of heavy impurities in l=2 torsatrons.
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Fig.1 The small cross—
section of the torsatron.
1,2 are helical conduct—
ors 3,4 is the antenna
system. AB is the line

4 w=wcl on which the

I J absorption is at maximum
(the absolute value of RF
field is at maximum). 7CD
18 the line w=c

which the absolute value
of RF field is at minimum

on
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ION TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS ON THE ETA-BETA II RFP

Carraro,L.,Innocente.P.,Martini.S.,Ortolani,S.,Puiatti,M.E..Scarin,P..Valisa,M.

[stituto Gas Ionizzati del C.N.R.

EURATOM-ENEA-C.N.R. Association-Padova Italy

Ion temperature values Ti ZTe are a common feature of ohmically heated RFP

[1,2,3] indicating the presence of a significant non-ohmic ion heating

mechanism. The increase with fluctuations of the ratio Ti/Te [4] has suggested a

direct coupling between ion heating mechanism and the power associated with

the fluctuations which drive the dynamo electric field required to sustain the RFP

configuration [3,5].

In this paper are presented results on the ion temperature in ETA-BETA 11,

obtained from CV 2271 A line Doppler broadening measurements , together with

the electron temperature time evolution from Si(Li) detector and electron density

from a two colour C02 interferometer.

The temporal behaviours of Te from Si(Li) detector and of Ti from CV 2271 A

spectral profile. are reported in Fig.1; the corresponding evolution of the electron

line density is shown in Fig.2.

Measurements of CV 2271 A line along different chords in the plasma and

simulations of the CV profile time evolution with a 1D impurity transport code [6]

indicate that the ion temperature deduced from CV is representative of the centre

of the plasma provided the ion temperature profile is not much more peaked than

the electron temperature profile. However, the measured Ti values are always

greater than Te, with a more pronounced difference between the two

temperatures in the early phase of the discharge.

Evaluating B 9 and <B> from the previous Te, Ti and 11 data. with parabolic6
profiles, gives Be 2 10% and <B> 2 5% at the early times (Fig.3).

The time variation of the resistivity anomaly factor Zcff’l‘, defined as the ratio

between the resistivity from Ohm's law on axis, 11*(0): Vloop/(ZI'I R J¢(0)) and the

on axis Spitzer‘s resistivity with 2:1, is shown in Fig.4. In the early phase of the
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discharge the resistivity remains close to classical, while later on, higher values
are observed which could be due both to an increase of the ion effective charge
and to a change in the profile of zeff , Te and current density [7,8]. The values of
Zcff“ and B a combine into the energy confinement time TE u< B'eTe3/2/Zeff*
which, as shown in Fig. 4, at the beginning of the discharge is about 100 us and 1.4
ms later decreases to about 40 us.

The decrease of B e to about 5% , of <B> to about 2% and of IE to 40 us at late times
seem to be essentially due to the decrease of the electron density. However.
sustaining the density, e.g. by pellet injection, has proven to allow to maintain in
time electron [3 and Zeff* close to those at early times [9], which gives a significant
improvement in the energy confinement time. The possibility of obtaining the
same results for the total B will remain an open question until Ti measurements
with pellet injection are done.

The experimental evidence that TiZTe can be discussed in terms of magnetic and
helicity balance equations. It is known that the input power PW, necessary to
maintain the total energy content of a steady-state RFP as evaluated from the
energy balance equation, is less than the input power PK, evaluated from the
helicity balance equation, which better describes the experimentally measured
power input. Typically the excess power is comparable to the ohmic term, i.e.
(Pk -PW )~ PW [10]. Moreover, it has also been noted elsewhere [11] that this excess
power input, necessary to maintain the helicity of a relaxing system, represents
the fraction of the ohmic power absorbed by fluctuations and that plasma
instabilities and fluctuations could be directly coupled with an anomalous ion
heating mechanism [3]. On this basis comparable ion and electron temperatures
would indeed be expected.

Furthermore the excess of energy may be thought as stored in the magnetic field
and then dissipated into plasma heating during reconnection processes [10]. In
particular, during the relaxation phase the configuration evolves towards lower
energy states; if all of the energy released during this process ( AWM/WM ~10% —[3 )
goes into ions through viscous dissipation, a significant increase of the ion energy
content is obtained. In this simple model the ratio Ti/Te increases with G [12] as
experimentally observed [13].
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CARBON EMISSION MEASUREMENTS ON THE RFP DEVICE ETA-BETAII

Carraro,L., Muzzolon,A., Puiatti,M.E., Scarin,P., Valisa.M.

Istituto Gas [onizzati del C.N.R.

EURATOM—ENEA-CNR Association — Padova, Italy

The emissivity of the CV 2271.3. line has been measured on the RFP device Eta-

BetaII along 7 plasma chords, using a 1«m Czerny-Turner spectrometer, equipped

with a 2400g/mm grating. The spectrometer has been absolutely calibrated by a

strip tungsten lamp to evaluate the carbon content in the discharge. The time-

integrated spectrum measured along a diameter in the range 2250-2320A by a

photo-diode array is shown in fig.l. Due to the photo-diode array poor time

resolution (compared with the pulse lenght of about 2ms), the emission along 7

plasma chords has been measured by a photomultiplier, to evaluate the time

behaviour of the CV emission profile. The experimental data have been inverted

by an asymmetric inversion technique. Fig. 2a shows the profiles obtained

inverting the data at the maximum of carbon emission (300 usec after the current

start) and during the flat-top phase of the plasma current; the chordal re-

integrated profiles and the experimental points are also shown, as a test of the

error introduced with the inversion procedure (fig.2b). In the early phase of the

discharge the carbon emission is peaked in the centre of the plasma, while later

on it is hollow, reaching a quasi-steady profile, and showing a displacement

towards the external region of the vacuum vessel.

An impurity transport model [1] has been modified to simulate the impurity lines

behaviour: for each ion, the ground and metastable state population. densities are

separately calculated. Infact the intensity of many lines may not be properly

calculated by a simple corona balance between excitation from ground state and

spontaneous decay. This happens when, as in the case of 0V, the metastable state is

highly populated or when, as for the 2271A line of CV, the excitation process from

the metastable state has a very high probability compared with the excitation

from ground state. and therefore may not be neglected even if the metastable is

much less populated than the ground state. In particular. for the 2271A line of CV,

if the excitation from the metastable state is not considered. the corona balance

leads to a value about 4 times lower.
The simulation of the experimental data cannot account for the asymmetry of the

plasma, because the diffusion model is cylindrically symmetric. Therefore, only a

qualitative comparison between the calculated and experimental time behaviour

of the emission profiles may be obtained.
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Fig.3 shows an example of the CV line profile simulation obtained from the model

at two times, corresponding to the emission peak and to the flat-top phase of the

plasma current. The time behaviour is consistent with the experimental

observation: around the emission peak, in the early phase of the discharge, CV

shows an emission profile essentially peaked at the centre. while the profile is

more hollow at later times. The ion populations corresponding to these two times

are shown in fig.4. The time evolution of the line integrated emissivity, calculated

along two chords. corresponding to the plasma diameter and to the external

experimental chord. is shown in fig.5. together with the experimental data: the

model reproduces the slower dynamics of the external chord, due to the lower

electron temperature and to the diffusion of CV. The discussed simulation has been

obtained with electron temperature and density profiles parabolic in the early

phase of the discharge and slightly flatter (quartic) during the flat-top. It has

been assumed that the recycling coefficient at the wall increases from 0.8 to 0.95 ;

the diffusion has been calculated by a classical tranSport model with the fluxes

enhanced by a space-dependent coefficient. whose value is 10 on the axis and 100
at the wall. With the same values of the particle fluxes. the time behaviour of

OIV.0V,OVI lines has been simulated '. the result for ON and 0V is drawn in fig.6. No

emission line from OVII has been measured; however. from the spectrum

measured by a Si-Li detector in the range 500-700eV. the intensity of OVII 21.6}.

line has been estimated to be 2100watts/m3, corresponding to an OVII

concentration less or equal than 0.1% of electron density. Comparing the line
intensities obtained from the model with the measured emissivities, the carbon

and oxygen content may be evaluated. leading to nc/ne ”Box/He - 0.5-1%.
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INTRODUCTION
In the previous papers [1,2] in the REPUTE—l, it was shown that

the plasma resistance Rp at the current flat— topped phase decreased by
15 — 50 %, depending on conditions, with bypass plates due to a reduc-
tion of error fields near the port sections. In order to get the better
plasma parameters, focusing on reducing error fields, shell gap
modification was tried. For the study of plasma resistance and plasma
response, we inserted a movable limiter with a negative bias voltage in the
plasma. The correlation of the ion temperature with the plasma resistance
was also investigated.

SHELL GAP MODIFICATION
We covered the shell gaps on two toroidal locations with Aluminum

foils (effectively 10 layers of 80 um thickness each). This cover extended
to about 0.2 m and 1.1 m in the toroidal and poloidal directions (over 220°
of the poloidal angle (outer side of the torus)), respectively. The minor
radius of the cover normalized by the plasma radius is ~ 1.3, while ~ 1.1
of the stainless steel shell with 5 mm thickness. The expected skin time of
the cover for the vertical field penetration is an order of 0.5 ms (1 ms for
the shell case).

As is shown in Fig.1, the plasma resistance RP decreased by about
12 % compared with that without the cover for the case of R = 2 and
decoupling mode [1]. For comparison, the least square fitting curves for
both cases are also shown. Here, R is a winding ratio of the step—down
transformer of the ohmic power supply. This RP scaled as —(3/2) power
law of the plasma current I ,‘ and did not show a saturation of R], even at



the higher plasma current regime. At 1], = 390 kA, Rp of down to 0.25mil was obtained, and in this current range, clear sawtooth oscillations (~1- (10 — 20) % change of amplitude) such as soft X~ray, CV line emis-sions and <9 ((5: toroidal flux) were sometimes observed [3]. After thiscovering, the reproducibility of ‘
able shift of plasma column. However

LIMITER INSERTION
In order to study the edge effects concerning dynamo electric field[4,5], 3 stainless steel limiter plate, 35 mm wide and 3 mm thick, wasinserted into the plasma from the outer side of the torus. As is shown inone turn loop voltage V1 (by ~ 10 V) was6 limiter (inserted distance A) for [p— 210 — 220 kA range (R = 4, A S 17.5 cm, plasma minor radius a= 22 cm). The charging voltage of the ohmic power supply must beincreased by ~ 3 % for the deepest insertion case to maintain the sameplasma current. There were not appreciable differences of loop voltage,changing the angle 9 of the limiter plate. Here, the angles 9 of 0° and 90°denote that the Limiter surface is parallel with the toroidal and poloidaldirections, respectively.

Preliminary experiment on biasable limiter with respect to a vacuu
connected in series with a resistanc~ 55 pH, and the vessel was shorttance. For the case of several cmwith ~ (200 — 400) V bias by a
plasma resistance and slight increa
density were observed. Near the
iter current was < 2 kA. These
deep limiter insertion case.

ing a negative voltage to the mov-m vessel was tried. This limiter wase of ~ 35 1119 and an inductance ofed to the earth through a 2.5.0 resis-insertion of the limiter into the plasmacapacitor bank, a slight decrease in theses in the discharge duration and plasmaplasma current maximum phase, the lim-favorable effects were not found for the

ION TEMPERATURE AND PLASMA RESISTANCEIn the REPUTE— 1, the ion temperature Ti from the Dopplerbroadening of CV line [6] was much higher than the electron temperaturemeasured by the methods of the Thomson scattering and pulse heightanalysis of soft X—ray, especially for the low plasma density case. Even
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with the same plasma density and the same plasma current, the obtained
RI, and Ti were scattered from shot to shot, which indicates the different
plasma performance relating MHD activities.

‘ Figure 3 shows a relation between the ion temperature and plasma
resistance for three different plasma density regimes with IF = 300 kA
and R = 4. This shows that the ion temperature was higher for the larger
plasma resistance case. With a increase in Rp= the amplitude of m = 1
poloidal mode (toroidal field at the wall) as well as the soft X-ray fluctua-
tion Were enhanced. There seemed to have no correlation of Ti with m
= 0 component.

The plasma resistance RP was roughly proportional to Team, 1‘. 2.,
Spitzer formula (T:30: the measured central electron temperature). When
we used the helical factor (g ~ 12) and T50, Zqfir ~ 2.3 was obtained from
the plasma resistance. As for the electron energy transport, an elec-
tromagnetic feature rather than an electrostatic one was suggested from
the edge measurements using arrays of the magnetic and Langmuir
probes.

CONCLUSIONS
After the covering of the shell gaps, plasma resistance RP decreased

by ~ 12 % for the case of R = 2 and decoupling mode, and RF obeyed
~(3/2) power law of [p . Slight increase in the loop voltage was found
when the limiter was inserted into the plasma, regardless of the angle of
the limiter plate. A good correlation of the ion temperature with the
plasma resistance and MHD activities was found.
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INTROQUQTIQN
7 7111 recent RFP plasma experiments, energetic electrons more than an order of mag,
nitude higher than the local hulk electron temperature has been observed at the edge
region by using Faraday cup [1], and it is discussed relating it to the Kinetic Dynamo
Theory (KDT) [2]. In this paper we present the measurements related to the energetic

electrons at the plasma edge of TPE-IRMIS, mainly featuring its heat power flux loss
fraction and estimation of the energy of the incident energetic electron. The latter
was done by observing the soft X—ray emission from the fixed limiter and by inserted
metal target material. These can give information about the energy distribution of the

incident electron in the range over keV.
HEAT FLUX AND LOSS FRACTION

In TPE-IRM15, it was found by movable limiter insertion that energy flux onto the
electron drift side was 3-5 times higher than that onto the ion drift side [3], indicating
the anisotropic heat loss channel carried by electrons. The energy flux deposited onto
the electron drift side of the limiter at the fixed limiter position, 135 mm from the
center of the vacuum vessel, was typically about 2.2 ~ 2.3]l/IJ/m2 with the effective
input time of about 475 ms at the plasma current, IP = 135 kA, joule input power,
P0,, : 4.5 —5.0IlIW'. Thus the power flux was estimated to be about 440 * 580NIVV/m2.
The total power loss fraction by electrons onto the fixed limiters can be about 68—75 %
at largest, if 3/4 to 5/6 of the non—radiative loss of about 90 % is due to the electron
loss into the fixed limiters. This fraction corresponds to the effective number of 17—28
fixed limiters being exposed to the electron flow with 5 min depth. Note that there
are a total of 88 fixed limiters, 60 mm wide along the toroidal direction. This effective
number of exposed limiters is slightly less than the case when the shadowing effect of a
fixed limiter at the same toroidal straight section is considered, which yields effectively
32 fixed limiters to be exposed in the case of G = 1.55/F : —0.11.

If the power flux is carried by mono~energetic electrons, the electron current density,
jg", and electron density, 715’, which are responsible for the power flux loss, can be
estimated as a function of energy, Eff (fig.1). Since jf should be less than the current
density sustaining the RFP configuration, E,” should be higher than about 1 keV when
the heat flux is 440 7 580MIV/m2. 011 the other hand, me" should be less than a
few times 1017m‘3 in the corresponding case, while the bulk electron density at the
edge, n2, is 0.6 i 1.0 x 101917173 and the bulk electron temperature, Tab, is 10 — 20 eV.
These estimates indicate that the electron heat flux is carried by energetic electrons,
Eff/Tel7 > 50 — 100, of low density, nf/n'j < 2 — 5 %.



SOFT X-RAYS FROM FIXED LIMITERS
One of the nine surface barrier diode (SBD) array channels looking at one of the

fixed limiters 011 the inside wall of the vacuum vessel showed many spikes superposed
on a slowly changing level from the plasma itself. These spikes were strongly related
to the relative displacement of the plasma column to the fixed limiter (fig.2). When
the plasma column was pushed inward to the center of the torus (Bdm : 140 % of
the optimum) so that the outermost flux surface was determined by the inside fixed
limiters, many large spikes appeared, while the plasma column was pushed outward
(Bdcu : 0), these spikes disappeared. The energy of these spikes was roughly estimated
by the absorption method to be more than 1 keV in the case of graphite fixed limiters.
In the case of 8/5 fixed limiters, the qualitative behavior was the same as the graphite
limiter case but the energy from the absorption method was more than several keV
which possibly was affected by characteristic X-ray lines from the metal limiter and by
the diflerence of the plasma confinement properties between the two cases [4]. These
spikes are usually observed to come in bursts coinciding with valleys of sawteeth seen
in the near central chords of the SBD array.
SOFT X-RAYS FROM METAL TARGET MATERIAL

In order to have more accurate information about the energy distribution of the
incident electrons, we have inserted the metal target which consists of Ti, Cr, Fe and
Ni pure metal wafers into the plasma edge and observed the emission of soft X—rays
by a Si(Li) detector (fig.3). Figure 4 shows typical wave forms of the plasma current
and loop voltage, Vlaop, of the reference discharge of TPE-lRM15 where I,, : 145 kA
and Vioop : 30 volt at t:4.5 ms, and the equilibrium position of the plasma column is
centered in the vacuum vessel and the error field at the poloidal shell cuts is minimized
[5]. In these reference discharges, central electron temperature is typically about 440i60
eV and line averaged density is 2.2 :l: 0.2 x 101917773. Figure 4 shows the typical output.
signal from the Si(Li) detector, where only the data acquired in a CAMAC AD converter
with 0.2usec/sample and 32kmmples/shot are displayed. Pulse height analysis was
done by the computer program which can best fit the pulses to a series of Gaussians with
adjustable height, width and position on an adjustable base line for an appropriately
divided time window, in order to take into account some undershoot and recognizable
overlap of pulses, which allows the pulse height. analysis with higher pulse rate than
using multi channel energy analyzer. Almost all the measurements were done with Be
foil of 450nm and solid angle of about 10‘7 str. The energy resolution of the Si(Li)
detector itself is 220 eV FWHM at a pulse shaping time of 1/1366 and the total resolution
is determined by the accuracy of pulse shape fitting (2.0-2.5 % of the full scale pulse
height) which results in 400—500 eV.

A typical result of the pulse height analysis for the reference discharge is shown in
fig.5. Four K0, lines from Ti, Cr, Fe and Ni are clearly observed and also the continuum
emission level is observed to decay as the energy increased, indicating that an incident
electron energy of more than 8.3 keV (ionization energy of Ni K-shell) exists and the
energy distribution seems not to be monoenergetic.

Generally speaking, the estimation of the energy distribution of the incident elec-
trons from these results is not straightforward. In principal, there are two ways to
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estimate it as follows. (1) The relative line intensity of each K,x line can give the best
fit. parameters as many as the number of Kc, lines by using the empirical database
about the line intensity as a function of Z and energy [6]. (2) The continuum emission
level can be treated, in the first approximation, in the same way as is usually done for
recombination or bremsstrahlung radiation from the plasma itself. Thus it can give a
temperature of the incident electrons if it is well defined.

The estimation according to (1) has been found to be difficult because of non uniform
solid angle for each material plate caused by the change of shape by melting. On the
other hand, there remains the possibility of the estimation according to (2). After
characteristic lines were subtracted from the data, the continuum level was treated as
is written in (2). Thus, as a measure for energy distribution of the incident electrons,
temperature of the energetic electrons, T3, was deduced from the slope of the continuum
level in the energy range of 4-8 keV. Figure 6 shows the temporal evolution of TH
accumulated from 1.6 ms time windows of 12 reference discharges. It reaches about
18 keV near the end of the current flat t0p, while the average TH during 2.5-6.5 ms
is about 7 keV. These values may be overestimated because of pulse pile up and the
values may need further correction with a more accurate theory of X-ray emission from
thick targets.
now

The energetic electrons observed at the edge region of TPE-lRM15 show qualita—
tively similar behavior to ref. [1]. Such electrons carry as high as 68—75 % power loss of
the joule input power with less than a few % of the local electron density. The prelim-
inary energy estimate from the target insertion experiment is about several keV. This
energy is an order of magnitude higher than that obtained in [1], presumably because
of the difference in observed energy region, the difference in plasma confinement prop-
erties and remaining uncertainties in estimating the correct energy information from
the observed energy spectrum.

This work is supported by the Science and Technology Agency, Japan. The authors
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1. Introduction

Oscillations of soft X—ray (SXR) emission which are accompanied by toroidal
magnetic flux regeneration have been reported on many RFP machines (HBTX1B[1],
ZT—40M[2] and so on), including REPUTEIB], in which the amplitude of the oscil-
lations was small and correlations were not clear in its low current regime (1,, < 250
kA). In this paper we present large amplitude coherent oscillations of SXR emission
in high current discharges of REPUTE-l (1,, > 350 kA), and their strong correlations
with other plasma parameters such as the field reversal ratio F and plasma resis—
tance. The change of the radial profile during the oscillations and the correlation in
the toroidal direction are shown.

2. Experimental results

The SXR emission is measured by surface barrier diodes (SBD), most of which
are arranged in three arrays of totally 20 SBDs on top, side, and bottom ports at
the same toroidal location. The other SBDs are installed at five different toroidal
locations. Thus we can identify both toroidal and poloidal mode numbers. A 4 pm
polypropylene film is used as a filter to cut VUV emission lower than about 100 eV.
The intensity calibration is performed by using synchrotron radiation.

Large amplitude coherent oscillations shown in Fig. 1 were observed in the high
current discharge with Ip 2 360 kA, f1,l 2 2 X 1019m'3 , F 2 ~0.5 and 9 2 2.
The typical peak-to—peak amplitude is 20 % of the signal, and the oscillations are
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clearly seen on all chords of the SBD arrays. The SXR intensity profile exhibits
peaking ones several times during the discharge as shown in Fig. ’2. The carbon
V impurity light emission (2271A) from the plasma center oscillates in phase with
SXR emission with a similar relative amplitude, although ion temperature obtained

from the CV Doppler broadening does not show clear correlation with the intensity
of SXR emission. The frequency of the oscillation is about 10 kHz, and the rise and
fall periods are nearly equal. The SXR oscillations are in phase across the plasma
minor cross section from —O.65a to +0.65a where a is the minor radius. and an
inversion radius is not observed within this range.

Figure 3 shows SXR signals at different toroidal locations. Large amplitude os—
cillations are not clear at the toroidal locations more than 80 degrees apart from
the SBD arrays. This suggests that the activity is localized in a particular toroidal
location. Within the range of 20 degrees from the SBD arrays in the toroidal div
rection, the correlations are strong and the oscillation propagates in the opposite
direction to the plasma current and toroidal field at the center. This direction of
the propagation is the same as that of perturbation of toroidal flux reported before
on REPUTni [4].

High frequency fluctuations in SXR signal have a large 111:1 component (about
70 70 in power of total in components), where m is the poloida] mode number.
Correlation analysis shows that a m:1 perturbation rotates poloidally in the ion
diamagnetic direction with respect to the toroidal magnetic field at the plasma
center, and the frequency of the rotation is approximately 30 kHz.

The time derivative of the toroidal flux (i), which is measured by a flux loop 60
degrees apart from the SBD arrays, exhibits large amplitude oscillations corrrelated
well with the SXR signals. In the crash phase of SXR emission profile, (D rises up
to the positive maximal value, indicating large flux generation occurs. Associated
with those oscillations, the field reversal ratio F and the edge toroidal field B¢(a)
oscillate significantly, because of oscillations of the poloidal liner current induced by
change of the toroidal flux. The variation of F is from 0.1 to 0.2. The period of
B¢(t'l) rising is 7 to 10 times longer than the falling period, and in its rising phase,
fast fluctuation which looks like a precursor of large relaxation is seen. The relative
fluctuation of the toroidal flux (IND/(II) is less than 1 (70.

The F-G trajectory during the SXR oscillations in this discharge is shown in Fig.
[1. It oscillates mainly in the direction of F—axis. The pinch parameter 9 decreases
monotonously with time since toroidal flux keeps increasing while the plasma current.
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and thus poloidal magnetic field at the edge Bg(ll) are almost constant. Thus the

F—6 trajectory does not describe a periodic circulation on the diagram.

3. Discussion

The change of SXR intensity reflects mainly fluctuation of the electron temper-

ature Tc rather than that of the line averaged electron density fie, because fie shows

no oscillations correlated with SXR emission. This is supported by the observation

that oscillations of plasma resistance, which is calculated from plasma current and

loop voltage without correction for inductive effects, are almost in antiphase to the

SXR emission as shown in Fig. 1.

The periodic oscillations of B¢(a) and F indicating magnetic flux regeneration

are observed in all discharges. However, coherent SXR oscillations shown in the

present paper are not always observed clearly even in high current discharges. In

the discharges with the strong coherent SXR oscillations, the SXR signals on all the

chords (r < 0.65a) were observed with much higher level than those in other shots

of similar plasma current, suggesting that the electron temperature is high.

4. Conclusion

In high current discharges of REPUTEI (II) > 350 kA), large amplitude coherent

oscillations in SXR emission were observed which were in phase across the poloidal

cross section and accompanied by toroidal flux regeneration. Poloidal rotation of

SXR fluctuation and its propagation in the toroidal direction were also found. The

oscillation of SXR emission suggests the variation of electron temperature.
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Introduction

There are various and conflicting observations in Reversed Field Pinches (RFPs) of
the ion temperature (e.g. T;,,.,,=T,~ and T;mP>>T,-) and rotational velocity (v4, from
< 6 x 103ms'1 to 2 X 104ms‘1) as deduced from the shape and position of impurity
spectral lines. We report on results from HBTX-lC, using a high resolution grating
spectrometer, with a CCD camera system, which show that caution must be exercised
when applying a single Gaussian fit to the impurity spectral line profiles and inter—
preting the broadening as due to Doppler effects alone. The presence of anomalous
features and deformations to the line shape can lead to a wider line profile and an
apparently higher impurity temperature. Measurements of the impurity ion temper~
ature and toroidal rotation velocities are given, at different times during the plasma
discharge, and the afiect of laser ablation[1] of carbon upon these temperatures. We
also show spectra whose profiles are difficult to explain in terms of ion temperature.

Instrumentation

The spectrometer used is a 1.26m SPEX Czerney-Turner with 1mm diameter mono-
fibres imaged at the input slit, one above the other. The quartz fibers view the plasma
in (a) two opposing tangential directions and (b) three parallel vertical chords. A
3600 gr/mm grating in lst order gives an inverse linear dispersion of 2.08A/mm at
the image plane, for the wavelength 2270.9A of the helium-like carbon. A typical
250eV CV Doppler broadened linewidth would therefore give a FWHM of 0.38mn1.
Using a charged coupled device (CCD) detector with a 15nm channel width provides
a large number of channels per spectral line (~ 30 for 250eV CV). The CCD, being a
two dimensional array detector of 640 x 512 pixels, allows the simultaneous imaging of
many fibres. The poor responsivity of the CCD detector to the UV is circumvented by
the application of a gated microchannel plate image intensifier, which is coated with a
UV-to—visible scintillator (TPB)[3], and placed at the image plane of the spectrometer.

The duration of the CCD camera exposure could be varied by gating the image
intensifier between 210m and 420m. This allowed a time scan of the impurity ion tem-
perature throughout the discharge with adequate time resolution for T.- variations[2].
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Ion temperature and rotational observations
A typical spectrum in the 2780—2279013 region is shown in figure 1. The magnesium-II
has a negligible width and can thus be used as an instrument function for the other
(clearly broadened) oxygen—V triplet as well as for the carbon-V at 2270.9A.

Spectra from opposing tangential views are shown in figure 2 for the CV 2270.9A re-
gion. This illustrates the Doppler broadening of the spectral lines and the net Doppler
shift due to the bulk toroidal plasma rotation. The wavelength separation gives the
rotational velocity. The value of in, here is 2.7 i 0.6 X 104111/5 and in the positive
ion current direction.

The Doppler ion temperatures were extracted from the spectral profiles via a Gaus-
sian fitting algorithm. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the impurity ion temperature
with time. Laser ablation of carbon was used to enhance the CV intensity levels for
times later than 2.0ms into the plasma. Temperatures at similar times but without
laser ablation, were too low in signal intensity to be used for ion temperatures mea—
surements.

The comparison between Toy and T.- (as measured by a neutral particle analyser
NPA) is given in figure 4.

Distorted spectral line profiles
When the line intensity from lowly ionized or neutral metals (e.g. Fell, Crl) was high,
the CV 2271A spectral region registered additional spectral lines (at present uniden-
tified). These features distort the spectral line profile and give rise to an apparently
broader spectral width to the CV 2271A (figure 5).

Quantitive correlation between the metallic signal levels [as monitored by a 40
channel GOO-450013 Polychromator) and the appearance of features on CV, is made
unreliable by the physical separation of the two diagnostics about the torus. This
fact is particularly relevant since it was later discovered that there were protrusions of
the stainless steel vacuum vessel around the area of the Doppler spectrometer. The
obstructions were from damaged discrete coil covers.

Other observations worth noting include:

o Spectra taken under 1ms were relatively clear compared with exposures taken
during the plasma current ’flat top’ region of 2 to 41115. At early times the teln-
peratures are relatively low and the metallic influxes have not risen to significant
levels.

0 The affect of carbmi laser ablation, on the degree of spectral purity of CV
2270.9A , is to increase the CV signal by approximately an order of magnitude
and so make insignificant the contribution from line blending.
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Conclusions

The values ion temperature Tm- extracted from the Doppler broadening are observed
to be between 80-800eV. No large increase in Toy was seen With laser ablation of
carbon, but an increase of ~200-300eV occured between plasma currents of 100 and
200kA. Initial results indicate the value of Tcy/T,‘ increases from 0.4 to about unity
during the early part of the pulse (from 0.8 to 2.0ms). Values for at ranged (irrespective
of laser carbon ablation) fiom 1.0 to 2.9 :l: 0.6 x 104m/s 1n the posrtlve 10D current
direction.
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Introduction.

A distinguishing feature of RFPs is that both the plasma resistance and ion heating are much
higher than expected from classical, or collisional, considerations. Ion power balance models
have been proposed elsewhere [1] which link these effects through magnetic heh'city balance,
including helicity losses at the edge. These models incorporate the MHD dynamo electric
field,(fi A 9), generated by the fluctuations in the fluid velocity, v, and the magnetic field, B.

Here we have conducted a series of experiments and measurements which focus separately
on the various aspects of the ion dynamics in HBTXlC. These encompass (i) altering the
ohmic input power by impurity injection [2] ; (ii) measuring the particle confinement time by
the laser ablation method [3]; (iii) measurements of the ion power loss [4] and (iv) measuring
the temperature and rotational velocities, of impurities [5].

Classical and anomolous loop voltage.
The starting point, in determining the sharing of input power, I¢V¢u between the electron and
ion channels, is to first account for the observed loop voltage,V¢. A general expression for V ,
appealing to global magnetic helicity, is given by:

1 .V, = akjfldma + AV¢ (1)
where m, is the resistivity apprOpriate to the helicity dissipation in the plasma. If the measured
Spitzer resistivity, 175, is assigned to 77;, then the change in My with 14> can be quantitatively
explained [6] leaving a constant AVG; which depends only on the plasma boundary (e.g. tiles,
field errors). An alternative explanation from Kinetic Dynamo Theory (KDT) [7] is that 17;c 7é 175
since the current density, or electron momentum, is deemed to diffuse from the plasma core to
the boundary in times comparable to the local collisional momentum exchange time between
the electrons and ions (+impurities]. In this case [8] 7);, = 775(1 +Teg/TE) where 7-6, is the electron
momentum exchange time with the ions and T: is the electron non-collisional momentum loss
time. The local electric field is given by E = nsj + E‘fl where

E. = —<a A B) (2)
for the pure MHD dynamo field (MDF) model, or, E,J = 1751'“- / TC in the pure KDT model.

In both cases the local resistive heating of the electrons is pure Spitzer (nsjz) but in the
MDF model the residual power, E.j — 175-11, is available to heat the ions, and possibly the
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electrons. In the KDT model this power energises non—thermal electrons which escape to the
plasma boundary in times of the order of, or less than, Te.‘(f€‘." ascc), and no power is available
for the ion heating. Since the energy confinement time of the electrons, TE“ is at least lOOhsec,
the density of fast electrons, which are calculated [7] and measured [9] to have energies at the
edge comparable to the central thermal energies, must be of the order of 1% of the axial density.
The application in isolation, of either of these descriptions of the electric field and magnetic
helicity dissipation, cannot account for both observations of non—collisional ion heating and the.
substantial power in the fast electrons at the edge. These are observed [9] to be directed along
the magnetic field lines and opposing the applied electric field as expected in the KDT model.

Effects of changing the classical loop voltage.

Previously in HBTXlB the validity of using at = 715 and appealing to the presence of AV¢
in Eqn, 1 was tested by keeping 713 constant while altering V¢ by the introduction of limiters
into the plasma [6]. Here we take the opposite approach by altering 115 while keeping the same
plasma configuration (F, G), no additional obstructions). According to Eqn. 1, increasing 115
by (57).? should increase V4, by

1m = $f6q3j.d3 (3)
provided AVd, is not affected. The application of ’heavy’ laser ablation [2] has the required
features ofincreasing the Ze/f and decreasing Te, (both enhancing Us) and the observed increase
in V4, can be accounted for using Spitzer effects alone. According to Tsui [10] it is unlikely that
an increase in AV¢ occurred to account for the results, since in his model AV¢ oc Te,edge and so
AV, is more likely to decrease if a reduction in Tc,edgc accompanies the drop in Tam,-

The effects on TC and T,- can be seen in Fig 1. showing that there is no detectable increase
in ion heating as expected when the increase in 100p voltage is interpreted as due largely to the
increased 773 . When account is taken of the contribution from the ionised impurity densities,
as estimated from measurements using a VUV Polychromator and an absolutely calibrated
bolometer, the plasma ion density is found to be largely unaffected by the laser ablation.

The products of density and temperature, nT, for electrons and ions are shown in Fig. 2,
showing contrary behaviour after ablation but the sum nn + 11n looks reasonably constant.
This opposing behaviour of ion and electron energy densities has also been observed in other
conditions in the HBTX experiments [8] [11] and in other experiments [12] and suggests that
[39 may be playing some role.

Power balance and T, scaling.

Determining the input power to, and loss of, the electrons, presents problems in RFPs. In
HBTXIB satisfactory agreement is obtained between predictions of Ti/Te, from a power balance
model [1] and experimental result: in standard conditions (14, ~ 200kA) but the agreement is
less favourable at low currents when the edge tiles were removed. Plotting the electron energy
density on axis against the Spitzer power, 7]S,a::isj3mis‘ for HBTXlB [1] and HBTXlC shows an
energy intercept at zero Spitzer power which suggests some of the residual power, E444, — 71512»
is being deposited in the thermal electrons This additional electron heating is of the order
of 1 MWmf3 on axis and not accounted for in existing applications of RFP plasma heating
descriptions. When account is taken of radiation losses, which are ~ 50% of the total Spitzer
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1)o\ver,f715j2d$3v it is clear that more investigation is required to elucidate the heating andpower loss of the electrons.
On the other hand, charge exchange losses are not important for the ions and convectivelosses appear to dominate [4]. The latter is supported by recent results from laser ablation[3] which gives diffusion coefficients close to those predicted earlier [1]. Thus, treating theions in isolation of the electrons may be more fruitful. According to Robinson [13] the energy

confinement time, TE, for turbulent convection is described by TE or pié’l, where p is the
mass density. It was suggested that 3/B (x S‘i where S is the magnetic Reynolds number.Here. we explore the possibility that B is related to the MDF. In the HBTX experiments theloop voltage V4, >> 27a5j¢ so that, from the MDF description, it is reasonable to assume that

- l(1-, /\ B) 0( AV¢. This suggests that PCKAV; (cf. Eqn. 2). Considering the ion power balancein isolation of the electron power channel we assume, as previously [1], that the power I¢AV¢
I

- _ iprovides the ion heating. The ion energy confinement time, 73,-, should scale as TE, 0( n3 AV45 ’L _i
resulting in T,- o< 1,1,AV4,2 n“ ’ . A comparison of measured ion temperatures with the calculatedscaling is shown in Fig. 3. Results from both HBTXIC and HB’I‘XlB (w/o edge tiles) areshown as the AV¢ is quite different in the two machines (~ 50V and ~ 10V respectively).Reasonable agreement is seen between measured and calculated scaled T,-‘s, with the HBTXlBresults overlapping those of HBTXlC.

Conclusions.

A simple scaling of T, with 72,3105 and V“; is observed, This scaling is found from a descriptiontor the ion power balance, which assumes that the non-Spitzer input power provides the ionheating and that turbulent convection, which incorporates the B scaling expected for the MHDdynamo field, dominates the ion losses.
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Introduction

The problem of ion power balance in RFPs is typically characterised by anomalously

high temperatures, short confinement times and high input powers. The source of

ion heating is essentially non-collisional (the energy confinement times are much less
than the ion-electron equipartition times with T.- often exceeding T2) and is apparently
connected with the anomalously high loop voltages found on RFPs.

An ion power balance model has been developed [1] in which it is assumed that all
the power associated with the anomalous loop voltage AV¢ (where View = ”at: + AW,
[2]) is coupled to the ions. This power typically represents 75-90 % of the total power
input to the plasma, and so ion power losses in this description dominate the total
energy confinement in an RFP.

In this paper we report on attempts to determine the relative importance of differ-
ent ion power loss channels. To date the investigations have centred on studying those
of charge exchange (proposed to be significant in RFPs and spheromaks e.g. [3]) and
convective losses (sufl'lcient to account for all the ion power loss in some models [1]).

Charge Exchange Losses
A neutral particle analyser (NPA) has been used to obtain the central ion temperature
and to infer the core neutral density of the plasma. ‘

Neutral particle energy spectra are routinely obtained over lms in the flat top
phase of a standard discharge (Id, 2 175kA, ne '2 1.8 x 1019m‘3,Te 2 300eV, T; :
450eV). In the absence of multichord measurements it has been necessary to extract
the ion temperature profile by MontevCarlo modelling of the curvature of the spectrum
obtained. A reasonable fit to the data has been obtained by assuming a peaked profile
of the form T,-(r) : T,-o(1 — (r/a)2)2. This is in agreement with previous measurements
of the neutral temperature profile by fluorescent scattering [4] and similar analyses of
NPA spectra in HBTXlB [1] and ZT40M [.5] The absolute magnitude of the signal
has been found to correspond to a core neutral density of between 2 — 6 x 109cm‘3.
Further accuracy is not possible with the present calibration, though it should be noted
that the values obtained are not dissimilar to those obtained by Evans et a1. [6] using
fluorescent scattering on HBTXlA (6.0 x 109cm'3, 8cm from axis).

The global charge exchange losses can be calculated by the expression:



Pcm = g19/071,-(7‘)7i(,(r) < av >ca: T‘-(r)adr2 o

where a is a factor describing the attenuation of outgoing neutrals due to ionisation
or re—charge exchange. For the conditions found on HBTX we have computed a 2 0.3
for central (Le. within 5cms of axis) regions of the plasma whilst a 2 0.6 volume
averaged over a. simplified spherical topology. We may estimate therefore that the
charge exchange losses globally are of the order of l MWm‘3. Given an i011 input power
(assuming all the anomalous voltage is coupled to the ions) of ~ 10 MWrn‘3 it appears
that charge exchange losses are not globally important. This estimate represents an
upper limit to charge exchange losses, since the inclusion of a fully toroidal geometry
further increases the attenuation of outgoing neutrals.

More qualitative evidence that charge exchange plays only a limited role in de-
termining the peak ion temperature comes from correlation of the measured charge
exchange flux and the ion temperature. There are many conditions in which order
of magnitude changes of neutral flux have been shown to have little effect on the ion
temperature (or the ion energy density in cases where the ion particle density varies).
Examples of this sort of behavior have been observed in a wide range of conditions,
such as pellet injection in ZT40M [7], laser ablation ofimpurities in HBTXlC [8] as well
as being sometimes observed in standard discharges. Figure 1 shows an example of the
latter where no significant change in temperature or density (Le. S 5%) accompanies
the large changes in neutral outflux. That these changes in flux are simply local wall
interactions has been shown to be unlikely by cross correlation of the neutral flux with
a. Dc, monitor viewing along the flight tube of the NPA. It is found that the detected
neutral flux is not correlated with the local release of neutrals from the wall, indicating
that the observed variations are related to global changes in the neutral density.

Convective Losses

A model [1] describing the balance of power in the RFP has shown that convection of
particles alone may be sufficient to describe the ion energy loss without resort to ion
conduction terms. Under this model ion energy transport may be represented by the
equation:

“ dU;(r)
PE‘ _D dr

where D is a diffusion coefficient assumed to describe the transport of both particles and
energy and (Mr) is the ion energy at radius r. By using the profiles of ion temperature
and density it is possible to obtain from this expression a relationship between the
ion energy confinement time and D. From the NPA results and assuming a parabolic
density profile:



whereas : a2
7,, = 43 Indicatlng that 7-,, :2 37E,

On HBTXIC it has been possible to evaluate the particle confinement time by
the use of laser ablation of carbon [8]. Thus it has been possible to directly com—
pare the ion energy confinement time with the particle confinement time. Figure 2
shows the relationship between the measured decay rate of the injected carbon signal
(which represents a minimum possible confinement time) and the ion energy confine-
ment time.The values of TE, obtained are in the range 100-200ns compared with the
total confinement time of around 300m. The results indicate that a possible relation—
ship exists between the particle and energy confinement times of the form 1-,, 3 5757,.
More direct measurements of density and temperature profiles are needed before the
apparent quantitative disagreements between the experimental and predicted results
can be accounted for.

In evaluating the energy confinement time it has been assumed that all of the extra
input power associated with the anomalous loop voltage is dissipated in ion heating.
There are indications [1], however, that some of the anomalous power is heating the
electrons, implying that the ion energy confinement is greater than has been calculated.
Such uncertainties in the ion power input, although unlikely to explain the discrepancy
between the predicted and experimental results, warrant further investigation in future
ion heating studies.

Conclusions

Charge exchange losses have been shown to be insignificant in determining central
ion temperatures. Some correlation between the measured decay time of an injected
impurity and ion energy confinement time has been found, indicating that 7,, 2 5m...
The work has highlighted the need for a better description of the partition of the
anomalous power between ions and electrons.
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1 Introduction

Models based on the conservation of magnetic helicity in RFP discharges [1,2] suggest
that the observed loop voltage, V4,, on HBTX can be represented in the form

V?» : AV¢ + 1}c (1)

Here (It is the classsical or Spitrer resistance and AV¢ is a non-Spitzer component
of the loop voltage which is shown to be dependant on the quantity of magnetic flux
which intercepts the plasma—first wall boundary. This representation has worked well in
accounting for the observed loop voltage over a range of plasma conditions and machine
configurations [3], with the dominant contribution to variations in the measured loop
voltage attributed to changes in AVJ). The ‘paddle’ experiment results [4] were, however,
complicated by a combination of efiects from increases in AVd, dominant early in the
discharge to an increase in the Spitzer contribution from radiation enhanced sputtering
of carbon from the paddle [5] later in the discharge. Experiments have recently been
carried out on HBTXlC using laser ablation of controlled amounts of impurities into
the plasma to study particle confinement and ion heating [6,7,8]. A preliminary analysis
of a subset of those experiments, in which large amounts of carbon were ablated into
HBTXlC, are presented here. Under these conditions rapid changes were observed in
both effective charge, 2,17, and electron temperature, T,. This led to a rise in (L in
times (~ 200;”) which were short compared to changes in plasma equilibrium or the
growth of magnetic modes. Thus such a technique has allowed us to study changes in
Spitzer resistance, in a controlled way, over times short compared to expected variations
in the contribution from edge helicity loss.

2 Carbon ablation experiments

The carbon ablation experiments were carried out on HBTXlC when operated with a
combined close-fitting resistive shell and distant secondary shell [9], on RFP discharges
of ~ 7ms duration with plasma currents, 1,1,, rising from ~ 75kA to ~ 1201cA over
the reversal period. Carbon was ablated into the plasma using a pulsed ruby laser at
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3ms into the discharge. Figure 1 shows the time variation of the line-averaged electron
density, 71,, for one of these discharges and figure 2 shows the corresponding CV line
emission at 2271.4 for the same discharge. The interferometer and Spectrometer were
displaced 180° toroidally with respect to the ablation unit. The electron density, in the
example shown, rises from N 1019 to ~ 2 X 1019m’3 following the ablation of carbon
into the plasma. Although there is some shot-toshot variation in ne prior to ablation,
the rise of ~ 101917173 was fairly reproduceable. For the analysis presented here we have
assumed that the rise in electron density is entirely attributable to the carbon influx
and that the background composition of the plasma remains unchanged over the l~
2771s before and after ablation. Furthermore, with CV as the dominant core ionization
state we have assumed that each carbon atom contributes 4 electrons to n... The total
radiation averaged over 6 discharges with carbon ablation rose from ~ 0.41lIW' just
before ablation to ~ 1.2MW just after ablation. From studies of impurity radiation
emitted from HBTXlC, the plasma was assumed to be composed of 2—4% oxygen, 1—3%
carbon and [Ll—0.3% metals (mainly iron), prior to ablation. Calculations consistent
with the variations in: electron density, CV emissions and total radiation, indicate
that the effective charge of the plasma rose from Z53 = 2.3 :l: 0.3 before ablation to
Zeb: = 3 :h 0.4 just after ablation. Further, Zcfl was assumed to fall to its value before
ablation over the subsequent 1—1.57ns in line with the fall in 71, and CV radiation.
The time variation in electron temperature, T.., is shown in figure 3 averaged over all
discharges. The figure shows a fall in T6 from 240 :tZD eV before ablation to 164 i
15 eV just after. The value of Te subsequently rises to over SDOEV over the following
millisecond reaching, at those times, values obtained in discharges without ablation.

3 Plasma resistance and loop voltage
The Spitzer resistance is calculated using helicity balance from the values of Z617 and T,
presented above with similar assumptions to those made in previous analyses on HBTX
[3], namely: a temperature profile of the form T, = Tw[1 — (r/a)“] and a current profile
derived from a Modified Bessel Function Model and corrected for finite beta. Figure 4
shows the variation in time of the measured plasma resistance (corrected for inductive
effects) compared to the calculated values of the Spitzer component. Two features are
of note. from this figure. Firstly, there is a brief rise in measured plasma resistance
attributed to the carbon ablation which is well matched by the calculated rise in the
values of the Spitzer component and secondly, the Spitzer values at times unaffected by
the ablation, account for less than 25% of the measured values. These features are high»
lighted in figure 5 where the difference between the measured and Spitzer resistance is
displayed. No evidence of an excursion in the non—Spitzer component is observed. Fur-
ther, these values agree with those obtained in discharges without ablation. Also shown
in figure 5 is the corresponding value of the non-Spitzer loop voltage AVg, determined
from the product of the anomalous resistance and the measured plasma current. Since
the current was ramping in these discharges, the value of AV¢ rises with time. Non»zero
values of AV}, are attributed to edge helicity loss in the RFP where flux lines inter-
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cept the wall. In HBTXIC, which has resistive shells, the presence of thin shell modes
leads to a flux interception of the wall [4] which increases in magnitude throughout the
discharge. The rise with time in AVd, , as seen in figure 5, (similar to values found in
Comparable discharges without ablation), may be related to the growth of the thin shell
modes during the discharge.

4 Conclusions

The carbon ablation experiments on HBTXlC have provided an ideal opportunity to
test the concept that themeasured loop voltage or plasma resistance in RFP discharges
can be separated into a classical component, dependant on electron temperature and
Z47: and a. non—classical component, dependant on flux penetration of the first wall. The
results of this preliminary analysis provide clear support in that variations in plasma
resistance from the ablation of carbon are accounted for classically, as expected, with
a large ( >75% ) fraction of the total value attributed to non-classical effects from the
growth of thin shell modes.
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Figure 1: Electron density showing a rise after carbon ablation at Hms.
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Introduction

The dominance of non-collisional ion heating in current Reversed Field Pinch (RFP)

plasmas is now well established. As a first step in understanding the underlying physics,

reliable measurements of the ion heating, or loss, rates are required. Previous estimates

of these rates relied on the observation of a non-Spitzer component to the resistance

whose corresponding ohmic power was assumed to provide the ion heating. Now, a

more direct method of measuring particle confinement, or tranSport, is used. This

involves the laser ablation of small quantities (a few percent of n.) of an appropriate

impurity into the plasma and monitoring the line-radiation time histories. These time

histories are interpreted by using zero and one dimensional models.

Experiment
Typical parameters for HBTXlC are T,(z200eV), nz(~1.5x1019m‘3) and global en—
ergy confinement time, TBRZOOILS. To decide on which impurity to use, a first approxi—

mation is to assume that the particle confinement time, Tp, is equal to TE. Confinement

times of this order means that low Z impurities (i.e. such as those from boron to flu-
orine) are far from coronal equilibrium and are not completely ionised in the core.
Ionisation rates from the helium-like states of these elements are sufficiently long to

measure particle confinement times from line intensity decay rates. We monitor the
near UV transitions (152s—152p) to obtain spatially resolved measurements in both
the poloidal and toroidal directions using multichord spectrometers. A range of these
elements were injected, but the results discussed here are from carbon only.

In the HBTXlC RFP [1], the carbon concentration is typically a few percent of
m, hence the injected concentration must be at least of this order but not so high that
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the plasma. is perturbed (e.g. less than A: 10% change in nC or in the radiated power).
The CV emissions (with wavelengths 2270.9A, 2277.23 and 2277.96A ) are monitored
using (i) a polychromator, (ii) a visible spectrometer, and (iii) multichord spectrometer,
which are respectively located, 180°, 90° and 0° toroidally from the ablation port.

The temporal behaviour of the line intensity of carbon is shown in figure 1 for two
different plasma currents. The burn—through of the pre~helium-like states and the fast
transport of the impurities around the torus is evident from the sharp rise time of the
signals to a maximum. Here we are more interested in the line intensity decay rate and
how it relates to the particle confinement time.

Data Interpretation
We have constructed a simple zero dimensional model which treats the ionisation and
loss of impurities [2]. Recombination and recycling is neglected. Sample simulations
of the evolution of the CV ionisation state in time is shown in figure 2 for 72C of
1.5><10”'m’3 and T,:200eV and different particle confinement times. Comparing these
with the raw data for the same conditions, (I¢,:100kA] we get Tp:1.0msf8}:‘lj. Ap-
plying the same approach to data for I¢:200kA, we get 7p:0.5msf3j§i2:. The main
uncertainty comes about because we allow an error of :t:1.'S% in electron temperature.

By assuming a relationship between the minor radius of the plasma, a (0.255111),
the diffusion coefficient D and the particle confinement time is related by 1-,, = a2/4D
. Using a 7-,, of 1.0ms, this yields an on-axis diffusion coefficient of zl5m2s‘1.

Whereas a zero dimensional approach is useful as a first approximation, a more
realistic approach will include profile information. By considering a cylindrical model of
the magnetic flux surfaces, the impurity density can be assumed to satisfy the following
set of coupled equations:

79172¥ar 7'

6n,- 1 8 and
7( D(T)6—) + ésource _ 6sink (1)

where the source and sink terms include ionisation and recombination etc., no pinching
term, 1172,, is included at this stage. This equation can be solved by using the impurity
transport code “STRAHL” [3]. To simulate the measured data, the diffusion coefficient
profile is expressed as a function of a as:

D(r,a):D(0){1+a<£)5} (2)



where the fifth power is used for comparison with other results [4]. By varying a a
range of D(0) values can be found that suit the experimental data above. This is
represented in figure 3, where the curves are chosen to match the measured data for

No different particle confinement times (Tp=1ms and 0.5ms). In order to determine

accurately which value of a and D(O) are appropriate to our conditions, we have to

appeal to multichord data. If we assume that the diflusion coefficient at the wall is not

more, or less, than a few times D(0), then a useful value of D(0) can be found. For a

flat profile this would be D(0)=14m2s‘1, even for an a of 3 the diffusion coefiicient only
changes by a factor of two. A flat diffusion profile produces results that corroborate

the zero dimensional treatment for both cases of 1-9.

It. should be noted that the data above are for (a) I¢=100kA, n¢:1.5><1019m‘3,

11:2006V, (b) I¢:200kA, n¢:1.5x1019m‘3, T,:300eV. This indicates that increasing

the plasma current results in a reduction of the particle confinement time.

Conclusion

We have shown that laser ablation of low—Z impurities can be usefully applied to the
study of transport in Reverse Field Pinch plasmas. Particle confinement times of about

lms are obtained in the HBTXlC experiment at conditions of, IUOkA plasma current
and Tc:200eV, and n¢=1.5x1019m‘3. These confinement times are much longer than
the global energy confinement times and ion energy confinement times of a few hundred
microseconds.
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Abstract. Toroidal discharges in the ultralow q regime (ULQ) have been studied in the rebuilt

Extrap T1 device. ULQ discharges are sustained for pulse lengths exceeding 1 ms, which

corresponds to more than 10 resistive shell times. Values for the safety factor at the vacuum

vessel wall are between rational values; 1/(n+1)< q(a) <1/n, n = 1,2,3 and 4. The device has

a high aspect ratio, 8.8, and a high current density, up to 5 MA m'7-. The magnetic fluctuation

level increases during the transition between rational values of q(a). For very low values of

q(a), the loop voltage increases and the toroidal field development in the discharge exhibits the

characteristic behaviour of the setting-up phase of a field reversed pinch.

Introduction. The ULQ configuration has been described as a self-organized equilibrium

which is an intermediate state between the Tokamak and the RFP [1]. The equilibrium profiles

develop through the combined action of resistive diffusion, producing the tokamak type

profile, and the MHD relaxation process, leading to the Taylor state of the RFP. These self—

organized ULQ profiles may be stable against in = 1 modes if q(a) is sustained between two

rational in = 1 surfaces.
The ULQ experiments have been carried out in the rebuilt Tl device shown in Fig. 1.

Parameters for the device are presented in Table I. The vacuum vessel is now a stainless—steel

liner, manufactured from bellows, with a perpendicular magnetic field penetration time of 3 us
and a toroidal field penetration time of about 50 us. This liner is surrounded by a stainless
steel shell, with poloidal and toroidal gaps, which has perpendicular magnetic field penetration
time of about 100 us.

The Ohmic heating circuit (OHC) includes a 0.4-V-s iron core transformer and a 3 stage

capacitor bank power supply. The primary turns are distributed on the outboard side and the
inboard side of the torus to provide the necessary equilibrium vertical field for discharges with
pulse lengths longer than the shell penetration time. The primary windings can be connected to
give a four—tum or an eight-tum primary.
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Fig. l. Extrap T1 device. The parameters of the device are presented in Table I.

Table 1. Parameters of the T1 device.

Vacuum Vessel
major radius (m)
inside minor radius (m)
bellows wall thickness (mm)
bellows material

Shell
inside minor radius (In)
shell wall thickness (mm)
number of poloidal gaps
number of toroidal gaps
shell material
perpendicular field penetration time (us)

Ohmic Heating Circuit
number of primary turns
number of capacitor bank stages
maximum initial loop voltage (kV)
maximum sustainment loop voltage (kV)

0.5
0.057
0.25
316L stainless steel

stainless steel
100

4or8
3
3
1.5

Discharge pulse parameters. Pulse shapes for various parameters are shown in Fig. 2 for two

discharges with different filling pressures. Discharge a) shows a typical step transition

between the windows 1/4 < q(a) < 1/3 and 1/3 < q(a) < 1/2. After the transition, the discharge
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is sustained until the iron core saturates. During the transition of q(a) between windows, the
magnetic fluctuation level, seen on the cosine and sine coils, is larger than the level seen while
q(a) is sustained in a window. The plasma resistance increases during the transition and then

decreases to a lower level during the second q(a) window. The power input at the second

window is reduced. The radiated power was monitored with a bolometer. The ratio of

radiated power to input power decreases substantially during the pulse indicating burn-

through. A monitor of the H—alpha radiation shows that ionization occurs within the first

100 us of the pulse while the current is rising. The C—HI radiation increases at the start of the
pulse and then decreases later as burn—through is achieved.

Discharge b), which was initiated with a lower filling pressure but with other parameters
unchanged, exhibits a different development. A larger discharge current resulted and q(a) is in
the range 1/5 < q(a) < 1/4 for about 300 its. The resistance decreases in time as is typical for
burn»through, and the current increases resulting in a decrease in q(a). The fluctuation level
increases at the same time, as is characteristic for a transition between windows, however a
new quiescent period, corresponding to operation in the window, 1/6 < q(a) < 1/5, is not
achieved. Operation with q(a) z 1/6 corresponds to a pinch parameter of 6 = 0.6. The

fluctuation level is higher and toroidal flux is generated as is characteristic for RFPs during the
setup phase. The plasma resistance increases as the fluctuation level increases.

The development of ULQ discharges, with q(a) sustained within windows between

rational values, is dependent on the initial parameters of the discharge including toroidal field,
filling pressure and OHC bank voltages. For the same toroidal field and filling pressure
parameters as for discharge a) above, a decrease in the OHC voltages leads to discharges
where the plasma current decreases smoothly and the resulting q(a) increases without evidence

that the discharge development is dependent on the relation between q(a) and rational surfaces.
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AbstraCt= By considering a turbulence driven reconnection
/ . .

process we calculate the helicity transport across flux
surfaces to produce a mean field representation of the
turbulent dynamo (8 = (U: A 81)) with rm free or physically
undefined parameters. This model shows that in order to
transport helicity, energy must be anomalously dissipated.

The implications and results of this model with respect to
mean field profiles. anomalous ion heating and edge effects are
discussed.
Introduction. Minimizing the magnetic energy with the
EFFET?ETETTThat the global helicity is conserved leads to

VAB=uB, (1)
where p (=JcB/(BoB)) is constant everywhere. Taylor’s [1], [E]
theory agrees well with experimental results, however
significant deviations have been found in steady state driven
systems such as Reversed Field Finches and Spheromaks E3]. [4].
Although magnetic helicity has shown to be a better invariant
of plasma motion than magnetic energy, Taylor’s theory does not
give a mechanism for the relaxation phenomenom or explain the
anomalous dissipation of energy. In this note we advance the
View that deviations from the Taylor state occur because in a
real system the plasma has a finite resistivity and in order to
attain a steady state equilibrum helicity and energy must be
supplied. The systems under consideration exhibit unequal local
helicity injection and decay rates, thus the dynamo must act so
as to redistribute helicity from places where the local
injection is greater than the local dissipation to places where
the reverse is true. In the limit of zero dissipation (n a 9.
still allowing reconnection) and so zero injection, the Taylor
state would be attained.

The electromotive force (8) generated by the turbulent
fluctuating (subscript l) magnetic and velocity fields
(«hABo) produces an extra term in the mean field (subscript
0) Uhm’s law, helicity and energy balances (assuming Uo=@),

E0 + 5 = T) Jo (8)

95 = evw , 2f 77 JDuBo ar + 2f 22°30 01, (3)
at
95 = v1 — I"? JDnJo a1 + fame 3r. (4.)
at

Derivation. Considering only axisymmetric systems, helicity can
be defined solely as the amount of flux linkage, considering a
ID slab model (see fig. 1) then if we choose the poloidal (w)
and toroidal (¢) flux gauges so
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w(x=Lo) = ¢(x=@) = (Z! (5)

then the helicity content of a flux tube (per unit length, unit

depth) contained by Ax at X: is
k<x1) = (By ¢ + 32 2}!) AX (6)

thus the total helicity in the volume is
o o 0

K =aJ-L (By¢ + Bzw) ax = LOJL By¢ ax : QJL Bzw 0X (7)

o o 0
Although we may define an helicity density from equation

(2), helicity which is resistively dissipated locally does not

reduce the helicity density locally. n only dissipates the

local current density Jo as the local magnetic field B0 is
produced by the linear superposition of the fields produced by
currents throughout the plasma. In the context of the 1D slab
model, we consider a flux tube at X: of width Ax containing
poloidal flux Aw; (EyAx) and toroidal flux A¢u (BzAx) carrying

a total current All. The effect of local helicity dissipation

(injection) is to decrease (increase) the current A11. Thus we

Consider the effect of a small peturbation (611) on the current

flowing in the flux tube at xh
A11 9 A11 + 611 (B)

As H is constant on field lines, the fractional increase in the

current components must alter accordingly. If the current

Changes at x1 then this effects the magnetic fields and hence

the fluxes everywhere in the plasma and from equation (6) this

will decrease the helicity density everwhere in the plasma.

This exemplifies the global nature of helicity and shows that
it is not possible to simply consider local conditions; global

variables also have to be taken into consideration. [he
helicity we must consider 1g order tg obtain a local balance is

change in the volume due to the change 33 current in the flux
tube under consideration. Thus the effective helicity change in

the total volume due to the current peturbation (equation (8))

to a first order can be shown to be
AKoff z 4 Ag Ax G ,6 = 5.3—5; (9)

A:
where Xe is the characteristic eigenvalue dependent upon the

geometry of the system (eg. n/E for a slab). From the

reconnection mechanism depicted in figure 2, the effective rate
of helicity transfer from region (1) to region (2) in a time At
(=1UUr, where 11 is the perpendicular reconnection length and

Ur is the reconnection velocity) can be shown to be

as = y ya . where r = §_1L_H:_E§_E§ <10)
at 6x 2

A9
note that y is always positive and zero at a solid boundary

where ll and Ur are zero. Balancing the local helicity

dissipation and injection rate with the effective helicity

flux, we can produce a mean field approximation of the dynamo.

thus Ohm’s law becomes,
EA + _§9_ Vo(yVH) = n Jo (11)

13012
where EA is the applied electric field. Note that this is the

form postulated by Boozer [5], however we have given a physical
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interpretation to r and shown that it is always positive and

zero at the boundary. Substituting equation (ll) into the

global helicity balance (eq.(’3)) shows that the dynamo term

disappears and helicity is globally classically conserved as

aESumEd- However in the energy equation the dynamo term does

not disappear and equation (A) becomes

aw = v1— I" JoeJo err — f ylvp|2 61' (la)
73%

as 209 in the volume then equation (18) shows the important

result that 13 order tvg transport helicitv, energy must t3

W dissipated and presumably goes into ion heating.

Results and Discussion. By specifying the perpendicular

reconnection length and the reconnection velocity (and hence

the relaxation time Tr=L0/Ur), then equations (1) (with

“econstanfl and (11) form a closed set of equations, which we

solve in a cylinder (infinite aspect ratio rfp). Normalising

(indicated by ) with respect to the values on axis (subsript a)

or the radius of the cylinder leads to

7 25+: + [r + 92: ] QB - 1-345221%: + Fr EMBO = fl - <13>
Brz r Br 3r Rmt

Two non-dimensional numbers classify the solution, the Magnetic

Reynolds number based on turbulent parameters (RmL-suoUrlt/na)

and Fr the ratio of the applied to the dynamo electric field.

The two limiting cases are RmL=oo in which case there is no

driving and no dissipation and the Taylor State is attained and

Rmi=m where no helicity can be transfered so the Paramagnetic

Force—Free solutions are obtained. In this limit the dynamo

electric field is zero (Fr=oo) and so reversal is impossible.
Fig 3 shows these two limiting cases on an F/Q plot; note that
all finite values of Rmv. and experimental points lie between

these two limits.
For a flat resistivity profile the anomalous energy

dissipation rate is only a few percent of the total energy

injection rate (Fig. 4 solid line). However experimental

evidence suggests that the classical resistivity at the edge is

greatly increased through the field lines intersecting the

wall, this dramatically increases the amount of energy

injection needed in order to sustain the plasma. This effect
can be enhanced by inserting carbon tiles into the plasma [6].
The model mirrors this effect, the dotted line in fig. Li shows

that the anomalous energy dissipation rate is dramatically

increased if the edge resitivity is increased.
Conclusions. Considering only a dynamic helicity balance we
have formulated a mean field representation of the dynamo in

terms of the turbulent Magnetic Reynolds number, thus producing

a simple 1 or ED model of a turbulent plasma. This model shows
that in order to conserve helicity, energy must be anomalously

dissipated. The two limiting cases give the Taylor state
(Rmi=oo) and the Paramagnetic force free solution (Runs?!)-
finite values of RmL link these two limiting cases. Solving the
equations in cylindrical geometry gives realistic mean field
profiles for an rfp and also mirrors the experimentally
observed effect of increased fields errors dramatically
increasing the anomalous energy dissipation rate.
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MAGNETIC AND ELECTROSTATIC FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENTS
ON THE ZT-40M REVERSED FIELD PINCH

G, Miller, J. C. lngraham. C. P. Munson, K. F. Schoenberg. and P. G. Weber
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

H. Y, W. Tsui and Ch. P. Ritz
Fusion Research Center, University of Texas, Austin TX 78712, USA

netically confined plasma systems, if fluctuation induced, is dominated by electrostatic or
magnetic turbulence. We are participating in a joint study of the edge plasmas of tokamak,
stellarator. and REP in an attempt to elucidate this issue. We measure magnetic and elec-
trostatic fields using probes inserted into the edge of the ZT-40M RFP.l Using the present
technique. with stationary probes, these measurements can be done without damaging the
probes only for low current discharges (60 kA). In this initial study, we find that both
turbulent magnetic and electrostatic transport are of importance.
MAGNETIC FLUCTUATIQflS The magnetic probe measurements utilized a square, four-fingered vector B probe array (3.5 cm. spacing). For some of the measurements a fifthprobe was used. located across a minor diameter from the four-probe array. The magnetic
probes were typically inserted lcm into the plasma (a = 20 cm).

The most accurate method of obtaining the spatial mode spectrum of the fluctuationsis to make measurements of correlations as a function of spatial separation. We used insteada simpler technique discussed in Ref. 2. With probes separated by a fixed amount in the0 (poloidal) and qS (toroidal) directions, one uses the measured phase shift as a functionof frequency to determine the mode numbers m and n. The fluctuations are found to bemostly m = 1. By using the fifth probe and looking at the correlation across a minordiameter. we find that there is a small m = 0 component. A fit to the dominant part of thespectrum (—50 < n < 20) is given by the analytic form

INTRODUCTLQN It is presently unknown whether anomalous transport in toroidal, mag-

2 2

" 2" 1+(1— €)6m,1ewpl—Ibmr = ((érnfiwm empl—
where the width of the n-number spectrum is determined by the parameter 0', equal to 0.1,the m = O amplitude e is equal to 0.1, and N, the peak n number for m. = 1, is equalto —15 (corresponding to resonance inside the reversal surface). For 1cm ( 0.05 a) probe
insertion. ‘/ ((5,)2)/B = 0.015.

To extrapolate bum (r) into the plasma. the quasi-static equation for b,,m(r) was used,3assuming zero-pressure equilibrium current profiles consistent with the experimental con-straints (F and 9). Generally bmnlr) satisfies only one of the two required boundaryconditions at the outer conducting wall and at the origin, 50 the two solutions obtained by
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integrating out from the origin and In from the wall Join with some discontinuity In deriva-
tive. The point where the two solutions was brought together was the singular surface. if
one existed for the particular mode, or r—— (1/2. where a is the minor radius, if there was no
singular surface. Figure 1 shows the resultant value of Br/B as a function of r, obtained
by summing over all modes.

Using the mode amplitudes bmn(r) obtained in this way. we calculate several quantities
of interest: 1) the Chirikov parameter (island width/distance between islands). given by

bnRnd drS=4IB1 "( :—/—l|1/2’

where q is the safety factor and R Is the major radius; 2) the quasi- linear magnetic field line
diffusivity, given by

Dm = BIB;—'Rlb1fl(rT‘2)| i

and 3) the Kolmogorov (field line divergence) scale length. given by5

— = 2.75(— )2/3ID" 1/3
CI (1 a )—

with shear length L, = Bq/(Bgdq/dr). These are shown in Figure 2.
The quantities S(r). Dm(r). and L]((T‘) depend on magnetic fluctuation amplitudes

resonant'at a particular radius r. Resonant b,..,.(I-) is best determined in the core region
because the dominant modes, which are the best measured ones, are resonant in the core.
Edge-resonant modes have very high II numbers and small amplitudes. It is questionable
whether subdominant mode amplitudes can be measured using our present technique. Con-
sequently. Fig. 2 includes only the region where resonant n is less than 40.

In the core region S Is larger than 1. indicating stochasticity. and Dm/a Is in the range
10—3 to 10—4 . Suprathermal electrons are known to be present in ZT-40M.‘5 For these
electrons the mean free path satisfies A/a = 1900 (T, = 500 eV, ne = 8 x 10‘2 cm‘3).
From Fig. 2c the collisionless criterion7 /\ >> LK is well satisfied. An estimate of the global
confinement time T = (1.2/(Dm‘vc ), where ve is the electron velocity. is the right order of mag-
nitude to account for the observed energy confinement time for these low current discharges.
However. the actual confinement mechanism may well be more complicated, involving high
n-number edge-resonant, pressure-driven modes. which could give the observed fl-limited
confinement. The core stochasticity observed here accounts for the Taylor-like flattened
j/B profiles observed and the observed relatively poor central confinement (flat central Te
profiles).
ELECTROSTATIC FLUCTUATIONS The electrostatic probe, supplied by the University of
Texas, consisted of an array of four single Langmuir probes. Two of the probes, separated
by A2 : RAd) = 1cm. were used to measure the floating potential <1)! and the electric
field Ee‘ = Adq/Az. The other two probes were operated as a double probe with z 150 V
bias, Nominally. the difference between the potential of the positively biased double probe
and the floating potential gives the electron temperature Tc (by multiplying by 1/105] 2)
and the double probe current. I,“ (ion saturation current). gives the electron density n6.
However, fast electrons are also present in the edge plasma. and these electrons are very
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efficient at ejecting secondary electrons from surfaces, with a secondary emission coefficient
6 of order 1 for Molybdenum‘5 (the probe tip material). If 6 > 1. as seems to be the case,
the floating potential is driven In the posmve direction from its value in the absence of
fast electrons to minus a few tens of volts (as observed) and the apparant ion saturation
current is increased, leading to a several times overestimate of TiC and an underestimate of
Te by as much as 15%. Furthermore. the. large power flux parallel to B carried by the fast
electrons can heat the probe tips sufficiently to cause thermionic emission of electrons and
evaporation of probe material. Evrdence of some melting of the probe tips was seen. Clearly
such effects complicate the interpretation of the electrostatic probe measurements in this
case. Nevertheless, a simple interpretation of the measurements may have some validity as
a rough estimate. Electrostatic probe measured fluctuations are included in Table l.

The observed phase difference between the floating potential probes implies a linear k
versus w dispersion relation for (if corresponding to a drift 11¢. = (3 :l: 1) x 106 cm/s.
approximately equal in sign and magnitude to the electron diamagnetic drift given by
”<5 : T/(eB)(1/an. +1/aT‘) a: 2.5 ><10l3 cm/s, where the a's are measured radial gradient
scale lengths. This implies that radial electric field does not dominate the drift; The ob-
served correlation between Imt and E¢ implies an outward flux F 2 (fit?) = C(I,G¢E¢)/B
of about IOIc‘zs"1, where C is an empirical constant relating n and In“. The particle
confinement time Tia/(21‘) is about 100 pa, comparable to that expected from other mea~
surements for these conditions.‘9 However, (136), where p is the pressure, seems too small to
account for transport of energy, consistent with the hypothesis that suprathermal electrons
are a dominant energy loss channel.9 A clear correlation between I}, and i,“ was observed,
as expected from earlier observation of a correlation between R. and the hot electron cur-
rent measured with an electrostatic energy analyzer.10 The model for this correlation is
the relation 1'1 = (dn/dr)f, where dn/dr is the gradient of the mean density profile and
5 = rBr/(rrrBo + krB;) % 7'Br/Bg is the plasma displacement. The measured quantity
(I'...B.)/((B.)2). agreed within about 35% with the model result ta/(aJmBg).
MCLUSIONS For (SO/v.4 discharges in ZT-40M we have found direct evidence for magnetic
stochasticity in the core. The magnetic diffusivity and Kolmogorov scale length have been
determined. Electrostatic fluctuations in the edge have been roughly characterized. Most
of the density fluctuation F: is accounted for by B,. Tentatively, it seems that (it?) explains
edge particle transport, while (1317) is too small to acount for energy transport.
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TABLE l—Fluctuations measured in the edge (r/a = 0.95) for 60 12.4 discharges in ZT.
40M (edge parameters: T, z 15 eV. “T. = Te/(dTE/dr) 2 2.5cm. n, z 5 x 1012 cm”,
an. 2: 1.3 Cm)

quantity rrns amplitude frequency (kHz)'
EL/B 0.015 50
fi/n 0.5 100
<3), 25 V 100
”IL/T, 0.5 100
E} 10 V/cm 150
“ frequency at which normalized power spectrum equals mean square power

‘74_L_'I"'I"'I Irv, ~y——
------- Tx ' , (I)

all
?"

r/a

Fig. 1
Magnetic fluctuation Br/B extrapo-
lated into the plasma from probe mea-
surements at r/a. = 0.95. The effective
conducting wall is at r/a = 1.12. The
two curves are for two different equi-
librium profiles consistent with experi-
mental constraints. The derivative dis- .
continuity at r/a : 0.5 is anlartifact of n I . v . ' : . ' . l
the extrapolation method. . “3

Fig. 2
(a) Chirikov (island overlap) parameter.
(b) magnetic field line diffusivity. and
(c) Kolmogorov (field line divergence)
scale length for the two assumed equi-
librium profiles.
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF
HELICALLY SYMMETRIC EQUILIBRIA

H. Igarashi and T. Home

Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty ofEngineering,
Hokkaido University, Kita 13, Nishi 8, Kita—ku, Sapporo, 060 Japan

INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that Taylor’s force-free states, which satisfy the relation
VXB=pB, can exist only for discrete values of p when the mode number m. is
grater than zero and when the solution to the above equation has the lowest
energy, the constant 11 also takes the smallest value 3.11 for m=1, h = 1.25
(where h is the helical pitch) under the condition that a plasma is enclosed by a
straight perfectly conducting shell with a circular cross-section [1]. However, the
dependence of the minimum-p states on the shape of a shell still remains unclear.

In this report, a finite element analysis of m = 1 helically symmetric
Taylor’s force-free states is presented. In particular, we study the dependence of
those states on the shape of perfectly conducting shells enclosing plasmas using
the present scheme.

FORMULATION

The MHD equilibrium equation is given by [2]

2K2V-(KV‘P)=—TgUP)~Kg(‘P)g'(‘F)—p0p'(‘¥) (1)
where K5 hz/(l + h2r2), p is the plasma pressure, 110 is the permeability of the free
space, ‘1’ is the magnetic stream function, g(‘P) is the current potential and h is
the helical pitch. When p'=0, g'=—p and p is a constant, the solution to eq. (1)
corresponds to Taylor’s state V X B = 11B to be calculated here [3].

We choose the following boundary condition for ‘P.

1P = 0 on the boundary (2)

We introduce the twisted coordinates (X, Y, Z), which is used in the analysis
of the propagation of electromagnetic waves in twisted waveguides [4], defined by

X:xcos(hz) + ysin(hz), Y:ycos(hz) — xsin(hz),Z = z (3)
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From eqs. (1), (2) and (3), we can obtain a variational form of eq. (3) in the twisted
coordinates as follows :

5” lu+h2Y2)(alp)2 2XYh2(aw)(alp) 1 h2X2(a)2}dX2 K ax ' ex 61/ +(+ )5? “W
5 2K2 2

= 5i Jp<—h—_px>w dXdY (4)

To numerically solve eq. (4), the domain is subdivided into small triangle
elements Ah with nodes i, j and k and the stream function ‘P is linearly
interpolated in Ah as follows:

Lyi
1P:[NiNjNh]1yi

11'"
l

2 HT we (5)
where Ni, NJ. and Nb are the area coordinates and 111i, ‘11. and 1P]! are the values of
1P at the nodes i,j and k. The element matrices for an element A]: are derived
from eqs. (4), (5) as follows :

e 2 2 aHaHT 2 aHaHT aHaHT
Ale: a (1+hY)——-——2XYh <-—-——+——)

A}: &X aX 8X BY aY 6X

T
+ (1+}2X2)Efl}dXdY‘ ar 61’

2K2 T T
3“: —HH dXdY, Ce: KHH dXdY (6)

k A h k A

From eq. (6), we can derive the following the eigen equation to be numerically
solved.

A‘l’=pB1P—pZCIP (7)

NUMERICAL RESULTS

We study m=1 Taylor’s force-free states inside two types of shells : (a)
circular cross-section helical shells, area r1, displacement S from the origin, pitch
h and (b) elliptic cross—section straight shells, area n, displacement zero, pitch h,
eccentricity e.

Figure 1 shows the dependences of p on the pitch h in the case of (a). As
shown this figure, the helical pitch h which minimizes the value of p decreases
with an increase in the displacement S.

Figure 2 shows the dependences ofp on the eccentricity e in the case of (b).
From Fig. 2, we can see that the helical pitch h which minimizes the value of 11
increases as the shape of the crosssection comes to be circular. On the other hand,
the value of minimum—p does not monotoniously depend on e. This suggests that
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the value of minimum-p has its minimum at a certain e. To study this point, We
calculate the minimum-11 values as a function of (h, e). The resultant contor lines
ofminimum-Il are illustrated in Fig. 3. The contor lines are approximately drawn
using the values ofp at finite points (h, e) by the least squares method. From Fig.
3, we can see that those contor lines are elliptic and the value of minimum—11 has
its minimum at (0.68, 1.10).

Figures 4, 5 show magnetic surfaces for S=O.6, h=-1, e=0, 1.1:3.38 and
5:0, h:-1.1, e=0.68, 11:3.0, respectively.
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A e = 0.86
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Fig. 1 Dependence ofp on Fig. 2 Dependence ofp on
the dlsplacement the eccentricity

Ec
ce

nt
ric

ity
a

0.9 1.1 1.3
Helicalpimh .n

Fig.3 The minimum-p values as a function of(h, e)



Fig. 4 Contor lines of ‘P : S = 0.6, Fig. 5 Contor lines of ‘P : S = 0,
h=—1,e=0,}1=3.38 h=-1.1,e=0.68,1.1=3.0

CONCLUSIONS

Numerical results obtained in this report are summerized as follows :
(1) When plasmas are enclosed by helical shells with circular cross-section of

displacement S from the origin, the helical pitch h which minimizes the value
of 11 decreases with an increase in the displacement S.

(2) When plasmas are enclosed by helical shells with elliptic cross-section of
eccentricity e, the helical pitch h which minimizes the value of p increases as
the shape of the cross-section comes to be circular. In addition, the value of
minimum-p approximately has its minimum at (e, h) =(0.68, 1.10).
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MHD STABILITY OF A PLASMA WITH ANISOTROPIC COMPONENT
IN THE RIPPLED MAGNETIC FIELD

V.V.Arsenin
I_V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

Abstract. It is shown that there are straight rippled
configurations in which a low—pressure plasma with
anisotropic population is stable against the flute
perturbations.

In a straight paraxial trap with the rippled magnetic
field the plasma with isotropic pressure is unstable against
the flute perturbations /1/. The addition of an anisotropic
component with pJ_>pII aggravates the instability within a
paraxial geometry, since this component is trapped within the
zones with reduced field, where the field line curvature is
unfavorable. However, at a nonparaxial ripple, when the field
variation length is comparable with a distance to the axis,
the stability situation can be changed. Below one can see
that 1) there are axisymmetric rippled configurations in
which the local field attenuations (local traps for
anisotropic populations) along the field lines passing at the
radial periphery have place not in the convex parts only but
in the concave ones too (due to the fact that the extreme
periphery field lines are drawn off from the axis, Fig.1);
2) the ratio of the curvature on the inner (facing the axis)
side of these traps to that on the outer one can be such that
the plasma stability with B « 1 according to the principle
of an average minimum—B is reached at the suitable pressure
ratio of anisotropic populations inhabiting them. One should
emphasize the fact that the MHD—stabilization is meant:
azimuthal magnetic drift frequency, wd, is much lower than
that of the flute motion, w (in difference from systems of
the bumpy torus type, where md»1w| in the stabilizing rings).
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Let us consider a periodic system (Fig.1), for certainty.

Let us assume, for simplicity, that B has the symmetry planes

z:& and z=L. Let us designate the quantities related to the

circular traps of anisotropic plasma with the indices 1,2;

let us refer the index 3 to the isotropic component. Now let

us find the conditions under which the contribution of an

anisotropic component, W1+ W2, into the potential energy

(per one period 2L) of flute perturbation, W, is positive. As

for an isotropic component, it plays the role of a linking

plasma providing the equalizing the perturbation of a

potential m along the field line. The pressure p3 is

constrained from above by the stability condition IW3| <

W1 + W2.

Let us limit ourselves by the case pi» p” when the

populations 1,2 are concentrated nearby the field minima

along the field lines. In this case /2,3/

dP
6B 1,2

‘ Cf‘ am )1,2 aw l¢<w>l2 am, (1)w1,2
where C is a positive constant, w is the flux coordinate,

P1,2 = I(p 1’2/13 2)ds, ds is the field line length element.

Let P1)2(W) have maxima at w 2 WE and monotonously decay

to the boundaries of the layer occupied by anisotropic

plasma, Aw (Fig.2). Taking account of the fact that 0B/6w =

(aB/aW)w=wg+ (oZB/aw2)w:w0(w ~w0) +... and (w —wg)dP1,2/dw IA

G, one find that for a positive sign of Wl+ W2 it is

sufficient to have

P1(6B/6w) + P2(0B/6w) Q (2)1 w=wg 2 w=wg :
( with an accuracy better than (lwlr + l)Aw/Br2, where & =

raE/aw is the field line curvature ) , and in both traps

(nearby the planes 2 =0 and z=L)
2

9—5 > {at (3)m4,2 w =wg



This inequality can be rewritten in the form

20 B 1 0B 2 1 6B

The requirement of existence of the field minima along the

field line on the planes 2 = @,L is reduced /3,4/ to the

condition at this line

"Q < %( a; ) ‘ ‘ —" (5)

at z =0,L-
Since 6B/0w has different signs in the traps 1,2, the

equality (2) is satisfied at the suitable ratio Pl/PZ' Let us

show that there are configurations B :VQ : V(Bgz + 2(nk)_‘Bn

n>0

19(nkr)'5in(nkz)), k = W/L, produced by an external winding,

for which the conditions (4),(5) (at z =®,L) are satisfied on

the surface w : wg and in its vicinity (of course, at z :6

there is a field minimum along the field line not at any w).

Let us limit ourselves by the case Bn/BQ s 8 « 1. For

representation brevity, let us assume that r » (8k)—1, so

that Ialr » 1. This corresponds to the transition to the

plane geometry, replacing the radial variable by the

rectangular x, and Ig by exp(nkx); the terms with l/r in (4)

being small. Let us count off x from the surface position w =

Wm at z = Z and introduce the dimensionless coordinates X =
mx/L and Z = Wz/L. It is easy to see that the conditions
(4),(5) are satisfied, e.g., for the field including three
harmonics

Q = B0[ 2 + ( g e — ( g — a ) 82 ) eX sinZ +
(3)

8 — g 82 ) e3X sin3Z ].it ( 3 — 2a ) 52 e2X sinZZ — it (
Here a = 5'2(a3B/ax3) : Zzfi-g ; the quantities g, field line

, and 03B/0X3 are taken at theposition at w : wg ,
a, (63B/6X3)X:0 z:% = as ). Indeed,m

m
os

ax n a

lowest 8—order ( E :
for this field



-

2 _(oB/axkzgyz:G — e + 0(8 >, (”B/6X)x=g,z=n _ —e +... ,
2 2 _§ 2 2 2 _

(a 13/0}! )X:B,Z=@ — 2 e +... , (a max )X=§,z=7c _ - e +

The MHD stabilization in the presence of the anisotropic

plasma concentrated in the rippled layer can occur in the

case, when there is an additional field line curvature not

related with the ripple ,e.g., in a long closed system, too.
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Fig.1. Element of a periodic system. Dots are an isotropic

plasma, shadowed areas are filled with an anisotropic

component

Fig.2. Pressure profiles
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HOT ELECTRON PLASMAS INSTABILITIES IN OPEN TRAPS
0GRA-4 AND OGRA—4K.

BELAVIN M.I., ZHIL'TSOV V.A. AND SKOVORODA A.A.

I.V KURCHATOV INSTITUTE OF ATOMIC ENERGY, MOSCOW, USSR.

“figflAQI An experimental study of the instabilities in ECR
heated mirror (cusp and baseball) plasma is presented.

Experiments were performed in two open traps of different

magnetic field geometries. OGRA—4 is a baseball type trap [1),

OGRA—4K is the axially—symmetric single cusp [2]. Hydrogen

ECRH hot—electron plasma (B=3—1@%) in both installations have

shown many common features not only in the parameters but in

instabilities too. However, there is an essential difference.

As a rule, fluctuating signals from various diagnostics on

both facilities are regularly observed.

Typical OGRA—4 data are presented in Fig.1 (electron flux,

unintegrated diamagnetic signal, Ha)The data on cusp are

similar. The pulsed or burst—type structure of oscillations

[5] is clearly seen. SHF plasma radiation are observed as a

bursts, correlating with the enhancement of the longitudinal

warm electrons flow, bursts of X—ray radiation and

low—frequency oscillations in other signals. The frequency of

SHF oscillations is lower then the gyrotron frequency,

(ECR—fundamental frequency). These results, identical to the
observation [3-51 on the other facilities, confirm the
development of the electromagnetic anisotropic electron

cyclotron instability (EAECI).

This instability doesn't result in an essential effect on
the plasma parameters. The superhot electron (lflfl keV)
stability perhaps is related with the relativistic effects on
the EAECI [3,6].

As for difference of the baseball plasma we observe global
instability in the cusp, which can limit plasma pressure.

Fig.2 show typical data from cusp plasma during the global
instability (disruptions).when a high—power burst of X-ray and
microwave radiation is observed, (nl — line density, Hcl —
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intensity of Haradiation, D — diamagnetic signal, Ji — ion

current along the magnetic field).

Features of disruptions. 1.the disruptions occur

simultaneously in both semi—cusps. But the hot electron

populations in semi—cusps are noticeably separated in space

(by 3—6 cm) so that the introduction of a movable probe

between them only slightly changes the plasma parameters. The

rings of hot electrons do not have a common magnetic flux that

excludes the natural perturbation transfer along the magnetic

field lines. At the time of disruption a change in the ratio

of signals from the diamagnetic coils located along the field

lines takes place. This confirms the existence of a change in

the spatial plasma distribution under disruption.

Z.The disruptions may be suppressed or shifted towards the

gyrotron pulse and by a small increase in the gas influx

(Fig.3).

3.The disruption may be observed at the quit stage of decay

(in some msec after the end of gyrotron pulse).

4.During the disruption high energy ions (>300 eV) is

observed in the plasma fluxes during the disruption.

Two horns oriented in parallel to the cusp axis, so that the

line connecting them cross both hot electron rings is used to

measure transparency n for diagnostic microwave ray (f=41

GHz). The results are shown in Fig. 4. One can see that an

enhanced passage occurs before the disruption and a maximal

absorption is observed after the disruption.

Similar disruption in a diamagnetic signal were observed in

numerous experiments with a hot electron plasma.

For example such phenomenon was observed in a simple mirror

[51 and was explained on the basis of an electrostatic

anisotropic electron—cyclotron instability.

In bumpy-torus [71 that was explained as a MHD—instability

in the rings of hot electrons with a warm plasma.

Disruptions were observed in the end quadruple plugs in tandem

trap TMX—U [4} and were explained on the basis of a
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relativistic upper hybrid loss cone instability.

As seen, this phenomenon was ambiguously explained. We also

haven’t come to an adequate explanation but have managed (as

we hope ) to limit the choice by two opportunities.

The first one is related with the development of an absolute

EAECI [6). The arguments in favor of this explanation are as

follows, as shown above, we always observe the EAECI in a

convective form (wave amplitude increases in the process of

propagation along the field line). The boundary of a

transition to the absolute instability depends on the cool

plasma component density which is changed by gas puffing [61.

This can explain the observed stabilization and the

simultaneous disruptions in both semi cusps(cusps are

connected by means of a cool plasma through a non—adiabatic

zone).The experiments with the microwave probing (see Fig.4)

show that the plasma absorption drops before disruption

(anisotropy rises) and then, in spite of a reduction in

density, it abruptly rises (anisotropy decreases).

The counter—argument. We do not observe disruptions in

0GRA—4 (baseball) at the same plasma parameters. It is hard to

explain the presence of disruptions at the stage of decay.

The second opportunity is related with the MHD—instability

at the inner cusp boundary. Preliminary measurements show that

the density of hot electrons have strong gradient from the

cusp center.

The slab geometry approximation for one of bumpy torus

trap with hot electrons in warm plasma [8] allowed us to

obtain frequency of MHD—oscillation and threshold for- cool

plasma stabilization correlated with the experimental results.

But the microwave burst during the disruption, the enhanced

longitudinal plasma fluxes and the absorption of probing

microwave signal are not explained by this way.
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SELF ORGANIZATION OF WAVE COUPLING AT SK/CG-l MACHINE
AND CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF SKICG-Z

g Sinman and A. Sinman *
_L_——~——

plasma Engineering Laboratory, Electrical and Electronic

Engineering Department, Middle East Technical University

* Nuclear Fusion Laboratory, Nuclear Research and Training Center,

Turkish Atomic Energy Authority

Ankara - Turkey

INTRODUCTION

In magnetic confinement systems, the self organization process
can generally be defined by the important mechanism which
develops the variation of controlled and programmable system
parameters impressed by the principal plasma parameters.

The role of the self organization process may be seen in the
examples such as the change of q profiles at high beta systems
/i/; the sensitivity of magnetic Reynolds number 3 at RFP schemes
/2/; the influence of F—Q field reversal ratio and pinch
parameter l3! and the tokamak formation in circular cross section

from a cylindrical transverse plasma sheet in the DC helicity
driven tokamak /4/.

Previously, at the SK/CG—l device (world Survey of Activities
in Controlled Fusion Research, 1986 Edition, IAEA Vienna, p. 19?)
by means of the C—Gun located directly inside the flux conserver,
the non inductive helicity injection with high efficiency has
been determined. Although the operating period of the C—gun is
only a few microseconds depending on the used gas pressure in the
range of 30—50 mTorr, in SK/CG—l device the low frequency drift

waves continuing up to 5-20 ms or more have been observed /5/.
This interesting result has caused to reexamine the drift wave

mode in SK/CG-l by the concept of helicity transfer from the
wave to plasma including the self organization process.

SK/CG‘l DEVICE

The C-gun is a noval and alternative version of conventional
magnetically driven plasma gun. The vertical two electrodes at
the toroidal plane of flux conserver are the main structure of
the C-gun.

The electrical charactristics of the gun conforms with the
Critical Damping and Under Damping Modes (CDM and UDM) of
Operation depending upon the back ground gas pressure ranges of
40-70 mTorr and 75-250 mTorr respectivelv. The operating period
Of the nun at UDM is about 10-12 us. But at the CDM this is
only 2-3 us. Without using crowbaring technique, the operational
regime of this gun can be transformed from UDM scheme into CDM.
For this purpose, it has been sufficient only to be changed the



back ground gas pressure. The working voltage range of the.C—gun

is 10*15 KU and maximum operating loop current is 150 HA. The

logaritmic decrement is about 0.58 at the UDM.

The vertical electrodes of the C-gun are in the plasma Slab

where it extends from the center of octagonally shaped {lug

conserver up to the vertical suriace o+ conserver which 15

inductively coupled to the back strap. The cross section of this

plasma slab is the poloidal frame o; the C-gun. The boundaries of

the poloidal frame is defined by the surfaces of flux conserve»

and the passive rod located across the top and bottom walls o+

conserver at the center. Thus the poloidal +rame is a closed loop_

On the construction of flux conserver there exist two svmmetricai

poloidal frames at an angular distance 0+ 180 degrees.
The main diagnostic techniques used are: the Langmuir and the

floating sur+ace electrical probes; the magnetic probes and the

paramagnetic loops including the LcR fast operational integrators;

the charge exchange cell and lastly the Visible light and high

{requency spectrum analyzers. In addition, for data recording and

processing the fast analog and digital storage oscilloscopes have

been used.
Due to the inductive coupling between the back strap and the

vertical surface of conserver and the eddy currents on it during

the operational phase o+ the C-gun, the conserver becomes active.

By the calculations using data measured, the following typical
results have been obtained. The minimum energy storage time is

288 ns; The characteristic impedance is 106 Ohms; The LC time

constant is 2.12 ha (4?1 MHZ); The storage energy is 23.4 Joule
+or a gun current o+ 150 KA; The LJR time constant of conserver
with decaying flux density is 28-30 ms for lie.

By the experiments made using a practical network model of

+lux conserver, it has been understood that the eddy currents on

the conserver can produce a multi pole toroidal cusped type of

magnetic field which a++ects to the plasma directly.

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE

Taking into account the electrical characteristics o+ C—gun,

it has been understood that the discharge starts between vertical

electrodes by the critical damping mode and arter 0.35 us, the

discharge goes on with the gun current through upper electrode

and the wall changing its direction. Here, a process similar to

the crowbaring occurs and the poloidal frame generates a toroidal

+ield lasting 28-30 ms depending on the L/R time constant o+ flux

conserver. The current on the external circuit of the gun at the

on—set phase, transforms into closed loop current and so the gun

current +ed by capacitor bank circuit suddenly breaks. At this

moment between the gun electrodes the potenial di++erences up to

?O KV comes into existence and it decays exponantially in 2 us

down to 12 KU. Consequently, depending upon the discharging time

constant of the capacitor bank circuit 0+ 500 ms, the C—gun is

impressed under this potential di+£erence passively and quasi

steadily.
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speci+iC3117) the drift wave generation and its coupling

bases in poloidal frame has not been possible to observe
p

V erimentally by above mentioned diagnostic techniques. But
e.P theless the scenario at on-set phase has indirectly beenver
“E In fact, by means ot the time evaluation o+ the dataobserVEd-
obtainEd from the electrical and magnetic probes placed at the

angular distances o+ 135 and 45 degrees from the Cagun and the

CDprelation of electrical characteristics of the gun, all of the

mechanism5 such as the drift wave generation, instability and
coupling have separately been explained.

In the first 500 ns, C-gun operating at CDM, generates the ion

cyclotron waves having 30 MN pulse power in the frequency range
0+ 10«15 MHz and it damps in 1-2 us. The hot electrons at that

of plasma belt produced by the gun, interacting with toroidal

magnetic field, the beam plasma instabilities are generated. In

this content, ion cyclotron and ion accoustic waves and electron

pressure gradient along azimuthal direction come into existance.

At the end of the resonance of low frequency drift wave with ion

acoustic wave and the dissipation of back ground plasma in the

conserver, the drift wave instabilities start and the density

gradient decreases.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF SK/CG—Z

The SK/CG—z machine is a new developed version of the SKICG—l
and instead of only one C-gun two identical C guns located inside
the flux conserver with an angular distance of 180 degree facing

each other are used.
The aim of this study is to determine and optimize the

helicity injection condition and Taylor‘s minimum energy state at
that of spheromak scheme of the SK/CG—Z. For this purpose, for
the SKICG-2 a special numerical scheme has been developed.

In general, taking into account the electrical characteristics

of two C guns and the b/a form factor of eliptical plasma, some
computational experiments have been carried out.

In conculusion, in accordance with the minimum energy state
and the helicity injection rate; the increase of the ener y
confinement time, the variations of volume avaraged beta and
safety factors indicated by otU), q(r), q(a) and q(l), the range
of Troyon Gruber constants and other standart plasma parameters
such as density and temperature have been determined.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis and correlation of electric and magnetic probe
signals have shown that the instabilities are in hybrid character
The recombination time corresponding to the pressure range of 30—
50 mTorr is almost 60? us. Whereas at the same range, the
duration of ion acoustic waves are about 5—20 ms. Thus, it has
exactly been understood that this mechanism is not an afterglow.
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FRC: TC—I MACHINE RESULTS

m, Machida1, R.Y. Hondaz, E.A. Aramaki3, P. Porto, L. Berni___.____

Instituto de Fisica, Universidade de Campinas, SP, Brazil
Instituto de Fisica, Universidade de sac Paulo, SP, Brazil

Instituto de Fisica, Universidade Federal Fluminense, RJ, Brazil
Faculdade de Engenharia Guaratingueta, SP, Brazil

Field reversed configuration TC—I device is 16 cm diameter, 1 meter
long with two mirror coils and 30 kJ field reversed theta pinch working for
over two years at Univer51ty of Campinas. Its implosion dynamics and
field reversal parameters have been studied using flux excluded loops,
internal magnetic probe, visible spectroscopy, photodiode array and image
converter camera. The vacuum vessel is a pyrex tube of 14,5 cm diameter
pumped with a liquid nitrogen cooled diffusion pump to a base pressure of
6 x 10-7 Torr. The schematic view of the machine and experimental set up

are shown in fig. 1.
As first step, the implosion phase of the FRC formation was studied by

the analysis of light emission and electromagnetic probe signals. In the
fig, 2 we show the influence of the internal probe for separatrix radius
measurements. In the case of absence of internal probe the pinch effect is
faster and is more stable towards the end of implosion phase. The influence
of the probe seems to start at about 2 usec after the main bank discharge

start. The internal probe influence can also be seen by end—on framing
image converter camera in the fig. 3 where the light emission region is
stronger and broadened for the presence of internal magnetic probe. The

internal magnetic probe has been inserted in order to check the field
reversal existency where after it's confirmation it has been taken out for
furhter studies.

While the best pressure operation for He gas was determined to be 10 m
Torr with ion temperature reaching 70 eV as been reported previously[1],for
the hidrogen the best pressure operation is 3mTorr and the ion temperature
was measured by taking the Doppler broadening of Ho and CII line giving
28.3 eV: (fig. 4) .This lower temperature is due to the cold border plasma emission.

The three photodiode set up for plasma rotation measurements did not
show any onset of n=2 instability during the implosion phase and also the
change of rise time from 4.5 usec to 3.8 usec did not give appreciable
modification on the plasma parameters.

An interesting result which we observe is the appearance of cusp type
plasma during the formation phase when a strong bias field of 0.25 ET is
applied, as can be seen on fig. 5. Further analysis of this plasma shape
which we get without use of any auxiliary coil system is under work at this
time.

Another result which we get is the appearence of halo plasma, where
near the end of first implosion a second layer of plasma appears forming a
halo shape plasma which can be seen on fig. 6. This effect can also be
observed in magnetic field mapping by internal probe measurements which
presents two magnetic field peaks, at r=1.5 cm and r=4.0 cm.
REFERENCES

[1] E.A. Aramaki et al, Nuclear Inst. and Methods in Phys. Res. A280, 597 (1989).

[2] D.S. Harned, Phys. Fluids 2_6, 1320 (1983).
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Fig. 3a — End on framing picture, with internal probe case, start
from bottom to up and left to right with At of 0.5 us
for each frame.

Fig. 3b — End on framing picture, without internal probe. Same speed
as abOVE.
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High mode n=4 formation
obtained by high bias
and fill pressure of
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hydrogen gas case.
(same time internal
figure 3).
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STUDY OF AN FRC WITH n=l EXTERNAL PERTURBATIONST

M.E. Kayarna*, B.A. Nelson and FL. Ribe

University of Washington, Seattle WA, USA

Introduction
The Field Reversed Configuration (FRC) is a Compact Toroid

without a toroidal magnetic field. Plasmas with high beta can be
obtained in the 3—meter High Beta Q Machine (HBQM) theta pinchll]
using relatively simple techniques. Two macroscopic instability modes
have been shown to be highly dangerous to FRCs: the rotational
instability and the internal tilt mode. These modes are described by
the Lagrangian displacement i: £0 exp[i((ot - nel], where (or = Re(m) is

the modal frequency, dB/dt = cor/n is the rotational frequency of the

plasma and y: Im(m) is the growth rate of the instability. The
rotational mode n=2 is observed in many machines and is presently
suppressed by poloidal multipole fields. However. the predicted n=l
[m=1) internal tilt mode has not yet been observed. The growth rate
of this mode is given by:

Ytilt “ VA[ls
where VA is the Alfvén speed and 13 the separatrix half length. This
growth rate is very rapid. but FRCs have exhibited configuration
lifetimes of 30—50 times the MHD growth time. This discrepancy is
attributed to finite—orbit, kinetic effects.[21 The objective of this
experiment is to study this mode in an FRC when its equilibrium is
perturbed by external n=l coils.
Experiment

The experiment was performed on the HBQM with an FRC having
the length of the compression coil (1:180 cm). The external n=1
coils (torque coils, B2 a sine) are placed at the end regions;[31 the
ratio between the perturbing axial magnetic field and the equilibrium
magnetic field at the separatrix is 0.18. The perturbation is a single
half-period sinusoidal pulse (T1/2 = 3.4 itsec). The maximum
equilibrium magnetic field is 3.2 kG.

The FRC is formed in 4 usec, with low radial compression. A
large transient toroidal field attributed to the Hall effect is observed at
the end region during this phase.[4] The excluded flux radius is 6.5
cm. The electron density of the hydrogen plasma at the null point is
He E 0.7x1015 cm'3. The temperature is <Tj + Te> s 315 eV (from
pressure balance). The predicted real tilt period is 50 usecl



Results and Discussion
The magnetic field was measured by small internal magnetic

probes in a quartz jacket (0.d. 0.54 cm). Figure 1 shows the local
magnetic field at r=2.6 and 5.8 cm at the n=1 coil position. The
magnetic field bump observed at r=5.8 cm is due to the n=1 coil
perturbation. The inner probe. at r=2.6 cm, shows a fast rise of the
local magnetic field relative to the external axial field when the torque
coil is applied. This indicates the plasma moving away from the
torque coil. where the magnetic pressure is raised by the perturbing
coil.

The diagnostics were extended to non~perturbing methods: Axial
dual-beam and radial IR laser quadrature interferometry were applied
for integrated electron line density measurement. The axial beams
were at the same radial position and 90 degrees apart in the r-G plane.
Measurements were made at different radii and also close to the axis
with a beam tilted relative to the main axis. Figure 2 shows a typical
density waveform at r=l.O cm. The small differences between the
signals are within the fluctuations of the discharges. This axial
measurement shows a high density in the open field line region (Fig.
3). Also, an axisymmetric equilibrium is observed. The radial
interferometer was operated close to the tilt coil at 2:710 cm (10.3
cm from the n=1 coil, where 2:0 is the midplane). The radially
integrated density was measured crossing the main axis and offraxis.
Figure 4 shows a typical signal on the axis. The small difference in the
signals is within the fluctuations of the discharges, even when the
perturbation pulse is applied at different times. No violent disruption
of the FRC is observed.
Conclusion

An FRC, formed without axial contraction, is perturbed by
external n=1 coils. Extensive measurements were made with axial and
cross—tube interferometers and small internal magnetic probes. A
high electron density in the open field line region is observed.
Magnetic field measurements indicate an axial shift of the
configuration. Radial interferometry at the end region could not Show
this effect (inside the separatrix] because of the almost flat density
profile throughout the discharge tube. No disruption of the FRC
associated with the perturbation is observed.
[1] E. Sevillano and F.L. Ribe, Physics of Fluids 28:3142 (1985).
[2] DC. Barnes, J.L. Scharzmeier, HR. Lewis, and CE. Seyler, Physics
of Fluids 2923379 (1986]; DC. Barnes, private communication.
[3] ME. Kayaina, B.A. Nelson. F.L. Ribe and DO. Barnes, Proceedings
of the Ninth U.S. Compact Toroid Symposium. 142 (1989).
[4] M.E. Kayama, B.A. Nelson. F.L. Ribe, and DC. Barnes, Bulletin of
the American Physical Society 34(9):2053 (1989).
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Optimization of Pulse Plasma Production in Z—pinch Systems

Rudakov L.l., Bogolyubskii S.L., Dan’ko 5.9., Bordeev E.M.,

Kalinin Yu.G., Korolev V.D., Kuksov P.V., Lukin 9.9.,

Smirnova 5.9., Shashkov A.Vu.

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,

123182, Moscow, USSR

The possibility of the production of hot dense plasma which

is obtained due to its compression by plasma shell stabilized by

axial magnetic field is investigated in the paper. In the

experiments being held on ”ModuleuA-S" installation the

cylindrical shell with the mass ”10—4 g/cm and the radius 1.5—2

cm is accelerated by the magnetic pressure ot the current 2*:

fin. In previous experiments the high 2 gas shell is imploded to

the axis to convert the kinetic energy into line radiation. As

distinct from these experiments we form and accelerate low 2 gas

shells with a goal to realize the shell kinetic energy in the

heat of compressed plasma. However the heat maintenance of

plasma magnetized by B, is restricted by the longitudinal heat

conductivity. Thus the plasma will be heated and energy will be

realized in the Form of radiation.

The instability of the thin shell leads to the disruption

of current shell as well as to the current penetration towards

the axis and results in bad plasma compression conditions.

Freezed Bx field in the shell prevents its break. Some

experimental results concerning the realization of the suggested

scheme as well as the ways of the dense hot plasma and pulse

radiation production will be introduced in the paper.
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EXTRAP L-l EXPERIMENTAL STABILITY

P. Brunsell. G. I-Iellblom. P. Karlsson. S. Mazur. P. Nordlund and J. Scheifel

Q’l'asma Tfiysies amf fusion Remix/i
pa[ Irutitutc qf‘fucfinofryy, 5-100 44 StocK'fioDrt, Sweden

Introduction

In the Extrap scheme a Z—pinch is stabilized by imposing a strongly inhomogeneous
octupole magnetic field. This field is generated by four conductor rods, each carrying
equal currents IV antiparallel to the plasma current I itself. The cross—section geometry is
given in Fig.1. Theoretically. interchange stability is improved by the magnetic field. as
well as long-wavelength kinks due to induced currents in the plasma and in the rods
Short wavelength kinks are. as in the 1—D pinch. stabilized by FLR and viscous-resistive
effects.

We have performed a set of experiments in the linear Extrap L—l device (length 40 cm,
plasma radius a 2 cm. rod distance 3 cm) in order to determine optimal performance in
terms of confined current (5-20 RA) and stability during the discharge length (80 us; of the
order 100 Alfven times). in this paper we summarize our results from two types of
experiments; with and without external axial magnetic field. The results are compared
with theory in the final paragraph.

Extrap mode; no Bz

Without octupole field the pinch is strongly unstable. as measured from flux loops
and Rogowski coils. In Fig.2 we show measurements of the fluctuation level of the induced
axial magnetic field 6B2. as the octupole field has been varied. Measurements have been
made at three different values of plasma current. 882 has been normalized to Iinner' the
current that flows inside a Rogowski coil situated just inside the octupole rods. The graph
clearly indicates that a weak octupole field ( iv < I ) causes strong fluctuations.

For given I we find an optimum ratio IV/I = 1 away from which part of the plasma
current is carried outside the octupole rods. see Fig.3. Here the current [1053. flowing
outside a Rogowski coil with radius 19.5 mm. is measured. IV is varied for three different
values ofI . Clearly, for too small values of Iv/I . the octupole field is not sufficient for
stability. and for too large values. the plasma radius is forced outside the limiting
magnetic separatrix, as will be shown below.

It might be expected . that as long as IV/l is kept of order unity. I could be conti-
nously increased. Experiments, however. surprisingly feature an upper limit for I of
about 5kA. This maximum attainable I has been found to be insensitive to filllng

. . Ppressure in the interval 10—100 mTorr.
Since we expected the current limit to be related to the value of the pinch radius. we

have devised a new method for measuring the latter. By simply tilting the Rogowski coil
into succesively larger angles. we could measure the angle at which some plasma current
passed outside of it. This angle conesponded to the estimated pinch radius. In Fig.4 a case
where the pinch radius was well inside the separatrix is shown.

Extrap with applied axial magnetic field

With an applied 132' larger currents could be stably confined. For sufficiently high 82'
ID was only limited by the external circuit resistance (0.5 (2) . thus having a linear



de endence on the applied discharge bank voltage. Defining the safety factor as q :
4figBZ/(pOLIP). where L is the the discharge length. this operating regime was
characterized by q >1/2. Equivalently. the ratio of B2 to I had to exceed 0.015T/kA. For
1ower BZ or alternatively higher discharge bank voltages. giving initial current
amplitudes corresponding to q < 1/2, part of the plasma current was quickly lost from the
region inside the rods. The remaining current settled into lower. discrete levels. The
discharges had the typical behaviour seen in ULQ experiments: the unstable setting up

hase. the stepWise decay of the current and the stable current levels corresponding to q
slightly larger than rational values.

For an intermediate range of discharge bank voltages giving (1 g 1/2. the plasma
current settled. after the initial stage, into an apparently stable level. which lasted
throughout the rest of the discharge. For a given bank voltage. the observed current levels
had a linear dependence on axial magnetic field strength. corresponding roughly to q =
1/2 Evidently. the plasma produced naturally an equilibrium with q near. or slightly
larger than. the rational value.

We have especially investigated the eifect of the separatrix boundary on the stable
current levels by gradually increasing the current in the octupole field conductors. No

change in plasma current level was observed for conductor currents up to IV = 21 ,
corresponding to a separatrix radius of about half the metal limiter radius. For higher
octupole field. the plasma current dropped during the initial stage of the discharge to a
lower level in a a similar manner as with weak B7.-

For high discharge bank voltages. giving initial current amplitudes corresponding
to q << 1/2. we observed a stepwise decay of I into succesively lower levels. as shown in
Fig.5. The current levels, which were dependent)on the discharge bank voltage. correspond
in the present shot to q = 1/2 and q = 2/3. In this type of discharges. the ultimate lowest
current levels generally gave q values slightly above the rational values 1/2. 2/3 and 1.
The selected current levels were somewhat different in cases with and without the octupole
field. The levels were unchanged. though. for a certain range of discharge bank voltages.
which indicates that the resulting equilibria to some extent are independent of initial
conditions. This is consistent with the apparent self organizing property of ULQ plasmas.

For q 2 1/2. I as measured inside the Rogowski coil. could exceed the externally fed
current by up to 3 %. indicating that current drive was obtained through the v xB electric
field. arising through radial particle flux near the boundary.

We can also report that Thomson scattering measurements of temperature and
density establish that the plasma was in this mode driven into the collisiontess regime.
As an example we mention a shot with the parameters 1 =10kA. Iv=22kA. BZ=O.22T.
n=3v10 m‘s. T=27eV the collision parameter becomes miiTi:14 and the magnetic
Reynolds number Rm: 580.

Theoretical interpretation

The reason for the current limit in Extrap Ll can be understood by comparing
theoretical values for the pinch radius with the radial distance to the separatrix. 1f the
pinch radius. as determined by Bennett‘s relation and transport. exceeds the separatrix
radius. current will be lost from within the separatrix region. This certainly is a plausible
model for the Extrap mode. When an axial field is added. however. we can formulate
necessary conditions for the pinch radius. but here stability requirements put further
restrictions on the range of 113'

By assuming the radial profiles ptrlzpotl-yrz/az) and Bz(r)=BzO(l—7tr2/a2). we can
solve the Bennett relation for the pinch radius;

32: “01:
419130 [ 7+ ———8M;;"D]
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in which expression BZ = ZuopO/Bzo2. The on—axls pressure p0 = 3.2~10'19r1T[eV]. Obviously.

large on—axis pressure implies small plasma radius. Note that the case y: 0 . i.e. constant

pressure. corresponds to a force-free configuration with the pinch radius determined by

the inhomogeneity of the axial field. In the case BZo = 0. ymust be finite to maintain forcc

balance.
Estimatingzthe glitch radius in the pure Extrap mode we have 82 = 0. I = 5kA. T :

10eV. n = 1.010 1 m and y: 0.9. These are approximately the parameters at tphe observed

current limit in Extrap-Ll. In a l-D Z—pinch y < 1 is necessary (but not sufficient) for

stability ofm = 0 modes. Extrap can. however, allow for values ofynear unity. The result

is a = 0.017m. This value should be compared to the distance to the magnetic separatrix.

For anti-parallel plasma and octupole rod currents. the radial distance to the

Xspoints is rx = A[ K/(4-ic) 11/4 where K sip/Iv and A is the radial distance to the rods. A

more relevant distance is the azimuthally averaged separatrix distance dX = (2/1tll/2rx.

For K21 we have clx = 0.018 m since A = 0.03 m. Obviously. for y< 1 or K < 1 we have a 2 dx

which implies loss of current. The experimental parameters of L1 are such that the

plasma radius is critically large for I = 5kA. When the plasma current is raised further.

the pinch radius cannot be accomodated inside the separatrix. Obviously this can be

viewed as a pressure limit. since an increase in I does not increase 13 sufficiently. This

has also been noted by B. Lehnert. For times t 2 11.65: poazo'. the equilibrium becomes

markedly time-dependent and more elaborate analysis is required.

We now turn to 82:0 operation. For Ip = 5kA we would require B20 2 0.08 T to reach

the current limit. We use the values 1 = 0.3. y = 0.9 and the same pressure as above in the

expression for the pinch radius. For this case we find a(BZ=O.08) / atBZ20] = 0.74. The ratio

for k: 0.1 becomes 0.91. The paramagnetic axialfield may strongly decrease the pinch

radius. Since the Bz(r) profile is unknown, the theory is so far not conclusive, however.

When BZ becomes too weak, the effect becomes too small. In one shot B7. = 0.22T. l =

22 kA. and IV = 22 kA. In this discharge about a fourth of the plasma current was lost from

the central channel within 10 us. Choosing the same pressure as before. Y: 0.9 and X: 0.3

we get a = 0.022m. whereas dx : 0.023m in this case. Another shot featured a fully

contained plasma current, but of the value I : 10 kA. This gives a = 0.012m and dx :

0.018m. consistent with our theory. For fhe last two shots all relevant physiCal

parameters were measured. except the profile factors 7 and 1.

Conclusions

Stable modes of operation of the linear Z-pinch Extrap L—l has been reported. In the

Extrap mode. i.e. without external axial magnetic field. a limit in plasma current 1p s 5 kA

was found. This limit has been interpreted as a maximum allowable pinch radius. clue to

the presence of the magnetic separatrix. Clearly. if the pinch could accomodate larger

plasma pressure. the current limit would be passed. The discharges in this mode are stable

for at least 100 Alfvén times. however in the collision dominated regime.

When an axial magnetic field was applied. higher plasma currents could be stably

confined if the field were strong enough. Theoretically. paramagnetism can strongly

decrease the pinch radius. enabling operation with higher currents in this mode. These

discharges were predominantly collisionless and lasted at least as many Alfvén times.

which is encouraging for future operation further into the collisionless regime.

In this latter mode. ULQ performance was established. As the discharge bank voltage

was increased. the plasma current settled into levels corresponding to values of the safety

factor q near rational numbers like 1/2 . 2/3 and l.

The authors wish to thank Prof J. Drake for discussions and for letting them

proceed far outside projected time limits and Mr R. Landberg for his skilful technical

assistance. This work has been supported by the European Communities under an

association contract between Euratom and Sweden.
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DENSE PLASMA HEATING IN A MIRROR TRAP

DURING INJECTION OF 100 kJ MICRDSEBDND
ELECTRON BEAM

A.V.Burdakov. A.V.Harvukin, V.S.Hoidan,

V.V.Honyukhov. S.V.Lebedev, h.I.Mekler.

V.V.Postupaev, M.A.Shcheg1ov, S.G.Voropaev

Institute of Nuclear Physics, 630090 Novosibirsk. USSR

1. INTRODUCTION. The studies of the fast plasma heating by

high—power E—beams have until recently been performed using

nanosecond beams with a total energy content not higher than

several kilogoules (see. e.g. /1/). But during last years

high—power microsecond REE generators with beam energy content

of about 100 EJ have been developed /2/. This has been made the

basis {or performing the experiment on dense plasma heating in

an open trap at a new level. For this purpose the first stage

BBL—3 device was put into operation /3/. The +irst experimental

results on the injection of a 100 kJ microsecond beam into

a plasma were presented in /4/. In present paper the results of

new experiments on plasma heating at the injection oi E—beam

into a neutral gas are presented. as well as the validty tests

of the ”two—stage“ plasma heating are described.

2. DEVICE. The EDL—E-l device is shown in Fig.1. There is

a 7 m—long solenoid with a 6 T magnetic tield in its homoge—

neous section and a 12 T one in mirrors at the ends of the sole—

noid. The plasma chamber inside the solenoid is a 10 cm diam

SS tube. An initial hydrogen plasma can be produced by a linear

discharge /5/. The beam produced by the generator U—E /6/ is

injected into the Chamber through one of the mirrors. The beam

GOL—3 _specir‘gul system

cathode
\

/

anode
full

rugowskg coll
diumqgnefic loop _uv_bscure



diameter is 5 cm in the homogeneous section oi the solenoid,
the current density is 1~2 kA/cmz, the beam energy content is
40,100 kJ. Here we describe experiments on the beam injection
into neutral hydrogen with a density ranged from 101'1 to 101$
cmTS- The diagnostic system (so channels) comprises detectors
of beam parameters (voltage, current, total current in plasma,
E“it current), 3.39 pm Michelson interferometers, diamagnetic
loopfia a calorimeter for measuring the total energy of the
beam. X-ray and VUV detectors /7/, fast bolometers, etc.

&, BEAM INJECTION IN A GAS. First of all, it should be
mentioned that in the case of a similar density, the beam-gas
interaction seems not to differ essentially from the beam—plas—
ma one under our conditions. The typical signals are given in

Fig.3. In this shot: n=8=1014

.r‘k‘w DICIDE mzuLTmGE, w... cm“; B=5-5 T1 D=50 kJ- The
growth o+ diamagnetic signals
is shown to start with some tie

| | —l-——

_ _ {ffi BERN CURREHTJ K9 me delay, nevertheless the bee
56 ff vyfihm‘ . I ginning of heating never emcee—

HR HTS; 1819 EV’EN ding 1 ps in the given pressu-
1_ \ Z—E4Glfl1 re range. The plasma product1~

1“”—w-fmwr~——T*“*"‘“ on is mainly not the result of
a direct gas ionization by be—

1 - :LIR% 5353 01 am electrons, but is accounted
I for by secondary effects, i.e.

H a breakdown oi the gas due to_ 35? I
1‘n ‘3 Cf]uuhn_*m_~: voltage produced at the beam

injection in the chamber, a
HM BHLOMETER' M”CME plasma heating due to a collec—258'

i :fihi Em ‘il tive REE-plasma interaction
8 15 p and by a return current in a

plasma column. For the condi—
tions shown in Fig.2 the ave—

rage energy of an electron—ion pair, calculated from diamagne—
tic signals, is 1—2 keV. The maximum amplitude, as well as the
time of the diamagnetic signal decay after the beam injection
is over, depends on the location of diamagnetic loops along the
Chamber and on the regime o+ the device operation. The decay of
a heated plasma can result from the thermal conductivity to the
ends with a characteristic time ~ EyfifA . By this estimate TE
~O.S keV. Another mechanism o+ the plasma energy loss is a
Scattering of ”hot“ electrons into the loss cone. In this case
rmHflqR/Qe , where R is the mirror ratio. The characteristic
datay time corresponds to the energy of electrons of 1—10 Rev.

if}

Fig.2
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Natl, that transverse losses from tho trap are nlgligibly small,

which is proved by bolometric measurements (see Fig.2).

The above estimates show that there might appear a case,

when the time of escape of heated electrons from the trap is

less than the time of beam injection. Then the beam energy

loss should exceed the energy content of plasma, which fact was

recorded in the experiment (see /4/ for the case of a beam

injection in a preliminary plasma). Thus, the beam energy loss

can make about 10 kJ for a density of 5‘1014 cm‘fi, while

in plasma remained 1~2 kJ. The

efficiency of the beam—to—

plasma energy transfer depends

3- on the density (Fig.3) (see,

also /4,8/). The efficiency of

plasma heating is seen to be

i high for a density of 1014~101B

‘ cm'fi, meanwhile for a density

‘ the beam passes

& DIHMRGHETISH
HTS,1619 EV/CN

h) |

of «llolé cmnw
through the system without a

1_ . ‘ noticeable energy loss, which

corresponds to a good transpor—

‘6‘. tation. It is well known, that

the "two—stage” heating scheme

. . IIIH-l . . ....HF is supposed to be used for an

3,1 i =1@ effective heating of a dense
DENSITY; 1314 cm-3

Fig.3 plasma (see, e.g., /1/).

4. SIMULATION OF THE ”TND~STAGE” HEQTING. As was shown

above, in the case of a high-density plasma, which is of

practical importance, there is no heating of the plasma by a

beam. At the same time, the efficiency of the beam energy trans—

fer to ”hot” plasma electrons is very high for a plasma den—

sity 0+ 101“—10‘“ cm'z. If in such a plasma one produces a high

density region with a length exceeding the free path length

of ”hot" electrons, then the dense plasma will be heated by the-

se electrons due to binary collisions. As to its technical

realization, it can be performed either with a pulsed gas fil-

ling or by placing a solid target in the plasma /9/.

For realizing this scheme of plasma heating a special ex

periment was carried out. 9 thin organic film, used as “dense“

target, could be placed transverse to the plasma column cross

section in different points along the chamber length. Fig.4

shows, for example, the diamagnetic signals for the case, when

the foil was placed near the end of the device (Z=580 Cm

from the entrance). The signal near the foil are shown to be
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,__
Q 3-8 times higher compared to theDIHMRGNETISM HTS,IBL’EVXEM case when this foil is absent.

1 flffix 2: 249 cm It means that the material of/ Rap A“: the foil is heated and ionized
0 by the Fast electrons produced

s It f th b k d
1_ 468 CM a a resu .0 e ac groun

. plasma heating. The experimentfr: H Wat—‘AWV—B //F\ shows an expansion of the dense
, \\ plasma both +rom the diamagnetic,

3— If Ki signals and as a result of the
I ‘\ VUV radiation observated by theK \2' f, \\ 5?8 PM obscure chamber. The radiationJ«/ \_.W - and expansion of this plasma1 m *—““_' were also observed in visible

8 MW“ . x I spectrum.
19 15 HSFig.4

l.—g. CONCLUSION. The experiments on the injection of a REB
into a gas, performed on the SOL-3 device, have shown that like
in the case of its injection in a plasma, the beam can loose up
to 202 of its energy. Some part oF this energy remains in the
plasma after the beam injection. The experiments have proved
the feasibility of the “two-stage” scheme 0+ dense plasma
heating with a relativistic electron beam.
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ON POSSIBILITY OF CREATING MED—STABLE PLASMA DISTRIBUTION IN

AXISYMMETRIC PARAXIAL MIRROR

Kuz’min S V., Lysyansky P.B.

USSR, 630090, Novosibirsk, Institute of Nuclear Physics

A lot of works ( see, for example, [1] l is devoted to

the problem of creating the MHD—stable axisymmetric open

plasma trap. Their authors emphasize especially an issue of

finding such geometry* of the trap’s magnetic field which

ensures plasma MHD stability, As a rule, the simplest models

are considered, where plasma pressure decreases along the

mirror's magnetic lines in direction to magnetic throats, as

well as in transverse direction to walls of a vacuum chamber

or a limiter. The plasma pressure profile along magnetic

lines is determined usually as the same for all the trap’s

lines, i.e. not depending on a transverse coordinate.

However, investigations of the MHD plasma stability in

axisymmetric traps with a high curvature, for example in a

cusp [2] and other nonparaxial geometries [3-5], show that it

is impossible to obtain the same pressure distribution along

all magnetic lines. Firstly, this is connected with a limited

length of plasma hot components due to nonadiabatical effects

of particle motion [6], and also with different maximum and

minimum values of magnetic field on force line, as well as

with different dispositions of these points on different

lines [5]. Also the conditions of creating plasma, i.e.

injection and particle heating may be here of importance.

It seems important to draw attention to taking into

account such effects not only for analyzing the MHD

stability, but to their possible use to obtain stable plasma

in simple mirror With the help of special distribution of

plasma pressure there. In particular, consider a clear

example of the single paraxial aXisymmetrical trap with



mirror ratio R = Bmax/fim: 4.0 and with a magnetic field value
distribution along the axis B(r=0,z), as shown in Fig.1. For
simplicity let us consider only potential flute disturbances
for the small plasma pressure case 8 << 1. Plasma pressure
distribution is assumed to be described by following model
functions: A
p : p” + pi = pOCw3~pCB), where po(w) = exp C—w/w*) ;

B _ B — B n B — B 1’2 a<n+aiB — BfiCB):[ Bmi n _ Bmax B ] .[ Bmax r . + max_ _’
max” mi n max_ mi n n max m1 n

W = B-r2/2 ‘ a magnetic flux; n — a parameter describing the
plasma length along a nagnetic line C see Fig.1 ). Let a
parameter n be a function of the transverse coordinate w. The
flute disturbance energy’ for the paraxial mirror may be
written as follows: W = %-f dw-pZ-w , where p is perturbed
electrostatic potential. The disturbance energy density
w = - Ids-g%-—§;, a = r-(dB/dw) - a curvature of force line,r
in our case may be written as follows:

w = {fig/Wfll -(6mfiw-%'R,
where I = f ds-p'Cx/rBEJ ; ll: f ds-Cap/anl-(x/rBZD

t0 H0 0

R l
5 2 1

05- ~25 -05-

1.0 "1-0 looao as“ 2 if to 0.0 n 2L0Fig.1 i—§(0,2);2—pCB) for nrl; Fig.2 Function ICn)
3-pCB) for n=20. in arbitrary units

Evidently for pt w = wboundar; = pb¢ O and under
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condition an/aw > po-aE—-—IT it turns out that for every p

w > O, i.e. plasma is stable relatively to all modes of

MHD-disturbances. But estimates show that nCO) Z 500 is

needed to obtain this, that corresponds practically to

disk—shaped plasma on the trap axis. Another situation takes

place under consideration of the hot ion plasma case, when

the FLR effects stabilize the all small-scale MHD modes and

only rigid mode m: 1 remains unstable. Here p2~w and

W = A-jdw-w-w = - wb-pb-ICw = wb) + fpol'dw . Consequently,

for stabilizing the rigid mode it is necessary to fulfil the

condition (pb/pmax) > (f (po/pmaxl-I-dw ) / C wb-lb) ) .

From the dependence Itn) (see Fig.2) one can conclude, that

the more difference of values of n on the axis and on the

border of plasma, the less the relation pb/pmax, guaranteeing

the rigid mode to remain stable. 1
In the Fig 3 the

two-dimenSional plasma
pressure profile in the
paraxial mirror is

given, being MHD stable
relatively to the rigid
mode

7: — ’—w4ntw) (nmaxnb)(1 W; +nb,

where nmax= 21, nb= 1.

As one can see from
Fig 1 and Fig.3, plasma
pressure distribution in
the trap along the axis
is sufficiently long and
smoothly decreasing from
the center to the
periphery, and does not

Fig.3. seem to be exotic.
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Stability is obtained With the help of small pressure
variations in the vicinity of the edge of plasma, Physically
the stabilization effect is explained by’ creating plasma
pressure distribution being inverse “in average“. Just due to
this reason it is necessary’ to have the non-zero plasma
pressure near a chamber wall. Analogously to the ”average min
B" principle, we can name the describe above method of
stabilization as the ”average min P” principle.

As to the poss1bility of the technical realization of
the effect, the related problem of plasma finite pressure at
the device wall, naturally existed in the form of plasma
halo, should be studied separately for hot plasma in the case
of reactor. For creating the special profile in the paraxial
trap several methods could be suggested, in particular:
— application of mechanical constructions;
— special injection of neutral beams, fuel pellets and gas;
— impact of different types of ERF waves.
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MAGNETIC AND LANGMUIR PROBE MEASUREMENTS IN THE SPHEX SPHEROMAK

P.K.Browning, B.Browning, G.Cunningham, P.J Dooling,
S.J.Gee, D.A.Kitson, M.G.Rusbridge

Department of Pure & Applied Physics, UMIST, Manchester M60 lQD, U.K.

Abstract: We present measurements of the magnetic field configuration in
the SPHEX spheromak, together with measurements of the field components at

the wall and the fields in the ”entry region“ which links the gun with the

spheromak.
We also present measurements of the potential, density and temperature

distributions obtained with Langmuir probes inserted both at the "equator"

and at the "pole" of the device. The temperature increases inwards from the

wall, but the density shows a hollow profile; the electric field is about

600 V/m in the central column but very small elsewhere.
The implications of these results are discussed.

Introduction. SPHEX is a gun—injected spheromak similar in concept to the
CTX device at Los Alamos National Laboratory [11; it has been described by
Browning et al. [2]. In this paper we present results from magnetic and

Langmuir probe measurements, both at the edge and inserted into the plasma.
These results confirm that the current and magnetic flux injected through
the gun is amplified in the flux—conserver, and that the magnetic

configuration is partially relaxed; they largely complete the initial
characterisation of the plasma, and open the way for an investigation of
the relaxation process.

Description and Plasma Formation. The flux—conserver is a 5mm thick shell
of copper, 0.95m in diameter and 0.48m deep; the entry region is 0.23m long
and tapers in diameter from 0.54m at the gun to 0.44m at the junction with
the flux—conserver. The device is powered from an 8 mF capacitor bank

storing up to 250 kJ, with a 40 pH inductor as an intermediate energy
store. In normal operation the gun current is typically 60 kA and the

current pulse lasts for 2-3 msec. The spheromak plasma is formed for only
part of each pulse, starting when the current 1G is large enough to eject
the plasma from the gun against the magnetic field of the gun solenoid, and

finishing when “G = POIGflFG falls below the spheromak eigenvalue he =

ll.lm‘1 [3] (W G is the flux in the gun solenoid); the plasma lasts
typically for about 1 msec. The experimental results on plasma ejection,

described in [4], fit a simple model based on force—balance at the mouth of
the gun; details will be published elsewhere.

Magnetic Probe Measurements. The insertable magnetic probe comprises 8
orthogonal coil pairs spaced at 3.3 cm; each coil spans 12mm along the
probe axis, and the pairs are interlinked so that their centres are 6mm

apart. This whole assembly, contained within a quartz sleeve 15mm in

diameter, has been inserted both at the “equator” of the flux-conserver,
where it reaches to just beyond the magnetic axis, and into the entry
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region between the gun and the flux—conserver. At the equator, the probe is
mounted on a rack-and—pinion motion which allows it to be moved betweenshots, so that the resolution of the mean field measurements can beimproved; at the entry region, however, only one position is available, inwhich the probe penetrates to just beyond the geometric axis of the
machine.

Results from the equatorial position confirm that the configurationhas the qualitative form expected for a relaxed state, with a magnetic axisat 30 cm from the geometric axis. The most important results obtained fromthis position are measurements of the p-profile and the poloidal flux. Thespatial variation of u : qH/B is shown in fig.(1); its form is similar inall conditions studied and is also similar to that seen in CTX [5]. It canto a good approximation be represented as a linear function of the poloidalflux coordinate. It also satisfies the condition derived by Kitson andBrowning [3] that the range of u should span the spheromak eigenvalue forsignificant flux amplification.
The poloidal flux measurements show that this quantity is almostindependent of the gun current, provided that the plasma ejects; themaximum flux is always about 3.51y G- Fig.(2) shows measurements of theequatorial poloidal field as a function of the solenoid flux for differentgun currents, confirming its independence of 16- A corollary of this isthat for a given gun current the toroidal current IT in the spheromak hasits maximum value when the plasma has only just ejected; in this ”optimum"condition IT : 2lg, i.e. up to about 150 kA. As QJG is reduced, IT isreduced in proportion but the plasma lasts longer.
The main result from the insertable probe in the entry region is thatthe current from the gun flows in a column of about the same diameter asthe central electrode, but this is surrounded by a near—vacuum field. Thusthe return current in the plasma is virtually zero, i.e. the currentreturns through the wall rather than through the plasma. This again isconfirmed by the edge coils, which show that the toroidal field does notvanish at the wall as expected, so that there must be a net longitudinalcurrent in the plasma. An analysis of the edge coil results [4] shows thatthe current reaches the wall in two zones: about 60% at the outer edge ofthe front or polar face of the flux conserver, and the remainder around thejunction with the entry region. Some loss of current to the wall isexpected as field lines diffuse into the wall, but this should amount to nomore than a few kA, and should have a different distribution both in spaceand time from the observed current flow. We are so far unable to accountfor this massive flow of current across the confining magnetic field.

Langmuir Probe Measurements. We use double Langmuir probes, with tungstentips 1mm long by 1mm in diameter, separated by 3 mm, and mounted on aceramic stem. The probe is driven by a 5 kHz A.C. supply giving up to 0.5amp at 100 V. Thus the complete probe characteristic is scanned about 10times during a pulse; reliable probe characteristics are obtained byaveraging over 2 cycles in 3 successive pulses. A typical current trace andits corresponding probe characteristic, taken near the magnetic axis, areshown in fig.(3), corresponding to Te = ll eV and n = 23101 m‘3. Similarmeasurements using a D.C. bias give the saturation current profile along anequatorial radius shown in fig.(4): the density profile is hollow. Theaverage density agrees well with the line—of—sight average obtained from aninterferometer. The temperature is about 6 eV near the wall, increasing toabout 10 eV over the bulk of the plasma as far as the magnetic axis.The equatorial probe has also been used to measure the floatingpotential; this is small near the wall but increases negatively to about
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-50 v. However, when the result is corrected for the sheath potential we
find that the space potential is within 10—20 V of earth. This contrasts
with the results obtained when the probe is inserted at the pole and along
the geometric axis: the potential rises steadily through the flux-conserver
to flatten off at a value of 250 V in the entry region (fig. 5]. The
temperature is about 13 eV and the density 4x1019 111‘3 in the flux—
conserver, but the density falls and the temperature rises in the entry
region.
Discussion. The voltage on the gun is typically 300 V, which with a
solenoid flux of 2.4 m gives a helicity injection rate of 1.4 WbZ/sec_
From estimates of the total helicity we then find a helicity—based
resistivity temperature [6] of 11 eV (for Zeff = 1.2). This agrees well
with the observed value. We believe that this low value arises from the
very low gun impedance of about 5 m9, which gives very poor energy transfer
from the power supply. Results from CTK [7] suggest that by changing the
power supply circuit it may be possible to force the gun to operate at a
higher impedance; preliminary results from SPHEX seem to confirm this.

The measured electric field along the geometric axis of 600 V/m is
considerably larger than the estimated Spitzer value of about 30 V/m, and
we suggest that the field must represent the loading due to the relaxation
process which maintains the current on the closed flux lines. However, the
observation of a hollow density profile and the low, perhaps negative,
space potential of the closed flux region suggest that this region is
isolated from the central plasma column. There is then a problem of power
transfer; the estimated dissipation in the closed flux is 10 MW, comparable
to the power of 12.5 MW deposited ohmically in the central column. One
possibility is that the power flow may be associated with the large—scale n
: 1 magnetic field oscillations [2]. In contrast to observations of large—
scale magnetic fluctuations in RFP‘s [8], this is a radially propagating
mode with the edge leading the magnetic axis in phase by about a radian; it
can therefore carry an inward flux of energy. This mode is also seen by
Knox et a1.[4], who show that it is predicted to be unstable for the
observed p—profile.

Conclusions. The SPHEX plasma exhibits an unexpected structure in which the
energy is deposited on a central column of plasma which carries the bulk of
the gun current; this current flows to the wall of the flux—conserver
rather than to the outer gun electrode as expected. The region of closed
flux appears to be isolated from the central column; a prominent 25 kHz
oscillation may be responsible for transferring energy from the column to
the closed flux.
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MAGNETIC FIELD CONFIGURATION OF FBX—II SPHERICAL TORUS

Masaru IRIE, Hidealci KUSAMA, Norio SAITOU

Hiroshi YOSHIKAWA, Hiroshi ABE, Yuuji ISHIHARA, Hajime SONEHARA

W ASEDA UNIVERSITY

OHKUBO,SHINJUKU,TOKYO, 160, JAPAN

1. Main Object of the Project

FBX ( Free Boundary Experiment) scheme is introduced and deviced
l. to study transport mechanism 1
2. to find out the condition to activate flux conversion, if any,
3. to check the capability of helicity injection,

in ultra—law aspect ratio plasma, Spherical Torus , produced by specially
designed '1 Split Ohmic Heating Coil " system.

2. Basic Design of PBX—ll
Equilibrium

The current device in a Field Co'
series of experiment is FBX— ( EC)
II. In Fig.1a, schematic cross ./ /
sectional View, in holizontal
plane , with experimentally
obtained poloidal magnetic Ohmic H
field lines is presented. .\ Coil

An "upright"plasma is r"‘:\
formed in ordinally tokamak
sence. A ultra—low aspect _ . __ - _._.. . __ - '__
ratio plasma normally 0.3m
in minor and 0.5m in major -
radius is produced. \i/I’Z/

This plasma dimension \
is vertually the same as \
other largest spheromaks \
up to now, 31 in Princeton
University and CTX in Los
Alamos National Laboratory.

a. Shell/vacuum vessel
The shell] vacuum vessel

is made of SUS 304 stainless Fig.1. Cross Sectional View and Measured
sted. sphere with 1.6 m in Poloidal Field of FBX—II Plasma
diameter. FBX—ll is equipped
with a 20 inch Cryo—pump and a 10 inch turbo molecular pump.
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b. Toroidal Magnetic Field and Poloidal Plasma Current ( Ipp ) Drive

Toroidal magnetic field is supplied by six—sectional rod coils. They are
Jjnked in series with 12 sectional external return conductors to decrease
field ripple on the magnetic axes. Rod coils are covered with 0.4 mm thick
stainless steel liners welded to the spherical vessel to form poloidal shell.
This has a effect to supress plasma deformation faster than about 10 kHz but
still allows low frequency e.m.f. injection to drive poloidal component of

plasma current( Ipp ).

c. Poloidal Magnetic Field and Toroidal Plasma Current ( Ipt )Drive
The poloidal magnetic field is constructed both by a plasma and 8 section

poloidal field coils, square with current direction indicator , x or dot, in
Fig.1. Four coils inside the shell behave as ohmic heating coils ( OHC ) to
drive toroidal Component of plasma current ( Ipt ). By this " Split Ohmic
Heating Coil System ", with sacrificing operational simplicity, further
engineering sim plification and reliability is expected. Four external coils
act as equilibrium field coils ( EC ). OHC and EC are set on vertual mirror
simmetry positions against the shell These coils have external terminals to
increase flexibility in field controL

(1. Operational. senario of poloidal field
Basic plasma production senario is shown schematically in Fig. 2 a—c

without field lines looping around OHC. In order to keep control over a plasma
with Ipt, the EC is over—activated
to produce fluxes crossing the
shell to get line tying effect.
The inclusion of even small
toloidal field grately enhance
the effect of local average
minimum—B ring zone ( Min—B ),
shown in black dots in Fig.2a.

A plasma with small Ipt
or one injected by a helicity
injector falls into this Min—B
and settles there. The shell
problems originated from skin
time can be compensated by EC
current control, because of
the coil and shell position.
The poloidal field near the
equator can be vertually
steady for both fast and slow
OHC activation. Fig.2a Poloidal Vacuum Field

When the current in OHC starts changing rapidly after this time, an
electrical breakdown is initiated along the seed plasma on the Min—B ring.

By activating toloidal coils at the same time, a main plasma with helical
current can be produced. Because magnetic coupling between OHC and a plasma
is tighter than that between the toroidal coils and the plasma, Ipt drive is
far efficient in plasma formation stage and Ipp drive become efficient
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when the minor radius of the plasma is near at its peak, Fig 2.b. This poloidal
field configuration is similar to the standard operation of PDX ( Poloidal Divertor
Experiment ) tokamak studied
in Princeton University in
early 1980's, even though
the latter is believed to
to have no Ipp. From this
configuration the OHC current
decreases by transferring the
flux to the plasma.

Fig.2 c. shows a poloidal
field with zero OHC current.

This is a common poloidal
profile of spheromak just like
Hill's vortex with center flux
hole. By adjusting the EC
current, the main plasma is
controlled not to touch OHC
by keeping the separatrix
between vacuum region and
the main plasma inside.
After then an OHC current
changes its direction.
A plasma is compressed *and
stablised with this reverse
current—fed OHC and forms
" Extrap-like " field

configuration as is shown
by experiment, Fig.1.

3. Experim ental R esults

In the beginning, fast
time scale plasma production
with low frequency toroidal
field is conducted. The
OHC activation frequency is Fig.2c Poloidal Field with Zero OHC Current
1.5 kHz, shorter than the
skin time, and faster than toroidal field variation with 300 Hz. As is expected,
the most efficient plasma current drive is attained if the OHC activation is
initiated at the peak of toroidal field. When the toroidal field decays to zero,
toroidal plasma current is extinguished. This is similar to the tokamak operation.

However even though very critical, there is a small operation window around
the toroidal field zero period that the plasma can be initiated efficiently for
the second half cycle of the toloidal field. This is because of the poloidal
multipole field to keep the seed plasma even in zero toroidal field period. By
utilizing this feature , it is possible to inject arbitrary helicity as the
initial condition.

In the following step, the current waveforms and the phase difference in bothtoroidal and poloidal coils are altered and scanned. Through this experiment, the
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optimum condition is obtained with crawbarred or reverse—crawbarred current.
In Fig.3. time

history of the toroidal
magnetic field profile
is presented,which is
obtained with 13 channel
search coil system set
on the equator crossing _
both the center of the
toroid and the magnetic
axis. On 15 cm position
just outside the rod
coil, toroidal field
follows the current. 1 I I.

' i I .

However in the main is / 3e 4e so 50 76 so
plasma region ( 25 — m“)
75 cm ) the toroidal . +1.35 msec +1.44 nsec

field is vertually _:—.1-5’a u-sec +1.45 use:
independent of the +1.” MS-i'c +11: use-c

coil current, and -e.1 _ +1.42 mm _._2... .15.:
show slower transition.

This profile indicates
induced diamagnetic poloidal Fig.3. Time History of the Toroidal Field
current in the plasma.

This profile is similar to the initiation stage of the RFP forced reversal
operation, but FBX plasma has ultra—low aspect ratio and out of ordinary
linear plasma approximation. The plasma decays gradually after this stage.

If the toroidal coil current is interrupted within current zero period,
the plasma configuration becomes spheromak type. Because of the existence of
toroidal rod coils near the torus major axis, the plasma has a flux hole and
is passvely controlled against major spheromak instabilities.

In the first figure of this presentation, Fig.1, the field profile
obtained with search coils are presented. The field lines shows that the
magnetic aids of the plasma is shifted further outside from the Min —— B in
vacuum field and plasma decays gradually by major radius expansion. As in this
stage the profile is in good agreement with our computer simulation, we expect
to extend this decay time constant with faster field control.
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CORRELATIOV BETWEEN MAGNETIC TEARING AND XeRAY
EMISSION IN COAXIAL DISCIIARGES

Il.M. Soliman and M.M. Masoud

Plasma Physics and Nuclear Fusion Department,
Nuclear Research Centre, Cairo 13759, Egypt

Introduction:

Previous study of the X—ray emission from a coaxial discharge of
6 K] has been shown that [ll a very localized X—ray sources, dots or rod
shaped with diameter ~ 0.2 mm, Were located far from the coaxial region
at a distance of upt to e cm from the axis. An off—axis, Xeray sources
were observed [1] in 10—15% of the X—ray photographs recorded outside the
axial pinch in region of the current sheath that carries filament even during
the focus stage of the discharge [1]. In small plasma focus device performed
with 1 KJ facility, X—ray hot spots appear not only on the axis of coaxial
elelctrodes muzzle but also considerably off—it [2]. It hasbeen observed in
Mather-type plasma focus 18 K3 [3] that after the current sheath collapses
radially and forms the plasma column, the length of the plasma column extended
axially in time. the column was disrupted later by the growth of the m : O

instabilities and after thd disruption an X—ray was observed [3]. it has been
found that, magnetic field tearing and instabilities occur within the plasma
Current sheath [1;].

The present study investigates the correlation between Xeray emission
and magnetic reconnection in coaxial discharges and the influence of applied
external axial magnetic field on these correlation processes.

Experimental Set—up

Investigations have been carried out in a coaxial electrodes discharge
of the Mather geometry, Fig. (l), the diameter of the outer electrode is
6.6 cm and that of inner electrode is 3.2 cm. The length of two stainless-steel
electrode is 31.5 cm. The discharge is energized by a condenser bank charged
to 11 KV, which yields a stored energy of 10 K3. The peak discharge current
reached 115 KA. The device is filled with hydrogen gas with a pressure of
0.9 Torr. /\n externally excited magnetic field (B7,) of intensity 2.0 KG is
introduced in the plasma sheath axial region along the coaxial electrodes.

Experimental Results and Discussion:

The time resolved soft X—ray emission from coaxial discharge has
been measured by plastic scintillator, light guid and photomultiplier detectors.
The scintillator detector was placed on the axis and at 3 cm from the muzzle,
and off — the axis in the annular space between the coaxial electrodes at
the distance approaches to muzzle. Fig. (2) shows the time structure of
the soft X—ray emission from the axis and off—axis, in the free magnetic
field region and presence of external axial magnetic.
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The electron temperature for plasma emitted from coaxial dischargewas determined by measuring the X—ray intensity as a function of absorbers
thickness placed on front of plastic scintillator. This detector was positionedat axial distance of 3cm from the coaxial electrodes muzzle. Fig. (3) shows
the calculatd values [5] of X—ray intensity as a function of aluminum absorber
with different thickness and for different electron temperatures, solid curves.The experimental points are presented on the same figure, dotted line, forthe presence and absence of the external axial magnetic field. The resultsillustrate that, the electron plasma temperature is 2.7 KeV which increasedwith the application of the axial magnetic field to 5 KeV.

The axial magnetic field intensity vairation was measured by a magneticprobe of 2 mm diameter located alOng the axial position at mid-distanceof the annular space between the coaxial electrodes. Fig. (4) shows the axialmagnetic field intensity versus the axial distance. The experimental observations
indicated that the presence of external (B ) caused areduction in the inducedaxial magnetic field of about 35%. Z

Time distribution of axial magnetic field in case of the applied external
axial magnetic field (B ), at 28 cm from the coaxial electrodes breech,Fig. (5), this figure showed that, the reversed magnetic field intensity increasedin the presence of external axial magnetic field.

Conclusion:

the experimental results indicated that, the X—ray emitted from the
annular space between the coaxial electrodes was less intense than thoseof the focused region. The intensity of the Xeray emitted from both focused
region and annular space increased with the application of external axialmagnetic field (B). Moreover the X—ray energy from focused region was
found to be increased by a factor of ~2 from its initial value, when (B )
was applied on the plasma sheath. This attributed to the increased of acceleraz-tion mechanism of the electrons which initiated from the tearing and reconnec—tion of internal axial magnetic field lines. magnetic fieldintensity measurementsalong the coaxial elecrtodes, illustrated that partial diamagnetic effect
of the plasma sheath increased with the application of (B ). This result indicated
that the main cause of the X«ray emitted from annular space, as well as
the increase in the X—ray energy and intensity, were due to tearing and
reconnection of internal magnetic field lines
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SPECIFIC OPERATIONAL MODES 0F HIGH-CURRENT PINCH DISCHARGES

M.Sadowski, A.Szyd10wski, and J.Zebrowski

Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies
05-400 otwock—suierk, Poland

Abstract: The paper reports on experimental studies of the pinch formation
and emission characteristics of the plasma-focus (PF) discharges performed
under different operating conditions.

Introduction
Numerous experiments carried out with high—current pinches of

different types have demonstrated that some physical phenonena appearing in
such discharges have not been investigated enough.

With an increase in energy supplied to Z-pinch devices, one can
observe an evident decrease in pinch stability and a lack of the neutron
production scaling [1—2]. For large plasma-focus (PF) facilities one also
finds that the neutron yield saturates or even decreases when the initial
energy input is increased above certain limits [3]. It is usually observed
that the larger is noninal energy stored in a condenser bank, the smaller
is a fraction of a discharge current flowing through a plasma sheath
accelerated within an interelectrode region [1—3].

Varying experimental conditions. e.g., changing the working gas
pressure. one can realize different operational nodes of high—current pinch
discharges. The main aim of this paper has been to study characteristics
of some selected specific nodes, and in particular to investigate the pinch
formation in PF discharges under various operating conditions.

Experimental setup
The studies have been carried out with the HAJA—PF facility [4]

modified in order to enable different experimental conditions to be
realized. The facility has been equipped with a 72-ll-dia. inner electrode
made of the copper tubing, and a 124—ln—dia. outer electrode of the
squirrel—cage type. which consisted of 16 copper rods of 10 an in diameter.
The two electrodes were 296 a. long. The main insulator, embracing the
beginning of the inner electrode,was initially made of a pyrex tube of 75
mm in length. In a modified version that insulator has been replaced by a
ceramic tubing equipped with a collar mounted in contact with the lain
insulation of the collector plates, and the inner electrode has been
plugged with a tungsten insert.

Static initial gas conditions have been realized by filling the whole
experimental chamber with pure deuterium under pressure ranging from 0.8 to
4.0 Torr. In order to form dynamic initial gas conditions. use has been
made of a fast—acting electromagnetic valve placed inside the inner
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electrode. The gas streams injected into the interelectrode gap have been
formed by special nozzles and an additional gas reflector made of a glass
tubing outside the outer electrode. Tho different versions of the nozzles
have been applied. In version A the nozzles directed deuterium strea-s
towards the insulator, and in Version B - those strea-s were injected far
away from the insulator surface.

Experimental results
In all the experiments under consideration the Iain discharge has been

supplied directly from a 96 uF condenser bank charged up to 35 kV. For the
gas—puffed lode, before the main discharge. the electromagnetic gas valve
has been powered by an auxiliary condenser bank through a pulsed
transformer.

A comparative analysis of discharge voltage and current-waveforls. as
registered'for different PF shots. has shown that for the static initial
gas conditions (at pressures 0.8 — 4.0 Tr Dz) those wavefor-s have been
similar to typical traces observed for other PF facilities. Only at lower
values of the initial pressure, for so—called ionic operational lode. lore
distinct spikes have been observed within voltage pulses accoapanying the
current pecularity.

For the gas—puffed operation, with the injection of about 1 on3 of
deuterium at pressure of 1.8 HPa, the voltage- and current traces have not
discerned far from those observed for standard PF—discharges. It has
however been found that for such an operational mode the voltage spikes are
considerably higher, and the insulator is sometimes broken by several
discharges.

Observations of the X—ray emission, as perfor-ed with pinholes
cameras, have shown that under optilized experimental conditions the
pinches are syn-etric and reproducible from the lacroscopic point of View.

1 .Im

Fig.1. Contours of the soft X—ray emissivity from a pinch colunm, as
observed for regular PF—discharges at po=1.5 Tr D2. Bottom parts show the
emission from the front surface of the inner electrode.
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An analysis of the emissivity contours demonstrates however distinct
irregularities and microscopic irreproducibility, as shown in Fig.1. It can
also be noted that the X—radiation emitted from the insert plugging the
inner electrode shows sometimes radial tracks of the current filaments.

Simultaneous measure—
ments of X—rays and neut—
rons have demonstrated
that for the gas—puffed
node the X—ray emission
is considerably higher
than that for shots under
static initial gas condi—
tions, as shown in Fig.2.

Detailed measurements
of the neutron emission
for the gas—puffed mode
have shown that for the
system in question one
can find the optimum time, 9

O ‘ 2 310 Ym delay between the firing
of the fast gas valve and

Fig.2. X—ray emission vs. neutron yield for the triggering of the
PF shots under static (o) and dynamic (x) main discharge. The
initial gas conditions. results of such

measurements have been
presented in Fig.3.

During recent experiments with MAJA—facility particular attention has
been paid to the studies on a fine structure of the pinches. Numerous
observations of hot—spots
and quasi-axial filaments Yn
inside a dense plasma 9
region have been (xw )
performed. An example of 4 8 x
a double structure of the ,
pinch has been shown in . x
Fig.4. It has been 3 K *
observed that such
filamentary pinches are
characterized by evident— 2
1y higher X—ray and
neutron emission.

Results of the ion 1 .
emission measurements, as
performed with HAJA
facility at lower
energetics as well as ZbO 300 400 T(u5)
those obtained recently,
demonstrate that deuteron Fig.3. Neutron yield vs. time delay for the
energy spectra observed gas—puffed operational mode at initial
for various operational background pressure po-0.8 Tr D2 and charg-
modes, are different with ing voltage Uo=35 kV (x) or 37.5 kV (o).
regard to the range and
slope. Taking into account also the neutron emission characteristics
mentioned above, one can conclude about differences in the ion acceleration
mechanisms.

6
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Conclusions
From the experiments

described above one can
formulate the following
conclusions:
1. Changing the initial
gas conditions in the
PF—type facility, one can
realize operational nodes
characterized by a quasi-
radial filamentation of
the current sheath and/or
a quasi—axial filamenta-
tion of the pinch column.
which can be accompanied
by an increase in the X-
ray and neutron emiSSion.
2. Measurements of X—rays,
neutrons, and ions emitted
from high—current pinches,

A a isNQE‘K
Nr:§%§§§E§§§§EEEEE;::\‘\“ as observed in the PF—type\i:iEEEEEéE§;§;§E§§§§E§EEE> discharges, suggest thatN.Qg:~»sdi:\\s:y in various specific opera—

tional modes there are
dominating different ion
acceleration and neutron
production mechanisms.

‘3. Studies of the pinch
for-etion in the gas—
puffed node should be
continued. in particularFig.4. Double structure of a pinch column with large-scale PF-faci-shown by the soft X—ray pinhole picture, and lities and fast-actingby corresponding contours of the emissivity high—pressure valvesand profiles of that. enabling the production of
dense gas curtains before
the breakdown.
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FIELD—REVERSED CONFIGURATIONS:
A SEARCH FOR A VIABLE REACTOR OPTION

Manfred Heindler and Winfried Kernbichler
Graz University of Technology, Petersgasse 16, A-8010 Graz, Austria

Recent studies of Field-Reversed Configurations (FRO) with flvvalues in the range of
50 to 100% lead to several optimistic conclusions regarding the reactor potential of this
alternative magnetic confinement concept. A comparison between the features related to
D—T and to D-3He as the primary reactor fuel, respectively, clearly indicates the avantages
of D-3He over D-T. A similar comparison between steady state vs. pulsed operation
emphasizes the need for a steady-state concept. Frequent start-up procedures would be
particularly detrimental for D»3He as long as they rely on a transition from D-T to D-3He,
with the pertinent tritium contamination which would abolish most of the benefits of the
"clean" fuel alternative.

Such a field reversed configuration does not only olfer the potential for a compact fusion
device with high power density, but also several additional benefits, eg. the cylindrical
geometry of the concept, the divertor action of the open field lines and the possibility
for direct energy conversion of the charged particle flow. An evaluation of the difficulties
related to the realization of these potential benefits is therefore required, in partiuclar
because many vital questions need to be answered. The answer to open questions regard
ing the stability of large—S devices, the transport mechanisms , the start—up scenarios etc
will require further theoretical research in this field combined with an experimental “next
step” in the direction of a steadyestate PRC,

Our investigation uses a profile-averaged computer model to simulate steady-state op-
eration of an FRO. In this context much care is given to radiation losses, confinement
expressions, fusion reactions among the fast and thermal plasma constituents, and to loss
and slowing—down of fast fusion products. Our computations reveal the basic properties
of fusion plasmas in an FRC. The identification of ignition windows in the temperature-
density space and of upper and lower bounds of power densities, neutron production,
tritium inventory, wall loading and current requirement is among the results that will be
presented. The sensitivities of these results to changes in size, magnetic field strength,
reversal factor, confinement properties and the fuel mix rate will be discussed in order
to clarify the influence of parameter assumptions. This is particularly important in the
context of FRCs since reactor studies based on this alternative concept necessarily rely
on extensive extrapolations from the present state of the art.
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SELF—SIMILAR DYNAMICS OF FIBER INITIATED
HIGH—DENSITY Z—PINCH

M.A.Liberman, A.B.Bud'ko, F.F.Kamenets

Institute for Physical Problems
ul.Kosygina, 2. Moscow 117334, USSR

The general interest to the fiber—initiated high—density
Z pinches after the first successful experiments [1—3]
stimulated active studies of structure,dynamics and stability
of dense Z pinches.The most intriguing feature of these
experiments is the observed. remarkable stability' of the Z
pinch plasma.To study the stability at least 1D fluid model is
needed.According to [1~3] the pinches are stable and plasma
slowly expands as current increases.The velocity of the plasma
expansion increase rapidly beginning from the instant when
dI/dt:O.and pinch became unstable.As these pinches appear to
be stable for many Alfven transit times Ta ,they represent
essentially subsonic plasma flows.The first step to study the
dynamics of dense pinches is the adequate description of the
unperturbed plasma motions.The required fluid model of the
pinch plasma should take into account dissipations because the
time variation of the pinch flow is comparable to the Ohmic
heating time.Hence,we use the full system of one—fluid
two~temperature MHD,neglecting inertia and viscosity,but
retain the other dissipative terms that is the terms
describing the transverse heat conductivity,the
thermogalvanomagnetic effects,called Nernst and Ettingshausen
effects.and electron—ion. temperature relaxation,all of them
being of the same order.

The dense high temperature plasma produced at the
developed stage of the fiber initiated Z pinch is expected to
be fully magnetized,with both QeTe and 0111 much greater than
unity [2].F0r a cylindrical symmetric motion of a fully
magnetized plasma the full system takes the following form:
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Here '1) = 02/4150m i'
_ 2 _ 1/”fie,i — 87mTe,i/Bcp' 6 — (Ema/mi) ‘,

Il=4e2N/(m102),where N is linear density.The electron heat
conductivity term in Eq.(5) is retained because of sharper
gradientof electron temperature near the boundary.

Solutions of Eqs.(1)—(5) can be presented as separable
functions of time and self—similar coordinate E,=r/R(t):

dRu(r.t> = —— e .
dt

n(r.t) = no a‘2(t) N(£). <6)
Te_1(r.t> = To a‘2*(t> 8(g).
B (r,t) = B a‘HBm.O 2 —1~3/zaewhere oc(t) = R(t)/RO : (1+2?» t/to) ,ae=(2§+2)/(2C+3),

N's-the dimensionless parameter related to the magnetic
Reynolds number Rm.The total current has also power—law time



dependence: l(t)m(l+2A2)(L4’)/C.
Comparing the expressions for l(t) and d(t) one can

obtain the relation

R(t) ; no (Itsiat/to)’/3/i(t)3/3.
This relation is independent of Q and show the tendency for
the radius increase when the crurent is decreasing.
From (6) it follows that. provided L , 0 and Q < n 3/2 , the
solutions correspond to the self«similar compression with the
increasing current. The case —°/2 < C < 0 corresponds to the
self—similar pinch expansion with the increasing (—3/2<C<O )
and decreasing ( ~ 1 a C < O ) current.

Here we consider the selfeslmilar solutions corresponding
to a Stationary equilibrium ( Q = — 3/2 ). Depending on the
value of X: = Rm there exists two types of solutions.
Solutions corresponding to Rm i 2.5 are shown to correspond
h) a thermally isolated Z pinch with density and heat flux
vanishing at the boundary [4] (lig.l).Lesser values Rm < 2.5
refer to solutions with non—vanishing density and heat
ilux.whlch can be interpreted as describing a gas embedded Z
plnch [A] (fla.2).

From the inequality Rm 2 2.5 we find for the constant radius
of a Z pinch

(N(1085m~3))3/4
R ER =18.5-~—_—_— «———77§tm W)min l(MA)[l(MA/lOOns)]
Therefore,substitutlmg in Eq.(7) parameters of the NRL

experiment [21 N:5-Io’asm”,izo.5MA,i=o.5MA/130ns,we obtain
the estimate for the minimal radius of the stationary pinch:
RowEOOpm,which is approximately the value observed in [2].

The obtained, self—similar solutions can be used. as a
zero—ordei' approximatiorl to calculate the growtli rates the
Rayleigh—Taylor and internal modes of instabilities.The most
dangerous instabilities in pinches with a sharp edge are the
surface RT nodes l5l.The rapid growth of the instabilities
starting from the moment dI/dt=0 as well as stability of an
early stage or the motion can be related to the change of the
sign of the particle acceleration near the pinch
edge,resulting in the condition for RT instability: Op/6r<0,
a(r)<0,a being acceleration of the particle.
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IMPROVED UNDERSTANDH‘IG OF CURRENT DRIVE AND CONFINEMENT 1N
SPHEROMAKS‘

R. M. Mayo, F. J. Wysocki, J. C. Fernandez, I. Henins, and G. J. Marklin

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alumna, NM 87545

Typical spheromak parameters from the CTX 0.67m Mesh Elux Qonserver (MFC) were TE ~0_017ms, T32 ~ 0.66ms, and Tc ~ 70eV, at 0.38T.I A reduction in field errors was achieved by
replacing the MFC with a 0.60m solid wall flux conserver. The new configuration was not edge
dominated (as evidenced by a positive scaling of T112 with Tc). Confinement parameters increased
to TE ~ 0.18ms, T32 ~ 2ms, and TC ~ 150eV.2 This dramatic improvement in confinement was a
direct result of the reduction of field errors associated with the replacement of the MFC with the solid
flux conserver, a change prompted by the edge helieity dissipation model of Jarboe and Alper.3

The edge helicity dissipation model,3 in which most ofthe magnetic helicityis dissipated on open
flux at the resistive plasma edge, has been successfully applied to the CTX-MFC,l other spheromaks,4
and RPF’s.5 In the MFC, the neutral hydrogen fill pressure (used for refueling) accounts for the
globally dominant edge plasma resistance (through the Paschen breakdown condition in H2),1 so
that the plasma resistivity comes mainly from electron—neutral collisional-4 In spheromaks, a plasmacurrent—density relaxation mechanism attempts to maintain a minimum energy state" (A = [raj/B :
spatial constant). Relaxation currentedrive is associated with the observed anomalously high T,- (oftenT; 3 To)” The high ion temperatures and the large inventory of neutrals at the edge suggest that
charge exchange and the consequent escape of hot neutrals represents the greatest contribution to
plasma energy dissipation.“-5

We intend to further explore the nature of this current»drive mechanism by employing theedge helicity dissipation model and the standard CTX—MFC equilibrium model‘3 to decaying MFC
discharges. We seek to predict the amount of currentdrive attributable to the decay of magnetic flux
and to relaxation currents. We will demonstrate that the term 13‘ x E in the generalized Ohm‘s law
cannot contribute to parallel current drive making it necessary to invoke some other (non-single fluid
MHD) effect to produce the observed spheromak current drive.

In warm (TC 2 50eV), non-radiation dominated spheromak discharges, deviations from min—
imum energy occur over long periods of time allowing relaxation current drive to provide flux sus»tainment. In this condition, a large classical resistivity gradient (small at the plasma center due to
high TC, and large at the edge due to electron neutral collisionsfl-4 results in a A gradient. Since this
situation represents a divergence from the state of minimum energy, one would expect the plasma to
attempt to relax (flatten) the A profile to again approach minimum energy. Spheromak experiments
show evidence of such a continuous relaxation mechanisml'mra in the form of current drive assist atthe edge and anti~current drive at the center (Le. anomalous loop voltage).

The magnitudes of anti-current drive and current drive assist, as well as their dependence
on equilibrium parameters are under investigation here. In particular, we are interested in thecontributions to the observed plasma current (inferred from the effective electric field, E's” = 7m
from the real electric field (E) in the plasma and other components of Ohm's law

E+Bx§+€=1yfsicff (1)
where E is the term that incorporates all other contributions to Ohm’s law (Le. ; x 1.7, Vpc, . . .).
'This work is supported by the Lee Alamos National Laboratory Institutional Support Research fund.



The term is” = 173‘ in Eq, 1 represents the dissipation of magnetic helicityf‘ K = ‘m =m-~2f E- E clV where the integration is over the entire plasma volume. From Eq.(1), we get

K=—2/1,j.fidv+2/r-§dv (2)

which indicates there can be no contribution to local parallel curTent drive From the if X E term, ByTaylor’s hypothesis,10 it is assumed that l [5"- 5 «iv | (~ 0) < If 173‘» E dV|, so that only “true(electron collisional) resistivity” dissipates helicity. (Note that only the total volume integral of theparallel component, 5”, vanishes; there may be non-vanishing local contributions.) This means thatlocally E“- B— 91 nj- 5, in general. It is only these quantities integrated over the entire plasma volumethat must balance. We can then reduce K to K = —2 f EC” - B (IV.
In the MFC, considering measured TC profiles which are peaked near the magnetic axis and edgeneutral densities which are large (and dominate edge resistivity), Ed, should be large at the plasmaedge and small in the center plasma volume.“6 Now we can use the edge dominated helicity decaymodel to evaluate! (Effigpd E ZVMVIEC‘W :1 m which is strictly correct for small 1pm”,

the open flux. Here L is the edge poloidal path length. The notation (52;?)"1 indicates an edge
volumeaverage of in” which is parallel to the edge I? and almost entirely in the poloidal direction.From Faraday‘s law, V x E" = —61§/0t, applied to the edge flux surface, to define (Efi‘i”°)w1 E—%(/},,,,.. The notation (EEJI'C)M denotes the edge surface average of E" (the real electric field) which
is approximately parallel to the edge 5 and entirely in the poloida] direction. The ratio,

~54 ,Lees .L.(Efidgmo, Madam”
only depends on functions of the plasma equilibrium and their time derivatives. Without loss ofgenerality, we can write each of these in terms of the toroidal current, In”, and a function ofa singleprofile parameter, a. The single parameter profile model has been seen to be a good one for theCTX—MFC spheromak.8 The factors in Eq. (3) may be expanded in the following way

(3)

K = flank}. K = 2f<a)1..,ho. + flItorzdy my: = pwpoz = pmmma.
(film- = 901mm, (inm- = 9(a)ilcrr + ail—(mil (4)

where p is the fraction of open (edge) poloidal flux, p = damn/1,5,“, (' E g, and C 5 %. Note thatthe function g(a) is just uo/(AXQ). p will be considered constant in time, which has been shown1 tobe a reasonable assumption for the CTX—MFC experiment. Eq. (3) then becomes

(Eiifboz: flu) (uté'tamdl (5)with 179(0) me) (I + 2%TM0
where ‘1',“w : Inn/(I'm) (S 0 for a decaying plasma). For the CTX—MFC spheromak a: is defined bythe linear /\(I/)) model,8 AM) = :\[1 + 0421/; — 1)] where 1]: is the normalized flux function (1 at themagnetic axis and 0 at the separatrix). :\ is the average of Ahb). The difference between X and (A)is of order (12 and quite small (cf: Ref. 1).

In the limit (1 <<[ 13,," I (slow (1 evolution due to strong relaxation clamping the A(1,/)) profile),and since % and % are of order 1, Eq. (5) reduces to

(53%),“ fla) -1 K
(E’fiduc);x)l a.” 179(ct)m(n) pqhafl/Jpo! (6)

D



The ratio mp: is numerically calculated to be between 1.04 and 1.08 for all positive (1 (Le. during
. . E‘cdgc

decay), thus a simple result 15 obtained; 275.52% ~ %. For the 0.67m CTX mesh, p ~ 0.25,
n Pd

"cdgc
so W ~ 4. Since this ratio is > 1, we conclude From Eq. (1) that there is a substantial

(EH "”1 a~0
contribution to parallel current drive from non-single fluid MHD ef’fect(s). (i.e. Emust have a parallel-cdgccomponent, and (5“ )M 2 3(Efi‘i"c),,d for the 0.67m CTX mesh.) The small ('2 case represents the
strong relaxation limit. Since f’/f > 0 and g'/g < 0, (Ezggffid/(Efidflfid ~ 4 is an upper bound
to this ratio.

Applying a similar formalism to W (W = if]? dV), we can make predictions regarding
central electric fields and anti-current drive. We explicitly separate the edge and center contributions,
W = _ mu" E-d “fad“ E-j’dV. The only assumption here is that the Poynting flux through the
separatrix is zero. For a plasma with an constant volume, this assumption is valid. Consistent with
our previous integral approximations, defining W = 14001,“.2 where r(a) = $¥flax and realizing

('v—O

/\ . . .
IMP“, = (—Z‘C‘IV—‘ibcdgc, we arrive at the expression

(Elia-Mr)“, _ L 3 1 + gg-rnma + (ga _ orgu +5713» (7)
(Eidwm ”RU - P) 9 1 + fairnma

where R is the spheromak major radius. In obtaining Eq.(7) it was necessary to evaluate (A)Cd!]€

1
A u.~=

< )9!“ 1%c
fun.) d1]; = 43/;[1 + a(21,b _ 1)] do = :\(1 _ 2a) . (8)

As an example, again take the (ii = 0 case (large relaxation) with p = 1/4, L = 2.3m, ‘R. = 0.5m,
and O. = 0.5 (nominal values for CTX 0.67m mesh‘), then Eq.(7) gives (Efivn'cr),m/(Efi“0°)pd is 2.6.
At the center mm 0 so fi'om Eq.(l), (qm),a,/(Efid”),u = —(afiw'vr)..,,/(Ef|“"°),,,,l = —2.6 or

*ccntcr ~ccul€r “ethic
<5+,dgr)i=(:"_m,g#(€fld%=—E=—0.65 . (9)
(cj'hiol (EH )pol (EL-ff )1»! 4

So, in magnitude, the 5‘ contribution to anti-current-drive at the center is on the same order as 115‘ at
the edge.

With the results of the above formalism (Eq.(5)), we can begin to explore more realistic ex-
perimental conditions. It will suffice to summarize our comparison with experimental conditions by
examining several of the CTX‘MFC conditions presented in Fernandez, et (11.1 These conditions will
be distinguished by the starting discharge number of the set. For brevity we’ll limit our discussion to
conditions 13715, 14168, 15804, and 16024, since these conditions span a wide range of parameters.

The results from these conditions are summarized in Table 1. The quantities 0;, dz, and TA:
K/K) are taken from the figures in Ref. 1 listed in Table 1. The quantity 1},” is calculated from 7;,-
in the following way TM = lfiZTfi‘E— which results from Eq.(4) and the definition of 7}. The remaining_ Kc,
quantities are determined from Eq’s.(5), (1), and (9), respectively.

The condition 14168 represents the limit where relaxation current drive is weak or almost
non-existent; This is a very cold and radiation dominated discharge. Here (i is very large and
(Efificfid/(Efidgcfid is small (~ 1) as we would expect for this type of plasma. Conditions 16024
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Table 1: Summary of Results from Experimental Conditions from the CTX—MFC During Decay‘

Fig. # (E‘fl'rm (Erwin (scrum
condition in Ref. 1 a (1(ms") 7}(ms) (Erma-ho! (Elifluuhd (Ell-11”“)P0‘

14168 4 0470.8 4.5 —0.45 1.2 02 -0.08
16024 3 0.4—0.8 0.85 -0.46 3 2 -l.5
13715 2 03—07 0.75 -0.7 2.8 1.8 -1.2
15804 12 0.4~0.6 043 -0.37 4 3 -2

and 13715 are quite similar to each other in d, but differ in 1;,- by ~ 50%. However, the ratio,(E:?§C)W/(Efi'luc),,d, for these two cases is nearly the same, indicating that TK does not influence
the ratio as much as (I does. As well, these two conditions represent a significant relaxation effect inwhich the 5“ contribution to current drive is ~ 2(Efid”c)pd. The condition 15804, with even smaller
a, is more dominated by relaxation current drive. Notice here the T“. is more like that of condition16024, but a is lower by a factor of two and the ratio, (E:?§°)pd/(Efidac)pd, is larger. This again
indicates a stronger (1 than ’71- efi'ect on the ratio.

Hence, we can see that for most experimental conditions, the E contribution to current driveis significant and may even be dominant. The fact that 61 effects are most important has physicalinterpretation. A large at indicates a rapid deviation from the state of minimum energy. That ais allowed to become large in any given disoharge, is an indication that relaxation effects are notinfluencing the discharge progression. Discharges with smaller 0': show significant relaxation currentdrive. We mean to suggest that these (small a) discharges do possess deviations from minimumenergy; however, a ‘ elaxation mechanism is able to provide current drive with the appropriate profile
dependence as to attempt a flattening of the A profile. Though this mechanism does not succeed inreturning the plasma to minimum energy (a = 0), it does limit d and, hence, the eventual a value.

As mentioned in Ref. 1, the edge helicity dissipation model also provides an estimate for thequantity of magnetic energy being dissipated by the relaxation mechanism, Prom-.- As a fraction of
the total magnetic energy decay rate, this is % = 1 — ”liffil where W : ffB2 (IV = 2%K
and W = £13K + %Kd. The Ohmic dissipation is again limited to the edge where 1; is large so
that] P0“... l= femur j‘dV = (AZqK. With (iv; = (1 +0.23a2)/(l + 0.15%) and (AV/(A) =
0.46a/(1 + 0.23:12), the result is

3 noun“| Pres-2 | = 1- (“Lm _ (10)I W I 1 + [#1136f me
Ignoring terms of order 0:2 and taking d: = 0 (strong relaxation), we find JT—W'I—l = $0, a slight
modification to Eq.(10) of Ref. 1.

1J. C. Fernandez at al., Nucl. Fusion 28, 1555 (1988).
21“. Jo Wysocki et al., submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.
3'1‘. R. Jurboe and B. Alper, Phys. Fluids 30, 1177 (1967)
‘R. M, Mayo 2101., Phys. Fluids B 2, 115 (1990).
515. Alper el al., Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion 30, B43 (1988).
5.1. C, Fernandez 91111., Nucl. Fusion 30, 67 (1990).
7.1. B. Taylor, Reviews of Modern Physics 58, 741 (1986).
E‘s. o. Knox el al., Phys. Rev. Lett, 56, 842 (1986).
9R M. Mayo 9! al., Nucl. Fusion 29, 1493 (1989).

"3.1. B. Taylor, Phys. Rev. 1m. 33. 1139 (1974).
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DIFFUSION—DRIVEN CURRENTS IN A Z—PINCH

B. lehnert

Royal Institute of Technology, S—lOOHAL Stockholm, Sweden

Abstract In a Z—pinch plasma which is impermeable to neutral gas and sus—
my an imposed axial electric field the recirculation of matter
generates diffusion—driven toroidal (axial) and poloidal (transverse)
"bootstrap—like" currents in the partially ionized boundary layer. This
recirculation modifies the coupling between the magnetic field components
which arises from anisotropic resistivity and the Taylor dynam process.

Intmduction Diffusion—driven "bootstrap—like" currents in the Z—pinch,
tp, have earlier been investigated for magnetically confined
plasmas with internal particle and heat sources 1]. This paper considers
a steady state being sustained by an imposed toroidal (axial) electric
field, and by recirculation of plasma and neutral. gas. There is a hot
pL'lSTla core which is impermeable to neutral gas and surrounded by a
partially ionized boundary layer, as shown in.Fig.l. The radial. diffusion
across the magnetic field drives "bootstrap—like" currents. Here r = a
stands for the radius of the fully ionized core, 5' for the ionization
rate, Ln for the penetration length of neutrals which is of the order of
the thickness of the "ionization region", and Xb for the thickness of
the "diffllsion" region where E = O

Diffusion—Driven Currents A linear or large aspect ratio pinch is con—
sidered where a cylindrical frame (r,qa,z) is introduced with 2 along the
pinch axis. The electric field E = (EP,O,E‘z) has an imposed axial compo—-
nent EZ = E0 = const. The current density 1 = (O,j(p,jz) and magnetic
field a = (O,Bq,,BZ) = BE have components in the toroidal (axial) and
poloidal (transverse) directions. Part of the component Bz consists of
an axial field Bza being imposed by external sources. A plasna of
electron density n and isotro—
pic temperature T is assumed n,T,nn Fullyionized core Eicdiogylonfzedg 5.9—}
where the resistivity has the F0, nn=0 3 :Sglir’n’g‘gyer:
perpendicular and parallel L 1 ’r 1
components n_,_ = n and nn .
n" E n/f with respect to the
unit vector B. In the partially
ionized boundary layer there is
neutral gas of density nn, and
temperature Tn = T. Conven— no.
tional MHD equations are used nu............................
In this paper. nb-Anb ...............................

To
The components of Ohm's

law in the q) and 2
directions yield
Jq) = 31p]; + jcpv and
jz = s + jzv where 0 V>-.l ..... I44,-

0+Ln 0+Ln+xb r



. _ _ 2 2 . _JqJE-(F 1)B¢Bo/n(BqJ+BZ) J ——Bzv/n (1)

H

. _ 2 2 2 2 .32E — Esp + name/dew + BZ) JZV Bay/n (2)
Here the contributions 3‘ and s are driven by the imposed electricField E0, and the contributions 3' and jzv are the "bootstrap"currents driven by the radial diffusion velocity v = (v,0,0). The latterdif‘f‘ers From zero only in the boundary layer where the plasma and neutralgas Fluxes are related by I‘ E nv = —nnvr1 with Kn = (vn,0,0) standingFor the radial diffusion velocity of the counter—stream of‘ neutral gas,

We limit ourselves to a boundary layer thickness Ln + Xb of‘ Fig.1which is much smaller than the radius r = a of‘ the fully ionized core.Then the toroidal (axial) bootstrap current becomes

a+Ln+xb

s = qbJa ; Fb : f (v/n)dr (3)
a

provided that s << Ja where Ja is the total pinch current in thecore r \< a. Analogously the total poloidal (transverse) bootstrapcurrent becomes

Jtpb : _ Bza/L : sL/uo (L4)

where Bza = Bz(r : a), L is the axial pinch length, and s the mag—netic field due to the current Jcpb'

Combination of“ the p]asma momentum balance equation with Ohm's lawyields

—2kd(nT)/dr : Enigmnm + nn) + (BZ/nflv (5)
where gm = oin(3kT/mi)1/2, om stands For the ion-neutral collision
rate, and we restrict ourselves to cases where the electron—ion collisionfrequency is much smaller than the electron gyro Frequency. We assume theneutral density nn to be negligible at the edge r = a, and the plasmadensity n 2- nb 2 D0 to be approximately constant within all parts of' theboundary layer where the temperature T is high enough for v/n to give
noticeable contributions to the bootstrap integral Fb- Then eqs. (3) and(5) result in

a+Ln+xb Ta
N dT 2Fb — — f rm E dr _ If‘(T)dT (6)

a a
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where Ta=T(r:a), Tm=T(r=a+Ln+xb),

rm = Zlmo/(B: + miginngn) s CIT/(l + CZT) (7)

c1 = (Z/Uinknno)(k/3mi)1/2 (8)
c2 = (Bi/amngknni/mifl/Z (9)

with kn = nT3/2 = 129 (a), and B: = 132 + 1353 where 13",a = B‘p(r = a).
When a << Ta eq. (6) yields (pa

Fb = (cl/C2)[Ta - (1/c2)$l.n(l + czTa)] (10)
The temperature at the interface between the plasma core and the boundaryLayer is expected to be in the range 5 x 10‘1 < Ta < 105K [2].

Further, with a current density distribution

jz = 3'0 - (3‘0 ~ jam/a)“l (.18 << 3'0) (11)

in the core, the strength of‘ the poloidsl (transverse) magnetic field at
the edge r = a is given by [3]

2Bcpa = 2u0k(a + “noTo/En (a + 3) (12)

where

_ 2 -1/2an = (1/u)(1 — so) + [(1/16)(1 — so) + 3(80/8)J (13)

so = ZpOknoTO(d + 1)/(a + 3m; (11!)

With no=n(r=0) and T0=T(r:O).

Finally, it should be observed that for E > O and f‘ ) 1 we haves > 0, 13¢ > 0 and WE - 32 > o. This implies that anisotropic resis—
tivity, i.e. f a! 1, gives rise to a "paramagnetic" effect,
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Numerical Illustrations As a
numerical illustration we Jib/JO
choose the mass nunber A = 1,
a parabolic current density _
profile with a = 2, and
kn : 103. The quantity of‘ eq.
(13) varies slowly with 80
and we can put 8n = 0.6.
The toroidal (axial) bootstrap
current ratio s/Ja is given 0,2-~
in Fig.2 as a function of the
axial density no For the two To= 2 x105K
cases Ta = 105K,TO = 3 x 105K,
Bza=o and Ta=5x1041<,
To=2x105K, Bza=B. or: ______ ._
For the latter case, an with ' l
n? = 1021 m‘3, eqs. (10) and
(l) mrther yield a toroidal
(axial) magnetic field ratio
s/Bza = - 0.082. The broken
parts Of the curvesinFig.2 O I 'IJI\I\)HIIII x I l \ |I11|lulxlxhl ,_

correspond to cases where the 3 5 in“ 2 3 5 1022no(m‘3)
local penetration length
ln(r = a) exceeds 0.01 m. At large Ln the plasma becomes permeable to
neutral gas and the current densities q and jzv are distributed all
over the plasma body.

Fig.2

I°=5x104K

5 10: B we

Conclusions According to the present model, metively large toroidal
(axial) and poloidal (transverse) bootstrapdilce currents can arise in
certain parameter ranges of‘ the Z—pinch. The former reinforce the pinch
current, and the latter produce a "diamagnetic" effect which counteracts
the "paramagnetic" effect due to anisotropic resistivity. These bootstrap—
like currents also give rise to a coupling between the toroidal and
poloidzil magnetic Field components, in addition to that of‘ the Taylor
dynamo process.
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PASSAGE OF POWERFUL CURRENT PULSES THROUGH PLASMA LAYER

L.E.ARANCHUK, V.M.BABYI<IN, A.S.CHERNENI<O, A.S.CHUVATIN.
I.V.KURCHATOV INSTITUTE OF ATOMIC ENERGY

123182, MOSCOW, USSR

NOT LONG AGO A NEW ELEMENT - PLASMA OPENING SWITCH (POS)
_ HAS APPEARED IN THE TECHNIQUE OF POWERFUL ACCELERATORS
(0.1—1 MA CURRENT, 0.1-1 MV VOLTAGE). PLASMA IS INJECTED INTO
THE LOAD ASSEMBLY AREA AND AT FIRST PROVIDES A SHORTING OF THE
FACILITY. DURING THE CURRENT FLOWING THROUGH POS ITS
RESISTANCE INCREASEs‘ABRUPTLY AND THE CURRENT IS SWITCHED To
THE LOAD. FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE TECHNIQUE. POS IS A
NONLINEAR ELEMENT WHICH ALLOWS TO INFLUENCE THE OUTPUT
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INSTALLATION. AND BESIDES BY USING THE
PRINCIPLE OF ENERGY STORAGE IN SOME INTERMEDIATE INDUCTANCE
WITH FOLLOWING INTERRUPTING OF THE CURRENT IN IT ONE CAN
INCREASE 2—3 TIMES THE LOAD POWER IN COMPARISON WITH MATCHED
LOAD REGIME [1]. THE FURTHER PROGRESS IN POWERFUL PULSE
GENERATORS TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMENT IS CONNECTED WITH POS USE.
HOWEVER PHYSICAL MECHANISMS GOVERNING THE PROCESS OF POWERFUL
PULSES PASSAGE THROUGH PLASMA LAYER AND SWITCHING DYNAMICS
HAVE NOT COMMON UNDERSTANDING AND REMAIN THE SUBJECT OF
FURTHER INVESTIGATION. ONE OF THE MOST CHARACTERISI’IC AND
SURPRISING PHENOMENA OBTAINED IN THESE INVESTIGATIONS IS THE
ANOMALOUS QUICK PULSE PROPAGATION THROUGH PLASMA IN POS
REGION.

THE EXPERIMENTS HELD ON "MS" GENERATOR C 2.3 OHM WAVE
IMPEDANCE, ~200 I<V INCIDENT WAVE AMPLITUDE). INDUCTIVE STORAGE
ASSEMBLY (L1s1/2M20NH) IS ATTACHED To THE OUTPUT OF THE
INSTALLATION (FIG.1). THE TERMINAL PART OF THIS INDUCTANCE
REPRESENTS A STRIP LINE OF 35CM LENGTHV 12.50M WIDTH AND WITH
THE GAP BETWEEN STRIP PLATES OF 1CM. THE LINE IS LOADED TO THE
BLADE CATHODE DIODE. PLASMA JET HAS SOMM DIAMETER, ~1013 CM_3
DENSITY, 5—10 EV TEMPERATURE AND ~107 CM/S DIRECTED VELOCITY.
IT IS INJECTED THROUGH THE GRID IN THE CENTER OF THE STRIP
LINE AT THE DISTANCE OF 17CM FROM THE DIODE. THE FOLLOWING
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FIG.1

PARAMETERS WERE MEASURED IN THE EXPERIMENTS: INPUT AND OUTPUT
CURRENTS (IIN, ID),- THE VOLTAGE JUST BEFORE THE INDUCTIVE
STORE (U'Nq WHILE THE LOAD VOLTAGE UDIS CALCULATED); X-RAv
RADIATION WITH THE ENERGv >30 I<EV FROM THE LOAD (FD) AND POS
(VP, FF ). TIME INTEGRATED PICTURES WERE MADE BY THE PIN—HOLE
CAMERA. THREE-FRAME IMAGE CONVERTER TUBE SVSTEM WITH EXPOSURE
OF ~5 NS WAS USED TO OBTAIN PLASMA PICTURES OF THE LUMINOSITv
IN THE VISIBLE RANGE. THE BLOCK OF SIX FARADAY CUPS WAS
INSTALLED To REGISTER THE ION LEAKAGES DYNAMICS IN POS REGION.

EXPERIMENTAL CURVES ARE SHOWN IN FIGE (IPM,N D
PLASMA CURRENT, RD-UD/ID — LOAD RESISTANCE, UD - LOAD VOLTAGE,
DASHED CURVE — THE WORK WITHOUT POS, OTHER ITEMS ARE IN THE
TEXT). THE LOAD CURRENT ID IS TD ~ 50 NS DELAYED WITH REGARD
TO THE INPUT CURRENT WHICH FLOWS AT FIRST ONLv IN PLASMA
(IF-IIN—ID). WHILE THE CALCULATED TIME OF THE DIFFUSIVE
PENETRATION OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD IN PLASMA LAYER Is
’r-4n0L2/Ce'v 210-43, THAT IS 4 ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE HIGHER. IT
WAS SHOWN IN [1] EV THE MAGNETIC PROBES THAT THE CURRENT
MAGNETIC FIELD PROPAGATES ALMOST WITH CONSTANT VELOCITV IN
PLASMA LAVER. AND THE LOAD CURRENT APPEARANCE CORRESPONDS TO
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THE MAGNETIC FIELD WAVE COMING
TO THE DIODE BORDER OF THE
PLASMA. IN OUR CASE DURING THE
CONDUCTION PHASE POINTED OUT

ABOVE, LE. WHEN ALL THE CURRENT
.s SHORTED 8v THE PLASMA, THE
PROPAGATION VELOCITY Is

v-L/TD~2-108CM/S. THE PLASMA
RESISTANCE DURING THE
CONDUCTION PHASE RP-UP/IP IS

SMALL, THERE IS A SMALL AMOUNT
or ENERGv EMITTED IN PLASMA, AND
ONE COULD NOT MANAGED TO
REGISTER ITS LUMINOSITV. IN THE

LOAD CURRENT RISING PHASE WE
REGISTERED THE SHINING AREA
DISPLACEMENT ON THE CATHODE
ELECTRODE SURFACE TOWARDS THE

PPuSmn

' I I
dLode l I l i I I I Igener‘utor

was“:

DIODE WITH THE

FIG.2

VELOCITY

A

t, C

.1
C

3+5-108 CM/S (FIG.3), WHICH IS
THOUGHT To BE CONNECTED WITH
THE ACCELERATED IN POS IONS
BOMBARDMENT. IN THIS SWITCHING
PHASE WITH THE HELP 0F FARADAY
CUPS BLOCK WE OBTAINED A
SUCCESSIVE APPEARANCE OF
SIGNALS AT THE SAME DIRECTION,
WITH THE SAME VELOCITv. HENCE
THE SWITCHING PROCESS, AS WELL
AS THE CONDUCTION PHASE Is
REVEALED IN THE FORM OF THE

WAVE. ONE SHOULD POINT OUT THAT



THE VELOCITIES MENTIONED HAVE, MAYBE Bv CHANGE, THE SCALE OF
THE ALFVEN VELOCITv VALUE.

FROM THE DATA BEING PRESENT IT IS
DIFFICULT T0 PICK OUT THE DOMINATING ONE
BETWEEN THE MECHANISMS WERE CONSIDERED IN
SOME THEORETICAL PAPERS: ANOMALOUS
CONDUCTIVITV, CONNECTED WITH MICRo— .<—dL0deINSTABILITIES DEVELOPMENT I 2] .- NEAR \\
ELECTRODE PHENOMENA [3].- MAGNETIC FIELD \
TRANSFER BY THE ELECTRON DRIFT MOTION ‘l
[4]. ALL THE MENTIONED IS POSSIBLE IN OUR /’
CONDITIONS. WE POINT OUT ONLv THE \‘__,’
EXISTENCE OF THE PROCESSES IN POS LEADING FIG.4
To SOME INSTABILITIES APPEARANCE.
IT IS REVEALED ESPECIALLY IN THE PIN— HOLE PICTURES (PIC-1.4) As
SPOTS WITH THE DIMENSIONS OF THE ORDER OF THE INTERELECTRODE
GAP C ~1 CM ). THERE ARE THE STRIPS FROM SOME OF THEM IN THE
DIRECTION TO THE DIODE EDGE OF POS. THEIR SOURCE IS THOUGHT To
BE THE LOCAL BEAMS CPINCHES), WHICH ARE DISPLACED TO THE DIODE
BORDER OF POS JUST AFTER THE PHASE OF THEIR FORMATION Bv THE
MAGNETIC PRESSURE.

[1] B.V.WEBLR, ET AL., IEEE TRANS. PLASM SCI- PS—15. 635, 1987.
(2] R.M.KULSRUD, P.F.OTTINOER, J.M.GROSSMAN, PHVS. FLUIDS,

31(6), 174-1, 1988.
[3] RJMASON, ET AL., PHVS. REV. LETT.. 61(18), 1835, 1988.
[4] K.V.CHUI<BAR, YANKOV V.V., JTECHPHVSCSOVJ, 58(11). 2130,

1988
L.E.ARANCHUI<, V.M.BABVKIN, A.V.GORDEEV, ET AL, 13TH SVMP.
ON DISCHARGES AND ELECTR. INSULATION IN VACUUM, PARIS,
v.2,1988
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NEW SPECTROSCOPIC RESULTS FROM EXTRAP-Tl PLASMA

J.H. Brzozowsld, E. Kallne* and Ki-D. Zastrow*

Department of Plasma Physics and Fusion Research, * Department of Physics I
Royal Institute of Technology, 8-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden.

INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present results of observations and analysis of vacuum ultraviolettVUV)

spectroscopy from a high-beta discharge experiment performed on the Extrap—Tl dev1ce._ We
describe the experiment and the spectroscopic observations of relevance for the characteriza-
tion of the impurity behaviour in the discharge. Spectroscopic observations are performed both
in the visible and the VUV wavelength re-
gions. They show, that the main radiation 50
comes from carbon and oxygen in their low A 25_ 3)
ionization stages and no line radiation is ob— é
served for metals. Studies of the VUV spe- HQ. 0
ctrum indicate that ionization equilibrium is
achieved during the peak current period of -g= 05 0-00 0-05 0.10 V 0.15
the discharge and that the energy balance is ‘
not dominated by radiation losses during 2
that period. Some comparisons can be drawn 9 i b)
with previous theta-pinch [1] and reversed :‘i 0
field pinch [2] observations and with the spe— m /
cial study [3] of impurity behaviour in condi— > ‘1 '
tions out of coronal equilibrium. :3 05 0 00 0'05 0 10 0 15

Visible spectrometer Verticol 75
I held ring c)

a 50-

E’ 25
cf“

OCQUDOIE 805 000 0.05 0,10 0.15Held ring
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Fig.2: Typical Extrap-Tl discharge with filling
Fig.1: A schematic diagram of a quadrant pressure 4 mTorr, showing the time evolutionof the Extrap—Tl experiment with the ver- of the plasma current (a), the resistive compo-
tical and octupole field rings together with nent of the loop voltage (b), the plasma resistan-the vacuum vessel and the plasma. Obser- ce (c) and the time evolution of the line-of—sightvation windows for visible and VUV spe- integrated Balmer-ot emission from hydrogen.ctrometers are also shown.

Vacuum vessel
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THE EXTRAP-Tl EXPERIMENT

Extrap Tl is a low-q, high-beta discharge bounded by a magnetic separauix with four
x—points in the poloidal field produced by currents in four toroidal rings placed outside the
perimeter of the discharge cross section [4,5]. The device is a toroidal, high aspect ratio con-
figuration with a major radius of 0.45 m and a week toroidal field B S 0.3 T.

A schematic of the Extrap-Tl geometry is shown in figure 1. In figure 2 we show the time
evolution of the plasma discharge current, the resistive component of the loop voltage, the
plasma resistance and the line-of-sight integrated Balmer— b< emission from hydrogen. The re-
sistive component 0f the loop voltage and resistance are evaluated from loop voltage and ring
current measurements using a model that accounts for the inductive component of the loop
voltage. The Ohmic power input Pin is derived from this resistive loop voltage evaluation.

In the experiments described here ID was in the range 15-40 kA. The electron temperature
Te, estimated from the loop voltage and from Thomson scattering, was in the range 5-40 eV at
the current maximum. The electron density no, from Thomson scattering, was in the range 0.3.

30-10” cm‘3 [7,8].

vuv SPECTROSCOPY

The VUV spectrometer is a McPherson 251 grazing incidence instrument covering a spec-
tral range of 100 to 1700 A using two toroidal gratings (450 l/mm and 290 l/mm) which give
a flat field focus. The detector consists of an open microchannel plate (MCP) with an image in-
tensifier/converter which is optically coupled to a self-scanning photodiode array (FDA). The
MCP is covered with a 1000 A thick layer of Cal to enhance the photon sensitivity at longer
wavelengths. The FDA is controlled and read out by an optical multichannel analyser (OMA)
system. The FDA which is 2.5 mm high and 25 mm broad, consists of 1024 diodes and de-
tects simultaneously a spectrum of 100-1100 A with z 3 A resolution, alternatively 155-1700
A with = 4.5 A resolution. Time resolution of lus on a shot-to-shot basis is obtained by gating
the multichannel plate in the intensifier stage of the detector.
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Fig.3: VUV_ spectrum acquired with the 450 l/mm grating during the equilibrium phase ofa
discharge With a peak plasma current of about 40 kA. The acquisition time of the signal is 10
its. The (grosses mark the actual number of counts/A and the solid line is a result of the least
squares rt.



A typical 5 ectrum is shown in figure 3. The most prominent lines are originating from
(3+1, C”, C+ and 0“, 0+2, 0+3 and 0+4. An indication ofpresence of 0+ is also obser—
ved. The solid line is a least square fit through the full spectrum.

RE LT

The spectra we have analysed here have been measured during a time interval around the
current maximum when the plasma conditions are fairly constant. All results are based on
spectra taken with the 450 l/mm grating. We present the spectroscopic results as a funcuon of
the average plasma current. Through the scaling of T6 with plasma current, which is about
1 eV/kA [6], these results can be related to the plasma temperature.

Figure 4 shows the time evolution of spectral line intensities of different ionization stages
(IS) of oxygen. In order to get an idea of the relative importance of the different IS to the ener-
gy balance, the intensity from a spectral line representing a single IS is divided by the total nor—
malised line—of—sight radiation from the representative s ectral lines for all the observed oxygen
ionisation stages 2 o. < z o = o+1(718.5) + 0+ (507.9) + 0+3(789.4) + 04403293) )
In this figure relative intensities and plasma current are normalised to an arbitrary value (set to
0.95 of the maximum value).

In figure 5 we show the fractional abundance (FA) of the oxygen IS as a function of 1p du-
ring the equilibrium phase of the discharge. The decreasing of FA with increasing 1 we inter-
pret as an increase in the central electron temperature and consequent decrease of the width of
the emission shell connected with the observed ionisation stage.

1.0 . 1.0 .
0.3- on

8 Fig.4: Time evo-m 0.6- 0.5 .as lutron of the mea—
Foa t 0.4 sure for the frac-E) tional abundance0-2‘ 0-2 ‘ of oxygen ionisa-0 0_ tion stages with8 05 .15 3‘05 time. The solid 11-

1.0 1.0 ne represents theE time evolution ofo 0-5 - O 0-5 r the normaliseda 0 6_ _ g 0 5 _ plasma current5 ‘ g“; ' for this series of
5‘ 0.4 ~ - 3" 0.4 7 plasma dischar-o o ges.QT — 0.2 f

0:8.05 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0:805 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15
l(msec) t(rnser:)

In figure 6 the ratio EVW/Pin as a function op is shown. EVUV is the sum over all channels
of the intensity in counts per A times photon energy. The ratio shows its maximum at around32 kA, where the normalised intensity of the O+3 line in figure 4c becomes constant and thatof the 0"‘4 line in figure 4d starts to appear. From the To scaling the central electron temperatu~
re at a plasma current of 30 kA is around 30 eV. Thus it follows that the impurity radiation isimportant for the energy balance only for plasma currents less then 30 kA. For higher valuesthe radiation channel of the energy loss becomes less important. This means, that the width of
the region in the plasma, where Tc is between 10 eV and 20 eV is decreased sufficiently, so
that the ratio EVW/F‘in starts to decrease. This is confirmed by the decrease of the relative inten-
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sities from low ionization stages, which contribute most to the energy loss by radiation in thistemperature region. Further details of the spectroscopic results are given in [9].

Fig.5: Scaling of
the measure for
fractional abun-
dance of oxygen
ionization stages
with plasma cur~
rent during the e-
quilibrium phase.

y .
10 2O 30 40

< l,,>(kA)

CONCLUSIONS 1-2

2::Spectroscopic observations of
the VUV line radiation from car— :1?bon and oxygen have been analy— E 0‘5sed for the Extrap~Tl experiment. 2It is observed that the temporal e- 50-5volution of the line radiation can ifcharacterize the plasma discharge E04into three different phases. During L” .the central part of the discharge 0-2-and for the highest plasma currents ‘in Extra -T1, we conclude that 0.0burn~thrgugh is achieved and that 0 m 20 30 40 50the plasma impurity radiation has (“”0“)no major effect on the energy ba- Fig.6: Nomialised ratio of total detected energy in thelance of the plasma. VUV to the total input power as a function of plasmacurrent during the equilibrium phase.References

[l] Griem Hans R., J. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. TransfergQ (1988) 403.[2] Ottolani S. et a1, Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusionfl (1985) 69.[3] Carolan PG. and Piotrowicz V.A., Plasma Physics E (1983) 1065.[4] Lehnen B. in "Unconventional approaches to fusion", p.135, Plenum Publ. Corp,New York, 1982, Eds. Brunelli P. and Leotta GO.[5] Lehnert B., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. ZOJ (1983) 223.[6] Drake JR. et al, RIT report TRITA-PFU-89—01 (1989).[7] Brunsell P, and Tennfors E. RIT report TRlTA-PFU-88-10 (1988).[8] Karlsson P. RlT report TRlTA-PFU-89-06 (1989).[9] Brzozowski J.H., Kallne E. and Zastrow K.—D,, to appear in Plasma Physics andControlled Fusion 1990,1RITA—PFU-89-08 (1989).
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Compressionfieating and Fusion in Dynamic
Finches Stabilized by an Axial Magnetic Field

M.A.Libeiman, S.M. Goiberg. A .L.Vel ikovich

lnsti Lute for Pl‘nysical Problems
111. Kosygina. 5’. Moscow 117334, USSR

The inertial confinement Z—pinch fusion systems have at
least one advantage: there is no limitation on I like IPB, the
current can be as high as the pulsed power driver is capable to
deliver. When a dynamic vinch is treated as an ICF system. its
most important characteristic is stability 01‘ compression. The
idea of combining the advantages of inertial and magnetic
approaches to controlled fusion in some hybrid scheme has been
discussed for a long time [1 -- 3]. It was shown that a
sufficiently strong magnetic field in the ICF systems can
localize the igni tion by suppressing the electron thermal
conductivity and diffusion of the (it—particles, and also provide
an initial preheating oi' the compressed plasma. It was also
pointed out [4] that perhaps the most important is the
possibility to inhibit the development of hydrodynamic
instabilities in the course of compression with the aid 01” the
magnetic field, thus increasing the degree of stable radial.
compression. It was shown [5, 6, 7] that a relatively small
axial magnetic field can significantly improve the uniform
radial compression by suppressing the most dangerous sausage and
kink modes of RT instability associated with inward acceleration
of an amiular plasma by the azihiuthal magnetic field. This
allows one to obtain higher degrees of stable radial compression
up to 22~fold compressibn achieved in [7] instead of
conventional ~8.

The stabilizingr effect of axial magietic field on pinch
implosions can be explained with the aid of an ideal MED model
[4]. Stability of an implosion can be expected if the final
number of e—iolding of the dominating perturbation modes he! is
shown to be small. or. at least, limited in comparison with the
case when no axial magnetic field is present.

Explicit analytic expressions for the "instantaneous growth
rates“ I‘m'k(t) as functions of time and wave numbers are



obtained n1 WKB approximation. and, the evolution of Pm,k(t)
spectra in the course of compression is studied. In the presence
of a magnetic shear, the most dangerous local RT modes can be
fully suppressed. and. the growth. rates of the inertial modes
substantially. For the simplest case supposing a power—low

density' profile near the boundary orpo[r/L]Q, the WKB
approximation yields the following spectra for the n<th
eigenvalue:

E3

0§=Iekl
2n+1

if it's possible to neglect the shear of the an perturbed
magnetic field. near- the plasma boundary, because Bf decrease
faster then p as the boundary is approached. Otherwise

E? p _ r: , w . i .Cristian Hap»? n+2 'X”
The parameter characterizing the magnetic shear is

,, as: mimsfi, s?)
yc:e~e~A———«y Cd‘ y‘%~—~7%Ae¥£e

atpilS i8; ELI
for a thin plasma shell, confining an axial magnetic field BZ
inside and being accelerated by pressure of an azimuthal
Inagnetic field B(p outside.

If the shear becomes significant, than the growth rates of
the most dangerous modes become exponentially small. Analysis of
the perturbation growth in the WKB approximation allows one to
make a conclusion that the instability growth is manageable for
an initial axial field

Bzo ; i0 KG I (MAJ/R0(cm)
where I is the average current during the implosion. Such
scaling law was confirmed by the experiments [5, 6, 7]. It's
possible to organise the optimal compression in such a way that
the parameters of plasma flow all the time remain within the
“window of stability", i.e. the magnetic shear parameter X is
kept sufficiently" higin it will be so, fOI‘ a pinch current
varying in time l(t) as R“‘(t), for example.

Two schemes of a Z pinch ICE system using an axial magnetic
field were proposed recently. The first one (a Zwe pinch) [8]
suggests compression of a frozen DT fiber in a 8 pinch geometry
by a rapidly increasing axial magnetic field, which, in turn, is
produced by magnetic flux compression with an imploding gasepuff
Z pinch] An advantage or this scheme is that dynamics of
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Compression makes the magnetic pressure pulse acting on the

fiber considerably shorter than the current pulse driving the

puff. The other method is based on compression of a gaseous

target by an annular liner in an axial magnetic field [9]. The
following scaling was derived from the Lawson's criterion for

the breakeven conditions:

1/4 HQ (cm) 1/?
i (MA) : 550 [m/M] [_ _._

m (RC/aa/Rf)
where 1m is amplitude of a sinusoidal current pulse, m and M
are masses of the compressed DT plasma and the liner,
respectively, Rf is the final radius of the liner.

Our present estimates are based on the numerical results
obtained with a 1D hydrodynamic code. Braginskii's fluid
emnmions were solved for a DT pdasma compressed in an axial
magnetic field, with bremsstrahlung and synchrotron radiative
energy losses taken into account. We simulated. a lO-BOefold

radial compression of a liner imploding onto an axial magnetic
field B : 80 to 300 kd with a cold solid—density plasma20
cylinder on the axis. The fiber radius was varied from 20 to 100
pm, the initial radius of the liner RO from I to 2 cm. the axial
assent amplitude lm from 7.5 to 50 MA. No one of the trials
came close to the ignition conditions.

Compression of a plasmaeiilled liner in an axial magnetic
field appears to be a more feasible approach to achieving the
fusion conditions. The above scaling law for lm is indeed
confirmed by our numerical results, in particular. for lm=20 MA,

21 1 —R0: 3 mm, nO=2-1D cm 3 , M/m:5.5. The resulting compression
was RO/Rf=3 . In agreement with the scaling law here we achieve
Just the breakeven threshold. see Fig. 1.
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THE DENSE Z—PINCH PROJECT AT IMPERIAL COLLEGE

M.G- Haines, A.E. Dangor, P. Choi, I. Mitchell, M. Coppins, J.P. Chittenden,
IIDT—EEICEFwell, J. Bayley, A. Power.

Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College, Prince Consort Road, London SW7 ZBZ.

ABSTRACT

The Science and Engineering Research Council has recently awarded a
grant of over £0.8M to build a large new Z—pinch driven by a high voltage
pulsed power generator. The generator will be 4 Marx generators in parallel
which together will supply up to ZMA at 2.85MV for ZOOns. When the load is
a frozen fibre of hydrogen, it is predicted that radiative colla se above
the Pease—Braginskii current will lead to ultra high density (10 x solid
density) at 10 to 20 Rev temperature. Deuterium—tritium fibres would lead
to conditions close to thermonuclear breakeven. Scaled experiments at lower
currents reveal anomalous stability due to finite Larmor radius effects in
one case or to a low magnetic Lundquist number in another. The theory of
stability has been extensively studied in many regimes, and it is found
the ideal MHD occupies a small fraction of parameter space.

I. INTRODUCTION

The physical parameters, particularly the size (radius, length or
major radius) of magnetically confined plasmas is generally determined by
the maximum magnetic field that can be conveniently and practically
generated using current-carrying field coils. A field of 5 tesla leads to a
plasma radius of about I metre in order to satisfy Lawson condition when 8
limits are set by stability and the losses are diffusive, albeit anomalous.
This results in very large reactor designs. In contrast, and alone in the
field of magnetic confinement a Z-pinch (an unstabilised Z~pinch i.e. zero
axial magnetic field in old fashioned terminology) has no such constraint
on magnetic field and so a very compact fusion device is possible. The
limitation is instead determined by constraints of pulsed power technology,
as will be explained in Sec.2. Progress in understanding the many regimes
for stability modelling is summarised in Sec.3. The possible attainments in
radiative collapse are discussed in Sec.4 and the DZP project is outlined
in Sec.5.

2. LAWSON CONDITIONS WITH END LOSSES

A theory of heat conduction to the electrodes of a Z-pinch satisfying
the equilibrium Bennett relation reveals similar scaling laws for zero or
infinite Hall parameter (HAINES, 196]). Imposing conditions for thermo-
nuclear breakeven leads to the requirement of a current I of 106 A, a line
density N of 6x1018m"1, and a steady voltage of 10 V, implying an initial
applied voltage in excess of 10 V. Immediately this dictates the employ-
ment of pulsed power technology, which will place a limit in the pulse
length of about 200ns or so. With the confinement time fixed at lOOns the
number density has to be 5x10 m—B, the pinch radiuga, 20 micron and the
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length of the pinch l0 cm (HAINES, 1987). It is noticeable that theseparameters are close to that of a hair, and the present trend in this fieldis to actually commence with a frozen fibre of deuterium.

3 . STABILITY

It is well-known both experimentally and theoretically that Z-pinchesare unstable by ideal MHD to m=l (kink) and, if the current profiles arenot centrally peaked (KADOMTSEV, 1966), also to m=0 (sausage) instabilities.However when resistivity, viscosity, anisotropy and finite ion Larmorradius effects are considered we find that ideal MHD assumptions apply onlyto a small part of parameter space. The various regimes are best describedin a I a versus N plot, shown in fig.l. (HAINES, COPPINS and CULVERWELL,1989).

Resistive stabilisa—
10“» l I tion is expected for aFe | l Lundquist number below(A‘m l ggl about 100 (CULVERWELLlg §§I and COPPINS, COCHRAN102,_ 15 gal and ROBSON, 1990), andIf EDI this is consistent withIE EEI the onset of instabili—1- IL' ty in the NRL fibreMS "a: .w E /.g V v pinch. Large Larmor10mkmig , g I radius effects will beI8,IC prooosaL’ i;'i important under fusionm Q)! , _0 conditions and the

I; «l / ct o \ compression Z-pinch at>4 , , , e NRL(1987) .El |C(1988) , ‘, Imperial College has10wag| Compwssmnjrfj I shown stability forEl We“ « _ /’ at least 16 MHD growthEl , , 1 times.5 ,
1 : &5

1o“? ,

10“

10w 70w 102° 10?‘ 10“
Line densny N (m‘)

Fig.1 Stability regimes in the Z-pinch

4. RADIATIVE COLLAPSE

At currents above the Pease—Braginskii value of 0.433(ln A)V2.106A
radiative collapse to about 70 x solid density is predicted to occur, as
illustrated in fig.2 from HAINES, 1989. Recent work by CHITTENDEN et a1
1989 has shown that the inclusion of electron degeneracy and radiation
transport is necessary to limit compression when the variation of In A
both spatially and temporarily is included.



vm=dmva x 2
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10v

1 . .
o 25 5o 75 100 ‘25
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Fig.2 Current and pinch radius versus time for a simple model of
radiative collapse

5. DZP PROJECT

The Science and Engineering Research Council has awarded a grant of
£800K to allow the construction of a ZMA, 2.85MV, 336KJ generator for
studying radiative collapse and the physics properties of a dense Z—pinch
under fusion conditions. It has been designed in the form of four Marx
generators and pulse forming lines as illustrated in fig.3 in order that
the total line impedance is 1.25 ohm. Construction will take 3 years.
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TURBULENT DRIFT OF ELECTRONS ACROSS A MAGNETIC FIELD: THE EFFECT
OF AN AVERAGE ELECTRIC FIELD

M.B.Isichenko and JZKhlda
I.VLKUrchatOV'Institute 0f Atomic Ehergy, 123182 Mbscow. USSR

The‘drift turbulence is believed to be one of the main rea—
sons for the anomalous diffusion in high~temperature plasmas [1-
3], The turbulent diffusion of particles in magnetic confinement
systems depends significantly upon the shape of drift trajectori—
es. The latters are determined by the electric field geometry
which is natural to be taken random for a turbulent plasma. In the
present report we do not concern magnetic drifts which is Justifi—
ed for a sufficiently strong drift turbulence.

Let us introduce the local frame where z—axis represents the
direction of the magnetic field E, and y-axis lies in the magnetic
surface. Suppose the perturbations of the electric field EZ—Vv to
be strongly elongated in the direction of 3, and the electric po—
tential v to vary slowly compared to electron drift motion:

m « va/x_ (1)

' Here w is the characteristic frequency and A:2n/k¢ is the charac-
teristic wavelength of the drift turbulence. Under the condition
(1) the drift flow

33 = céxvp/B (2)
is an incompressible one with the random stream—function
w:—(c/B)'p(x,y,t) which depends on time weakly.

In the absence of an average electric field the streams
function w can be considered limited. The passive transport prob-
lem for such-a flow has been solved in the paper [4] where the
following expression for the turbulent diffusion coefficient has
been obtained:

D :1 )‘Vd()‘w/Vd)1/w+2) -T (3)

To the result (3) the main contribution is made by stream—lines
with the characteristic diameter

V/(D‘fZ)a _ aT — K(va/Am) . (4)



The mixing length (4) is defined from the maximum orbit length L
the particle has time to pass in the life—time of the orbit [4]

th : h/(XM). (5)

where h is the width of the convective cell consisting of stream—
lines with the same order of diameter magnitude a. For a random 2D
incompressible flow having the unique characteristic spatial scale
X, the quantities h and L are expressed through a as follows
[4,5]:

h : Mx/a)”, (e)
(L’+1)/L’L = X(a/X) . (7)

where v:4/3 [6] is the correlation length exponent in the 2D per~
colation theory.

The subject of the present report will be to study the effect
of a small uniform transverse electric field Ex«Ed. which is per—
pendicular to the magnetic flux surfaces (i.e. radial in the toke—
mak geometry). In hydrodynamic terms the presence of such a field
means the perturbation of the flow (2) by a small average velocity
fi=(cEX/B)y<<vd or, in other words, the appearance of a small
stream—function gradient.

Let us consider the isolines topology of such a function.
(These isolines are also the stream—lines of the flow.) For a non—
perturbed (limited) stream—function w0(x,y) every isoline is clo—
sed with the probability 1 [4]. After the perturbation
w(x,y):wo(x,y)—uy the most of isolines are modified negligibly.
Consequently, the average flux 6 will be concentrated in narrow
snaky channels [7] with characteristic width 65«K and distance
A€»k between them (see the figure). the quantity A: is also the
width of the walk of every percolating (i.e. infinite in x—
direction) stream—line. Since the flow velocity in the channels is
of the order of Va. while the plane average flux is vdér/A£:u. we
obtain

(SE/As : u/vd E a. (8)
The second equation connecting the values 65 and A5 can be derived

from the following arguments. On scales aSAE the perturbed stream-

3



linefl are qualitatively the same as non~perturbed ones. on the
scale A: the percolating channel corresponds to the convective

cell with the diameter a=A8 and the width h=é£. Hence. the formula

(6) supplies the additional link between 55 and As; this results
in

1/(V+1)6 Mu/vd) . (9)6

A5 : X(u/Vd)

ll

*V/(Ifilvl)
(10)

So. the small side flux in; leads to the limitation of con—
vective cells size along the x—axis by the quantity (10), which

means the decrease of transport along ;_ If one recollects the

initial magnetic geometry, it is quite clear that this flux along
9 does not contribute to the average transport provided that mag—
netic surfaces are closed (periodic condition over y).

When the mixing length (4) is small in comparison with the

distance between the channels (10), or 8«£*, where
(1)+1)/(1)+2)5* : (Kw/val) << 1. (11)

the effect of the average electric field is negligible. In the

opposite limit, £»£*, the main radial transport is produced by

stream—lines having maximum spread along x—axis, equal to A8. Ta—

king into account the life—time (5) of these lines. ts268/(Aw),

and the occupied area fraction. fzésLS/AEZ. with Ls defined by

(7), we obtain the following turbulent diffusion coefficient along

x—axis:

_ 2 _ 2DT _ fAs /t£ _ A w/s, 5);}. (12)

Thus, the effect of an ambipolar electric field in the low
frequency limit (1) becomes significant when Ex exceeds very low

threshold (11). The final result can be written in the form
0.3 0.7Vd(“”‘/"d) . Ex/EddcoA/vd) .

A
2 0.7m-Ed/Ex. Ex/Ed>(wA/vd) .

D x
T (13)

The non—stationarity of the drift flow (2) may be also caused
by the finite longitudinal drift wave—length via electron motion
along the magnetic field. In this case in all the formulae above
we must substitute w+max(w,k”v19), provided that the condition (1)
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still holds.

Note that besides transverse electric field effects. turbu‘

lent transport can be similarly modified by magnetic drifts, in

particular, on account of the magnetic shear [3].

The assessments made should be regarded as preliminary. as we

have assumed the only characteristic scale of potential drift per—

turbations, while usually a wide turbulent spectrum takes place

[8]. The percolation approach to the spectral problem will be pub—

lished elsewhere [9].

Acknowledgment. We are thankful to B.N.Kuvshinov for critical

remarks.
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Anomal diffusion in plasmas across the magnetic field
in approaching of strong turbulence

A.B.Arutiunov, S.I.Krasheninnikov

The problem of the impurities transfer in the strongemagnetized
plasma is considered. The cross—section particles drift in the
given approximations is of the Hamiltonian nature. The change
of the Hamiltonian topology in time is defined by the cross—
section. drift that, in its turnq depends on the properties
flow. It is shown by means of the theory of critical exponents
that the impurities transport is of the diffusive nature for
the slowly—changing structure drift of "general character".

1.The quasielinear theory, the field. of application of
which, in real experiments can, be crashed, is (aften llSBd, to
analyze the anomalous impurities transport in plasma across the
magnetic field (kin, « m, kZ) (u — cross—section. particle
drift velocity in the fluctuations field, vz— tangential par—
ticle drift velocity; m, kl, k? — frequency, the cross~secional
and tangential oscillation wave vectors.

In the given paper we shall study the particles drift of
the magnetized plasma in the strong fluctuations fields kiu »
m, kzvz. on the basis of the percolation theory. Let us con—
Sider that the particles drift is described by the Hamiltonian4
H(ri,t):

_,
(if -v
"—J—=[VH,G,.,] (1)
t Ll

We have chosen for the studythe analysis of the intensive
fluctuations the characteristic drift time of which on a wave—length order distance is considerably less than that of the
fluctuations amplitude change. Thus, one can assume in the
null—approximation that the particles drift along the closed
Hamiltonian equipotentials and their trajectories are defined
byathe equipotentials topology that can be rather complicated
H(ri,t) [1-3].

Suppose the function H(rL) is the function of the "general
positions”. There is a number of trajectories with the lengths
mwfll more than ki_1. The connection between the trajectories
lengths and their characteristic cross—sectional dimensions aredefined by the relationships of the type [1]. It is naturalthat such an "ice—bounded" particles drift can be considered
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only for some period of time that, in its turn, is defined by a

characteristic Hamiltonian time change H(ri,t). Gradually the
particles get ”defreezed" and stochastized.

We shall consider the Hamiltonians of two types:

H = H (It a . wt) (“)i 1 _l_ _L V,_(t) L
, 4 a A ., a 4

i _ — 1 q \HQ — H2(kL 11.)+ v H2 (kl. 1i, (3)

r!Iwhere k: ,mfl1 —the characteristic correlational lengths of the

H2 B e], t in spams ; 8 = Hé'/ H} << 1, H :fucntions H1, 1
,2‘1/2 ’'«TH /' .

The Hamiltonian (3) describes the electrons drift in the
low—frequency electro—magnetic fluctuations fields [4], 8 q

n ,—,
(c/m P)Lk:, the change vz(t) in a tokamak can be either connec«
ted with the baunce-oscillations of the trapped electrons or
with the Coloumb collisions.

2. Let us first consider the particles drift in the field
H1. The effective coeficient with due regard to the long tra—
jectories can be put in the form: (of: see [3] where the par—
ticles behaviour in the field H1 was considered but under [3L

H1, m:O and small diffusion). D kJL » 1

(I) v'\
dh L(h) A(h) 6‘(h)

’1

Oh a‘(h) 10(h)

where h = H /HT 7 relative level of the equipotentials; H1; :3

a(h)ki m hi1; L(h)ki a (a(h) kl)d' — characteristic space 5
scale and the trajectories lengths; A(h) kLm h - characteristic g
width of the trajectories region at the level h; v: 4/3, d:7/4 3
[1] — critical exponents; Tc(h) — particle drift correlation i
time along the equipotentials h ; 6(h) — particle displacement
for the time To' The term in brackets in (4) describes the
relative number of the trajectories with the length L(h). The
whole expression is a sum of partial contributions into the
diffusion coefficient of the trajectories of various scales.
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Unlike [3], where T“ was defined by the particle depar
tare from the equipotential for the distance A(h) at the expen-
se of the seed diffusion in (2), To will be defined by the
equipotentials topology change time h, and, consequently, by
the time of finding out of the separatrix which determines the
topology in the 2D — space in the range 1H1|z h H1: I“ 2 h/w.
Thus, 1P2 TX' Substituting the expression for T B in (4), it
is simple to show that the trajectories hé1 : 6(h(;)) 2
3(hé1))’ contribute maximally into the diffusion coefficient.

For these trajectories L(hé1))/ U1 2 Tp(hé1))’ where u1 :

H1 kl, at this:

_ 7/10

0) : H1]
D2—— 5)k2 m (

i 3/10

(1) [ w ]hm 2 _ «1 ,
sl 1

_ q (6)
k H1 g/B

a(hél1))2[i ] N
(l)

3.Now we shall consider the particle drift in the poten—
tial H2, bearing it in mind that vZ(t)/v = sin mbt , where mb

— the baunce—frequency of trapped electrons . Under large
n In J

enough values of 8 : 8 > E*=(u%/ki‘H2) the value hm appears
to be less than 8. The results from section 2 are applicable.
The effective diffuion coefficient is expressed by (5,6) with
the replacement of (sub):

2 7 7/10
3/10mb kl H2

D25 2[ ] 498*) (7)kl (ob
However, under 8 < 8* , hé1) > E; a considerable equipoten—
tials topology change takes place in the region Ah 2 8 « h. B

n
In this case the value To 2 hQ/(Sewb), trajectories hég):
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§(hé2)) 2 a(hé2)), for which L(hé2))/u2 2 Tc(hé2)), where u2 :

Haki,

2 e 10/13
6/13 wb kl H2

D_8 —2[ ] (8<8*) (8)In wb
6/13

hna‘ks,“ (ES/8*) >>s;
,, 8/13 (9)a(hn(f))klzs;4/3(E*/e) >> 1

contribute maiimally into D.
The case when. the change VZ(t) is connected‘ withr the

Coloumb collisions is analogous to the case 8 < 8* for v” a
’1 L1

sin(wbt). Here TC: hi/SVG, where: v~ the frequency' of the
Coloumb interaction.

Q ~ 10/13
v kLH

6/136 .L 2

D28 —q—— (10)
kL vi e
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Average Magnetic Surfaces in TBR—l
Tokamak *

S.J.Carnargo, I.L.Caldas
Instituto de Fisica, Universidade de 550 Paulo

C.P. 20.516, 01498, 55.0 Paulo—SP Brazil

The equilibrium of a tokamak can be improved using resonant helical
windings with the same helicity as the magnetic field [1]. These helical
windings, however, spoil the symmetry of the system and may destroy the
magnetic surfaces.

We consider a toroidal equilibrium of a tokamak modified by resonant
helical windings, regarded as a perturbation, because the amplitude of the
current in the helical windings is much smaller than that of the plasma
current. The magnetic field is thus a superposition of the magnetic fields
of the equilibrium and the helical windings.

A variational principle can describe the field lines, using the vector po—
tential of the system [2]. The Noether’s theorem can then be applied and
one conclude that if all components of the vector potential are independent
of one of the coordinates, the component of the vector potential correspon—
ding to this coordinate is an invariant [2].

As the equilibrium has a toroidal symmetry and the windings depend
on an helical variable, there is no symmetry . Then, the Noether’s theo—
rem cannot be applied directly, because there is a dependence on all three
coordinates. An average vector potential is defined in order to obtain an
average invariant, which describes approximately the problem [3].

The vector potential of the system A is the superposition of the vector
potential of the equilibrium A0 and of the perturbation 5

MP, 9, d0 2 AQUA 9) + 5077 9, at), (1)
‘Work partially supported by FAPESP and CNPq
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where {1,6, (b are the local coordinates [4].
The average vector potential is defined as the average over the poloidal

angle 6 on a line where n, which describes the helical windings (u : 7716 7
mt), is a constant [3, 4]. It is then natural to use the variable u instead of (:5.
As the vector potential does not depend on the poloidal angle 6, following
Noether’s theorem, the component 19 of the average vector potential is an
invariant [3, 4]

‘IJ(p, u) : Kg“), 11) + gzqfipm) : constant. (‘2)

Although \IJ is an exact invariant, it is not the exact invariant of the
problem. The validity of the method derives from the fact that the average
vector potential approximates the exact vector potential. The invariant of
the approximate magnetic surface is thus an approximate invariant of the
exact magnetic surface [3].

A plasma confined in a toroidal apparatus was described by Shafranov
using toroidal coordinates [5], the resulting invariant 11;” can be expressed
in local coordinates [6]. The resulting expression depends on A defined by
[7] /\ = fl, v 1 + lg/Z, where Q, is the ratio between the kinetic pressure and
the magnetic poloidal pressure of the plasma and 1; its internal induction.

The magnetic field can be obtained from $0 [4, 8] and the vector poten-
tial is then calculated through the expression [9]

A = we , rm, (3)

where x and I" are the toroidal and the poloidal fluxes of the magnetic
field [9, 4]. Using these expressions, it is possible to calculate the vector
potential of the equilibrium up to the order of p2/R3 [4, 8], where R; is the
major radius of the tokamak.

The scalar potential ‘1) of a number of equidistant thin conductors wound
on a circular torus carrying currents I in alternating directions is known [10].
The magnetic field can then be obtained [4] and through the fluxes of the
magnetic field we have the vector potential of the helical windings.

Applying the expressions of the vector potential of the equilibrium and
of the helical windings in equation (1) and following the average method
described, the approximate invariant ‘1! of the system is obtained [4, 8].
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Figure 1: Surfaces of ‘II constant for /\ = 0.28

Figures (1) and(2) show curves of constant ‘11 using the parameters of
the TBR—l tokamak: a 2 Sam (minor radius of the plasma), b = 11cm(minor radius of the tokamak), R0 = 30cm,Ip = 18kA (plasma current),Ic = SOOkA (current in the tokamak coils), I = 100A (helical current) and
m = 3,71 = 1 (number of periods of the helical field in the toroidal and
poloidal directions respectively). In figure (1) one uses A = 0.28, a typical
value for TBR-l tokamak and in figure (2) A = —1, which corresponds to
the limit of a zero ratio between the kinetic and magnetic pressures of the
plasma.The figures are normalized by a.

mom the figures, it can be seen that in the limit of zero pressures, the
average magnetic islands are bigger and are nearer of the plasma boundary.
The effect of the pressure on the island can be verified by calculating the
island width using usual expressions [8].

The same analysis was made using an expression for the helical windings
without the toroidal effect [8]. It was concluded that the toroidal effect re-
sults in magnetic islands which are slightly smaller than that obtained from
cylindrical approximation [8].The effect of the pressure was also noticed in
this case.

It should be stated that considering the pressure of the plasma is equi-
valent to a displacement of the magnetic axis, because when the pressure
is not considered the magnetic axis coincides with the geometric axis. The
efiect of the island width has already been observed by considering the
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Figure 2: Surfaces of \II constant for /\ = ——1

displacement of the magnetic axis analytically and numerically [11].
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SUPPRESSING EFFECT OF ELECTROSTATIC WAVES
ON DRIFT WAVE INSTABILITY

YIN Yongxiang
(Southwestern Institute of Physics,Leshan,Sichuan,China)

ABSTRACT
The trajectory of charge particles will be changed by electrostatic wave with

a large amplitude in plasma. The dispersion relation of drift waves is derived
with the help of integration along the changed trajectory, It shows that the
drift wave instability can be suppressed by a so-called 'quasi—Larmor radius
effect“ as long as the condition, If- Slit. S, , is satisfied, where If is the
wave number of drift wave, SE, S , caused by electrostatic waves, are the
amplitudes of shift of charge particles, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION
It was reviewed in Ref. [1] that a high frequency electric field polarized in z

direction has a stabilizing effect on drift instability, and the possibility of
stabilization is due to an additional pressure from the external field. In this
letter, we present a mechanism of suppressing drift instability, which is caused
by an electrostatic wave with a large perpendicular component. This mechanism is
named 'quasi-Larmor radius effect“ ,

Assuming that there is a monochromatic electrostatic wave with frequency.
lQ,[<<wD<<§2,, in plasma, its phase velocity parallel to fixed magnetic field
satisfies org/k0,»s m9. Neglecting the effect of Landau interaction
between particle and the wave, we consider VigEXDu/DE , and dVEi/dt:eE/m. as the
responses of electrons and ions to the wave, respectively. The trajectory of
particles will then be changed from the unperturbed one . Of course, the
dispersion property of plasma will also be changed. which leads to the
stabilization of drift instability.

2. INTEGRATION ALONG CHANGED TRAIECTORY
When an electrostatic wave

E=E9cos(Ku-r-caut) (I)
is in plasma if Kalvl/[q , the changed trajectory of particles with the
initial condition t’:t, T”(t’)=?(t), V’(l'):V(t), are [2]
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Vtu’) : blunt) - TJl+fu><§flcostp xog — BEzSitt’llt‘E‘I/(Ele(kulvz>mn)),
tt.(t'—t).v Fuxfiucsino-sinoo) eEJcosdt—tostttfl)

4- 7— n
?*(t')—?(t):— —+i_i

9: 33(kq1-0u) mttknzVI-mq)?
(2)

for electrons. and
V’U’) : B.(t'—t).V+ BEDSirtttt/(m.(kn,V,-w3)),

_, A Kauai _. L5)r’(t’)—r(t): —r — eEu(costtt—cos¢u)/(mi(kn,V,—wu)2)

for ions, where Vz‘hcosBdnvlsina'énttjl, rhin- V—mut ,¢:¢O+(KDZV2-mu)(t'«l),if, andb are definied in Ref.t2], designing“ Efrajdumafirmez,
?:x§.+ya.+ze., and Vt ,6, V1, x, y, z are constants that arise in the
integration of equation of motion of particles. Usually, the zeroth distribution
function of particles, fa, depends on these constants of integration. In our
case, we choose

l‘o : fem/2t . V1 , X). (t)
Eycosdt E,costtt

where Vi :(V; — )2+(V;+ )2 ,
0 E

V1:V;+9E,Sfflw/(m¢(kgzv;‘wg))t (5)
1 Excosgt E,(sin1tt—sintl1u)X:x'— fid’fi )-x

Q_ BU fli,(kfllvz‘fllg)

for electrons, and

eE.sindt CEySifldl
WNW: %)2+(VL- H? ,Irritant/gag) n.(kU,V,—QD) (6)
V, : V; - eElsintl; (m,(knzt’, — (00)),

1 eEysintb eEAcosrtt—costhu)X:x’- AV; ~——-)TM
Q. n,(kg,t’,—mu) netball—con)?

for ions.
When there is a drift perturbation

¢,(r_ t): ¢(k)expii(kv)'+k,Z-G)l)l (7)
in the plasma, the perturbed distribution function can be found as following. [1]

m
—~t,<r,t>= Ledv Vrvourntrve-tntt’i .l‘:, X), (3)[1

where f,(r,t):f1(k)exp[i(k,y+kzz—mt)]_ Making use of Eq.(2),(t),(5), we have
m and: ae m,4.4m) : 2 <t>.<r,l)+ Ladt'ttim—klvz) + i%k,~q ave. ova. av.
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Jige k, [#0. kyfiecosw kleE,sin1p
”‘H + fflwr'. U). (7)-i

JX QB [JVZI Bo me(kozvz‘°3m)

After a heary derivation, we finally get

Clo qa Jigs mo ky

{0(k) : [(-2n9a# + -—k1- )4) (kix
‘ mo avg JV, ax ea ‘

kvvl

IE( )IE( 5 a )/(co,.-s(kfl,V,-cou)) , (/17)

where mn:~n§2a+k,Vz-m ,0 denotes the kind of the particle , Thus,

k,Ex kzeE,
(—4 2+(’——')2 ”2. (II)

Bo(kUzV1“0’u) me(kfllv1_mfl)?

6. : (kYeEy + kzeEJ / (m;(hn,Vz - (00)?)

Recalling that w<<§2.~<<mi and‘flqflo‘h , only the terms of n:t], 5:0 in

fist
U2)

Eq.(l[l). are important in use. Therefore

qa fflu kv [on sJ.
hulk): —(7k1— )Jgt )Jgteo)¢(k).~(k,VZ-m) . (/3)

ma V, QU X 0

Setting
fag : 110(1-2X)exp(-(Vi+V§)«-2V%Iii/five. )3 . (I4)

and substituting it into Eq.(13), integration in velocity space gives

110 no co;
nwtk) : '2 ¢(k)lg(ba)e'“°IE(6u)[-I+I; U)Z(§a)(¥ ~1)I . (:5)

run a to

where bg‘lgLVJf, gem/(fame) and Z(§a) is plasma dispersion
nu

function,

3. DISPERSION RELATION AND RESULTS

Substituting Eq.(15) into Poisson equation, we finally get the dispersion

relation of drift wave in an imhomogenous plasma with an electrostatic wave
lo).

Te

(k$+k€>AE+ —T Ie<h,)e*b‘lt<6.)l1-t lZ<tl>< —1)]+
‘ (n)

to: Ué)
15(69)[1-§,Z(§e)(r -i)l=u,

m

where Mfl’fi/wfi is Dehey length. For deriving Eq.(Ifi), we make use of be<<1,

I(b9)e'“:1, Setting m:m+iy,y<<o)r, and §z(§):§z,(§)+ix/‘ngexp(—§3), for

the case of \l,<<(o,/I<l<<lle , Q‘Zr(§.):—1-1/2I;?, fighter—2Q , the roots of

Eq.(1fi) are
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° = two/Jeanie“, (/7)
(Jr

Y
_ : 15(6 ,)\/ n taexph: §)(l-ifi( 6 ,)lue’”’/]§( 6 e))/J,§( 6 ,)ioe'“' . (/3)

it is clear from Eq(18) that the growth rate of drift instability y increases
as b, increases. However, for arbitrary b, , when

15(62) < Lib ,)iDe’“‘ , (,7)
the unstable drift wave will be suppressed, As a example, we consider the case
of lower hybrid wave in plasma, Where the components of electric field of HIV
satisfy’“E,>>Ez>E,, Therefore, fiaseKyE, End)”, 6 ,zl], inequality (19) becomes
Ig(6,)<10(b,)e‘°‘. if p,~10'3m, mn~1U9S“, We get E,>1.EB,,XIUSV/m for
kwluam“, and E,>3BQXIUGV/fl1 for Kwtlizm“, These values of electric field of
Liiilt can be achieved in experiments, [4]

The fact of stabilization of the instability can be understood on the
following consideration,

A requisite for inequality (19) is
lfitfit) < 1,56,), (20)

Our diseussion about Eq,(20) is limited in the region of []< 60<x0,~2,l, where
x“, is the first root of zeroth Bessel function. in this region, 1,,(x) is a
monotonously decreasing function, inequality (20) implies that 62<62, from
which we have

E.§E>K-§, (1/)
where if is the wave number of drift wave—S‘eziiox-B‘o(B5(kD,V,-mo)),
3: egg/(km‘tgwoiz) are the amplitudes of shift of electrons and ions froI
their original trajectory, respectively. inequality (21) shows that when the
shift of electrons, which is caused by electrostatic wave, in the direction of
drift wave propagation, is greater than that of ions, drift instability may be
suppressed.

In the integration along trajectory, there is a factor, exp(ik,y'): exp
[ikv(y+yn+yuo)], where ya: — (Vi/Q)lcos(s+§2(t"t))-cos6] is the projection
of Larmoy motion of particle in direction y, which is equivalent to an oscilla-
tion with frequency Q;

Ex(5intlt-sinu)u) eE,(cosw-costpa)
YHQ: or - ’ is equivalent to an oscillationBu(kozvz‘0o) ttt.(ka,-oo,,)Z
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with frequency can in direction y, Due to Larmo-motion, yn has an effect on drift
wave through 13(KiVi/Q); the shift, yuo must influences drift wave in the
same way. The oscillation of electrons inK direction has a stable effect on
drift wave, but that of ions has the reverse effect. Because the mechnism of
this effect is similar to that of Larmor motion in physical picture
and mathmatic expression, we name it 'quasi-Larmor radius effect“ .

4. CONCLUSION
lfe have shown that a large amplitude electrostatic wave leads to an additional

shift of particles, which can suppress drift instability by quasi—Lamar radius
effect. This mechanism is valid and obvious only under the following conditions.
They are lQ;l<<wfl<<Q¢,(ma/Ka§)>>vg, as well as inequality (19). The last
condition, in fact, requires the power of electrostatic wave, As an example, in
the present experiment of lower hybrid wave heating and current drive, it is
not difficult to satisfy these conditions.

The author greatly thanks Din Houchang, Que ltenxiao and Wang Zhongtian
for their helpful discussions and suggestions to this work.
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Drift dissipative instabilities in a two electron

temperature plasma

m. Bose and S.K. Sharma
Physics Department
I.I.T. Hauz-Khas
New Delhi—110 D16.

ABSTRACT

In this investigation the electron-acoustic and lower hybrid

drift dissipative instabilities have been studied in the presence of
two types of electrons 1.8. hot and cold. Assuming the electrons to

be magnetized and ions unmagnetized and using Fluid eQuations we derive

the expressionsfdr growth rate of electron acoustic drift dissipative

and lower hybrid drift dissipative waves. It is found that increase

in cold electron changes the growth rate of the electron drift dissi—

pative wave where as the lower hybrid dissipative wave remains nearly

unchanged.
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EFFECTS OF RIPPLE LOSSES ON FUSION ALPHA PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS

Gerald Kamelander"
Austrian Research Center Seibersdorf, A—2444 Seibersdorf,

Austria

The aim of the present paper consists in evaluating the fusionalpha particle distribution function taking account of theripple induced losses. The consequence of alpha ripple lossesfor the performance of the next generation of TOKAMAK reactorsis an important subjekt of TOKAMAK research.

The alpha particle distribution function is calculated by meansof a bounce-averaged kinetic equation fu(p,E) [1,2]

%§~+5§<L.i,) —;§T(D£,) -Q(p,s) (1)
where L(E,p) and D(E,p) are the usual FOKKER—PLANCK coeffi—cients. The source term Q is the sum

Q(plE) - 0.: + 01“ (2)

0f the extern fusion source Q.x and of the inner source Qintransport processes. Equ.(l) is a model equation conservingparticle number and energy and may be applied to all transportprocesses where the transport coefficients are known as recent—1y done for semi-empiric transport laws [3]. The alpha energydeposition rates obtained from the distribution functions fa asa solution of equ.(l) are to be used as an input for the plasmaequations to simulate the dynamic behaviour of the plasma.

for

A generalized theory of ripple—banana transport in a TOKAMAKhas been published by Ref. [4]. Basing on this theory expres—sions for particle— and heatfluxes have been derived andbuiltin into the inner source term of the kinetic equation (1).
Equ.(1) has been solved by a computer routine and linked to asimplified plasma simulation code. It is shown that the stocha—stic ripple transport may have the same order of magnitude asthe semi—empiric anomalous transport [3]. It may give rise todistdrtions of the distribution function and therfore to insta—bilities.
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STATIONARY SPECTRA OF SHORT—WAVE LOW—FREQUENCY
FLUCTUATIONS IN A FINITE—BETA PLASMA

P.P.Sosenko, M.O.Vakulenko

Institute for Theoretical
Physics, Kiev 252130,
Ukrainian SSR (USSR)

It has been exhibited1) that in the low—beta plasma the
short—wave fluctuations of transverse magnetic field take
place, with their spectral characteristics being determined
by the nonlinear interaction with the convective_ fluctuati-
ons of the electric potential, and the stationary spectra of
thermal convective and magnetostatic fluctuations in the
short-wavelengfl1range have been calculated for a strong non—
linear interaction.

We show that electromagnetic effects play an important
role in the nonlinear interaction of low—frequency motions,
in particular, transverse and longitudinal magnetic field
fluctuations in the finite—beta plasma affect substantial~
ly the spectral characteristics of the short—wavelength con-
vective fluctuations. Stationary spectra of strongly nonline~
ar thermal fluctuations of the potential and the magnetic
field in the finite—beta plasma are calculated. Magnetic
fluctuations are shown to produce an essential broadening of
the convective-fluctuations spectrum.

1. Vakulenko M.O., Sosenko P.P. Stationary spectra of
short—wave convective and magnetic fluctuations in a plasma
//1989 ICPP Contr. papers v.IIl. New Delhi, 1989. P.905—907.
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THE EFFECT OF MAGNETIC FIELD PERTURBATIONS ON THE
NUMERICALLY DERIVED DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR THE FAST ALPHA

PARTICLES

Ezio_fllI_ONI, Marcel HAEGI‘

Centro Calcolo ENEA "Ezio Clementel”
Viale G.B.Ercolani,8, 1—40138 Bologna

‘Associazione EURATOM-ENEA
C.P. 65 1-00044 Frascati

ADéLLEQL

Numerically derived diffusion coefficients for the fast
alpha transport in presence of magnetic ripple, due to the
discrete toroidal field coils, for the NET benchmark
parameters, have recently he published by the authors [1].

The present calculation extends the previous work, by
taking account, in addition, of the level of the
perturbations of the magnetic field produced by MHD
activity. First results for m=n:i modes are presented.

mm

The lack of axisymmetry of the magnetic field in a
tokamak, is one of the main reasons of the loss of the fast
alpha particles.

The effects of the ripple on the fast alpha
confinement, due to the discrete toroidal magnetic coils,
is still the object of a long—standing numerical effort,
including three methods:

A) The guiding centre orbit numerical calculations,
following the alphas up to theire critical energy [2][3][4],
which results in very long computing time, and still
presents some degree of uncertainty.

B) The mapping of the parameters of the orbits, which
\permits an evaluation of the stochastic regions [5][6][7],
and gives a fair insight of the behaviour of these
complicated trajectories, however a comprehensive evaluation
of the losses is difficult.

C) Using a guiding centre orbit following code for only
a few hundreds of orbits, it is possible to derive local
numerical diffusion coefficients [1). which permit a faster
evaluation of the losses than the full particle deceleration
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calculation of A). The obtained local coefficients may then
usefully be compared with the qualitative one of the mapping
method.

The numerical diffusion coefficient is defined as:

(r. ——fl2
1) E 1.<:‘ _l£_____

k i A... t
i ik

Where: i the total number of cases taken into account
for the same particle (from 20 to 50)

k the total number of calculated orbits
r the maximum displacement of the orbits on the

equatorial plane
tikthe time at the orbit k for the case i
F mean position of the i particles after k orbits

Recently, the effects of the MHD perturbations on the
fast alpha confinement have also been investigated by means
of the mapping method [7][8][8].

In this paper, we give a first evaluation of the
diffusion coefficient of the fast alphas in presence of a
static magnetic perturbation, simulating MHD activity, as a
function of the level of the perturbation, in presence of
ripple and pitch angle scattering collisions.

It has to be stressed that these various diffusion
mechanisms do not simply add up, but the may present
substantial mutual enhancement and none linear effects.

We simulate large scale quasi~static helical mode
involving practically all the plasma column, by using the
following perturbation:

as E<7XQE

a E anmsin(m @— n‘?)
—¢-

QWD51g§{

Where E is the total magnetic field. and owbthe size of
the perturbation.

This perturbation has been applied to the ”NET
Benchmark" , which corresponds to a circular section, low
current, tokamak reactor: B:5.5T ; Ip:3MA ; R025.3m ; a=1.2m
; n=4*102°m‘3 . The toroidal field coils are simulated by 12
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closed polygons of current which produce a ripple, in the
plasma, extending from a maximum of 6:10-2 to a minimum of
5:3.5>r10-4 [1].

Because of the ripple alone, and in presence of
collisions, this model loses about 15% of the fast alphas
before they undergo thermalization.

Numerical results

The calculated numerical diffusion coefficient is
shown, in Fig 1, as a function of the maximum pitch angle,
for a maximum radius of the orbit of r/a:O.2 and an energy
of the alpha of 3.5 Mev. The banana trajectories are
represented by cos)150.2, the circulating by coizO.4, and
the mixed one by O.2£cos)f£0.4. Dashed levels indicate, from
top to bottom. ripple—plateau, intermediate, neoclassical
diffusion coefficient for the bananas, and classical
coefficient for the circulating.

The dotted line is the calculated coefficient, in
presence of the sole ripple of C3,.210‘2 and collisions.

IN
Diff. coeff. Drp
(cmlh)

105”

“in”: " 4%
'5;: 2 of :4A

103"

101'

10| _.. 1'».............<... Jr :47;

Figure 1 1m 1 ‘ I ‘
-l -0,6 -0.2 0 +0.2 +06 +1

Pitch angle cos;
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As we add the MHD helical m210'2 perturbation m=n=1,
the calculated coefficient increases by several orders of
magnitude, as the plain line shows.

The behaviour of this coefficient with the level of the
MHD perturbation is shown in Fig 2, for typical
co-streaming, counter—streaming and banana trajectories.

It results that if the level of the MHD perturbation
reaches 1%, roughly 70% of the fast alpha are lost, only
co-streaming Circulating particles remain confined.
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ON DIFFUSION OF MAGNETIC FIELD LINES

D.F. Diichs, A. Montvai*, Ch. Sack

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon., OX14 3EA, UK
*on leave from MTA KFKI Budapest, Hungary

The existence of magnetic flux surfaces is regarded as essential for magnetic confinement
0f fusion plasmas. The blurring or disintegration of these surfaces is quoted in the literature
[c.g. 1-3] as cause for the observed anomalously high transport perpendicular to the (ideal)
flux surfaces; mass and thermal energy are assumed to spread along magnetic field lines which
fill certain volumes ergodically. Thus, the heat conductivity is composed of the radial(perpendicular) spread in space given by the field lines and the motion along these trajectories
[1]

z,=<(Ar)2>/21'=Ds, t) (1)
with a mean free path denoted by l = or. The basic quantity in this hypothesis is, therefore,
the "magnetic diffusion" coefficient Dst.

This coefficient is usually computed by overlaying a set of perturbations (islands) on anequilibrium field (e.g. solution of the Grad-Schliiter—Shafranov equation); the appearance andapproximate size of the stochastic regions is quantified by resonance overlap criteria [4]. Dst is
then determined with arguments of unlimited, Gaussian random walk of Markov type (called"Brownian process" in Ref. [1]).

Application of such theory to a more realistic (toroidal) tokamak plasma for a JET
equilibrium [3] had shown reasonable agreement between the estimated and the observedconfinement. However, the assumptions for the concept of diffusion have never beenvalidated.

In this paper we have chosen the same case, i.e. the profile of the equilibrium safety factor
(10(1): 1+ 512 (2)

with J (0 S J S 1) labelling the flux surfaces.
With an ansatz for the perturbation

4- _ _1_ - _1/! —- 8 "12:3 (m + 02 sm(m19 ZIP) (3)

we obtain the magnetic field lines by solving a Hamiltonian system (y/ = l/la + 1,71):
d] 8w d1? _ (914!
%Z'% “d Q E (4)

' 3W 2th _0=W1 aJ 1/(1+SJ)

The basic "resonances" in III have (obviously) been imposed in the "confinement" region ofqo at values:
In / n E 3 / 2 and 4 / 2

As compared to [3] the numerical accuracy has been improved very considerably as well asthe extent of the calculation with regard to number and length of computed field lines [5].
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The perturbation amplitude E in (3) has been varied in a large range: 0.05 S e S 150. A
value of E = 0.01 corresponds to observed magnetic field fluctuations (SB/Bo ~ 10—3.

In order to check the assumption of "field line diffusion" we chose (arbitrarily) a number of
flux labels around the resonances as starting points (typically 0.1 S Joj S 0.7), covering either
sections or the full 21: of the poloidal angle, and followed the field lines usually several
hundred times the long way around the torus (in (1)).

Corresponding to a "Brownian diffusion" process the field lines would have to spread to
neighbouring 1'3 with a roughly Gaussian profile broadening with increasing number of
revolutions (in 4))!

Figure 1 shows the distribution of field lines over J starting at JO 2 0.35 for up to 100
revolutions.

Although this case is a most favourable one with respect to ergodicity, the actual distri-
bution does not exhibit a diffusion behaviour. The profile is far from Gaussian, the
broadening is much slower. Sometimes even contractions can be observed (see later).

In Fig. 2 the actual half width is plotted as function of 4) and shows saturation with
oscillating amplitude. A diffusive half width must increase monotonically (cc V43).

Another method of checking diffusion is through correlation lengths of field lines. In a true
diffusion process the field lines would "lose memory" exponentially after a typical correlation
length.

27tR/LE sln(7r/ZS) (5)
with s E stochasticity parameter [1].

In Fig. 3 several correlations are shown and compared with those for Lg. Clearly, the
correlation is much stronger than for a Brownian behaviour.

With respect to the application of such field line properties to anomalous transport one
should observe the following points:
a) In general it seems not possible to describe the spreading of the magnetic field lines through

a diffusion process; any artificial "diffusive" approximation of the actual data yields
coefficients (Dst) which are at least an order of magnitude smaller than previously [1—3]
estimated.

b) For realistic perturbation levels (0005 < e < 0.03) most of the surfaces are only modified
in shape but stay intact as shown in Fig. 4, where according to the present assumptions no
anomalous transport would occur across I = 0.53, and J = 0.23.

c) For larger 6 the expected evolution towards enhanced diffusivity does not occur [6]; instead
a new (ordered) structure re—appears gradually.

d) Computing the magnetic field energy of the perturbed state in function of e, at realistic
levels one gets a growth of about one percent as compared to the unperturbed state. That is
energy of the order of the plasma thermal energy is obviously needed to produce the
perturbed fields; the corresponding (perpendicular) currents would have to be driven (in
addition to the enhanced confinement losses).
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TOROIDAL ION TEMPERATURE GRADIENT DRIVEN
WEAK TURBULENCE

Nathan Mattor* and J.W. Connor

Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3DB, England
(Euratom/UKAEA Fusion Association)

Introduction: The theory of ion temperature gradient driven turbulence (“77, turbu-
lence”) is able to explain many qualitative features of tokamak transport, but there has
not yet been accurate quantitative agreement with experimental measurements.1 This
is perhaps because no single theory to date has combined the complexities due both
to geometry (e.g., toroidicity or trapped particles) and to nonlinearity (e.g., the effects
of higher eigenmodes or kinetic vs. fluid saturation). This work is part of an attempt
to obtain better agreement with experiments by extending certain nonlinear studies?!3
from slab to toroidal geometry.

Here, we study toroidal n,- turbulence near the stability threshold (recently explored
in sheared slab geometryz). The threshold regime is characterized by weak turbulence
(since the growth rate, 7, is smaller than the frequency, car) and strong ion resonances

i (both nonlinear, in the form of ion Compton scattering, and linear). Although this
l analysis is strictly valid only for a narrow range of 7),- near the threshold, the results

allow assumptions about the influence of Compton scattering over a wide range of m.
(For example, in the slab model of the instability, it can be argued that the strong
nonlinear clamping from Compton scattering provides a cutoff for the higher radial

‘ eigenmodes, giving a significant correction to the transport coefficient at all 17,.3)

) Model and Linear Theory: We consider a toroidal geometry with circular concen—
tric flux surfaces and radial gradients of density and ion temperature. Modes are
described by the nonlinear ion gyrokinetic equation in ballooning representation,4

(9 , ~ a _ 8 . A A
(a + “UHV” + twat) h]; (0,1),t) —lo (kiwi) (a + ti) (25,-; (9,0

=2”: 2 Z slog/cg[0,3,~95”+21r(p'—p")]JD(k'ivJ_)><
pr‘Pu nl+nll kL+kLI=

=" k,—awp'h’
_: 11,."n: a

x (13;, (9 — 2rp',t) 5,9, ((9 — 27rp",17,t), (1)

* Permanent address: Center for Plasma Theory and Computation; University of
Wisconsin; Madison WI 53706; United States
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and the quasineutrality equation with adiabatic electrons:

(1 + 1M1; (19,1) : /d 11J0(k1111),:(6 17,.1) (2)

Here it 1s the nonadiabatic part of the ion distribution function (13 is the electrostatic
potential normalized to e/T,, 6 is the parallel co ordinate in ballooning space, 120 :
nq/r is the poloidal wave vector, k (6)—~ kgs(6 — 6:) is the local radial wave vector
6; : k /s‘}cg represents the radial wave vecto1, FM 18 a local Maxwellian with radial T:
and n gradients Jo is a Bessel function, cup, — wt,e,,[cos6 + 5(6— 6k) sin 6](11|'; + 111/2),
“’3; : w*i[1_ni(3 — ’U )/2i1w*l : ikGPg'zni/Ln: ni : Ln/LTH L711 : mda/dr)
L? : —dlnT/dr, é—— cllnq/dlnr, q is the safety factor, r : Te/Ti, 6,, = Ln/R, R is
the major radius, v,-2 : Ti/mi, Q,- : eB/mc, p, : 111/1L and distance and time have
been undimensionalized to p, and l/Q.

The linear analysis is performed by neglecting the right hand side of Eq. (1)
approximating V“ semilocally as 11.1”(6) (consistent with a WKB representation of the
modes), and substituting h— from Eq. (1) into Eq. (2). In order to perform the velocity
space integral 111 the appropriate regime (It-11112 1 for which J0 cannot be expanded),
we make the curvature approximation" by substituting 111 ~-1 211H 111 1.1101 The resulting
equation admits a solution with the ordering scheme Q ~ e,,; w < cur ~ énwsi; and
(79 ~ 1 (verifiable a posteriori for n,- sufficiently close to the threshold). When Ln ——1 00,
then 6.7 : LT/R << 1 can replace en. The linear equation then is

3,211+i1111— 0, (3)
where,

b
i): 2:31) "114/2 TIIw/w*1+l\C/—: ( 71c H1+“’/w*i 7716?”:

A : 45,,[cos6 , 119 — 951311111], g = 111/651,, p z (1 + 1/1) /r0, ngl : 1/2 +
b(1 7 I‘l/I‘o) is the Is; dependent threshold in the slab theory, and 1",, — 6"“: In (k2).
Taking 13 : 113‘") + £q and Q1111) : Qr(w,)/e,, + 1162,1e ,0Q( Mara] NE
allows a perturbation solution for the mode structure, frequency (lowest order), and
growth rate (next order).

The WKB solution of the lowest order equation is complicated by the existence of
an infinite number of turning points at intervals of about 71'. A detailed solution (not
given here) requires matching the central solution (near 6 ~ 6;) to the asymptotically
vanishing Foquet solutions (appropriate for )6 e 61.| 3 1r), approximately yielding the
phase quantization condition

<—>/«—11Zenp
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Approximating A as a quadratic yields

[Hlll
For a bound mode of width Aé 2 7r, (the only allowable normal modes) the integer 1
must be in the range of l + % ~ (bnn,/enp)1/2 (not arbitrary as in the usual WKB
problem). This solution is supported by shooting code calculations.

The growth rate is obtained by multiplying the next order equation by gig), and
taking ff; dbl (which annihilates the 43(1) terms), yielding

_ I: (#945i (w) <13”)
7 7 _ If; déawae (can/aware

2 ti (CT/p)1/2 z—— 1 — 2en(p— 1) , (6)

where the integrals have been approximated by evaluating Q at the mode center. The
threshold is thus

712“ 2 77c [1 + Zen ((1 + 1/Tl/1‘0 (kil — 1)l' (7)
This theory requires that 7 << wr, leading to the restriction 77, — 1):“ << 0(1/57').

Nonlinear Theory: In the regime where 7 < w“ a weak turbulence expansion may be
performed on Eq. (1), producing a wave kinetic equation that describes saturation from
two nonlinear processesf First is three wave resonance, which is small since wave triplets
that obey both E = E’Jrk" and wi; = w}? +w5” are rare (due to the strong dispersion of w,
and the low level of frequency broadening in the weak turbulence regime). The second
saturation process is ion Compton scattering (which occurs when an ion resonates with
the beat wave between two normal modes), which can be expected to accompany the
presence of strong linear ion resonances. This is the dominant saturation mechanism
for the threshold regime.

Equation (1) shows three kinds of nonlinear coupling. The coupling of p is neg-
ligible due to the relatively narrow width of the quasi-modes. The coupling of k, is
important for giving radial structure to the fluctuations, decorrelating a fluctuation in
a radial distance of l/ékgAé ~ p,- (where A6 is the parallel width of a quasimode). This
reconciles diffusive transport with the broad radial width of the linear modes (infinite
to the order considered here). Finally [99 coupling is important for transfer of energy
from the unstable kg ~ 1 modes to the stable modes at lower leg.

Calculation of the damping rate from Compton scattering is laborious and not
presented here, but follows along the lines of Ref. 1. The calculation is facilitated by
the fact that the can, terms give only higher order contributions to resonances, given
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the ordering of the linear theory. After extensive calculation, the damping rate from
Compton scattering becomes, to lowest order

0 isntkfi a (taggers)?
“Ir 2 ~75: L ——, ( 11,4,7 GM”) ’14)) H (kg/1'”) leg 2

(8)
“3'“ (”WI " Wk")

where q = fox (1(172/2)J§(kgv)J§(kl,v)exp(—iig/2), GM! 2 eat/fiyNE/aa, and
H is the Heaviside step function. Balancing this with the linear growth rate gives
an integral equation for the saturated turbulent spectrum. Solution of this will be
undertaken in the future, but for the present rough scaling arguments can yield the
order of magnitude of ()5

A 2 LT 2 Pi 2
_ _ tor _ _

<¢>ms (77‘ 77“ )(R) (L) '
This is smaller than the mixing length estimate5 by roughly a factor of LT/R << 1’
implying that ion Compton scattering is a strong damping mechanism for toroidal Th'
turbulence (although not as strong as in the slab model, where a factor of (LT/R)2 was
foundg). The ion thermal conductivity, x,, is expected to be diminished by a similar
factor.

Conclusions: This work indicates that inclusion of the parallel dynamics of toroidal 7;,
modes produces a threshold regime similar to that of the slab 7],- mode. Linear stability
is determined by transit resonances (w 2 buy”), yielding a threshold that varies as
7):.“ : 77:1"Lb + 0(en). This could help correct for discrepancies between the slab theory
and tokamaks with flat density profiles.7 Note that neglecting k” produces a similar
threshold,6 but predicts entirely different dynamics from those given here, especially
in the nonlinear regime. Nonlinear saturation is provided by ion Compton scattering,
and preliminary estimates indicate that the resulting saturated fluctuations are smaller
than the mixing length level. It is not yet clear whether this level is large enough to
cause significant transport on tokamaks.

For n,- above this threshold regime, resonances should be less important for the
fluid-like modes,8 but could provide a cutoff for the higher eigenmodes (which are. more
unstable, but also more susceptible to resonance through higher 1:”). This regime will
be the subject of a future study.
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ON SELF—CONSISTENT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF HIGH ENERGY
ALPHA PARTICLES IN AXISYMMETRIC TOKAMAK

V.A.Yavorskij, Yu.V.YakoVenko

Institute for Nuclear Research, Ukrainian SSR
Academy of Sciences, Kiev, USSR

ABSTRACT. An influence of enhanced radial diffusion of margi—
nally circulating fast alpha particles on their distribution
function is investigated. Resulting collisional losses of fast
alphas in axisymmetric tokamak—reactor are found to be of or-
der of several percents.

1. Distribution function (f) of fast alphas in thermo-
nuclear plasma in the case of ingnorable radial transport is
well known [1]. However, according to Ref.[2] enhanced radial
diffusion of marginally circulating fast alphas in tokamak re—
actor should essentially influence f , as the diffusion rate
of these particles

2DrW/aa : (An/a) out (1)
(Where Ar; and 602 are banana width and bounce period of trap—
ped alphas, d is the plasma radius) significanfly exceeds slo—
wing down ( 95 ) and pitch angle ( 91 ) collision rates, as
well as radial diffusion rate of the rest alphas.

The purpose of this report is the investigation of the
influence of radial transport of fast alpha particles in axi-
symmetric tokamak on their distribution function.

2. We proceed from the following model self—consistent
(taking into account radial transport) kinetic equation for
fast alphas

_)>_5 .9. Vapaoxéliit infii +33 8(V’Va)=0. (2)V2 av ax ax aw aw 14,2
Here V and )K are the particle velocity and pitch angle co-
sine, respectively; 97 is the bounce averaged poloidal flux;
Dx : 1); (4-7c2) ; D4, is the radial diffusion coefficient;
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2 . 9
SDSSCV’WVVDL 13 the alpha particle source; \Q: 4.340 cm 5-1.
To simplify our consideration we take into account the

radial diffusion of marginally circulating particles only,

i.e. we choose

D ulI——%o)(xo+A’Mcl)] (3)
‘Y: D‘Wmax

where 2UCX)=’1+$3WCX), 7C0 36 Q, 6 is the inverse aspect
ratiO, AC (Vi/wb>1/2444 is the 96 range with enhanced tran..
sport [2J. Taming into account that DV/(l’aZLLDx/AZEqJE) in the
region xoél’xlé’xotfl can be reduced to the following partic_
le balance equation [3]:

ate, 4 9_E 2 FCEflc (4)
5—1: ' (1+t)2633ED;9E A_(1+t)Z/3 ,0 )

with F°=v31c .4; #(Ko4|%14%o*A)' E- 139093/f:¢3’s;13= AIM;
1);:vvfi/[5v3(;:;;r95) J; F: DHVZ/(SV 9);)139/976‘11:7C m
the particle flow from the external region (I’M>r)c +A , 11V 10)

One can show that in this region [3]

Pea/3169:SKEWfZTZ(§W—'WW)B>EF(§F)_M sen
r,(Dx,T)/2fiw(t :)[F(E,t) Scfl 3_ \/ D

Where 76*: “’o‘tAUG'xll ”(X/c) ZOO: X e—X: Y(X):j)( #9 D1: 31); V: t
On using (5) to eliminate one obtains integrodifferential

(5)

equation for F (S: t) . Finally expanding F and S in the

series of the eigen/functions (”(3) of the——9‘D§3; operator,

i.e. using F(§)— ZF‘£143 (2%), Sg): 2% (PI (E) we derive the
F .following equation forJ

\

9F, 1; 1:? t H 5 570:)Iii—3W) (1+:41/3)[:30]t Z)[ T) J’J “3(6)

where )5 is the corresponding eigenvalue, ‘CA=J'Tfl/(4 D1)

ri‘he solution of Eq(6) is essentially dependent on the
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parameter 02
7. : (, )1

J A J (7)

It can be easily seen that for i >Zz(4‘1)the LHS/of Eq.(6) is
negligiby small. Thus on integrating (6) over 7? with weight4(t to Z1+t)% and neglecting QIQKQt one obtains

5\’F~{*)=W‘7 IA?F.‘{t)f4¢Z)’V/3(a;)-4/z (8)
For 7‘44-1 ("weak” radial transport) Eq. (8) gives

F w’ 'VéFlt): 3 [1-17’7 fjfln) 3(153) J (9)
-2 5/5—

while in the case of "strong" diffusion (f>>1), forf¢xt¢4f ,
solution has the following form

L _ _ -4/2 9/: (1o)EM‘Sflfi (Ht)

Thus "strong" radial transport results in the formation of the
loss—cone in the vicinity of separatrix between trapped and
circulating particles.

We now investigate -% for fast alphas in the ITER—like
tokamak. In the simplest case nz’ivTM-WV/a (i.e. 95 =const,
§=W/% end s:§o(1—§)b) one can obtain

1 17:“ 1,3295%???)
As for ITER fk=>>K 1 we take into account the contribution of

the fundamental ( k =1) harmonic only. Results of the calcu—

lation based on the formulae (10) and (5) are shown in Figs.1, 2.
One can see that radial diffusion of alphas results in depres—

C2J< 02k (11)\[:l/&

sion and peaking of the distribution function in the central

region and the plasma periphery, respectively.
In conclusion we evaluate the fraction of alphas (1” )

lost due to the radial diffusion in the range CAM/“58 é 5.;
and the corresponding alpha power loss fraction ( LE ). For
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the reasonable parameters (Z>>1) , on using (10), one can ob—
tain provided 1.6éfg/Emru‘7o

ACZWWT, leewwmj <12)
It is readily seen that for ITER—like tokamak (6 :10)

4/2 ZAmm/vs) livwow) (0.5+ 05)L
3. Finally we note that the fraction of collisionally

lost fast alphas in an axisymmetric tokamak reactor may reach
the order of several percents. The self-consistent distribu~
tion function (taking into account the influence of collisi—
onal radial transport) is essentially anisotropic which may
affect plasma stability.
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MAGNETIC ISLAND SELF-SUSTAINMENT BY FINITE LARMOR RADIUS EFFECT

M.Hugon and P.H.Rebut

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon. OX14 SEA, United Kingdom

Introduction
The particle and energy transport observed in tokamaks could be

explained by a turbulence resulting from a mixture of small magnetic islands
and a chaotic region, where field lines link different plasma regions [I].
This paper investigates how this topology could be self-sustained by finite
ion Larmor radius effect in a collisionless plasma.

Magnetic topology
Islands are in equilibrium in a chaotic zone, when the overlapping

parameter 7 is between 0.75 and 1.50. 7 is the ratio of the virtual island
width 25 to the distance between two island chains A [2]. The island is
defined by its poloidai extension ZBo/ky s 2n/ky and its radial width
Zbiao) 5 2c; it is assumed to be thin: ky b[®o) << 1. In the present model,
the vector potential outside the island is calculated assuming that the
chaotic region is made of nested magnetic surfaces.

The z—component ‘ of the vector potential 4: in a slab geometry is
defined by:

a") 2 finao) fiwoi 2x2
42(X.y.90) = —2— x + k Aix.y,90) = - k 2 - Aix,y,8°) (l)

y y b (80)

where 80' = (rq'/Rq2)Bz is the shear term and fiieo) the amplitude of the
perturbing radial field. A(x.y.EJo) is assumed to be an even function of y
with a period 2n/ky and to be independent of x and equal to a(y,€lo) inside
the island. The last closed surface of the remaining island is defined by
£z(x.y.eo) = 0 and its radial coordinates are given by:

Myflo] = T» b(60) (10,80 /2 (2)

Perturbed electric potential associated to a magnetic island
Imposing quasi—neutrality in the chaotic region defines the radial

electric field E0 in the reference frame rotating with the islands [1]. This
condition is now extended inside the magnetic island.

The ion distribution function depends on the electric potential Ifl. The



electron distribution function depends on g0 and on the vector potential A;_

The electrons are in thermodynamical equilibrium in the electric potential

ill, because their thermal velocity is much larger than the drift velocity
VD = (— W x B) / 82. In pure MHD (limit of very small Larmor radii), III is a
function of 542. When taking into account the finite size of their Larmor

radius pc (pc 2 b(®o]], the ions experience an average electric potential ['01
different from [[16 experienced by the electrons. Under these conditions. the
electric potential is no longer a function of 242.

The potential l/Jl experienced by the ions is expressed as:

+ua
1/1. = — E0 x + b(®o) Eo I G(x—x’} $(x',y) dx‘ (3)

l
‘11]

$(x,y) is dimensionless and the integral containing Glx—x') is the operator

associated to the finite ion Larmor radius.
As the electron Larmor radius is much smaller than b(®0), the electric

potential we felt by the electrons is given by:

we — - E0 x + blGO) E0 ¢I[X,y) (4)

Imposing quasi—neutrality inside and outside the island leads to two
integral equations satisfied by IZIiXJ). They indicate that $(x,y) is an odd
function of X. This system of equations is solved by numerical iteration.
The result of such a computation is plotted against x in Fig.1 for y = 0,

biElo) = l, a ratio of pc/b(@0) = 1, Vxne/ne = 1 and VxTe/Te = 2.
Computations shmzv that the2 finite Larmor radius operator cap be

approximated lzuy: J0 _[( c/£u(y,®0)l l w(x,y), where the function Jo is
defined by 10 (u) = e 10(u), lo(u) being one of the modified Bessel
functions of zeroth order. J0 (u) is equal to 1, when u is zero

(pc << b(®o)), and tends toward zero for u infinite (pc >> b(E)o)). When
pc/b(@0) Z l, the above approximation for the finite Larmor radius operator

is used in both integral equations and WAY) can be written as:

—1 for x S -&(y,®0)

with: SP = O for -fn(y,®o) s x s @(yflo)

+1 for x a Myfiol

The relative accuracy of J1(x,y) given by Eq.(5) is less than 10% of the full
computation. Vxne and VxTe are the average gradients of electron density ne

and temperature Te.

Current density inside the island due to finite ion Larmor radius effect
In steady state, the current density conservation satisfies:

V'Uneu + niqivoi + neqevne) = O (6)
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JII is the electron current along the field lines, which is the sum of the
constant plasma current and of the perturbed current sustaining the island ‘6J1l(x,yl. vDi and vDe are the ion and electron drift velocities
respectively.

Keeping the leading terms of Eq.(6) and after integration with respect
to y, 6]|l(x,y) can be expressed as:

q 130 b(o ) +00 ie Whey) — I C(x—x’] Way) dx’ (7) i
i

i

allltx’y)=_ B’ xe x
0 —00

5Jll(x,y) results from the difference between the electric potentials
experienced by the electrons and the ions. It is an even function of x. Thecomputed values for 5J|l(x,y) using the data of time) shown in Fig.1 are
plotted as a function of x in Fig.2: they indicate that the current densityis nearly constant inside the island. The integral in Eqi(7) can be
approximated by the function 102 defined above for pc/b(E~lo) Z 1.

Magnetic island self—sustainment
In the case of thin islands (ky b(EJo) << 1). Ampere's law is written as:

8(80)

R
Y

i

l
i

2 lVXA(X,y,®o) = — uo 6J”(x,y) (8) 1

Eq.(8) is integrated with respect to x across the island using theexpression of the perturbed current as a function of Jo. This leads to an
equation in y and @0, which is equivalent to a non—linear eigen functionequation. It is solved by computing the Fourier components of the vector
potential with respect to y with an iterative code for different values of(90. Eq.(8] then becomes:

Vn VT P 2—xe+lxe l--J2 CnKT VT Vn n 2T 0MB)elxexe e e o L=F(80) (9)“o .22T n Vn P 2 VT 1‘“
Bo e e xel—JZ c +lxe y

n Obie) 2T6 0 e

HBO) is determined from Poincare map computation by numerical
integration of the field line equations using the vector potential obtained
previously. The values calculated for F(®o) as a function of 80 are giVen in
Table 1. This function increases, as 80 decreases, that is as the island is 3destroyed. Its minimum value compatible with the existence of small magnetic Iislands embedded in a chaotic region is close to 0.12: it corresponds to ly = 0.75, when the last KAM surface between island chains is destroyed.
Islands are self-sustained, when the left—hand side of Eq.(9) is larger than
0.12. This result is lower by about one order of magnitude than the
threshold calculated for the self—sustainment of a fully chaotic medium [3].

Conclusion
This study has proposed a possible mechanism maintaining islands in a

chaotic zone. The islands are sustained by an electron current along the
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field lines produced by the difference between the electric potentials
experienced by the electrons and the ions. This difference is due to the
finite size of the ion Larmor radius. The condition for island
self—sustainment is given by the left-hand side of Eq.(9) larger than 0.12.
This condition depends on the electron temperature and density gradients.

Eq.(9) can be written in terms of the non dimensional structural
parameters [3, Q and additional shape factors, {3 representing the plasma
pressure and Q the finite Larmor radius [2]. It is proportional to 89 in the
limit of small ion Larmor radius and to B for large ion Larmor radius.
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Table I

Numerical results for F030) obtained from the Poincare map computation as a
function of Go and of the overlapping parameter 3v.
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Fig.1: Computed values for the Fig.2: Result of computation of the
perturbed electric potential 171(x,0). the current density sustaining the
The island lies between x = —l and island BJIl(x,O) using the data given
X = 1. The ion Larmor radius pc to in Fig.1.
island half—width bleo) ratio is 1.
Vxne/ne = 1 and VxTe/Te = 2.
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Abstract. The stability of the ion temperature gradient (VTg) mode in tokamak
geometries is examined in the limit of long wavelength and flat density, retaining
the nonadiabatic electron response. The existence of three unstable branches is
shown.

Several experimental observations suggest that the ion temperature gradient
driven mode, the so called VTg—mode is a possible candidate for the explanation of
anomalous ion energy transport in tokamaks. Most of the analyses of this instability
have considered the shortewavelength limit (k9p;)2 ~ 5% , with kg being the poloidal
wavenumber, pi = 1171/05 the ion Larmor radius, UT, the ion thermal velocity,
9.- = eB/mic the ion cyclotron frequency, in = LT,/R, L7, = —(VT,-/T,)‘1, T,-
the ion temperature and R the major radius. In this limit the eigenfunction has a
moderate ballooning structure in the outer part of the torus and can be destabilized
by the combined effect of the ion temperature gradient and the local unfavourable
curvature. The resulting instability has an interchange character with the growth
rate 7 given by 7 ~ (wpwm )7 and weakly dependent on shear. In the latter
expression MD = kgcT /eBR IS the magnetic drift frequency, rush-— kgcTa/eaBLTa,
a = e,i and B is the equilibrium magnetic field. The effect of the parallel dynamics
is, in this limit, to provide a moderate ballooning structure. This, in turn, allows
the use of the strong coupling approximation.

In this paper we consider the longewavelength limit, which has received less
attention in the past. In Refs. 1 and 2 it has been shown that for values
of he lower than sgipi-l an unstable mode exists, corresponding to a broader
eigenfunction: the effect of the normal curvature tends to be averaged out, while
the geodesic curvature simply yields a renormalization of the inertia term through
the Pfirsch—Schluter enhancement factor. Such a mode has a slab—like character.

In the present paper we show that in the long—wavelength limit, in addition to
the slab—like mode another branch exists, peculiar to toroidal geometry.

For the sake of simplicity we consider here the fluid—ion limit of the eigenmode
equation, which in the ballooning representation, reads
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(12 n 1— '6 2 .d—ffflmzb LLEMU+£32x2)+5(Cosx4réxsmx) «6:0 (1)
X I+TQ€§~_,

where ¢ is the electrostatic potential, X is the extended poloidal variable, 9 ‘
w/dwmwnfi is the normalized frequency, and positive 9 corresponds to wavg

propagating in the electron diamagnetic~drift direction, T = Te/T;, b: rlcglog/géiY
q is the safety factor, 3 = rq’/q is the shear, and the usual circular flux surfaces
equilibrium has been employed. In Eq. (I) 6 accounts for the nonadiabatic
electron response. For dissipative trapped electron dynamics and a.) < cum ‘ 5 z
6%LIATE/Veff > 0, where 5 = 'r/R, r is the radial coordinate, l/efi' : Veg/E, and Va,
is the electrorrion collision frequency.

If the ordering b~1 is considered, the strong coupling approximation (cosy/4.
éx sinx m1+(§—I/‘2)X2) can be applied. In this approximation Eq, (1) becomes
a Weber equation; its lowest eigenmode is given by 45 : exp(7a,\'2), with the
condition Red > 0 to be imposed for the existence of the ballooning transform.

In the limit b>>1, 5T.- < I, 6 = 0, the eigenvalue is given by

b 37
Q = _— '— 9

T + 1 qb (N)

while Rea : Re [—%q§] 2 $62 : 0(1), in accordance with the strong coupling
assumption. Note that the root given by Eq. (2) has a slab like character, with
the growth rate being proportional to é/q.

In the limit I): 1, Eq. (I) has been solved, in Refs. 1 and 3, obtaining

2 .3 ii
(1% <——+z—) (3)

T qT

For é/q << 2, the mode has an interchange character.
When nonadiabatic electron dynamics is considered (6 ;E O), the root given by

Eq. (3) is weakly affected and it can be shown that no further root is destabilized
by the 6 term.

In the limit l7<< l, the real part of U tends to be small, Rea % bqsImQ
and the eigenfunction becomes broader in x. That is, for b sufficiently small, the
strong coupling approximation becomes invalid. In this limit, due to the perturbative
character of the curvature term, a multiple scale analysis can be carried out.

The eigenfunction exhibits a periodic variation over the connection length scale
X ~ 1 and a secular variation over a larger scale X > 1. The structure of the
curvature term suggests two possible forms for the eigenfunction.

One form corresponds to balancing the parallel compressibility term and the
curvature term.

Eq. (I) then yields

d» = acuity) + 2b§Qq2X sin WM?” + 0(1)) (4)
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with ¢0(b%x) satisfying to

2m 1— '6
3+ WHWWWHWWZ ¢o=0 (5)

1+Tflefn

With boundary conditions given by l¢0l ——l 0. For 5T.» (<1 Eq. (5) yields
x-'00

5 (1+2qz)% %
_ ] (6)

Note that the eigenvalue is independent of b and weakly affected by the
nonadiabatic electron dynamics.

The other form for the eigenfunction corresponds to balancing the parallel
compressibility and the adiabatic electron response. The twoiscale analysis of Eq.
(1) yields

q!) : Coafix) cos § + 50(b%x)sin g + 0(b%). (7)
C0 and 50 must satisfy the conditions

()2 203 _ ‘6 103" 34_T<1_i_z_>__f sprawl/00:0unreal. 4’”
and

(8)

l — l CrJ + bfiqzos‘xsu = 0
1+ Toes; 453

S{, +

which again yield a Weber equation for Co and So. The eigenvalue 9 is given by
1 l 1

3 — '6 — — 2 Q — 2Q (1 1 ) 4q <67} + T) O (9)

For the sake of simplicity we first consider the limit 6 : 0. Eq. (9) shows
that, for 5T]. : 0, an unstable mode exists for any value of b, propagating in the
ion diamagnetic direction, with Q = exp(i2n/3)/(4qr)§, along with a marginally
stable solution 0 : 1/(4bq27')%, corresponding to a mode propagating in the
electron diamagnetic direction. For finite ET, the unstable root exists only for
b> 170 E 6%7'2/27q2. Meanwhile, for b< b0, Eq. (9) yields three marginally stable
solutions.

When nonadiabatic electron dynamics is retained, i.e. 6 % 0, Eq. (9) indicates
that instabilities persist for b< b0. Specifically, we find, for b<< 110

1 26q
'-— §+4T32 , (10)

TET; Ti

and r
5'}. , 1.

Kiwi 1' (1716f? . (ll)
2b2q
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Eq. (10) corresponds to an unstable solution. Eq. (11), meanwhile, does Contain
an unstable solution (the one with the positive sign), propagating in the electron
diamagneticidrift direction, only if 6 > 0. For nonadiabatic electron respon3e
associated to dissipative trapped electron dynamics, this is the case, as far as
the condition w < Laws is satisfied, which however is not consistent with b<< [,0
for usual temperature profiles, ET: ~ cm. 111 any case, both Eqs. (10) and (11)
indicate that |wl :5 In)“ = UTi/qRI violating the parallel incompressibility (lwl > lwtil)
assumption made in deriving Eq. (1). Thus, to properly examine the 11:5 b0 regime,
we need to retain ion kinetic effects such as ion transit/bounce resonances which
may be expected to be further stabilizing.

On the other hand, for 1 > b > b0, we have the following two unstable solutions

9 :1{exP(s/3)}(4qr)‘%(1—z'6)—% (12)
From Eq. (12), we can readily show that lW/Wwel ~ |b0/b| < 1 and, hence,

6 > 0. Thus, Eq. (12) does contain an unstable solution propagating in the electmn
diamagnetiedrift direction. Also, since )w| > (wt), the fluid«ion approximation is
valid in this regime.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Drift wave instabilities driven by the ion temperature gradient (ni) mode (ni = d lnTi/d

lnN) play an important role in explaining the anomalous transport in tokamak experiments
[1-3]. Several studies have been made in order to assess on which extent the experimentally
observed anomalous transport is correlated to the properties of turbulent drift wave spectra
[4]. In particular recent 2-D numerical simulations [5,6] of the ni-mode show that
long-lived, large scale coherent structures exist and considerably affect the level of
magnitude of the anomalous transport. A significant reduction of the turbulent heat flux with
respect to the quasilinear estimate and positive dependence on dissipations is indeed observed.

In this work, we address the question whether the ni-mode nonlinear equations admit such
a coherent solution. In the cold ion limit and slab model the nonlinear drift wave equation
(Hasegawa-Mima equation[7]) have stationary solitary vortex solutions. These solutions
correspond to a coherent fluid motion with vanishing anomalous thermal flux. The simplest
form of these solutions is a dipolar vortex (modon) traveling in the direction perpendicular to
the density gradient and first found by Larichev and Reznik [8]. Properties of this solution
have been widely studied [9-11] showing that it has a high degree of stability. The anomalous
transport associated with the vortex-vortex inelastic collision was studied by W.Horton [12].

11. MODEL EQUATIONS
The hydrodynamic ion equations are used to describe the toroidal "i instability and the

electrons are assumed to satisfy the Boltzmann relation, ”e/No a ecb/Te. Two dimensional slab
geometry is considered, with the gradient in the direction of the equilibrium magnetic field
approximated as V" 5 x/Lsa/By s ikyx/Ls, where LS=qFtls is the shear length and s=rq‘/q and
the curvature term evaluated at the outside of the torus. For the perturbed electrostatic
potential (9, the parallel ion velocity v, and the ion pressure p, the following set of nonlinear
fluid equations are obtained which describes the ni—mode dynamics.

3“, 14-1]!- 3(1) ap av(1_Vzt’fi = — (1—2;:n + 1: JHETL ZEn-ay—SXF;+[Q),VZL¢], (1)

av _ 3
x——SX—~ay(¢+PI—[¢IV]I (2)

' ENEA Guest
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at i’TW’UPl-flr (3)

with an = Ln/Ft, S = Ln/LS I =Te /Ti and Ln'1= VN/N.
ln Eqs.(1)-(3), nomalized variables are used, with (x,y) —) ps(x,y), 2 —> a and ta)

L r,lcst with cS =(Te/Mi)1/2, pS =cS/Qi and the fields scaled as

(eQi/TeNH i/cs,pi/Pe)=(¢,v,p)pS/Ln.The E xB convective nonlinearities are expressed in

terms of the Poisson bracket operator by vE-Vfa [(p,f] .

In this work, the simplest fluid set of equations for the nivmode turbulence are used in

order to focus the attention on the problem of the existence of the coherent solution. Therefore
the compressional terms in the ion pressure equation, which give a stabilizing contribution
and are important in order to determine the critical ion temperature gradient nc and the finite
Larmor radius terms are neglected in the ion pressure equation.

In the shearless limit, the ion parallel velocity equation is decoupled from the potential and
pressure equation, and the resulting equations have been studied through numerical
simulations [5,6]. Also, in the case of cold ion limit and no toroidicity, Eq.(1) reduces to the
Hasegawa-Mima equation [7] (equivalent to the Rossby wave equation[13]).

III. STATIONARY SOLUTION
In this section, we look for the stationary solution of Eqs.(1)-(3) traveling with velocity u

in the y direction, (p(x,y,t) = (p(x,y-UI).
The general solution of Eq.(1) to (3) is

P=F(cp—ux) + Kx, (4)

v=G(cp-ux) + Sx2(1+F‘)/2, (5)

V:q)=H((p-(U+K)x)+ PO+XP1+XZPZ+X3P3, (6)

where F,G and H are arbitrary functions, K=(1+ni)/1 and PJ-(tp-UX), j=0,1,2 and 3 are
determined by

2
l S I. ._ ._ .

KP3——?F, KP2—-3PJ,KP1——2P2-SG,

KP0=u—l+28n+2€n}? ~91

F,G and H are determined by the condition that p,v and cpvanish as |x|, M a m , giving
2

vie: C(pe S—scpi 3D(u + K)x(p2 + Dip], (3)-
L1

where
suflq) u—l+2€n(l+A) SB(3u+K)A:K/u, B:e—, 02* and D=—-2u2 UH‘ 3(u+t<)3

The localized solutions of Eq.(8) are singular and the general solution is obtained by matching
the solution of Eq.(8) at some boundary corresponding to a closed curve in x, y plane, with
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the solution in the region inside the boundary which is nonsingular at the origin x = y = O. In
the inner region, the form of the function H can not be determined within the framework of
the present analysis. In order to make further progress it is convenient to assume that H is
linear. For the sake of simplicity it is better to discuss separately the shearless and the case
with shear.

In the shearless case Eqs.(8) reduces to p=A ¢, v=0 and

vfl<p= Ce. (9)

with C > O for localized solution, giving the condition for the speed of the vortex u > 0 or u <
K when (1 —2 an)2 < 8 snK which is easily satisfied by the unstable ni- mode. it should be

noted that C < 0 reduces to the stable linear mode, exp(ik x—imt) with the phase velocity u =
(n/ky. With a linear dependence for H, we obtain the usual dipolar vortex solution

Kl(l<r)

K(kr > ””0I o
(p=(u+K)rOcos (l0)

2
(l+k—2)FL—L§fl ,r<r

q 0 q Jltqro) 0
where k2 = C, X = r 0059, y-ut = r sine and q is determined by

K2(kru) =_ J2(qro) - (11)

kKltkro) qJ1(qro)

The solution (10) has two free parameters of the vortex speed u and the vortex radius r0.
in the case with sheer, we use a perturbation theory to find a stationary solution for

small shear. In the lowest order in S, the solutions are given in Eqs. (9)-(11). With the
simplest choice of H for the inner region and q): (130+ (p1, the following solution is obtained

1 IJ(alJ1+(ppil)cose+(a3J3+(pp'3)c0336 ,1:<rU

(91 = (12)
O O

[(b1K1+(ppll)cose+(b3K3+(pp’3)cos 39 ,r>2:o

We note that the magnetic shear yields a second order contribution. The particular solutions
of Eq.(12) are given by ( m=1 and 3 )

I1 _ it x 1 a 1 Ym(qro)
(ppAm—EYmtqr) IO sGm(qs)ds +Jm(qr) J; sGmYmtqs)ds-m

and

010mm]: ) 0(ppm: I m(kr) £56m K m(ks)ds +K r“:DUtzrtj sGm I m—(kslds WK,“r“:olkr)! sGm(ks)ds

with
i_ l i_1SB(3U+K) 3 2]G1— 3G3, 63- —4[—3 r — SE: a ,

i

l

o i l
JmiqJ SGm(qs)ds

U

2 2 3G:=3G:, Go=i[_%r2§—3D(U+K)r€ Mai]
11
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In Eqs.(12), J and Y are the Bessel functions of the first and second kind, and K and | are
Modified Bessel functions. The circular boundary is changed by the effect of shear, ( r0
+r1(9 ) ) r. With the continuity condition of V1291 on the boundary. we obtain Hie)
=Rcos2 e. The continuity condition of (p1 and ao1/ar determine the constants a1.a3,b1,b3
with R determined by the following relation

1

amml a‘PDJ
R_ 4 1 _3r—_T(r_ro) (13)

3 Kll(kr0) J'1 (qro) K'ltkrof
(u+K) l—kra— q—ek——Kl(kro) Jl(qr0) Kl(kro)

and

qJ1(qro)A k K1(kro) acp: 1 8(4): 1

Jl(qr0) Kl(kr0) _ r ' 3r _

3 J'ir) K'(kr)—B° 81 (FR)- (14)(IL, 3_L 1’s: ‘99,;
J3(qro) K3(kr°) T _ 31:

We note the shear reduces the free parameter from two to one. For given value of the vortex
speed u (or r0). Eq.(14) determines the vortex radius r0 (or u). The stationary solution
is given by Eqs.(12)—(14). The boundary which was a circle becomes an ellipse.

IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown that a localized stationary solution exists for the nonlinear equations

describing the ion temperature gradient driven turbulence with and without magnetic shear.
When the magnetic shear is finite, the circular boundary of shearless modon solution
becomes an ellipse and the number of free parameters reduce to one with the vortex radius
r0 ( or the speed u ) is determined by Eq.(14). The work of Meiss and Horton [10] contains
only the linear effect of magnetic shear and shows that the shear damping is exponentially
small in 8. Our study include a full nonlinear effect of shear and we have shown that
there exists a stationary solution.

Although it is difficult to identify the coherent structures found in ni-mode simulations
as the simplest stationary solutions found in this work, it may be a mixture of these
solutions through the vortex-vortex or vortex»wave interactions.
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1. The "linear" axisymmetric equilibria. Following the procedure given by Hohenauer
/1/, the Schliitcr—Grad—Shafranov (SGS) equation in quasi—toroidal coordinates (131740) a

a2 R a 1 62/: - a a/fl+nmaf+aw§‘nn%§ma§ ( )
i A 1+ BM) EluBupW) + 4r(R07rcosfl)23EP(¢) = 0,

with to the ignorable coordinate and R0 the major radius. is linearized by assuming the
total pressure and the third covariant magnetic—field component to be of the form

PW) = P0 + P11Z1+tP21b2 (2a)
Emu/J) = 131,0 + 133,110 , (21))

respectively. The resulting linear equation for r) is then solved through first order in the
inverse aspect ratio 7}, with the result

1/) = R0 {AT[J0(nTr)—1] + ncosu[51§—§EATJO(HTI) + [52(g)2+sr].11(tTr)]}. (3)
Hence B follows in the form

1 1 (9 (9 ~
B : Ro—rcosi9[_?'61/7) 9r + 3% es + Bohr/f) em] 7 (4)

and by inserting (3) into (2a) we obtain an analytical expression for P as well. A weak
additional magnetic field BV = 0(1)), which may be applied in tokamak configurations
by external vertical—magnetic—field coils, can be taken into account in the equilibrium
solutions (32 by prescribing appropriate conditions at the plasma boundary (r : a) /2/;
the latter a feet only the constant 54. A suitable scheme for evaluating the constants ap—
pearing in the linearizing expressions (2a) and (2b) has been developed, which permits us
to relate these constants to certain physical quantities of immediate relevance — such as
the safety factor q at the plasma boundary or the fi-factor at 1‘ = 0 — and to thus estab—
lish a plausible cennection with real experiments. With this scheme one can find low~/3
(fl 2 1%) or highe/J ([3 z 5%) equilibria corresponding to tokamak experiments employing
Ohmic or additional (eg, neutral~ beam injection) heating, respectively.

and

2. Neoclassical transport calculations. (a? We consider a two—component plasma satisfy—
ing the basic scaling assumption of neoc assical theory, 5 E p /LH(< 1, with pL the ther»
mal ion Larmor radius and L“ the hydrodynamic length /3/. To lowest order in c, the
temperatures of both particle species are surface quantities, i.e., functions of it alone. By
means of the plausible ansatz

TaW’) = Two + Tan/H TaDZI/j? (5)
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(which provides us with some freedom in fitting experimental data), the expressions for

P and B, and the quasineutrality condition, the two‘fluid variables In, n1, p9 and pi are

obtained in 0(50). These quantities are needed in neoclassical transport equations deter—
mining the surface averages of the radial components of the particle and heat fluxes.

Such tranSport equations governing the averaged pin steal radial components have

been derived by Balescu /3/ for the special case lg : 19(p , where 19 E Jggg is the scale

factor of the orthogonal l-lintonil'lazeltine coordinates (finite) /4/. Since. however, for

the equilibria considered here lg is no surface function but rather depends on p and 6, we

had to generalize Balescn‘s equations to this case.
There are two possibilities of performing this generalization. First, one can derive

equations which again determine the physical components (hem ), cl. (b) below. The

second, much simpler possibility consists in deriving transport equations for the aver»

aged contranariaut radial flux components, cl. (c) below. For geometries where 19 is no

flux function, one usually calculates such cantranariant llux components, although for

the ”figures of merit" of a confinement configuration it is the corresponding physical

components which are of immediate relevance.

(b) For the dimensionless particle fluxes hem and heat fluxes 11‘1““. the equa
tions for the averaged physical radial flux components read

(11301)) = an<h§m>DR+(113(1‘))CL+(rifmbgofi(1130‘)? , (e)
geo

where (110315,“ and (11%“l are given by Eqs. (120.10) and (12.9.11) of Ref. /3/ and

the neoclassical contributions are of the modified form (marked by the superscript T)

. '
i _J.

(iifii“));CL E amuse-1 (1,9; [oftm + steam; ‘Gzntmp . (7)

Moreover, we find the new terms
.1 J; __ _J. _1 i. _ 2 f)

(113“ bgeo : —2 23111023,? J((QQBlploli) 117,6.“ )fmip) (s)
and

<hg(3)>;eo E ——1047:31‘nj'fjJ[7%((QQBlplelg)'1hfi(4) 3301,)
+ ‘21?((Q&Blplelg)"/r,af(2) d p] , (9)

which describe purely geometrical effects and are not related to any thermodynamic

forces /5/.
In the short—meanifree—path regime, these relations can be shown to assume the

form of transport equations, i.e., equations relating the fluxes linearly to the correspond—

ing thermodynamic forcesln the long—mean—free—path regime, on the other hand, they

in addition involve certain unknown irreducible Hermitian moments whose evaluation

appears to be rather complicated. The calculation of physical particle and heat fluxes

from these equations may be a. worthwhile task to be tackled in the future.

(c) In our second generalization of Balescu's transport equations /3/, we have derived

the following relations for the averaged contravdrianl radial flux components with re

spect to the coordinate system (11/), 6,0:

(raven : Lt 1-‘1+LE 3: (10a)

(tie-Vim : TetLik‘i + Llii‘nl (10b)
(qi-tfi = *r, the; (10c)

where 1‘0 and q0 denote the particle and heat fluxes, respectively, k equals Cl. for the

classical and PS for the Pfirsch—Schliiter fluxes,
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l dP l dT _ 1 dT-“Tear, 9522mm? 33.1“? (11)
are the relevant thermodynmaic forces, and

CL c Pmc2 V 2 CL_ r.ci‘Pmc2 V 2L1 3—3—2; <L3Ln. L2 ——W;€—3—eee Heb.
CL rC'lF’rnc2 V12 CL 5C‘P‘111'C2 V- 9 .Ls =3%—r < 14>. L4 227%77lé2d131m' >7 <12)

LES = [raga-2 ($4) (wave-ax] LSL (11 : 1, ...,4)
are the related transport coefficients. For the various other quantities appearing in these
equations the reader is referred to Ref. /3/. The radial contravariant component of theion fluxes are determined by the ambipolarity condition

<Pi-vw>r = sever/2. (13)
Equations (10 and (13) completely determine neoclassical tranSport in tolramaks

in the short—meani rec—path regime; in the long—mean—free—path regime, the bananafluxes will also have to be taken into account with the help of analogous equations.
((1) The main task in evaluating the transport equations (10) consists in computeing the various surface averages entering the transport coefficients (12), to which end theflint—surface geometry must be known. In our case, the surfaces are determined by the

transcendental equation w = const, with 1/: given by Eq. (3), from which the relation r =r(fl;tb) can be obtained only numerically. However, in order to still be able to proceedanalytically, we have chosen to solve the equation 1/) = const with the help of the perturebational expansion
1‘ : r0 + 77r1(fi;r0) + 0(772) , (14)

where 0 5 r0 3 a /6/. It turns out that through order 77 these approximate flux surfacesare nonwoncentric circular tori. However, a fundamental shortcoming of the expansion(14) lies in the fact that it is not applicable to those innermost magnetic surfaces whosetil—values do not occur in 0(7)“). We have thus assumed these innermost surfaces to becircular tori as well, determined by an appropriate ansatz for r : r(17;r0), where now 7a sr0 < 0. Then, the quantity p = ;(r0+a) may be considered as a topological radius /3/labeling all circular—toroidal approximate flux surfaces (—a s r0 5 a). The surface averagves required for the various transport coefficients are now approximatly calculated by in—tegrating over these circular tori.

3. First numerical results. Figure 1 shows the electron— and ion—pressure profiles (solidand dashed lines, reSpectively , and Fig. 2 shows the related density profile (ne = n1) fora low—fl tokamak equilibrium with R0 : 100 cm, B?(r:0) = 5 T, 77 = 0.2, fl(r:0) = 0.01,q(r=a) : 3.85, and 7 = 1, corresponding to specifically chosen electron and iontemperature profiles (5). The classical and Pl'irsclrSchliiter particle fluxes (10a) for thisconfiguration are given, in units of crn‘l/QS'Zgl/fl, in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Note thatin each case the symmetry axis of the torus is to the right of the figure.
Comparison of classical and Pfirsch~Schliiter particle lluxes for some configura—tions considered by us has shown that the latter exceed the former by a factor of about10 + 20. More systematicstudies are under way and their results will be reported at theConference.

gcknowledgment. This work was partly supported by Austrian Research Fund Project7005.
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DIFFUSION OF IONS IN PRESENCE OF NEARLY
OVERLAPPING MAGNETIC ISLANDS

.l. T. Mendonca and M. Brusati*

Instituto Superior Técnico, 1096 Lisboa Codex, Portugal

*JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon 0X14 BEA, U.l\'.

l. lntrod uction

The anomalous transport of energy and particles is one of the main physical
problems encountered in fusion plasma research. One plausible drive of such
transport is the field stochasticity arising from the interaction between magnetic
islands, caused by MHD activity associated with microtearing modes.

If is accepted that, when islands overlap does occur, electrons experience a
radial diffusion associated with the stochastic behaviour of magnetic field lines.
This exceeds the ion diffusion, due to the larger ion mass.

However, a different situation occurs when the overlapping condition is not
fulfilled or is only marginally attained. Electron diffusion is prevented by
undestroyed magnetic surfaces, but ions maintain a high diffusion rate due to their
finite Larmor radius. Collisions will further enhance the ion diffusivity.

In this work, ion diffusion coefficients are computed using a simple
mathematical model, where magnetic islands are described by a discrete mapping and
finite Larmor effects are simulated by a random force which depends on two distinct
parameters.

2. Model eguations

We assume that the electron and ion guiding-centres confined in a toroidal
magnetic field and in presence of magnetic islands, can be conveniently described by
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he following discrete mapping:

—. 7 — —. N :}:J+NelT(XJ~)l +l~ (1)
where X = ( II 6), I representing the radial variable and 9 the poloidal angle. The
standard mapping, describing the magnetic field perturbations is given by:

Tug): l iJ
where K is the amplitude of the magnetic islands. lnstead of K, the overlapping

+Ksin9J. 9J+lJ-] (2)

parameter VEZKl/Z /7r is commonly used. In eq.(l) we also have:

a = A[cos(27rR), sinO’rrR) ] (3)
where A is an additional parameter and R is a random variable in the domain (0,1).

When A=0 (and N:l), the above eq.(l) simply states that the electron and ion
guiding centre follow the magnetic field lines along the torus. In this case, their
motion will be mainly regular as long as ‘7 < 7C -— 2/7r (or K < 1). For ‘7’ > 'Yc, the
particles will be allowed to diffuse radially, just by following the stochastic field
lines. When AzaéO. two additional diffusion mechanisms can be described by eq.(1).
One is due to collisions: N represents the mean collision time and A the particle
Larmor radius. The other is due to detions on the ion cyclotron orbit which
occurs when the ions cross the stochastic separatrices surrounding the islands, even
if their guiding centre remains on a regular magnetic surface.

In order to calculate the various diffusion processes, we assume the following
definition for the diffusion coefficient [1]: D = o/V, where:

a=§2isineoi V=l>l§stisineoi (4)
Here, T is the total number of particle trajectories, 90 their initial angular value
and L the number of iterations they take to cross one single chaine of islands (or
equivalently, to cross the radial distance Al : in). The sum in eqs.(4) is taken over
all the trajectories crossing that distance, in the sense of ref. [1].

3. Numerical results

Let us assume that ’7’ g 7c and that collisions can be neglected. The
electrons will not diffuse, but the ions will be influenced by the stochastic magnetic
fields surrounding each magnetic island, twice in each cyclotron period.

This means that, in each iteration of the mapping (1), where we should assume
N=1, the ions will be acted by a random force weighted by A. The value of A can



be estimated by assuming that, in each iteration (or toroidal turn) the ions have

performed a large number M of gyro-orbits and that, in each of them, two small

random perturbations occured.

This means that A should be seen as a measure of the mean distance
travelled by the ion guiding centre during M cyclotron periods. The result of such

a diffusion process is shown in Figure 1, where D is calculated using eqs.(1) and (4).
with N=i and for two values of A: 1) A=0 illustrates the electron behaviour. where

diffusion only occurs for "/> 0.7; 2) A=Tr illustrates the ion behaviour, where

diffision at a significant level is present even for 7<7C.

Let us now consider the influence of collisions. In this case, A is just a

meassure of the ion Larmor radius pi. If we assume that pikz l, where k is the

typical wavenumber of the microtearing turbulence, we can take A=7r, which means

that in each collision the ion guiding centre can travel half the distance between

two adjacent magnetic islands. Such a diffusion process will be negligible for the

electrons, because [)9 2A=0.

Now, because the ions are not very collisional in high temperature plasmas

they can perform a large number N of toroidal turns between two consecutive

collisions. in Figure 2’ we represent D as a function of N, for two values of '7, one

bellow and the other above 7c. The probability p of a given trajectory starting at

10:0 to attain l=27r is also shown. We see that D tends rapidly to zero for N > 10.

4. Conclusions

With the aid of a simple model we have shown that the ions can diffuse
anomalously more than the electrons in the presence of non—overlapping chains of

magnetic islands. These islands can eventually be associated with microtearing

turbulence. Two regimes of anomalous diffusion can be envisaded. one dominated by

the ions, for '7 < 7c» and the other dominated by the electrons, for 7 > 7c. The

same model can also be used to estimate the enhancement of the diffusion process

due to collisions, where again the ions will diffuse faster than the electrons, for

moderate values of '7.
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TOROIDAL ni-MODE TURBULENCE WITH COLLISIONAL TRAPPED
ELECTRON EFFECTS

A. Iarmén and H. Nordman

Inst. for Electromagnetic Field Theory and EURATOM/NFR Association
Chalmers Univ. of Technology, 8—412 96 Goteborg, Sweden

Introduction

In this work the effect of dissipative trapped electrons [1] on the particle and
heat transport caused by ni-modes in Tokamaks [2] is studied. The plasma is
assumed to be in the collision dominated regime. Using a toroidal fluid
model for the ions [3] and a kinetic description for the trapped electrons a
coupled system of nonlinear evolution equations for electric potential,
particle density and temperatures is derived and solved numerically.

Transport coefficients from the numerical simulations show good
agreement with coefficients obtained from quasilinear estimates. The
transition from the neo-Alcator scaling of the energy confinement time with
density to a saturated state is demonstrated. Contrary to the case with
nondissipative trapping [4], particle and heat pinch effects (inward transport)
do not seem to be possible for the modes studied here when the plasma is in
the collisional regime.

Ion model

The ions are described by a toroidal fluid model [3] which includes all the
curvature effects in the energy and continuity equations and where an
important role is played by the ion diamagnetic heat flow. The model
neglects ion motion parallel to the background magnetic field and uses
localization of the particles by the magnetic field in the perpendicular
direction. Comparisons with linear results of kinetic models [5] including
effects of magnetic drift resonances have shown a good agreement.

Electron model

The trapped electrons are described by the Vlasov equation with an energy
dependent Krook collision operator and an effective collision frequency
cZVCj/E giving the rate of detrapping. The untrapped electrons are assumed



to have a Maxwellian distribution (at the potential perturbation ¢).
Assuming collision dominance, Vef>>iu)l, the total (trapped + untrapped)
electron density and temperature perturbations are then given by a simple
Boltzmann law slightly modified by the trapping effect, She/ne=(1-ia)e¢/TQ,
where a~e3l2ncm*E/vci<<1 is directly proportional to the fraction of trapped

electrons but inversely proportional to the collision frequency,

Numerical simulations

The equations governing the evolution of the potential, temperature and
density perturbations are

Bn- 1+ i —;
(i + VE‘V)[——' — pZVZ fl)+(1+—np§V/’2)v*c-V ed)

110 ' T Tat De To:

+7D-V{r%:+%+%} =pf(3ii-V)V2::-:—:- (1)

2:4: if)“ =(1—t37..-V) % (3)
where quasineutrality has been assumed and "i‘ and “e" refer to ions and
electrons respectively. The electron temperature perturbation from the
kinetic electron model is given by 5Te/Te:(1/2—4B\7*e‘v)e¢)/Te. In (1, 2) both

convective and FLR nonlinearities are included. The system is solved using
a fully dealiased Fourier spectral method in x,y and a predictor-corrector
method for the time integration. A 64x64 grid spanning -1.83pl<x,pl<yg1.8 has
been found appropriate. The turbulence is driven at intermediate length
scales (k2p2=0.1) and is artificially damped at low and high mode numbers
assumed to represent the effect of ion Landau damping and high-k viscosity
respectively [4]. In the simulations the profiles are kept unchanged and
hence only nonlinear saturation mechanisms are considered. The thermal
conductivities and particle diffusion coefficient are calculated as time-space
averages over the turbulent state

{ 1C ax. =_ {BO (firm? (4)
cc 3(3)

_— TcBO < 8—y- 8Tc > (5)

D: Lhc <a—¢5n> (6)
¥“0}30 3y
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Quasilinear diffusion

Assuming a perturbation ~ exp(ikxx+ikyy—io)t) the linearized form of (1—3)
gives the linear perturbations which substituted in (4—6) gives the
quasilinear diffusion coefficients

L'n [Giles - :gwm)+¢]%a—Ywa[% -m + $8.] Y2
i=C— (7)

X [)5 5 2 kikycScur-3mm +Y2 -
Dre 1 “/2xc=4C p5 aFkyCS (8)

_ Ln 1 f
D—CEaFkyCS (9)

where y is the linear growth rate (titan—+17). For the modes studied here we
have in general ysmr, hence the weak turbulence approximation is
motivated. We note that D=xene/4. The normalization constant C replaces
the summation over k and has been chosen after comparisons with the
simulations. The saturation level of the potential has been obtained by
balancing the linear growth and the dominant convective nonlinearity in
the energy and continuity equations which gives eqy/Tezy/uue 1/kn. In the

saturated turbulent state the spectrum is roughly isotropic with kxps:l<yp5:
0.3 which is used in the quasilinear expressions. From (8,9) it follows that Xe
and D are always positive (outward). Xi! however, contains pinch terms
proportional to an and in the limit (1-) 0 it has been shown that this leads to a
decrease in x,- for large En giving a radial profile of x1 that compares
favourably with experimental results [4].

[MVSl O

l i i l
0.1 02 ct.

Fig la. Scaling of diffusion coefficients with a~e3l2ncm*e/Vei as obtained
from nonlinear simulations and quasilinear theory.
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Fig 1b. Energy confinement time versus density.

Discussion

In fig 1a the scaling of the diffusion coefficients with a is given as obtained
from the fully nonlinear simulations and from quasilinear theory for
kp5=0.3. The corresponding scaling of the energy confinement times 115,-:
aZ/xi with n~1/a is shown in fig 1b. Typical ASDEX parameters have been
used with a=0.4 m, R=1.6 m, Te=Ti=0.5 keV, m=ne=2 and en=1. The
normalization constant here is C=14. It is obvious that there is a reasonably
good agreement between the results from the quasilinear theory and the
mode coupling simulations, especially for small values of a. The linear
dependence of D and Xe for small or is a consequence of the weak dependence
of y and the fluctuation level on or. The relation between Dsim and Dql
follows the Xesirn'Xeql relation since the particle and electron energy
transport is determined by the linear electrons. The disagreement for larger
(x-values is expected since here the expansion in on breaks down for the high-
k part of the turbulent spectrum. Thus modes with kzpzel will give a
nonnegligible contribution to the transport giving Xsim > q. The energy
confinement time in Fig 1b saturates when no 2 7-1013 cm‘3 corresponding
to the regime where Xi 2 'Xe- For smaller values of no the electron transport
dominates giving the neo-Alcator scaling of the confinement time. The low
nO regime, however, has been excluded since here the assumption of
collision dominance is violated (nov/a).
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The anomalous resistivity in the neutral sheet of the magnetotail
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Zu-yin Pu
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Shili-tung Tsaj
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Abstract

In this paper a new kind of kinetic drift instability. crossing-axis (AU) ion diamag-

netic drift instability. is proposed. Our results show that the AC ion trajectories can he
expressed with an analytical expression. there are two kinds of drift motion associated
with AC ions: orbit drift and dianmgnetic drift. both of them can reach the order of
the thermal velocity. An electrostatic instability can thus be driven in! the AU ion
diamagnetic drift velocity and enhanced by the orbit drif‘t'resnnance with the wave.
The associated anomalous resistivity reaches the order of 104 mil.

Guiding center theory in the reversed magnetic geometry

Jian-lin Mu Shih-tuug Tsai
COAST-World Lab. and Inst. of Phys. Academia Sinica. Beijing

Abstract

In this paper the guiding center Hamiltonian in the current sheet of the field—
reversed magnetic geometry is presented. An exact solution of the unperturbed particle
orbit and guiding center position in a strong inhomogeneous magnetic model is obtained.
The contribution of small normal magnetic component to the Hamiltonian is carried out

by Lie transfomation method. Numerical results show that this theoryr can be used in
the cases of magnetotail and field pinch geometry.
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SPECIFIC EDGE EFFECTS ON TURBULENCE BEHAVIOUR
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I. Introduction
In both divertor and limiter configurations, tokamak plasmas are surrounded by a region with

open field lines, the scrape off layer. Direct measurements of plasma density or potential using
Langmuir probes show that this region is highly turbulent i.e. ii/n =lOO% , kipmi =0.l (where
pm,- is the ion Larmor radius). The plasma zone just inside the last magnetic surface has also been
similarly observed to be unstable [1,2,3]. Theoretical models generally fail to find linearly
unstable modes: the free motion of electrons along flux lines stabilizes the rippling and
interchange modes; collisional drift modes are also found to be stable [4]. Several models have
then been developed which include specific edge effects to explain the large level of turbulence:
for example impurity radiation or ionization and charge exchange [5,6].

In this paper we take into account new effects which are shown to modify drastically the
instability behaviour. In the second section the linear stability in the scrape off layer is
investigated taking into account the fact that the flux lines are open. In the third section specific
edge effects in the region with closed flux surfaces are investigated.

II. Stability of open llux lines
For the sake of simplicity we shall consider only the case of an axisymmeuic configuration

(Lei inner wall operation, belt limiter, standard divertor). Each field line in the scrape off layer
intersects the wall or the limiter at two poloidal angles 61,92 as shown in the figure. Its length is
L = qR(62 - 91) where q is the safety factor and R the major radius. At both extremities the
sheath potential (I) adjusts itself in such a way that the ion current neVmi is balanced by the
electron current ae own, It is interesting to study the stability of a potential perturbation d in
such a flux tube using a fluid model. The massflconservation provides a relation between the
potential and density fluctuation E = - e V2fl‘y%-g% where V: is the diamagnetic velocity and Y
(=-itu) the growth rate. The charge conservation in a flux tube of vanishing cross section can be
expressed as :
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92
Idiv(Tcuw+Tpol)q6 + L/(el) + T//(92) = 0 (1)

91
The divergence term reflects the charge accumulation due to curvature and polarisation

currents. The two last terms represent the parallel current through the sheathes at the extremities
of the flux tube. The perturbation of these sheath currents results from a modification of the
number of reflected electrons: T//(6) = neZVmi flr-z Note that ”(9) is generally much smaller
than the standard parallel current response k//$/n , by a factor «1% k//7lconl Because of the
high parallel conductivity the perturbations tend to be constant along the portion of field lines.
Thus a function of the form f(r) e-im(q(r)9+¢) e71 has been chosen for the potential (since the
field lines are open there are no problem of multiple determination when 9 varies of 21:).
Equation (1) then implies the differential equation in f0):

32?a2 +? (5+v): o (2)
2k§q2[G<e>-AH(6)1:2 ~4wC-l

where r—2 = - ——82—l , v = ——92-
[9] e QYRVthile]

1 91
with 0(6) = 5203/3+9 . H(9) = (1+5) sinB-sBcosG, ke=mlr is the poloidal \gavenumber and

5:31;]- is the shear parameter (2 at the edge). To simplify the computation g—g- =0 has been
assumed. The quantity A:-4V:V ge/(pthi 72) = 4V2[hi/YZRLN represents the interchange effect
(LN is the characteristic lengtheof the pressure gradient and Vgc'1s the curvature drift velocity)
Since there is no resonant layer, it is reasonable to look for radial variation in the eikonal form
f(r) = eik". The dispersion equation writes, k2 = ti/r2+v or :

62
e k [9L9 ( y 4 [ Y )LN4 2R[0(9)] 2+ 1 . Rf+ 2 var R — q [H(9)]:2 =0 (3)91 qzkg Vthl/q q2 képthi I/q

The first term (stabilizing) contains the effect of the shear and inertia and the second
(stabilizing) represents the end losses . The third term represents the curvature effect, stabilizing
if H<0 . Like in the standard interchange mode theory there are real Y values only if H is positive

i.e. the average curvature is unfavorable. The maximum growth rate corresponds to k=0. In
practice G is rather large and y is only a weak function of k for ks q2 k9. Thus by superposing
several radial modes it is possible to construct solutions localized in the SOL where this model is
correct. The most unstable modes are found when the end loss term can be neglected. This

happens if: kepm. Hm/aflmm] [0(a)]e9:21.) (=typically 0.1).The corresponding
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. I Bi 9 .growth rate 15 y : [fiflv 2R[H(e)]el/LN[G(G)]912 . Three cases corresponding to

unfavourable curvature are considered (see table). The growth rate for k=0 as been computed
taking R/LN = 20.

32 02 R61,92 [G(e>]9] [H(e)]91 YVThi
Inner wall -rt,n: 90 13 2.4
Double null low field side -Tt/2,1t/2 24 6 6
Belt limiter It/12,7t/12 0.26 0.26 6

In conclusion, the contact of field lines with the wall cause interchange modes to be unstable
when the average curvature is unfavourable i.e. in many common configurations. This could
explain why the scrape off layer is unstable in inner wall operation, between two toroidal belt
limiters , like in IET [7], in the external part of the scrape off layer in a double null configuration
as observed in ASDEX [8]. This explains also other observations like the large radial scale of
turbulence, the fact that the collisionality plays no role as observed in CALTECH [9], and the
observed 90° phase shift between density and potential fluctuation . The problem is not so simple
in non axisymmetric geometry (like the case of discrete limiter). There is a mixture of stable and
unstable field lines. This model could explain the existence of localized turbulent spot sensitive to
limiter configuration and current direction like the ones observed in TEXT [10]. One should note
that the rippling modes are not expected to be more unstable within this model because the
stabilizing parallel heat flux is not cancelled in open field lines.

III. Non linear effects in region with closed magnetic surfaces:
The edge is characterized by density gradient such that the mixing length fluctuation level

1/kJ_I_.N = fi/n is of the order of 100% while in the plasma core it is rather 1%. In presence of
such a level of turbulence the trajectories of particles are strongly modified and this affects the
plasma response to a test mode. This effect has been investigated by considering the stability of a
test mode in presence of background turbulence simulated by a large amplitude helical pump
mode. The stability of an electrostatic drift test mode was studied in such a modified
configuration. Two effects have been found : i) A significant number of electrons are trapped in
the turbulence and this increases the power transfer to the turbulence. This provide a new energy
source, ii) The ions experience large convective motion (a typical scale is 1cm =LN). This new
scale tends to replace the ion Larmor radius in the averaging operators as a radial scale of the
turbulence.

Another effect of large density (or electric field) gradient is that the diamagnetic velocity may
vary drastically in the width of a test mode. When this effect is introduced in a simple WKB
approach [11] enhanced instability can be found since the mode reflects on a cut off layer rather
than it convects its energy towards the ion Landau resonance.

For both effects the plasma parameters play an important role through the collisionality and
the density, temperature, or electric field gradients which depend themselves on the transport.
Such features could produce bifurcation for the turbulence level which corresponds to the L-H
transition. More details can be found in [12].
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IV. Conclusion
Several features of the plasma edge modify the plasma stability:
- In the scrape off layer the field lines intersect the wall. This inhibits the parallel current

which tends to stabilize interchange modes. This effect makes interchange modes to appear with
radial scales such as kgpmi = 0.1, and their growth rate is rather unsensitive to plasma
parameters like collisionality. It is thus possible to explain the existence of turbulence in the
scrape off layer and some of its characteristics in configurations where the average curvature of
field lines is unfavourable. Several observations related to the in - out asymetzry of the scrape-off
layer are also understood.

- The strong density gradient allows large turbulence level and strong non linear effects due to
electron trapping and ion convective motion are possible. This results in a better coupling of the
electrons with turbulence and on the other hand in the appearance of a new non linear radial scale
for the turbulence larger than the ion Larmor radius as observed in experiments.

-Unlike in the plasma core, the plasma parameters vary strongly within the scale of an
eigenrnode.

92

Inner wall "double nul LFS" Belt Ilmlter
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INTRODUCTION
The confinement of charged fusion products in tokamaks is a key issue for thermonuclear

reactors. Concerning energetic trapped ions, the important role played by the toroidal magnetic
field ripple was identified several years ago [1]. The hamiltonian description of mechanics is an
adequate frame to analyse the resonant interaction of such weakly collisionnal particles with a
perturbating field [2},[3]. In this work, we study within this frame the particle—ripple interaction

and show that the destruction of the particle adiabatic invariants can be understood through the

resonance overlapping mechanism. Two different regimes are clearly identified and the

associated stochastic thresholds and diffusion coefficients are derived. This analysis is applied

to fusion products in ITER.

HAMILTONIAN MODEL
The unperturbed motion of a trapped particle is quasiperiodic and adequatly described by a set

of conjugated action angle—variables: [J1,¢1] related to the magnetic momentum invariant ti and

the cyclotronic motion, [Jz,¢z}and [J3,¢3] respectively associated to the bounce ((02:03b) and

precession (m3=o)p) motions. The angle variables ((324%) are related to the guiding center

coordinates (r,(p,9) by 6 = 60 sin (1)2 and q) - q(r) 9 = (1)3 where 90 is the poloidal bounce angle.

Retaining the dominant n3=N toroidal harmonic (N is the number of TF coils), the TF ripple

SBIB can be expressed as M?) = 2 5m(r) cos m9 cos Ncp and, expanding the resulting

hamiltonian perturbation on the angle variables, we obtain (a are the Bessel functions):
+00 +00

8H=pB 2 2 5mf)[1,,2((Nq+m)eo)+J,,2((Nq—m)a(,)] cos(n2¢2+N¢3)
“22—00 [11:0

The particle motion is strongly affected when aFourier component 5Hn = 8hn cos(nzq>2+N¢3)

of the perturbation is stationnary along the trajectory. The corresponding resonance condition

reads Nflhak) + nzwzflk) = O. For 3.5 MeV trapped (it-particles in a reactor sized tokamak, one

typically gets w2=2w3 and several resonant surfaces (a/Z) are found inside the plasma.

Retaining the low poloidal harmonics of the ripple perturbation (m<<Nq), and considering that

most orbits satisfy (Nq60>>n2) we obtain using the asymptotic expression of Bessel functions:



8h“ = uB 50 V 2/(1t60) cos(Nq90+§)

Where the ripple has to be evaluated at the banana tip ( 80:5(r,60) ).

MOTION NEAR A RESONANT SURFACE - REGIME IDENTIFICATION
—) —> —)

Introducing the variables (74D) defined by J = JO + ti) 9», (I) = Z nkok, where JO=(J],JZ,J3)
is a point located on the resonant surface n)=(0,n2,N), the hamilton equations of motion have

the simple form:
9» 8 5h“)

d3: 5h” sin (I) and (1%: 2 “Wok+ “k (51k cosd) ’

where the new variables (MD) are defined by I = I; + R X, (I) = nkok

Defining on = nknk. d2H0(?)/dJkBJkr=nknk-amk/GJR. ( 0! is the harnjltonian non linearity along 6’)

h = 11B 50 VZ/(aGO) (h is the resonant perturbation maximum value) and

p = N 8(Nq80)/8J3 + n2 8(Nq90)/8J2 (p describes the perturbation spatial variations along 3),

these trajectories (LCD) can be described by the following reduced hamiltonian.

é—a h2 + h cos p?» cos (I) = Constant

Analytical expressions for the action angle variables, for 0t,p can be found in [4]. For p=0, this

equation describes a standard island topology of width M51 = 4 lh / cell/2 (Fig.1.a). For the

general case where p#0, it must be noticed that the topology of the trajectories strongly depends

on the fact that the perturbation can or cannot vanish inside the standard island width 7V5] thanks

to its cos(p?t) dependence. Consequently, two different regimes emerge: for low pkblvalues,

the standard island shape is conserved, whereas for higher values, new separanixes appear and

a more involved structure emerges (Fig.1b). For high P1151: the width of the whole structure

(i.e. the distance between the two outermost separatrixes) is given by AS” = 2p.h / ct = phi/8.

A frontier between the two regimes can be determined by 1,5121”. This relation defines a

critical ripple value:
a

51m = Clim(s,90) W , where Chm is a function of the magnetic shear s and 90 and 8=r/R.
q

In the intervals 37t/4<60<1t/4, r/a>1/2, Clirn has slow variations: typically C1im=4i1- For

ITER, the condition 5(r,90)=51im divides the plasma into 2 zones: an inner one (typically
corresponding to 90>rt/2), where 5<5um and an outer one, where 5>5um-

STOCHASTIC THRESHOLDS AND DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS

In the low ripple zone, the resonances have the classical island topology, and a standard

Chirikov parameter S]: QiSI/(uz can be used to determine the stochastic threshold. We obtain
2 4 2

51 = C1(s,90) fig??? where C1(s,90) is of order 0.03 and K is the plasma elongation
L
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Above the stochastic threshold, the collisionless diffusion coefficient can be, in this case,

obtained from the quasilinear theory. For Gaza/2 the radial diffusion coefficient writes:
22N PL V 2D = — — 4H7; 6

r1 4‘5 r 90 K2 e
In the high ripple zone, we have to consider a more relevant S parameter that takes into account
the size of the multiple islands structure (Fig lb): S; = q/mz where 95“: 2 p-h. This gives

8 3/2 r
52: C2(Sv90) (—)

Nq PL q
e 3/2 K

Expressing C2 for Bonn/2, one get 62(1r/2) = 0.33 (N?) W which is quite similar
PL q T

to the stochastic threshold initially proposed by Goldston, White and Boozer in [1].
However, in this case the quasilinear approximation is no more valid. An evaluation of the
diffusion coefficient can be made using the characteristic time and space steps associated to the
rotation frequency msecjsl of the particles in the secondary islands and the distance between two
such islands. From the structure of the perturbation, we find Terr = 2n/ msccjsland = 211: / (p.h)
and that Alarm/p. This leads for Gown/2 to the following radial diffusion coefficient:

Da __. 1 fLL5
2Nq60 4 K s 60

It must be noticed that DXZ/D,1=(o2/(p.h)= 1/(282) where 32 is the resonance overlap parameter
corresponding to the strong perturbation regime. Consequently, an important result is that in the
zone where the 13:2 diffusion coefficient is applicable, its numerical value is always smaller that
the quasilinear one.

APPLICATION TO ITER
For ITER, the case of 3.5 MeV (it-particles is resumed on Fig.2 showing the upper half part of
the plasma poloidal section. The curves where 5:51 and 5:32 (thick lines) indicate that there is
an unstable domain in the outer part of the plasma (suong ripple regime) whereas the inner
zone (weak ripple regime) is stable except at the very edge. The diffusion coefficients are found
to be very large as soon as the stochastic regime is reached: from typically 10 mzs'1 at the
frontier of the stable domain up to 100 mzs'1 near the plasma edge (Fig.2). As a consequence,
in the major portion of the stochastic zone, the confinement time of trapped 0t particles is far
smaller than their thermalisation time: these zones can be considered as a sink for these
particles.

REFERENCES
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INTRODUCTION
A serious degradation of confinement wim additional heating is commonly observed onmost tokamalcs. The rnicrotean'ng modes could provide an explanation for this experimentalfact. They are driven linearly unstable by diamagnedsm in collisional regimes. but it may beshown that the collisions in non linear regimes provide a small diffusion coefficient [1] whichcan be only significant at the plasme edge . In the bulk of the plasma. the microtearingturbulence could play a basic role if it is unstable in the collisionless regime. While it is linearlystable without collisions, it could be driven unstable in realistic regimes by the radial diffusionit induces. To study this effect, we have used a model where the non linear action of the modeson a given helicity component is represented by a diffusion operator. They are found unstable

for reasonable Bp=2tt0nTl Biwith a special radial profile ofthe potential vectorA [2].
The problem arises the validity of this model where non linearities in the trajectoriesbehaviour are replaced by the diffusion which broadens resonances. To test this procedure. wecalculate the actual electron distribution function when it is determined by the ergodicity of thefield lines. We compute the correlations of the distribution function with the magneticperturbation and compare them with the analytical expressions derived from the resonancebroadening model.

Tl
To simplify the computations. we assume that there exists a frame 0f reference Rrotating around the mayor axis where the magnetic configuration is static. The magneticperturbation is given by:

6A = Z ALm(r) exp i(m¢+ze +5(1,m)) (1)
,m

In the frame R, there exists a static electric field - V U(r.6,q>) that we resuicr to its average

radial component - T which confines electrons. In a first approach, we neglect ther
corresponding electric drift velocity. Each component 1m in (1) creates an island chain near theresonant surface defined by:

Ir=e where m +m: 0. (2)
The magnetic surfaces are destroyed and the field lines wander stochastically when the half
width 61 of an island is greater than the disrance between two neighbouring resonant surfaces d.
The electron current is derived from the Vlasov equation by:

61: I F(r,9,¢)) e v” and
T (1:): v” V/IF - owl) ARI: sol) (504mm) - 5(r-r max) ) (3)
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where V” is the derivative along the actual flux lines . S is the source term of particles

localized at the radii r min and rmax and D(v2) A. is a small diffusion operator which prevents

the singularities due to the stochasticity of the flux lines. The solution of (3) is expected to
1/2

exhibit fluctuations from the 51 up to the smallest scale 5D=(13—L) « Blwhere L is the
//

2
parallel correlation length of orderJ-EI . We propose to find numerically the solution of

I 61 dr

(3) at large scales of order of the width of the islands BI. It will be verified that this solution is

independent of the exact form of the diffusion operator D(v2) A. as long as 5D « 51.

W
The inversion of the operator T is performed by a new method based on the integration

of equation (3) along the flux lines. Because the solution of (3) is independent of the exact form
of the diffusion operator at large scale, we may localize the diffusion Operator in a meridian
plane q) = O. The source term may be also localized in the same plane. We then have:
F(a)=F(B) if [5: (r(B) , 9(B) , (1)03) ) is magnetically connected to on: (r(oc) , 9(a) , ¢(CL)) and

(MB) is in the interval (0, 21:). The problem is reduced to compute F in in a meridian plane 4): 0.
We define an application T transforming a point 0t into its magnetic image in the same

plane after a 2n: variation of d). We then build a set E of points at which is invariant by T:
T(E) =E.. In pratice. we construct a series of loops of points 0t: (otl; 0.2; ........ ; an) such

that a2=T(ot1) ; a3=T(ot2) '; ; an very close to al. The function F will be computed at the

points on of the set E ,which must be uniformly distributed over the plane 4; = O. For each point
at, we define a set of the neighbouring points B in order to simulate the diffusion operator in

(3). Namely we replace (V2) AF (0.) by (1‘1 F(B)—F(Ot) where da =di3 is a
v// B l3 a

[3
d da equals zeroconstant related to D if the distance between (1 and B is smaller than aneig an B

otherwise. We choose Bneig << 5I' The equation (3) after integration between two points 0. and

T(ot) then becomes:

E (1
F(T(0t)) - F01) = dB (Hm-1:01)) +S(01) (4)

l5
where 8(a) results from the integration of the source term. This equation is solved by the
iterative procedure:

Fwtrta» - Fnta) = Z d: (rntm-rncoo) +sta) (5)
B



. a . .which may be shown to be convergent if all the d are posmve. As the distribution function
along the flux lines is a constant. we know at each point the value of the distribution functionmen). The correlations with the perturbation are computed for each radial position. They arecompared with those obtained from the renormalized equation [3] in order to justify thediffusivemodel: 2

v . . 8 F' ' 8F A. // 2 [m I m .1 0 Ln]K F -—- D =4- __1 // Lm lv//| [I . lm 3,3 1‘ 3r 50 (6)
m

where i=n-.e,¢)= 2 F1'm(r) exp i(m¢+19+8(l,m))
.m

The coefficients D1]: are expected to be of order of the quasilinear value Dql for
(I..m')=(l.m). In the following, we test the model with a constant 1 =i-l in the series of (1) by- [m B (m I'm' = lmtakingD'm D0 81.111 or Dl.m D05 (m - . .I l.m + D1 6!.ttt1 With the appropnate ratio DOIDql

MOMPARTSON AND RESULTS
The fig 1 shows the 9 and ti) averaged value of F(r.9;¢) labelled by <.F> for a typicalcase of 11 island chains obtained with 1 =1 and m=-5 to 5 with 5i = d. The slope is

approximately constant between the source and the sink . The radial flux defined by
I“ A F(r.9.¢) de—d? agrees with the values of the source terms and the diffusionBo r39 4n“

coefficient defined by Derg = 8—157 is in agreement with the quasilinear value. The Fourier< > r

V th
is the Kolmogorov scale. It may be verified that these functions are independent of the diffusioncoefficient D introduced in (3). They may be compared with the values derived with thediffusive approach on fig 2. The best fit is obtained for D0 = Dql and D1: 1,1 D0

. D q R d 1 3component F1 m(r) appears as a standard {unetion of (r gm) where 5d ={L} /

(l) X. Garbet . F. Mourgues , A. Samain .Plasma Phys. and Cont. Fusion , 30 (l988),343(2) X. Gnrbet . F. Mourgues , A. Samain .Plasma Phys. and Cont. Fusion , 32 (l990).131(3)P.H Diamond and M.N Rosenbluth , Phys. Fluids. 24 (1981),1641
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Modelling of Improved Confinements in Tokamaks

[A] Peaked Density Profile and Inward Pinch
[B] Change of Transport at L/H mode Transitio

Sanae—I. Itoh and Kimitaka Itoh

National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya 464—01 Japan

Introduction Recently various improved modes have been found other than
H—mode in tokamaks. In H—mode the steep gradient is established only
near the edge region. Other improved modes are characterized by the
peaked density/ion temperature profiles. In this paper, a model of
peaked density profile in the core associated with sheared rotation due
to E; and the extended model of H—model) based on the bifurcation of E;
at the edge are presented. Both confinements are related to the plasma
rrotations due to Er( E;) in edge and core regions. If the plasma
radius is large. combined structure can exist.

Peaked Profile M2222 This modelz) shows that differential part of the
plasma rotation due to Er and an anomalous electron viscosity induces
the inward flow of electrons. Ion viscosity differently acts on ion,
so that the balance of particle diffusion and the inward pinch due to
the viscous friction to the velocity shear determines the Er structure.
The ratio of the viscosity and the diffusion coefficient, namely the

diffusion Prandtl number, determines the relative peakness of the rota—

tion velosity profile and the density profile. To obtain Er(r), electron
flux is assumed to be anomalous due to drift—type microturbulence of
toroidal mode number n. Applying the mixing length theory,

eEr eqBtn I

F = —D n —§ (1+d n ) — (——— —s,a s s[ns s s pDs Ts “CTS )] (1)

where De=DeOMTlfig7UZ, ug=8/§EK4—uc),ug=ppE£/vTi, n=dlnT/d(1nn), q and
pDe denote safety factor and the ratio of anomalous electron viscosity
to diffusion coefficient, i.e., electron diffusion Prandtl number. Note

that the shear term of Er/r in Eq.(l), (differential rotaion affects
the particle flux.
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Stationary ion flux also comes from the classical viscosity flow

and the momentum loss by charge exchange in the presence of toroidal
. _ , _

rotation, U¢ —(qTiR/erB)[ni /"i(1+cini)_eEr/Ti]' They are I'i’v—(qR/erB)

nimiVUVU¢, Pi,cx=(qR/erB)nimiU¢nO<cv>’ where U is the viscosity.
' ‘ ‘ ' ' F = F. F. T.Ba51c equations are Peisson 5 equation, e,a lla+ 1,v+ 1,cx and the

' ' ' _V. . .= ‘ .continuity equation as. Fe,1,tot + Sell 0. Particle sources Se,1 and

Ti cx dictate the boundary condition for the core structure ( r<a—A, A
,

is the penetration length of nuetrals), where neutral density n0=O. We

assume that the no is given as a parameter.

In the core we get solutions for the shear part of E ( = azeEr/rTi)

as PDelE} =A010(‘/"aTVuY)v PDeiEl = ‘2(1““)" va = (1+PDi/PDeWi/pi’ Vu =
(1+1/pDe)q2R2u/a€ y=r2/a2, and Di is the gyroradius. In this case, ug

in D8 is neglected. The peaked profile is sustained in the absence of

particle source. Due to the anomalous/classical viscous effects on

differential rotation in the presence of Er’ an inward pinch is caused.

The ratio of vu(normalized viscosity)to Va( normalized diffusivity),

namely normalized Prandtl number, strongly affects the structures of

n(r) and E. In Fig.1, we show the density profiles for various values

of n75; (fixed Aoéa/Xn—a2<S>/DEO). The density fall—off length of

scrape—off 1ayer(SoL), An'

We see that the peaked density profile is obtained when the normalized
is assumed to be determined by SoL transport.

Prandtl number is large. If the electron Prandtl number is also large,

the more peaked profile is expected. Reduction of the edge source, (S),

rises the value of A0 and causes density peaking as well. The corres—

ponding differential part of the electric field is shown in Fig.2. In

Figs.l and 2 , the line averaged density is kept constant. Associated

with the inward drift, an anomalous heat transfer to ions due to visc0us

friction is predicted; the increase of ion temperature and its peaking

are also expected.

H—mode The H—mode transition models based on the sudden change of Er

have been reported3’4), and the change in edge Er have been observed in

experiments. However, neither of models could fully explain the H—mode

transition. We extend our previous theory3), including the effects of

Bi. Ion losscone rate changes in the presence of E;; banana width and



the minimum energy which bounds the loss cone region alter. Introducing
numerics F and C, we have the ion loss flux as,

Fi,NA=<FniVipp/VE;|1_ug|+CE) exp[—°ll—ug|X2], X=DpeEr/Ti

where e=a/R (a,R; minor, major radius) and 0 indicates limiter place.
The equation, Fe,a=ri,NA gives the refined condition for transition.
Transition (L—H) occurs even in the case of O=0 (limiter case). Associ—
ated with the negative jump of E;, it takes place independent of the
sign of Er' In Fig.3, the solution of E;, relative groth rate of the
instability and the resultant flux is shown. We assume the relation,
Er=BppE£. In Eq.(l), the effect of E; on the trapped particle mode is
included. Simple estimation shows that the growth rate reduces as
Y=YOV1+ug/uc.

predicted. Critical gradient, Ac' of new model is close to the value

Sudden reductions of fluctuations and conduction loss are

obtained from previous model.
The work is partly supported by the Grant—in—Aid for Scientific

Research of MOE Japan.
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Fig. 1 Density profiles for various values of Va/VLl for fixed AO=1O=
(a/An—az<S>/Deo). The line averaged density is kept constant.

Fig. 2 Potential profile which corresponds to sheared rotation is shown
for cases of Fig.1. pDe=l.

Fig. 3 Gradient of Er, instability growth rate Y, and particle flux are
shown as a function of the gradient parameter A. 5:0.25.
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THE EFFECT OF THE RADIAL ELECTRIC FIELD ON THE L-H MODE
TRANSITION.
M.Tendler,V.Rozhansky*
Royal Institute of Technology,S—10044, Stockholm 70, Sweden
*Polytechnic Institute,Leningrad,USSR
1.INTRODUCTION
Consider the plasma in a tokamak,which is not initially in a state of equilibriquasi-

electrostatic electric fields usually emerge in a tokamak plasma due to varying departures from
the exact local charge neutralityrln the standard neoclassical theory the particle fluxes across
magnetic surfaces to order (p/r)2 result from the toroidal component of the momentum
balance.The contributions to the radial flux emerge due to the inertial,viscous and friction
forcesThe temporal and spatial discharge ontogeny consists of two phases.The first phase
governed by the balance of the parallel inertial and viscous forces is not intrinsically ambipolar
owing to the significant difference of the ion and electron inertia and viscosity.Thence the
parallel viscous force associated with the magnetic field modulation in a tokamak rapidly damp
the poloidal flow,producing a radial current caused by the force of inertia and proportinal to
dEr/dtThe convective derivitive of the electric field urBEr/ar ariseslf ur is of the order of the
Pfirsch-Schluter particle flow then the poloidal rotation resulting from the radial electric field is
quickly damped.However,the transport in a tokarnak is notoriously anomalous and exceeds
the value of the Pfirsch—Schluter particle flow by orders of magnitude Therefore the role of
this phase of the discharge is very important in reality.The intrinsically non—ambipolar phase 0f
the discharge terminates when the mean parallel viscous force compensates exactly the inertial
force.Then the radial flux is primarily governed by the friction force owing to Coulomb
collisions between ions and electrons.This results in the intrinsically ambipolar fluxes across
magnetic surfaces.Thus more subtle phenomena such as the shear viscosity invoke at this
phase. The well—known conservation of the toroidal angular momentum by Coulomb collisions
results for an arbitrary value of the electric field iii-Therefore the ambipolar electric field at this
stage is determined as a linear function of the toroidal angular momentum and the pressure-
gradient -driven diamagnetic fluxes.
VoONEO= - [cTi[l(d(lnTi)/dr+d(lnni)/dr] l/(eB)=V0+ 6U II (1)
where V0=-cEr/B.For example the neoclassical theory predicts that the radial electric field
vanishes due to the shear viscosity and a large value of the toroidal rotation velocity U ll
=V0NEO/6 emerges,where V0 NBC is a neoclassical value of the poloidal rotation and
6=<Bu/B> is the ratio of the poloidal to the total field.Nevertheless,this large value of the
toroidal rotation velocity is never observed experimentally in the absence of the unbalanced
neutral beam injectionNumerous experiments have shown that the toroidal rotation velocities
never reach high values[2,4].The reason for this is the strong anomality of the shear
viscosity.Moreover the neoclassical theory predicts that the first term at the r.h.s. in Eq.( 1)
vanishes due to the shear viscosity.Thus the poloidal rotation results entirely due to the second
term in Eq.(l) (toroidal rotation).However,for experimentally observed values of the toroidal
velocity,the second term in Eq.(l) turns out to be negligibletThus the resulting poloidal
rotation is governed by the electric field.The current driven through the periphery on the
tokamak CCT resulted in the triggering of the UH transition and the subsequent improvement
of the overall confinement [5].The main idea advocated in the present work is that the
polarization current resulting from the spatial variation of the electric field and the anomalous
transport triggers the UH transition and is the cause of the improved confinement.This current
results from the charge separation (polarization) due to finite electron-ion displacements.There
are several mechanisms which would affect the polarization current.Besides already mentioned
enhancement of an anomalous transport resulting from the strong auxiliary heating or pellet
injection the current turns out to be significantly modified (enhanced) due to the effective
increase of the plasma mass provided there is a population of the banana-trapped ions.Then the
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radial current torque is strongly amplified and the parallel viscosity is undermined to damp the

poloidal rotation.'Ihis catastrophe-type transition is termed "the inertial catastrophe".
2.THE VELOCITY OF THE POLOIDAL ROTATION.

In this Section the combined effect of the inertia and the viscosity is analyzed provided the
quasi—stationary electric field given by Eq.(l) is modified due to the injection of neutral beams

or pelletslf an arbitrary poloidal rotation velocity V0 differs from Eq.(1),the non-ambipolar

ion fluxes emerge. From the sum of the parallel components of momentum balances for ions

and electrons follows that the ambipolarity is fulfilled when
<nmiduui/dt+ (V- 1t)t|>=0 (2)

The effect is considered in the vicinity of the separatrix where the population of banana

particles is significant and V039 CS.The contribution of untrapped particles to the inertia flux is

small. Thus we obtain for the stationary case (3/3t=0)

dV0(r)/dr+0l(r)V0(r)=B(r) (3)
Here,

0t(r)=Vi/ur B(r)=ot(r)V0NEO (4)
Eq.(3) constitutes the main equation of the present study unfolding the effect of inertia and

yielding the profile of the poloidal rotation velocity and the associated radial electric fieldThe

first term in Eq.(3) has been omitted in previous studies.The solution for V0 is obtained

integrating by part the solution f Eq.(3)

V0(r)=[Vo(a)-V0NEO(a)]eXP('_0t(r3dfl+VoNEO(r) (5)
The governing parameter turns out to be [V0(a)-V0NEO(a)].

If V0(a) coincides with the neoclassical value VONEO(a) then the profile of the poloidal
rotation velocity is determined by the neoclassical velocity profile VONEOU) given by Eq.(1).

On the other hand,if V0(a) differs from VONEO(a) then the solution does grow exponentially

from the separatrix into a plasma core on the length scale of the order oc(r)'1.
This exponential growth is terminated only when the poloidal rotation V0(r) approaches

GCSThis occurs due to the significant decrease of the total amount of banana particles in the

inner core.Then the inertia is dominated by the untrapped particles.

We obtain for V0=GCS
dv0(r)/dr+&(r)v0(r) exp(-V02/62C52) ='y(r) (6)

where A N
Y(r)=a(r)V0NE0-dupi/dr
mrl=vpfelur62n+2qzll~1

Neglecting terms of the order VONEO compared with 9C5 and accounting for aL >>1,we
obtain from Eq.(6) wgfth the logarithmic accuracy

exp(x2)dx=f_ot(r)dr (7)
o

The function V0 as a function of radius (Eq.(8)) is roughly proportional to V0=9 C5 ~VTi(r)

6(1') in agreement with [5].The crucial criterion for the exponential growth of the solution is

governed both by the presence of banana particles up to a separauix and by the magnitude of
the poloidal rotation velocity at the inner side of a separatrix. As emphasized already by us in
[1],a layer arises due to a discontinuity of rotational velocities in the SOL and in the inner

core.The thickness of this layer is of the order of the banana width.The separatn'x constitutes
the outer boundary of the layer.The profile of the poloidal rotation velocity crucially depends
on the boundary conditions imposed both by the conditions in the scrape-off layer,which are

governed by a contact with a metal, and by the gap in the poloidal rotation AVO in this



layer.The velocity of the poloidal rotation in the SOL has been calculated by us in [1].Forgiven temperature Te(r) and density n (r) profiles,the velocity of the poloidal rotation V0 reads
V0={cTe[d(lnTC)/dr+d(ln n )/dr] ]/(eB)]< 0 (8)

Note that this value of the poloidal rotation is sustained by the positive radial field and istherefore negative here.The change in the gap calculated from the condition for detrapping of
banana ions turns out to be approximately VeBCSII‘hence the resulting value of the poloidalrotation velocity at the inside of the separanix layer employed as the boundary condition inEqs.(3 &6) V0(a) is found out

V0(a)=V0+ \leecs = {cTe[d(lnT e)/dr+d(ln n )/dr] }/(eB)+ «feecs (9)
The two terms at the right hand side of Eq.(9) have opposite signslf the banana width Pci
\lE/Q is less than h,where h is a typical scale of plasma parameters in the SOL,the second termgets dominant and the V0(a) becomes positiveThis means that the resulting value of thepoloidal rotation velocity at the inside of a separatrix V0(a) exceeds the neoclassical value givenby Eq.(1). The solution obtained from Eqs.(5&7) is shown in Fig.1. In summary,within theframework of this model,the L/H transition occurs if pd \ie/O<h.
3.Conclusions.
The velocity of the poloidal rotation inside the separatrix turns out to be positive( note thismeans the inward direction of the radial electric field) and much larger than the neoclassicalvalue provided there is a significant population of banana ions at the inner side of theseparatrix and the poloidal Lannor radius is smaller than the typical scale length of plasma

parameters in the SOL, pci Veje<h.Then the exponential solution for the profile of the velocityof the poloidal rotation inside the separatrix results due to a significant anomalous loss ofparticles.The gradient of this profile is predicted to be the steepest in the vicinity of theseparatrix. It should be emphasized that this solution emerges entirely due to the substantialspatial inertia of banana ions originating from the salient anomalous transport.The physicalphenomenon expressed by this solution can be described as " the inertial catastrophe"elucidating the suddenness and the explosive nature of this effect.These features seem to becharacteristic for the UH transition.
When the value of the poloidal rotation velocity reaches the order of z 6C3,then the V0 profile
follows adiabatically the radial dependence of the product 6C5 (see Fig.1) in agreement with[5].The L/H transition results in our model due to the dependence of ur on the V0.In generalthe anomalous transport quantified by ur may be either a function of the electric field or afunction of the vector differential operators of the electric fieldlf the latter turns out to be thecase our model predicts the strongest improvement in confinement to occur on the distance of
the order ot‘1 inside the separatrix.For large values of Voze C3 the rate of the particle outfluxur decreases drastically and the density profile gets very steep,typica1 for the H-regime.The profiles of the velocity of the poloidal rotation inside the separatrix,as predicted byEqs.(5&7) , are shown in Fig.1 for different regimeslt is easily seen that the profile of thevelocity of the neoclassical poloidal rotation inside the separatrix decreases drastically over thelength of l cm.On the other hand the profile of the velocity of the poloidal rotation inside theseparattix in our model grows exponentially inward over the length of a few centimeters,then
more slowly up to the value V0 =8 CS,and then decreases in the core of a tokarnak due to the
form of the 9(r) profile.

The drastic enhancement of the velocity of the poloidal rotation inside the separatrix duiingthe UH transition has been recently measured on D-HI D[6].The direction of the electric fieldhas been consistent with our model.The experimentally measured quantity for the V0 is about
4.106 cm/sec at a distance varying within 1 and 3 cm inside the separauix.This result also



seems to be consistent with our conclusions that V0 is much larger than the neoclassical value

V0 NBC and approximately equal to VO=6C3. Furthermore,in the H regime,the neoclassical

value V0 NED turns out to be of the order 6C5 in the vicinity of the separatn'x due to the steep
density gradient there.Thus the effect of inertia,crucial within the framework of this model,has
to be very pronounced there.
In summary,it is shown that the momentum balance equation inside the separatrix in a tokamak
might have two globaly different bifurcated solutions for a profile of the radial electric
field.The first solution,which is shown to grow inward inside the separattix,emerges when
there is a significant population of banana particles in the inner core up to a separatrix and a
sufficiently large anomalous loss.This effect results due to the anomalous particle transport and
the inhomogeneity of the radial electric field.The second solution is predicted to agree with the
neoclassical value.The bifurcation of these two solutions occurs inside the separatrix
However,the emergence of the bifurcation of these two solutions is governed by the boundary
conditions imposed on the value of the poloidal rotation velocity at the inside of the
separauix.These boundary conditions are shown to depend on the poloidal rotation both in the
scrape-off layer (SOL),examined in [1],and the collisionless layer,arising due to the rotational
discontinuity.The catastrophe type transitiormermed " the inertial catastrophe", between the
two solutions has been demostrated from this model.This newly discovered regime seems to
contain many features typical for the H—mode.
In addition our theory predicts that the rapid start of an H—mode is caused by the poloidal
rotation.The time scale of the transition is shown to occur on the time scale of ion-ion
collisions.The plasma rotation is driven by the polarization currents.The rotation-induced
negative E fields are responsible for the improved ion transport.
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1. Introduction

The simulation of alpha—particle trajectories, to determine their losses out off the

plasma in tokamak reactors, by means of orbit-following Monte-Carlo (OFMC) codes,

consumes vast amounts of computer CPU time. The order of magnitude is roughly

100 hrs Cray-CPU time for 1000 alpha particles launched with birth energy of 3.52

MeV, followed for about a slowing—down time. Since of those launched particles, only

25 — 30% are non-passing particles (i.e., banana blocked and ripple trapped), which

are, the ones followed without time enhancement, we are talking about 300 particles in

100 hrs or 20 mins per particle (K. Tani, private communication).

To perform simulations for reactor—design purposes, it is necessary to develop

faster codes. In this paper, we report on a speed-up technique, based on reasonable

approximations of the physics involved, that enables us to gain roughly a factor 3 on

a scalar computer. In combination with vectorization, We have obtained an additional

gain factor of 6 — 7, resulting in an overall speed-up factor of about 20.

In Section 2, we give a short overview of the physics-based approximation techni-

que employed in the code Alphanet. An evaluation of the results produced by Alphanet

is presented in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the paper.

2. The “Switching Procedure” in a Nutshell

The framework of the “base-line” OFMC code Alphanet, is that of time integration

of the particle’s guiding—center equations, using a maximal time step T to guarantee an

energy conservation so that lAEl is less than 1 in 106. We integrate the guiding-center

equations as derived by Boozer [1].
Inbetween time steps, the particle gets a collisional kick in energy and pitch angle

(the latter is here denoted by /\ : vH/v). The discretized model collision operator used

has been derived by Boozer and Kuo—Petravic [2].

Since alpha-particle losses should not depend too strongly on the details of the

magnetic-field structure, a model magnetic field, incorporating all the basic features of

the plasma equilibrium, suffices for this computation. Using the Boozer guiding—center

equations, the particle motion can be described completely if B = lBl and L are known.

Therefore, the only magnetic input needed are mod B, for example

B:B0(1+et(r,0)cosfi+6(r,9)cosN<p), (1)

and a rotational-transform profile. B in Eq. (1) is expressed in flux coordinates; (p is

the usual toroidal angle, 0 measures the poloidal angle (0 being 0 on the inside of the

device) and 7 stands for the flux variable

IE \lZ‘P/Bo ,
(2)

in which \I/ is the magnetic flux function. Both a and 6 are a function of r and 0.

To simulate the ellipticity and triangularity, e('r,0) can contain higher harmonics in
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20 and 30, respectively: 5030) = 5(r)(1 i a(r) cos 20 :1: 12(1) cos 30). Here 60") E r/Ro.
Effects such as Shafranov shift are also easily incorporated. Below, we will assume
E(1‘,0) E 5(r). For the ripple profile, we use the INTOR model:

1' + R0 (71' 7 (9)2— - 30,, R0 xp[ 2 l . ( )
a is the minor radius, N the number of toroidal-field coils and R0 the major radius.

6(r,9]:60( )N e

Away from a banana particle’s bounce points, the canonical toroidal angular mo-
mentum, 13,9, oscillates about an average value. Only close to the bounce point can it
suffer a large jump. Consequently, near the bounce points, the particle must be inte-
grated in the full ripple field of Eq. (1). Away from the bounce points, however, the
average constancy of p99 permits us to follow the particle trajectory as if it only felt the
axisymmetric field, Eq. (1) without the cos NIP term. Since 1)” = w/2(K — uB)/m,
in which K is the kinetic energy of the particle, arbitrarily changing B by turning
off and on the ripple term, would give rise to an artificial kick in v” and thus cause
an unphysical pitch-angle scattering. Therefore, we switch off [and on) the field only
when the 6 term is zero, i.e., at any toroidal angle 90* for which cos N<p* : 0.

The mechanics of the “switching procedure” goes as follows. We construct two
boundary curves which are elevated above the axisymmetric B field. The first curve,
called B5 (for “lower”), is determined by Be : Bo(l+s cos 0+ E maz[6(r, 0), 6(r, 7r/2)]).
This curve is elevated by a distance 56 above Baym. Since the ripple becomes small
on the inside of the device, and to avoid that there Bg comes too close to B, we
impose a minimum on the height above Bsym, equal to 56(r, 7r/2). For typical INTOR
parameters, R0 = 5.2m, a : 1.2m, B0 : 5.5T, N = 12 and 60 :— 0.012, a value of
f = 4 ensures that /\ > 0.1, whenever “switching” happens for B > B2. A second
boundary curve is constructed, Bu : Bg + A (u for “upper”), where A = Boer/2p.

As long as K/u < Bg, the particle is followed in the full field; if K/n > B”, the
ripple term is dropped. Whenever the particle enters the “belt” between B2 and Bu,
Be < K/p < B”, the code starts searching for the nearest possible switching point (p‘
that is still within the belt. Then, the code integrates up to the switching point. Upon
reaching a toroidal angle such that ho — 90“ < tolerance, switching takes place. The
tolerance in [Am] is derived from the above mentioned energy tolerance |AE| < 10“}.

The width A, is obtained from the requirement that at any place in the belt, the
particle should be able to see at least one possible 99‘ that lies still within the belt.

The CPU time gained by this switching approach derives from the fact that a
longer integration time step can be used when just the axisymmetric field is used to
preserve a given energy tolerance. From experience, the time steps are approximately
related as ray", 2 (6 — 7) 7,,ppge. It is an overall characteristic of trajectory integrators
that accuracy is determined by the spatial step. Hence, particles with large 1)” are
characterized by a small time step and vice versa. It is clear, however, that near the
bounce points, where 11“ goes to zero, an ever growing time step is not allowed; close to
the bounce point, a maximum time step must be imposed. This has the consequence
that, for banana particles, the code still spends a considerable amount of time (~ 1/3)
in the “full-field region” (where K/[r < B3), and therefore, one can only save CPU
time in the remaining part. If one simulates all particles, including the Very passing
ones, this consideration does not play a great role. Then, the CPU gain is about a
factor of 5. In practice, the very passing particles need not be followd, however. On the
other hand, considering only banana-blocked particles, ignores some of the physics, in
that detrapping and entrapping is disregarded. Therefore, we follow only the banana
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particles and those passing particles whose minimum A value does not exceed, say,
Am,” = 0.2. To see that Ann-n : 0.2 is a reasonable value, one should recognize that
a barely-passing particle has A 2 0 near 9 = 0, whereas, on the other side of the
midplane, near 0 2 7r, A already takes a value of A : 0.557 — for r 2 0.9m and
B = 13”,". A passing particle with Am“, : 0.2 near 9 = 0, does not reach a higher
value than A : 0.581 near 9 = 1r. So, a AA of 0.2 near 0 = 0 gives 3. AA of only 0.024
near 0 = 7r. For the Boozer pitch—angle-scattering operator, this AA can be bridged
by roughly 103 unidirectional kicks for E : 3.5 MeV. For Am," = 0.2, we obtain an
overall gain factor of just over 3. When combined with vectorization, we have been
able to show a combined gain factor of just under 20.

3. Analysis of the Speed-up Technique using Poincare’ Plots

To check the validity of our “switching” technique, we have compared the stati~
stical behavior of the orbits for particles calculated this way and with the “full field”.
The natural way to do this, is by means of Poincaré puncture plots, giving the in-
tersection of the trajectory with the equatorial plane in terms of the major radius,
R = R0 — rcosfl, and the ripple phase, s. For 400 bounces each, with all particles
launched at 0 : 7r, to = 0 and r,- = 0.2+0.03(i— 1), the results for “full-field” case, with
collisions disregarded, are shown in Fig. 1. In Figs. 2 and 3, the same particles are
launched, but the ripple term is switched off and on as explained above. In Fig. 2, we
made sure that, any time the particle was followed using the axisymmetric field, it was
done so for an integer number of ripple periods, in order to average out as many effects
as possible. In Fig. 3, this provision was not taken so that switching was allowed to
happen at all values where 90" = 7r/p. Both Figs. 2 and 3 agree quite well with Fig.
1. But, although the difference is not big, the second option seems to give the best
agreement with Fig. 1. We believe that numerical errors are not responsible for this
unexpected result. Possible explanations for this are currently being investigated.

In reality, the particles suffer pitch-angle scattering collisions. Although they are
small for energetic alphas, their effect becomes noticeable after several bounces. From
Fig. 4, we observe that the scattering due to pitch-angle scattering in the full-field
case is considerably greater than that due to our switching procedure (for collisionless
particles). The presence of collisions on top of the switching approach results in similar
scatter as for the collisional full-field case, making the integer/non-integer discussion,
concerning the collisionless orbits, rather academic.

4. Summary and Conclusions

A speed-up technique for the simulation of energetic alpha-particles via the OFMC
method has been developed. A substantial CPU-gain factor can be obtained (~ 3 in
a scalar code; ~ 20 if the gain due to additional vectorization is taken into account),
while preserving sufficient accuracy of the orbits.
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F£9. 1:
(R,N<p) Midplan Puncture Plot.
Collisionless; full ripple field

Fx‘g. 3:
(R,N<p) Midplane Puncture Plot.
Collisionless; partly axisymmetric field
with “integer" check removed
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Fig. 2
(R, Np) Midplane Puncture Plot.
Collisionless; partly axisymmetric field
for integer number of ripple periods

Fig. 4
(R,N<p) Midplane Puncture Plot.
Collisional; full ripple field
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Introduction
The stability of resistive MHD modes is an important problem for the confinement

of tokamak plasmas . Recently, with the achievement of higher temperature plasma it

was recognized that the conventional MHD description applicable to the Pfirsch—Schliiter

regime needs to be generalized to include the lower collisionality regime. Callen and

Shaing1 were the first ones to derive the equations describing these neoclassical resistive

MHD dynamics starting from the two-fluid MHD equations in the incompressible and

electrostatic limit. Later, Conor and Chen2 also derived similar equations starting from

the gyrokinetic equations. These studies showed that a new instability can be generated

by the trapped-particle effect. The destabilizing mechanism is from the bootstrap current

in the Ohm’s law, coupled to the flow damping term in the vorticity equation. Recently,

T.S.Hahrn3 investigated this trapped-particle effect on the tearing instability deriven by

A, .
In present work, we extend these previous studies to include the compression effect.

From the two-fluid resistive MHD equations we derive the neoclassical resistive MHD

equations in the compressible and electromagnetic limit utilizing the methods of the bal~

looming representation and flux—surface averaging. Using these equations, we study the

effect of compression on the neoclassical instability. Also, we investigate the trapped-

particle effect on the conventional resistive MHD instabilities of interchange, tearing,

and ballooning modes by the numerical method. Our study includes the numerical

method and for such numerical work we are developing a new numerical code. This is

the generalized version of our previous work‘ which now includes the neoclassical effects.

Derivation of basic equations

‘present address : IFS, U. of Texas at Austin, Austin, Tex. U,S.A.



We start from the two-fluid equations including the neoclassical viscosity and com-

pression effects. Here, we restrict ourselves to the cases where the temperature gradi»

ents and thermal transports are unimportant.1 thus we assume the constant temperature.

Then the equations for ion and electron are

(9v-
”071+V'(njVj):O (1)

{iv}.

7"" ="CJ(E+VJ'XBi-VPj—V-Hj-Rj . (2)J J dt

where the subscript j = i, 6 represents the electron, ion species respectively. Using the

relation E — —— — Vqfi, B: V x A and the assumptions of low frequency ( w/Qi <<

1) and low [3, we can derive following reduced equations.

6A 1 1my“:_—Lb.v¢+—b-vpe+—b-v-ne (3)
at an en

1 2 pi _ V111 a _B1111v1(¢+w)_ B V(———flB )+2 81 W +v-B[ x(v l'I +v n)] (1)

6p8—1+vE- VPj'i‘PJlB -V(g)+V-vni=o (5)
where

,1 E _«i__1_ m 2 .wV-V1.—V><(B)V:11(¢+ BQd1Vi(¢+ 1:J—1"11)—B—2‘71P+V[ 13 1-

We note that Eq.(3) is the parallel Ohm's law, Eq.(4) is the vorticity equation, and

Eq.(5) is the ion continuity equation multiplied by Tj. Now, we linealize these equations,

and if we use the ballooning representation we can obtain the ordinary diflerential equa—

tions with two scale lengths of the extended poloidal coordinate (9( 0 ~ 1 and 0 >> 1) in

the ballooning space. Taking the flux—surface average over short scale length ( 0 ~ 1) af—

ter some lengthy algebras, we obtain following flux—surface averaged neoclassical resistive

MHD equations.

i_Q*
Q

20.6
Qar(¢+—p)+(1+ )¢+1(r2¢-m)~Ne(~r)=0 (6)Q

szwawm—D Hx(¢+a.p)— 1.—Q-_Ei(1+—)..-a:=(1v(w)+N()) 0 <7)

[0(1 + %) + mp * (G — 1w — 0.155(1) + 8.1») — moms) + Ni($))l
+ lag—if]: + iKQQqS + Host!) — ékEllNz'il') : 0 (8)
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where N;, Ne represent the neoclassical viscosity effect and are

_ iQ. ices i 36
Ne — T0[BI(¢ + Q )+(1+ Q )d) + QEl Pl (9)

N.» = M(6)[3g—‘(w + amp) — Nee) + ”2% Elm] (10)
with / A

_£ _ A ~. _ .To— l+ue/Ve’ MU?) — fii+ Q (fl: — Mx/VR)

_ (B2/ lVV|2)p_I271'RBTqI _ maye
E1 _ q'Z'X' X' (32) i V _ mm?

2 LE2 = ME1(1+ gL) , E3 = EMEI ,

and (B2) (b VB)2
L = W' (“17> -

Definitions of other quantities and normalization constants are in Ref.5.
First of all, we note that the incompressible limit of Eq.(8) gives 45 = (1 + £23)“

then Eqs.(6) and (7) become Q

(1— Tom + one + 6:12) + W: — (H + Mom = 0 (11)
Q(Q +2'Q.;)(1+ KE1E2)$2p + anew) — Dp — (H + ME2)(1/’ + 61p)

— 1392(1— M)Tow(Q + mm + amp) = o . (12)
In the limit it >> Q, i.e M=1, we find that these equations are reduced to the form used
by T.S.Hahm3, which were derived from the gyrokinetic equations. In Eq.(8), New) rep—
resents the parallel bootstrap current and is proportional to the trapped-particle fraction
To. In Eq.(12), the neoclassical Viscosity terms present two efiects. One is the increase
of the ion—polarization drift (2 KE1E2 term in Eq.(12)) and the other is the flow damp-
ing effect (2 IVE? term in Eq(12)). These are similar to the results of Callen et all,
but the values are somewhat diIIerent compared with Ref.1. In Eq.(6), the neoclassical
viscosity effect mainly gives contributions to the two terms of parallel ion sound and
ion—polarization compressions. In particular, the ion-sound compression effect is signifi»
cautly reduced in the limit of [2“ >> Q.

Numerical analysis
As well-known, the equations of (6)-(8) can be transformed to the real space by the

Fourier transform method I11 Refxl a comprehensive numerical analysis was presented
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when the neoclassical viscosity effects were absent. From Eqs.(6)-(8), we observe that

the neoclassical viscosity terms do not generate any significant structure change in the

equations, so that the extension of previous numerical code to this case appears to be

straightfoward. With the development of this advanced code, we will be in a position

to study the problems such as the compression effect on the resistive MHD instabilities

of interchange , ballooning and tearing modes. These results will be reported in the

conference.

flonclusion
In this work, we derived the neoclassical resistive MHD equations in the compress—

ible and electromagnetic limit. We find that in the incompressible limit, these equations

are reduced to the previous cases. We are in the process of developing a numerical code

which is capable of solving these equations. The results will include the compression

effect on the neoclassical instability, and the trapped-particle effect on the conventional

resistive MHD modes.
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Introduction
During the last years the ni-mode has become a very strong candidate

for anomalous transport in tokamaksllvzl Numerous works are
concerned with specifying the caracteristics of the mode. In this work
the influence of a hot ion beam on the ni-mode is investigated A kinetic
model[51 and an unexpanded diamagnetic heat flow fluid model[4,5] are
used. The beam is characteraized by a Maxwellian distribution function
whether it originates from ICR— or NBI- heating. Quasineutrality for this
system yields

6118 Sni 5mm
K — 0—13)“—i + BE (1)

where B is the fraction of ions belonging to the beam.
1. Kinetic description
In the electrostatic limit without Larmor radius effects it is possible to
write the kinetic density respons as[51
i=fl { —1+2 31 [ 1—w{Jz_m]] +[1——1——E(2—i)][w(m j—ifl (2)“ii Tij 8nj J 811109 Enj 0‘1 J
here TliJ'ZVTij/Vnij:Enj=i/w*janda=m/¢°Dj and W is the plasma dispersion
function. For the well-known ni-mode the frequency is of the order of
the background drift frequency and the beam drift frequency is Tih/Ti
times greater. We are thus allowed to expand the beam response for
small argument 0th=colh. This gives

5mm 6(1) 1C 0) e¢—= — —1 — 1— . — 2—— P 3
nih Tih { + Enh [ m“ 0km J} Tih h ( )
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Expressing the plasma dispersion function in the Dawson integral, D,
and using adiabatic electrons we obtain the dispersion relation at
marginal stability as

P
[4132 + ne—zu](1—B)\f5t_[a — E11?)=[(20t—1)2D—\/E][%+1-B{1—?hh-j] (4a)

The imaginary part gives the n i-threshold as

(a. [Bi—llBLLL-JL= —————— (4b)
(l—BNEHDZ + nah] @4132 + Tue-2“]

a 2
Where rx=mlcuD,I=Tfli,rh:Tihfli,en=2LnLB andD=e_a£ e‘dt.

For 1/Ih+Ph/Th<0 which is usually the case, we can see that the threshold

grows linearly with B which means that the beam has a stabilizing
influence.

As we can observe from (4b) the strongest stabilizing dependency of [3
comes from the denominator. This is due to the reduction of the
nonadiabatic background ion response where the instability originates.
The B in the numerator is due to the reduction of the adiabatic part of
the cold ion response. This effect is destabilizing. For example for
ordinary ’t~ 1 it iseasy to understand the stabilization mechanism as a
greater reduction of the nonadiabatic cold ion response than the
reduction of the sum of the adiabatic electron and ion responses. Thus
a higher per cent of the particles are free to prevent phase differences
between the perturbed quantities compared to the case without beam.
The adiabatic beam response is also stabilizing and it is interesting to
note eq. (3) that VT]1 has a stabilizing influence while Vn,I is

destabilizing. The reason for this is that in the limit (0 << mph the effect
of the two dimensional (double) resonance exceeds the effect of the
principal part of the kinetic integral and reverses the effects of
convection. For 1/Th+Ph/Th<0 the threshold decreases with B and the beam
is destabilizing. In eq. (4b) we observe a possibility to have zero m—
threshold for a very steep density gradient of the beam, i.e. when

LB {halal—1)
LmTi‘F—BT—I) ‘5)
For a reasonable choice of parameter values T'lih = 1.5, ch = 5, r = 1,

[3:02 and L3 = 3 we obtain t<31t/216m~0.05 m. In this limit we
have a beam density interchange mode
2 Fluid model

The diamagnetic heat flow fluid modell4] has been proved to be able to
accurately reproduce the characteristics of the corresponding kinetic
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systeml5].This fluid model is obtained by combining the equation of
continuity and the equation of energy to form the ion density response
%_a [ (1_ .)_(1_ -_2 30,...noj _‘ Tij w‘ij 0) an; 3 Th] 3 En] D1]

(1) 5 10 5 4+ kzpiZj (w—m'ij(1+nil))(m — g enj)]|:(1)2 _ T (1)0)Dij + g (0%11'] (6)
l

1‘]

With adiabatic electrons we form a dispersion relation by introducing
(6) for the different ion species in (1). This dispersion relation is then
analyzed numerically.In fig. 1 the threshold is plotted for different
values of beam parameters. For this choice of parameters the threshold
is growing with increasing [3 as expected from (4b).
Particle and heat diffusivities

For obtaining the radial dependence of the diffusion coefficients sets
of profile parameters are usedl3].The diffusion coefficients are defined

<v‘5n-> 3/2 a-l an. Tcas M__-.2(_) ___I..{_J_} (7)
ael (Qakzplz no 64>

<V‘ 5T->Xj=RC LL. _
lvrzjl

__Y: (elf/2.. IVnil 1m 1 [2_m[flflj+(2_n-)§flj] (8)
—ni ’ 5 3 n- 64) 3 U .

J Qcikzpiz w _§Enl’cj J an}

8T- 0) on cue 2 co- __J____ _ _J J __ .. _smcc Tj ‘ 5 [3 [ nj )4” am (3 ”U) Tj] (9)
m‘gTjfinj

as obtained from the equation of energy. In eq. (7)-(9) (o and 7 are
normalized by am and 1: =Tfl‘i j = i, ih. From eq. (6) it can be seen, by
expansion around a small positive imaginary part of the eigenfrequency
that the imaginary part of the background ion density response is > O.

“This is consistent with outward hot particle transport. In the limit to <<
mph the hot fluid particle density response becomes
5n“. 7 3 7 u)n. ”M'31+( "i‘l‘sw—a} ‘10)

Here, as in eq. (3) Im {co} > 0 gives Dh > O. This means that the upper
curve in fig. 3. corresponds to hot ion outward transport. The
corresponding background ion pinch effect is consistent through the
condition of quasineutrality while the electrons are adiabatic. In
figures 3 and 4 we can see how the beam reduces the heat transport of
the background ions whereas the hot ion heat flow remains small. This
is mainly due to the maintained large difference between a) and mph.
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The difference in magnitude of the diffusivities in the two cases is due
to the difference in temperature. As we can see eqs. (8) — (9) the
diffusivities have a temperature dependence to the power of 1.5. The
background temperature of JET is about ten times the background
temperature of TEXTOR'1']! ..[T, L...rr.rr.r.....

- ‘ - L00 I _. N D . . _
“#1 O-

o " 4 ' j
. 3 O .

: 1 ‘Y- '
N 1 Cl).— '1

: """ 8 n: I F I
I 4 I l l l l l I L I L L L L L L L I I I I I l

1 2 3 4 O. 4 0 . 6 U. 8
Fig.1. ni—threshold as a function of en, Fig.2. Particle diffusion in TEXTOR

kzpiz = 0.05 ,1: = 1,11,}, = 1, Enh = 1 Profile characteristics in accordens with

—B=O.4,‘L’h=5, "'withoutbeam fig.3.'ch=5, B=0.2,"-B=0.4
' ' ' l r f I l I I I I I I I r ‘l’ I I I I r 1 r I I r I r ‘l’

- X i j - «3— X l j _
H_ ..... _ - 1

. 4- _‘

N; .-

F I
0 . 4 O. 6 U . 8

Fig.4.Energy diffusion in JET B ~ 3.45T
Te=Ti=To(1*T2'3)1'7I n=n0(1-r4‘64), Ti: T0(1_r1.25)0.89’ Te: 0'97T0(1_r1,6)0.98

a/R = 0.26 , B = 2.4T, To =1keV, n = n0(1 — r55) , a/R = 0.33 , To = 7keV,

(cT/eB)QC_?'5 ~ 0.5 , xi(no beam) (CT/CB)Q€?'5~ 5 , x1(no beam),

T— “13:04 ,Th=5) ,i— Xih T—xi(a=o.2 .1h= 10) , i—xih
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RADIATION-INDUCED ne—MODES

P.K. Shukla & M.Y. Yu

Institut fur Theoretische Physik
Ruhr—Universitat Bochum

D—4630 Bochum, FRG

Impurity radiation in a plasma can cause not Only static

instibilities, but also dynamic instabilities related to the

drift and acoustic waves. Radiative instabilities are of much

interest because they are associated with relatively high

frequency and short wavelength fluctuations, which have been

suspected to be responsible for anomalous electron energy

transport in tokamak edge plasmas. In this paper, we consider

radiation—induced n instabilities, taking into account

electrostatic efmcts as well as density and temperature
inhomogeneities. Also included are the effects of finite

gyroradius and dissipation. It is found that the latter can

cause strong linear coupling between the modes of interest.

The resulting instabilities can have larger growth rates than

the static radiative instability [1]. Analytical expressions
for the growth rates and instability regimes are given for

the limiting cases of practical interest. In particular, it

is shown that the n —mode can couple to both radiation and

dissipation to cause resistive instabilities. The parameter

regimes of the original radiative as well as the dissipative

modes are thereby broadened and shifted because of the

interaction.

We consider an inhomogeneous electron—ion plasma in an

external magnetic field B 2. Within the slab model, the den—

sity and temperature gradients are taken to be in the x—

direction. We shall first consider electrostatic waves of

short wavelength kpe <<1<< kp., where pi are the ion and

electron gyroradii, and k is the wave ’ number). Thus, the

fluctuations are in the electron acoustic wave range [2] . In
this regime, the ions are in equilibrium and satisfy

where n is the unperturbed density, e is the electronic

charge, Ti is the ion temperature, and ¢ is the electro—

static potential.

We shall further assume 3 << v << w , where v and
. . e

are the electron collision and gyro frequenCies,
w
rggpectively. The Braginskii equations for the electrons are
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39% + %3xv¢lv<mo>+ 93%”.o (2)

' 7"-

Mytfi=egs¢fllg3fit “(‘+d)?3Te" (3)

where 0< = 0.71, and
9/,

3 _ z. 2. CT A (II—2.
(Tat Ku’bg, ‘KiVLJTe‘l' 1;: éxvsb'vl’“ m)

_ M. 1.2m in}: -oa w, “”720%771'3“910fi=e el _ m 'MEFHEI 9° 3

l
where 7t: 91; + 1%/2, m is the electronic mass, c is the speed
of light, T is the unperturbed electron temperature, v and
T 1 are the perturbation electron velocity and temperatuf‘e,
rgspectively. Note that the thermal force effects are includ—
ed and we have assumed 9,2 (DSVJ' << 9t and vz << ( , where

1’ =1?!) mwfe. The thermal conductivities are given by K“ =
“affirm/”1,1212 and KL: 1,971J4E/mwc’g. The radiation rate is denoted
by R = an g(T ), where E is the impurity ratio. The diamagne—
tic flux §ielgs no contribution to (2) , and the diamagneitc
drift convection terms have been cancelled by terms from the
stress tensor and the Righi-Leduc heat flux. It is of interest
to note that we are not in the ion acoustic wave regime.

Applying the usual Fourier transformation, we obtain

@+%ir‘)(w+w*+ ow 5R») = LOWRJ’WUQ—I-IHL)+§(MI+P+R1)1 ,5)

where I": R + RD, RD_ T,u I/k- Ti/ Te, RT
We now discuss several special cases of interest. First,

2.

QR“ >> ILfKL , 00*: kv., 5:2.95 +
gR/no aTe, and Rn = 2 )‘Teo came.

in the absence of inhomogeneity, (5) becomes

. ‘ V2.w:_li8,i‘z{gf+iRD[071Rh- EaTlfl} I (6)

where R1=§RT + 3‘, R3, , S1: 2.53 + 0.63/14, 34,:0-42“ +/u).
Thus, for small RD, when OON—ZiRT/3, a new type of instability
appears if 1.69 R /(1+ )- R > R . It is R—driven and is
enhanced by negatrfve Rr/M T D n
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* *In the limitmé o and “)"Pb' Rn, RT) , we obtain
_w*-4‘ (0.6%+0,63/¢+’.0778)Rp,

W“ -;[§RT+UM— LOWRDJ, ‘7’
which describe collisional ion drift waves and a purely grow-ing negative R instability. When RT = O, the latter reducesto the dissipative ne-mode of Drake et a1. [3].

Equation (5) also describes in appropriate limits thedissipative and radiative tempergture gradient instabilities.For example, if d = o, and wT = Qw*>>(Rn, RD, RT), wenget x o
*wzzl-O'lkbmr/ (8)

which is a purely growing dissipative temperature gradientinstability.

0n the other hand, for P >7lbgl, we have

we,(1.6m):+1-075Rn)/(1+RT/E’p)l (9)
which describe a radiative temperature gradient instability.Note, however, (11) is valid only if 79>)1 and RD >> F .

Another type of radiative instabilities exists in theregime RT >>M0l. Here, one obtains
53».3. J, 3w" , _ ___ =1

“1*wx_k’%e{5+lfll 'ZRTC776 “4) RT I'M-J} 0(10)
Thus, for W*<< k;ca.<<krand fl>>1, we have

(A54: LC£(1-{-VIRN//"RT)r (11)
which describes a purely growing instability of the electron-acoustic waves.

*In the opposite limit, as 7>#}Ck, one obtains

—w*—A,
CU = L L * (12)(‘3, We 14/“ I

where we have defined

< L ‘ Ni. RnA = %[1 +fl+llf7x(°ze~l.14—)E1-_—|.’HE].
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Here, one sees that the ion drift waves are unstable ifUQ—Lma/RT < O. Coupling of ion drift waves to the electron
acoustic waves (lower branch) also can lead to an instabilityifcqeqiwyRT > 0.

The wellknown oscillatory instability in the large We
limit,

2 L *£03 : — 1.71 k} up, w, (,3)
can be recovered in the limit lwl >> (00*) f5: (flute) RT).

We have shown that impurity radiation can cause instabi—
lities related to the electron acoustic waves, whose frequencyHes between the ion and electron gyrofrequencies. These insta-
bilities can have quiet different characteristics as compared
to the usual radiative modes.

Acknowledgments: This work was partially supported
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Ionization and charge exchange effects on dissipative drift

modes in an edge tokamak plasma.

D.K.Morozov,N.N.Morozov,D.SUnder.

An edge tokamak plasma in the region, where the temperature

is somewhat higher than the ionization potential of the main gas,

is considered in connection with the fact that an effect of a

neutral flux entering the plasma from the wall upon the level of

fluctuations in the edge zone has been found in some experiments.

It is shown that ionization of a gas entering the plasma from

the wall or from a limiter essentially affects the drift—dissipa—

tive mode exited by the pressure gradient. In the slab model such

a mode, stable at the edge due to a large shear, is destabilized,

when a critical density of neutrals is reached. It can be qualita—

tively explained as an effect of the ionizational instability on a

drift mode in a thermodynamically—non—equilibrium plasma. In a to-

rus, dependent on the discharge parameters and on the transversal

length, the exiting waves can be slightly or strongly localized

within a poloidal angle of the solution. The first ones corres—

pond to a weak toroidal mode coupling and become unstable at the

critical neutral density. The second ones correspond to a strong

toroidal coupling. It is known that they are unstable at a zero

density of neutrals. However, ionization can essentially increase

an instability increment. he role of charge exchange is insignifi—

cant. The preliminary analytical results obtained previously

(D.Kh.Morozov,N.N.Morozov,D.SUnder. International Workshop on

Plasma Edge Theory in Fusion Devices, Augustueburg, German

Democratic Republic, 26-30 Sept,1989) are calculated with a higher

precision. An equation has been obtained in the ballooning repre—

sentation for the case, when the entry of neutrals into the plasma

is non—uniform within toroidal and poloidal angles that takes

place in some experiments. An estimate of transport coefficients

is done.
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EQUILIBRIUM BETA LIMIT AND ALPHA-PARTICLE CONTAINMENT IN
STELLARATORS AS A FUNCTION OF THEIR ASPECT RATIO

F. Alladio, P. Batistoni, F. Crisanti, and S. Mancuso

Associazione EURATOM-ENEA sulla Fusione, Centro Ricerche Energia Frascati,
C.P. 65 - 00044 Frascati, Rome, Italy

The possibility of designing stellarator or torsatron configurations at low aspect
ratio remains an ambitious goal. The advantages of such an approach are the high use
of the magnetic field volume, the reduced space taken by the windings and the
computed equilibrium and ideal stability high beta limit, whereas the disadvantages
are the increased fast particle losses. The choice of the winding law for the helicoidal
coils is certainly the most critical tool for maximizing the advantages and
minimizing the disadvantages. The choice of winding the helicoidal currents on
circular cross section tori with constant pitch in toroidal coordinates (945M?) [1] (9 =
const; mé+n¢ = const., that means a higher pitch on the outside of the torus and a
lower one on the inside) has turned out to be a rewarding one [2,3]; it allows a fully
analytical treatment of the 3-D vacuum fields and permits an easy access to low
aspect ratio configurations.

In this paper we attempt a systematic scan in the aspect ratio of idealized
stellarators, with fixed poloidal m=2 number and toroidal field 153TD = 5T at R = Ro=2m
(concentration point of the toroidal coordinates); the helicoidal currents are surface
currents flowing with constant pitch in toroidal coordinates on circular cross section
tori of major and minor radius Rub a*:

2

"‘1 (R' 1) (~+ 43).] "1 \/R2/2 1 (“+ at) (:—~——— oosmmn;~:— .8.- 605mm“ 14’ 2R2 a? "’ 2R2 )
In order to have the most self similar configurations the toroidal winding number has
to be varied as n=1.57 mV(R-/a-)?-1. Also the vertical axisymmetric field has to be
varied in order to maximize the rotational transform tedge at the edge of the
configuration; it is generated by a surface current on the same torus R*, a*

1.a B" R0 1
J¢—

1
—. ———*. . z11., an2 [m‘ 1:313w [12—— m‘f‘" ( )

The main parameters of the four configurations are summarized in the following
table.The vacuum magnetic surfaces of the four cases are shown in Fig. l. The

R. a. | ‘41 L. _ (13> m(m) (m) ” (MA) (min) A - W<a> tam tam (%)"
2.26 1.05 6 4.17 1070 2178 0.106 0.67 26.6

2.12 0.72 9 2.78 518 3.92 0.108 1.15 6.6

2.04 0.39 16 1.56 169 6.90 0.145 231 4.3

2.01 0.24 26 0.96 67 12.50 0.197 3.24 3.3
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Fig. 2 Normalized rotational transforms
t-m/n vs normalized radius for the
configurations of Fig. l

0 Z R (m) 0 V W/Wedge

Fig. 1 Vacuum magnetic surfaces of Fig. 3 Normalized main helicity 5m,n/5o,o
idealized stellarators with A=2.78, and normalized toroidicity 6.1,0/6‘0'0 of the
3.92, 6.90, 12.50 field modulus vs normalized radius for the

configurations of Fig. 1

profiles of the normalized rotational transforms tm/n as a function of the normalized
radius l/Lpadge (with q; = toroidal flux/2n) are very similar and very steep at the edge
(see Fig. 2) where they reach the value (edge = 0.2.5 n/m and exhibit pronounced
separatrix-like features that rotate once again with constant pitch in toroidal
coordinates.

The slight differences in the central values of tin/n are due to the different
wobbling of the magnetic axis that becomes larger at smaller aspect ratio.

A collisionless alpha-particle orbit calculation based on the Boozer formalism
[4] has been performed using the ORBIT code [5]. The evaluation of the magnetic
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A = 6.90

—1

Fig. 4 — Plot of minimum IBI over 0<¢w<2"/n in the (V wlwadge‘ 6“,) polar
representation; the area where the contours are closed is shaded.

coordinates (lp, G“, 5%) for the idealized stellarator analytical fields is particularly
simple [3]. The modulus of the magnetic field is written like B = 28mm!) cos (Pew’q¢w)
and the two most relevant Fourier coefficients 8m_“(q;)/8.,_D(Lp), that expresses the main
helicity, and 8.]_g(\y)/80Io(\p), that expresses the toroidicity, are plotted in Fig. 3 versus
the normalized radius VqJ/Iyedge. The self similarity of the configurations is evidenced
by the main helicity component being almost equal, whereas the toroidicity varies as
required.

The plots of the minimum IBI along 4)“, in the (V qJ/xpenfiW) polar plot are shown
in Fig. 4. The position of the area where the contours are closed gives an accurate
idea of the fraction of the trapped alpha-particles that are contained in each
configuration. To obtain a reactor relevant estimate of the alpha-particle
containment capabilities of these configurations the products B°T <a> have been
rescaled to reduce the Larmor radius of the alpha-particle to 2% of the minor radius.
Figure 5 shows that yet an aspect ratio A=7 is able to provide almost perfect
containment capabilities fcont =1 94%.

The equilibrium. [3 limit was explored with the VMEC 3-D equilibrium code [6]
used in fixed boundary conditions. A good description of the boundary “(351%) was

100 o <b‘>
<a>

u 0.50
fcont _
(%)

u

80 ' 0.25

70 —
D

O60 I l l l l <fi)(%)

2 6 10 14
Aspect ratio

Fig. 5 - Fraction of contained cx-par- Fig. 6 - Normalized displacement of
ticles vs aspect ratio for the the magnetic axis <5>l<a>vs average
configurations of Fig. l <p> for the configurations of Fig. 1
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‘ : “—6.90! >=4.3% A3332 ‘ >=6»6% A=2.7B < )25.S%
2 A_12.50'(B) 3.3% 033 A ,B 0.6” )B 004 I 8

2U“) " Z(m) \ ~ Z(m) Z(m)

1.79 R (m, 2.23 1.55 R (m, 2.41 1.43 R (m) 2.75 1.26 Rm, 3.1-1

Fig. 7 — Magnetic surfaces as calculated by the VMEC code for the equilibrium [1 limit
of the four configurations of Fig. 1

found for all four cases of Fig. 1 with 18 Fourier modes. For each configuration a
mesh composed by 2.1 radial x 16 poloidal x 12 toroidal steps reproduced at [i=0 the
magnetic axis position and rotational transform and furthermore allowed a
convergence d(1nW)/dt s 10‘8 in 3000 iterations. The plot of the displacement of the
magnetic axis normalized to the plasma minor radius <8>/<a> versus <fl>v01 is shown
in Fig. 6. Using the conventional <6>/<a> = 0.5 as the equilibrium [3 limit, it appears
that <B>1im = 3.3% for the A=12.5 configuration, <fl>lim = 4.3% for A=6.9,<B>1im =
6.6% for A=3.9Z, whereas at the same <B> the low aspect ratio case A=Z.73 has
<8>/<a> = 0.41. However same caution must be exrcized because, as shown in Fig. 7,
that displays the flux surfaces for the four configurations at their <B>1im , it appears
that the A=Z.78 case has an outboard compression of the magnetic flux that is
relatively twice as much with respect to the A=lZ.5 case, and so it may be more
prone to finite fldestruction of the magnetic surfaces even before the conventional
limit <6>/<a> = 0.5 is reached [7]. As a conclusion we could state that the choice of
winding the helicoidal currents with constant pitch in toroidal coordinates allows a
reasonably good compromise in between the equilibrium [3 limit and the alpha-
particle containement down to plasma aspect ratio A=4 (coil aspect ratio R*/a*=3). A
more refined choice of winding law is probably required to access the extremely low
plasma aspect ratios in the region A=Z+3.

The authors of this paper would like to express their gratitude to the ORNL
group (in particular to S. Hirshman for the use of VMEC code), to the Euratom—
CIEMAT Group (in particular to A. Lopez Fraguas) and to R. White of PPPL for the
use of the ORBIT code.
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COLLISIONLESS TWO-FLUID THEORY
OF TOROIDAL m STABILITY

J. P. Mondt
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Introduction
A lnulti-moment generalization of the ‘(humble—adiabatic’ equations

(Chew, Goldberger, and Low 1956) is derived, which is to be viewed
as a collisionless analogue of the thirteen-moment method (Grad 1958).
However, truncation is achieved by neglecting only the irreducible part
of the fourth-order velocity moment, which is exact linearly within
the context of the collisionless Boltzmann equation if wave-particle
resonances (parallel transit and field curvature and VB resonances) are
neglected; but is otherwise arbitrary.

The use of the present model is advocated in the study of the
dynamics of reactive instabilities and the associated transport in the
collisionless regime, because of the advantage of a continuum description
with regard to the feasibility of mode-coupling simulations.

As an example of its utility, it is presently shown that the marginal
stability condition for the “toroidal”, i.e., interchange—type, branch of m
modes (but, for simplicity without the important effects of gyroviscosity
and trapped electrons) agrees well with kinetic theory, both as a function
of the ratio (in E 2Ln/Rc (Figure 1) of density gradient scale length
divided by magnetic field curvature length, and as a function of the
temperature ratio T E Te/Ti (Figure 2).
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1. Derivation of the dynamical equations
We take velocity moments of the collisionless Boltzmann equation,

assuming localization of ions both perpendicular (k2p2 << 1) and parallel
(Uth,i << w/k“) to the magnetic field. Parallel ion motion effects are
neglected (C, < w/k“). Only low fequencies are considered (u) << wci),
enabling the usual iterative solution of force balance in terms of drifts. A
similar iterative solution is carried out for the heat flux equation. Like the
pressure, due to the strong magnetic field and lack of collisions, the heat
flux is anisotropic. We have to distinguish the flux of the perpendicular
(q(i)) and parallel ((101)) parts of the peculiar kinetic energy. The former
equals

q”) = 2P—tb >< VTL — 11V,c ,
11 MC

Where Vk E HTui—b X k, k E b » Vb being the curvature vector; whereas

1 Piqun ,1 _
2 m b X VT“ + Pn

The (ion) pressure equations are found to be

an +2PJ_V-u+V-q(J') +PHk-u+2k-q‘”) =0

and

ch13” +PHV - u+2V-q(“) _2p”k . u _ 41¢.q(ll)= 0_

Here, (It E (El/at + u - V. Ion force balance yields

Tn — Ti
Tu

u=vE+Vti+ Vk 7

Where v“- is the ion diamagnetic drift. The continuity equation completes
the ion description. For the electrons, for simplicity, parallel force
balance is adopted without viscosity, and the isothermal assumption
is made (large thermal electron conductivity parallel to B), leading to
the Boltzmann relation (Sn/n '1 qr,z$/Te between density and electrostatic
response.



2. Threshold, growth rate, frequency
In view of the close relation between the local solution and the

global solution in the electrostatic regime (my >> w) in the case of the
collisional model (dissipative contributions to heat flux being neglected,
but the perturbed pressure assumed isotropic due to collisions), it is of
interest to consider the local solution to the present truly collisionless fluid
model. Equating field curvature and VB drift frequencies (low beta), the
increase in the order of the system due to anisotropy is compensated
and a quadratic dispersion equation results. The growth rate and real
frequency are found to be

6n 1/2
7 = wane [(7) (771' —’ 7)i,fh):l 7

1
“Jr = _w-re [1 _ (1 'l" E) 511] )2 T

where w“, is the electron diamaguetic drift frequency and

77i'tll. =
1 1 3

4Tn+§(1_T)+4—1(T+;+1)En

is the critical value of 1],- E L,,/LT,. The factor ‘3’ in car is 10/3 in the
collisional model, whereas the expression for the growth rate is identical
to that in the collisional model except through nah. Figures 1 and 2
represent comparisons between the collisional fluid model, kinetic theory,
and the present model. For moderate 6,, and as a function of T the
present model represents an improvement, while for large 6,, the slopes
of the marginal stability curves are 1.43, 1.36, and 1.25, respectively, for
kinetic, collisional, and collisionless fluid theories.
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MODELLING OF TRANSPORT IN
STOCHASTIC MAGNETIC FIELD REGIONS

M.A. Hellberg, N.A. Frank, M.J. Handley, W. Feneberg1

University of Natal, Durban, South Africa

INTRODUCTION
We describe two studies of collisional transport in regions with perturbed magnetic sur-

faces, as may occur spontaneously or be externally induced in the edge-region of a tokamak.
Using Wobig’s1 mapping procedure, we have investigated test-particle transport of circue

lating particles in tearing mode-like structures2 for some qaprofiles.
In addition, in an extension of our earlier work3, we have now used a fully selfaconsistent

BGK collision term in the drift kinetic equation when calculating transport coefficients in a.
static perturbed region as produced by an ergodic divertor system.

TEST PARTICLE TRANSPORT
It is welown that the equations for the field—lines in a toroidal device can be written

in Hamiltonian form. Instead of solving them by integration, we use a Poincaré plot mapping
technique1 to obtain a realization of the field structure. Successive puncture points represent
canonical transformations of the coordinates. The field perturbations and particle orbits are
dealt with as canonical perturbations of the integrable system, and collisions introduced as a
random perturbation.

The tearing mode magnetic field is modelled by a contribution2

hot. 90) — P2,, z(1+<1w1/w)”)’ (1)
(where K and 1/!“ are constants) to the generating function of the second kind 5(1111, 6'0), which
yields the transformation (the, 00) —~ (101,01). Typically we have used 1/)“ = 1.0; 7/1k3 = 0.5.

We have carried out calculations with tokarnak models having linear2 and exponential“
L-profiles. In the former, we use L/27r = 1.05 — 0.341,b for (0 < 1/} < 2.5). The latter, modelling
TOKOLOSHE over the same range, (0.952 < q < 3.33), has the form L/27r = exp(w/7.26),
with 0.357 > 1/) > —8.74.

Depending on the perturbation strength K, one may obtain islands, stochastic regions or
mixed regions. Examples are shown in Figure 1. We note that, although the perturbation
has E = 2,3 only, the nonlinear tearing mode mapping gives rise to an island at q = 1.

The guiding centre drift orbits of passing particles are represented by an effective field
B“ = B + V X (pHB), with p“ the parallel gyroradius.

A simple collision model provides random changes in magnetic moment. Particles es?
sentially diffuse out between the islands. Loss rates measured across a thin edge—layer are
presented in Figure 2. For weakly perturbed field structures, higher collisionality 6 causes
an increase in loss rate, but for larger K values, enhanced collisionality reduces the diffusion
rate. This anomalous behaviour was found earlier? Our studies of tracer particles suggest

lMP1 {fir Plasmaphysik, Association EURATOM, Garching, FRG
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that collisions do not so much cause particles to be trapped in the few remaining islands, as
to slow down the radial motion by preventing particles from rapidly free-streaming along the
ergodic field lines.

It was found that the exponential and linear profiles gave similar results if the diffusion
test-layer was defined by a range in (1 rather than a range in a. Lower loss rates were observed
in wealr shear regions.

The mapping has been applied, possibly beyond its nominal range of validity, to a profile
including a small Shafranov shift“, which reduces to the exponential model in the cylindrical
limit. An example of field structure is shown in Figure 1(d). The loss rate was found to be
lower than for the equivalent exponential model.

Recently, the mapping was modified so as to model the Ergodic Magnetic Limiter (EML)
on TEXT. This includes a calibrated field perturbation, varying as 7"", with m/n = 7/2
predominantly. An alternative collision model has also been developed. In addition, using
the relativistic form for p“, the technique may be applied to runaway electrons. Preliminary
results of modelling of TEXT will be presented.

TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS
We have earlier3 estimated the Widths of the resonances at k” : (m—nq)/Rq : 0 exhibited

by transport coefficients calculated for a magnetically perturbed region. It was assumed that
cylindrical flux surfaces were disturbed by a radial magnetic field with Fourier components
bw'm'n, the sole frequency being that due to the diamagnetic drift. The drift kinetic equation
with a BGK collision term was solved for the perturbation distribution function f1(7‘, 0, 95,0,
with a similar Fourier Ansatz. In the calculation of f1 for the two species, it was assumed
that particle number, momentum and energy were conserved in like—particle collisions, in
e — i collisions momentum was not conserved (friction), and i — e collisions were neglected.
In finding the transport coefficients themselves, hOWever, the collision term was simplified to
conserve particles only. Analytically the electron diffusion resonance Width was then estimated
to be given by 0 SI ,6 |g 7%, where ,6 = kHUeJh/Vfl = wD/u, and V is the collision frequency.Now using a fully self-consistent BGK model, we have found that the radial electron flux
may be written as:

«\5 RI 6 I II‘m = —ne7}e,zh (Ii—q) DM {A1(ku,w) [E — %] + A2(k”,w) [1%] } . (2)
Here DM has the form of a magnetic diffusion coefficient, viz.

DM = Egg 2Z bw,m.nb;,m,ni

and A1 and A2 are form factors yielding the behaviour (near k” = 0) of the two contributionsin terms of the characteristic parameters B and 7.
Analytically, one may show that for l? < 1, the flux reduces to the form found earlier3,although it differs by a factor 2 in value. The halfwidths of A1 and .42 both scale as ,8 o< 7%,but as their widths are not actually equal, one cannot simply lump the two contributionstogether, even if 915(1‘) represents an ambipolar electric field3 .
The radial thermal flux has similar coefficients for the gradients, which we denote byill and jig. Not surprisingly, the first coefficient is found to be negligible » the heat flux isproportional to Tl/T. In Figure 3 we present numerical evaluations of the form factors forthe electrons, where we have chosen 7 = 0.1, appropriate for TORE SUPRA.



For the ions, the form factors are all found to peak at ,5 2 7 and to have a width of order
7. While the particle flux coefficients tend to a 15-function of fl as '7 tends to zero, this is not
the case for the heat flux coefficients. Numerical solutions for 7 = 5 are shown in Figure 4,
confirming and extending the analytical results.

Useful discussions with D.S. Sherwell, A. Wootton and PJ. Morrison are gratefully acknowledged, as

are the hospitality of the University of Texas at Austin and the IPP, Garching.
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SIMPLIFIED MODELS FOR RADIATIONAL LOSSES CALCULATIONIN A
TOKAMAK PLASMA.

ARUTIUNOV A.B., KRASHENINNIKOV 8.1., PROKHOROV D.Yu.
I.V.Kurchatov Institute, Moscow, USSR.

1. To determine the magnitudes and profiles of radiational
losses in a Tokamak plasma, particularly for high plasma
densities, when formation of MARFE or detached—plasma takes place
[1], it is necessary to know impurity distribution over the
ionizational states. Equations describing time evolution of this
distribution [2—4] are rather cumbersome, besides that, transport
coefficients as well as rate constants of the processes involving
complex ions are known nowadays with high degree of uncertainty,
thus it is believed necessary to develop simplified,
half—analytical models describing time evolution of the impurities
distribution over the ionizational states for more convenient
analysis of physical processes taking place in a Tokamak plasma on
the base of the experimental data.

Let us consider the differential analog [5] of the system of
equations, describing time evolution of impurity ionizational
states:

a nk a n

(i¢)+V(Dvn)+aA +B k]+I (1)—:—Vn —[ 1’1 56 t k k a k k k k0 k k

where: nk is the concentration of impurity in the ionizational
state k; AK: k+1_Sk+Ek+1’ Bk:(Rk+7+sk+Ek+1)/2; Sk, Rk’ Ek are,
respectively, ionization, recombination and charge exchange (imp.
+ H/D/T atoms) rate constants for impurity' ions; V, D are,
respectively, pinch. velocity' and diffusion coefficient of
impurity; IR is the source of impurity in the ionization state k.
In what follows it is assumed that EK=O. It is to be noted that
the results obtained below can be easily generalized for the case
Ekxo.

If impurity transport and the source only slightly influence
the process and both of them can be neglected, then solution of
the eq.(1) fits local corona equilibrium [2]: nk(r,t)=n(r,t)n§ ;

4 k A k'

n(r,t)C*E)CP[—f -— did], (2)
k*B k'

where: n(r,t)=2nk(r,t); K*(Te)=<k>c, 0* is a normalizing factor;
Te is the electron temperature.

2. Let us consider how corona equilibrium is established in a
uniform isotropic plasma, assuming that at the time t:O impurity
(also unifonn) is injected into plasma, impurity charge number
distribution being localized in the vicinity of kO.Let us seek the

solution of eq.(1) in the form: nk(t)=n[k—E(t),t] assuming that
distribution. dispersion is small during the evolution, process.



Based on assumptions made and introducing new variable izk—E(t),

we obtain from (1) the following equation for E(t) [5]:

dK/dt : —A E AK (3)
an a ._ _ an

and for n(i,t): —- : ——[ i A'n +B -—- ] , (4)
at ai 6i

where: K'=aA/aklk_i ;§:BE . It has been possible to solve eq.(4)
7 n

in a general form, however for expressions <i‘m>, where m is
inte er, recurrence relations can be obtained. Thus for dispersion
(m=1 we find from (4):

2 } E(T')
>=<i > eXp(—2T)+2 _

O O A'(T')
2<1 m[—2(H' flew, (5)

_ '3

where: TzfA‘(t')dt', <iL>O is the dispersion in the initial

instant of time.

It is to be noted that in the process of evolution, as E(t)
runs through electronic states related to filled shells drastic

ch e of ratio g/A‘ takes place, hence monotonic behaviour of
<1 > t) is disturbed as it follows from equation (5) and has been
observed in numerical calculations.

3. Thus in the case when characteristic time scale of
transport processes in. eq.(1) exceeds the time scale of local

“ *
corona equilibrium set up (3): tR:—f dE/A(E), then distribution

k0
M2 4

nk(r,t) as a whole is close to that governed by (2), where n(r.t)

is described by the following equation:

5h 4
—t : ~V(nV) +V(DVn) + I (6)
a

where: Izfllk. Deviation from (2) may be taken into account by
k

means of successive approximation method. However this method is
too cumbersome for practical use. If far tails of ions
distribution over ionization states, caused for example by some
source Ik’ are excluded from (2) the method may be used based on

Hermit polynomial series H1(y) of the function nk:

4 m
4 n(r,t) ( x—E )2 a (? t)H k—E

nkhut): EXP[——:;—-] E;_l lL—7gg. W)

1:0

where: E(r,t), o(f,t) are the mean charge and dispersion of the
distribution; al(r,t) are the expansion factors. Assuming aozi,
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a12a2=0 and Kk: A*+ A;(k—K*), where A*2 O , from equations (1),

(7) we obtain:
6k 4 _ __ V -—— = —v + 2D Vk Vln(n) + v(k) — A*(k*—k)
at

(8)
(3C5 a _ 2 v _— = —Vvo + 213 vo Vln(n) + v(Dvo) + 2[2D(vx) — A*o + 223]
at

where: B*=Bk . Expressions for al, l>2, are not presented here
)9:

since they are rather cumbersome.
Equations (6), (8) describe the case of weak deviation from

local corona equilibrium. Calculated dependencies A*(Te)/ne and

B*(Te)/ne for Fe ions are shown on Fig.1 (ionization and
recombination rate constants are taken from [6]). 4. Let us
consider now the case of strong deviation from corona equilibrium,
caused by spatial transport of the impurity at a distance xi from
the plane wall, where recombination of impurity ions takes
place,Ik=I06k16(X—Xi). We assume that plasma parameters are
uniform, and that VzO. Since we are interested in the case when tR
is greater then the characteristic time of spatial impurity
transfer, tdgxiL/Dfle, then in the most interesting region, — the
region of strong deviation from corona equilibriwn —AE; BR and
therefore diffusional term in hespace in eq.(1) may be neglected.

Introducing new variable 52f Ak_1dk and denoting Nk=_nkAk’ we
1

obtain from (1):
0

6N aLN 5<E ( > ( )—— = D ——— +I d)® x—x. 9GE 0X2 0 1

Solving eq.(9) with the following boundary conditions
N(X:O)=O, N<X¢m)=0, we find:

2 2IO (x—xi) (X+Xi)

nk feAkvtfiETE7 [EXP[_4D§(k> ] + EXP 4D§(k) ]] (10)
It is of interest to determine charge composition of the ions

falling at the wall Tw=fjw(5)d§=
’1

D1 X. x.‘
O l l (11)

(5): EXP
2vt(D&<k))1'5 [ 4D§<k> ]'jw

As would be expected, distribution (11) has a maximum at
€(km);Xi /4D;tD, and a long power tail. The particles which forms
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this tail accelerating under the action of wall potential up to

energies m k may contribute considerably in the plate sputtering.

It is to be noted, that the expression obtained for nk (10) may be

generalized for the case accounting for the both pinch—effect and

impurity flow discharge at the limiter. 5. Conclusions. a)

Explanation is find of nonmonotonic character of ions distribution

over charge numbers time evolution, obtained in numerical

calculations; b) Simplified model is proposed for impurity

behavior description in the case of small deviation from corona

equilibrium; 0) It is shown that charge states distribution of the

ions recycling near the tokamak chamber wall has pronounced power

tail, which may be the controlling factor in tokamak first wall

sputtering.
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PHYSICAL ACCURACY ESTIMATE OF GLOBAL

ENERGY CDNFINEMENT SCALING LAWS FDR TOKAMAKS

Chudnovskij A.N., Yushmanov P.N.

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy. Moscow, USSR

A reliability estimate for the derived relationships is

one of the most important problems in the analysis of data on
global energy confinement in tokamaks. At present the problem
of accuracy estimation for the scaling laws obtained on the
basis of a statistical analysis of experimental data on global
energy confinement [1] is still open. The problem is in the
fact that the energy confinement in tokamaks actually depends
on a greater number of parameters than the set P, B, Ip’ k, R.

a, n, M usually used in the statistical analysis. An additional
difficulty emerges due to the fact that we don’t know
theoretical lows of TE dependence on experimental parameters.

By these two reasons a difference between the experimental TE

and any scaling law expression for rélt is not a random

quantity. Under the conditions, when TE—Télt is not a

random quantity with a zero average magnitude. the standard
methods of statistical analysis turn out to be unapplicable.
Unsatisfaction of this condition in practice results in a great
sensitivity of statistical treatment results to the chosen set
of experimental information. As a result, using samewhat
different subsets of the total data base, essentially -
different scaling lows have been produced. In this case, even
the scaling lows of the same functional type the dependences on
the experimental parameters P, B. Ip’ k, R. a, n, M differ by

values noticeably—exceeding the error bars for the dependences
[2.3].

One of the methods for solving this problem is described
in [4]. It includes the splitting of all the data into the
groups. when in each of them the necessary statistical
assumtions are satisfied. In [4] all the discharges in the same
tokamak belong to such a group. In this case, for the scaling
laws developed for each separate facility the standard method
of statistical analysis are used. The global scaling law is
produced by the treatment of these data.

It is easy to see that in the development of a scaling law
for one facility the same problems as those in the analysis of
data from a number of tokamaks emerge. Usually at each facility
there are groups of regimes with various natures of
confinement. The supershots. regimes with various degrees of
plasma density profile peaking, H and L—modes, IDC, IGC,
detached plasmas etc are the most pronounced examples. Such a
physically—justified splitting is naturally realized on the
basis of a whole set of experimental information, not on the
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basis of a minimal data set used for the global energy
confinement analysis. This confirmes the presence of hidden
parameters even in the data from one separatly—taken facility
that does not allow one to use the standard method of

statistical analysis in this case too.
A detailed analysis of the dependences on the plasma

current, I, heating power, P, average plasma density, n, and,

if possible, on the magnetic field. B, for separate tokamaks on

the basis of splitting all the discharges on a given facility
into differently—selected groups was carried out.

Fig. 1—3 demonstrate some culculation results for large

tokamaks. a1, up, an, dB are proper exponents in a power—type

scaling law. Error bars were obtained by "physical" error
estimate :33: 6a m ffi7l6‘éa5, where 6a is the statistical
error, N is the number of shots. The numbers beside error bars

indicate on a quantity of points in a group, other information
conserns the splitting limits. The first left error bars
correspond to the one facility all L—mode points fit.
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Fig.1 Examples of fitting results for JET.
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The exponents a1, “8 for JET and or, an for TFTR culculated

the{or different groups are distributed
and hence

ought to be changed. Preliminary estimation
error bars of all point fit.

of

noticeably—exceeding
accuracy

their errors for large tokamaks and some other are given in
table.

Fit type “I dP dn

ITER-B9 m.BStfl.2 —m.5 t@.1 @.1 i@.1

JET 593 p fl.9 ifl.15 «m.62:fi.@7 m.m $3.1

JET groups fl.8 $9.2 ~w.bSiG.1 @.fl5ifi.1

TFTR 189 p m.5e:a.22 —fl.3 $6.1 ~m.25:m.2

TFTR groups fl.8 $6.4 —fl.3 $6.1 —@.1 £9.25

JT—bm 4mm p fl.fi ifi.15 —@.42i@.fl7 fl.2 i@.1

JT—bfl groups m.45:@.2 —¢.42t@.1 @.1 19.15

D—III 216 p m.95:m.2 —¢.77t@.12 m.2 £6.15

D—III groups 0.951%.3 —fl.77i@.12 m.2 $9.2

DITE 2fl5 p 1.25ifi.2 —fl.9 i@.2 m.42i@.12

DITE groups 1.4 i@.3 —fi.9 ifl.4 @.3 39.3

ISXB lfiB p 1 1"1115.17 -@.65i@.1 m.15:w.1

ISXB groups 1.3 ifl.2 —m.65i@.15 —@.15ifi.25

T—1m 28 p fi.55i¢.fi5 —m.55:¢.ms fi.6Btfi.®5

T—1m groups $.55i@.1 -¢.55t9.15 9.65:9.1

Splitting all the discharges on a given facility into

differently-selected groups allows one to estimate a real error

in the scaling law parameters and to obtain more reliable
scaling low for all the facilities later.
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TRANSPORT MODEL OF CANONIC PROFILES FOR ION AND
ELECTRON TEMPERATURES IN TOKAMAKS

E.L. Berezovskij, Yu.N. Dnestrovskij. S.E. Lysenko,

A.A. Pivinskij and K.N. Tarasyan

I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

Abstract . The transport model of power balance for ions and
electrons. using an idea 01 canonic temperature profiles is

developed. The comparison with experiments on T—10, TFTR, ASDEX
and JET allowed to derive the transport scaling Ior L—regime.

The predictions tor Iusion reactor ITER are given.

1. Model. In our previous works [1—2] the canonic proIile model
was used to describe the evolution of electron temperature Te(r).

It was shown that this model can describe the behavior 01 Te in

“any experiments on T—10, JET and DIII—D. In this report we try

to extend this idea Ior description of the ion temperature
T1(r.t) also. We suppose:

Tic(r)=[TeC(I‘)12/?‘Tee(I')/Tec(0)=(1+I'2/a§)_1u aJ=a//qa-1 (1)
Here Tec(r) and Tic(r) are canonic proIiles of temperatures.

The model contains 3 equations for T3. Ti and poloidal field:

3 a 1 a
E 5t(nTe) ‘ 'far(rPe)+P0H Pei+Paux+Prad+Pion'

3 a 1 a 1 i
2 5t(nTi) ' ‘f 5r(rri)+Pei+Paux+Pion+c’ (2)

2
a _ C 6 _
5% ‘ T a_r[ro {WHEN} *1 ‘ 1/q.

The distributions 0: density n and radiation power Prad are
supposed to be known Irom the experiments. In (2) Paux is the
additional heating power. P P9'1 are charge-exchange andcx' ion
ionization losses. For heat fluxes Fe 1 we suppose:

I

_ neo con T—11 PC mix _ neo con T—11 PC ixPe‘ Fe +Fe +Fe +1“e +Pe . F1 _ F1 +[‘1 +1"1 +P1 +l? . (3)

so con _where e.i are neoclassical fluxes, Pe.i 5/2 PnTe 1' PH is the

particle Ilux known Irom the experiment.



T—11 _ T—11 ,T—11 T—11 _Fe _ —de £9 aTe/ar, as — 0.2.

39311 = SeeT'“/q= 0.5 x 1020 (-r/R)1 75 T_e 1(ev )/R(cm)q.
FPCi are correspond to heat fluxes invoked by the deviation of
Te(r) and Ti(r) from TeC(r) and Tic(r). Here we consider only
L—regimes in discharges 9with additional heating. Thus we suppose

r201: £291 322 111(a/4) q(a/2) g IT(Te 1), (4)
‘ 13 —3

Tec 1° Te 1' g =1O[a(m)21w (5)
Tec,ic ' 1(MA)

is stiffness of canonic profiles, a and R are minor and major
radii. As a usual the stiffness parameter g is high (g ” 5—20).
and the set of equations (2) is a stiff system. If qas 3 then in
the central zone the Te.1(r) profiles are perturbed by sawteeth
mixing. that is described by fluxes

we 1>= 6—2341—

mix _ ix mixPe,i —a2'1aTe'11/ar when r s rmix' and Fe =0 when r > rmix'

$21? = 3 5x1017 cm1s 1. rmix= a/qa. aislehave to be determined
I1

from comparison of calculations with the experiment.

2. ECRH on T—10. The calculated vs measured values of total energy
content W = 3/2fn(Te+ T1)dV are displayed in Fig.1. We used expe—
rimental database described in [2]. The crosses are correspond to
OH—regimes, the circles to ECRH one for At = 40-50 ms and At =
=80—100 ms after start of heating with power QEC= 1.6—1.8 MW. The
lines connect the points for the same discharge. The calculations
was performed with age: 0.5. «EC: 0.8. The calculated and the
measured ion energy contents W1: B/EjnTldV are displayed in
Fig. 2. Note that ion temperature decreases during ECRH.

3. NBI on TFTR. The experimental [3] (solid lines) and calculated
(dashed lines) energy contents as a function of total input power
Qtot in L—regime are given in Fig.3. Here age: 0.3. ago: 0.45. In
experiment the density increases with power and current. wth is
the thermal part of energy content for 1:1.4 MA. fi=3-5x1013 cm"3.
In the regime with I = 2.2 MA and fi = 4.7 ,. 1013 cm“3 the
fraction of hot particles from neutral beam is small.
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4. ICRH on JET. The model or "equivalent" tokamak that has the
same major radius R and circular cross—section with minor radius
a*= 372. where k=b/a, used to model the elongated JET plasma. The
experimental [4) and calculated dependencies o! W vs total power
Q are shown in Fig. 4. In calculations we sup osed I = 3 MA.‘0‘ 13 —3 — $5 —3fi = 4 x 10 cm .or I = 5 MA, n = 4 and 5 x 10 cm and Iitted
age = 0.2, a?“ = 0.37.
5. NBI on ASDEX. The experimental [5] and calculated energy
content vs plasma current for NBI power QNBI= 0.4—1.2 MW are
shown in Fig. 5. Here we fitted a: = 0.45. 030 = 0.75.
6. TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS SCALING. The fitted above coeIIicients
82?1 are deposited in Fig. 6 as a function or aspect ratio R/a
Ior each device. The best fits are the linear functions:

age = 1.5 age: 0.18 R/a. (6)

AIter substituting (6) in (4) we have:

PC _ CI112.1 ‘ ‘*£.1 LT(Te.i)' (7)
0.75 V T (a/4)<n>m§?1= (0.349. 0.51) x 1ouafifl q(a/2) q(a)--§*lB---— 1 (8)

Te 1(e). n(1o‘3 cm‘3). B(T). w£?i(cm_1s_1). Note. that $501 is
independent on r.

7. PREDICTIONS FOR ITER. The expressions (7)—(8) allow us to
perIorm the calculations for ITER. The results 01 calculations are
very sensitive to deposition profile of heating power. II qi is
located in the central region (r/a < 0.5) then in regime with n =
= 9 x 1013cm'3. caux= 7o uw we have 1E = 3.6 a. T110) = 16.7 keV,
Te(0) = 21 keV and Lawson criterion is IulIilled: mtg: 3.2 x 1014
cm" s. I! P36; has the flat profile then TE decreases in 2 times.
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PLASMA PERI PHERY INFLUENCE ON PLASMA CORE

CONFI NEMENT UNDER AUXILIARY HEATING.

S. I . Krasheninnikol, A. Yu. Dnestrovskii, P. N. Yushmanov

I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

INTRODUCTION. Simulation of tokamak discharges by the

'self—consistent description of transport in the main plasma and

in the SOL has been done. The values of electron temperature TS

and density n8 are set to be boundary conditions for the main

plasma. Using these quantities and transport equations for the

main plasma, the heat and particle fluxes Q8 and. P3 are

calculated. They are used. by the SOL—model [1]to calculate

T3.n8 and neutral flux Tn. In such an approach all the

properties of the SOL are reduced to the dependencies T3.n8,Pn

on Q3 and P3. To represent the processes occurring in the SOL

the integral zero dimensional relationships, taking into

account the main effects on the periphery (neutral ionization,

radiation, longitudinal and cross field. heat conduction. and

convective transports), are used.

The self—consistent representation is especially important

to describe phenomena having a bifurcational nature, for which

a smooth change in one set of parameters results in stepwise

jumps in others. For examples. some discharges in T—1O with gas

puffing and with the ECRH [2], as well as IDS—operating condi-

tions in JT—6O with the strong radiation in the SOL [3]. are
considered.

MAIN PLASMA MODEL. The heat conductivity coefficient well—

determined in the discharged on T—10, represents by the sum of
2

st: 037: e C ”e N TV?
X (1)

qR n
(the transport provided by stochastic diffusion due to drift

waves [4]) and w? R2
1) TL* 9 ~Xdcez Cace vepg Q2 _2 N (2)

E 5m Zn T
(the transport provided by the dissipative mode due to passing



electrons [5]) In this expressions w*:RUg/mcln, De is the elec—
tron velocity, ”te:ve/QR’ wC is the cyclotron frequency
an/vn, p8 is the electron Larmcr radius, ve is the electron. . st Cdce . .collision frequency, 0 and are the fitting factors of
the order of unity. The first of these coefficients represents
the plasma core, the second one becomes essential near by the
periphery. For matching with heat conduction inside the SOL,
which is assumed to be Bohm's one, the total heat conduction is
represented:

—1
Xe=[‘sctc—e+ 7] (3)X +X DBchmThe diffusion coefficient, which mainly determines the intensi-

ty of the particle exchange with the SOL, is assumed to be equ—
al to a half of the heat conduction coefficient,
=xe/2.

T—10 DENSITY LIMIT DISCHARGE [2]. Let us consider first the
discharge behavior in T~1O under gas puffing, when density li—
mit is approached. The trajectory of discharge parameter motion
upon the plane (QS,P8) is given in Fig.1b, the time evolution
of the main parameters determining the periphery behavior is
given in Fig.1a. At the Ohmic stage, the discharge places at
the point Q N 700kW, P8 N 2.5 10215—1 which corresponds to
nSNS 70 m , YENBSeV, which close to the experimental data.
After "switching on" the ECRH the energy flux from the plasma,
Q5, starts to rise in time during a time interval of the order
of energy confinement time, being stabilized at the level of
about 750kW. The gas puffing simultaneous with the ECRH leads
to gradual growth of ms, volume average density <n>, and F3.
Until n8 remains below its critical value corresponding to the
n3(F8) dependence saturation, the flux P8 rises not very inten—
sively (P8 5 I022s_1). The dependencies n8(P8), approaching the
critical value, becomes more flat and for further increase in
RS one needs in considerable flux growth.

Thus, when the maximum density is approached, the dischar—
ge becomes unstable and rapidly transits into the state with
high circulation of particles at the periphery (PS x 4 1092s‘1)



which is limited by the transport processes in the main plasma.

This transition results in a strong rise in radiation losses.

periphery cooling, current profile rearrangement and. probably,

in the discharge disruption [6].

JT—eo IDC DISCHARGE [3]. Characteristic feature of this IDC

regime (Ip=1MA, 130:4.5T, <ne>=(3—4)1o19m’3, NBI heating power
25MW, Te(0)~6keV, TSNSO-1OOeVJ was a smooth. transition. to a

higher SOL radiation and lower central radiation, accompanied

by a slight Te increase. Such a regime existence also can be

considered as a transition to a regime with higher edge partic-

le flux Ts. As one can see from the Fig.1c (the time evolution

of the main parameters for JT—6O IDC discharge), this regime

corresponds to higher SOL radiation Pr. The transition to the

regime with high fluxes is concerned with the saturation of

dependence n8(P3) as well as in T—1O case which was discussed

above. This effect is demonstrated on Fig.1d (trajectory of the

discharge).

CONCLUSIONS. Simulation of T—1O and JT—BO discharges have shown

that the developed model gives not only qualitative but quanti—

tative agreement with experimental data. It has been establi—

shed that the periphery behavior is determined by the transport

in the SOL and by that in the edge plasma. We have managed to

represent the dynamics of the parameters in the edge plasma for

the T—10 discharge under ECRH and under density rise and for

JT—6O IDC discharge under NBI heating.
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CURRENT DENSITY AND ENERGY TRANSPORT IN HIGH
TEMPERATURE PLASMAS

B. Coppi and F. Pegoraro
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. USA

Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa, ltaly

The relationship between the steady state current density and electron
temperature profiles is considered for high plasma temperature regimes. A
formalism is adopted in which gradients of both the electron temperature and
plasma current density determine the electron heat flux in the energy balance
equation, while diffusion-like terms in both the temperature and the plasma
current appear in the electron longitudinal momentum balance equation.
Proper constraints on the resulting matrix diffusion equation are formulated
on the basis of symmetry properties and of realistic radial profiles.

Understanding the mechanisms that, in a high temperature toroidal
plasma determine the stationary (time asymptotic) form of the profile of the
plasma current density is important as it provides a reference case on which to
evaluate the ohmic power density produced in a given experiment by the
plasma current. It is equally needed when predictions are sought on the plasma
stability against global (resistive) MI-ID modes whose excitation depends on the
current density distribution Furthermore a growing body of experimental
information on the current density profiles is presently becoming available.

A starting point for the present analysis is the observation that in a high
temperature toroidal plasma, magnetically trapped electrons affect the plasma
resistivity in such a way as to cause a current density distribution with a cusp at
the magnetic axis in the case of the well behaved ("canonical”) temperature
profiles that are observed under stationary conditions. Such a spatial feature
seems unlikely to occur in real experiments, although presently available
current profile determinations would not be sufficiently accurate to resolve it.
On the other hand it is generally thought that the time scale for the global
momentum transfer from electrons to ions is consistent in present
experiments with the estimates based on neoclassical resistivity.

We propose that the temperature and current profiles are determined by a
system of two coupled diffusion equations which generalise the electron
thermal balance equation and ohm's law. This model is based on the
assumption of common microscopic anomalous machanisms that link the
temperature and current transport, and which are subject to a global constraint
such that, under stationary conditions, the current and temperature profiles do
not differ significantly form the ”canonical" one that would be realised in
ohmic discharges in the absence of neoclassical modifications of the resistivity.
Not explicitly included in this formulation are the effects of global resistive
modes with low toroidal mode numbers, such as in particular the temperature
relaxations that are associated to the onset of the m=1, n=1 instability. In a
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toroidal plasma this instability is driven by the plasma pressure gradient and
can be expected to lead mainly to a rearrangement of the central pressure
profile. As higher plasma temperature regimes are reached, the microscopic
plasma properties become important and, in combination with the contribu-
tion of a minority population of energetic particles such as fusion produced (X—
particles, may retard the onset and reduce the growth rate of the m=1, n=l
instability and eventually suppress it. These effects are not expected to count for
the m=l, n=2 instability so that 1/2 can be taken as a "hard " lower bound on
the value of the winding parameter q on the magnetic axis, thus providing an
additional constraint on the maximum value of the current density.

In particular we adopt the following set of transport equations [1] to be
applied to steady state ohmic plasmas:

E} = —V.{KVT—(a—l)L][V]—a(_lf)VT]} , (1)

E—n} = —V-{L[VI—aG)VT]} , (2)

where E is the toroidal electric field, I is the toroidal current, T is the electron

temperature, K is the (anomalous) electron thermal conductivity and L is a
thermal-viscous diffusion coefficient acting both on the temperature and the
current density gradients. In writing Eqs (1) and (2) we have been guided by the
following arguments:
i) the additional diffusive terms in ohm's law have been related in such a way

that, if the parameter 0t is chosen equal to 3/2, their contribution vanishes
identically in the limit where the resistivity 1] reduces to its Spitzer form
and Joe Tm.

ii) the additional terms in the energy balance equations have been chosen so
that the system (1), (2) exhibits Onsager-type symmetry relations when the
energy equation is expressed in terms of the entropy production. This is
apparent when the system (l), (2) is rewritten in the matrix form

x OLZLI2 ocL] 2 2
—+ w —_ T L12 V_T L_]2 Z].- E_V .T T, T V : Tmltlldllil-altl (3)

J1?” L I E-nI

Again, if I a: T3’2 and 0.=3/2 , the contribution of the additional terms in
the energy equation vanishes identically Further we assume that the
microscopic processes and the global constraints that shape the temperature
profile are related to those that cause the diffusive terms in ohm's law. We
express this assumption through the relationship
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A
LIZ l 7t E

— _ K
0L(0L—1)E*

, (4)
T — a(a~1) K

where the constant 9» is chosen to be proportional to the ratio between the
applied electric field and a reference field E". The latter is assumed to be
determined by the microscopic processes that cause the anomalous electron
energy transport. Assumption (4) allows us to obtain from Eqn (2) a direct
relationship between the temperature and the current profiles

X

Ejmclx'
d} 1dr 0
al=—a raw”, (5)a 92 1

T dx _ I

Where, for the sake of simplicity, we are referring to a large aspect ratio toroidal

configuration with circular cross section, x E rz/az, with a the plasma minor

radius, and Q = 4 K/al. Furthermore, we assume that the anomalous thermal

conductivity K has a CMG functional dependence [ 2 ] of the type

x
Es

K ac T; J. I(X’) dx’ . (6)
0

Then the second term on the right of (5) reduces to a constant, which we

denote by (IT = 80F E/E‘, while from (5) we derive the parametrization

A /\
T = F(x) exp (— aTx), ] = H(x) exp (- aj x) , (7)

A A
where aaClT, T=T/T0, 1:1/10, F(O)=H(0)=1,and

H(X) = F(x) u(1+l/A) ' (8)

The functions F and H describe the profile modifications introduced, in the
considered stationary ohmic plasma regime, by the neoclassical corrections to

the electrical resistivity and reduce to unity for n = ns , where nsp is Spitzer‘s

resistivity. They are determined by the integrodifferential equation which is
obtained from Eqn (2)
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1 dH 1 1 dG xH a; = —aj(a—1)[1+X][Ea] J[1-nf1]dx ; (9)
o

X

where G(x) E I exp (— 0tj x’) H(x') dx’ , with the global condition
0

l

j(E—nl)dx = 0 . (10)
O

In Eqs (9) and (10) the term n] is to be expressed in the form

E
“E1 = [TEEJE (x) H‘“HM , (11)

where ESP E nsp (To) I0 , and Z (x) is the neoclassical trapping factor such that

n = nsp 2 (x). Condition (10) determines the value of the ratio between E and
the reference Spitzer's field E:SP , that is compatible with the envisaged
stationary regime, and can be expressed as the additional boundary

d" LE‘ILE — 1 h h 1' h'con ition [G dx) (H dx) x=1— O. tensures t at, on average, t e re ations 1p

between the electric field and the plasma current is determined by the
neoclassical resistivity, as is consistent with the observation on the global
current time scale made at the beginning.

Numerical solutions of Eqn (9) are presently being investigated.
In the presence of sources of additional heating, we conjecture that the

constraints which we have imposed on the transport matrix in Eqn (3), and
which reflect the intrinsic relationship between the heating source and the
current which confines the plasma, are violated. We express the degradation of
the electron energy transport in the presence of additional heating in terms of a
new contribution K’ which is added to the ohmic thermal conductivity K . This
new contribution has no counterpart in the generalised ohm's law, and is
taken to have a form dictated by the relevant microinstabilities [3]. This
additional transport coefficient, together with the simultaneous reduction of
the electric field, tends to decouple the thermal energy transport from that of
the current.
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UNIFIED PHYSICAL SCALING LAWS FOR TOKAMAK CONFINEMENT

.P. Christiansen, LG. Cordey, O. Kardaun‘, K. Thomsen

IET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 3EA, England.
*IPP Garching, BRD.

I. Introduction The scaling of plasma energy confinement in JET has been
studied in a recent paper [1]. The form of the scaling expressions used in the
study satisfy the constraints imposed by a particular theoretical model of thermal
transport. It was shown that both the IET L and H-mode data satisfy the
constraints of the short wavelength gyro kinetic model. In this paper we extend
the study in [1] by using data from the ITER L—mode data base and we also
consider other theoretical transport models.

The ITER data base will be fitted to an expression for the thermal energy
confinement time of the form,

TE = (Tmodefix g (1)

in which x denotes an exponent which, for a model that describes the data well,
will be unity. The function g will be represented in this paper by

g = Wx'l BXZ qx3 2x4 Kx5 Ax6 (2)

where the arguments, defined below, are dimensionless variables.
An alternative approach, often pursued, is to use a power law scaling for

IE in the form

11; = C ayl xyZ ey3 ny4 Iy5 Pyé qy7 AW (3)

where the "engineering" variables are minor radius a, elongation K, density n,
current 1, power P, safety factor q, aspect ratio 6 = a /R, atomic mass A. We will
show though that just as a good fit can be obtained with the more physical form
Eq. (I) — (2) which contains less free parameters.

In section 2 we describe the selection of the ITER L—mode data, in section 3
formulas for Tmodel and the parameters of g are presented.

2. The ITER L-mode data The ITER L—mode data base contains 1431 sets of
data from JET, TRTR, 1'T60, DIII—D and IFTZ. We restrict our data analysis to NBI

heated plasmas labelled "L" and this eliminates 457 data sets half of which are
TFTR supershots, the other half being ECRH, ICRH, or LH plasmas. In addition,
to only include shots with an accurate thermal energy content W = Wtotal - Wf
we apply the following condition
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l
Wf/wtotal < 5 (4)

where Wf is the fast ion energy content and Wmm the total energy determined
from MHD fits. The fast ion energy is calculated from

T3/2Ab
n

1 Ew; = Pabs 15/2, 15 =3 0.117 log (1 + (Kb) 3/2) (5)

Pabs is the absorbed NBI power and in the expression for the slowing down time
1:5 the average temperature T is in keV, density n in units of 1019 m'3; Ab is the
beam atomic mass, Eb the beam energy in keV and the critical energy is
EC = 14.8 T Ab/A2/3. The average temperature T is not generally available in the
data base and it is therefore defined as

T = Wtotal/( 21 V e n) (6)

The factor 2.1 arises from a fit to existing data on T. The restriction [4] yields 680
obserations distributed as follows:- 353 (JET), 67 (TFI'R), 209 (]T60), 5 (DIII-D) and
46 OFT 2).

3. Confinement models The following theoretical models for I}; are
considered; short and long wavelength gyro-kinetic turbulence model denoted by
155, TEL respectively, ideal MHD 1131, resistive MHD TER [2]. The leading terms are
expressed as follows (a numerical constant C‘ is dropped)

{Es ~ a14/5 (Mia—HR) 3/5 (3%) 2/5 A—l/S

k R
TEL ~ aIl/2 (at—5L) 1/2 81/2 (7)

”C151~ tER ~ 1'1 111/2 a2 A”2

For TE] x1 5 0 in g and for TER the collisionality is Vt pZ/az.

Each variable used in the fit is standardised as follows

_ 1
logn alogn-logfi, logn =N— Elognj

In Fig. 1-3 the results are displayed in these standardised variables.
An extensive series of regression analyses have been carried out, for each

Tokamak individually and for the data as a whole. The results from the latter
ones for the scaling with the leading term in Eq. (1), i.e. the exponent x, is 1.1,
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1.45, 1.3, 1.7 for ":55, TEL, TER, TEi resp. The rms. errors in the fits in % are
respectively 4.4, 4.1, 12, 17. Thus only the short wavelength gyrokinetic
turbulence scaling provides a good fit to the data and this is shown in Figure 1.
An essential feature of Eq. (1) is that the leading term by definition must explain
the major variation in the IE data. We illustrate the contrast between models in
Figure 2 which shows TER versus $55. The variation by a factor 40 of ”CE in the
[TER data can be explained by 1:55 but not by TER or 1251. A fit to the "engineering"
expression (4) gives an r.m.s. error of 4%, i.e., marginally better than that of 155.
However, all 8 parameters are needed. It is a nice feature that this fit can be
already described by the short wavelength leading term. We emphasize this
point, since the selected ITER data exhibits some collinearity in Va, and [3 as is
shown in Figure 3. Thus the best and simplest fit and physically most plausible
description of the data is in our opinion offered by

KAl/z
TE (ITER L-mode) = :53 WG-13 (8)

This expression has one free parameter only rather than the 8 parameters of
Eq. 3. The r.m.s. error of (8) is only 4.7%. Presently we have no physical
argument explaining the geometric term in (8).

Expression (8) can be used to predict the energy confinement time in ITER
or any other reactor device. A better approach though which avoids making a
particular choice of the functional form for g is the similarity method [1]. In this
technique the data is grouped in v", [3 and q and then displayed versus the
leading term of the theoretical model of interest. In Fig. 4 this is done for the
short wavelength gyro-kinetic model, the grouping of the data into parallel lines
with a slope close to unity for each range of v", indicates that the model is a good
representation of the ITER data base. By choosing a particular discharge from
Fig. 4 with the same v", B and q as in ITER one can then by using Eq. (1)
accurately predict the energy confinement.

4. Conclusion It has been shown that the TIER L-mode data base can be
fitted to a physically meaningfull scaling law which satisfies the constraints of
the short wavelength gyro—kinetic model.
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Short wavelength turbulence Leading terms of confmement scaling
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1. Introduction
Transport codes for the prediction of performance of next step tokamak devices require

"complete" transport models. This means that such models must represent the local plasma

properties from core to boundary in the ignition relevant regimes for a given device. However,

most transport models derived from theory are known not to be valid in the external region of

tokamak plasmas and in many cases also in the plasma core, where sawtooth activity often

masks local transport effects.
For this reason, the existing models have to be completed by adding empirical

prescriptions, and need to be tested against experimental results. In particular, it is important to

clarify the role and relative importance of theoretical and empirical assumptions in a model.

This kind of analysis is being carried out at JET for various models. We report here on the

results obtained for those models the main empirical assumption of which is "Profile

Consistency“ (PC in the following [l-3]). We refer to ohmic and L—mode regimes, which are

the only ones getting close to steady state conditions, for which PC has been introduced.

2 . The Models
It has been observed in many tokamak devices that the electron temperature profile in quasi-

steady state condition of ohmic and centrally heated discharges is usually well represented,

outside the sawtooth region, by an exponential of the form:

T. = Teae“("”fl) (1)
Here p is a flux coordinate (p o< ‘13. (it being the toroidal flux) normalised at a, the plasma

boundary. In JET, for example, one finds 0t = 2.8 (i 15%), B = 1.5—2 without any clear

relationship between these parameters and physical quantities such as qa, the value of the safety

factor at the plasma boundary. The central idea of PC related transport models is to use Eq. (1)

to derive a profile form factor in an expression of the thermal conductivity Xe (defining the heat

flux qe = ~ne Xe V Te) that implies steady state temperature profiles given by Eq. (1). The

model of X6 is completed by a scaling law for Tea or, equivalently, if sawtooth activity is not

too important, for any of these quantities: the central value T50, the volume average value

<Te>, the electron energy content We or, in the case of ohmic discharges, the loop voltage VL.

Any theoretical consideration is restricted to the derivation of a scaling law, the form factor in

Xe being entirely empirical and theoretically unjustified. The general form of such Xe is, in

flux surface coordinates:
vI, (9’ (Pi. — PandvPC _

‘ a
afipfl_1neTeae“(1_P ) <l|2 > iiip

E (2)
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Here V03) is the VOIUIHC inside P, Pi: and P08“, are the source and loss terms in the electron
energy balance equation and < > is a flux surface average.

. . . _ ,3From Eq(2) vanous forms of xfc are obtained by: the possrble replacement of Tmcm1 p )
by Te; different choices of the scaling law determining the absolute value of Te; different
choices of 0c and [3.

Deviations from strict PC are introduced by dropping terms in (Pf, 7 P5,“) and/0r models of
sawtooth activity and different models of qe in the boundary region.

The Tang-Redi (T—R) model of Xe [2] is obtained from Eq(2) with: ot=2/3(qa + 0.5), [5:32.
The scaling of T50 is obtained, with some approximations, from the theory of transport based
on microinstabilities related to trapped electron modes. In [2] exactly the same procedure is
used also to derive an expression of Xi assuming the same shape for T1 and Te.

The Coppi-Mazzucato-Gruber (CMG) model in its most recent form [4], intended to cover
aohmic and L—mode discharges, is obtained from Eq(2) with: [3 = 2, Te in place of Tweail'P l

and replacing the numerator by IPVL*:

VL" = avr—zl/SR/a [1+ 7 < [3,, > (Fin — P011 )2 / 3:12] (3)
Here 7 is a constant (~- 9 for L-modes), <l3p> is the average value of the poloidal [3 on the
plasma cross-section, Pin and PQH are the total plasma input power and the ohmic input
power. VL* reduces to VL in ohmic discharges. In the ohmic case PC is obtained by
neglecting the ohmic radiation losses, but it can be shown that while (IV/0. is prescribed, the
separate values of av and 0t depend on the boundary condition Tea- This implies that results
are sensitive to the choice of Tea or, equivalently, to the transport model assumed for the
boundary region. PC may be strongly violated when non-ohmic heating is present.

3 . Comparison With Experimental Result
It is clear from the discussion in the previous section that empirical assumptions play a veryimportant role in any PC related model such as the CMG and TR models. In particular, their

use in time dependent simulations is expected to lead to reasonable results only if the time scale
of the evolution of Te is comparable or longer than 15, the energy confinement time. In order
to check the range of validity of such models we have carried out extensive tests against
experimental findings for a variety of ohmically and additionally heated JET discharges. For
the CMG and T—R model the results of our tests are summarised in the following. The scaling
(3) of V1, with constant av is not found in JET (Fig. 1). Nevertheless JET ohmic discharges
are generally well simulated (see c. g. Fig. 3) by the CMG model if Qty/0t is increased by about
40% with respect to the value given in [5] and Tea is taken in agreement with experimental
observations. In addition Xi 2 Xe has to be assumed. The model fails to simulate non-ohmic
centrally heated discharges (see Fig. 4): the allowed deviation from PC is too strong.

JET low current (lMA) discharges indicate that the qa dependence assumed for or in theT—R model is too strong. At 3 and 5MA the model is usually somewhat optimistic, leading to a
total energy content 20-50% in excess of the observed one, The numerical values of Xi and Xe
are usually very close. One would expect larger values of Xi when the m modes (on which the
theoretical pan of xi is based) are destabilised. The T-R model, however, contains an arbitrary
empirical reduction in the theoretically expected Xi [5]. An example of application of the model
in comparison to measurements of atypical 5MA JET discharge is given in Figs. 3-5.

These results show that the validity of the CMG and the T-R models as predictive tools israther questionable. However, we find that the combination of a PC shape factor and a scaling
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1aW, working for a wide range of tokamak parameters such as the one proposed in [6], may

produce an effective Xe that "works" in transport codes on the same range of devices as

suggested in [2] (see e.g. PC + Lackner-Gottardi scaling (PCLG) in Figs. 3—5). This latter

version of PC allows transport code studies of other aspects of transport, such as ion energy

and particle transport in slow transients. It can also be used for predictive studies, provided

these are confined to slowly evolving situations and to the assessment of the sensitivity of

results against the assumptions in the adopted model.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Measured ohmic loop voltage vs loop voltage from CMG model (see Eq(3)) for three

different plasma currents: x: 1MA;o: 3MA; V: SMA
Fig. 2 IVcI‘el from ECE profiles at p = 0.7 vs 2a (T—R)p/a, ot(T-R) = 2/3(qa + 0.5) for the

same currents as in Fig. 1
Fig. 3 Comparison of calculated and measured electron and ion temperature profiles vs

normalised p at the end of the ohmic phase; Ip = 5.1MA, BT = 3.1T. As a reference

for a non-PC model the temperature profiles resulting from the Rebut-Lallia model

(R—L) [7] are shown as well.
Fig. 4 Same as Fig. 3 but end of the additional heated phase; PNBI = 6.3MW, PR1: = 5.1MW

Fig. 5 Comparison of calculated and measured total energy content vs time between the end of

the ohmic and the end of the additional heated phase.
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A QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT

OF V T,- - DRIVEN TURBULENCE THEORY

BASED ON JET EXPERIMENTAL DATA
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Introduction

The discovery of a ”pellet-enhanced" confinement regime in JET experiments [1]

has revived interest in the theory of VT. -driven turbulence (ITGDT) as a candidate for

the explanation of anomalous transport in tokamaks.
The apparent improvement in central energy confinement following pellet injection

qualitatively agrees with the theoretical prediction of a correlation between density

profile peaking and reduced anomalous energy transport.
However the expectation that, in the absence of density peaking, VT, Adriven modes

can account for the observed anomalous transport has not been confirmed.

Comparisons with early JET data [2] showed large discrepancies with theoretical

prediction. A systematic investigation, based on a more complete set of measurements,

is now possible.
In this paper we aim for a quantitative assessment of the capability of existing

models based on ITGDT theory to reproduce the level of anomalous transport observed
in JET. To this end, we compare theoretically predicted heat fluxes with those inferred

from measured data (taking into account the uncertainties in both) for representative

L-modc plasmas in a variety of conditions.

Experimental data

We consider a database of 35 L—mode plasmas with a plasma current of} MA, for
which spatially resolved measurements of the electron density (from LIDAR Thomson

scattering) and of the ion temperature (from charge-exchange recombination

spectroscopy) are available.
All these plasmas are in quasi-steady-state conditions: in particular,

dW/a’tSOJ P707 (W being the total stored energy, with Pmr the power input) and

sawtooth effects are absent, ie the time slices considered belong either to a "monster

sawtooth", or to the saturated phase of ordinary sawteeth. Thus the measured profile

shapes can be regarded as determined by transport effects only.
The additional heating scheme varies from dominant ICRH for monster sawteeth to

exclusive NB] heating for plasmas in the so-called ”hot-ion" regime (central ion

temperature T“, significantly larger than the peak electron temperature T”). The total

auxiliary power varies between 2 and 20 MW.
With the volume-averaged electron density ranging between 0.7 and 4.0 (in units of

lO'Vrn”), a variation in T,,, from 3 to 16 keV is explored. The electron density profile is
never significantly more peaked than parabolic, which is typical ofJET L-modes fuelled
by edge recycling and neutral beam injection.
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Comparison between theory and experiment

Various quasilinear estimates of the anomalous ion energy transport due to the
excitation of VT. ~driven modes are available in the literature. We have performed
detailed comparisons using the formulations of Lee and Diamond [3] (with Connor’s
[4] correction for large L, ), Mattor [5] and Romanelli [6] :

‘ 2 3/4
l"Iii“i T

1/4 3/4L LT
S I

2 2
~1,1) ~ H + ’1) "apt ’— C1,01 > 1): e, 2 I ”2 , but “(Ln 2 an”! ) = 2,, 2

45.1

2 2 1

vii Pt 1'7M~001 LE 7 [1~ n” ]3 with )1 ~ 1 2 '~n ' ’ LT, L71 (1+rjjl2 71 a ,

2
XR ~ 3 ”ii Pi
"’ (Rb/91”

”er ”2 ,- Ln,1 :I With 2],, = 0.5 + 0.5 , 2.5 T[1—
max

Here v“ and p, are ion thermal velocity and gyroradius, r E T,/T. and R is the plasma
major radius. m, is the threshold value above which the transition from neoclassical to
turbulent transport takes place.

These anomalous thermal conductivities have different functional dependences on
the plasma parameters, but their magnitude is similar for typical JET regimes, when all
uncertainties are taken into account. Concerning their radial variation, the common
TR” dependence is at least in part compensated by the radial decrease of LT, and L, .

An important difference between the models lies in the predicted behaviour for
vanishing density gradients: according to Connor and Matter, the transport will saturate
at a level determined only by L, ; for Ronianelli, the instability might be suppressed even
in the limit VII —> 0.

In practice, however, we find that the JET profiles correspond to values of r] well in
excess of the theoretical threshold, even when the L,,-dependence 01-11,, predicted by
Romanelli is taken into account (Figure 2), The degree of departure from marginal
stability also appears to be independent from the temperature ratio r. A comparison
of the predicted ion heat flux induced by strongly turbulent transport with the observed
total flux (upper bound on the actual ion transport) is illustrated in Figure 3.

While there is no definite inconsistency between theory and experiment in
low-temperature plasmas, the predicted transport is clearly too strong for high~T,
regimes. Given that the departure from marginal stability is rather uniform in all cases,
this result may be interpreted as questioning the theoretical prediction of a
TJ-‘ldependence of the turbulent thermal conductivity. l-‘igurc 3 was obtained using
Romanelli’s formulation, but analogous results are obtained with the other models, with
larger "error bars" due to the additional uncertainty in I.,.

If the VT, -driven transport is an overestimate in the hot core of the plasma, in the
cool outer region it generally accounts for only a minor part of the observed heat flux,
indicating that other transport mechanisms should be dorriinant there. In the outer
plasma, however, the effect of experimental uncertainties tends to become
overwhelming, and this often makes a proper quantitative assessment impossible.
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Analysis technique

We use the methods ofinterpretive transport analysis to infer local "experimental"
heat fluxes qEX’Tp) from the measured plasma profiles and from physics modelling
assumptions (eg for the evaluation of power deposition profiles). These are then
compared with the local ion heat fluxes q.T"ED’”(p):-n,x,,VT. predicted by various
versions of [TGDT theory.

Ideally, the comparison should involve the measured ion heat flux. This is, however,
generally difficult to determine because of large uncertainties in the separation of the
local electron and ion power balances.

Instead, we shall consider the total (e +1) local heat flux, which can typically be
determined to an accuracy of i 20 ”/0, and check what part of it can be accounted for
by the predictions ofITGDT theory.

Since WHO” is a sensitive function of the plasma parameters and their gradients,
and is evaluated using experimental data, estimating the uncertainties associated with
the predicted fluxes is an important part of the assessment.

We construct density and temperature profiles by least-squares fitting the measured
radial points with a polynomial form with three fitting parameters. The experimental
error bars are then propagated to any given function of the profiles through the
covariance matrix of the best fit parameters.

This procedure leads, for example, to an estimate of the uncertainty on the local
scale lengths Ln 5 n/Ia and LTE T/IV'I'I. The values shown in Figure 1 correspond
to the radial plasma region characterized by maximum temperature gradient. The
parameter r] E Luz/LT, can reach values well in excess of 2 there. In the outer plasma,
lower values of 7} (and affected by larger fractional uncertainties) are generally found.

The local shear length L, E Rqfle]w , also an important parameter in the context
of theory, is not directly measured. We estimate it using qy-profiles from the mhd
equilibrium reconstruction code IDENTC; the uncertainty on L, is assigned arbitrarily.
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Conclusions

Existing models based on ITGDT theory are inadequate to describe the transport
properties of JET L-mode plasmas. The measured density and temperature profiles
indicate that the theoretical threshold for onset of strong turbulence can be significantly
exceeded, without inducing the dramatic deterioration oflocal confinement predicted by
theory. In order to be reconciled with the experimental evidence, the models considered
here require rather radical modifications, such as a two-fold increase in the instability
threshold and/or a significant reduction in the strength of the turbulent transport.

These findings suggest that the "pellet-enhanced” regime may not be a result of the
stabilization of VT. -drivcn modes. It seems therefore advisable to explore alternative
interpretations; in particular, the possible influence on transport of the dynamics of
current penetration when pellets are injected at the end of the current rise, and in the
presence oflarge bootstrap currents, deserve further investigation.
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Mam.
Plasma transport in the scrape-off layer of the toroidal

helical system is investigated. Braided magnetic field is
studied and two-dimensional transport model is presented.
Analytic forms of the edge temperature and heat channel width are
obtained. Numer-ical simulation (UEDA code) is applied and the
condition to have the dense and cold divertor plasma is studied.

L__lnLLQdu£liQn
The plasma transport in the scrape-off layer(SOL) in

toroidal helical devices is a key issue because the stationary
operation in these devices depends on the proper control of the
heat, particles and impurities. The nature of the plasma in SOL
of helical systems has not been so far understood well, at least
compared to tokamaks. This is partly because of the lack of the
experimental data but also due to the complexity of the magnetic
field in the SOL region. The magnetic surface is destroyed in
the SOL region of the helical systemsl). As a first step to
analyse the SOL plasma. we present a tweedimensional modelling of
the transport based on the fluid picture of the plasma. The
structure of the magnetic field is taken into account. Applying
the analytic as well as numerical calculations, we study the
condition to establish the divertor function in torsatron
heliotron configurations.
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Zaiflonnection Length of the Field Line to the Wall
The two»dimensional structure of the plasma is determined by

the competition between the fast parallel flow and cross-field
diffusion. The distance along the field line from the SOL region
to the wall. L. as a function of the radial distance 6 from the
outermost magnetic surface is calculated2'3x
result for the case of m

Figure 1 shows the
=19 and fl=2 (m is the pitch number and fl

is the multipolarity of the field). The logarythmic dependence
is found as

E R b—-a
11(5):”;o (1)

where R is the majour radius. a is the minor radius and Al 2 are
numerical constants of the order of unity. The parameter
dependence of Al is studied, and is found that A] has weak
dependence on m. The control of the vertical magnetic field is
known to be effective in reducing the ergodicity of the edge
magnetic field. The increment of the plasma volume by this
control does not change the formula (1) nor the value of Al.

3. Two-dimensional Transport Model
Based on the result (1), the two-dimensional model of plasma

transport is proposed. The parallel loss is assumed to be
classical and the heat diffusivity is given by xfl=x0T"‘. Th
perpendicular one is assuemd to be Bohm-like
diffusion equation is given as

e
{L=kBT. The

d dT M (Ba 35”m“ dr 7L B (2)
under the condition Tb>>Td (the suffix b and d stand for the
plasma boundary and divertor, respectively). Solving Eq.(2L
obtain that Tb21.5T0 and the heat channel width AaZA

7 P2 2/11
To = fi‘ ‘7 (3)2m27r“>\12 awDKB

we

1' where
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A1 = 2W28RKBT8P_I (4)

The result shows only a small dependence on 12. This result

shows a similar depndence on the cases of tokamaks, but the

absolute value of Tb is smaller by a factor. owing to the shorter

connection length of the field line to the walL

. 1 3. l .

Numerical simulation of the plasma and neutral particles in
a straight helical configuration is performed using the UEDA

code. which solves the time-dependent fluid equation coupled with

the Monte—Carlo code for neutral particles4'5). Because of the

short field line compared to tokamaks. the establishment of the

dense and cold divertor plasma is more difficult to obtain

Several models of the buffle plates are examined.

Numerical simulation is performed for the parameters; R=4m,

B=4T at axis, m=10. total heat out flux QT=20MW, and the total

particle outflux F=8x10’°/s (which corresponds to ne=4x10"/m‘)
Figure 2 shows the neutral particle density showing the increase

of recycling near the divertor plate. In this case, the power

flux density to the plate reaches SEW/mI and the erosion rate is

1.2m/year for carbon. The sputtered carbon flows to the core

plasma by the thermal force. For this case, the electron

temeprature is still too high near the divertor plate. In order
to reduce it, the additional buffle plate is tested (see Fig.3)

In this case, Td reduces to 4eV allowing the low erosion rate

(less than 0.1m/year). This shows the importance of the design
of the divertor configuration for the toroidal helical systems
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Fig.1 Connection length of the field line to the wall, L. asa function of 6 (5 being the radial distance fron theoutermost magnetic surfacel

Fig.2 Poloidal cross section and the contour of the neutralparticle distribution. One quarter is shown

Fig.3 Design of the buffle plate which allows good divertorfunctioning. The area A-B i ndicates the pumping ductFin structure is added.
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SENSITIVITY OF IGNITION CONDITIONS TO PLASMA PARAMETERS FOR
A COMPACT TOKAMAK

ArAiroldi '.W

' lstituto di Fisica del Plasma, Associazione EURATOM-ENEA-CNR, Milano, ltaly
" CRE "E.Clementel”, ENEA - Bologna, Italy

Summary - The '1 1/2-dimensional equilibrium-transport code JEiTO has been
used for simulating the achieving of ignition in lgnitor. Different sets of magnetic field
and plasma current specifications have been considered. The time evolution for all
scenarios has been simulated during the current plateau lasting about 3.5 seconds. The
transport models adopted for electrons and ions, based on the ’profile consistency’
concept, present the power dependent degradation observed in present-day auxiliary
heated experiments. The influence of the machine parameters and transport assump-
tions on ignition has been investigated. The results show that, for a machine which can
sustain a plasma current from 10 to 42 MA and a toroidal field from 11 to ’|3 tesla, ig—
nition should be guaranteed for wide operating ranges in the plasma parameters,

Simulations — Ignitor has a highly elongated and triangular plasma shape /1/,
therefore, as it was already shown /2/, it is necessary to use the real equilibrium con-
figurations in performing predictive simulations. The present analysis has been carried
out employing the 1 1/2-dimensional equilibrium-transport code JETTO /3/. A de-
scription of the transport models /4/ and of the main assumptions adopted is given in
Ref.5. The changes included with respect to the previous simulations are given here. The
parallel electrical resistivity has the neoclassical expression taking into account the
trapped particle correction /6/. We recall that we defined the central region by the
condition q < qmm. In this region on effective value for the electrical resistivity is de-
fined, in the poloidal magnetic field diffusion equation, so as to keep the a value close
to am... However the resistivity used for calculating the ohmic heating maintains its
neoclassical formulation. The neoclassical contribution to X, has been corrected fol-
lowing Ref] and including the impurity Z values. The initial temperature for electrons
and ions is assumed to have a parabolic form with a peak value of 4 keV.

Previous results showed that the density profile influences the ignition achieving
because higher peaking factor ne(0)/<ne > , obtained by assigning a higher value to
am, pinch coefficient for particle diffusion, give lower ignition times /8/. Moreover, for
each set of assumptions, such as transport coefficients, central region extension, <ZE,, >
. it is possible to obtain in the plane (average density,ignition time) an "ignition curve”
exhibiting a minimum which defines the optimum density value. The present investi-
gation refers to the displacements and deformations of this curve due to changes in
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plasma configurations or lransporl’ modelling The examined scenarios (Table I) refer
lo the Ignifor machine presenled lo EURATOM and to an exlended parameters version
of the proiecl.

Table I - Design parameters and density limits

Case 1 2 3 4

Ro(m) 1.175 1.175 1.265 1.265

a(m) .433 .433 .455 .455

b(m) .78 .78 .825 .825

5 .33 .33 .36 .36

IBM/1A) 10. 11. 11. 12.

B,(T) 11.0 12.0 12.0 13.

am, 2.11 2.09 2.18 2.18

<nMu>(102°m 3) 6.75 7.3 6.5 7.1

<nG>(10wm~3) 10.0 11.2 10,1 11.1

3.50-

3.00-

2 _..
32.50-
2

932.00-
5:

1.50-

1.00..,.rr.,.fr.,..........
4 5 6 7

Volume—averaged density

Fig.1 - Ignifion time (5) vs. volume-averaged density (101“m 3). The numbers on fhe
curves refer fo fhe cases in Table I.



Analysis of the results — The standard assumptions for the presented simulations

are: qm...‘ = .7 ; or,” = 2.5 ; <Zeh>et17 . Fig.1 shows the "ignition curves” obtained un-

der these hypotheses. The peaking factors n9(0)l<n5 > obtained at ignition in these

simulations are in the range 2.4-2.6. The broadening and lowering of the ignition curve

when plasma current increases is a characterizing feature for both geometric config-

urations. The performances at 11 MA, 12 T are better for case 2 with respect to case 3,

however. taking into account the major operation margins /9/ of the extended param-

eters version. the influence an ignition of the main assumptions has been investigated

for cases 3 and 4. The effect of assuming x, in a form proportional to x5. has been an-

alyzed and Fig.2 shows the ignition curves obtained with X; = 19 it should be noted that

the standard X, model roughly corresponds to x, : .5 X5

Ig
nit

ion
tim

e
(s)

Volume—averaged density

Fig.2 - Effect of X: = X9 on ignition curves. Full lines refer to plasma configuration

3 in Table l; curve a) is obtained under standard assumptions," curve b) refers

to x, = Xe . Dotted lines refer to plasma configuration 4 in Table l; curve c) is

for standard assumptions and curve d) refers to X. : X9

The influence of pessimistic assumptions as a higher impurity content (

<ZE,,>:1.33), a global increase of the thermal diffusivity coefficients by 20 %, and a

broadening of the central region by assuming elmin : .9. has also been investigated for

case 3 of Table I. The relevant results are shown in Fig.3. The general trend of the ig-

nition curve, when degrading hypotheses are assumed, is a shrinking in the density

range together with a shifting to higher values of the optimum density and this effect is

presumably independent on the chosen transport model.
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The depletion of D and T ions due to fusion has been roughly estimated by varying
the relevant percentage in the D-T mixture, The results show that. for percentages be-
tween 40 and 60, no significant variations are to be expected in the performance of the
machine

The simulations carried out show that, even when degrading hypotheses tend to
shrink and raise the ignition curve, the parameters planned for lgnitor should guarantee
ignition to be reached within the flat-top of the plasma current.

3.50-

.<-> O CP
5" c- c.)

‘ 2.00-

Ig
nlt

lon
tim

e
(s)

1.50-

1.00..,.........,.....r...j
Volume-averaged density

Figv3 - Effect of some degrading hypotheses on the ignition time. Curve 0) is the
reference corresponding to case 3 in Table I; curve b) is obtained by as-
suming <ZE,,> : 1.33; curve c) refers to X, and x? enhanced by 20 % ; curve 0’)
is for cm = .9.
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STUDIES OF BURN CONTROL FOR ITER/NET
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We have put the approximation procedure involved in the transition from l-D to OvD models
for fusion burn on a formal basis. Simple approximations of the equilibrium temperature
profiles have been derived for a class of nonlinear transport and heating models. These
approximations should be useful when investigating various schemes for feedback control of
the equilibrium. The stability of the 1-D equilibrium is also investigated and is shown to be the
same as that derived from the simplest 0-D space averaged model. (Cf. Ref 1.). The energy
balance equation can be written

6T _ l a ( 3 LT) s
at _ r Br I 3 8r

where T is the plasma its temperature. The reaction rate is modelled by S = SO TP ; the

exponent p is typically 2-3, and decreases with increasing temperature. The heat conductivity K

is also modelled by a power law: K = K0 T8 . The density n is first assumed to be constant in
time as well as in space. The boundary conditions are

ET / 3r (0,0 = O; T(a,t) = 0

where a denotes the plasma minor radius.

To fomially carry out the space-averaging procedure, an assumption about the temperature
must be made. A convenient model compatible with the boundary conditions is

T = T(O) (1 - rZ/a2)0‘
Averaging of the diffusion yields a finite result only if CL = 1 / (5+1) . This implies that the

thermal conductivity has a dominating influence on the temperature profile, much stronger than
the heating term. Note in particular that the profile pealdng factor, R, is determined solely by

the power law exponent of the thermal conductivity, viz. R = T(O) / <T> : (5+2)/(5+l) .
The confinement time becomes

a2 (5+1)8+2
TE 2 —

41<,,<T>5 (5+2)6+1
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The first equation is also used for studying profile characteristics of the equilibriumsolution, formulated as a nonlinear eigenvalue problem. It toms out that an efficient variationalprocedure for its solution can be obtained, as is shown in Fig. 1. The averaging procedure andthe approximate profile analysis can be generalized to include a fbced density radial profile, aswell as to incorporate a density dependent thermal conductivity.

Fig.1 Comparison between numericallsolutions according to o. = ”(51-1) (-
respectively for th

y obtained solution (~~~~~ d approximate) an-) and the variationally determined a (—.-t—)1: case p = 0,5 and 6 = - 0.5 (p = 1+5).

In subignited operation, with actively controlled auxiliary heating,0 S Paux S Pmax , introduces a limitatiorunaway. In particular, with a working-becomes small, and systematic or rand
major thermal excursion. This has beederived the essential features qualitati

5 1

the limited NBI swing,n on the interventions possible against thermalpoint close to ignition —« high Q -- , the control marginom errors in temperature measurements might cause an analyzed in detail by Bromberg et 61.2. We havevely, by simple means. One obtains
(2.... E E m

where e = 8Tmax / To . The quantity 5Tmax is the maximum allowable temperatureperturbation. As before, 5 is the scaling exponent of the thermal conductivity with temperatureand p is the local value of the exponent in <ov> ~ TP . The thermal runaway time becomesTrunawa z TE / (p—1—5) .The achievable Qmax depends strongly on 5 . With 6 = 0.2, onefinds (Elma); = 10—15, which would be inconveniently low from a reactor point of View.
Several cases of the nonlinear, O-D, coupled n and T vand controlled plasmas have been analyzed numerically,we only wish to illuminate the question of maximum all

ariations with time of uncontrolled
using an efficient ODE solver 3 . Here,owable Q. Fig.2 corresponds to a case

enough density and temperature. An initial point with 5T = 0.2 To does give a temperature riseinitially, but the system is then stably attracted towards the working point, in spite of the highQo-value (Curve A in the figure). On the other hand, (curve B), 5T = 0.25 To produces a moresignificant temperature rise.

l
l
l

1
l
1
l
l
l

l
li
l
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Limited suinu considered
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Fig, 2 Phase portrait of feedback stabilized F_igJ_ Same as Fig. l, but considering limited

plasma, neglecting limited NBI swing. NBI swing.

We have considered the question whether a perturbed temperature profile, with a hotter

kernel than the equilibrium profile, Will develop towards self-heating or quenching. The answer
to this question obviously determines which control action to take. Fig. 4. shows the evolution

in time of two profiles, initially with the same profile shape, but with slightly different axial

values.As can be seen, for both cases the axial temperature initially decreases, but at later
timesone case self-heats and the other is quenched. One finds that the thermal runaway is
determined by whether or not the momentaneous thermal energy content is more or less than the
equilibrium content. However, it turns out that one then has to consider the change in thermal

0T5 RAD/Us" 035 RAD/US
Fig. 4 Time development of two similar profiles. giving quench and runaway. respectively.

content during the first phase of the temperature profile development, during which a central
peak spreads out, after which the profile during its subsequent growth or decay will remain
similar in shape to the equilibrium profile.

The presence of sawteeth complicates the active feedback control of an unstable equilibrium
temperature profile. We have tentatively analyzed this problem from two aspects: (i) the profile
Changes involved in the sawtooth process complicates the interpretation of neutron emission
signals if these are used to infer central ion temperatures and (ii) the sawtooth temperature
variation implies an inherent Q—lirnitation for subignited scenarii, as discussed above.
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The feasibility of control by a couple of alternative schemes, variation of the minor radius,and dynamic stabilization, has been tentatively analyzed. It is concluded that the first method isworth looking into more closely, but it appears that the second one is probably not feasible.
As long as no generally accepted scaling laws, based on first physical principles, for atokamak plasma have been found, they should be determined empirically when a plasma isbrought towards high Q, in order that a proper control can be exerted. This constitutes a specialcase of "system identification“, widely used in science and technology. We have made a first,numerical simulation of identification, using the 0-D equations characterizing the burn. APRES-signal (Pseudo Random Binary Sequence) was used as input and the resulting timedevelopment of n and T was determined. These data were then corrupted by 10-20 % noise,and thereafter used to identify one of the matrix elements of the local matrix describing the burnlinearly around the working point. Essentially, this amounts to determining the particleconfinement time, from noisy data. The agreement was very good; Fig. 5 shows the n and Tcurves —— before any noise was added -- and the curves reconstructed by identification, using a

program package due to L. Ljung4 , using the prediction error method.

8.85 . Simulated and‘ original, noiseless density

/’\ if] //\."4/ V a”" “~n ' \J\ ‘\\/\ \
43.85 ' iB 5 18 15 28 25 38 3‘5 48

5 fl Simulated and original. noisel'ess temperature

a _\
/\/\.

\/‘V\./\/\ \/\“~/\/,5 . .8 S 18 IS 23 25 33 35 48

Fig. 5 System identification: Simulated and original density and temperature, before noise corruption.

References: 1. D. Anderson, T. Elevant, H. Hamnén, M. Lisak, J. Lorenzen, H. Persson,"Prestudy of burn control in NET“, Second Intermediate Report, February 1990, CTH—lEFT/PP-l990-O3.

2. L. Bromberg, J. L. Fisher, D. R. Cohn, Nucl. Fus. 20 (1980) 203.

3. G. Dahlqvist and S. Littmarck, private communication.

4. L. Ljung and S. Littmarck, private communication.
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INTRODUCTION
Tearing modes play a crucial role in the stability and performance of tokamaks [1-5]. Hence,

their stabilization will be of great importance for future tokamak reactors. The stability of tearing

modes is very sensitive to the details of the current density profile and, in particular, to the

current density gradient around the mode rational surface. In this light, it has been proposed to

stabilize the mode by a small current perturbation at the mode rational surface [6]. The most

direct way to generate such a perturbation is by means of non—inductive current drive.

In a previous paper, an analyses of the requirements on the localization and amount of

non-inductively driven current to stabilize the m=2, n=l tearing mode has been presented [7].

Simple criteria for stability were presented, based on intuitive arguments, and subsequently

confirmed by parameter scans. However, the influence of the strength of the instability in the

absence of the additional current, the role of the shear at the mode resonant surface, and the

differences in effectiveness for mode stabilization of co— and counter-driven currents remained

unclear. Some conclusions on these points can be drawn from a recent report by L.E. Zakharov

and AA. Subbotin, in which the effect of an additional, block-shaped, current layer on the

Stability parameter A' is calculated perturbatively [8]. The additional current required for stabi-

lization, is shown to be proportional to the square width of the current layer, confirming the

conclusion of Ref. [7], to the strength of the instability, and to the shear at the mode resonant

surface [8]. In this paper, the analyses of Ref. [8] is extended, and a particularly illustrative

expression for A' is obtained for the case of a Gaussian profile of the additional current. To

simplify the stability calculations, we use the cylindrical approximation. A comparison with the

results of Ref. [8], which do include effects due to toroidicity and non—circularity of the flux

surfaces, shows that these effects do not change the scaling of the current required for

stabilization, but only lead to an additional geometrical factor of order unity.

STABILITY CRITERION WITH A LOCAL CURRENT DENSITY PERTURBATION

In cylindrical geometry, the stability of the tearing mode with poloidal and toroidal mode

number m and n, respectively, is detemiined by the parameter A‘ [9]

- 8 BAV E 1813(g—(r5+e)—-3‘t—r(rs—e)) was). (1)

A' > 0 meaning instability. Here, rs denotes the mode rational surface where q(rs) = m/n, and

\y is the perturbed helical flux. This flux satisfies

(12 \l’ d ‘l’ m2 2 it 8' 1 n
F+Fdf—(}T+T3JE/(E_E))V=O' (2)

Here, the following normalizations are used. The minor radius r is normalized to 1 at the plasma

edge and the current density is normalized by the factor 21tBT/uoRo.

Following the treatment of Ref. [8], a small, well localized current density perturbation is

assumed to affect only w’(r5) and to leave Mrs) unchanged. In that case, one obtains
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+00
‘ , 27E 35j r d ‘1A = A0 + 13—d Tax— [fl] r=rsy (3)

where A6 is the stability parameter in the absence of the current perturbation, 5j is the currentdensity perturbation, and x E r — rS is the normalized distance to the ratioiial surface. Thecurrent perturbation is now assumed to have a Gaussian profile: 5j = Elm—x") ICD / as W ,where [3—1/2 is a measure of its width and x0: rCD — rs is the position of the centre of thecurrent perturbation with respect to the rational surface. Then, the integration in Eq. (3) can becarried out to obtain

A' = A3, — ICD [fl—di] lzfi [1+ 43x0 ReZ(~/Ex0)], (4)El2 dr r=rS
where Z(z) is the plasma dispersion function. The profile function, F(z) E l + 2 Re Z»(z) isgiven in Fig. 1. A criterion for the integrated current perturbation ICD required for stabilizationcan be derived from Eq. (4). Assuming that the mode is located close to the plasma edge, thetotal plasma current Ip may be approximated by the current inside the mode rational surfacesurface, i.e. Ip = rE/qs. Then, one obtains the following requirement for stability (A' S O)

1ICD mix.» [5 $31]: As,
2 E. (5) 1-0 I I I I I Il

p 2 E 0.9 — -~ —From these results it can be concluded that the o s _ _current required for stabilization is proportional F
to A5 [8], the shear at rS [8], and to the square I 0

width [3—1 of the current perturbation [7,8]. A
co-driven current should be centred within the

.4 --

.2 ~-
. . _ 0.0 ’- : I I Iinterval rS i \l 1/ , while a counter—driven cur—
rent should be localized around rsil/B [7]. A ~0-2 ‘ "

.4codriven current is about 3 times as effective in -0 _I I l I I tstabilizing tearing modes as a counter—driven ‘4'0 "2-0 0-0 2-0 4-0current. The effect of an appropriately localized —> 2
current on other (low In) modes than the mode _ _ _
that is to be stabilized, is negligible. Flg' 1‘ Eefgfggfmon HZ) :

APPLICATION TO A GAUSSIAN EQU lLIBRlUM CURRENT PROFILE
For a quantitative comparison with the results of Ref. [7], we concentrate on the 111:2, n=1tearing mode, and consider an equilibrium with a Gaussian current profile: j(r) :j(o) e’1'57‘r2.Typical current profiles as considered for future tokamaks (e.g. NET, ITER) would berelatively broad (i.e. l = l to 2) with the q = 2 surface close to the plasma edge. Such a profileis well within the unstable parameter regime for the m=2 mode [7]. Assuming e.g. K = 1 andrq=2 = 0.85, we obtain a strongly unstable profile with A5 = 6.2. For this profile, the value ofq on axis is qo = 1.22 and q at the edge is q8 = 2.36. The shear at q=2 is [rdq/qdr]r=rq:2=0.9.
After substitution of these values into Eq. (5), one obtains the minimum requirement
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II—CD— 2 1—5, <6)
P B

in excellent agreement with the results presented in Ref. [7]. As a further check, the effect on

the instability of a current perturbation with peaking factor [3 = 400 is calculated for a scan in the
driven current ICD and its position rCD, using the full Eqs. (1) and (2). The results are given in
Fig. 2 as level curves of A' in the ICD—ICD plane. These results clearly confirm, both

qualitatively and quantitatively, the criteria for stabilization given above.

Fig. 2. Results of stability
calculations for X = l
and [3 = 400. Contours
of constant A‘ are
given. The shaded area
indicates the stable
parameter regime.

0.85 15

O. 000 0.025

—> Imlr

APPLICATION TO A BLOCK SHAPED EQUILIBRIUM CURRENT PROFILE
Of course, the Gaussian equilibrium current profile used above, is only one special case of all
possible current density profiles. An alternative model for a broad current density profile, is a
block profile with a constant and finite current inside a radius rc and zero current outside this
radius (cf. Ref [6]). For such a current profile, the tearing mode with mode numbers m and n is
unstable in the range 0 < m — nqo < 1 [6]. Here, the lower limit is due to the absence of a
rational surface with q = m/n in case qo > rn/n, while at the upper limit, when qO approaches
m/n from below, A' becomes arbitrary large. For example, the stability parameter A' of the
m=2, n21 mode becomes

. —4 (1 - cto)A0 = ——- .
s (1 — 15‘10)2

Already for qo 2 1.2, A5 becomes so large, that the current required to stabilize the m=2 mode
is larger than 8Ip/B, which is more than three times the minimum required current as estimated
above on the basis of a Gaussian current density profile. As pointed out in Ref. [6], however,
the stability of tearing modes is significantly improved, when a modest pedestal is present in the
current profile. In the present case, such a pedestal not only helps to reduce A], but also
reduces the shear at the rational surface and, thereby, the current required for stabilization. In a
tokamak reactor such a pedestal may well be provided by the bootstrap current, which will be
largest towards the outer region of the plasma where the density gradient is expected to be
relatively steep. Nevertheless, the requirements to stabilize the m=2, n=1 tearing mode may
well become prohibitively large in the case of broad current density profiles with high qo (: 1.5

(7)
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or larger) but with very little or no current outside the q = 2 surface. It seems advisable to avoid
such current profiles in a tokamak reactor.

CONCLUSIONS
We have derived an expression (Eq. (4)) for the tearing mode stability parameter A' in a plasma
with an additional current that is localized near the mode rational surface. The stability
requirement A' > 0 then leads to a criterion on the additional current (Eq. (5)). This criterion
shows that the current required for stabilization is proportional to the total plasma current and to
the square width of the additional current profile, confirming the results of earlier work [7]. In
agreement with the results of Ref. [8], the required current is found to be proportional to the
strength of the instability A; in the absence of the additional current and t0 the shear at the mode
rational surface. In addition, the different effectiveness for mode stabilization of co« and counter
driven currents is shown explicitly: co—driven currents being far more effective than counter—
driven currents. Application of these results to the m=2, n=1 tearing mode in the case of a
relatively broad Gaussian equilibrium current density profile also provides a quantitative
confirmation of the results presented in Ref. [7]. However, very large values of A; are possible
in case of block shaped equilibrium current profiles. In such a case, the current required for
stabilization of the m=2, n=1 tearing mode could well become prohibitively large. In practice,
such profiles are not likely to occur. In any case, a significant current density outside the q=2
surface, which has a stabilizing effect [6], is expected to be present.
A practical application of this method of mode stabilization requires an efficient method to
generate the required current density perturbation. As shown in Ref. [10], non‘inductive current
drive by electron cyclotron waves is a prime candidate to generate such a current. Because of
the good localization of the wave-particle interaction in the electron cyclotron range of
frequencies, narrow current profiles with peaking factors of [3 = 400 can easily be generated
around the q = 2 surface without excessive demands on the wave launching system. A detailed
analyses of this application to NET is presented in Ref. [10].
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1. Introduction

Predictions of future ignition experiments often use scaling laws
based on the experimental data of the energy confinement time T . Various
expressions for theSe laws had been preposed by different aughors /1,2/
and applied directly in systems tradeoff studies /3/ that use zerodimen—
sional approximations to the plasma transport, In the l—l/Z-d transport
modeling which uses 2d MED equilibriun1 codes coupled to l-d transport
codes, radially resolved transport are needed. Here we report on the ima
plementation of selected scaling laws in an 1—1/2—d transport code, and
the results of its application ot the spherical torus regime /4/ of very
small aspect ratios (A).

2. Transport models based on scaling laws

A recipe is developed to obtain one-dimensional diffusivity profiles
for particle and energy transport from the scaling expressions. This pro~
cess involve two unavoidable ambiguities that require additional assump-
tions to proceed:

Firstly, the power flux associated with the scaling laws must be at-
tributed to the major non-radiative loss channels, i.e., the electron and
ion heat conduction and convection. The radiation and atomic loss chan-
nels, i.e., line radiation, bremsstrahlung, synchrontron, and charge ex—
change, need to be excluded from the definition of TE in using empiri—
cally derived scaling laws.

Secondly, ambiguity arises because of the uncertainties in the radial
dependence of the heat and particle diffusivities. Here we make use of the
experimentally deduced profiles of the electron heat diffusivity as a
guide to formulate relatively simple approximations to the profiles of
electron and ion heat conduction.

Interpretative calculations Show that the electron heat diffusivity
increases towards the plasma boundary /5/. This may be reflected by a dif—
fusivity proportional to /6/

gm = 1 + a (p/pp)2 (1)
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Since the computed confinement time depends on the power fluxes of allloss channels which may have a complicated time dependence, a correctionfactor C(t) is introduced so that

T 2 7. (2)

IC is the computed confinement time given by

E + E.e 1

net

' II ' llPnet is the net heating power

P = P + Pa
+

net H PAUX- PRAD (4)Ee and E- are the electron and ion energy contents, respectively. xe(p)may thanlbe written as

O

Xe(r) = G C(t) gm) [TE (5)
The constant G is chosen such that C(t) is of the order unity. The solu—tion of the diffusion problem in a cylindrical medium with elongation K,constant diffusivity and minor effective radius aO indicates the choice/6/ 2 2 ZG = 0.95 a0 2 K /(1 + K ) (6)
We note that this choice of G is of minor principal importance and theintroduction of the correction factor C(t) ensures that (2) holds.
A feedback control of C(t) is introduced by means of the expression

t Tc

Mu — 7) ob ”E“ 39.1.11cm = (1 + 013%)‘l (7)
I‘

The function 9 differs from zero only if the difference betWEen Iand T is larger than b = 10 msec. The introduction of 6 into ( )ensures that the control is well damped such that minor osciflations areexcluded.

As scaling laws for T which are to be inserted into equation (5)the KAYE—BIG /l/ and the REB§T-LALLIA law /2/ are envisioned because theyemanate from data belonging to large devices. They have the unfavourablescaling with the heating power in common.

The convective loss channels and the diffusion of the particle spe—cies are determined by the assumption

D=6xe (11)
The ion heat diffusivity xi is assumed to be given by



xi = Xneo+ fxxe (12)

The constants 6 and f are to be determined by experimental indications
(6 = 0,25, fX= 0.2). neo is the neoclassical ion heat diffusivity /7/.

3_ Temperature control during the ignition phase

Since the a—particle heating power in general causes an instability

of the plasma temperatures it is assumed here that during the burn phase

the temperature are feedback stabilized either by additional heating or by
energy unloading processes, as adiabatic compression and decompression or

enhanced ripple losses. These heating or unloading processes are modelled

by power gain or loss terms which are switched on, if the temperatures ex—
ceed or drop below prescribed space dependent limits. Ignition is achieved

if the total control power

2

PCON " A 7: I (Peon; Pcoui) p d”

is negative (P = 0 means ”marginal” ignition). PCONe and PCONi are

the control power densities deposited into the electron or ions. For

PCON O ignition is not achieved, because additional heating is needed.

4. Results

The calculation had been based on the data of the ignition spherical
torus (IST) /8/: minor half axis a = 87.5 cm, major radius R0 = 134 cm,
elongation K = 2, plasma current I = 14 MA. The operation Scenario

includes the current rise drive, the density rump up, the temperature ramp
up phase with a heating power PLH = 15 MW and the ignition phase. The re—
sults presented here concern the ignition phase and they are devoted to
the following questions.

(1) Does IST ignite, if a specific scaling law is applied?

(2) How are the parameters of IST to be modified, if ignition is not

achieved?

During the ignition phase the modelling based on the REBUT—LALLIA

scaling law, yields the total control power Poo = -l.86 MW i.e. ignition
is achieved. The power balance for the electrons shows that the power der

posited into the electrons (predominantly a—particle heating power
P = 16.3 MW) is mainly lost by electron heat conduction PCDe = —9.9 MW,

an radiation PRAD = ~2.4 MW.

If the KAYE—BIG scaling law is used, the total control power during
the ignition phase is Pcon= 1.7 MW i.e. additional heating is required to
maintain the maximum plasma temperature at 20 keV; ignition is not
achieved. The control power, however, is only 15 % of the total
a—particle heating power. Because of the unfavourable scaling of T

with the heating power a density or temperature increase does not move IET
into the ignition regime. However, an increase Ap of the minor radius

P at constant aspect ratio and a corresponding current increase yields
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ignition for Ap/p = 1.3. The a—particle power is Pa: 30 MW.

5. Conclusion and discussion

Implementation of the scaling laws into l—l/Z—d transport codes inmanners consistent with the confinement data is an important step in mo—deling of the plasma transport behavior in tokamaks. By using free-boun—dary divertor MED equilibria, most of the geometric and transport mecha—
nisms can be incorporated in the modeling. Our work can be improved by in—clusion of the effects of enhanced transport related to the Mirnov oscil—lations and the ELMs /9/. The H-mode confinement enhancement can be mo«deled with a local reduction of x in flux surfaces just within the se~paratrix. The presence of saw-tooth oscillations, which prevent the safetyfactor qo to drop below unity near the magnetic axis, can be modeled bylocal transport enhancements when qo becomes less than 1.

The results of the IST simulations serve to provide a severe test ofthe ability of the code, and involve a significant extrapolation from the
present tokamak data base upon which the scaling laws are deduced. The re~
sults suggest that a D-T ignition experiment using the spherical torusconfiguration is potentially a viable and cost—effective approach to ad—vance fusion research, since the size and performance requirements of theIST (R = 1.3 m, A ~ 1.5, B = 1.5 T, ID = 14 MA, and a fusion power ofabout 100 MW) are modest when compared with conventional tokamak approa—ches /10,ll/. The required auxiliary heating power to maintain burn athigh fusion multiplications is found to range from O to 10 MW, the latteroccurs in the case of the Kaye—Big scaling /l/. A relatively small in—crease in the size and current of the IST would insure its ignition capa—bility.
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ABSTRACT. The evolution of the density profile in improved Ohmic confinement (IOC)

discharges of ASDEX and its correlation with the local particle and energy transport are

investigated by computer simulations. Electron and ion heat diffusivities x6 and xi, diffusion

coefficient D and inward drift velocity Vin and their scalings in different confinement regimes

are presented. The observed better energy and particle confinement is explained by a 2 to 3

times reduction of Xe and D correlated with the density scale length. This agrees with the

measured diffusion coefficient and with Xe being coupled to D which has been found in all

confinement regimes. The existence of lower limits for these diffusivities is shown. The

enhancement factor for Xi in relation to the neoclassical value is found to be 1.4 and constant in

time. Simulation of the measured density profiles yields a timeeindependent Vin/D and requires

a feedback-controlled fuelling rate. One pre—requisite for density profile peaking is the reduction

0f the particle source. Simulations with constant gas feed and particle source yield no profile

peaking during the density plateau. At a given line averaged density, two steady—state solutions

for the density profile are obtained corresponding to high and low refuelling rates.

INTRODUCTION: In many tokamaks saturation of the Ohmic energy confinement time TE

With density has been observed. In ASDEX, improved Ohmic confinement with gas puffing

was achieved by optimizing the external gas feed /1—3/. The linear scaling TE o< he could be

extended up to the density limit. The improved energy and particle transport in the IOC regime

was found to be correlated with the observed density profile peaking.

In this paper, energy and particle transport and density profile peaking are explored with

modified versions of the BALDUR transport code /4,5/ which also model the scrape-off plasma

of the divertor tokamak. Transport is described by empirical scalings for x5, Xi, D and Vin.

This study aims at determining these coefficients and their scalings in the SOC (saturated

Ohmic confinement), IOC and LOC (linear Ohmic confinement) regimes. One objective is to

clarify whether a reduction of xc or of Xi causes the better IOC confinement. This question is

crucial for developing a theoretical model. Another topic is the role of the gas feed and particle

source in the triggering process and density profile peaking mechanism.

PARTICLE AND ENERGY TRANSPORT: A series of deuterium discharges in the IOC

regime /l/ is explored. During the density ramp-up phase, the plasma is in the saturated regime.

The gas influx at the valve is reduced at t* = 1.175 by feedback control, and the density profile

starts to peak gradually. TE rises from 85 to 125 ms. The simulations are carried out in the

period up to 1.6s, which is relatively little affected by sawteeth. Various computer models were

developed and checked against the experimental data. Only the successful one (called IOC

transport scaling) is presented in detail. The following coefficients are applied for simulating

the measured density and electron and ion temperature profiles:

D(r) = 0.4 x5 (r) (cm2 - s4) (1)

vin(r) = 0.1 D(r) (g)2 (cm - 571) (2)
960) = 1-4 Xineo (r) (cm2 ‘ 5‘1) (3)

During the SOC phase (t S t*)
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xéoctr) = 4.1 x 103 Taiwan q(r)'1 (cm2 - s4) (4)
during the IOC phase (t > t*)

xéocu) = 1.4 x 104 (L—n (if/”l3 relieve-1 ct(r>-1 (cm2 - s-1> <5)
and during the LOC phase

xtoctr) = 5.8 x 1016 new" Televtrrl aim-1 (cm2 - s-1) (6)
are used. Here, a = 40 cm is the minor plasma radius or separatrix radius and Xingu is the
neoclassical ion heat diffusivity according to Ref. /6/ (with Zen : 2.1 as measured). This
corresponds to an enhancement factor of 2.2 with respect to Zeff times the neoclassical value
given in Ref. /7/, which agrees with the coefficients applied in the past /8/. Note that the
enhancement factor depends on the neoclassical theory for Xi used as a reference and does not
necessarily express the contribution due to an anomalous ion heat conduction.

The inward drift velocity given by Eq. (2) is almost identical to vi" (r) = 0.5 D(r) / rTe (r) with
rTe = — Te/ (8T6 / 8r) which was found to be valid in the Ohmic, L and H regimes /9/. Owing to
the very small temporal variation of rTe (r), which will be shown later, Vin/D is constant in time
in agreement with Eq. (2). The coupling between Xe and D and the Vin scaling are supported by
theoretical coefficients based on assumed electrostatic or magnetic fluctuations /10/. Without
specifying the driving instabilities, D/xc = 0.3 and Vin = 0.5 D/rTB are predicted in agreement
with the simulations. The same D/xe ratio was also obtained for trapped electron modes in Ref.
/11/.
A scaling like xe o< In3 is needed for a smooth transition between SOC and LOC coefficients
correlated with density profile peaking. Here, rr1 is the density scale length given by r11 = -ne/
(ane / Br). As simulations with rn(r)3 are numerically unstable, rn(r) is replaced by the value in
the middle of the confinement zone at r = 221/3. This is a good approximation because rn varies
at all radii by about the same amount. In principle, rn can be replaced by 116 = rn / rTe since the
Te profile shape remains almost unchanged. The lower limit for x6 is found to be the LOC
value.

The losses due to impurity radiation and charge exchange as measured by bolometty amount to
about 50% of the Ohmic input power /2/. The radiation profiles are well simulated by non—
corona modelling /12/ of oxygen and iron with stationary influx rates. The coefficients D and
v-m applied for the impurities are identical to those of the main plasma.

The success of the IOC transport scaling is documented by Figs. 1 and 2. Agreement is also
obtained with the measured ion temperature profiles and the poloidal beta and loop voltage as
functions of time. During the density ramp—up at the beginning, Fig. 1 shows an. lat > 0 for all
radii. Extensive computer experimetns have revealed that Vin / D is constant in time during
density profile peaking. Increasing Vin / D with time yields density profiles which are more
peaked than those measured and vice versa. Figure 2 shows that the measured and computed Te
profiles a ee and that the profile shape is almost conserved. The diagram illustrates that the
xgoc °< In or "0?: scaling yields the right Xe (r,t). For fixed Xi / Xineo : 1.4, x6 decreases by a
factor of about 2 to 3 between the SOC (1.143) and LOC (1.503) phases (see Fig. 3). The Ti
profiles measured by active CX diagnostic /l3/ can be simulated with a time—independent ratio
Xi/Xineo = 1'4-
The D and Vin profiles presented in Fig. 4 agree with measurements by the gas oscillation
technique /14/. In addition, the amount of D improvement in the IOC phase is consistent with
the observed three times higher impurity confinement time /1/. One advantage of the IOC
transport scaling is that it can explain the observed particle and energy confinement with D
being coupled to Xe- With the Xe scaling presented there is no room left for improvement of the
ion heat diffusivity in the IOC regime.
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The lower limit Xléoc according to Eq. (6) agrees with the result that the maximum ”Elam values
do not exceed the E cc fie line extended to higher densities. In addition, there is a lower limit
for D and, via feedback control, for the particle source.

Computer experiments were also used to explore the role of the gas feed in the peaking
roceSS- Even under steady-state conditions and for a fixed Vin / D ratio, two different density

scale lengths are possible. They exist at the same line averaged density for different refuelling
rates.
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ABSTRACT. Dimensional analysis is applied to derive a unified scaling relation for the

electron heat diffusivity Xe from empirical scaling laws for Ohmicaily heated and auxiliary-

heated plasmas. It is found that particle orbit, collisionaiity and finite pressure effects enter and

that the different scalings in the various regimes are due to changes in the finite beta

contribution. The Xe scaling law for the intermediate region between OH and L confinement

leads to a new global expression for the energy confinement time. The results are compared

with microturbulence—induced transport.

Flux surface averaged cross-field transport has been determined by local transport analysis of

many series of Ohmically heated (OH) and auxiliary-heated (L and H) discharges in the

ASDEX diveitor tokamak /l,2/.The following empirical scaling relations for the electron heat

diffusivity and the diffusion coefficient were obtained:

.1.
x9H(r) °< Ai 2 Bl r1e(r)'1 Te(r)‘1 <1(r)'1 (1)

.1_
act-He) x A? 33 C10) (2)

where A1 is the ion mass number and B1 is the toroidal magnetic field taken at the major radius

R. The L and H scalings exhibit different numerical factors /‘2/. Relation (2) holds for heating

powers much higher than the Ohmic input prior to the auxiliary heating (PAUX / POH >> 1)

Out—standing features of the L and H scalings 1n the asymptotic limit are the lack of density and

temperature dependences and the 1nverse Bp scaling (q1 = r(BpR) 1 ”CE“ o< 1p).

The thermal diffusivities are expressed 1n dimensionless form by the ansatz

Xe (as) a “’ts‘“ a. E)“ (3)D. a it) 6“
with

1_ Te 1_
C0162 2DB_ cTe Pa: L: a .Be=81ce. (4)
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where a is the plasma radius, D3 is the Bohm diffusion coefficient, pe is the electron
gyroradius, he is the mean free path for electron-electron collisions,and [3c is the beta value due
to the electron pressure. The empirical scalings can be represented by

3it (w i
l

viiimifiz (1% (6)

They differ only in their dependence on Be and q. Particle orbit, collisional and finite B
contributions are important in all regimes. Equations (5) and (6) can be combined by writing

37;... {%:}i ‘2: (f);— B;‘ (8412)” (7)
with OL = ' % in the Ohmic and 0‘ = 3%: in the L, H case. The change in scaling is merely due to
the factor (Beq2)°‘. The exponent rises with the auxiliary heating power and beta (starting from
0‘ = ' 5 for PAux/POH = O) and saturates at at = 5 for PAUX/POH = 4. The different scalings in
the OH and L, H regimes thus result from changes in the finite pressure contribution.From
Eq. (7) the following unified scaling law is obtained:

20:

Xe“) °< a 2 A 2 n.<r>°" 2 r a)“ —(q—1(3r)) (8)
with - 15 S on S 5 It holds for the OH ((1 = - 5) and T H regimei. (CL = %) and for the
intermediate region between OH and L confinement ' E < 0t < a With increasing 0L the
density and temperature dependences become weaker and finally disappear in the L and H
regimes. Simultaneously, the inverse Bp scaling is approached. The smooth transition from OH
to L confinement agrees with experimental findings /3/ when 0t is approximated by the
expression OL = 0.25 PAUX/POH - 0.5 for PAUX/POH S 4. It is obvious that Xe does not simply
result from the superposition of Ohmic and pure L scalings.

The global scaling law proposed (without proof) in Ref. /4/

($21
corresponds to Xe = [(XeOH)2 + (XeAUX)2]2

L
1E (9).Tuxlzi

with xxAUX = CAUX f(r) [3ve q2. It is interesting that this term appears also in Eq. (7), but it
enters in a different way

AUXH X0
CAUXf

mi
2xc °< X? (10)

The global energy confinement time in the intermediate region thus scales as
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TEAUX
n

with In cc a2 / CAUX, which is different from Eq. (9).

owl
OH 2TEXT}: (11)

Turning now to microinstability-based transport models, we focus on the question whether

dn’ft wave turbulence can be responsible for the empirical diffusivities in Eqs. (1) and (2) and

the particle orbit, collisional and finite beta contributions (see Eq. (7)). From gyrokinetic
models which neglect collisions and finite pressure effects it follows that

Tc 113.1,, E (12)Xe a:

with the density scale length In =Id1n nc/ drl‘1 and the wave number k1. _ Replacing kt by the

fastest growing wave number of most drift instabilities given by ki p S E 0.3, where
p5 = mEcTEE/ (eBl) is the ion gyroradius evaluated at the electron temperature, then yields

1

3
L T7

Xe °‘ A2 [4:2
‘ B? rn

(13)

Compared with the empirical scaling laws, this formula has the wrong dependence on B1, T6
and Ai. Taking into account only particle orbit effects IS thus totally insufficient If collisions
are included, a Dei-dependent factor appears, which, however, does not remove the B 2
scaling. Note that the different B laws cannot be reconciled either by a factor q2 since this
would introduce a wrong Bp variation. It is thus concluded that purely electrostatic drift wave
turbulence is not consistent with the empirical scalings in the OH, L and H regimes.
Electromagnetic effects have to be included. Taking into account the fluctuations of the parallel
vector potential A” can introduce a [3 dependence.

The OH regime and intermediate region between 0H and L confinement of ASDEX are
characterized by PAUX / POH = 0 to 4.0, B = 0.3 to 0.6 % and [31, = 0,3 to 0.6 (for IP = 380
kA). In this beta range the growth rate and k spectrum of drift instabilities are just slightly
modified by ~t e electromagnetic terms /5/. The anomalous transport due to electrostatic
fluctuations (CBSI does not differ much from that in the [3 = 0 limit. A substantial change can

occur, however in~the electron heat diffusivity owing to the magnetic2 fluctuations (All).
Incorporating both (I) and A” induced by drift instabilities and applying pg wpe M be yields a
scaling as Xe/DB °< [39.1 /6 7/ Consequently, the Inverse Be dependence in Eq (7) can be
explained by drift wave turbulence if electromagnetic effects are included. It should be
mentioned that the Be scaling 15 also obtained from microtearing /8, 9/ and drift tearing modes
/10/.

It seems to be impossible to reconcile the factor (Beqzyl in the empirical scaling law with the
theoretical diffusivities inferred from drift wave turbulence alone. The dependence on [3q with
positive exponent 0t is indicative of pressure—driven modes, since a similar factor [qR / (rps)]"l
appears in the diffusivities derived from resistive ballooning /1 1/ or interchange instabilities /5/.
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Here, rp =Id 1n p/drl‘1 is the pressure scale length and s = (r/q) Bq / Br is the dimensionless
shear.

For the Ohmic case, a factor close to (13¢ qzi'i was deduced from a model based on drift-tearing
instabilities and magnetic reconnection /10/. These modes are driven by the current density
gradient. It is likely that the 0: increase with heating power and beta in the intermediate region
reflects the growing contribution of pressure-driven modes, e.g, resistive ballooning modes, to
magnetic turbulence induced transport.

It is concluded that the empirical Xe scalings in the OH, L and H regimes are incompatible with
purely electrostatic drift wave turbulence. Inclusion of electromagnetic effects yields the i3:
scaling but fails to explain the factor (Beqf’l)0t which is indicative of resistive ballooning 0r
interchange instabilities. The different scalings in the OH and L, H regimes result from changes
in this finite pressure contribution and thus in magnetic turbulence induced transport.
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CHANGES IN THE DENSITY PROFILE
DUE TO THE m=2 TEARING MODE IN ASDEX

M. E. Manso, A. Silva, F. Serra, J. Matias, J. Mendonca
Instituto Superior Tecnico, Lisboa, Portugal

H. Zohm, O. Klfiber, F. X.- Soldner
Max—Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Garching, F.R.G.

1 - Introduction

Resistive MHD tearing modes can develop magnetic islands near the

rational magnetic surfaces, where q=m/n. In some situations, depending on
the shape of the current profile and on the radial position of the q=2

surface, the (m=2,n=l) rotating structure of growing islands can come to
rest ("mode locking"); in ASDEX, the so—called locked modes can be found

for several plasma scenarios, and generally they are precursor to
disruptions /1/.The magnetic structure of rotating tearing modes in a
tokamak plasma is quite well known from the measurements of the modulations
of the poloidal magnetic field. We have studied the effects on plasma
density of large amplitude m=2, n=l modes in ASDEX, using broadband
microwave reflectometry.

2 — Density profile deformations

Reflectometric measurements were performed with the ASDEX Osmode
reflectometric system, described in an acompanying paper /2/. Signals were
obtained with two reflectometers (covering respectively the ranges lB—Z6.S
and 26.5—40 GHZ), during Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) discharges.
Results are shown concerning the shot 29285 where a locked mode occured
between 1577 and 1585 ms, refering to: (a) magnetic island rotation at
t=1565 ms, (sweep time t=2 ms), and (b) mode locking at t=1580 ms.

Before locking, the signals show both amplitude and phase modulations
/2/ with the periodicity T of the tearing mode measured with the Mirnov
coils, T“= fral.4 KHz. The spectrum exhibits several high amplitude
peaks, related to the observed modulations (Fig.1a), showing the strong
effect of the magnetic islands on the plasma profile. The phase shift,
AQVllF, of the plasma reflected microwaves (18*40 GHz) is presented in
Fig.2a. It exhibits two disturbed regions: the beat frequency f
(fix Am/ AF) decreases followed by an increase, corresponding respectively
to outward and inward movements of the plasma layers, occuring during the
s (0.5 KHz) measuring time. The corresponding deformations can be seen
on the evaluated profile (Fig.3a).

During mode locking, the signal at 26.5-40 GHz presents an abrupt
increase in the beat frequency for microwaves with F>F'~3l.2 GHz. The
spectra exhibit two single peaks respectively at f1~ 22 KHz and fz~*40 KHz
(Pig-lb); the peak at El can clearly be seen by performing a partial
spectral analysis from F' to 40 GHz. The non existence of secondary peaks,
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(as observed in the frequency spectra before the locking), confirms that
these are due to density perturbations induced by the rotating magnetic
island m=2. The phase shift um/ AF (18740 GHz) presents two abrupt jumps,
(see Fig. 2b), revealing the displacement inwards of the reflecting layers
with those denSities. The density profile (Fig. 3b), presents two density
plateaus, (corresponding to the phase shift jumps) respectively for: (l) r
= 29-32.5 cm, and (Z) r139~40.5 cm.

, , . . l The density outside
(4% m) rinside) the plateaus

increases (decreases) and
. _ the density gradient

decreases (increase) as
compared to the profile

_ measured before the
magnetic islands develop.
So it seems that the
profile undergo a periodic
deformation (T“) that is
not limited to the regions
where the plateausoccur.
The reflectometric antennae
are located in the
mid-plane, such that for

. the magnetic island with
in=22kHz m) m=2 the toroidal angular

distance to "0" point is ~
1502 so the first measured
plateau should roughly
correspond to only 30% of
the island width; this
yields an island width of
about 10 cm, centered at r
‘ 30,31 cm, which is in
agreement with the results
derived from the magnetic
data for the m=2 mode. The
second plateau must likely
be located near another
rational surface and it
Will be the subject of
further investigation.

V2: 38.9 kHz

. l
2673 5212

FikHz)

3 - Numerical modelling

In order to have some insight about the characteristics of the
perturbation originating the deformations of the profile during the island
rotation a numerical study was performed, by considering a profile of
parabolic shape with neo:2.5*lo13 cm'z. The density effects due to the
tearing mode with m=2 (n=l) were simulated by assuming a density plateau in
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the profile (q=2, near r~30 cm) whose width can vary as the width of a

rotating magnetic island observed in a fixed pOSition ( 9:0, in the

mid-plane), i.e. w*((]_ + cos(m6 +m + a) ))/2) . When the mode is

locked, fm =0, 41:150‘, and w(1580ms)=lO cm as concluded before; for

.frot=l.4 kHz, we consider w(1565ms)=8 cm, that takes into account the

growing of the island before locking as evaluated from magnetic

measurements. Fig.4 shows the numerically estimated microwave shifts for:

(a) fun =l.4 KHz, (b) frot =0 KHz, and the corresponding profiles, Fig.5 (a)

and (b), evaluated using the simulated phase shifts. Good agreement with

the reflectometric measurements is obtained, namely in the observed

perturbation when the island is rotating. From the observed deformation of

the profile at t=1565 ms, it can therefore be concluded that a density

plateau within the island structure (observed after mode locking, at 1580

ms) should already exist before mode locking occurs, rotating with the

magnetic perturbation.
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4 — Concluding remarks

The use of microwave reflectometry provided localized density
measurements with good spatial and temporal resolution enabling the study
of density perturbations due to m=2 tearing mode; the experimental results
also indicates the existence of other density perturbations. Further work
will aim at the study of the effect on density of the islands developed in
other magnetic surfaces (namely q=3/2, q=5/2 and q=3), in order to have
insight about the modifications caused by LHCD on the q-profile as compared
with the ohmic regime. Experiments that will enable the obtention of a
sequence of profiles during mode locking are foreseen; the study of the
profile evolution might provide a tool to estimate the (nonlinear) growth
of the magnetic islands, and therefore contribute to have insight about the
behaviour of the plasma before disruption.
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DETERMINATION OF OFF-DIAGONAL TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS
FROM PARTICLE AND POWER BALANCE ANALYSIS

Qfimbfl, W. Schneider, K. Lackner

Max-Planck-lnstitut fiJr Plasmaphyslk, EUFiATOM Association. 0-8046 Garching, FFfG

1. Introduction

In ASDEX pellet injection and IOC discharges give rise to density peaking which cannot be ex-

plained by changes in the charged particle deposition profile. Besides a particular plasma

boundary behaviour distinct changes in the bulk particle transport are necessary and can be

described by an increase of -vp/D (the ratio of the inward drift velocity and the diffusion

coefficient used to describe formally the particle transport) /1/. Common to all cases with

peaked density profiles — having 1] = (VT/T)/(Vn/n) = I—n/I-T < t - is that they show an im-

provement in energy and impurity particle confinement compared with flat density profile

discharges (11 >1).

These related changes of the bulk energy and particle transport properties point towards a

common change of the transport coefficients and may be interpreted in terms of a generalized

non-diagonal model of particle and energy transport connecting the fluxes with the driving

thermodynamic forces, namely the gradients of pressure (p) and temperature(T). Using such

a model we look for a consistent set of transport coefficients in the different confinement

regimes on ASDEX taking the fluxes from radial particle and power balance analysis using the

TRANSP code. The numerical procedure to calculate the coefficients and results for L- and H-

mode discharges are presented in this paper.

2. Transport equations and numerical procedure

Using non—equilibrium thermodynamics linear relations between the fluxes of particles (I‘p)

and energy (0) and the true thermodynamic forces, i.e. the gradients of 1/T and p/T for both

electrons and ions (with the chemical potential it), can be derived satisfying the Onsager sym—

metry for the off-diagonal coefficients. Subtracting the convective energy flux from the total

energy flux 0 to get the conductive heat flux q = O - 2.5 kT I‘p and normalizing the energy flux‘

equation by kT one obtains relations between rp, rq.e and Fq.i ( rq =q/kT) and the recalcu—

lated forces ( VTe / Te, (1+Ti / Te) Vp/p and (Ti / Te) Vpi/pi) still satisfying the Onsager

symmetry for off-diagonal coefficients. Assuming ni a ne, Ti 2 Te and a plausible relation bet—
ween off-diagonal elements the following radial electron transport model results

rp = n D(1+n)( —Vn/n) - n a(—VT/T)

I‘q = - n a(1+r])(7Vn/n) + n X(—VT/T), (— -Vp/p = (1+n)( —Vn/n) (1)
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differing from those proposed in Flat. /2/ (the index e is omitted here and in the following). n

has to be noted that we have neglected the contribution of ExB drift motions, whereas the Ware

pinch contribution to the particle flux is taken into account in calculating Pp (see sect. 3).

Connections to the often used ansatz I‘p = n D(—Vn/n) + n vp and the simplified diagonal ansatz

Xe“ = q/(nk VT) will be given in sect. 3. Taking the rate of change of the entropy density for

each specie 95/31: - I‘p V (ufl') +Cl V(1/T)

the requirement of increasing entropy implies a restriction on (x. If we introduce fl = D06 and

u = \t X e the entropy production will be positive definite if the condition a S 1 is fulfilled.

The numerical procedure for solving the above equations determines spline fits (up to third

order in r) for the transport coefficients 1,}: and 5 between several knots by minimization of

the deviations of the calculated fluxes from the input values at the grid points used. The fit

functions have a vanishing first derivitive at r = 0 and are continuous differentiable yielding

the corresponding boundary conditions at the knots. With the present notation of the transport

coefficients an upper bound for one of them (s) can be given. but they enter non~linearly into

the fluxes which may produce numerical problems.

The procedure has been tested first. therefore, by calculating input profiles for the fluxes

and driving forces with a simulation code and assumed transport coefficients. A conparison

between given and fitted coefficients is shown in Fig.1a for X = (1.2-r2/a2)‘1. tt = .2 and s

= .5 + .1cos(2t:r/a). All three quantities are recovered within 10 % nearly independent from

the number of knots (3-6), while the fluxes are fitted within 103. This result is cor-

roberated by error analyses using modified T and n profiles obtained from the simulated ones

by changing their gradients by t10% while keeping the pressure profile p = nkT constant. One

gets reasonable recalculated coefficients for X and - for r/a > .4 - ll and e as shown in Fig.1a

too. Even a non-symmteric profile of s = .5 + .33in(2r:r/a) is fitted quite well for r/a > .2

using the same error analysis (Fig.1b). We can now look for transport coefficients (including

radial profiles) fulfilling the equations above and want to improve our model in a second step

to find different solutions for Tl >< 1 confinement regimes.

3. Transport coefficients in L- and H-mode plasmas

First experimental results are obtained for two L-mode discharges with 1.3 MW and 4 MW

NBl heating power,respect., and a H-mode phase for the higher power. For the high power L-

mode case Fig.2a schows the analysed transport coefficients X, D and u and the ratio u = D/X

using the error analysis described above. The calculated 96's are in the outer plasma regions by

about a factor of two larger than the Xe” shown for the unmodified measured profiles used in

TRANSP. This is the influence of the off-diagonal term on the heat transport amounting to about

50 % of the VT-term in the energy flux equation for r/a > .6. A ratio of p = D/X = .15—.25 is

found as derived from simulations of density ramp-up scenarioes. The particle velocity vp as



defined above increases strongly outside of a/2 and is inward directed. The Ware pinch contri-

butes significantly only inside am to 1") and leads even to a small outward anomalous particle

velocity due to the D n (—Vn) term. The determined values of 5 increase from values near zero

in the plasma center to about 0.7 near the boundary.

In the H—mode phase of the 4 MW heated discharge Pp and Pa are strongly reduced. as is X in

the outer plasma regions (see Fig.3b), compared with the corresponding L-mode values . The X

reduction is enhanced relative to the Xe“ change considered recently /3/. Due to the even more

reduced values of a (note the different scale in Fig.3b) the off-diagonal contribution

to the energy flux is negligible yielding X = Xe“. Additionally the anomalous particle velocity

is smaller than the Ware pinch velocity up to r/a s .8 which may be an ingredient to the ex-

tremely flat density profiles observed in ELM-free H-mode plasmas. The fact that the Ware

pinch alone can be responsible for the particle flux for r/a< .B may also explain the increase

of p (and, accordingly, D and (1) towards r = 0 due to larger errors in our lit procedure.

The low power L-mode case confirms the L-mode results at the high power level showing

less deteriorated heat and particle diffusivities ( X, D) and also a smaller influence of the off-

diagonal terms (i.e. reduced on values). The increasing transport coefficients near the center

may again be explained by the Ware pinch dominating up to r/a 3.4. The other reason might be

the circumstance that our n and T profiles used in the TRANSP analysis are sawteeth averaged

and the enhanced transport coefficients describe the action of the strong sawteeth on the fluxes

at qa = 2.5 of this discharge.

4. Summary

Using a non-diagonal linear model for the particle and energy fluxes as functions of Vp and VT

we have analyzed the transport coefficients to D and a for L- and H~mode plasmas. in the L-

mode the off-diagonal term can be substantial also for the energy transport. Moreover, the

respective coefficient a. has a radial profile very similar to those of X and D, respect, pointing

to the existence of a common driving mechanism for electron heat and particle transport.
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THERMAL BIFURCATION AND STABILITY OF AN EDGE DIVERTED PLASMA
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ABSTRACT

In a previous paper [1] the authors have found several thermalequilibtia for a 1D radiating
layer at constant pressure profile. The stability of such equ111bria 15 now discussed in
connection with the radiative condensan‘on instability [2]. The influence of the impurity density
profile as the deviation to the constant pressure profile approximation is investigated
numerically.

1 . INTRODUCTION
We start from the heat equation in slab geometry :

frwflmmu www—
where (I) (x) is the heat flux, he and n1 are respectively the electron and impurity density, FR (T)
is the plasma cooling rate function, K is the thermal conduction coefficient. In the case of the
axisymmetric divertor (A.D) K = K” = 2.1022 Tat/fl2 (m'1 5'1) and x is the abscissa along
the flux line. For the ergodic divertor (ED), x is the radial coordinate and we use the following
expression for K which includes perpendicular transport effect [3] K = K//D where
D = 27: (5B/B)2.(SB is the magnetic perturbation created by the ED coils). The boundary
conditions first consist of a given heat flux from the plasma core
(x = x1) : (1) (x = x1) : 4),. Next at the wall (x =xo) we use the sheath conditions

ID (x = x0) = (1)0 = yFoTo , To = MD‘novo where no = n (x = x0), T0 = T(x = x0) and

F0 is the particle flux at the edge ; v02 = 2T0 /m, m is the ion mass and 'y the sheath potential ;
D' = 1 in the AD case while D' = {SB/B for ED configuration - M is the Mach number.

Eq. (1) has been previously solved assuming a prescribed value for F0. We are now
concerned by the thermal stability of steady solutions for perturbations such that the growth rate
is much smaller than the sound wave frequency so that the pressure perturbation is negligible.
In that case the more convenient way to proceed is first to determine all the steady solutions of
Eq. (1) for a prescribed pressure value P0 = noTo. Using technics similar to the one presented
previously [1], Eq. (1) is solved numerically with arbitrary pressure and impurity density
profile. It can be shown that all the equilibria can be labelled in terms of only three parameters
(1*, [3* and T* with :

2

M1553 ’ BE“ ’ T*=—¢l—2 (2)
'Y A211)
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where CR (%) is the impurity concentration, A = P0 /HT, L the width of the radiating layer,

d: MynT(2T/m)1/2 (SE /B) ; here h and T are arbitrarily density and temperature
normalization values. The first parameter (1*, is linked to the impurity concentration, the second
[3* to the length of the radiative layer and the third T* to the incident power. If there were no
radiation losses T* = To. Numerical solution of Eq. (1) are given in the next sections,
assuming oxygen impurity only and the coronal expression for FRCT).

II - BIFURCATION AND THERMAL STABILITY

We first investigate the case where FR(T(x = x])) = 0 so that only two parameters (1* and

T* are needed to characterize the steady solutions. A constant pressure profile is assumed and
we take nZ ~ ne. The results are discussed in term of the temperature at the wall To. For a given
value of (1*, the solutions are plotted on Fig. 1. Two bifurcation points for instance
T* = 33.6 eV and T* = 50.4 eV for (1* = 0.15, which have infinite derivative ( dTo/dT*)
are found. Between these two T* values, three solutions are found for T* > 44. eV. For
T* < 33.6 eV no equilibrium exists. The two bifurcation points and the points where To = 0
depend on (1*, and are plotted in the parameter space (a*, T*) in Fig. 2. The plane is divided in
four regions I, II, III, IV with respectively 0, l, 2, 3 solutions. In particular the region IV
exhibits one steady solution with a low temperature at the wall even for high T* values.

Let us now consider the stability of the existing equilibria for pertubations such that SP is
negligible. For such thermal condensation instability it can be shown that the associated
linearized equation for the temperature perturbation is hermitian. In that case the sign of the
growth rate perturbation ((1)) is given by sign (0)) = - sign (dTo/dT*). As a consequence the
low temperature solution of the region IV is stable.

III - EFFECT OF THE PRESSURE AND IMPURITY DENSITY PROFILE

The following cases have been computed for ED configuration in TORE—SUPRA with
L = 0.1 m, E: 1019 m-3 andT= l0 eV. A constant impurity density in the layer is first
assumed. In order to investigate the effect of the pressure profile variation due to neutral

penetration, the pressure has been assumed to vary as P/ P0 2 5. - 4. exp - (x0 ~ x) / KL with
7» = 0.05 and 0.3. The main effect shown on Fig. 3 is a shift of the low temperature domain in
the plane (0t*, T*) toward higher (1* and lower T* values due to pressure variation.

Assuming a constant pressure profile, the influence of the impun'ty density profile is now
investigated. In addition to the constant density case, two different density profiles, with the
same average value have been used successively :

nz=(5. -4.(x0-x) /L) /3.and n1: (1 +4.(x0—x) /L)/3.

The curves shown on Fig. 4 illustrate the influence of the impurity profile on the low
temperature solution. For instance with an impurity density decreasing at the wall the domain in
T* where the low temperature solution can be reached is vanishing. This is also seen on Fig. 5
where nZ has been assumed to decrease to the Wall.



IV . CONCLUSION

The number of equilibrium solutions of the heat equation has been studied and the stability
of these solutions to the radiative condensation has been investigated. The main result is the
existence at high power of a stable solution with a low edge temperature The calculation shows
that this solution becomes accessible at high power only if a strong impurity accumulation
occurs at the plasma wall.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS :

Fig. 1 : Variation of T0 (T*) for OL* = 0.15

Fig. 2 : Number of steady solutions in the plane (ot*, T*) for a constant pressure and
impurity density profile :
Region I O steady solution

II 1 steady solution
111 2 steady solutions
IV 3 steady solutions.

Fig. 3 : Number of steady solutions in the plane (06", T*) for a constant impurity density
profile and for two pressure profiles :

P/Po: 5.-4.exp-(x0-x)/7\,L withk=0.3,0.05

Fig. 4 : Variation of To (T*) for different impurity densities (0t* = 0.03)
---------- n2: (1. + 4. (x0 - x)/L) /3.
................ nz = Cte

nz = (5. - 4. (x0 — x)/L) /3.
Fig. 5 : Number of steady solution in the plane ((1 *, T*) for

n1 ~ (1. + 4. (x0- x)/L)/3. and for a constant pressure profile.
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ON BOOTSTRAP CURRENT ENHANCEMENT
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Mei: The effect on the tokamak current of an anomalous enhancement of e — e
collisions is considered. Its impact on tokamak reactor scenarios is discussed.

1. Introduction
Current drive in tokamaks by the bootstrap effect has attracted the attention of

many authors. Recently /1/, it was noted that an enhancement (uniform in velocity
space) of the e — e collision frequency by anomalous effects could locally enhance the
bootstrap current above its neoclassical value by a factor of the order of the square
root of the local value of the inverse aspect ratio. This is attractive from the point of
View of realizing long-burn tokamak reactors.

To examine this point in detail, we have considered a general expression for the
current density in a tokamak, which has been recently derived within the framework of
a “pseudoneoclassical” theory allowing for an “anomalous” enhancement (uniform in
velocity space) of particle collisions /2/ . The expression applies in all tokamak “regi-
mes”, for any shape of the (closed) magnetic surfaces and for any plasma composition.
Here, for the sake of simplicity, we consider the particular case of a two-species to-
kamak plasma with magnetic surfaces having circular, concentric cross sections. The
numerical results we present are obtained in this case, but the trends they show are
generally valid. In §2 the expression of the toroidal component of the tokamak cur—
rent is recalled. Ln §3 the influence of an anomalous enhancement of e — e collisions
is discussed. In §4 conclusions are presented.

2. The tokamak current
We consider the usual axisymmetric tokamak geometry, with circular, concentric

cross sections of the magnetic surfaces. We use the right—handed, orthogonal coordi-
nate system tp, r, 1?, with (p the toroidal and 19 the poloidal angle The external electric
field is toroidal, £5“ = En‘p. In the plasma the components BmBg and Ego are
positive throughout.

The toroidal component of the current density 1 can be written
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. c B; dP <51»
J‘”__B_,,( —<B2>>E+B‘°<B2>’ (1)

where c denotes the speed of light, P the plasma pressure and the average < A >
of a quantity A is defined by < A > : (59 d19 rA/Bg)/(f d1? T/Bg).

Generally, the first term on the right-hand side of eq.(1) gives a negligible con.
tribution to the current. Hence, we concentrate on the second term, which, in the
case of a two-species tokamak plasma (electrons e and much heavier, m; > me, singly
ionized ions 2' with equal temperatures, Te 2 T, = T, by neglecting terms of relative
order Mme/mi, can be written /2/

<§-i>=aspKa<E,pB,a> —c%§{KNT%+KTN%}, (3)

where 03,, = eeee/me is the Spitzer conductivity [Tee 2 Bfimvh'e/167Ne4/1,
where A denotes the Coulomb logarithm and me, ”me : y/ZT/me and N denote
respectively the mass, the thermal speed and the number density of electrons, is the
classical electron collision time),

1K, = E{Y + 2.30 + z(0.98Y + 2.30)}, (4)
2KN = Iz{o.531v'2 + 1.56Y + 0.71 + z(0.25y2 + 0.88Y + 0.71)}, (5)

0.83 + 1.28:: :L'2 K —— — — . 2 .KT N 2.0 + 128$ A (o 62Y + 1 471/), (6)

A = Y + 0.71 + a:(0.53Y2 + 1.88Y + 1.41) + z2(0.25Y2 + 0.88Y + 1.41), (7)
1.46f — 0.465 ( Ya”He )—1( Yum. ) -1:1: = —1 — 1.46f — 0.465 r,,,,q}2053/2 TecO ’

where q is the safety factor of the magnetic surface under consideration, R0 the radius
of the magnetic axis and E 2 7/530. The enhancement factor for e — e collisions is
denoted by Y. Classical e—z' and iii collision frequencies are assumed. In the banana
regime, 1: denotes the ratio of the numbers of trapped and untrapped particles. In
the plateau regime (defined by 53/2 << Yuth,e/rgeqRo << 1) it is inversely proportional
to Y. In the Pfirsch-Schluter regime (defined by Yvih,e/reeqR0 >> 1 it is inversely
proportional to Y2.

3. Resistivity and bootstrap current
In general, the effect on the parallel conductivity and on the bootstrap current of

an anomalous increase of the e — e collision frequency depends on the value of 1:. Let



us consider the typical case of a magnetic surface on which the plasma is, for Y = 1,

in the banana regime, and a substantial fraction of particles is trapped, i.e. :z; z 1.

In this case, when Y increases, the parallel conductivity decreases (initially inversely

proportional to Y) and reaches its minimum when the plateau regime (which is a Very
narrow region in this case) is reached. The amount by which the parallel conductivity

decreases depends on (is proportional to) how deep in the banana regime the plasma
is for Y = 1. Then, as Y continues to increase, it increases and eventually saturates
(by becoming equal, deep in the Pfirsch-Schliiter regime, to the classical perpendicu-
lar conductivity). This holds when we start, for Y = 1, with a: of the order or larger

than 1. If We start with a value of a: which is much smaller than 1, an increase of Y
has only a negligible effect on the parallel conductivity and, if the starting value of
z is sufficiently small, this holds throughout all regimes, so that by increasing Y the
value of the parallel conductivity goes smoothly into the value of the perpendicular
one, without strong variations. The reason for this behaviour can easily be explained

by recalling that the electrical resistivity of a tokamak plasma in the banana regime

is due to two effects: collisions of the circulating electrons with the ions and with the
trapped electrons. The two effects are proportional to, respectively, the e — 2' and the
e - e collision frequencies. If the number of trapped particles is not negligible with
respect to the number of the circulating ones (:1: Z 1), the first effect is at least com-
parable to the second one. Hence, within the banana regime the resistivity increases
linearly with Y. On the other hand, for 1 very small the relative number of trapped
particles is very small too, so that the value of the resistivity is dominated by e — i

collisions. In this case, the resistivity is affected by an increase of Y to a smaller

extent.

As far as the bootstrap current is concerned, the dependence on Y is compara-

tively weaker. We consider again the typical case of a magnetic surface on which the
plasma is, for Y = 1, in the banana regime. As Y increases, the bootstrap current
increases and sets to a level which is by a factor of up to 1/2: larger then its initial

value (Connor and Taylor, 1987), up to when the Pfirsch—Schliiter regime is reached.
If Y continues to increase, the bootstrap current decreases and eventually vanishes.
Hence, in the case in which I is larger than, or of the order of 1, the value of the

bootstrap current is not strongly affected by the enhancement of e — e collisions (pro-

vided the Pfirsch—Schlfiter regime is not entered too deeply). All three components
of the bootstrap current (which are proportional to the gradients of, respectively, the
pressure, the electron temperature and the ion temperature) have the same behaviour.

This is illustrated in the four figures, where :5, Kg, KN and KT are plotted.

Two cases are considered. The first one (full line) refers to an inner magnetic surface
(a = 0.1, for a/Ro = 1/3) and a plasma deep in the banana regime (the banana-
plateau transition being at Y = 100, the plateau-PS one at Y = 3162). The second
case (dashed line) refers to a magnetic surface near the wall (6 = 0.25 for a/Ro = 1/3)
and a plasma in the banana regime, but not so far from the banana-plateau transition
(which is at Y = 10, while the plateau-PS transition is at Y = 80).
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4. Conclusions
The presence of an anomalous increase of

shown to lead locally, in a typical case, to a
stivity, while the amount of bootstrap current does not increase Very much. As

the e — e collision frequency has been
proportional increase of electrical resi.

a.consequence, anomalous effects of this kind are favourable in the case of a steady-state tokamak equilibrium completely based on the bootstrap current effect andnon-inductive method to drive the necessary “seed current”the other hand, in the case where a non negligible fractioninductively, they tend to be unfavourable from the point ofand loop voltage consumption, because the enhancement of the bootstrap effecteasily overcompensated by the increase of the electrical resistivity.

a,
in the center /3/. On
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View of current shaping
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Abstract
All “banana-plateau" neoclassical transport effects stem from the parallel force

due to the viscous stress along a magnetic field line[1]. The neoclassical viscosity
coefficients in the low collisionality regime are usually derived somewhat indirectly[1,2].

Recently, we have developed[3l a Chapman-Enskog-lilce procedure for determining a
kinetic equation for the distribution function distortions from which the viscous stress
can be calculated directly. Both the more direct method of solution and the results for
the viscosity coefficients in the banana collisionality regime are presented here.

Introduction
In the small gyroradius approximation, we have derived a drift kinetic version of

the recast kinetic equation via a Chapman-Enskog—like procedure[3]. Under the
customary incompressibility assumptions, i.e. V~l7 = 0 and V47: 0, the drift kinetic
Chapman-Enskog-like equation can be written for an axisymmetric tokamak plasma as

539: +UIIIE'VT— 02(F)= [3% (L£”>VAH+§L£3”’V-®)—(v{f - vf/2)G]fm (1)
where

:E (3/2)_3 (3/2) “.__ T[U.0L0 5pq1 ]B VlnB (2)

CR(F) = 116357 + “i|(V0L({33/2) + ”Jig/”UM (3)
o E __m[2_p‘lll Egg’02—L(3fl)fl\/I (131) +/_2£vln3/2) fF 013,0] (4)

2qlp|ui 2m 2(1” Ur v2 (Sfl)2 (3/2) 3E ———— — day —5p 1} 5p [5123 2—(L ) fM +/"2 vHL £d (5)
V V0_ V|B|+ CI 343+ 1 013um-= B_ W 326(— +n—eap (6)

‘V0 5BcI aawTW) a q —"—" ,2
4 I2 . Iand 1')" E 17 — V, Léafl) = 1, L531?) = g — 12%, I is the polordal current and .19 represents

the Lorentz scattering operator. For simplicity, in the rest of this paper the prime (for
coordinate system moving with V) and the‘-bar (gyromotion average) over F will be
dropped.

§.V0_ B 2632 5—1,!) (7)
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Direct Calculation of Parallel Viscous Forces
Noting that

DUEWUHB) = (pf; — vi/2)§‘VlnB,
where (t, a: v ,p) are independent variables the equil ibrium drift kinetic equation can becast into the following form

—4 m 2 VUllb-V F + UHB—(llnsfl) , wqoLgaflt — :fF =T 5}) 9

1)“ [010+ gavmtgam+(t1 + —5' v emin, (8)
Introducing a subsidiary ordering scheme (A E
frequency) valid in the banana collisionality
can be expanded as

ll/wb << 1, where tub is the bounce
regime, the distribution function distortion

F:F0+AF1+ (9)
To the lowest order (A0), the drift kinetic equation becomes

_. m 2Dub-v F0 + UIIBT(uflLt)3/Z) — qLES/lnfu = U, <10)
whose general solution is

m 9F0 : ”IIBTWOLEJSM5;P(/OL(3/2))ffll +g<vvtlvd0
(11)

The constant of integration g must be determined from the next order (A1) equation:
a z/ m 2tuber] —%.£g _ —UHBT (uptff/2 — Tq0L§3”>)fn,+e 2 op

a , 2 a .v” [(1/0+Zjb.v.njtgw+(ul+571).vent“) f,” (12)
Taking the bounce average of the above equation, using

2%
d1 / "—25%, circulating particlesf _ E 0 "+0: (13)UN 2/ fiat/7’ trapped particles17 42c I '

while the first term is anihilated, it is easy to show that
g, = 0 for trapped particles

”c (It .gut ~ / ‘ for untrapped particles
Lt (vii)

with in : ivg/Bmari Using the constraints [(IaullLfamFo = 0, with i = 0 or 1. We find
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(32)?” (3/2)_ :LIHL _ “‘ d/V _FTWDLO 3—1) 3mm 7% (WWW A), (14)

Where A = ZIL/vza A: = l/Bmar: U = Sign(1’llli (' ' ') represents a flux surface average, and

H is a unit step function

1, /\ 3 Ac, circulating
”(Ac—A) —{ 0, /\ > Ac, trapped.

Substituting the solution for 9 into the bounce-averaged first order drift kinetic

equation, we obtain

B - L
lolly—“Lg9+) ( VoLlidm'WlLiB/‘lfm =

1 -o

l((B/E.iv|ILl33/Z)£g ([311)‘l"(B‘v'Hl)1153/2)+2 P
2 ..<(B/%U||Llw£g (13v)+5—p(B'V‘®>) Lia/2)] fM~ (15)

Defining a velocity-like variable [1]

# fl/Ac d,\I(BZ)1/2

“H: o \ _(m)’
and taking the “proper’Hnoments, /d3v vuullLls/2)H(x\c—x\) of the bounceaveraged DKE
we obtain the fiux-surfaccvaveraged viscous forces directly:

-

9(EV-H) = fig? )(C‘l/IWZI‘U—”:L33m( MW” “5—q0LE3/2))f ,

5 771710100110 — #0125([9)(Bg ) (16)p

(é-VG) : £932 )DU-L/dS —v:Ll3/2)(17nLlJeL3/2)_~(16L(13fl))flw

31’2”T 5P
‘.(

E mn(p10u9 — [in 31—19(32) (17)

3 ‘c ,\(1/\c; - B: / ___, 18f 4< >0(1_A,B) ( )
f; E 1 — fC 2 1.46\/E+ 0(53'1) for large aspect ratio tokanialtspl]. (19)

The 170, and [/1 terms in Eq.(15) are momentum-restoring type terms that do not
contribute to Eqs.(16), (17) because the “proper” moments of them vanish.



Viscosity Coefficients
Carrying out the integrals above, we obtain for the viscosity coeflicients in the

banana collisionality regimefl]

_ fg 8 Lid!) ”—1. 2 2 (3/2)2#00 — f—c fife UT 2 exp(—v /UT)[LO l (20)
_ f_g 8 °°v4dvui11m — f 73 T 2—exp1—v2/v%1L83’”L£3’” (21)

#10 = #01 (22)
1 .1m 2 gm m“ ;““—*exm vZ/v111L54’2’12 (23)

(24)
For electrons and ions these become

1130=ff' {Z+\/—4—ln(1+\/§)}l.533f': (25)
C T85 C 39

r: : 2:1,) 9 ft 9

#01 fceco{:32 + \/__ :1n( 1+ f” “’lu5fc7-ec (H6)
39 :

11:1 = ff; {—Z + F — 31—51110 + f)} 2:14.636fj: (27)

#30 = f:{\/§_1n(1 +f)} 22.105331]: (28)
,' __ 231 ft11.. — f;fi— 3215n11+f>1 — 0.625 (29>
- f fp;l:f;__{f—fi—2751m1+fi)} 7251386f; (30)

Conclusions
The drift kinetic Chapman-Enskog-like equation utilized in this paper has proper

momentum conserving properties. It is this property which enabled us to directly derive
the neoclassical viscosity coefficients. Previous derivations [1,2,4] have had to use subtle
procedures to cancel various momentum-conserving terms and thereby infer the
neoclassical viscous forces.

[1] SP. Hirshman and DJ. Siglnai‘, Nuclear Fusion _2_1, 1079(1981).
[2] K.C. Shaing and JD. Callen, Phys. Fluids fl, 1526(1983).
[3] J.P. Wang, J.D. Callen and Z. Chang, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 3_4, 2043(1989).
[4] MN. Rosenbluth, RD. Hazeltine and FL. Hinton, Phys. Fluids 1;, 116(1972).
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Heat and particle flux coefficients involving non diagonal terms were
recently considered in empirical attempts to fit the data on the radial
transport in tokamaks (Capes, 1982, O’Rourke, 1987, Gruber, 1988), These
terms provide a tool for the phenomenological description of the inward
transport of nondiffusive nature, whose existence seems to be suggested by
the observations in large tokamaks (Coppi, 1978; Behringer, 1880; Tubbing,
1987; Frederickson, 1986). In analogy with the Onsager formalism of the
reciprocal relations (O'Rourke, 1987), we consider the following form for
the equations of the radial heat and particle transport in a one fluid
cylindrical approximation (neglecting the heat transported by particle
diffusion):

3 6 1 3 3T 1 B T 3n
5 5; (nT)= ; 5; (recqq 5;) + F 5; (rapq ; 5;)+EJ+pA=0 [1)

33 = l ‘1,” i 33, + l 1,” l 3,5,? t) (2)
at r r pp n Br r 5r pq T 6r '

Here Ej is the ohmic power density, is the auxiliary power densitypA
and S is the particle source.

One would expect that the physical meaning underlying the “ansatz”
above could be related to a basic thermodynamic property of the plasma. It
is then worthwhile, from this point of View. to investigate the relation
between this form and the recently introduced concept of configurational
entropy, based on the information theory (Minardi, 1988a). Recently the
information entropy was applied to describe the canonical current and
temperature profiles of the ohmically relaxed states of the tokamak
(Minardi, 1889b). In the present work we shall investigate which conditions
are imposed on the coefficient apq and on the density profile by the

requirement that the configurational entropy is stationary, in other words
that the steady state of the tokamak is associated with a vanishing entropy
production.

The configurational entropy is constructed by operating in a suitably
defined coarse—grained configuration space F [Minardi, 1988a, 1989a). The
probability distribution P of the coarse grained current density and the
entropy of the collective configuration Sc011=_ f Pln PdF are calculated in

a statistical framework under suitable constraints which express on one
hand the random character of the current density related to the particle
Structure and on the other the existence of collective Vlasov equilibria.
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The F—integration implies an average over the background of free particlefluctuations so that S0011 is a functional of the collective part only of
the current density and of the related vector potentiall Its timederivative or entropy production calculated in accordance with the Maxwellequations and taking into account the heating rate due to pA, has the form
(1989b)

dS
fi'li =i— [[pf L2 (v23 + pgj)] dV (3)

u
Here J is the axial current density and 1: is a constant which playsthe formal role of the temperature in the statistical procedure and isrelated to the flu tuating background; u is a parameter characteristic ofthe equilibrium (p is arbitrary ”a priori”, and is related to the choiceof the gauge).
In the confinement region delimited by the values q(a),>«2 and q(?\a)zlof the safety factor (this is the only region of the tokamak dischargewhere our entropy consideration should hold) we assume ohmic relaxation,i.e. j=E T /A, where A is related to the Spitzer resistivity and is takenas uniform. At first we consider a situation in which apq is negligible. It

turns out that by taking
M T1/2

a 3 ox = nx (7) (ha 3 r g a) (4)CICI T

(where n, x, T are values at r=>xa and x may depend on T) one obtains from(3) and from the energy balance (1) the following meaningful expression forthe entropy production:

dScoll_1§Jadt ; 2 a (nl‘)dV (5)

. 2 2 2 “1/2 ‘where we have fixed the parameter p as p =3 E T /2xA. Thus theassumption of a vanishing entropy production in the plasma implies on onehand a constant plasma energy and on the other, recalling (3), a current
density profile satisfying the equation

pvzj + 1123 = we 7’? (e)
We take now on :0 together with the assumption that thePq

configurational entropy remains stationary as in the case apq=CL This is
tantamount to assume implicitly that the magnetic configuration is notchanged essentially by the nondiagonal terms and is still described by anequation with the general form [6) On the other hand the stationarysolution of (2) takes the form (S is taken as uniform for simplicity)

2 mn(r) = C ex ~ 04 (TNT/(x T+ r /r (7)p [I PC! PP 3 ]

where 7=Sl4orpp and m is arbitrary at present.Substitution into [1),
3/2recalling (4). gives an equation of the form (8) for 31x T if thefol lowing conditions hold:
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(I

= —— ‘ (a )2 < on a (8)
m T p pp qq

Indeed one obtains

“a
2. 2. _ _ __ _

V J + u J — E (pA 43m) (9)

from which one recovers the same profiles predicted by equation (6), in
View of the fact that they are essentially independent of the magnitude of

the inhomogeneous term for given boundary values of the safety factor, a

fact which was related in our previous work (1988a, 1989b) to the so called

profile resiliency of j(r) (or T(r)) with respect to the auxiliary power
pA‘ This profile resiliency is now extended also with respect to the form

of the density profile described by 7 and is related to the assumed

stationarity of the entropy.
The vanishing of the entropy production in an open system is not a

universal law, of course, but it is useful for characterizing the natural

tendency of the open system to keep the same maximum entropy of the closed
system, provided that the external interaction is weak. A situation of this
kind may occur in the confinement region of the tokamak, which is open to
the heat flux across the inner and the outer boundaries. An extra heat
flux, besides the diffusive heat flux aqq’ is necessary for compensating

the energy unbalance across the mixing radius Aa related to the fact that

the solution j (X T of (8) involves a critical temperature gradient ag
r=)\a. The related diffusive heat flux qh(Aa)=—(nxdT/dr)Aa=—E(dJ/dr)Aa/p

cannot satisfy in general the energy balance across r=>\a. Assuming a flat
current density profile in the core (j=j), the extra flux qext necessary

for energy balance in the region r 3 Act, is given by the relation

A Aa
(EJ 4- pa") —2 = qhma) + qextma] (10)

The identification of qext with the nondiagonal part of the heat flux

—0L(dn/dr)/n allows the determination of the exponent m of [7). One has
indeed, putting v E _(d‘j(dr)Aa (2/37ta), p 3(pA—4aa')/E3 :

(A202 A U 2 Aarx dT
m= Ej [1+p-(7) — — [—) (11)

20c p ] T20: dr Aa

PP

The parameter 6 =1+p~(u/u)2 characterizes the form of the current
density profile, as we know from our previous work (1989b). So we obtain a
connection between the density and the current density profiles. Let us
consider first the case B<0. This corresponds to a concave current density
profile in the confinement region and to a large positive diffusive flux
qh, so that qext is large and negative (heat pinch). According to(1989b)

this situation is typical of low values of l/q(a) and of the mixing radius
Aa,or also of purely ohmic discharges (pA=O, see figs. 2 and 3 of (1989M).
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A negative slope of the density profile implies a negative a. Then the
exponent m can be seen to be positive with a magnitude of order 1. The
resulting density profile is peaked.

In the case B 3 0 the current density (or temperature) profile is
broad, qext is small, as well as qh’ and can be positive. This situation

can occur (but not necessarily) for large values of 1/q(a) (1989b). The
exponent m is negative (see (11)) and near zero. Inspection of the sign of
(dn/dr)Aa shows that, when the source of particles is sufficiently weak (S

< appEjB/aq) the shape of the density profile becomes hollow. This
prediction agrees with the observations in the case of the broad
temperature profiles related to the H-modes (Smeulders, 1988; Lazzaro,
1989). At the contrary, in the presence of an intense particle source
(pellet injection) the density profile can be peaked (3 is large, see (7))
even when the temperature profile is broad.

Finally, it should be underlined that the condition of stationary
entropy holds only in the ideal situations of an ohmically relaxed plasma
not subject to strong external action (e.g. intense heating implying strong
time dependence of the plasma energy, important multifluids effects,
important noninductive currents and so on). Moreover the meaning of a
negative coefficient a from the point of View of the basic transport

theory, is still to be seen (but in this respect see Stringer, 1989).
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ABSTRACT

Discrete Alfvén modes in diffuse, current—carrying, cylindrical plasma
is studied numerically. Discrete Alfv§n continuum in the magnetohydrodynamic
spectrum of straight tokamaks. The lowest discrete Alfvén frequencies, for a
fixed azimuthal mode number m and an axial mode number k, are calculated as
function of the plasma current. We present the results for TCA and NET
eigenfrequencies.

1. INTRODUCTION

The spectrum of the ideal magnetohydrodynamics for cylindrical plasma
sistems with diffuse profile has two continua known as SLOW WAVE and ALFVEN
WAVE continuum, due to the singularities of the eigenvalue equation, and two
non-Sturmian regions intercalated by continua (Goedbloed. 1979). In between
these four regions there exist discrete eigenvalues (Goedbloed. 1975).
Evidences of the existence of discrete AlfVEn modes, which lies' just below
the Alfvén continuum, are being reported by De Chambrier et al. (1981) and
Ross et al. (1982). The study of discrete Alfvén modes is important for the
purpose of investigating the Alfv5n wave heating and current drive for
tokamaks (Appert et al. 1982).

The objective of this paper is to study the effect of the equilibrium
current on the discrete Alfvén eigenfrequencies. This study is applied to
TCA and NET tokamaks. In Section 2 we describe the basic equations, in
Section 3 the results.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS

Discrete Alfvén modes are calculated from the linearized ideal
magnetohydrodynamic equation for straight or toroidal plasma, by taking
positive eigenvalues, m2>0 (stable side of the spectrum). We introduce the
time and space dependence of the perturbation quanties as f(r)exp
iiEnS+kz—mt1}, where m and k (=n/R) are the azimuthal and axial wavenumbers,
respectively. The equilibrium field B is given by B (r)=0, B (r), B (r).Hain
and LUst (1958) derived the second-order differential equation for Ehe radial
Component of the plasma displacement vector t, for the straight tokamak
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model, given by

d (p—FZ) 2 2 _ 2- 1 d 2 2dr N [01» (YP+B) YPF l r E (rcrfl + {om — F
(:1 E6 41(2 B2 2 2 2 d ZkBe m230 3‘?) T 41rdpm B ‘ YPF ) + r a “fur (r— B2 ‘ kBe)

(m (YD + B2) — YpF2)]} Er = 0 (1)

where N = ozw” — pw2H(Yp + B2) + YpHF2 , (2)

—J£r = + +F — r B8 + 1c (k.B) , (3)

H = mz/r2 + k2 (4)

The quantities y, p and o are the adiabatic constant, plasma pressure
and mass density, respectively.

Equations owZ-F2 = 0 and pm2(yp+B2) — ‘p2 = 0 define the A1fvén and the
slow wave continua, respectively, and N = 0 gives two non—Sturmian regions
on w-space. We can deduce from equation (1) that if we use the low-8, low
twist (B /B << 1) approximation we recover the result given by Appert et
a1. (1989?. The eigenfrequency MN and the corresponding eigenmode §r(r), for
a given k = n/R and m, can be obtained by solving equation (1) with the
following boundary conditions: r5 = O at r = O and r = a.

The profiles for p, B and B robey the equilibrium equation. Two of
these profiles can be chosen arbitrarily. We choose for pressure p(r) =
poexp (a Vrfio Hr ),where p0, a q and u are constants. The B profile is
obtained y s ving the AmpEr ‘5 law .with a given Jz profile. We take for
current density 32 = J0N(1-(r/aN)q)aJ2 and for density p =DON(1-O.956fim)2L
where o-l and ”'2 are free parameters. The shooting method is used to obtain
the eigenvalue mNZ which satisfies the boundary condition at r = a.We choose
the following parameters:

= = 2 = _ N = _ = 1.BzN 1, DON 1, upZ/aN 4, ops/aN 6 , 8N

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

We have taken parameters for TCA: R = 0.61 m, a = 0.18 m, a = 1.6 T,n60 = 10. 101% , and for NET: R0 = 5.98 m, a = 2.17 m, B = 5 0 T
_. ' an 0 = 18. 101% 3. 1/2 20

The equation m = [p /(u p ) JEBzO/BlEBN/ROTNN recovers the
frequency in 8‘1. The depenggnceoog the eigenfrequencies on current, interms
of q at the wall, is shown in Figure l, for both TCA and NET. We find 2.3
MHz and 0.8 MHz for TCA and NET, respectively, showing a good agreement with
experimental values given by De Chambrier (1983) for TCA andpredicted values
for NET given by Borg et a1. (1989).

The toroidal effect on eigenfrequency was also studied by using the
Copenhaver equation reported by Galvao et al. (1978). The main effect comes
from the fact that the effective major radius R = R0 + g, where g is the
di5p1acement of the axis of the magnetic surfaEe, affects the value of k =
n/R.
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The theory of interactions of coherent waves, which describes the basic

processes in many schemes of plasma heating, plasma diagnostic and weak

turbulence has been developed in the past for weakly dissipative systems,
e.g. [l] . The purpose of this study is to apply Lie group theory to obtain

exact analytical solutions of the three wave interaction equations in a dis—

sipative systems. We write the evolution equations in the form:

3 l
j,k.f=l,2,3 ( cyclic ),

*- X-

. . .= ’B' , . w".wl/Xa' +6! w— 136““); Ida/Ba ETR/ 36$ (1)
where x1, x2, x3 are the three characteristic coordinates assumed to be

linearly independent. The subscript xj denotes a partial derivative.
Eq.(l) describes the propagation and interaction of weakly nonlinear

and dispersive waves with complex amplitudes wj( xj ). In the absence of
dissipation, i.e. for al= a2: a3: 0, the system (1) is integrable by inverse
scattering techniques [2, 31 and allows multi—soliton solutions. Moreover

for aj= 0 the system has been shown to have an infinite dimensional sym—

metry group, the Lie algebra of which has a Kac—Moody—Virasoro structure

[A 1 typical for integrable multidimensional systems.

When dissipation is present, the integrability is lost, however group

theory can be used to obtain particular solutions.

We apply a known algorithm [5] using the MACSYMA program [6 l to cal—

culate the Lie algebra of the symmetry group when all a. and bj are nonzero.

The result is an infinite dimensional Lie algebra with the following basis

’0 1 r3
X1'=/—l—X. / Y3’<fi‘\= §J'(XQ (—70% +rD—d4)

(2)
j, k, f=l,2,3 ( cyclic ).

N
—

I—
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Here fj( x:l ) are arbitrary real functions ( of the variable x ). We have
introduced the wave moduli Raj ( xJ) and phasesCX.j ( xj ), wj —Qjexp ( io‘rj ).

The operators Xj generate translations, theJ operators Y generate an
j

infinite dimensional group of local coordinate dependent gauge transfor—

mations. The sought for Lie algebra is the direct sum of three indecompo—

sable Lie algebras, each of them with non—zero commutation relations :

[XMY WHYHl
Where the prime denotes a derivative with respect to xj.

In order to obtain particular solutions we shall apply the method of

symmetry reduction. More specifically, we shall reduce Eq.(l) to a system

of ordinary differential equations by requesting that the solutions be

invariant under a two-dimensional subgroup of the symmetry group. Methods

for clarifying subalgebras of finite and infinite dimensional Lie algebras

are described e.g. in [7 1. For the algebra (2) thelresult is that every

two—dimensional subalgebra is conjugate under the symmetry group of Eq.(1)

to precisely one of the following algebras:

2343,13? §X= xmw WM{my=X2+Z,\f (my (wk

1:: i
(3)

=X +Y(Z>x2+c\+Y( 3353),X: X +aX +X Fix), n+0} (4)
For b a 0 we can transform c into c=0.

L2?— 3 ><= x mu m C—“v,
\f= X2 +ZX3+E<cX +Y2 (gadroQ/a'kO/HOE (5)

For c+ O we can transform d into c1"r 0 .

\lL

The a, b, c, and d above are constants, f3( x3) and g3{x3) are arbitrary
functions of x3.

Solutions invariant under the group corresponding to L2b1( f3, g3)

will have the form:

wfimx“new? [(-a {NW 7mg Ham“?
1J2 =Q1KX3) QXP§IIEQ3X1+(13‘Z>)X2 +92 (MW:

= Q3 (*5) “NH-55‘“ ”(“2 + isms)“ (6)
where the functions Pi and L91 satisfy a system of ordinary differential
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equations obtained by substituting (6) into (1) and separating real and
imaginary parts. The system obtained can be separated and solved in all
generality. The resulting amplitudes and phases are:

2 all” ?. dad; L 512+ Z.

“gage 372 2:4.‘5; $q3h3h3’xaw A [03“a z a()3: get (4} +h3)‘;—)\ZBIZ72 / h3= 43 (Ya—Q?
(h + ”(2: mm (“A h? i"

_4527?. l(93: 4-795 ”“3 S) h: + a;
(93W

3
Mil-4:" hS/XSE / dt'd‘or

where f3( x3) and {{K( x3) are arbitrary functions of KS, 5‘: sgn(aza3b2b3)
Ez=sgn(a133b1b3) .

abcThe algebra L2,2 is related to invariant solutions of the form:

Ad! =Q<fl lxp g L' [(% ? HAM +Lf’4 (fillzf
Me = Qafil exp; 1'[(%X5*¢\X4 “fatal?

-1 + ( 3M3 _—p,_,(§\ emiiL (“NOW ‘93 EH (7)
where a,b,c are constants, g: axz—x3. Again the corresponding system of
ODE's can be separated. The equation for the amplitude P: is a second order
differential equation which can be transformed by the Mdbius transform into
the canonical equation— Painlevé XV - provided a: — aZ/a3 . This condition
can be always satisfied. Then:

C -4
P: (lxh - "221335 1H0 E” 2(GZX2+CIJX3\1 é’H'Ce 51% [(5 Z (MAMEx 4

Q“:2, awith Z(X2/X3\-— 4—43 AYPEZC izl’

Tm 32 exp [—zz‘aiffll Ez‘ [—2 ‘zqz _ 2(6izX2 +43%) +85 441%] g +04
where Ei() is the exponential— integral function and C are the integra—
tion constants determined by initial conditions. Similar solution is

obtained for b =0. Once the amplitude Q 2 is known, the remaining amplitu-
des 91 and Q 3 and corresponding phases Hflj are obtained from the
system (1)
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abcd
2.3

MP? 1(s +25. (MrMZ-MM‘M) Mung
mam-Em + mm
V‘“P?1’[—§¢(4ezf+ 6L (GM—XL» +LP3 {61%

The two—dimensional algebra L leads to invariant solutions :

M- h 9
”JP?“0

=93?
(8)

with § = x3+ b( axl - x2). a,b,c and d are arbitrary constants. The cor—

responding system of ODE's cannot be solved in a closed form. However some

approximative solutions can be2constructed. For example one obtains under

the assumption that c: 0, ab2 :9 bb for the aplitude ?3( f ) :1b 2

93(fiéqexp(_ealflicze¥~t°§ L(:'c ““433“l

“WM~E<%-%+m— ”‘21 Mr 6+3»
Here C are constants.i
In contrast to the integrable case where a = D , the number of exact solu—

:l
tions is substantially reduced if all the damping coefficients a:l 4r 0.

For systems, in which one or two dissipation constants a are zero, new.1
families of exatt solutions appear, similarly to [41
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Abstract

The equations of stationary incompressible ideal MHD are known to
be reducible to (1) a scalar elliptic equation for helically invariant
systems (provided EE-éhw = 0); (2) two coupled scalar equations for ar-
bitrary nontoroidal geometries (provided E 2:0 ¢=¢ V H B). We show
that these scalar equations can be transformed into simpler equations.
Thereby we find a classification scheme for stationary states. Our pro—
cedure yields information for treating certain free boundary problems.
To illustrate the practical value of our transformation technique we
construct some simple analytical solutions. The question of a possible
generalization of our method to compressible MHD is also addressed.

1. Introduction

The general solution properties of the ideal version of the sta-
tionary MHD equations is the object of our interest here. The governing
equations, in SI units and standard notation, read

v‘B=o (1)
VXBZIMIJ' (2)

V-(pv)=0 (3)
Vx(v)=0 (4)

p(v-V)v : 7Vp+j X B (5)

We restrict ourselves to incompressible flow, with

V7-V'=:O (6)

as closure equation for the system (1)—(5). The subject of finding gen-
eral solutions using free integrals of (1)-(5) plus closure equation has
been pursued for quite some time. The net outcome of an integration in
terms of free integrals is, generally speaking, the reduction of the

* Present address: Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New -
York University, New York, N.Y. 10012
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set (1)—(5) to either one or two scalar partial differential equation(s)
for certain flux function(s), depending on whether some symmetry assump-
tion, like rotational invariance, is made or not. The reduced, scalar
equations contain the free integrals, which are arbitrary functions of
the flux functions. For that reason the reduced equations are in general
nonlinear. To the best of our knowledge, explicit solutions for nonlin-
ear choices of the free integrals have so far been obtained only in the
special cases where either B (=SHM) or v (=MHS) vanishes identically,
and this only for the continuously symmetric situations. Special choices
of all free integrals, such that only linear terms in the flux func—
tion occur, render the scalar equation a linear equation. These special
cases have been discussed extensively in the literature. It is, however,
hardly imaginable that nature “chooses” the linear version of the free
integrals as well, although occasionally such a standpoint might result
in a good approximation. Therefore one has to investigate the structure
and solution properties of the MHD equations, admitting large classes
of nonlinear free integrals. In view of this it is interesting to real-
ize that the known reduced equations are not yet representing the “most
convenient” approach to tackle the problem of finding solutions of (1)-
(6). We inquire into this problem. We reconsider the structure of the
reduced, scalar form of the set of equations (1)-(6) in the well known
cases for which a reduction to one or two scalar equations has been car-
ried through in the literature: (i) helically symmetric systems; (ii)
systems without symmetry assumption, but then with field aligned flow
(BHV). We show that for a wide class of problems the involved nonlinear
partial differential operators allow a smooth mapping to simpler opera-
tors (linear in the symmetrical cases) by a suitable application of the
chain rule of partial derivation. Uur transformation technique applies
also to a generalized version of the known reduced equations, which al-
lows to solve some problems in closed form which otherwise would lead to
nonlinear free boundary problems.

2. Nonhelical systems

We impose the condition that B and v are parallel. Reduced equa—
tions have been derived by Zwingmann (1984) and read

(1 e M2(a,fi))Vfi - v x (Va x vs) + %(Va x Vfl)2%Mz(a,fl) : 3% (7a)

1 a all(1 — M2(a,fl))Va - v x (Va x W) — 5m} x Vfifag—Mzmfl) = —w (7b)

where a(r) and fl(r) are the Euler potentials of the magnetic field,
II E po(p +—(1/2)pv2) denotes the Bernoulli integral, essentially, and
IAl(d,fl)| is the local Alfvén Mach number. A42(a,fl) and fixa,fl) are pos-
itive free integrals of the problem and may be prescribed arbitrarily,
together with suitable boundary conditions for a and 3. Because of the
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complicated structure of (7a/b) a satisfactory solution theory is not
yet available. Zwingmann (1984) pointed out that for A42 E const # 1
the solution theory of the so simplified equations (Ta/b) reduces to
the one of MHS/SHM. We prove that the solution theory for (Ya/b) and
the reduced equations of MHS/SHM will be the same, essentially, for all
choices of A42(d,fl). The ratio of kinetic to magnetic energy density
(Alfvén Mach number) plays the role of a classification parameter. In
case of subalfvénic flow, that is, A42 < l we define new potentials via
[f,g]u‘t7 = x/l —]\/Iz(a,fi). Similarly for M'2 > 1, via [f,g]a,b = a/M2(a,fl) —— 1.
Eq (7a/b) then take a considerably simpler form when expressed in terms
of the two new potentials f(r) and g(r). It turns out that for the lat—
ter case the equations become identical to those obtained for station-
ary hydromechanics (SHM) by Yih (1967), whereas for the former they get
the form of MRS (A42 E 0) given by Grad and Rubin (1958). If A42 E 1
the Bernoulli integral is a constant all over the considered domain. Any
choice of independent a and fl and the prescription of a positive p(a,fl)
then gives a solution of the original set (1)-(6). This set of solu—
tions generalizes Chandrasekhar’s equipartition solution (1956) where
p E const. The situation where A42 crosses 1 may yield generic free
boundary problems, which require separate treatment. However, we show
that (Ya/b) and our transformation technique can be generalized to situ—
ations where the free integrals define smooth manifolds (not functions)
in 0,3 space. This allows to circumvent the nongeneric free boundary
problems enforced by (7a/b).

3. Helical systems

A reduced equation for helically symmetric systems has been derived
by Solov’ev (1961) and reads

d a A(A? — WW ~ $(VA)ZE (A1 — vi) = Ly) (8)
with

Boom) _ _a_ ("2 + wm _ a? _ P _ afn(A)dA
(9A — 8A 2 n2 + WW2 (9)

where A(A) and @(A) denote the flux function and stream function of
B and “I E N/fi3,3v, respectively. The operator E is defined as L z:
—A + V1n(n2 + k27‘2) - V, and f and g are the components of B and W in
the local invariant direction 5 = nez+kez XI‘. 17(A) =AAf— \IIAE is a free
integral of the problem. We remark that f, g, and fi may be represented
in terms of polynomials of n2 +-k2r2, the coefficients being functions
of A. In Solov’ev’s treatment one assumes the free integrals to be such
that A could be eliminated. This is too restrictive and can, in fact,
be overcome. Thereby the type (8) of the reduced equation is not changed
but its interpretation as well as its range of validity is. In order to
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transform (8) in a simpler equation we denote by a the sign of A3 i,@i,
and we set G(A) ::IA:14— ‘11?“ 2 0. We define a new function via

A(r,u)

x(r, u 2 mp — k2) : g(A(r,u)) :=/ ‘/|A31(a)— \Ili(a)| do (10)

where r,¢,z are cylindrical coordinates. The resulting equation for X
is considerably less complicated. It yields analogies to simpler MHD
states which depend on the geometry of the system. For translationally
invariant systems essentially the same classification as for nonhelical
systems with field-aligned flow holds. The only difference is that the
Alfvén Mach number has to be replaced by the poloidal Alfvén Mach num-
ber. Rotationally and helically symmetric systems can be mapped to sim-
pler MHD states where either (a = 1) the velocity field or (a = —1) the
magnetic field has only a component in the local invariant direction. If
G = 0 somewhere in the domain the classification is more subtle (note
that C?=: 0 does not imply A12 = 1). If all free integrals are assumed
invertible our method can be shown to be equivalent to one introduced by
Tkalich (1959) and Solov’ev (1961). Tkalich’s method leads to some non-
generic free boundary problems, however, and it excludes situations with
G‘: 0.

4. Applications

The obtained simplification of the equations allows us to construct
explicitly some solutions of the nonlinear equation (8) with both E
and v playing nontrivial roles from known solutions of simpler MHS/SHM
equations. In principle this is true for (7a/b) as well; however, no
explicit solutions are known so far for this system. Our examples have
translational symmetry. They include a simple 2 pinch, field reversed
pinch and a 2D magnetosphere model, all with flow. We have also started
with a generalization of our method to cover some compressible flows.
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The purpose of this work is to reconstruct the plasma current density
profile j (my) and the electronic density he (w) in a Tokamak by using theexternal magnetic measurements on the vacuum vessel (poloidal flux \j/
and field B), the Faraday rotation angles aj obtained by polarimetry
along several vertical chords and the integrals N] of the electronic
density obtained by interferometry along the same chords. This
determination of he and j is achieved by minimizing a cost-fuotion,representing the sum of the quadratic differences between the
measured and calculated values of B, (11, Nj ,the axisymmetric
equilibrium equation being considered as a constraint. This inverseproblem is made stable by the use of a Tichonoff regularization.

The numerical test-cases have been run on the geometry of JET(elongated DEE shape), with the real number and location of magneticprobes and vertical chords. Smooth profiles of j have first beenstudied ; they can be reconstructed from exact magnetic measurementsbut small differences on the magnetic measurements might induce largeerrors of the value of the safety factor at the magnetic axis ; the use ofFaraday rotation makes then the problem of reconstruction stable.

Non-smooth profiles of j have also been studied, for example astaircase profile. It has been shown numerically that this profile cannotbe reconstructed from the magnetic measurements alone, but that theuse of the Faraday rotation enables us to obtain the correct profile,which remains stable with respect to small perturbations or errors on
the angles ai. Profiles of j with flat regions in rational q zones have
also been studied. It is clear that the two functions p (w) and ff' (w) of
the current profile cannot be indentified separately, but that theaverage ofj over each flux line, as a function of y, can be determined if
the errors on the measurements are not toolarge.

Finally experimental cases for JET with be presented, with a particular
emphasis on H-mode discharges.
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1. Introduction
The fusion cross-sections have always been of great interest to plasma physics since they are
needed for predicting as well as for interpretating fusion rates. Especially for predicting the
fusion rate and power gain Q in future deuterium-tritium plasmas it is important to know the
fusion cross-sections as accurately as possible. Therefore, since 1945 a lot of measurements
have been made for the reactions D(d,n)3He, D(d,p)T, D(t,n)o, and D(3He,p)a. For most
applications, however, it is necessary to have analytical approximation formulas for the cross-
sections, as derived by B. H. Duane in 1972[1], and by A. Peres in 1979[2]. M. Hively calculated
a formula for the reactivity < 0-1) > based on Duane’s formula[3], as did Peres for his formula[2].
With new measurements, however, it becomes clear that these formulas do not describe a as
accurately as needed. Especially at the low energies Duane’s formula is a factor of 10 too low,
while Peres’ formula is up to 20 % too low. This is shown in a comparison of the data available
with the formulas mentioned. New experimental data and the results of R—matrix fits result in
a much better fit, for which an analytical formula will be given.

2. Basic remarks
Over the energy range ] — 500 keV1 the cross-section varies over 14 orders of magnitude. This
makes it more convenient to consider instead the astrophysical S»function[4], which separates
the barrier penetration probability, as derived by Gamov in 1928 :

1
U=Sl—Es.g(G/\/b—'s) (l)

with G = ezrr/tZm/‘Zmr, whem m, is the reduced mass of the reacting particles. This
separation of the penetration probability is strictly correct only as long as the particle energy
is well below the Coulomb barrier, but here we want to consider this simply as a convenient
parametrizationlS].
The S-function now contains only the nuclear physics of the compound nucleus, and the fole
lowing figures show that it is rather flat for the non-resonant DD-reactions and has a distinct
resonance peak for the two resonant reactions (with also much higher values of S).
A. Peres used a similjar parameterization and calculated a polynomial for the S—function from
the experimental data. A. H. Duane, however, also considered the “constant” G as a fit
parameter and therefore had to fit the a-values over many orders of magnitude, which is likely
to give a very bad fit at the low energies, where a is small and the contribution to X2 (which
is minimized in the fit) is extremely small. For this reason the Duane—formula is very bad at
low energies (where it has been used all the time), as we shall see later.
Rinatrix theory[6,7] describes several reactions possible in one compound nucleus with a single
parameter set and therefore allows one to use a much larger data. set to determine these

lEnergy here always means energy in the centre-offinass frame E,. For a particle A with mass md hitting
the particle 13 at rest the relation E,\ = By ("M + mB)/1TIB hOIdS-
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parameters, resulting inimproved statistical reliability. The fusion cross-section can then be
calculated from these Rematrlx parameters. Due to the much larger data set used for the fit
this method is much better than simply using the total cross-section measurements to calculate
an analytical fit formula.

3. Comparison of the data
A detailed review of the data and a comparison with the old fit formulas will be given else-
where[5]. Here we restrict ourselves to a short overview. In Figure 1 the error bars of the
experimental data have been left out for simplicity. but the data are divided into two groups,
one with a large error bar and one with a small error (for the DTereaction this border is 10%,
and for the other reactions it is :3 %).
D(t,n)a : Figure 1a shows the S-function for the D(t,n)oz reaction as derived from experimental
data, from the fiteformulas of Duane and Peres and from the final R-matrix fit by G. Hale[8].
The R-matrix data are 20 % above Peres’ data for low energies and 4 % at the maximum of
the S-function. It can be clearly seen that Duane’s fit is systematically low at small energies
(60 %), and about 8 % too low near the maximum, as was assumed before on the basis of his
method to fit the data.
D(3He,p)cx : For this reaction only a preliminary R-matrix evaluation exists as yet (not
containing all data shown in this plot), and also the amount of experimental data is much
smaller, as seen in Figure 1b. Because the discrepancies between the data are quite large and
the R-matrix evaluation has not been finished, we did not try to give an analytical fit for this
reaction.
D(d,n)3He and D(d,p)T : The two DD-reactions shown in Fig. 1c and 1d are non~resonant
and their S-functions are expected to be rather flat (if not constant). Duane's fits, however,
Show completely different behaviour because they decrease rapidly at low energies, as expected
before from his fitting procedure. However, also at higher energies the discrepancy between
the old fit formulas and the R-matrix evaluation is quite large.

4. New analytical fit formulas
Using eq. 1, we fitted the Svfunction (calculated with eq. 1 from the cross—section data derived
from the R-matrix parameters) with a polynomial in Padé expansion :

_A1+E,-(A2+E,-(A3+E,-(A4+E,-A5)) (2)
‘ 1+E5-(B1+E,-(B2+E5-(B3+E,-B4)))

where 5 is in units of keV-millibarn, and E5 in keV.

Coefficient D(t,n)a D(d,n)3He D(d,p)T
Al 6.927134 5.5576E+4 5.3701E+4
A2 7.454138 2.1054E+2 3.3027E+2
A3 2.05136 -3.264E-2 -1i276E-1
A4 5.2002134 1.4987E-6 2.9327E-5
A5 * 1.8181E-10 -2.5151E-9
B1 63.8 - -
B2 0.995 — —
B3 6.981E~5 —‘ '-
B4 -l.728E-4 ~ -
G [V kCV] 34.3827 31.3970 31.3970
Ema: 600 5000 5000
(l S 5.0 2.0 2.0
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Figure 1: Sluuctions derived from experimental data, from analytical fit formulas (by B.
H. Duane and A. Peres) and from R-matrix calculations. a shows the data for the D(t,n)a
reaction, b those for the D(3He,p)a, c the D(d,n)3He reaction, and d the data for the D(d,p)T
reaction. The experimental data in all case have been divided into two groups with small and
large errors (as indicated in the figures).



This is a [.u‘ocednre similiar to that used by Sadler L‘t al.[9] for a preliminary R-inatrix evaluation
for the l)(t.n)(iireaction. The results from our fits are summarized in the table. where G is
the constant in the penetration probability function [in x/lcel’), and Em“ and d5 indicate the
quality of the fit in the sense that for E g i3,"ur [in keV) the deviation of the fit from the.
Reniatrix results is smaller than d?» (in 7»).

The approximation for the l)(t..n)o»reaction is good enough (i. e. the deviation from the
original data is smaller than 5 ‘70) for energies E5 below (500 keV, that is triton energies Et 2
l500 keV'. which includes the energy range needed for triton buruup calculations.

5. Conclusions
For the reactions D(t.n)o. D(d.n)aile. and Dld,p)T the fusion crosssections from R-matrix
evaluations have been used to calculate an analytical formula which approximates 0’ over a
very large energy range with deviations smaller than :3 "a (for the DT-reaction) and '2 % (for
the DD—reactions). respectively. Since these formulas are based on a much larger data set than
previous formulas, they should resemble the true crosssection data with much higher reliability
and we propose that the fusion community use these approximation formulas.
Analytical formulas for < on > will be presented (for Maxwellian energy distributions) shortly.
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THE RELAXATION IN TWO TEMPERATURE PLASMA

Bobylev A-V-v=EQL§B§QEQ=L=E=
The Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics

Ac. of Sci. USSR, Moscow

The problem of relaxation of space-homogeneous plasma,
consisting of electrons and a sort of ions, the oldest
problem of plasma physics, firstly was considered in [1].
There is exist the voluminous literature devoted to solving
the problem where the standard approach is usually used. The
electron and ion functions are assumed to be Maxwell's
distributions with the time-dependent temperatures and thus

_ the task is reduced to the calculation of the second
momentum of the collisional integral for such functions. It
is known that this approach is not quite good, because it
works with the hard restrictions imposed upon the initial
temperatures

Te° >> p "3 T1? p = me/mi (13
Besides, an error in approximation differential equation for
Tact) and T1Ct)

g§2 = C c Te — Ti 3 (2)Tea/2

remains uncertain Co is a normalizing constant).
We investigated analytically and numerically the

asymptotic properties of the problem solutions C p << 1 D
for different initial temperatures. We did not use the
standard approach when the distribution functions of plasma
components are assumed to be Nbxwellian. The emphasis is
made on the difference between the relaxation process under
consideration and the classical case that is characterized
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by the weakly nonisothermic situation (11
We came to a closer approximation of the applicability

condition for equation (2)

6 = p T1 / Te « l . C3D

Inequality (1) permit us to consider the plasma with
T1°/ Te° % 2 — 3, and the condition C3) extends the
operational range formula (2) by a factor of 100 .

The cold electrons v < VTG basically interact with the
ions owing to the well known collision cross-section
dependence on the velocity. The deviation of the electron
distribution from the quasi-equalibrium Maxwell function is
more significante then a corresponding value for the ion
distribution. The perturbation of the electron function
feCu,t) is great within the narrow region of the phase space
0 S v / VTaS 52/3. In this case we can speak about the
existence of a boundary layer near the point v a O with the
width A % 82/3. The maximum deviation of the function
fe(u,i) at the point v = O is

momma/15h +2.9 82/3 c Te -T1 3/ Ti 1(5)

Now we describe in brief the process of relaxation. The
most interesting is the case of strongly heated ions:
a=pT1/Te m 1, when at the initial time the heat velocities
of electrons and ions are equal. The initial distributions
which are far from the quasi-equlibrium case such as d-type
functions are considered too. This case, for example,
corresponds to that of neutral injection into the mirror
trap, neutral current drive, etc , when the usual approach
is inapplicable.

1. The electrons relaxation is the fast stage. During
this stage 5 decreases to the value 0.1 ~ 0.2, i.e. Ta
rises 10 times. The behaviour of the feCu,t) , a (t)
depends on the initial conditions essentially.
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2. At the second stage the electron function feCu,L)
"forgets" the initial conditions, conserves its
quasi—equalibrium form ,depends on time only through the
5 (t) and it is suitable to use the evaluation (5). The
electron temperature increases 100 times. The ion
distribution does not in fact change. Beginning from this
stage the temperatures satisfy the equation

3%2 = C c Te — Ti 3 i (5). (6)Tea/2

For the initial Maxwell distributions tics) = 1 — A 5‘2/3,
A = -§$3— (3 1h /4)2/3m 2.9 , for the initial functions as

6Cv-Vo) we have k2Ce) = C1 + A 53—2/3, and k; 2 k; for
att) (0.2.

3. The peculiarity of the third stage is the
simultaneity of the ion maxwellization and temperature
equalization. For the real p S 10—3 this stage ends Ci.e.
the ion function acquires of the quasi-equalybrium form),
when the ratio Ti/Te m 4.

4. The last stage - the stage of temperature
equalization is usual. Formula (6) is defined more exactly
than the famous formula of Spitzer with

is (a) = (1 + a 3'3/2.
The figs.1 and a show the comparison of kits),k2(s),k5(s)
obtained analytically and s) obtained numerically (dash
line) for the two types of initial distributions fe?i (v.0)
and different 5(0).

The analytical results are confirmed by the numerical
calculations carried out on the basis the completely
conservative difference schemes for the nonlinear kinetic
Fokker — Planck equation [2].

l. L.D.Landau,l.theor.and exper.phys.,v.7 C1937),p.203.
2. A.V.Bobylev, I.F.Potapenko, preprint Inst.of Appl Math.,
N 171 (19811
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A MULTIPLE TIMESCALE DERIVATIVE EXPANSION METHOD APPLIED
TO THE FOKKER—PLANCK EQUATION FOR THE DESCRIPTION OF PLASMA

RELAXATION AND TURBULENT TRANSPORT

J.W. Edenstrasser

Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Innsbruck, Austria

ABSTRACT
A multiple timescale derivative erpansion is applied to the dimensionless FokkerePlanc/c
equation. The four timescales considered are those of Larmor gyration, particle transit,
collisions, and transport. The expansion parameter is the ratio Larmor radius to plasma
radius. First the zero order equations are solved leading to force—free magnetic fields.
The solution oflhe first order equations leads to a modified MHD equilibrium equation.

1. INTRODUCTION
To make progress in understanding and describing the behaviour of a Tokamak or

RFP plasma near reactor conditions, one must be fully aware of the timescales involved
and of the nature of the phenomena occuring on each timescale. The fact that the natu—
ral timescales involved span from the picosecond period of electron gyration over more
than 12 orders of magnitude up to the several second period of current penetration natu—
rally suggests a multiple timescale approach to treat the various processes separately.

Whereas a huge amount of literature is concerned with the processes of the two li—
miting timescales of ideal MHD and resistive diffusion, only little is known from the pro—
cesses occurring on intermediate timescales between them. To suggest a new approach
for the investigation of such phenomena like plasma relaxation, profile consistency, tur—
bulent and anomalous transport is the the aim of this paper. Within MHD theory several
multiple timescale expansions have been applied to the transport equations, as e.g. in
/1/. However, since these transport equations are valid only for the slow timescales of
classical or neoclassical transport, such a procedure cannot be expected to yield the core
rect description on intermediate timescales. Therefore one has to perform the multiple
timescale ordering already within kinetic theory, starting with the Fokker—Planck equa—
tion, so that each timescale has its own collision operator. After performing the velocity
moments, one obtains for each timescale the corresponding transport equations. To initi—
ate this rather extensive program is the object of this paper. The actual treatment of
plasma relaxation and turbulent tranSport is then the subject of forthcoming publica-
tions.

2. THE DIMENSIONLESS FOKKER—PLANCK EQUATION
Most of the literature on kinetic plasma theory is based on the assumption of the

validity of the FokkeriPlanck equation, which we first bring in a dimensionless form.
The dimensionless physical quantities [1, written without tilde, we obtain by normalizing

the dimensional quantities Q with rQSpect to some characteristic values

t=E/al, f:f&/fa, 323/3, mac/vat

3: 67m, V=1V, 0 = 60/6,, in = Era/ms, (2.1)

(2,, is the gyrofrequency, va is the Alfvén velocity, rim is the particle density, 3 is the ma—

gnetic field, and V‘l‘h the thermal velocity, all five values taken at the magnetic axis for a

characteristic instant. I is the characteristic length over which the macroscopic quantie
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ties change and which we take as the plasma radius a. Ca we choose in such a way that

the leading term in Q1 is of the order unity. Note, that the normalization of t and G de»

pends on the species a, where for convenience the indices have been omitted. This fact
has to be taken into account in the collision operator, in Maxwell‘s equations and in the
transport equations.

With the normalization (2.1) we obtain the FokkeriPlanck equation in the dimen—
sionless form

(HQ/(912+ 53w“ + ma) (anE + Mme/av = raca with (2.2)

campf} Tilda-[emerim/avt—ri(3')ari(‘v’)/0vk+
J7 ‘

@[mmremmwvt _ fiefiH/fl) amp/ml} tG—G') and (2.2.3.)

cars) = l; 1233—] Jaw.{firefiwrewn/M—re(v')are(v)/avk] +

onM[minMae/m/avi—fiir/M)Man/aw] had—6'), (Mb)

where the dimensionless factors I‘m in front of the collision operators are given by

3 n- 3Pi := _fi [37M (2.2.c) re;=—1[Z;fi]6g (2.2.d)

and the tensor Ujk is defined by UjkGZ) : (53152? — Xi) [2| ‘3 (2.2.e)

we: rlo . T-
au ::%, 6o := (E: T’ (7(qol) := s1gn(qu), A :2 T—1,7:: 3—: (2.2.f)

e

Z is the charge number of the ions, Va are the collision rates, wC1 are the transit. frequen-

cies a)“ : vgh/l, rm are the Larmor radii.
For present magnetic fusion devices 60 is a small parameter and is in the neoclassi—

cal transport theory used as expansion parameter. In our multiple timescale approach 6a

naturally enters as expansion parameter.

3. THE MULTIPLE TIME SCALE APPROACH
First we ask for the physical processes which lead to a change of the distribution

functions. The Larmor gyration leads in connection with collisions and field inhomogeni—
ties to the neoclassical transport. As fastest timescale we thus choose the Larmor time
700 : (2&1. Second, the distribution functions will change due to the transit of particles

from regions with different temperatures and velocities, wherefore we choose the transit
time as second timescale T01: (0&1. Since the fu’s essentially change also due to colli—
sions, we choose as third timescale the inverse collision rate, i.e., the collision time
7012 : 1/611. Finally, the ffi's will change on account of transport and diffusion processes.
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so that we choose the transport timescale as forth timescale r03.
For a present day Tolcamak or RFP we have the following timescale ordering

Taozflcll << Tm=wél << 52:14; << 7&3 (3.1)

From the definitions in (2.2.f) follows Tao/Tod = 60,. For the ratio Tao/T02 we obtain
Tao/Tea = (uuQu/wgwg = 0(60)62. Instead of 1/5,1 we therefore Choose as third timescale
for convenience 702 : 7&06‘2. According to the neoclassical transport theory we choose
for the transport timescale 7&3 = 7006’3. In standardized form we thus arrive at

Tan : 7,1061 with 700 = 9&1 and n : 0,1 ,2,3. (3.2)

We now extend the unique time variable 13 into four formally independent time variables
E0, t1, t2 and £3 with tn 2 rant : raod'flt, perform for the fu’s a Taylor expansion in
the smallness parameter r50L and finally arrive at the following multiple timescale forma—
lism

a afa :nsosnrm,(2,3;t0,t1,t2,t3) and 35 = “Z305“ UK" (3.3)
This formalism is now applied to the dimensionless Fokker—Planck equation leading to
the zero and first order equations3r 0 q M 0
63: 313—} + 0(qa) (aulilo + vo) .6—3 = 0 and (3.4)

ar 0 ar 1 0f 1
6t: a— fiW-Vfto + was +Mor a; +

. a (if 0
0(qa)§:(aut1 + VXH1)- a; = 0 (3.5)

4. THE ZERO ORDER EQUILIBRIUM
In solving the zero order equation (3.4) we are only interested in the stationary

case, i.e., in the solution for the asymptotic limit to —4 00. From statistical mechanics it
follows that fuo approaches a local Maxwellian, i.e.,

f&0(§,v;t1,t2,t3) = 7r'3’2nuoTég’28xp[—(V—fiuo)2/Tu0] (4.1)
. —> a —+ , - ~With 1100’ Tao, uOLO = “so: Tao» uuo(x,t1,t2,t3). no,0 and [‘0,0 are the zero order densrties

and temperatures, both normalized with respect to some characteristic values flu and Ta

on the magnetic axis. The zero order fluid velocity 300 is normalized with respect to the
thermal velocity on axis. However, in order that Eq. (3.4) can be satisfied for the Max—
wellian from Eq. (4.1) it follows E0 = 0, and 30,0 ’H‘ Ila, i.e., 3,10 = g0L 0. From Maxwell's

equations V-B = O, curl B : #03 and "j : e(Zuifi’i — nefi'e) we immediately conclude, that
30 must be a force—free field, satisfying curl Bo : A(\I!0)l}0. Furthermore, it may be
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shown that n00, Tao: g0, and A are flux functions of the zero order flux lilo. Hence, the
zero order equilibrium obtained is characterized by

{1,00 = gflfio, E0 = 0, curl BO 2 Afllqfljo and

DQO’ Tao» gm! A : “so: Tao: gasA{‘1’0(§,t1,t2,t3);t1,t2,t3} (4.2)

—O . . A. . .if we assume 1100 = 0, then we obtain for 30 Just the vacuum held. This assumption may
be justified for stellarators, but usually not for Tokamaks and RFP's where rotation ve—
locities close to the ion thermal velocity are observed.

5. THE FIRST ORDER EQUILIBIRUM
After performing for fee in the zero order equation the limit to —: 00, it turns out

that for in the first order equation (3.5) cannot depend on to. The zero, first, and second
order velocity moments of Eq. (3.5) lead to the normalized two—fluid equations
an nowwmwfiuo) =0 (5.1)

(7 —! — —+ 1 —i - B
mwuouoo) + V (HOLOUQO ‘9 l1&0) + §V(HQOTO¢0) _ ”((101) (1101101)” 0 _

0((lu)n(106i/6Q(a'orE1 + fidoxgll = 0 (5.2)

(7 3 . “gouge 5 “gauge _, amnmodi a E
Ht—l{ZnQOTQO+—§—] + V.H71nquo+—.T]uuo} :W(1d a “an ‘1 (5.3)

The difference to the usual two—fluid equations consists in the fact that the Lorentz—
force term contains zero and first order particle fluxes and zero and first order fields.
With the usual simplifying assumptions changing to the one—fluid description we obtain
the first order equilibrium equation

pN-V‘)? : — Vp + difilxm + 30x31) with

E = 3(a) + 5,3,), 3: 360 + 6,3,), curl r0 = mania, 3 11-30 (5.4)

The corresponding stellarator equilibrium equation reads

Vp : 61 curl lllxllo with ll : 3(30 + 6,131) and time : Wig (5.5)

Note that Ill and 31 are not arbitrary but arise from the solution of Eq. (3.5) for fm.

/1/ Edenstrasser J.W., Xll~th Int.Conf.Plasma PhysContr.Nucl.Fus.Resr, Nice (1988.),
Paper CN 50/D—4—13

Work supported by the Austrian Research Funds, contract P7005.
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EQUILIBRIA AND DYNAMICS OF A FUSION REACTOR PLASMA

Hans Wilhelmsson

Institute for Electromagnetic Field Theory and Plasma Physics
Chalmers University of Technology

8-412 96 Goteborg, Sweden

Model descriptions of the behaviour of a fusion reactor plasma are based
on systems of partial differential equations, accounting for the processes
occurring in the plasma as well as for the effects of boundaries. It is the
purpose of the present contribution to introduce a new technique of analysis
based on a central expansion in the spatial variable for a bounded state of a
fusion plasma. The technique considerably simplifies the description of the
dynamics as well as the determination of equilibria. For particular cases of
practical interest, combining effects of alpha particle heating, external heating,
ohmic heating and bremsstrahlung, explicit analytic results are obtained for
equilibrium distributions. The analytic results are complementary to those of
extensive direct computer calculations and useful as check-points or for
interpretation.

The problem of studying nonlinear partial differential equations of a
reaction—diffusion type is transformed to a description in terms of three
characteristic dynamic variables which depend only on time and which are
governed by three coupled nonlinear first order differential equations. The
three variables are (i): a central value A, (ii): a width £3, and (iii): a form
function n. These quantities define at any moment a certain spatial
temperature or density profile. A unified description is given in one, two and
three spatial dimensions and assumes radial symmetry for 2—D and 3-D cases.
The technique, which implies a central expansion in the spatial variable, allows
for an analytic description which includes the influence of an external
boundary.

As a result profiles of equilibria can be calculated in a simple way with
high accuracy. It is described how such equilibria may be approached from
initial states, which even deviate appreciably from the equilibrium state. It is
furthermore demonstrated how, in the presence of diffusion, and provided an
external boundary exists, the competition between the effects of a source term
and a loss term may lead to situations where several equilibria are possible, i.e.
to bifurcated states. Applications of the new technique are found in many
fields of science, notably in plasma physics. One specific application is to the
problem of thermal stability and control of a burning fusion plasma.

Consider the following form of the nonlinear heat equation with a sink
term

%:- = x—Ya—i- [x7 D(u) 53%) + S(u,x) (1)
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where the diffusion coefficient

5D(u)=au , (2)

where a and 8 are constants.
The source and sink terms are included in the expression

S(u.x) = (1 — xZ/W‘ (c uP—e u‘l) , (3)

where B, p and q are constants, and b defines the position of the external

boundary at x = b, where S(u,b) = 0 for all times.

In Eq. (1) the quantity 7 is related to the space dimension under con—

sideration by y = d-l. Radially symmetric situations are assumed for d = 2 and
d = 3.

In the expression (3) the form factor (l-xl/bzfi3 may represent, e.g. the
variation of a density and the variable u correspondingly a temperature. As an

example one may, for a burning fusion plasma, choose c and e (c > 0; e > 0)

proportional to the density values and 13522—25 to model the effects of alpha
particle burning and q = 0.5 in order to describe bremsstrahlung losses

Simultaneously one may choose 5 in expression (2) as 5 = 3/2 to represent

diffusion caused by drift wave turbulence.
In order to describe the dynamic evolution governed by the Eq. (1) and

the boundary condition for u(x,t), namely

“(13, t) = 0 , (4)

for all t, the following form is assumed for u, namely

u=AG(x/£), (5)

where A and i, the central value and the width are functions of time, and only

time, A = A(t) and £=£(t), and where

G = (1 # xZ/bz)“ [1 — (x/E)2 + ntx/o“ — §(x/£>"] (6)

where for dimensions d = 2 and d = 3 and radially symmetric situations

7 = 1,2, respectively.
For the coefficients n and E in the expansion (6) n = n(t) and t = €(t) one

may in the process of truncation choose 1‘, as a constant £0.
The condition for finite, non-zero flux

Bu 5 Bu a Bu8+1
Da‘f“ $=TIS—ax <7)

for x = b uniquely determines the quantity (1 as

a=(1+5)“, aye—1 (8)
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Introducing the form (5) in the Eq. (1) and matching terms which
depend on x0, x2 and x4 separately, assuming §= 5,0, a constant value, but 1] =
11(1), one obtains three coupled equations in A, £2 and n, namely

993241”) i+i A8+1+cAp—eAq. (9)(it B?- £2

d£2 ’ £4 £2F7*23A5|:(1+‘Y);-QQE-F

p4 £2 £2
—CA 15 (p—1)§+l +BEE(1+5)

2 2+eAq_1£Z[(q-1)[£—2+ 1J+B£—2(1+5)] » (10)B B
and a similar equation for dn/dt, where in Eqs. (9) and (10) B2 = b2(1+8),
l" = (5+2n)(‘{+3)-(Y+1) and Q = (1+5)(‘{+3)-(7+1) .

Fig. 1. Equilibrium
20 > , distribution uc = A6 Ge for p =

2.4, 6: 15,11 =048,B=1,y=1
witha=0.25,b=1,c=lande=0w 0, (no decay term), obtained by(w the analytic approach of

"a, central expansion, which
3

determines the form Ge from
10 . ~ (6) and Ag from (9) with dA/dt

= 0 and c = 0, (dotted line). For
comparison the corresponding
distribution obtained by
computer calculations directly

‘ from the Eq. (1) with au/at=0
L is plotted in the same graph

' I ‘ ‘ (full line). As can be seen the
0,2 0.4 0.6 0.8 difference is hardly

x/b distinguishable.
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0,2 0.4 0,6 0-8

Fig 2. Two equilibrium distributions
ue = A6 Ge for the same parameter
values as in figure one, except that e
1 (including a decay term), obtained
by the central expansion technique.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE INTERNAL
KINK m = 1 IN TOKAMAK

H. Baty, M.N. Bussac, J.F. Luciani

Centre de Physique Théorique - Ecole Polytechnique - 91128 Palaiseau.

In a resistive plasma, S = 106, when [3p = 1 the internal kink exhibits a strong

ballooning structure which modifies the usual picture of the "Kadomtsev" reconnection.

A full 3-D non-linear evolution code has been developped in order to study non-linear

MHD instabilities [Ref 1]. Hence it has to ensure a very good precision during the linear

phase and has to avoid large slowing down of the dynamic in the resonnant layers. A new

semi-implicit scheme which does not slow~down the dynamic within the resonnant layers, has

been implemented in our 3D non-linear evolution code.

Non-linear evolution of an Internal kink in a resistive Tokamak

The evolution of the internal to = n = 1 kink is followed starting from a toroidal

equilibrium with [SP = 1 and a safety factor profile q(r) = 0.8 [1 + (2r/a)4]1/2 where a is the
plasma radius, and the aspect ratio R/a = 5. For such an equilibrium the ideal kink is unstable

in toroidal as well as in cylindrical geometry.

In cylindrical geometry the ideal mode non linearly evolves towards a configuration with

a singular current layer near q = 1, where the plasma is compressed by the instability. But if
the resistivity is finite, the current layer tends to diffuse and thereby drives the reconnection of
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the magnetic surfaces. Along with the magnetic flux, the hot plasma core is expelled outside

= 1. The reconnection stops when the central flux reconnects to the flux at the
the surface (1

1 on the magnetic axis.
mixing radius, leaving a symetric plasma state with q larger than

In toroidal geometry the linear ideal kink perturbation is mainly an m = n z 1 mode i.e

rigide displacement of the plasma core where the safetyfactor q is less that one. But it has also

an m = 2, n = 1 component (where m is the poloidal wave-number) which extends beyond the

till the plasma edge). Moreover the m = 2, n = 1 component of the
q = 1 magnetic surface (

= 1 in the region where the displacement pushed the
velocity expells the plasma outside q

e towards the low toroidal magnetic field region (outer part of the torus). On the
plasma cor

placement pushed the
opposite in the region where the main component m = n = 1 of the dis

ards the high toroidal magnetic field (inner part of the torus), the m = 2, n = 1
plasma tow

= 1, towards the plasma core.
component of the velocity expells the plasma inside q

Hence, the non-linear evolution of the internal kink in toroidal geometry yields a current

layer which is localised in the inner part of the torus. (The current sheet is broadened on the

other part of the torus). [see Fig. 1 - a A b]. Then in toroidal geometry reconnection of flux

mainly occurs on the inner part of the toms,

On the other hand, at the same time the plasma pressure is also expelled in the part of the bad

art of the torus) where the plasma is pushed by the m = n = 1,

independantly of the reconnection process

where the plasma is compressed by the ideal kink.

curvature region (outer p

lowering the available energy of the ideal mode,

[see Fig. 2 - a - b].

Hence the cylindrical picture of the Kadomsev reconnection could be modified by this

toroidal effect. The reconnection, which is driven by the ideal mode, could stops when the

plasma pressure gradient is flat enough inside the plasma core for the ideal kink to be stable.

That is before the central flux is reconnected to the mixing radius.

Reference

[1] K. Lerbinger, J.F. Luciani "Transition between resistive Kink and Kadomsev

reconnection this conference .
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THERMAL PLASMA CORE INSTABILITY

Arutiunov A.B. . Krasheninnikov S.I.

I.V.Kurohatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow. 123182, USSR

As far as we know the emergence or marfe and
detahoed—plasma can to a great extent be explained by the
thermal plasma core instability that is predetermined by
radiative energy losses on impurities. However, there is no
general theory describing even a linear stage or such an

in
conclusion on

poloidal-symmetric perturbations stability was done by Drake

instability. A limit or short waves lengths was studied
papers by Neihauser and Stringer . A

recently . Yet it does not explain the emergence of
detached—plasma.

In the given paper, in contrast. the analysis or the
stationary solutions or the particles and energy balance
equations stability is presented with due account of the
self—consistent edge conditions on the plasma core periphery.
The criteria or the thermal plasma core instability were
obtained in two cases: 1) poloidal—non—synmetrical (maria); 2)
poloidal—syrmnetrioal (detached—plasma). It was shown that the
detached-plasma—type instability is closely connected with the
boundary conditions at the plasma edge periphery.
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NUMERICAL SlMULATlDN OF THE TEARING MODE IN TOCAMAK

WITH NONCIRCUIAR CROSS~SECTION. NEW APPROACH TO STUDY

NON~LJNEAR EVOLUTION OF HESISTIVE HELICAL MODES.

J
E.V. Andreeva. Yu.N. DnestrovsKiJ . D.P. iostomarov.

V.V. Nefedov. A.V. Pedorenko, A.M. Popov.

M.V.Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow, USSR

*I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow. USSR

§§§T359§.The effective numerical code to study the tearing modes

in toroidal geometry for noncircular cross—section plasmas is

proposed. It is found that the stabilization of n:1 mode for pare

ticular q profile with q':0 on the qzi surface depends on the el—

ongation of q=2 resonant surface. A new effective method is pro?

posed for study of the nonelinear plasma evolution in tokamak.

1LENIflQQgg$lQfl.The main accent of this report is the study of ii"

near instability of the lowest helical modes m/n. The possibility

of stabilization of these modes with special equilibrium current

profile was presented in [11.The stabilization occures because of

the satellite harmonics influence in toroidal and shaped geomet—

ry. In particular we obtain some conditions of 1/1 mode stabilie

zation for q profile with q'fipsj):0 which occures because of m=1

and m2: harmonics connection and the effect of plasma crossesec~

tion shaping of the q:2 surface placed near the plasma boundary.

in this report a new effective approach for study of non—linear

resistive MHD equations of tokamak plasma is suggested. It has

been shown that in cylindrical geometry the nonelinear interac—

tion of resistive modes with different helicities leads in some

cases to stationary states with magnetic islands.

2.REDUCED MHDeEQUATlDNS IN TOROIDAL GEDMETRY.The tearing—instabi—

lity model is 3D and includes three unknown functions: the longi—

tudinal components of velocity and magnetic field vector poten«

tials u,¢ and the pressure P. The reduced equations in toroidal

geometry are the following [2]:
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dAiu 1 iW: JUN). m)— f g?) AW) 7+ f g pp J[P,X_] 4, 3mm) 7

3% = Jtuw) — l: 2% + m/sm’fip, ( 1 >
3% : J[u,F]

where X=(r/R—1), JLu,vj : ([viu,vlv]-e@),S:tR/tHP.The problem is

represented in a straightefield—line magnetic flux coordinate

system (p,e,@) where p is a flux surface label. The solution of

(1) is expanded as follows:

$(P 8 @,t) ET +MZ Tm (p t)exp(i(mB—n@)) - ( 2 )

The metric tensor components g1k(p,8) are expanded in series too.

3.METHOD.The one—dimensional set for Fourier components is solved
by the new effective finite—difference method based on using of
the special coefficients near the second derivatives in (1).These

coefficients take into account the asymptotical behaviour of so—
lution in the neighbourhood of the resonant surfaces. The method

is uniformly converged on parameter S and allows us to reproduce

all of the solution peculiarities on sparse grid.

4.RESISTIVE MODE m=1 STABILITY FOR qogl. The calculations were
devoted to investigate the current profile and shaping effects on
m/n=1 mode linear tearing instability.The destabilizing effect of

triangularity is more weak than the stabilizing role of elonga—

tion. The main stabilizing effect was obtained for q profile with
an inflection point q(ps1):1, q’(ps1)=0, q/’(pST):D. Fig.1 gives

the set of radial profiles q(p) and j(p), which are corresponded

to the fixed value qa:2.45, various shear values on a rational

surface ps2 ( q(p82)=2 ) and inflection point ps1:0. 46. Fig.2
gives linear growth rates of n=1 mode versus elongation Ra for

the equilibrium set, presented in Fig.1, 821/3, 5:1058 The
stabilization is possible even if Ra: 1.4. The calculations show
that the n=1 mode stabilization is occured due to increase of

satellite harmonics m:2, m:3 influenced through elongation.

5.METHOD OF PROJECTIONS ON THE UNSTABLE MANIFOLD. In cylindrical

case we introduce the non—linear solution of (1) as Y(F,t) :
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a _.

y_ltfij+yt%,zl and then the set (ii in terms of perturbation Y
Bi:

will look as:

a? M t s L t 4 Bi%.li. w a K 3 )
where M,L are the linear operators and BlX,Yl is bilinear opera-
tor. The main idea of this approach consists of the decomposi~
tion of non-linear MHD solution in asymptotic series of amplitu‘

des received by the projections of unknown solution on the unsta~
ble manifold. At first, we have to consider a linear problem

R‘MY(1):LY(‘) and adjoint problem i M*x(1):L*X‘1). From the so~
lution of these problems we choose all eigenfunctions with Rek>0.
Then we define the non—linear solution amplitudes by the
projection of solution on the unstable manifold formed by all of
unstable eigenfunctions:

rum”) 2 H MIN/mt) , TCTLAMY‘VEIPU'W'mnsH ) dV. (4)
V p

where (m,n) are the poloidal and toroidal wave numbers respecti—

vely. We search the solution of (3) in terms of formal power se—
ries in amplitudes Imntt):

Mt) : 2 Imn(t)‘Yr;;)(T‘)'91'Pfi'(M-tp+n.8)) +
m n:

A >0
m a

[2) n q2 1m n(t)-zfi n(t)‘ym n(i)'erp(i-(moraO-s)) +... ,
mi,ni 1 1 2 2 o o

n :n i n .where mozmji m2. 0 1 2

Let the following orthogonality conditions are fulfilled:

J[MY‘k)(F).XI;j1’(r>iezptii(q>+n«s)i]dv:o , k 2 2. (,5 >
v

P 4Multiplying (3) on XéA) and using (4)—(5) we obtain:
d $

mn ,: . + 2 ' w .
Hi Amn lmn .amn[mi’n1'm2’n2] Im n fim n +m1,nw, 1 1 2 2

m2,n2

VI . . _ t . v .s omn[m1,n1,m2,n2,m3,n3] 1m n Imqn rm n +... .r 6 )
mi,ni l 1 a 2 3 3

It is very simple to show that amn[...]=0 due to the symmetry of
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Cylindrical model.so the type of bifurcation in {3) is defined by

a set of b[...) coefficients. For the determination of high order

functions Yéfi) we have to solve the set of linear ordinary diffe—

rential equations. As example, in case K=2, we have:

M m ”an n Wm n YES, = Lm n YE; + Bm niYn‘n‘iflt’; 1+
m1 1 2 2 o o o o o o o o o o 1 1 a a

B [Y(1) ,Yé‘é l , where mO:m1: m2,no:n1: n2 . t 7 )
mOnO mane 1 1

So the initial problem (3) separates into the system of non—li—
near amplitude equations (6) and a set of linear equations of ty—
pe (7). We have a code for the solution of (6)—(7) in general

case. But if the dimension of the unstable manifold is equal 1 or
2 it is possible to research the system (6) analytically.

zoo _' " or 295—005

1.00 _' tea—005 {

: ,4
3 ’2 00 0000.00 — ....‘5 "5"-q0.00 0.50 1.00 r, "0 "5 2-0

Fig.1 Fig. 2 “a
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STABILISATION OF DRIFT-TEARING MODES AT THE BREAKDOWN
OF THE CONSTANT-t]! APPROXIMATION

F. Porcelli S. Migliuolo” and F. I’egoraroJr

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 SEA, U.K.
*Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA

+Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa, Italy

Abstract. The growth rate of the linearised drift-tearing mode is found to be a nonmonotonic
function of the stability parameter A‘. It reaches a maximum for A' ~ 05 (3'1 > 0 and becomes
negative for A' 3 A‘1, corresponding to the regime where the constant-w approximation breaks
down. A second mode, identified as the diamagnetic modification of the n1/3Amode near the
condition for ideal MHD marginal stability, becomes unstable for A‘ 3 A'z > A'1, leaving a stable
window of values of A'. Applications to m = 1 mode stability are presented.

W.As is well known], within the resistive MHD model tearing modes
are excited when the parameter A' (the logarithmic jump of the poloidal magnetic flux across the
resonant layer q(r5) = m/n, with m and n the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, respectively) is
positive. The tearing mode growth rate is yr = 0.5 1112/5 on3/5(A')4/5mA, where 571 E ncz/(4nr52mA),
(“A 2 s/Ro and s Ersq'(rs). When Hall effects and thermal force corrections to Ohm's law become
important, i.e. when (me E - (In/rs) (Te/eBrncHdne/dr + 1.7](ne/Te)dTe/drl > YT, the tearing
mode significantly changes its character. In this sovcalled drift-tearing regime the mode becomes
overstable with an oscillation frequency to = one and a significantly reduced growth rate, YDT = 0.1
m2/3En(mA/m.e)2/3(A')4/30)A (we assume for simplicity (me = - mdi. with (Ddi the ion diamagnetic
frequency). The magnetic energy released by reconnection around r = rS ceases to be the main energy
source available to the mode. The energy balance is dominated by the energy released by the
electron pressure3. This energy is propagated and absorbed at a finite distance from the
reconnecting surface by dissipation processes such as electron thermal conductivity or ion viscosity,
which, if sufficiently small, do not perturb the eigen-frequency significantly. These results are
obtained using the so-called constant—w approximation, (lrsdfnw/drl < 1 within the resistive
layer around r = r5), whose validity is restricted to values of A' << A’1 = mum/03.8.

Adoptin a more general dispersion relation which does not rely on the constantviy
approximation , we find that, when no.9 >m2/3en1/3mA, the drift-tearing growth rate has a
nonmonotonic behaviour as a function of A'. It reaches a maximum for A' ~ 0.5 A‘1 and becomes
negative for A' > A'1. A second mode becomes unstable with a frequency [(01 << (0,9 and a growth
rate YR! = mzanwA3/m for A' > A‘z = (mic/wAsnfl/z. This low-frequency mode corresponds to
the diamagnetic modification of the Enl/a—mode found near the condition of ideal-MHD marginal
stability. For the m = 1 case, this mode is well known under the name of resistive internal kink. A
stable window is thus found when5

mam/we < A’ < (w-e/wAenfl/Z (1)

The existence of a stable window for positive values of A' was noted in Ref. 6. However, the
behaviour of the two roots approaching the stable window from either sides, and the extent of the
stable domain, were not discussed. It was also known that electron thermal conductivity and ion
viscosity can suppress the drift—tearing and resistive internal kink modes, respectively. We find
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that a stable window persists even when these additional dissipation processes are vanishingly
small.

.Consider the dispersion relation for tearing modes'1n a resistive MHD plasma
with diamagnetic effects:

A'S5:_MQFi(Q-1)/4ll
F[(Q+5)/4] (2)

where Q = -i82((o-m*e)/(m25nmA) and 84 = - imzenwkn-wdi)/[(m-(11.9)mA]. The constant--\1/
approximation2corresponds to the limit IQI << I. Acceptable solutions of (2) must satisfy the
condition Re 52 > O in order for the corresponding eigenfunction to be spatially localised This
condition is violated for the drift--tearing root and for the 8111/3 —root at large values of [Ute
However, as mentioned previously, for these roots the eigenfunction'1s rcgularised in the presence of
electron thermal conductivity and/or ion viscosity.

The stable window is found for values of IQ | 5 1. Then, we rewrite (2) 1n the form

CDA'5 = mH(Q) Q/(I-Q) (3)

where Co = (2/7T)1"(5/4)/l"(3/4) = 0.47 and H(Q) = [1—[(Q+3)/4]/r(3/4)][F(5/4)/F[(Q+5)/4])- NOW WE
apprOXimate H(Q) = 1, yielding

arm-W15 = C0(A'/771)[77125nwA + mammal} (4)
The standard drift-~tearing solution is recovered from (4) forZmzsnmA >> 62((0-«13.9), while as A'—>
wthe relevant dispersion relation becomes mzenmA + i52((1)-a).e) = 0, with unstable solution
corresponding to the 2n1/3—root Solving Eq. (4) perturbatively around a): (me leads to the
approximate growth rate for the drift-tearing branch

751m (1) gym {1 — (8Cg4/3/3HA 7.4 112/31, (5)

yielding stabilisation for A' > A'1. On the low frequencly4branch we approximate (ii-(me = - tote. Eq.
(4) reduces to a quadratic equation for 8-= (im2E1-|(1)/(1),1.‘)/4,with solution

2 1/2 1, . /2 ,. 1/4 1/4 - A2 (1) A2— a) = 1+1 —— ,( I ) (7m) [ [may] ] 2C0A’
(6)

yielding stabilisation for A' < A'g,

Numerical solution and applications to m = 1 modes. The relatively high values of A' needed to
satisfy the inequalities in (1) make this analysis relevant to global, low—m mode. In this section we
specialise to the m = r1 = 1 case. For a toroidal plasma with finite magnetic shear in the region
where q(r) S l, we can relate A‘ = - 11/ AH, where the parameter AH is proportional to the negative
of the MHD energy functional 5W. Thus, AH > 0 is the instability condition for the ideal internal
kink mode. We introduce the normalised parameters

‘ 71' A (1.)
Mia—W : 01.52 ‘E.Ac" 7“ (7)
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where YR a mAen1/3. A numerical investigation of the dispersion relation (2) leads to the stability
diagram in Fig. 1 (with one = — wdg). For (the = 0, the growth rate increases going from the tearing
regime, 7: T1", in region IV, to the resistive internal kink regime, y: 'YR, in region 11, to the ideal
internal kink regime, y: KHmA, in region I. The transition from the tearing to the resistive kink
growth rate is shown in Fig. 2, wheren Y/YR' The transition from the tearing to the drift-tearing
regimes (region V), where y = WT: and to complete stability (region Vl) as (”me increases, can be
observed at large negative values of X}; in Fig. 3. In the same figure, the intermediate drift-tearing
regime disappears for XH = -3, while the mode remains unstable for Mi = O. The non-monotonic
behaviour of the drift-tearing growth rate as XH increases can be seen in Fig. 4, together with the
stable window for two different values of (me. Also note in this figure the difference in magnitude
between the growth rates of the two different modes (the drift—tearing growth rate is multiplied by
a factor '102 in Fig. 4 for graphic comparison with the growth rate of the resistive internal kink).

1.0

0.8

0,6
, VI

3 (stable) 1.”

0,4

0.2

' ‘ e i 1 . .
#10 —5 0 —30 725 —20 —15 —10 -5 0
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By order of magnitude, lH ~ 552(Bp2-Bp,cr2) (where as E rs/Ro, B}, = [Bu/BP2(r5)][<p> —
130-5)}, with <p> the average pressure within the q s 1 volume, BPICF 10.1 - 0.2) and coal/3 5 10'2.
From inspection of the analytic form of SW, an approximate scaling of 1H with the local shear at
the q :1 surface, s E rsq'(rs), with Aq = 1 v qo, and with the beta poloidal, BF” can be given:

AI1 °‘ 552(44)5_5/3(/3p2 ‘ fipmrz) (8)

On the other hand, (me oc s2/3Te3/2. Stability against resistive m = 1 modes can be found even with
<10 (q on axis) significantly below unity, provided AH is negative and sufficiently large and like 2 1.
These conditions can be obtained for typical JET ohmic temperatures, for instance if B is low and
the local magnetic shear is reduced (i.e. qo ~ 0.7 - 0.9 and 5 ~ 0.1 - 0.3; note that s = 2Aq for a
parabolic q profile). Such a q profile may result from sawtooth crashes with incomplete (as
opposed to Kadomtsev's) reconnection, leaving qu < 1. The local flattening of qmear the q = 1 surface
diffuses away during the sawtooth ramp, and the ensuing variations of AH and (inc yield a
trajectory exemplified by the dashed—dotted curve in Fig. 1. More examples of this kind computed
for sawtooth ramps of JET discharges can be found in Ref. 8.

A summary of the asymptotic regions of Fig. 1 is given in the Table below. The scalings of
the growth rates with Aq, s and n are also given. We have assumed the approximate scaling7 AH E
Ymhd/mA 0: (Aq)s'1, while an (X 521]. Therefore, 7 = y[(Aq/s), 5211]. Note that the limit 5 —> O is
outside the range of validity of the present model.

instability regime Normalised growth rate “(/coA Scalings of y with s, Aq, n

1 Ideal Kink 1H Y .. Aq

II Resistive Kink €71 y..

[11 Partially Stabilised Kink enunA/ y-

IV m = 1 tearing Ell l

V m = 1 drift tearing E’fl (0A

VI STABLE

One question that needs to be investigated further is the nonlinear stability of region VI,
ie. whether the diamagnetic stabilisation holds in the presence of a small in = 1 island.
Preliminary indications are that diamagnetic effects become ineffective for an island size, w,
exceeding a critical width wc, but just exactly how large is wC in regimes of interest remains to be
determined. Let us assume that (i) we is finite, so as to guarantee the stability of region VI, and (ii)
We is below the observable level (i.e. we ~ 1 cm). Then, once the instability threshold of the
resistive internal kink is crossed (region 111), the mode growth rate could reach a level Y ~ YR
(~ 1045‘1 in JET) as soon as the growing island size exceeds wc. This may help to understand the
observed sudden displacement of the magnetic axis for precursorless sawtooth relaxations in JET.
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ON THE EXISTENCE OF A BENARD—LIKE CONVECTIVE INSTABILITY

IN THE SAWTOOTHtEVOLUTIOH

F, Spineanu, M. Vlad

Institute of Atomic Physics
P.O.Box MG—Y, Migurele, Bucharest, Romania

In recent years, the analysis of the sawtooth oscillations started
from the assumption that the precursors, the crash and the succesors
observed experimentally correspond to the development of a m=1 resistive
tearing mode appearing at the resonance surface q=1 and invading the
central region of the plasma. The analysis then concentrated mainly on
various aspects of the stability and on the possible influences on the
growth rate of this mode. The theories fail to explain some features of
the magnetic instability, e.g.: (1) the very fast increase of the growth
rate of the tearing mode which appears at the transition from the rise
phase to the collapse; (2) the stability of the magnetic mode observed
in some discharges even for q-(1; (3) the presence of large convective
motions in the hot core. We note that the sawtooth is more likely a
threshold process rather than the development of a fast growing mode.

Some of these features may have an explanation which consists
basically in the identification of a second process which competes and
eventually drives the fast growth of the mni resistive mode.

The basic (unperturbed) state consists of the ohmically heated
plasma which losses energy through radially symmetric thermal conduction.
Leaving for the moment the cylindrical symmetry, it is useful to imagine
the analogy with the classical example of a fluid between two horizontal
plates, heated from belOW. (In our case, a small radius cylinder cente-
red on the magnetic axis plays the task of the lower plate.) When the
temperature gradient reaches high values, the conduction of energy
across the fluid slab is replaced by the more efficient convective
transport. The transition is connected with a threshold condition, due
to the dissipative mechanisms. Using this analogy, we may expect a fami—
ly of states in which the convection governs the transport of heat from
the central hot core of the plasma toward the external cold regions.
The convective rolls should have helical symmetry and, in the areas
section. the plasma core should be divided into an even number of lobes
(since a convection cell has two rolls with oposite vorticities). Due to
the fact that the states with higher symmetry are less stable to pertur—
bations, we expect the stationary convective pattern to consist of two
lobes with reflection symmetry across the median line.

Let us consider a test plasma tube at r , close to the magnetic
axis, having helical symmetry. If it is displaced radially outward, the
convected temperature T (r ) is greater than that of the surrounding
plasma, T (r ). In the gbegnce of ma gnetic effects, the current density
J (r ) wi l remain constant and electric charges will accumulate on the
sides of the plasma tube, creating an electric field
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="ZJO=’1Eo/”l (1)
Combined with the magnetic field, this gives a drift velocity directed
radially :

dTo
__2E 94 __°)5V(r)‘ 2 B2 T 81“(dr (2)o 0

which determines a further increase of the initial perturbation. The
inhomogenity of the drift velocity leads to the acceleration :

E B9 1 09 1 a AaE=-2 2 '"T (VV)To er (3)
B0 c

The corresponding force is similar with the Archimedean force which
drives the Benard——Rnyleigh fluid convection. It can be calculated if an
estimation of the plasma velocity v is obtained. From the sign of the
product E xB , we observe that the displacements with increasing R (the
distance to the major axis) along the lines of symmetry between the
lobes are unstable and growing. Integrating (3) with respect to time, we
can approximate the velocity with :

2

v - E2 fg, ATO 4)_BoRq To (
where A T = To (r )— (O) and r is the radial extension of the con—
vection pattern. gram tfiis force f, the convection time of the plasma
element along the distance rS can be estimated as :

1 2ZS = (rs/a3) / (5)
Two dissipative processes are opposed to this motion. First, the tempe—
rature of the test element decrease during the motion due to the conduc—
tive losses. The time for the diffusion of heat is given by :

21: r:[ xm + (rs/m2 win/xi) )1” (6)
where X“, X1 are the parallel and perpendicular thermal conductivities.
The second process is the friction which produces the viscous diffusion
of the vorticity in a characteristic time :

2zv— rs /v (7)
where V is the kinematic viscosity.
The analogy with the Rayleigh—Benard instability suggests the introduc—
tion of the nondimensional parameter R: zx .zy/ Ze . in this case :

E1 rs ATO
R=_11_§1___1__1____°[1+(I‘S /R)2 Xu/Xl]_1 (8)

Hz 2 2 L xiv TOOR q 'l
The purely conductive solution is replaced by a stationary convective
pattern when this parameter exceeds a threshold value.

A rigurous analysis of this phenomenon should start from the equa—
tions describing the momentum and heat balance in a fixed magnetic con«



figuration. For the Rayleigh—Renard effect, linearising the nondimensi—
onal form of the corresponding equations around the conductive solution,

the Rayleigh number appears and the algebraic connection between this
number and the wave length of the perturbation readly gives the thre—
shold condition /1/. In our case, the essential nonlinear character of

the problem does not permit such a simple determination of the critical
R and, even more, does not offer a rigurous definition of the nondimen~
sional parameter E. However, we obtain from the condition of stationary

convection the same conclusions about the role of the plasma parameters
as indicated by Eq.(8). In this situation, the distributions of T(r,8),
v and v have been established and the motion is mentained through the
equilibrgum‘between the electric driving forces and the dissipative
processes 2 thermal conduction and viscosity. A careful analysis is

necessary when calculating the supplementary electric field felt by each
plasma element. Since the neighbouring elements have different tempera—
tures, one could expect to find an electric field arising from the dif—

ference in WL on the vicinity of the test element. Actually, the fields
due to all plasma elements crossed by the current line and having tempe—

ratures (and resistivities) different from the background plasma have
to be added /2/.

The local difference in the drift velocity at (r,e) comes from the

difference in the temperature between two plasma tubes placed on the
cylinder of radius r at Q and e+6e :

E B 3
8v(r,e) = _ g- 432—9 -% 3—3-59 (9)

B
0

This expression must be integrated with constant r, from the point with
zero radial velocity :

E B (r)O 6 E Be(r)

2
I. A _ 1 _2_____ I. Aln(T ) er(9) — — 2 2 T er(9) (10)

o B o
H o A o

where T(r,8)=T(r,e)—T (r) and e is the radial versor.
A plasma element moving in the time interval dz from (r1,91) to (r2,82)
is accelerated with :

$0338) = —%

a E N dB dTd_v_ :_o[( L_9 l.__0 1_+”A
dz"2 2 vrT dr ‘Ber)+BeT(VV)Ter+

B0 0 o 0

N(a H2+ r 6T0 e (11)
The displacement of the fluid elements along a closed flow line F must
at least fulfill the periodicity condition :

adb (av/dz+y43)dz7/o. (12)
P

The thermal transport is given by :

(*vm =x A3 = (Xi/1r x,, was) (13)
a.

where 1/k|'is the wave length of the perturbation in the direction of B.
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The integration along the symmetry line (plasma diameter) gives
the most important driving contribution, while on the marginal line of

P which is close to a semicircle, the heat exchange processes dominate.

The friction force contribution is important on the whole flow line F.

This integral can only be approximated analytically. The resulting qua-
litative conclusions are in agreement with the phenomenological analysis
represented by Eq.(8).

The above model reveals from a new perspective the direct influ—
ence of the plasma parameters on the sawtooth characteristics. It

appears that some of the observations made in experiments or in computer
simulations can be explain on this basis :

—1— The collapse of the sawtooth may be regarded as arising from
a threshold condition. When this condition is attained, the convection

begins by a displacement of the hot plasma core as a whole, followed by
a spliting in two opposite streams. Such a large scale plasma flow was
experimentally observed /3/.

-2- For very good thermal conductivity along the magnetic field
(large X“), any temperature perturbation caused by convection is rapid-
1y damped and the driving force is small. The parameter R (Eq.8) vani—
shes when X" —>oo and cannot exceed the critical value. As seen also
in the numerical simulations presented in /4/, the convection cannot
develop.

_3— For higher X ,_, the thermal conduction is efficient and the
system needs not to resort to convection. Accordingly, we observe that
R is small, i.e. far from the critical value.

-4- Complex numerical simulations /5/ showed that the sawtooth
period increases for higher viscosity. We may explain this by the decre-
ase of the actual value of R. The plasma parameters appearing in Eq.(8)
needs longer time to evolve in the quiotphase before reaching critical
conditions. '

The convection is not related to the existence of the qu1 resonant
surface and is independent on the magnetic perturbation. However, in
most experimental conditions, the tendency to set up a regular Benard
type convection is superposed with, and cannot be separated of the
growth of the m=1 resistive mode.
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LINTRODUCTION
Numerical codes such as ERATO [I] and PEST [2] have played an important role in

developing the understanding of ideal-MHD stability for tokamaks. These codes solve the

linearized ideal~MHD eigenvalue problem without any ordering assumptions. For resistive
MI-ID, similar codes have been developed only recently [3]. Under a collaboration between the

CRPP Lausanne and ENEA Frascati, we have developed a resistive spectral code, MARS

(MAgnetohydrodynamic Resistive Spectrum), for the full compressional MHD equations in
two—dimensional geometry. Axisymmetric equilibria are computed by the cubic Hermite

element code CHEASE, which allows specification of the pressure p and toroidal field, T =

RB , or the surface averaged toroidal current, I' = <I¢>, as functions of the poloidal flux \y.

The two codes use flux coordinates (s, x, (1)), where s = (W/Wedge)1/2 is the radial variable, (1)

the geometrical toroidal angle, and x the poloidal angle, specified by choosing the Jacobian, I.

MARS Fourier decomposes the components of v and B in x and uses a finite difference

scheme in the radial direction.
Here, we present results for a number of resistive instabilities where toroidal effects

play an important role. All calculations are made with a fixed, and except where explicitly

stated otherwise, circular boundary.

2. INTERNAL KINK
The properties of the n=l, internal kink mode differ strongly between a torus and a

cylinder. For ‘10 < 1, Cledge > 1, a finite aspect ratio cylinder is ideally unstable, independent

of pressure, while the torus is ideally stable for Bpol < B crit' At large aspect ratio, crit is

independent of A = R/a, but depends on equilibrium pro '11es [4]. It has been shown recently

[5,6] that at tight aspect ratio, even the resistive internal kink mode can be stable if the shear at

the q=1 surface is sufficiently low. In Fig. 1 we show the growth—rate of the resistive internal

n=1 mode as a function of aspect ratio for two different sequences of equilibria at zero [3. The

two sequences have different current profiles 1'01!) (both smooth functions of W) which are kept

fixed, while the aspect ratio is varied. For Fig.1a, I'm!) is monotonic, the q=1 radius is kept

fixed at r :1 = 0.44a, the central q is about 0.90 and the shear/s: r dq/dr at q=1, increases

slightly w1th eq=1 : rq=1/R from 0.20 to 0.25. Although the resistive growth»rate decreases

with increasing 8, the resistive modes remain unstable down to very tight aspect ratio, E :1 :

0.3. The second sequence of equilibria (Fig. 1b) has less shear in the q S 1 region and '/d\tl

: 0 at the q:1 surface. Here rqzl = 0.62a, q0 = 0.93 and s ranges from 0.09 to 0.12,

depending on aspect ratio. These equilibria are resistively stable for Eq=1 > 0.25. For n < 10'

6 and e :1 < 0.15, the growth-rates both in Fig. 1a and 1b follow the large-aspect—ratio scaling

[6] for n=1 "m=1“ tearing, yrx 113/5 6'8/5. For large n and small 8, the scaling is closer to that

of the cylindrical resistive kink, 'yoc n1/3 £0. Triangularity, up to 8 = 0.4, has a negligible

effect on the growth rates in the high-shear case, Fig.1a. In the case of lower shear (1b),

triangularity is weakly stabilizing; 5 = 0.3 reduces the eq=1 needed for resistive stability from

0.25 to 0.21.
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Fig. 1. Growth-rates of resistive internal kink mode as functions of aspect ratio
fort] : 10-5, 10-6, 10-7, 10-8,and 10-9. (a) 31:1 z 0.2, (b)’§q=1 = 0.1.

Generally, in tokamaks, eq=1 < 0.25, and, from TEXTOR. C10 as low as 0.7 has been
reported [5]. Under such conditions, resistive stability requires a local reduction of the shear at
the q=1 surface [5] and a non-monotonic current profile. Figure 2 shows resistive growth-rates
for an equilibrium with finite pressure and where the shear has a local minimum near the q=l
surface. For these equilibria, R/a = 2.5, qO z 0.7, Qed e = 2.4, and r =1 = 0.51a. We used a
non—monotonic current profile I'(\y), and the shear pro 1e for [3 01 = 8.13 is shown in Fig. 2b.
Figure 2a gives contours of equal growth—rate for n = 10'7 as a function of [3 01, measured at
the q=l surface, and qi E q(s=0.607), near the inflection point of q(s). Fig. a shows that the
stable window in Cli is narrow and eventually shrinks to zero as [3 increases. Furthermore, the
stable values of CE increase with increasing {3, which means that the q:l surface moves inward
into a region of somewhat higher shear. The apparent reason for this is that the ideal pressure
driven mode is stabilized by global shear, and this effect competes with the requirement of low
local shear for resistive stability. The resistive fi-limit is therefore somewhat lower than the
ideal one. The maximum value of 01(q=1) reached with our profiles is 0.2, to be compared
with the ideal limit of 0.3 for a parabolic q-profile [4].

3.0
. -313w» 310 A (b)

0.2‘

0.75-
O.l —

l I J. . . i - 0‘80 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0
1.0) I0‘99 1'00 q' S = (W/Wedge)1n'

Fig. 2. (a) Growth-rate for resistive internal kink as a function of Bpol at q=1
and qi a q(s=0.607), for a nonamonotonic current profile with shear profile (b).
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3. M 2 2 TEARING MODES AT FINITE BETA
Glasser, Greene and Johnson [7] showed analytically that the tearing mode is stabilized

by favourable average curvature when {3 and S = 1/n are sufficiently large. We have studied

finite-[3 effects on the n=l "m:2" tearing mode, using a current profile in the form of a

rounded-off step-function, fixing A=2.5 and q0 = 1.5 (strongly unstable to m=2 tearing in a

cylinder) and varying the central [3 between 0.35 % and 2.45 %. (This made qodge vary from

4.8 to 6.) The pressure at the edge was taken to be finite, at about 6 % of the central pressure

p0, while p z 0.33 p0 at the q=2 surface. The resistivity profile was inversely proportional to

p. Figure 3a shows the real part of the growth rate as a function of central T] for different [30,

Note that, for 1'] above some value T11,there are two purely growing modes which coalesce at n

= T11 and split into a pair with complex conjugate growth rates, which is unstable in a range

n2< n < m, and finally becomes stable for n < 1122. The curves for different {3 in Fig 3 are

almost identical if 'Y is scaled as [33/2 and n as [35/ , consistent with the simplified dispersion

relation (88) for H = O in Ref.7. (For our equilibrium with |30 = 2.45 %, in the notation of [7],

DR = - 0.16 and H = 0.08 at the q=2 surface.) Clearly, high [3 is strongly stabilizing for

resistive modes when the average curvature is favourable. Figure 3b shows the Fourier

components of the perturbed magnetic field (with straight field-line Jacobian J o: R2)

0.0

.0.1

-0.3

-0.4 (b)

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

r = (V/Vtot)ln

Fig.3 (a) Real part of growth-rate for "m=2", n=1 tearing mode for finite-B
equilibria described in text. (b) Fourier components of J Vs - b

for the near marginal mode at T1 = 1 x 10'7 and [30 = 2.45 %.

4. LOW-N RESISTIVE BALLOONING
Resistive ballooning modes are driven by pressure gradients in regions of unfavourable

local curvature, and the ideal stabilization by field bending is reduced by resistivity. The

resistive ballooning modes are, however, stabilized at sufficiently high S and large sound speed

by fluid compression [8,9]. From the analytical theory of Ref. 9, we find that the pressure

necessary for stabilization of high-n resistive ballooning modes scales with resistivity and

pressure gradients as rPstab cc 111/2 (dp/dr)2, where F is the adiabatic index (usually set to

5/3). We have verified with MARS that this scaling holds also for n=1 and n=2 modes. The



scaling implies that resistive ballooning modes will generally be unstable near the plasma
boundary, where p is small and 11 large, unless dp/dr goes sufficiently rapidly to zero. (This is
why we added a base pressure of 0.06p0 to separate tearing from resistive ballooning in Sec.
3,) It should be noted that resistive ballooning is stabilized in incompressible calculations
where F = 0°. Fig. 4 shows the Fourier components of the velocity and magnetic field for an n
= 2 resistive ballooning mode. The equilibrium has 90 = 1.02, qedge = 2.5, <B> 2 2 %, and a
finite pressure gradient at the edge. The pressure at the edge has been raised to the point where
the mode is marginally stable, Bedge = 1.2 x 10’3 with 1“ = 1. The resistivity profile is given
by null) / 110 = p0 / p011), with T10 = 1 x 10'7, and the real frequency of the mode is about 9 x
10-3 (0A. Figure 4 shows that the velocity perturbations have a short radial wave—length, and
are confined to the edge region. It is noteworthy, however, that the magnetic perturbations
penetrate with a long radial wave-length to the centre of the plasma. Another interesting
property, that can be seen from the radial variation of the complex amplitudes, is that near the
plasma edge, the perturbations propagate radially outward. The mode involves a large number
of different poloidal Fourier components and is thus strongly ballooning. It appears justified to
speculate that modes of this type are responsible for transport in the edge region of tokamaks,
and that their magnetic perturbations may contribute to transport also in the interior.

(a)

_' I l 1
085 08 035 L0 085 08 035 L0

1'=(V/Vtot)1/2 r=(V/Vt0t)1/2
Fig. 4 Fourier components of radial magnetic field and velocity.
(a) J Vs - b and (b) Vs - v over outer 8 % of the minor radius.
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ALPHA-PARTICLE DRIVEN MHD INSTABILITIES IN IGNITED
TOKAMAKS“

C. Z. Cheng
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08543 USA

1. Introduction and Formulation

The tokamak fusion reactors will involve significant amount of alpha (a) particles.
Two types of MHD modes, the internal kink modes and the toroidicity—induced Alfven
eigenmodes (TAE) are shown to be destabilized by alpha particles for the TFTR, CIT, and

ITER equilibria. For the low frequency MHD modes with 0) << cud (cud is the ot—particle

magnetic drift frequency), the (tn-particle dynamics are no longer governed by the (E x l3.)/B2

drift, but rather by the magnetic (VB and curvature) drifts. The sign of the trapped a—particle

potential energy is proportional to (w‘lcud) ((u‘ is the a-particle diamagnetic drift frequency)

and the trapped (it-particles have a stabilizing effect if (co/cud) > O and vice versa. When (ad is

not too large, the trapped (it-particles can resonantly excite a new branch of internal mode with

a real frequency comparable to cud and the growth rates are of the same order as the ideal

internal kink values[1]. For the high frequency shear Alfven waves with to = 031,, ml (mm is

the ot-particle bounce or transit frequency), the ideal MHD stable global Alfven modes can be

driven unstable by the ot-particles tltrough bounce or transit resonances with the background
waves. Alpha particles can destabilize the toroidieity—induced shear Alfven eigenmodes (TAB)
[2-4] through circulating or bounce resonances by tapping the free energy associated with the
(Jr-particle pressure nouniformity. A stability criterion for the alpha particle driven TAE modes
that takes into account of the stabilizing electron Landau damping is given.

We will consider an axisymmetric toroidal plasma consisting of the core electrons and

ions and alpha components with n,1 << nc and T,1 >> TC so that [30, < lie. Summing the
collisionless equations of motion for each species, we obtain the linear momentum equation.

The Maxwell equations and Ohm'slaw hold with B = V x (six i5) ,and SE = in) a
x if , where SE is the perturbed electric field. The gyrokinetic description neglecting the

Finite—Lamor-radius correction is employed for all species. 5P can be expressed as

56 = _ E. V P + (55 Il‘ 53¢)B B ,where 86” and 86L are the nonadiabatic particle

pressures. Note that this model of the perturbed partcle pressure takes into account of the
kinetic effects due to both the core ions and electrons. The nonadiabatrc perturbed pressures

and the particle distribution function g for all species are given by
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where w = —(Tm/M)alnF/98, m,T = —i (T/Mcnc) (B x VInF 0 V) only operates on the

perturbed quantifies, Vd is the magnetic drift velocity, T is the average temperature, (DC is the
cyclotron frequency. The kinetic-MHD equations can be cast into a set of non-Hermitian
integro-differential eigenmode equations which are solved by a nonvariational kinetic-MHD

"*
stability code (NOVA-K)[5]. By taking an inner product of the momentum equation with é
and integrating over the all plasma volume, we obtain from a quadratic form D(cu) = 5Wf+
swk- 8K = 0, where 23K is the inertial energy, 8Wf is the total fluid potential energy due to
mm the core and hot components, and 6Wk is the kinetic potential energy. The quadratic
form is useful in providing the stability properties of the system in certain limits.

2. Trapped Alpha-Particle Effects on the Internal Kink Mode

The stabilization of the n=1 internal kink mode by trapped (it-particles had been
reported by several authors [6] who studied the analytic dispersion relations by employing
large aspect ratio tokamak plasmas with circular, concentric magnetic surfaces and other
unrealistic approximations such as (cm/cod) > 0. The bounce-averaged magnetic drift
frequency wd is a function of minor radius and pitch angle, for a radial position, cod may
change from being negative to positive as the pitch angle variable decreases, which means that
(cm/cod) also varies from being positive to negative. As r increases, the pitch angle domain
of negative (tot/cod) widens. These behavior also are strongly influenced by the plasma
shapes and current profiles.

Figure 1 shows the stability boundaries in the (B,q(0)) space for the n=1 internal mode
obtained from the NOVA-K code. The OL-particle pressure is taken to be proportional to
[P(r)/P,,]m. From the ideal MI-ID stability boundary curve(no (it-particle cases), the critical
beta has a sharp transition as q(0) reaches 1. For q(0) < 0.95 the solution behaves like an
internal kink mode, for 0.95 < q(0) < 1 the solution becomes more localized near q=l surface
and is a quasi-interchange type, and for q(0) > 1 the solution resembles the infernal mode.
The effects of ot—particles on the n21 internal modes can be studied by varying [30, but keeping
the total [3 fixed. For unstable equilibria above the ideal MHD stability boundary, the ideal
internal modes are only weakly modified by the ot-particles even with Ba = 0.313. This can be
understood from the quadratic form and the nonadiabatic trapped Cit—particle potential energy
5Wk . Since u), << Y << cod, 8Wk is approximately proportional to radial and pitch angle
averages of (tot/(ad) which can be very small, and thus has negligible effect on the stability
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of the n=1 internal kink mode for small Bu. For unstable equilibria near the ideal MHD
stability boundary, the ideal internal modes are first stabilized by the (it-particles for small Bu
but turn into resonant internal modes as Baincreases. For [3 below the ideal MHD critical
beta, the stability is determined either by the resonant modes or by the ideal kink destabilized
by the OL-particles due to drift reversal.

14 ~ ”aim”

rr\
-----------o I

-~.‘ ,' Stability Boundary
“0” due to u-partlcles

0.1 1 to

Fig. l

3. Alpha-Particle Destabilization of Toroidicity-Induced Alfven
Eigenrnodes

For typical ignition tokarnaks, the transiting tut—particles can destabilize shear Alfven
waves by the expansion free energy associated with the spatial gradient of the (it-particle
pressure via inverse Landau damping through the a) = kHVH wave-particle resonance. There
are two conditions for the destabilization of the global Alfven modes. To satisfy the resonance
condition, it requires that Va > VA. To overcome the Landau damping by the inverse
Landau damping associated with cum, it requires that 03*(1 > (DA = VA/qR, The existence
of the so-called Toroidicity-Induced Alfven Eigenmode (TAE) was shown in the ideal MHD
1imit[2]. The TAE mode exists inside gaps, due to toroidal coupling, in the shear Alfven
continuum spectrum. For example, modes (mm) and (n,m+1) couple at radial location ro,
where q(ro) = (m + 1/2)/n, to form a gap. For typical ignited tokamaks 03*“ is large enough
to overcome the usual Landau damping when (0*d 2 1 and that beyond this threshold the
growth rate ’y is approximately linearly proportional to aim. The growth rate of the n=1 TAE
mode can be of the order of 10‘2 of the real frequency.



The NOVA-K results of the TAB mode can be interpretated from the quadratic form.
For the mode frequency, we write a) = (or + W and assume that the growth rate is small ( WI

2
<< la) r| ). Then we have a), = (SW, + Prin [SWk] } / 8K, and Y =
Res [5Wk] / 2i mrSK, where Prin [5Wk] and Res [5Wk] are the principal part and

resonance contribution, respectively. The wave particle resonances are retained in Res [5Wk].
An analytical local instability criterion of the TAB mode can be obtained by integrating over the

velocity space in Res [5Wk] ;

4w *0.
A2 A4 A2

30M 1+8vA+4v A3 A (3—4”)
———2 ———————4VA — 4vA+———

2A 1/2 3/22 2x V A A

A (Hui (1+VA)
A 3/22 [gm/3. ](_m)

15a

Vumi

2
where x= Vu/VA vA= [x2 — 1] ‘1.vt== (2Tc/mc)1/2,Vtzis the alpha birth velocity, (mm/03A)
= (qpa/ZrLaht, p0L is the alpha particle gyroradius, and La is the alpha pressure scale
length. The first term on the left hand—side is due to the (it-particle destabilizing inverse Landau
damping associated with its pressure gradient and the second term is asoociated with the ot-
particle velocity Landau damping. The right-hand side contribution is due to the stabilizing
electron Landau damping. The Be vs. x stability curves are shown in Fig. 2 for the TFTR,
CIT, and ITER D-T ignition parameters with very small critical [311- Therefore, primary
attention - especially experimental - should be focused on the TAB mode, which can be
strongly destabilized by tat-particles.
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TO THE QUESTION OF ADIABATIC RVCOMPRESSION 1N TOKAMAK

{igrelenkgv N.N., Romannikov A.N.

Branch of I.V. Kurchatov Institute of atomic energy

One of the possible methods of the auxiliary plasma heating in tokamak is the method of

adiabatic R-compression (R — major radius) [1]. On the TSP tokamak (known as T-14) in

USSR the plasma temperature in such way is expected to grow from 3 keV to 10 keV and

plasma density up to 1015 cm73. At these plasma parameters Tiir Tee >> ”Cb (Where In, rec -

times between electron—electron and ion-ion collisions, 1b-”bounce" time). Therefore the usual

laws of adiabatic compression:

n ~ 1/112; Tm ~ 1/R‘"3 (1)

(n-plasma density, TLC—ion, electron temperature) should be improved because they are the

result of MHD equations [2].

More adequate model is the quasi—MHD system of guiding center approximation [3]

(averaging over the Larmor circulation). In this model plasma density grows like in the origin

MHD, but "transverse" and ”longitudim " components of the plasma temperature change like:

Ti ~1/R;T,,~ 1/122. (2)

These relations can be obtained from the Vlasov equation if to assume conservating of

transverse and longitudinal adiabatic invariants in form [3]:

Vi
H:E;J:V//R- (3)

But collisions will lead to the isotropy distribution function of particles of interest and at

collision frequencies exceeding 17;} (Tc -the time of Ricompression) the law of temperature

growth will turn into (1).
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It is known from the neoclassical approach the particle motion to be determined in "quiet"
plasma by the longitudinal invariant in the form (in opposite (3)):

e W011)
1:“ —VR. 4

2nmac ” ()

In this way from the point of view of a single particle heating of its longitudinal velocity
component in the rested frame of reference is connected with the toroidal electric field

appearing due to the change of the poloidal magnetic flux at the R-compression [4]. The value

of such field is determined by the expression:

= (swan/2m , (5)

where ‘P- poloidal magnetic flux, 6- speed of light, ¢- asimuthal angle. The vectors of fields

in a cross section of the tokamak vessel are presented in Fig. 1. Because of radial excursions

of particles along the minor radius at the motion, during the tb it appears the uncompensated

additional quantity to the longitudinal component of the velocity which couldn't be expressed

by (3). The relation (3) gives the equation for the absolute value of the velocity-V:
2 2

n _ x lfl _ ‘1 i 6
dt ' R V2 2V2 ( )

The neoclassical consideration based on the integral (4) results in
2Vd_ _ _ztVRP—‘flfl 7' _£

dt _ < at +<R0 dl 2V2> ’ (7)

where ‘i’ = ‘1’ eq/(Zmnu c), taken into account that for the tokamak vi? = V” qB : V”,

<,__> =I d9(...) qRO N/ltb). After the averaging over drift trajectories we obtain the follow—
ing expression for the change of the longitudinal velocity at small radial excursions of particles:

(fl _wBaR0 d_R0 2rbV Ki §d9 [(R—R0)/R +p /2ROR], (8)

R
where mm = eaBO/muc, Tb = IdB qV—O , q— safety factor, p- minor radius. From the

conservation of the integral (4) one can to result in

p=po+(m) , (9)
pmBafi



where e = p/RO, the second temi describes the radial excursions of particles as a function of 9,

V” = \l ZuBexz — 1 — cose), x2 = (V2/2 # uBO + uBoe)/2ttBoe. For passing particles

x > 1, for trapped l > x > 0. The estimation of the change of the velocity of strongly trapped

particles (x << 1) is:

2fl JLX @9| 1 &l
(ail—R0 dt +110 dt , (10)

and for the well passing particles (1 >> 1) is:

(11)
R =E -dt—i +2VR0dV v dRo VJ. |&l J d.

Because of Iaq(0c=i,e) << rc in TSP, the change of a temperature at the compression can be

found by averaging the expression (8) over the maxwellian distribution function of particles of

interest. The law of the density growth remains of course in form (1), but for T we obtain:

T ~1/R5/3, (12)

by the numerical calculation. This fashion could be explained by Fig. 2 where curves

according to the expressions (dln(V)/dt)/// /(dln(R0)/dt) (dashed lined) and

(dln(V)/dt)/(dln(RO)/dt) (solid line) are shown. So that the quasi MHD fits into a curve 1. The

neoclassical consideration presented here fits into a curve 2 in equatorial plane at R = R0 + p

and into the curve 3 at R = R0— p. The consideration of the poloidal magnetic flux in the

longitudinal invariant is seen to result in heating of longitudinal velocity component exceeding

one in quasi—MHD approach. In particular, it is seen for the unstrongly trapped particles

(dashed curve 2).

The power of the temperature growth at the compression Y = (dln(T)/dt) /(dln(R0)/dt) as a

result of numerical calculations averaged over the magnetic surface is shown in Fig. 3 as a

function of p/RO for TSP. This parameter is slowly increased on the plasma edge. It can lead

to the slowly flattening of the temperature profile.

Our consideration, first of all, concerns the ions. Basing on the idea about the destruction

of magnetic surfaces along the inner scale length c/wpc), the longitudinal invariant for electrons

in form (4) appears to be not conserved [6]. Therefore MHD should be considered as a more

adequate approximation for electrons, assuming that the anomalous transport is invariable at

the compression.
Summarizing our report we note that for TSP where ”cc is comparable with IE the electron

component is expected to be heated at best in accordance with the expression (1). As for ions

component in accordance with the expression (12) its temperature will increase more than the

original MHD value by ~ 35%.
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MAGNETIC FIELD STRUCTURE AT THE ONSET
OF SAWTOOTH RELAXATIONS

J.T. Mendonca and F. Porcelli*

GFN, Instituto Superior Tecnico, 1096 Lisboa Codex, Portugal
*IET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon1 Oxfordshire, OX14 3EA, UK

The main difficulty with a theoretical interpretation of the sawtooth phenomenon lies with
the very fast rearrangement of the plasma core. It is thus quite important to understand the
details of the magnetic field structure at the onset of the sawtooth relaxations.

In this work we consider the topological change of the magnetic configuration resulting
from the nonlinear coupling between the dominant m=1, n=1 mode component and the m/mtl,
Where In and n are the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers. Our model is semi—analytical and
includes the following new features:

1) The radial dependence of the mzl component is retained self-consistently with the
nonlinear Ohm‘s law B‘P/at + 7. Vw = 11], where ‘1” is the poloidal flux, \7 is the nonlinear

perturbation flow, 11 is the resistivity and J is the parallel current density;
2) The coupling term is assumed to vanish as a linear power of the distance from the

shifted magnetic axis; this boundary condition, appropriated to a mode dominated by the m=2,
n=1 component near the q=2 surface, leeds to a poloidal structure whose Fourier components
and radial profiles in the region where q S 1 are determinated by geometric consideration.

The resulting magnetic structure, and in particular its dependence on the island width and
on the magnetic shear, has been obtained numerically. This structure is compared with
previous 3—D nonlinear simulations and with experimental observations.
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THE m=1 KINK MODE IN A ROTATING TOKAMAK
PLASMA WITH ANISOTROPIC PRESSURE

H.J. DE BLANK

FOM-Instz'tuut voor Plasmafysica Rijnhuizen, Association Eumtom—FOM,
P.0. Baa: 1207, .9430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

Abstract. The 771 = 1 internal kink mode is investigated in antisymmetric toroidal
plasmas with poloidal and toroidal plasma flow and anisotropic pressure. The guiding
centre model of the plasma is used to derive a dispersion relation that contains the full
guiding centre distribution of the equilibrium. Due to kinetic damping, smaller growth
rates are found than predicted by fluid theory. Pressure anisotropy p4 > p" is found
to reduce the growth rate too7 while toroidal rotation contributes to the destabilizing
elTect of the pressure gradient.

Introduction. Neutral beam injection can cause plasma rotation frequencies that are
comparable with the sawtooth collapse time. If the rotational energy is a significant
fraction of the total kinetic energy, or if the centrifugal force significantly contributes to
the Shafranov shift of the plasma centre, the rotation is expected to affect the stability
of the m = 1 mode. In JET, sawtooth stabilization has been observed during intense
heating with ICRH and neutral beams [1]. These heating methods may produce a
population of trapped high energy ions with very anisotropic pressure that might be
the cause of sawtooth stabilization.

In this paper, the effects of plasma rotation and pressure anisotropy on the internal
m = 1 kink mode are considered. Firstly, the MHD energy principle in the presence of
pressure anisotropy is used to den've the mode eigenfunctions and the dispersion relation
to the required order in the inverse aspect ratio a. In this derivation the equations of
state, which determine [:3i and 15 are left unspecified. Subsequently, the evolution ofll’
12,“ is calculated from the guiding centre equations for the m = O, 1, 2 harmonics of
the mode.

Equilibrium. We consider a stationarily rotating axisymmetric tokamak plasma with
low~fl ordering of p“ p” -— p;1 and pUZ. Plasma rotation and pressure anisotropy give
rise to poloidal variations of the mass density and the pressure components over a flux
surface, and to a radial component of the current density. The axisymmetric magnetic
field and the rotation velocity, which satisfy the equilibrium fluid equations, are

B = Vt x v¢ + m5. U = MOB/p + miw.



where a") is the toroidal angle and where R : |V¢5|‘1 . The flux quantities f and .0 reprc»

sent field~aligned flow and a rigid toroidal rotation of each flux surface, respectively. We

use Grad’s guiding centre description [2] of the equilibrium, which allows for arbitrary

(non-thermal) axisymmetric particle velocity distributions.

Ordering of the mode In a large aspect ratio torus, the toroidal and poloidal mode

numbers 171 : n : 1 are special because the associated perturbation of the magnetic

energy can be very small, C(54). We divide the mode vector 5 into a component a

parallel to B, a poloidal component \' and a radial component E. Because 6B : 0(52),

these Components are related through (3/07‘)(1‘§) + ax/BQ 2 C(52) Since V-E : 0(6),

and because the mode is taken to be dominantly an m : 1 harmonic in the poloidal

plane, it follows that the density perturbations and the parallel displacement a- are

dominated by m : 0, 2 harmonics. Therefore, the components of E can be written as

(E, ,\', a) = (£1(r)ei9, X1(T)ew, 010(7") + 02(7‘)e2m)ei(m_¢) J.— 0(€). (1)

Further minimization of the magnetic energy yields ((1 — U253 : C(52). This relation,

when applied to equilibria with a single q z 1-region [r4514] that may or may not be

broad, leads to the following ordering schemes in different parts of the plasma [3]. In the

central plasma (r < rfi), where q A 1 is finite, we have :5; : C(52) so that 61 is constant

to leading order. Similarly, £1 : 0 to leading order in the exterior region ('1‘ > r+).

In the region where q — 1 = (9(5), however, 51 is unrestricted. Therefore, {1(7‘) is a

stepefunetion if the magnetic shear at q : 1 is finite, while it is a smooth radial function

(quasi—interchange mode) in the case of a broad layer, where q — 1 1 0(5) and where the

shear is small. With this ordering, the energy functional of the mode becomes C(54).

To this order in the energy, all 0(50) components in Eq. (I) contribute, as well as the

In = 0, 2 harmonics of 5 and x, which are 0(5). The ideal MHD computation for the

case of a thin q — 1 : (9(5) layer is given in Ref. [4] and is generalised to plasmas with

a broad q — 1 = (9(5) region in Ref. [3]

Guiding centre theory In the guiding centre approximation of the Vlasov equation,

the pressure tensor is diagonal, P = p, (I —— bb) + p” bb, where b : B/B. \Ve will

formally express changes 1.5“.L in the pressure components in terms of combinations of

the parallel and perpendicular plasma compressron, introducing four coefficients with a

relation which expresses that the motion is nonedissipative,

3a.; - PM 0a r, a (Ir—Pi), (9)
PM‘ =/) 3/) +13 OB ’ BB _ )0—p p

Here a dot denotes d/dt = 6/01. + U-V. The coefficients flaw/67p and BpIH/BB gener—

ally depend on the plasma motion. In the case of the m z 1 mode in a large aspect ratio,

rotating plasma, h(,)wever, the quantities p and B each can be decomposed into three

poloidal harmonics, for which the coefficients in (‘2) can be specified. To each of these
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three harmonics a resonant velocity V can be assigned such that d/dt = (Ul| — V)b.V
The three contributions arise from

(a) the toroidal rotation of the equilibrium. Since d/dt : U-V in this case, the reso-

nant velocity is V : QF/B.

(1)) the m.—- 0 parallel component of the displacement, au(7')B, which contributes to
p”. i with a resonant velocity V—— wR.

c) the m: ‘7 parallel component 02(7'7)82'6B, which corresponds to a resonant velocity
V : R(2{2 7 qw)/(2 — (1).

These contributions are derived from the guiding centre equations

0f,
81)” Z 0

0 sa]: + (Ui + 11”»s + UHUL-(boVb) 7 cEs , (3)

where E5 E 1113 + {Peg/ms ~ éUfi and where v“,
allel velocity, magnetic moment, mass, electrical charge, and distribution function of the
particle species 5. It has been showri in Ref. [5] that in an axisymmetric, rotating equi-
librium, the distributions can be written as fs( 153“”): with as E %v: — v” {ZF/B + Es.
From the expressions for Vp“ , Vpi and Vp in Ref. [5], the equilibrium contributions (11)
to Eq. ('2) can be derived. The contributions (b) and (c) to Eq. (2) of the mode compo-
nents 0'0 and 02 are determined by linearizing the guiding; centre equation (3) and taking
the m : 0, 2 harmonies. Because all three contributions satisfy the second equation

[1, m e and f3(w,t, p, v") are the par-
5’ 57

in (2), an energy principle for E can be applied.

The dispersion relation. By minimizing the mode energy over the entire plasma
volume, a dispersion relation is obtained which resembles the MHD result in Ref. [3],

— 1/5n + %A(r_) — %7‘4_s(7‘_) — [122/7— dr 72K;/B3

= [—51/50 + Mm]? / [52 — 53/50 — A<r+1+ Am] . (4)
The quantities Si, (7. : 0, 1, 2) are integrals over the layer where q — 1 = (9(6),

T+ i

4/ drr‘3{r4[fig(r)+s(r)]} / [(iil)2 —K1/B§].

Here we have defined

_ _ R n 7. r , 1
BAT) : —71—B—-20 dr r2(pL +1?II + p04), and 3(7‘) 2 7' 1/0 (17' ”(q—2 — 1).

The flux function fig is a generalization of the poloidal beta. The quantities “(7 ) are
the boundzuy valuesg of A(r)=_ r4(1-—a)/(3+a))where (1(1): (1 2/q)2 7C '/C and whexe
((7 ) is the solution of the usual cylindrical” 7n = 2 Euler equation in the regions [0 7 _]
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and [r+, r2], where the constant-fl approximation applies [3, 4]. All kinetic effects are
in the two quantities K1 and K2,

(29 — (1w
" (1

, 1
I 2( )2 p1 +pu_ (1((1— llpan _2Wp2R2+4l7“'t2Rg

_ 2p(w + LOP — 1.002113 —- C(wRU),

where Lap E (fB/q), w, E q + Q, and where C(V) depends on the equilibrium
guiding centre distribution and on the resonant velocity V, which takes the three values

Km=p(w+w.—w.)212§+§0wm—0 Ro)—%C(0Ro).

corresponding to the contributions (a), (b), and (c),
62

C(‘/) E [)(1/ + U102 _ 23 "1902.5 + [2.9 6.901,.‘alz/ [Z —SCD,.9]73 m.

. do a

C.,.(V) 2 fat. BMB + mil-u, 7",, all" '
For monotonic profiles, K2 is a decreasing function of 7‘ and therefore slightly destabiliz-
ing. The growth rate depends more strongly on K10“), which occurs in the denominators
of the integrals Si' As an example, we consider If, for cases where the equilibrium dis»
tribution functions are of the form fab/355,14) = fs(1,b)exp[7a/pslo(l,li) * es/es'0(1/J)],
With ”5,0 and 53,0 chosen such that pa" = p," and p“ 2 pm, and where wR and HR
are much smaller than the thermal velocities. Writing a.) : .Q — i7, with Re('y) > 0 for
a. positive growth rate, we obtain

2
K1: -972R2 [3 + 2—; + (g _1)P_ll — 5735'? MJF 0( r19 - (5)

Compared to the value K] = 73/)72R2 + 0(7 ) obtained from ideal MHD, the growth
rate is strongly reduced due to the damping term (linear in 7). For higher growth rates,
this effect is compensated because the inertia term (quadratic in 7) is smaller than in
ideal MHD. Since {2 enters Eq. (5) only in higher orders, the dominant effect of toroidal
rotation is the contribution of the rotation energy to fly, which is destabilizing.
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agreement with financial support from NWO and Euratom. The author thanks Dr. T.J.
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INTERACTION OF RESONANT MAGNETIC
PERTURBATIONS WITH ROTATING PLASMAS

T.C.Hender and R.Fitzpatrick.
UKAEA/EURATOM Fusion Association, Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, OX143DB,

UK.

1 Introduction

In several tokamak experiments, resonant magnetic perturbations have been applied
using coils external to the plasma (eg TOSCA [1], PULSATOR [2], and recently COM-
PASS [3]). Such perturbations have been used to control and influence the internal MHD
activity. Generally this activity has a finite frequency, whilst the applied perturbations
are static [1—3]. To theoretically understand such experiments it is thus necessary to
study the effect of external perturbations on modes rotating, due to diamagnetic or
E X E drifts, with frequencies significantly different to that of the applied perturbation.
Analytic linear and nonlinear theories describing this situation are outlined in the next
Section. In Section 3, linear and nonlinear numerical simulations which support and
extend the analytic theory are presented. Finally, in Section 4 the relationship of the
results to experiment are discussed, and some conclusions are drawn.

2 Analytic Theory

Suppose a helical magnetic perturbation, resonant at r = r,, is applied to the edge
of the plasma with an e“m time—dependence. It can be demonstrated that the final
amount of reconnected flux at the rational surface \II is given by

\r _ 1 1
V. “ '1 + A<9>/(—As)' ‘ )

Here, Ag (assumed negative) is the delta-primed of the mode in the unperturbed equi-
librium, A61) is the usual integral of the parallel current across the resistive layer cal-
culated assuming an e"m time-dependence, and ‘11, is the final amount of reconnnected
flux obtained when there is complete resonance between the applied signal and one of
the natural modes.

Equation (1) is completely general. However, as an illustrative example we consider
the simple dispersion relation of Ara et al [4] valid for a collisional, diamagnetic plasma.
Fig. 1 shows I‘ll/‘11 I calculated in accordance with Eq(1) for this type of dispersion
relation. The quantity {2’ IS the Doppler shifted applied frequency as seen in the local
E x B frame at the resonant surface, r—_ r,. It can be seen that there are three sharp
resonances, at the electron diamagnetic frequency(w.g), zero frequency (in the local
frame), and the ion diamagnetic frequency(w..-). The widths of these resonances are
the typical linear damping rates of the natural electron, low frequency, and ion modes,
respectively, evaluated at A’ : Ag. Between the resonances [GI/QM typically falls to a
value 1/Q, where Q ~ [UJ.TC]5/4. Here, w. is a typical diamagnetic frequency, and TC is
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the typical time-scale of a drift-tearing mode (Tc = 53/5171). In modern tokamaks Q >> 1
(eg. for COMPASS Q ~ 60 assuming f N 15kHz), It follows, therefore, in the linear
regime, that unless the applied frequency lies very close to one of the Doppler shifted
natural mode frequencies, the amount of reconnection induced in a realistic plasma by a
resonant external magnetic perturbation is likely to be substantially smaller than that
obtained in a strictly non-rotating, non-diamgnetic plasma.

1

I‘W‘I’cl Fig 1 Schematic figure of the final
amount of normalised reconnected
flux induced by a resonant pertur-
bation offrequency 9’, in the linear

regime.

L)
Uri 0 ”I: Q]

A non-linear theory of reconnecting modes in the presence of stong flows has also
been developed. This theory, which is based on a set of reduced MHD equations similar
to those of Biskamp [5] is valid when i) the island width W is much greater than any
microscopic scale‘length or linear layer width, and ii) purely resistive flows are negligible
compared with diamagnetic or E x B flows. The key to the correct formulation of this
theory 15 the requirement that the flow patterns inside and outside the island seperatrix
be linked together smoothly. The island width is found to evolve as

Am; (K) = Rama) _ 12(o'rH)2(IW)3, (2)
where T3 is the resistive timescale and T}; the hydromagnetic timescale. The quantities
I1 and 12(9) are 0(1) integrals over the flow-patterns around the magnetic island. The
last term in Eq.(2) represents a non-linear rotational suppression of island formation,
which is rapidly weakened as the island width increases (0: W'3). An equation which
describes the time evolution of the island frequency (9’) has also been obtained from
the Im(r,A').
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3 Numerical Simulations

A set of nonlinear reduced MHD equations [5], including diamagnetic and E x B flows,
is solved using a semi—implicit numerical scheme. These equations are identical to those
solved analytically.

In the linear regime (where direct evaluation of the analytic results is possible)
there is reasonable agreement between the analytic and numerical predictions. Figure
2 shows how the reconnected flux changes as the relative frequency (9’), between a
poloidally rotating plasma. and a static m z 2, n : 1 applied perturbation, is varied.
The equilibrium in this case, q = 0.7(1 + 2.75r2), is tearing stable (A’2_1 = ~0.7). It can
be seen from Fig 2 how the reconnected flux is strongly reduced by the plasma rotation.
Comparisons with the analytic predictions for diamagnetic rotation also show similarly
good agreement in the linear regime.

l. 0

8
II

E: . .g Fig 2 Normalised reconnected flux
> O. 5 versus applied frequency. The line
‘C: is analytic result and the * are from3 linear simulations.

0. 0

O l 2 3 4 S
Q'Tc

A full evaluation of the terms in the nonlinear analytic theory is still in progress. The
qualitative features of this theory are however borne out by the numerical simulations.
From Eq(2) we have noted that the rotation suppression of island growth is rapidly
weakened (or W”) as the island width increases. Figure 3 shows the nonlinear evolution
of the m = 2 island width for two applied currents (IC : 10‘5 and 8 X 10—4) and various
relative frequencies. It can be seen for the larger applied current (and island widths)
that the suppression of tearing by relative rotation (9' ¢ 0) is substantially reduced.
In steady state at small currents (Ic ~ 10—6) the nonlinear results limit to the linear
regime (Fig 2), but as the current is increased the suppression of tearing (by 9’ 9c 0)
is weakened. Associated with this weakening of tearing suppression there is a torque
applied within the island, which acts to reduce the relative plasma to mode frequency,
This effect is described by the anlaytic theory and is observed in the simulations as a
reduction of plasma Velocity near the resonant surface (q = 2).
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4 Summary and Discussion

The analytic and numerical results show that tearing at the surface at which an apppliedhelical perturbation is resonant, is strongly inhibited by relative plasma motion (due
to diamagnetic drift and/or fluid plasma rotation). Nonlinearly however this effect
is ameliorated and essentially full tearing occurs for sufficiently large applied helicalperturbations. For COMPASS parameters (5 ~ 105, Q' ~ l5kHz‘ (1,, ~ 3) we find thatfull tearing occurs for applied m = ‘2, n = 1 islands with W > 15%. Such island widthsare also typical of those required to stimulate disruptions in low—q ((1‘), ~ 3) discharges
[Ell Thus it may be that the threshold in applied field to stimulate disruptions is given
by that required for the rotation inhibition of tearing to be overcome.
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INTRODUCTION

The limit on fl in the tokamak set by the high—n (n being toroidal mode
number) ballooning mode and n = 1 kink mode [1,2] has been shown to agree well
with that is found experimentally. The ballooning B—limit can be improved or avoided
With stable access to the ballooning second stable regime, by raising the safety factor
on axis ((10) [3], by indentation [4], or by using energetic particles [5]. It is also known
that in some geometries, a second stable region for the n : 1 internal mode may also
exist depending on the pressure and safety factor profiles [6].

Here, we investigate the efiect of the plasma boundary shape on the accessi-
bility to the ideal second stable regime. We concentrate on the technique of raising (10
to enhance the magnetic well and to give a direct access to the second stable regime.
Most shapes and parameters are chosen such that they can be experimentally realizable
on COMPASS, which has a flexible poloidal shaping system.

RESULTS

In this study, three numerical codes have been used; a code which examines
the stability to the high—n ballooning mode, the ERATO code [7] which has been used
to investigate the stability to high—n ballooning, and n : 1 ideal modes, and the FAR
code [8] which has been used to test the stability to low—n (mainly n :1,2,3) fixed
boundary modes including the infernal modes [9].

In the ballooning code, the diamagnetic term (RBT) and the pressure gradient
(P’) may be specified as:

3 2

FF’: .4w + 2 AW . 123:: 0,219",
i 1 i=1

P’ = Bpwr + Z Bald + Z (1;;n
i=0 i=1

or the pressure gradient may be increased until the marginal limit is reached on all
surfaces. Therefore, we can find the marginal pressure profile for a given q~profile and
poloidal beta (BF), where 13,, is defined as 87T 39 PdV/ fBn.

The accessibility of a globally stable route to the second ballooning stable
regime has been tested for for various shapes with different elongations (E) and triangu-
larities (A). For E : 0.65, 1.0, and 1.9, triangularities in the range —0.72 < A < 0.49
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have been chosen. For E : 0.65, shapes with a negative and positive triangularity,
resemble a comet shape with inboard and outboard separatrices, respectively. The for-
mer is of particular interest because it allows the direct access to the ballooning second
stability on the outermost flux surface [10] and is_ also favorable for Mercier stability.
However, here we are interested in the global access to the second stable region.

Figure 1 shows the global ballooning stability boundaries in the L3,, —~ qo plane
for various shapes. We have fixed qa(~ 3.3) and a flux conserving sequences is used.
The pressure profile is optimized such that every flux surface is marginally ballooning
unstable. As shown in Fig. 1, only certain group of the boundary shapes (for E : 1,

A = 0.2, 0.0, and for E : 1.9, A = 0.39) allow the global access to the ballooning
second stability region. For these shapes, there is no unstable region as 5,, is increased
with fixed q—profile when go > qo,c. Circular shape has the lowest critical HWV» 2.7)
and D—shape has the lowest critical qD‘C(~ 1.55).

I Iu
Fig. 1 Global ballooning stability bound-

aries in the tip — (111 plane for shapes
with (a) E : 1.0, A = 0.0, {b} E :
1.0, A = 0.2, (c) E = 1.9, A =
0.39; areas under these lines are un-

" stable to the high—n ballooning mode,
andfd) E : 1.0, A z —0.72,‘ right
hand side of this dotted line is un-
stable to the high—n ballooning mode,
other shapes without realistic access

, . , , to the ballooning second stability have

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 similar boundaries to (d)

fip
In Fig. 2, we show flux surfaces for the circular boundary shape, along with

the zero curvature boundary (dotted line) and negative local shear region (shaded
area), for B’s in the first (a) and second (b) stability region. In the second stability
region, flux surfaces are strongly deformed, which acts to shorten the connection length,
strengthen the stabilizing line bending, and weaken the destabilizing normal curvature.
The negative local shear region and the favorable curvature region becomes wider as
[3,, is increased and in some cases they overlap (Fig. 2(b)). We find that in general the
overlapping is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for second stability access.

For shapes which allow the access to the ballooning second stability, the low
core shear (due to high an value for access) is unfavorable for the low—n infernal mode
[9], which can become unstable below the ballooning limit. Therefore, high—q“, high
shear operation as in Ref. [11] might be needed to stabilize the infernal mode. We have
examined the global ballooning second stability access for a case (qa 2 7.5). It is found
that the boundary shapes that permit the access remain the same as those in 10w shear
sequences. For a. circular boundary, [3” 2 1.9 and qu,C 2 2.3 have been found in the

sequences where the profiles are not fully optimized. Typically when optimized, go’s
decreases and HM increases. With go 2 2.3, a direct access to the second ballooning

stable regime has been found for the D—shape.

2.0-

<10

1.0-“
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1.0

a :3 0.0
N N

-10 ~

Fig. 2 Equilibrium. poloidal flux: surfaces (thin solid line), negative local shear
region (shaded region surrounded by thick solid line), and favorable cur-
vature region (left hand side of the broken line} for (a) Iowifip (~ 1.6, in.

the ballooning first stability region, fig 2 2.8%.) and (b) highrflp (~ 4.4,

in the ballooning second stability region, fig 2 8.1%). Both are from the

high shear sequence (go 2 2.3 and go 2 7.5).

The stability of these high shearsequences (go, 2 7.5) to the n : 1 mode
has been investigated using the ERATO code. It should be noted that the results
on the ballooning stability from the ERATO code, agree well with those above. For
the circular shape, the n = 1 mode is stable with a wall at infinity when [SP is low
(/31, § 1.4). As [3,, is increased, an 'n : 1 ballooning~1ike mode appears with the
dominant fl0ws located in the unfavorable curvature region. The vortex sturctures in
the flow show a dominant poloidal mode number (m) of 4 or .5. Figure 3 shows how 72
('y is the growth rate for n = 1 mode) changes with the position of the conducting wall
for fly ~ 2.1 and go 2 2.3 (which is in the ballooning second stable regime, l3” 1 1.9).

It is clear that a tightfitting conducting wall is needed to completely stabilize the
n : 1 ideal mode. Finally, calculations with the resistive stability code FAR indicate
that these sequences which access the second ballooning stable regime, are stable to
the low—n (n:1,2,3) resistive fixed boundary modes for a magnetic Reynolds number,
SM >106.
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4.0

f .11:: Fig. 3 Eflect of the position of the con-? ducting wall on the n : 1 growth rate
Q 2 0 from the ERATO code (for go 2 2.3.—< - H i:1 q,1 2 (.5, HP 2 2.1).
E-.

0.5 1.0

(Plasma Radius) / (Wall Radius)

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that the plasma boundary shape has a strong effect on
the accessibility to the second ballooning stable regime. For circular boundary and
D—shapes, access to the second stability is possible by control of the current profile
(i.e., raising go). The shapes with a high shear (qUL : 7.5), which remain stable to both
ballooning and infernal modes as 6,, is increased, are found to be the same as those
with the low shear (qa 2 3.3). At high—(3,, ((3,, ~ 8pm), an n = 1 ideal ballooning—like
mode becomes destabilized and can only be suppressed with a close—fitting, stabilizing
wall. Low—n, fixed boundary modes are stable in these sequences. Therefore, high—)3
tokarnak operation in the second stable regime appears to be possible, although the
n : 1 free bOundary modes require a close—fitting shell for stability.
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The determination of the ideal MHD stability properties of plasma containment de-
vices is never complete without the investigation of the impact that can be had by the
class of instability that can displace the plasma—vacuum interface. These free-boundary
modes impose in many cases the severest restrictions on the plasma beta that a configu—
ration can achieve and/or the toroidal plasma current that can flow within it. In order
to examine the free-boundary stability of a plasma, the potential energy contribution of
the vacuum region that surrounds the plasma must be added to the internal contribution
of the plasma itself. In two-dimensional (2D) plasmas, two methods have been developed
to tackle the vacuum contribution to the energy principle. One scheme uses a Green’s
function technique which is particularly convenient when the conducting wall is placed
at infinity. An alternative scheme is to treat the vacuum region as a pressureless and
shearless pseudo—plasma. The main advantage of this scheme is that the structure of
the problem in the vacuum region is identical to that in the plasma region. A detailed
analysis and comparison of the two methods in 2D axisymmetric and helically symmetric
geometry has been discussed by Gruber and Rappaz (1985) /l/ and by Gruber et al.
(1981)/2/.

We have generalized the vacuum treatment as a pseudo-plasma to three dimensional
(3D) geometry and implemented it in the TERPSICI’IORE ideal MHD stability code,
which was previously limited only to the study of internal structures /3/. For this purpose,
we identify (5,0,cb) as the Boozer magnetic flux coordinate system within the plasma
domain and introduce the coordinate system (sully, gtv) in the vacuum domain subject
to the constraints that .9v 2 s = 1, 0v = 6 and 95‘, = 45 at the plasma—vacuum interface.
Furthermore, we introduce a pseudo-magnetic field T that satisfies V - T = T - s = 0,
which in most general form can be written as

)Vqfiv x s +(1+ 3—2:)s x VOV
_ dCDV an an
’ dsv do. ‘ 6q

Invoking as a gauge condition that the perturbed magnetic field vector potential A have
no components aligned with T, we can introduce a pseudo—displacement vector 6v that
we express in a form that is quite similar to that in the plasma such that A : Ev X T.

<1)’(1)XV TXVsV
Ev — mmvov X V¢v + —T2 YV 1
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The vacuum energy thus becomes

am.“ QW/Ls 2W
1 -7

(ill/v = 3 / d3 / do'V/dtlgT,[V X (Ev X T)]"
1 0 [l

where L3 is the number of periods of the instability structure in one toroidal transit and
svmax is the value of 5V at the conducting wall.

The boundary condition at the plasma-vacuum interface Vs X A : —(E - Vs)B
reduces to (5,, AVs)T = (5 - V3)B, where B is the equilibrium magnetic field and 5 is the
perturbed displacement vector from the plasma side, from which we obtain

dwv _ w
dtbv @(1)

/\V(l, Rudy) = 0 and

‘XV(170V1¢V):€S(1707¢)

where 55 E E - V5. To avoid introducing fictitious resonances in the vacuum region,
we impose that d\I'v/d<Dv = \IJ’(l)/(IJ'(1) everywhere. Furthermore, for simplicity, it is
convenient also to choose Av(sv,0v,¢5v) = 0. The boundary condition at a conducting
wall s x A = 0 reduces to Xv(svmax,6lv,q$v) 2 0.

To construct the geometry of the vacuum region in order to apply a pseudoiplasma
treatment, we have developed a procedure that. guarantees that the Jacobian and the met-
ric elements, and thus the geometry, vary smoothly across the plasma-vacuum interface
into the vacuum region. Within this procedure, the shape of the conducting wall can be
arbitrarily prescribed or is dictated by the shape of the plasma-vacuum interface subject
to the conditions that the radial derivatives of R, the distance from the major axis, of
v, the geometric toroidal angle, and of Z7 the distance from the horizontal midplane, be
constant throughout the vacuum domain. In either case, the shape of the conducting wall
does not coincide in general with that of the plasniawacuum interface, and therefore the
approach we have followed differs from that in the ERATO code. Two important. con
straints are imposed in the development of the vacuum region. These are that the vacuum
pseudosurfaces remain always nested and that the conducting wall should not intersect
the major axis. The nestedness constraint precludes, in general, that a prescribed conduct—
ing wall can approach the plasmaevacuum interface too closely. The alternative scheme
for describing a conducting wall, however7 will not violate the nestedncss constraint even
for a wall arbitrarily close to the plasma~vacuum interface.

The vacuum energy acquires a structure that is similar to that obtained from the
internal plasma energy with a Fourier decomposition of the perturbations like that un-
dertaken in the plasma. The bulk of the computational effort in the vacuum region
concentrates on the calculation of 6 double Fourier flux tube integrals. As the integrals
involved here are of the same type as those evaluated inside the plasma, the very ellicient
MULFI technique can be applied which transforms the discretized integrations into MXM
operations /4/.



Applying finite hybrid elements for the radial discretisation of the vacuum energy,

we recover the special block pentadiagnonal structure of the matrix equation that was a

feature of the formulation of the internal plasma problem in the TERPSICHORE code.

ThuS, the internal plasma potential energy principle can be straightforwardly combined

ith the vacuum potential energy principle so that the ideal MHD stability to global

modes can be evaluated in a single step. Furthermore> the efficient computational tools

previously developed to solve for the eigenvalues of the system in the fixedehoundary

problem are applied to the free—boundary problem with virtually no additional effort.

The pressureless and shearless pseudo-plasma treatment of the vacuum region that we

have described has been implemented in the TERPSICHORE code. Benchmark studies

of analytic SolOVe’v equilibria have been carried out and compared with results obtained

with ERATO /5/. Because the right-hand side matrix in TERPSlCHORE is basically the

unity matrix rather than derived from the physical kinetic energy as in ERATO, a direct

comparison of the magnitude of the eigenvalues is not possible except at points of marginal

stability. In Solove’v equilibria, the most unstable free—boundary mode computed by

both codes never crosses a marginal point, remaining always unstable. The second most

unstable mode, which closely tracks the most unstable fixedeboundary mode, is shown in

both codes to become critical when the qevalue at the magnetic axis approaches 0.59 for

n : ‘2 instabilities in a case with a circular aspect ratio of 3.
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Fig. 1: (left) Eigenvalues as functions of (Cl/b) for n = 1 (El), n 2 2 (A) free-boundary
modes in an C : 2 stellarator with A : 10, l. = 0.r13...0.49 and [30 = 1.9%.

Fig. ‘2: (right) Eigenfunction of an n. = l, m = 2 freeboundary mode, data as in Fig. l,

b/a = 6, '24 radial, 36 poloidal and l2 toroidal intervals.
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A real 3D test was performed by reproducing former results obtained with the STEPcode for toroidal E = 2 stellarators /6/. We chose an A : 10 configuration where Lvaries from 0.43 to 0.49, a parabolic pressure profile with 1'30 = 1.9%. and fiVe periods onthe torus. This configuration proved to be stable to internal resonant modes due to thefinite toroidal aspect ratio. Displacing the conducting wail away from the plasrnaevacimminterface led to unstable external modes resonant with mms : 211. The equilibrium forthe TERPSICHORE input was produced with the most recent VMEC code in the fixed.boundary mode /7/. Figure 1 shows the dependence of the eigenvalues for n : 1 and n 2 2modes on the fourth power of the ratio between the mean radii of the conducting wall b andof the plasma—vacuum interface a, The marginal points found with STEP could easily bereproduced with an accuracy mostly determined by the completely different equilibriuminput. Figure 2 show a typical displacement pattern for an n = ‘2, m : 1 mode. Asin the former TERPSICHORE results [or fixed-boundary global modes, extrapolationstudies proved to be mostly unnecessary.
In summary, We have described a method to evaluate free-boundary ideal MHDinstabilities in 3D equilibria with nested flux surfaces which has been successfully ilnple-mented in the TERPSICHORE code and tested against the results obtained with ERATOfor Solove’v equilibria and with STEP for toroidal (7 = 2 stellarator equilibria.
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Transition between resistive Kink and Kadomstev reconnection
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A - Description of the numerical code

A full 3D toroidal non linear evolution code has been developped in order to study

MHD instabilities. The numerical scheme [1] used here is a Semi—implicit predictorcorrector

scheme where numerical stability is ensured by replacing the equation of velocity dV/dt = F by

(1 - (A02 L0 — CA) dv/dt = F

Here, L0 is the linearized MHD operator, obtained by linearizing the MHD equations

around the equilibrium (i.e, the n = O harmonic, where n is the toroidal wave—number).

The elliptic operator CA, in this scheme, dominates only the perturbation of the

equilibrium (i.e, the non linear n at 0 modes).

The constant c is arbitrary choosen ; for 0 large, and dropping the LD term, one recovers

the semi—implicit scheme proposed by Harned and Kemer [2], where the cA term stabilizes as

well the linear waves. Here, on the contrary, the scheme is linearly unconditionnally stable,

without distorsion of the linear dynamics even for large time steps, and the non-linear

numerical stability is ensured by :

AtSv‘E/SB
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where 5B is the magnitude of non—linear (n at 0) modes. Thus, cloosing c ~ 10‘4 (that is, a

very small "smoothing") enables to work with precision at large time steps, since a typiCal

value for 5B is 10‘2 in non—linear phases.
The major advantage of this scheme is that it enables to work with large time-step, even

in very non-linear situations, without a slowing of the dynamics of resonnant layers.

B - Kadomstev cylindrical reconnection

Toro‘l‘dal results obtained with this code are presented elsewhere [3]. Here, we present a

study of cylindrical Kadomstev reconnection.

We have taken a "standard" profile, q = 0.9 [1 + (2%??? with a polo'i'dal [3 BP = 0,2.

This provides an ideally unstable kink with a rather large linear layer. Then we study the

resistive reconnection. On f1 g (1) is plotted the displacement of the magnetic axis versus time,
for several values of S ranging from 104 to 107.

The result can be summarized by stating that if the reconnection layer is larger than the
ideal layer (S < 105 in this case), we see a resistive kink. On the contrary, if the reconnection

layer is smaller than the ideal layer (S > 105 in this case), we see a Kadomstev reconnection :

the first phase is the saturation of the ideal kink, which is not modified by resistivity ; then we
observe the reconnection itself, on a time scale S“2 as predicted by Kadomstev.

C - Conclusion

This cylindrical study is certainly academic, though it is, at our knowledge, the first

simulation of this kind (reduced MHD equations cannot lead to this scaling as they do not

support an ideal kink). But it confirms the fact that, in devices with S = 103, the sawteeth time

crash is not compatible with an MHD reconnection, within a factor 10 at least.
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INTRODUCTION

The access to the so-called “monster sawteeth" regime during additional heating in JET [1] is

related to the creation of energetic trapped ions inside the plasma. Several models have been put

forward to explain the behaviour of the central part of the discharge [2,3]. These studies mainly

analyse the influence of the fast ion population on the ideal internal kink mode destabilized by

the thermal pressure gradient. However, the stability of the associated reconnecting mode is to

be considered. Along this line, in this paper, we investigate a new stabilization criterion

expressing that the fast trapped ions (by balancing the effect of the current density gradient)

provide a negative A‘ to that mode.
MODEL

To account for the effect of a suprathermal population, we extend the usual variational

formulation of MHD through a more general Lagrangian formalism. Both Maxwell equations

and plasma gyrokinetics equations are consistently accounted for when the functional [4]:

£433,316) = LMHD+ Lm (1)
is extremal with respect to the variations of the electromagnetic potentials A“ and U*. L/MHD

describes the usual adiabatic fluid/field coupling whereas LES displays the trajectory and

resonance effects. For a n=1,m=1 tearing mode (A=A//¢O on the surface rzrl where q=1), the

contribution of the resistive layer to LES imposes a low frequency a) of thermal diamagnetic

type. We introduce a maxwellian hot ion population (pressure PH=BH'B; /2t10 ), localized

inside the domain r=r1, whose trapped part (the only to be active in the stabilization) exhibits

precession frequency wp>>m. We then obtain from (1), ignoring the inertia, thermal pressure

and toroidal effects, the following Euler equation outside the resistive layer near the q=1 surfacet—— —— ——We
where the index 0 refers to r=0. For pH=0, the solution A(r) of equation (2) which is regular at

r=0 cancels at r=r1. This means that the n=l,m=1 mode is marginally unstable under the MHD
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consuaint A//(r1)=0. On the other hand, me mode exhibits a large positive A' and is strongly

unstable as a tearing mode. At this point, two routes are possible:

The first one, considered in [2] [3], is based on the fact that the introduction of the

thermal pressure gradient effect in (2) destabilizes the MHD mode [5]: The regular solution A(r)

now cancels at r<r1 and one may ask the fast ions to balance this effect, and to restitute a

marginally MHD unstable situation with A(r1)=0.

The second one, considered here, is to ask the fast ions to transform the mode into a

traditional stable tearing mode. This means that the solutions of (2) regular at r:0 and 1:00 must

have a finite value A(rl) and A' = [aLog(A)/BLog(r)] SO.
RESULTS

In the case of a step pressure profile (pflzpo for r<rH<r1 , pH=O for r>rH), an exact solution of

(2) can be constructed as a superposition of the two independent solutions A1, A2 in the three

intervals 0<r<rH, rH<r<r1 and r1<r: ,

A1=-r(1-1/Q) and A2=A1m Fm: 3111' (1 ll/q)i
Al corresponds to the usual internal kink displacement §=Cte, and, for r<r1 we choose the

continuation of F that insures the continuity of A2 and BAZ/Br at r=r1 (Fig.1). The actual

solution A(r) can be obtained by requiring the continuity of A(r) and discontinuities of BA/Br at

r=rH and r=r1 respectively associated with the localized gradient BpH/dr and the desired A'

value. Such a set of conditions leads to: _ _1 ,1
AI = Sl2 ( BH ' Berit ) (3)

where 6H = BHO ee3/2/ 21'12 and Baal = r12 Rm) (4)
(51 is the magnetic shear parameter BLog(q)/BLog(r) at r=r1).

In a more general case, considering an arbitrary fast ion profile localized inside the q=1 surface

and developing the solution to first order in [3H, the equation (3) is still valid with:

Enfl—BHORU2 ”g? (Efihmdr and cl _r126" gig—H0)F(r)r3/2dr / 0139—r(P_H0)ra/zdr

(4')
For a step pressure profile, these relations are equivalent to (4). Both expressions of BC,“

clearly indicate that the radial localisation of the hot ion pressure gradient plays a major role

through the variations of the function F(r).

For a parabolic q profile, q=q0 + (l—q0)(r/r1)2, the following expression for F(r) is obtained:

F(r)= -—7(§—7°++r+ firwglr‘? -1|) (5)
(1-0)q r -r1

DISCUSSION

The function F(r) monotonically increases from -00 to +oo and has a zero at r* in the interval

[0,r1]. In the case (5), F(r)=0 for r = r‘z 2r1/3 (Fig.1). For the sake of simplicity, the



discussion is done for a step pressure profile but all the results can be easily extended to any
profile thanks to (4'). According to the stabilisation criterion equations A‘<0 where A' is given
by (4) the position of the localized hot ion pressure gradient rH is to be compared to r*:

— If rH<r*, c is negative and the hot ion pressure gradient is unable to achieVe a
complete stabilization: A' decreases as [3 increases but never cancels.

- If rH>r*, BC,il is positive and a complete stabilisation can be obtained if EH >Bcrh. The
function A(r) for such a stable case is depicted on figure 2. When the hot ion pressure gradient
approaches the resonant surface, the balance between the destabilizing current gradient term and
the stabilizing hot2 ion pressure term becomes favorable owing to their respective radial SCallngs
(l--q) and (l——q)2. This result is not restricted to a localized gradient and parabolic q profiles
and is confirmed with fairly general q and p profiles by the analysis of equations (4') as well as
by direct numerical integration of the equation (1).
Under the condition rH>r*, the critical BHO value corresponding to marginally stable modes
(@5c) is plotted on figure 3. Three zones clearly appear For rH=r*, the critical [3110 is too
high with3respect to the usual equilibiium limits For I < rH < r1, the critical [3H0 is found in the
range 10 3—102. Such values can be easily reached during additionnal heatinlg'in JET and thus,
tearing stabilization can be achieved. We have approximately BH0~ 4 (rH/R) f2(1-q0)(l—q). This
scaling clearly indicates that stability dramatically depends on the precise value of qo. For qI,
it appears that very small values of BH leads to stabilization. Obviously, this result is to be
revisited, because in this zone, the resonant layer near the surface q=l and its reconnecting
dynamics plays a major role. In this layer, the equation (1) must be complemented by a U
coupled equation arising through the breakdown of the ideal MHD constraint. We have also
investigated the effect of a conducting wall at finite distance. As expected, a weak stabilizing
effect is observed when the mode amplitude is peaked near the q=l surface.

CONCLUSION
The n=1, m=l mode considered as a tearing mode, can be stabilized by energetic trapped ions.
The negative pressure gradient BpH/ar of this population must be localized beyond a critical
radius r (r /r1=2/3 for a parabolic q profile) and the corresponding critical [3H scales as
(1~2q0). This result is different from the scaling of the critical [3 that is required for the ideal
internal kink stabilisation [2,3]. On this basis, expeiiments should allow to distinguish which
mechanism is at work during sawtooth stabilisation.
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Figure 1: A1 (the internal kink), A2 and F, q0=0.8, q(0.4)=1.
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Asymptotic Theory of the Non-linearly Saturated m = 1 Mode
in Tokamaks with q(0) < 1
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1. Introduction: In this paper the necessary and sufficient conditions required for the
existence of a non-linearly saturated m = 1 tearing mode in tokamaks with go < l are
considered in cylindrical tolcamak ordering using the asymptotic techniques developed by
one of the authors in an earlier paper]. The outer equations for the helical perturba-
tion amplitude $10) can be solved exactly, in closed form for an arbitrary mean profile
1,000) in leading order. This results in a “no disturbance” theorem: the m = 1 perturi
bation must be confined to within the radius r.' such that q(n-) : 1. The bifurcation
relation for the non-dimensional perturbation amplitude is then constructed by solving
the nonlinear inner critical layer equations using an ordered iterative technique. For
monotonically increasing q»profiles, the equation has a solution if and only if the longitu-
dinal current density of the unperturbed equilibrium has a maximum within T; and the
parameter 3:25—38 (where7 n(r) is the resistivity profile consistent with the q-profile of
the unperturbed equilibrium) is sufficiently small at n. When the conditions are met, a
non~linearly saturated m : 1 tearing mode is shown to exist with a_ novel island struc-
ture, quite different to those obtained from the usual A’ analysis, which is shown to be
inappropriate to the present problem. The relevance of the results of the present theory
to sawtooth phenomena reported in JET and other tokarnaks is briefly discussed. The
solution constitutes a novel, analytically solved test case for numerical simulation codes
to leading orders in a/R and the shear parameter 3—1253.

2. The lVIathematical Formulation and Results: We consider the singleefluid= incom—
pressible, resistive MHD equations in cylindrical tokamak ordering. The set of equations
used is identical with (they are some times called RMHD equations) the steady-state
forms of those used by previous workers apart from trivial notational differences. As is
welleknown7 these equations are derived under the assumptions B: -—> 00, % —> 0, keeping
q(r) E $2- fixed. The equilibrium q—profile is assumed to have (10 < l and to be monotone
ically increasing”, with small shear at the q = 1 radius“. We assume that the resistivity
is a specified function of r, as in earlier workl, where it was shown to produce good
agreement with numerical work and experiment. Parts of our analysis are more general,
enabling qualitative deductions to be made about saturation properties. Thus, defining
a helical variable u E (9 — .iw and introducing the corresponding helical flux function,
1,6(r, u), and electrostatic potential (Man), the following equations are obtained:

16m.) 2 (I)
r 8(r,u)

where, the current density j; is given by j: = “V21; + %‘ and
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,- lab/MP)E, — n(r)Jz(z,b) — ; 8W” . (2)
E,- is uniform and constant. The above equations admit an “unperturbed equilibrium”,
¢0(r),(1>0 E O. For general profiles 1&0, assuming a small perturbation of the form
¢1(r)cosu for the m : 1 mode, it is clear that 1!), satisfies the ordinary differential
equation (away from r = r;, where q(r,) = 1),

1d CW1 $1 d_J0 037710— — O 3Td—TU d—7'—) 73+ d—r dr 11’1— ()
Where, jo : —V21/;0 + %. It is easily shown that the ‘outer’7 solution to the above equa-
tions for 0 < T < r; is of the form, 1/)0(r ) + Ar [Mair ),cosu Where A is a non— dimensional
small parameter to be determined by a suitable matching 1n the Inner region. Interest-
ingly, the perturbation vanishes identically for r > n. This behaviour is specific to the
m = 1 mode in the present approximation and is related to the ideal MHD “flat top”
displacement. It is more important to note that this outer solution implies an island
structure in the inner region, and (in its inner limit) determines the approximate topole
ogy, whilst the inner solution fixes the saturation conditions for a helically symmetric
bifurcated state. It is clear that the present outer solution does not have a determinate
A’.

Plainly, the correct scaling 111 the inner region requires that 1,000) '2 /\r d—J’”. Thus,
settingY:— TI," and 1/100): 1/10(r )—PrW)" (TOW;(Y) (we assume explicitly that 1,210’(r,) #
0; this IS equivalent to the generic assumption, q'(r,-) 71$ 0), we obtain the equation satisfied
by ‘1’6( Y: A):

11211;; 2—2‘ — 7% 1
W = “i—wa'm) ‘ a i1 ‘ How] (4)

- _ B; E: _ 1 - 'where the relat1ons, 1,030,) = (2R — m) and a = (75:53:: hold. The non—dlmenswnal

resistivity profile is described by the function, H(Y, x\) : "$23). The parameter a is
related to the slope of the q profile at resonance through the equation, a : 2—;‘2—(771.
For monotonic q profiles, the Taylor expansion co efficients of H must satisfy, hz > ahg.
This is equivalent to the relation (1”(r{2) < 2q (r -)q’"(r,~) which must hold if the q profile is
locally monotonic near n. The inner limit of the outer solution takes the following form 1n
leading (formal) order in /\ (for Y < 0): \Ilzum(Y u): —Y72 — Y cos u. In Fig. 1 we have
plotted this function showing the approximate topology of the inner region and the island
structure implied by it. The problem of finding bifurcating solutions to the governing
equations reduces to finding a function \P'(Y, ‘11) which satisfies the inner limiting forms of
the equations, has the correct boundary conditions imposed at Y = 0 and which matches
with ‘11:“, as Y —+ —oo in the usual sense of asymptotic matching theory. The functions
‘I’(Y, u),<I> (Y,u) must satisfy the non—linear partial differential equations derived from
Eqs.(1,2) in the inner limit. Thus,

82‘1"

8Y2
—(Y,u) =~1~a[1—J‘(\II‘)] (5)
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holds, together with the inner version of Eq.(‘2).
These formidable equations cannot be solved exactly, but a lengthy analysis (Thya,

garaja and Haas, 1990, to be published) using the iteration scheme of Thyagaraja1 starting
with the first approximation to the island given above, leads to the following general bifur.
cation relation: 2a foi [Jflm ,\,h1, h2) — 1] d0" = 1,w11ere J; is the current density within
the island and the constants h], h; are non-dimensional derivatives of the resistivity at 7-,,
Assuming, a >> 1 (ie. r;q’(r,) << 1) we obtain the result,

Islandwidth E A : idlog (ItTi) (6)r,- 2 dlog 1703*)

where, a is approximated by, a 2 2 ,. The numerical constant 0‘ satisfies the inequal-n'q' 1'.
ity 1 < 01‘ < git follows that the islhnd width is small compared to r,- if the conditions
h; > alzf, hl > 0 and $3—3E—3 << g hold simultaneously. Simple examples of q profiles
satisfying the required conditions are easily constructed. In Fig.2 we give a schematic
sketch of such a profile. Our model can be further generalized to include the possibility
that J;(\Il’) (or rather the resistivity within the island) is actually determined by solvV
ing an appropriate energy equation within the island. Making very general assumptions,
it is possible to derive conditions for the existence or otherwise of bifurcated equilibria
with m : 1 helical symmetry. We have presented the theory for the case of monotonic
q-profiles with a single q = 1 resonant point. It is of interest to note that the analysis
applies mutatis mutandis to nonrmonotonic profiles with multiple resonances when it is
the outermost resonance which determines saturation.

3. Discussion: The purpose of this section is to discuss the significance and possible
relevance to experiment of the analytical model presented. The solution reveals that the
perturbation due to the m = 1 non—linear tearing mode is confined entirely within the
q=1 surface (0 < r < n). Furthermore, while there is an island interior to this radius, it
differs from the “symmetrical” islands for higher values of m in nonlinear tearing mode
theory. The saturation of the mode depends upon the properties of the mean q—profile at
the resonant point, rather than globally, as is the case for higher » m tearing modes. Our
theoretical results can be viewed in three ways. Firstly, they constitute a “proof of prin.
ciple” model based on certain assumptions, and demonstrate the conditions necessary for
an m = 1 neighbouring equilibrium solution of the RMHD equations. The relationship of
this novel result to those of Hazeltine et al5 and others will be discussed more fully in our
forthcoming publication. Secondly, the model described could be used as an analytic test
case for numerical simulations of sawtooth phenomena. Thirdly, we examine the possible
relevance of our model to sawtooth phenomena observed in Tokamaks. The neighbour-
ing equilibria found in this paper could be relevant both to sawtooth—free discharges (eg.
“monsters” in JET3) with 90 < 1, and for the ramp phase of sawteeth when go is known to
be less than unity 2. Several experiments have been reportedi‘l’3 which appear to show that
generic q«profiles of the type assumed by us in this paper do exist. The measurements
of Gill et al.4 appear to suggest that the shear near the q = 1 resonance may indeed be
rather small. Our theory shows that in the cylindrical limit the main m = 1 disturbance
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to the equilibrium is always confined to within the q = 1 radius. This analytic fact is
consistent with observations under sawtoothing conditions in several tokamaks, provided
one accepts the eflect of linear toroidal coupling to other modes as a correction. We also
note that our island structure gives a simple description of the “snake“ seen in JET“. It
is of interest to remark that our theory also suggests that an increased current density
within the island aids in saturation at lower island widths. This result is in qualitative
agreement with the experimental results summarized by Soldner6 on the lower hybrid
stabilization of both sawteeth and the m : 1 indicating that only currents driven in the
same sense as the Ohmic current lead to stabilization when q(0) < 1. Finally, it should be
clear that although in principle the theory could describe the slow growth of the m = 1
islands, the later stages of this growth, and the crash, can only be obtained numerically.
The cause of the crash itself could possibly be due to a fast, ideal instability of a finite
amplitude island as suggested by Dubois and SamainT. Alternatively, it could be caused
by a failure of equilibrium at the end of the ramp phase as suggested by Thyagarajal.
Further work is required to elucidate these questions.
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In the large gyroradius regime, where the width of the transition layer is determined by the
gyroradius of the main ions, the m=1 mode couples to a discrete spectrum of resistively
damped Alfvén—type modes [1], characterized by frequencies of the order of (up = [0327‘1i +
%(sopimA/r0)2]1/2. A population of energetic ions can resonantly destabilize these modes (fish-
bone oscillations). On the other hand the reactive response of the energetic ions has been shown
[2] to improve the plasma stability against m=l modes. We show that the enhanced stability
found in the fluid ion regime is partly reduced in the ion kinetic regime.

We refer to the results of [3] where a detailed investigation of internal m:l modes in the ion ki-
netic regime has been presented based on the analysis of resistive modes in the so—called semi-
collisional regime [4]. We consider modes [1] with frequencies larger than the bulk ion diamag-
netic frequency (.d (m=1 Alfvén modes) and include the effect of an energetic ion population
with magnetic precession frequency (am, much larger than (Data as is the case in an ignited
plasma. We are interested in plasma regimes such that 8111/3 < pi/ro < mph/um, where pi :
C(Timi)1/2/eB, r0 is the radius of the q=1 surface, an is the inverse magnetic Reynolds' number,
(0A =VA/(Ro\/3), VA:(B2/41Epm)1/2, pm is the mass density and R0 is the torus major radius.

Inside the transition layer around r=r0 resistivity and parallel compressibility are taken into
account in the electron response, and the ion response is calculated to all orders in the ion gyro-
radius. The plasma response in the ideal region outside the transition layer is represented by a
single parameter denoted by Mr [5], proportional to the negative of the energy functional SW.
The modification of this response due to the energetic ion population is accounted for by the
substitution RH —) KHK 5 Ag + Maw). For an isotropic distribution the complex function Mdco)can be written as [2] Mam) = reg/zaph/50)AK(m), where so = rO/RO, so = ro(dq/dr)ro, pp}, :
~81tB:(r0) l3) dx x3/2 dph/dx, ph is the hot particle pressure and AK((0) is a form factor. The
real part of AK((D) represents the reactive response of the energetic ions and is negative
(stabilizing) for lower frequencies and positive for higher frequencies. The imaginary part of
Axum) represents the velocity dependent resonant interaction with the precessing energetic ions
and is negative (destabilizing) for (0/t > 0. The resulting dispersion relation has the form [1]

L(A.HK,0)) + il:(—V) = H(V) (i/E)V , (1)
L(7tHK,0.)) + 1F(v) H(—V)

where L(A.HK,CD) = mAUtH + 1K(m)][to((t) — (mall/2 with mm = —[(c/eBrn)(dpg/dr)]r0, and F(v)is defined by iF(v) : 8(4l—v2)-3/2 r2(§+ iv)/r2(—};+ %v) with v2 : (mg—w2)/2(pisomA/ro)2.
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The electron and ion temperatures are taken to be equal. In the right-hand side of Eq. (1), H(v)

= 2vr2(v)r2(§ — iv), and

can) =en (ml—m3.) [4w mhtsopdrom-l, (2)

with 811: n52C2/(4Jtr2coA) the inverse magnetic Reynolds‘ number, and T] the parallel resis—

nvity. In the semi--collisional regime under consideration lel << 1
For ion modes with real frequencies in the range (d-< a)-< (up, we have 0_< v <5 In this range

F(v)'IS purely Imaginary. For larger real frequencies v becomes 1maginary and F(v)1s complex

While for purely growing modes, v2 >—1and F(v) 13 real. In the limit of large frequencies, lvl —>

co and F(v) —> 1.
If the right-hand side of (I) is large, the dispersion equation reduces to

LQHKLD) = -iF(V) - (3)

The ideal MHD growth rate, ymhd E AcA, is obtained from (3) in the limit (up/ymhd —> O and

xx = 0. Due to the smallness of e, the dispersion equation (3) is obtained from (1) for finite and

positive values of Re V (with V —» —v, for negative values). On these modes resistivity leads to

corrections proportional to powers of an. For real positive values of v in the range V <5 and not

too close to zero, marginally stable modes can be found with (Ddi < to < (up if )tHK is real and

larger than the negative value 114mm 2 —2«12[r’2(1/4)/1‘2(—1/4)][topmp + cudi)]1/2(pi/ro). These
modes are destabilized by the resonant interaction with energetic ions, i.e. by Im AK. However,

the stabilizing effect of resistivity cannot be neglected as v approaches zero.
In the high—frequencylimit in which v 0: —im the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is a fast oscil-

lating function of the frequency. Its amplitude is finite for modes with almost real frequencies
such that Re[vln(16lvl2/e)+ ivrt/Z] = 0(1). This balance corresponds to high—frequency Alfvén

modes [3]. If this balance is not satisfied, i.e. for larger damping or growth rates and for purely

oscillatory modes, the diSpersion relation (3) is recovered. Modes similar to the high-frequency

Alfvén type modes are also found for intermediate values of v close to the imaginary axis and

for small values of v. For these values H(v)/H(—v) is a finite quantity so that the magnitude of

the right—hand side of (1) is determined by the factor (i/E)V which is finite for Re(v1n 8) = 0(1).

The MHD boundary conditions play an increasingly important role for decreasing v because the

right—hand side of Eq. (1) oscillates more slowly and all contributions to the dispersion relation

become of the same order of magnitude.
We are interested in the marginal stability conditions for modes with frequencies near (up.

For these frequencies V is small and the full dispersion relation has to be considered. In order to

treat these modes analytically we consider the ordering v In US : 0(1). With this ordering the

dispersion relation (1) becomes

x _ v = (1 + amexptwi + 15m] , (4)
x + V



where we have used the variables x = [(L (lmmp) + iF(0))/iF'(0)]1/z(l/E), V = v ln(l/e), at] =
or/ln(l/e), (32 = (It/2)/In(1/e), e is evaluated at a) = (up and or = 2[In2 + 2w(l) — \l/(5/4)]~ In the
absence of energetic ions L(XHK,CDP) is real. To leading order in (In l/E)‘1, Eq. (4) gives, fer
fixed real x, a discrete spectrum of m=l Alfven modes with frequencies Re co=tnp +O[(ln l/e)‘2],
that accumulate at a) = cop, and Im a) = O[(1n 1/e)'3]. This spectrum of damped modes is destab~
ilized by the resonant interaction with the energetic ions. According to (4) the marginal Stability
curve is a spiral in the complex x-plane. The radius of the spiral is very large on the normalized
x-scale due to modes with V : —2n1ti. This implies that along the marginal stability curve
Re KHK and Im 7tHK undergo excursions that are of order one and are independent of resistivity
to leading order in l/ln(1/€). Thus the relevant zero resistivity limit is obtained by first setting
the mode growth rate equal to zero and by taking subsequently the limit of vanishing resistivity

For realistic values of the magnetic Reynolds' number, In (1/8) is large but still finite so
that the dispersion relation (1) has to be solved numerically. The resulting marginal stability
curve is shown in Fig. l in the complex KHK plane for mat/031311 : 0.07, (00/t = 0.12 and
(up/((DAEAB) = 8.5, corresponding to e(w=wp) : l.5><10'4. This marginal stability curve trans~
lates into the solid curve in the (9mm, limo-plane of Fig. 2, where imhd E Ymhd/coph and fiph a
(eg/sh/somA/mph. The latter curve starts for a) near (d, where v ~ 5' For these frequencies
F(v) —> 0 and resistivity plays an essential role leading to semi-collisional tearing and resistive
m=l internal modes as discussed in [3] and [4]. The stable domain lies below and to the left of
the solid line of Fig. 2. For unrealistic low values of en, the spiral curve will extend to negative
values of "imhd at small values of fiph. Inside the loops more than one mode can be unstable
with Red) = (up, while elsewhere only one mode with cum 2 Red) 203p is unstable. The bound»
ary of the stable domain at large fiph corresponds to large negative values of V2((D ~ 03m) and
therefore depends very weakly on resistivity. On the other hand, the portion of the boundary at
low values of [gph (not drawn in Fig. 2), beyond the point where the solid curve in the figure
starts, is determined by modes with Rec) 5 mm. This frequency range has been studied with the
two—fluid model for the plasma bulk [2] and leads to the threshold indicated by the part of the
dashed line adjoining ph = 0 in Fig.2. This line intercepts a second dashed curve corre-
sponding to the two-fluid marginal stability at higher frequency (0) > cudi). We expect a similar
stability boundary for Re a) < (flat in the main~ion kinetic regime. In fact, in this regime, similar-
ly to the two-fluid case, the growth rates in the absence of energetic ions scale as a linear power
of resistivity [3] at sufficiently large diamagnetic frequencies cum/(03A erg/3) > (pi/(r0 8111/3))4/7.
The dotted curve in Fig.2 correSponds to marginal stability from Eq. (3) for com/(ugh = 0.07,
(DP/(DDh = 012,811 = 0 and growth rate y/mp a 0.

In conclusion we have shown that modes with frequencies in the top range exist as localised
modes in the presence of resistivity, even for negative values of AH. The resistive damping of
these modes is relatively strong in that case and, being proportional to (In l/e)'3, is weakly
dependent on the value of the magnetic Reynolds‘ number. Thus, for realistic parameters un-
stable fishbone oscillations do not occur for negative values of RH. Nonetheless, the new fre—
quency mp ensures the existence of a low frequency fishbone regime even when mm is
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negligible, as the mode remains oscillatory and therefore subject to a resonance with the
energetic ion motion. For the lower values of fiph the enhanced stability as found in the fluid
regime is partly reduced in the ion-kinetic regime. For modes with frequencies a) > (up the
stability boundary obtained in the large gyroradius regime does not differ significantly from that
Obtained from a two»fluid approach [2], provided pi/ro << mph/80 (0A. In particular, the two
boundaries practically coincide for modes with 0) ~ (oDh.

Ym
hd

—|m >\HK

Fig. 1. Re KHK versus Im 1K along the marginal stability curve for the following parameter
values: (Ddi/OJDh = 0.07; cap/mm = 0.12 and asp/(an 9111/3) = 8.5 corresponding to mop)
:: 1.5)(10'4.

Fig.2. Marginal stability curves in the (9mm, spig-plane. The solid line corresponds to mar-
ginal stability from the dispersion relation (1) for Rec) > mm. The stable domain lies
below and to the left of this line. Parameter values are the same as in Fig. 1. The dotted
curve corresponds to marginal stability from Eq. (4) for mat/C0D}, = 0.07, (up/(um =
0.12, an E 0 and growth rate cop —> 0. The dashed curves correspond to the fluid limit
of Ref. [2], with (Dag/mph = 0.07.
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Abstract

I Introduction

The behaviour of tearing instabilities in plasmas with large magnetic
Reynold—numbers (S m 108) is analysed. Being primilary interested in
basical physical effects we restricted our analysis to two—dimensional
plane geometries, although the sawtooth-crash is addressed. The central
point of our work is the investigation of the dynamics near the neu-
tral sheet prior to the onset of a. tearing instability. Here we found that the
profile of the current density developes toward structures that funda-
mentally differ from those of the starting equilibrium and that these
structures are finally dominated by a singular current sheet at the neu—
tral line (in the limit of vanishing resistivity). We further point out
that these dynamics are not necessarily due to an instability and conse-
quently will occure even if the equilibrium is stable. In section II we
describe these structures and the concerning dynamics. In section III we
discuss the consequences for the tearing instability.

II Description of the current density profiles

We carried out numerical simulations of an initially perturbed Harris-
sheet. Being interested in high-S plasmas (S R5103) we used IMHD as long
as reconnection can be excluded and switched on resistivity later. (As-
sumeing ideality for the first part of the evolution seems to be rea—
sonable because the diffusion time- scale is widely separated from the
Alfvén time-scale for the parameter ranges of interest. Furthermore (in
view of tokamak applications) this procedure simulates the stability
against tearing instabilities during the ramp phase.) Fig.1 shows the
central current density profile at t=250 (in units of Alfvén times). The
equilibrium profile was jx = (coshz)_2. The energy of the perturbation
was 6 orders of magnitude smaller than the total energy of the system.
Nontheless the energy of the perturbation is the only energy source of
the dynamics so that there is no contradiction to the (ideal) stabil-
ity of the Harris-sheet. This can be seen by calculating the energy of
the perturbation and comparing it with the kinetic energy related to the
dynamics. The simulations further show, that the distance between the
sheets decreases in time. (A quite similair (linear) problem has been
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investigated analytically by tnzand Kbhrud who predicted structures
as shown in Fig.1. Although they considered the process to be externally
driven by appropiate boundary conditions it can be easily shown that
the kinetic energy in their solution decays as l/t2 so that the driv-
ing energy can be replaced by an initial perturbation because they did
not solve the boundary~value problem but only calculated an approximate
solution for the inner region.)

III Application to tearing modes

Looking at Fig.1 it is obivious that the shown structures are likely to
change the growth rate of a tearing instability fundamentally. There are
two aspects that have to be discussed in this context:

1. The width of the current sheet decreases dramatically. Although
the common theory of tearing instabilities does not apply to complicated
structures as shown in Fig.1 it seems reasonable to assume an enhanced
growth rate due to this effect.

2. The configuration is characterized by parallel current sheets
that move toward the neutral line. We modelled this situation by a cur-
rent density that consits from an infinite number of aequidistant 6 -
distributions, all of them carrying the same current density in alter-
ing direction and calculated the growth rate as a function of the dis-
tance between two sheets (using a procedure of Otto, Birk and Janmfzky.)
Fig.2 shows the result for k=0.i and S = 103.1t is clearly seen, that
the growth rate becomes highly sensitive to the distance of the sheet at
small distances.
Both these points indicate that the spontaneous formation of current
sheets in highly conducting plasmas may be an important effect to ex-
plain the growth rates of tearing modes connected with the sawtooth
crash. Calculations in more realistic geometries are required for a
quantitative test of this model.

Figure captions
Fig.1 The central current density of a pertubed Harris-sheet at t=250.
Fig.2 The groth rate of a tearing instability in a system of parallel
current sheets as a function of the distance of the sheets.

References
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1. INTRODUCTION Ideal—MED stability calculations are presented to
show the effect of triangularity 5 on the beta-limit for plasmas of

NET/ITER type with ellipticity K= 2 and aspect ratio A= 3.7. The optimum

betas are achieved as a tradeoff between n=1 ideal kink stability and
stability against Mercier and ballooning (n=w) modes. Two different types
of beta—optimisations have been made to study the influence of equilibrium
profiles.

In one set of optimisations, the current profile is prescribed and
the pressure profile is optimised. We impose current profiles that are
flat in the central region and decrease monotonically to zero at the edge.
For such current profiles, maximum beta is obtained for broad pressure
profiles, in particular, for low g5 and small triangularity. The beta—

limit is independent of triangularity up to 8-= 0.4, but increases
slightly for high triangularity, 8 = 0.6.

In the other set of optimisations, we specify a more peaked pressure
profile and optimise the current profile. Peaked pressure profiles, when
combined with standard current profiles, for which the central q is flat
and near unity, tend to be unstable to localised, pressure driven modes.
Therefore, careful tailoring of the central current profile is required.
After optimisation of the current profile the n=1 and n = w modes give a
beta—limit for peaked pressure profiles that is almost unchanged from that
for broad profiles, if the cross—section is sufficiently triangular, 8 2
0.4. By contrast, in an elliptical cross—section, 5 = 0.0, the maximum
beta decreases significantly for the peaked profiles.

2. CENTRALLY FLAT CURRENT, OPTIMISED PRESSURE Here we have fixed
the profile for the surface averaged toroidal current: it is flat in the
Central region, zero at the edge, and a cubic polynomial in between with

zero derivative at the end points. The pressure profile is optimised. The
safety factor at the edge q5 has been varied from 2 to 6.5 and four values

of triangularity have been considered: 5 = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6. The
beta—limit is rather insensitive to go (1.02 < qo < 1.12) and we give

results for only one value, qo = 1.07. Figure 1 shows Bmax as a function

of the normalised current, IN.
Figure 1 shows that, for the broad profiles, the beta—limit is

almost independent of triangularity for O S 5 S 0.4, where Bmax = 4.6 %.

A certain gain results from increasing 5 to 0.6, which gives Bmax = 5.6%.
However, triangularity has a stronger effect on the maximum normalised
current IN = uoI/aBo, which increases from about 2.35 at 5 = 0 to about 3

at 5 = 0.6. As a consequence, g = Bmax/IN decreases with triangularity.

with go held fixed at 1.07, the beta-limit is usually set by

ballooning/Mercier modes, except for large triangularity and high current
qs < 3, where the limit is set by the n = 1 kink mode.
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Figure 1. Optimised beta vs normalised current, for different
triangularities. The straight line shown is g = [3/1N =2.2.

Bmax does not degrade significantly for gs < 3. Such degradation as
well as the so—called ravines in Bmax for qs just below integer values
have been reported in other studies[2], in which <J¢> was not kept
sufficiently small at-the edge. With our choice for <J¢> which goes
quadratically to zero at the edge, such ravines do not occur.

3. PEAKED PRESSURE PROFILES Pressure profiles observed. in most
tokamaks are more peaked than those found to give the highest beta in
ideal-MHD stability studies. Therefore, we have studied the beta-limit for
a prescribed peaked pressure profile where dp/dr = constant for lr-Rl >
0.1a. (r is the major radius in the mid—plane 2:0, and R is the major
radius of the magnetic axisJ

To test the sensitivity of the results to the choice of current
profile, we have applied two different classes of current profiles with
the peaked pressure profile, corresponding to two different strategies for
improving Mercier stability in the central region. The first class of
profiles have a rounded step in the current density near the centre and,
outside this step, a monotonically decaying <J¢> to increase the shear.
The second class has a reduced central current density or, equivalently,
an increased go. For both these types of current profiles, the cases with
5 2 0.4 give beta—limits for n = 1 and n = w stability close to those for
the broad pressure profile. For small triangularity, 5 = 0.2, and even
more so for 5 2 0.0, the beta—limit for strongly peaked pressure is
substantially lower than for the broad profiles.

Figure 2 shows the beta-limits for strongly peaked pressure,
obtained with the high—shear current profile and go held fixed at 1.02.
For high triangularity, there are relatively minor differences from the
results obtained for the broad profiles. Notably, Bmax for 5 = 0.6 drops
Slightly from 5.6 % to 5.1 %, while for 8 = 0.4, the peaked pressure plus
Optimised current profile even improves the maximum beta from about 4.6%
to 5.2 %. Figure 2 shows that beta as a function of current is almost the



same for 5 = 0.4 and 5 = 0.6. The two curves in Fig. (2) show broad maxima
of Bmax s 5.1 % at IN = 2.2, where qS is about 3.1 and 3.7, respectively.
For lower triangularities 5= 0.0 and 0.2 the beta—limit with peaked
pressure profiles (Fig. 2) is clearly lower than for the broad profiles
(Fig. l).
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Figure 2. Optimised beta vs normalised current for different
triangularities. A peaked pressure profile is prescribed and the current
profile has been optimised, using a central step

To indicate what current profiles are required to give sufficient central
shear for a strongly peaked pressure profile and q0 = 1.02, we show in
Fig. 3 optimised equilibria with (a) 5 = 0.6, qs = 3.65 and (b) 5 = 0.0,
qs = 3.31. The height of the step is about 10 % for the triangular
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Figure 3. Equilibria with strongly peaked
optimised, high—shear current profile. In (a) 5=
B*= 6.5%, [30: 14.7%, and ii: 0.58. In (13) 6=
0*: 3.6%, (30: 8.0%, and ii: 0.72.
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equilibrium and 30 % for the ellipse. As expected, triangularity reducesthe amount of shear needed for Mercier stability in the centre. Theoptimal height of the step increases with qs.

Stability to n =1 and n = w modes can also be achieved, even for a
centrally flat current distribution, by increasing go. The resulting beta—
1imit for high triangularity 5 = 0.4 and 0.6 is very similar to that ofthe high-shear current profile (Fig. 2). For small triangularity, 5 = 0.2
and 0.0, the limit is inferior to that in Fig. 2. For the optimisedequilibria with raised go, go increases with qS and decreases with
triangularity from 1.02 at gs = 2.0 for 5 = 0.6, to 1.57 at qS = 6.5 for 5
= 0.0. The highest beta is reached for 5 = 0.4, where B = 5.4%, 8* = 6.8%,and B0 = 15.0%.

An important difference between the high-shear equilibria and thosewith a raised qo lies in the stability to intermediate—n modes. We have
made spot checks of the n = 2, 3, and 4 stability of the two sets ofequilibria with peaked pressure profile, optimised for n =1 and n = xstability. We find that, whereas the the high—shear profiles aregenerally stable, the low-shear profiles with a raised qo tend to be
unstable to the so—called infernal modes[3]. However, it appears that thebeta—limit set by infernal modes for these profiles is only slightly lower
than the n = 1, n = m limit.

In summary, optimisations with prescribed, peaked pressure profilesShow clearly advantageous effects of triangularity, and for 5 2 0.4, highbeta can still be confined by an optimised current profile. For thestrongly peaked pressure profile, we find a maximum beta of about 5.1 %both for 5 = 0.4 and 5 = 0.6, with B* = 6.4 % and a central beta B0 =
14.5 %. For the ellipse, these values are considerably lower, Bmax= 3.0%,
B*= 3.7% and B0= 8.3%.

4. CONCLUSION The main conclusions of the present study are easy to
formulate. For broad pressure profiles, triangularity has little effect
on the beta-limit. For peaked pressure profiles, triangularity has a
clear positive effect, and 8 2 0.4 is highly favourable. To confinestrongly peaked pressure profiles with high beta, the q-profile must have
sufficient shear in the central region for local stability. The necessarycentral current gradients decrease with increasing triangularity. Thecurrent profiles for highly triangular cross—sections with go 2 1 and low
qs are considerably flatter than those maintained at steady—state in ohmic
discharges, and will require non—inductive current drive.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT This work was supperted by NET under contract 310/88—7 ‘FU CH NET and by the Swiss National Science Foundation.
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ABSTRACT

The effect of a divertor on the ideal Ml-ID stability of a quasi—circular single-null tokamak is

investigated Five different poloidal positions of the X«point are studied (inside and outside the torus, on

the top of the section and two intermediate positions), and compared to an equivalent reference circular

case. For low [3 plasmas, we compute the current limit imposed by the 11:1 kink. The stable operating

window, in the (‘lo-Qcyl) plane. is also detemtined. The lower bound on Qcyl is found to be ~l.2 for the

divertor configuration. Then the [It-limit at different values of the total current is considered. The

maximum value of [3 set by the n=l mode is comparable for each confi guration, except when the X—point

points upwards. in which case the maximum is roughly doubled. The results of the ballooning

optimization are also presented for the live divertor configurations and for the reference circular case.

LJmmtdttetiQm
Experimental results and {3 optimization studies show that ideal MHD stability imposes a limit

on the value off} in tokamaks. Theoretically it was found [1] that the critical [3 is proportional to the

normalized current: Bczg IX. with IN=uOI(A)/a(m)B(T) and a=(rmux-rmin)/2. where rm“. and rmin are the

maximum and the minimum distance of the plasma surface to the toms axis. Only limiter configurations

have been considered. The object of this work is to extend these results to divertor configurations which

offer the possibility of reaching a high confinement regime [2].

The most dangerous instabilities are the n:l free—boundary kink and the ballooning modes,

imposing a limit on [3, Bk and 13b respectively, Tile n=l kink also restricts the total current at low [3. The

influence of an X—point and its location has already been studied in the ease of ballooning modes [3], and

Ozeki et a1. [4] have computed the axisymmetric stability of divertor configurations for the JT—6O

tokamak. They have also investigated the n=1 stability of some cases at low and high B. Our approach is

similar to theirs in the sense that the equilibria we are using with ERATO have as plasma boundary, a

flux surface just inside the separatn'x, but in our study the safety factor at the edge qs is always kept high

(>4-6) and is not a relevant parameter. Only single—null and quasi-circular crossvseetions are considered.

The angle between the horizontal and the X-point is do 010:0 meaning that it points outward the torus.

With (10:1: the inverse aspect ratio 6 is 0,274. e being defined as follows: e=(rm“x-rmi")/(rmax+rmin).

The area of the cross-section, normalized to (RC)1=((rmax+rmin)/2)2, is always kept constant. and with

(10:31t/4(fig.1). TE/Z, 113/4, 0 the values of e are 0.2261, 0.2124, 0.2261. 0.274. The reference circular

case with the same area has 8:0.2273. An equilibrium is computed by Specifying the pressure gradient

PW!) and the surface average current density Kw) in two sections:

a) Between the edge and the flux surface where \ll/ws=aj, P' and J are cubic functions of (Wu/S)
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with zero derivative at both ends; J(\tJ:ItJS):O and P'(\t/:aj ws)=0. P' is therefore maximum at ways (1|;
is the polo'i‘dal flux and 1415 its value at the edge).

b) P'=0 and J constant between t|J=aJ V415 and the magnetic axis. a] is determined by the total
current 1N and the value of ‘10- If aJ=0 and q0 is still too high, the derivative of J on the axis is adjusted.

2 \ il'
(1 . I I kA

The operating space at low B has been detemtined O ‘kyl N phys( )
min. max. max.

. . . TE 1.28 0.880 252
31(/4,Tl:/2, KM and 0. We are looking for the domam 1n the 31t/4 1.26 1.128 267

We qC 1) plane, where the equilibria are stable to the n=l TE/2 1- 19 1-295 237
y _ _ n/4 1.25 1.125 266

free-boundary kink (qo lS always larger than 1). The results 0 1.24 0942 270

for six configurations: the reference circular case, (10:11:,

of the circular case is well-known; tlte stable window is Cil'C- 1-93 0.737 175

limited by q5>2, which corresponds here to Lleyl>1-93- At Table] ‘. Current and qcyllilni15~

a given value of ql- the highest (to is constrained by the

fact that one singular surface is necessary and sufficient to have stability. With an X—point the lower

limit on Clay] is now about 1.2. At constant current the highest stable qO value is always obtained with a J
profile having aJ=0.75~O.8. The operational diagram obtained with a0=3rtl4 is shown on fig.2, and

with other etc the stable domain has the same shape. Table 1 shows the minimum value of Gay] and the
corresponding current limit (q0=1) for the six configurations considered. The current limit indicated in
the last column is computed for B=l.5T and RC=O.875m. Notice that the divertor configurations can
carry a total current about 50% higher than the circular case.

3 -limi im I h n:1 fr «l n r kink
Bk has been computed for the reference circular case and for the divertor configurations Fig.3

shows the result when (10:31t/4. fig.4 when OLO=Tt/2 and the six curves of Bk vs. 1N are superposed in
fig.5. When ao=1r/2 (fig.4), Bk is strongly enhanced, reaching a maximum value which is roughly twic
that for other positions of the X~point. The g factor (Bk=gIN) is larger than that for the reference circular
case if OLDER/2 and lower if a0<1t/2. For all the divertor cases (except aozn/Z), in contrast to the
circular cross—section, Bk vanes little over a wide range of current.

In order to clarify the dependence of Bk on (10. additional runs have been made around
aozn/Z, for a fixed value of the current IN:O.84. The results are on fig.6, where we see that [i k is
peaked around (IO=TE/2. In all cross-sections. when [l increases. the poloidal field Bp is reinforced
outside the toms and weakened inside. For oto=rt, this increases further the shear in the peripheral
region, already large because of the X—point. But for 010:0, this effect reduces the shear at the edge. For
[10=TE/2 there are two poloidal locations where Bp is weak and this seems to be stabilizing.

_ . . . l . ,

For a given J profile, [3b is computed by optimizing the pressure gradient on each surface [5].
qo is kept around 1 as for the computation of [Elk and therefore the second stability regime is not
accessible [6]. With 0LO=rt/2 (Fig.4), 5b is lower than Bk, but for all other configurations (l‘ig,3),
including the circular one, [3b is higher. The six curves of Bb are superposed in fig.7. Nothing special at
a0=Tr/2 is observed and if (loan/2 (a0<tr/2) the g factor of Bb is higher (lower) than the one of the
reference circular case. When do is varied (figé) Bk and Bb do not have their maximum at the same
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value of (10. For Bb the maximum is at OLO=31t/8. where the poloidal extension of the bad curvature
region is minimum [5]. Moreover. the X—point is in the bad curvature region for ao<31[/8. This may be
the explanation of the "strange" position of the maximum of [3b.

imtusim
Adding an X-point to a quasi-circular cross‘section slrongly increases the current limit at low

[5, just as increasing elongation or Lriangularity. But the [3 limit does not follow the linear law up to the
maximum current. For OLO=1c/2, [3k is enhanced and the [3 limit is set by ballooning modes. For all other
five configurations the kink limit is more constraining and the g factor is larger for (10>TE/2 than for
a0<7r/2. These results suggest that operation at high [3 should be possible in a wide range of current.
This would l‘avor divertor configurations over limiter ones. We are not aware of experimental results
supporting these predictions.
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1 . INTRODUCTION
The operation of tokarnaks is limited to densities below some threshold value which, in

ohmic discharges, is proportional to the plasma current. When the density limit is exceeded,
the discharge usually disrupts, because the profile contracts and becomes MHD unstable when
the radiation losses equal, or exceed, the input power [1,2]. (However, recent experiments
performed with beryllium coating or boronisation have shown non-disruptive behaviour at the
density limit.) Here, we report on a simulation study of density limit disruptions, in which
radiation losses were specified according to experimental data from a disruption in JET [2],

The MHD activity was simulated by a reduced—MHD code with a simple transport model [3].

The simulations reproduce the sequence of events observed during density limit disruptions in
JET, starting with m=3/n=1 activity, followed by strong growth of the m=2/n=1 mode, a
sequence of minor disruptions, and finally a major disruption, in which the current profile
flattens over almost the entire plasma, leading to a large drop in internal inductance, and an
accompanying negative voltage spike.

It is well known that the m:2/n=1 resistive tearing mode plays a key role in the

disruption process, and this is recognised by existing mode-coupling [4] and quasi-linear [5]

models of disruptions, and is also very clearly seen in our simulations. However, the

simulations presented here give a scenario, different from that of previous theories [4,5], for

the final phase of the disruption, including the so far ill-understood phase where the current

profile broadens. In our simulations, the major disruption occurs in two steps, in agreement

with observations on JET [2]. First, a large fraction of the central temperature is lost in an

"energy quench", which occurs as a sawtooth modified by the large amplitude 2/1 mode. At

the end of the energy quench, the magnetic field in the central (1 z 1 region becomes stochastic

because of the simultaneous presence of modes with different helicities, notably 2/1, 1/1, and

3/2. In a major disruption, good flux surfaces are never restored again, the kinetic energy of

several modes continues to grow, and in the final phase, the activity is dominated by the 2/1

and a rapidly growing 3/1 mode.

2. NUMERICAL MODEL
The basic model adopted here is three-dimensional resistive reduced MHD including

anisotropic heat conduction, with XJ. << X” [3]. The model of Ref. [3] has been upgraded by

including radiation losses in the temperature evolution equation. These losses are introduced as

a front moving inward from the edge of the plasma. The amplitude, width, and position of the

front are prescribed as functions of time in accordance with measurements on JET [2].

Moreover, we use neoclassical resistivity [6], which gives rise to rather peaked current profiles

that are strongly A'-stable in the absence of radiation losses. The resistivity is taken as a

function of the temperature, and our model thus includes the thermal instability discussed in

Ref. [7]. To make nonlinear simulation possible, it is necessary to reduce the Lundquist
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number S from the very high values in JET (close to 109). To accomplish this, we multiply all
dissipative terms (such as X1» resistivity n and viscosity v) by the same factor E, and shorten
the time—scale for variation of the prescribed radiation by the same factor.

3. TIME HISTORY OF ONE RUN
In Fig. 1, we show the time—evolution during one entire run of (a) electron temperature

in the centre, r=0.54a and r=O.75a, (b) internal inductance 11 and loop voltage V1, and (c) the
m=2/n=l, m=3/n=2, and'm=3/n:1 components of the radial magnetic field at the wall. The
enhancement factor B was 2000 in this run, 16 different m/n Fourier components were used
and the radial resolution was 150 grid points. The profile for xJ. was adjusted to give a steady—
State temperature profile (without radiation) in agreement with that of JET shot #11051, and
was then kept fixed in time, and the radiation losses were prescribed according to the same
shot. The radiation is turned on at time t=0, but no mode activity is observed in the simulation
until t=20001A. At this time the radiation front has reached q z 3, and the m=3/n=1 resistive
tearing mode reaches sufficient amplitude to be visible in the B,— signal (Fig. 1c). With the
radiation time—scale sped up by a factor E=2000, the m=3 mode does not have time to saturate
before the radiation front has moved inside the q=3 surface. It should be noted that the m=3
mode is stable, or at most marginal from a A‘ analysis, but the resistivity perturbations
destabilize a mode that is partly ”rippling". As the current profile contracts further, and the
radiation from approaches the q=2 surface, the m=2/n=1 mode becomes unstable at t =29001A.
There follows a phase of several minor disruptions, during which the B, signal at the wall
reaches about 14 G. The minor disruptions are triggered by increases in the 2/1 amplitude, and
disturbances leading to field stochasticity propagate inward from the q=2 surface. During each
minor disruption a sawtooth—like relaxation occurs in the q = 1 region. The standard m=1/n=1
sawtooth mode is modified by the large amplitude 2/1 perturbation and involves large
components m=3/n=2 and m=1/n20, all coupled by the m=2/n=l.

4 . THE MAJOR DISRUPTION
As seen from Fig. lb, the internal inductance first rises during the contraction phase,

and then drops somewhat during the minor disruptions. The final major disruption, in which 11
drops by almost unity and the current profile becomes almost flat, occurs at about t=62001zA.In
Fig. 2 we show details from such a major disruption, simulated with 25 Fourier components,
to improve on numerical resolution. The major disruption involves a sequence of events, the
first of which is the "energy quench". This starts similar to a sawtooth. The m=1/n=1 mode is
modified by the m=2/n=l mode, as described in Sec. 3 for the minor disruptions.
Furthermore, at the beginning of the modified sawtooth, the temperature is almost flat in the
centre and falls off quickly outside the q = 1 region. Figure 2a is a contour plot of the electron
temperature and a Poincaré plot of the magnetic field lines during the first phase of the energy
quench. The region around the original q=2 and q=3/2 surfaces is stochastic, while the q=1
region has good flux surfaces and shows a standard q=l reconnection pattern. The modified
sawtooth has a large content of m=3/n=2 magnetic perturbation, and at the end of the
reconnection, the whole central region becomes stochastic over a short time (see Fig. 2b), by
the simultaneous presence of high amplitude modes of different helicities. After this, there is a
partial recovery of good flux surfaces in the centre, interrupted by another event similar to that
in Fig. 2b. This time, £10 rises sharply, and the m=2 mode continues to grow. The current
profile now broadens quickly under the combined action of the m:2 mode and fine-scale
turbulence. When the current profile becomes sufficiently broad, the m:3/n:1 mode grows



more or less on the Alfvén time-scale, and the internal inductance rapidly falls close to ]_
During this phase, the negative voltage spike appears. Figure 2c shows a cross-section of the
current profile and completely stochastic magnetic fields at this time.
Acknowledgement. This work was supported by JET under contract JW8/9007 and by the
Swiss National Science Foundation.
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Figure 23. Electron temperature and field lines during first stage of energy quench.

Figure 2b. Electron temperature and field lines at end of energy quench (701A after 2a).
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Figure 20. Current density and field lines during voltage spike (3701A after 2a)
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EFFECT OF SHEARED TOROIDAL PLASMA FLOWS 0N EQUILIBRIUM

AND STABILITY OF TOKAMAKS

AL Sen .A.K. Agarwel. S.N. Bhattacharyya and P.K. Kaw

Institute for Plasma Research.
Bhat. Gandhinagar 382 424 INDIA

The equilibrium of a toroidally rotating axisymmetrioplasma was studied theoretically by Maschke and Perrin[11.They showed that the Gred—Shafranov equation can begeneralised to include the effect of rotation if either thetemperature or the entropy is assumed to be constant on themagnetic surfaces. They also obtained analytical solutionsfor certain simple cases. Some more analytical solutions wereobtained by Throumoulopoulos and Pantis [2]. However all thesesolutions are for rigid rotation only. In this work weinvestigate the effect of velocity shear on the toroidalequilibrium and stability both numerically and analytically.We consider an isothermal plasma obeying ideal MHD equationsconfined in a perfectly conducting shell with a circular crosssection. The generalised equilibrium equation [1] incylindrical coordinates (R.¢.Z) is

. E 2_ d “2 MAR2 dIAw=-Ra—+Rp—( _)]exp( _)—1— (1)
w dw ZRT ZRT dw

where A"' is the usual Grad Shafranov operator. E is the gas
constant. E= p exp(—R2w2/2§T) where p is the plasma pressure.and I is the poloidal current function. The solution of thisequation depends on the choice of four arbitrary flux
functions plw). I(w).m(w) and T(w). and of course on theboundary conditions. We choose the following forms of theflux functions for the numerical work

p=po w: ‘ <2)

#3) (3)
Dz

I=RB°(1—y

w2 k w +
_ = "2— <4)R T R.o

where vg= (w - v;)l(wa— v;)is the normalised w . vzis the flux
on the magnetic axis. we is the flux on the plasma surface.
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B is the externally imposed vacuum toroidal field at the majora

radius Rn . pola.fi.A and G are the input parameters. The
value of r is adjusted in each iteration to keep the toroidal
current constant. The parameters 0 and X characterize the
rigid rotation and the velocity shear respectively. Eq. (1)
is now solved numerically with the boundary condition that w
:0 on the circular plasma boundary. Contours of the solution
V‘R,Z) for the parameter values P0: 104 N/mal a = 1.8. E =
1.8: R°= 0.75 m. minor radius a = 0.25 m. B0 = 1 Tesla and

I = 200 KA are shown in figs (a).(b),(c> for different values
P

of n and k . Figuge (d) corresponds to a high beta equilibrium
with p5 = 10 N/m It is observed that both rigid rotation and
velocity shear cause an outward shift of the magnetic axis
However the effect of X is smaller than n on the position of
magnetic axis. Ellipticity of the flux surfaces are also found
to be influenced by shear.

To understand these numerical results we next carry out a
perturbative analysis of egn<1) in terms of the inverse aspect
ratio n = a/R. Approximate analytical solutions are obtained
for both low 3 and high H tokamak orderings. For the low-fl
tokamak ordering, for example.an expression for the shift of
the magnetic axis is given by

an rn d5 _ _ 02
A=—2— [— +2xR°B pwa‘](l+—)exp(nR/2) <5)

93 R dr P 2p 0

The contributions to the outward shift of the magnetic axis
now include rigid rotation effects as well as those arising
from shear (in addition to the usual finite fl term). We have
neglected the hoop force term in deriving (5). It is seen that
both rigid rotation and shear enhance the outward shift. For
the high 6 tokamak ordering similar trends are observed. The
results of the approximate analytical solution are in
reasonable agreement with the results of the numerical
solution.

We have next carried out a linear stability analysis for
ideal ballooning modes in the presence of velocity shear. As
is well known [3] the presence of equilibrium flows makes the
eigenmodal formulation nonself--adjoint and thereby precludes
the application of energy principle methods. In the presence
of shear the problem is further complicated by the appearance
of explicit time dependence in the coefficients of the
evolution equations and one cannot speak in terms of normal
eigenmodes. It is more appropriate to solve an initial value
problem [4]. We have carried out such an analysis on the
following equation obtained by applying a modified eikonal
ansatz on the perturbed ideal MHD equations
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pt? 23: (B-V):|vs|’(B-v>g1
_2_[.vsl_]= 2 +
B 8 t 0 t B

2(B x VS-u)(B x VS'Vp)! [B x VS-(V-V)V](B x VS-Vp){
4 + ‘ (6)

B B

where the sikonal S is Chosen to be S = ¢ — g(w)6 — uxw)t

and the other notations are standard [5]. We have obtained an

approximate analytical solution to equation (6) in the strong

ballooning limit. The solution displays temporal growth of an

initial perturbation with average growth rates comparable to

the usual static growth rates. Shear is found to have a

stabilizing influence and the perturbations are found to be

peaked around 6 = 0. The solution also displays periodic

bursting behaviour observed in previous numerical

investigations [4].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Contour plots of poloidal magnetic flux for
rotation. p= 1000.0 N/m2 (b) rigid rotation with 0

(a) n0 toroidal
1.0. (c)

sheared flow with K = 1.0. n = 1.0. (6) high 6 plasma with p =10000.0 N/m’. 0 = 1.0. x = 1.0.
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INTRODUTION

The fusion ignition experiment IGNITEX has recently been proposed
by M. N. Rosenbluth, W. F. Weldon, and H. H. Woodsonll] on the basis of
B. Coppi’s idea for a compact, thermonuclear experiment and recent tech-
nology advances on pulsed—power systems. The basic idea is to utilize the
best-estabilished fusion regime of operation, ohmically-heated tokamaks to
produce a self-sustained fusion reaction. The basic elements of fusion-product
alpha particle behavior in IGNITEX are analyzed in this paper on the basis
of present understanding. It is shown that the IGNITEX experiment permits
fairly high alpha particle containment, heating, and stability in the proposed
ignition regime. Other ignition regimes in which alpha modes can be destabi-
lized are accessible. The IGNITEX experiment can be a feasible, simple, and
relatively inexpensive way to produce and control ignited plasmas for scientific
study.

IGNITEX EXPERIA'IENT

The basic idea of the IGNITEX experiment is to use a 20-Tesla, single-
turn-coil tokamak to ohmically heat a plasma to thermonuclear conditions
and thus, produce and control an ignited plasma. The IGNITEX experiment
should reach ignition with ohmic heating alone and produce a stable ignited
phase during the flat top of the discharge. Typically ramping of the currents
and fields will be done in 3 seconds, the flat top will last 5 seconds and the
plasma will be shut down in 2 seconds.

The ohmic regime and L-mode of operation proposed for IGNITEX
have the most immediate prospects for ignition. They have a large database,
have produced clean discharges, have sufficient energy confinement time, and
offer the possibility of design simplicity and reduced maintenance require-
ments. The low-beta mode of operation proposed for IGNITEX permits an
ample stability margin in the non-ignited and ignited phases ofoperation. Low-
beta allows operation with the required high plasma currents and thus, with
high probability of ignition.
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Initial calculations for the IGNITEX experiment indicate that the pre—
dicted margin for ignition is highlzl and ignition can be reached far below sta-
bility limits, i.e. the ignited phase of the discharge can be maintained passivelyby the plasma itself without exceeding disruptive limits.

The IGNITEX experiment permits access to ignition conditions through-out a wide range of densities and temperature. Typically, densities from 3. to15. x 101‘1cm‘3 and temperature from 5. to 15. keV are possible. These regimesare alpha-heating dominated and produce high-power-density, ignited plasmas.

ALPHA PARTICLE CONTAINMENT

Alpha containment is found to be rather high even in the assumption ofsignificant levels of toroidal asymmetries. The small alpha Larmor radius andthe large alpha containment factor (ratio of the plasma current to the minimumplasma current for confinement of most alpha particles according to neoclassicalorbit theory) justify the high alpha containment in IGNITEX. Alpha transport
simulations using the code DESORB indicatem negligible alpha losses withhigh-n-ripple levels up to 4%. Threshold levels of low—n-ripple losses are even
higher.

Some of the good characteristics of the IGNITEX experiment with re-
spect to alpha containment are: high plasma current (12MA), elongated plasmacross section (I: = 1.6), small alpha-Larmor radius (pa/a = 0.027), low safety fac-tor (qcy1(a) = 2.2, q¢(a) : 2.72), high alpha particle containment factor (3.2),negligible high-n ripple (single-turn, compact toroidal field magnet), moderatelow-n ripple (n = 2 due to poloidal magnet leads and n = 1 due to generatorfailure), and high threshold value of ripple for stochastic losses calculated byusing the code RIPLOS (specifically for n :1, 2 ripple sources).

These characteristic are possible because of the magnet system to beused in the IGNITEX: Single-turn-coil TF system (minimizes high-n ripple,minimizes gyroradius, provides stable (low beta) low-qfl operation, and sup-port a high plasma current) and internal PF system (maximizes plasma cur—rent) with low-n ripple. The accommodation ofa high plasma current in thecompact design creates a flat safety factor profile which basically makes thealpha losses negligible by significantly increasing the threshold value of theripple for stochastic diffusion fast losses.

ALPHA PARTICLE HEATING

As a single—turn-coil tokamak with high fields, IGNITEX permits a suit-able path to ignition from the ohmic—dominated regime (up to 4 keV averageplasma temperature) to the alpha—dominated regime (from 5 to 15 keV averageplasma temperature). The intrinsic ohmic heating oftokamak operation is suf~ficicnt to heat the plasma to temperatures at which alpha heating is significantand enough to produce ignition. At the ignition point the temperature depen-dence ofthe fusion power can be stronger than the temperature dependence ofthe power losses and the plasma could experience a thermal runaway that maycause the plasma to reach MHD stability limits and the plasma will disrupt.
Thermally stable ignited plasma can be produced in the IGNITEX ex-
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periment. In the IGNITEX design the plasma thermal runaway associated With
plasma ignition is stabilized by the plasma’s own radiation emission. Simula—
tion with the STIC and TDIC codes (steady state and time dependent, Volume—
average codes) show that electron cyclotron emission, which have been calcu—
lated by using analytic formula by Trubnikhov, Engelman and Curatolo and
by the cyclotron radiation transport code SNECTRW, can damp the thermal
runaway. The low-beta operation proposed for IGNITEX permits a discharge
that will evolve far below from disruptive limits. This gives the possibility
of production of thermally stable plasmas and then facilitates control of the
thermal runaway associated with ignition conditions.

ALPHA PARTICLE INDUCED MHD MODES

The stability ofinternal kink modes, high-n ballooning modes, and shear
Alfven modes have been investigated in the presence of fusion alpha-particles
in ignited plasmas. These modes can be either stable or unstable depending
on the parameter regime of the ignition phase. The stability of these MHD
modes favors high field and low beta tokamak experiments.

The “sawtooth” and “fishbone” oscillations, which may occur in the
central part of the plasma column, are associated with the m = 1, n = 1 internal
kink modes and considered to be a potential threat to the attainment of igni-
tion. The energetic trapped particles are thought to be responsible for destabi-
lizing /stabilizing the internal kink mode and to cause “fishbone” instabilities
and/or “sawtooth” suppression. It appears that the fusion-product trapped
alpha particles can open a stability window where both sawtooth and fishbone
oscillations are suppressed in burning D-T plasmas. The actual width of this
window depends on the characteristics of the alpha particles, bulk plasma pro-
files, and the model used to describe the m : 1 internal kink “inner” layer
dynamics. It will be desirable that the alpha’s beta value be high enough
to stabilize sawtooth but low enough that fishbone modes are not resonantly
excited. The stability window may be attained in IGNITEX since the major
radius is relatively small and its magnetic field is high.

The trapped alpha particles can also interact through their precession
drift with high-n ballooning modes. Instabilities can be excited if the alpha
beta exceeds a critical valuels] which is formally the same as the “fishbone”
mode's but now considering radially localized modes with n > 1. The IGNI-
TEX plasma can separate far below the ideal ballooning stability limit. Thus
high-n ballooning modes should be stable in the IGNITEX experiment owing
to its high magnetic field and possible low beta operation.

Shear Alfven waves may be destabilized via alpha particles transit and
magnetic drifi; frequency resonances. The high energy alpha particles are born
with a radially peaked profile. The expansion free energy associated with the
alpha particle density gradient can drive Shear Alfven Modes instabilities ef-
ficiently. The Kinetic Alfven Waves (KAW) and Global Alfven Eigenmodes
(GAE) experience strong electron damping so that they are not to be destabi—
lized by alpha particles. The Toroidicity-Induced Aven Eigenmodes (TAE),
which can exist only in toroidal geometry with frequencies lies within gaps in
the Shear Alfven Continuum, may be destabilized by alpha particles. An ig—



nited tokamak plasma with high magnetic field requires a large alpha particle
density gradient to destabilize the TAE modes. The high-n TAE are easier
to excite by alpha particles and have higher growth rate than the low-n TAE.
The latter should be stable in IGNITEX. It should be noted that high-n TAE
may not exist in the central part of the plasma column since finite bulk plasma
pressure will force the high-n TAE into the continuum accumulation point at
the edge of gaps at low shear case. Thus, there may be no TAE mode to
be destabilized by alpha particles whose density is highly peaked at the (low
shear) center of the ignition plasma. An investigation of these question with
detailed P0(r), «0,;(1') radial profiles in IGNITEX experiment is underway. The
various excitation mechanisms that correspond to different free energy sources
and resonance channels are also under consideration.

The IGNITEX experiment should provide a research tool to explore
the problem of alpha-particle stability of thermonuclear plasmas. IGNITEX is
capable to access relatively high-beta operation in the ignition phase so that
MHD modes could be resonantly excited by fusion alpha particles, and then
permit the study oftheir effects on the alpha particle confinement and heating.

CONCLUSION

A preliminary analysis of alpha particles effects in the fusion ignition
experiment IGNITEX has been presented. It is argued here that, according to
present understanding, the ohmic heating, L—mode, low-beta mode ofoperation
is a regime of operation favorable for a magnetic Fusion ignition experiment.
Initial calculations indicate that the IGNITEX concept ofi'ers favorable char-
acteristics for a magnetic fusion ignition experiment and provides a simple,
theoretically reliable means of producing ignited plasma for scientific study at
a relatively low cost. Specifically, it has been shown that high alpha contain-
ment is possible in a single—turn—coil tokamak, that thermally stable ignited
plasmas can be produced, and that alpha-stabilized and non-alpha-stabilized
modes of operation are feasible in IGNITEX.
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